
Civic Centre, Windmill Street, Gravesend Kent DA12 1AU

Cabinet

Members of the Cabinet of Gravesham Borough Council are summoned to attend a meeting to 
be held at the Civic Centre, Windmill Street, Gravesend, Kent on Monday, 4 February 2019 at 
7.30pm when the business specified in the following agenda is proposed to be transacted.

S Walsh
Service Manager (Communities)

Agenda

Part A
Items likely to be considered in Public

1. Apologies for absence 

2. To sign the minutes of the previous meeting (Pages 5 - 8)

3. To declare any interest members may have in the items contained on this 
agenda.   When declaring an interest a member must state what their 
interest is. 

4. To consider whether any items in Part A of the agenda should be 
considered in private or any items in Part B in public 

5. Delegated Decisions - Cabinet Members 
To report any decisions made by Cabinet Members under their delegated 
powers.

6. Corporate Performance Update - Quarter Three 2018-19 (Pages 9 - 32)

To present Cabinet with an update against the Performance 
Management Framework, as set out within the council’s Corporate Plan 
2015-19, for Quarter Three 2018-19 (October to December 2018).



7. Scrutiny Topic Review Report - Review of proposed council-endorsed 
trading companies 

(Pages 33 - 66)

To present Members with the Topic Review report of proposed council-
endorsed trading companies approved by Members of the Overview 
Scrutiny Committee.

8. Fees and Charges Report 2019/20 (Pages 67 - 
102)

9. General Fund Revenue and Capital Estimates 2019-20 (Pages 103 - 
314)

10.Housing Revenue Account Estimates 2019-20 and Housing Capital 
Programme 

(Pages 315 - 
378)

11.Budget Monitoring Report 2018/19 - Quarter Three (Pages 379 - 
416)

12.Proposed amendments to the Constitution – Summary & Explanation and 
The Articles 

(Pages 417 - 
536)

13.Proposed amendments to the Constitution – Delegations (Pages 537 - 
598)

14.Proposed amendments to the Constitution – Standards Committee (Pages 599 - 
682)

15.Any other business which by reason of special circumstances the Chair is 
of the opinion should be considered as a matter of urgency. 

16.Exclusion 
To move, if required, that pursuant to Section 100A (4) of the Local 
Government Act 1972 that the public be excluded from any items 
included in Part B of the agenda because it is likely in view of the nature 
of business to be transacted that if members of the public are present 
during those items, there would be disclosure to them of exempt 
information as defined in Part 1 of Schedule 12A of the Act.

Part B
Items likely to be considered in Private

17.Disposal of Land on the north side of Lord Street (Pages 683 - 
700)

18.Any other business which by reason of special circumstances the Chair is 
of the opinion should be considered as a matter of urgency. 



Members

Cllr David Turner (Chair)
Cllr John Knight (Vice-Chair)

Councillors: Julia Burgoyne
Harold Craske
Sandra Garside
Derek Shelbrooke
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Cabinet

Monday, 7 January 2019 7.30 pm

Present:

Cllr David Turner (Chair)
Cllr John Knight (Vice-Chair)

Councillors: Julia Burgoyne
Harold Craske
Sandra Garside
Derek Shelbrooke

Note: Councillors Gurdip Bungar, John Burden, Leslie Hills, Shane Mochrie-Cox and 
Brian Sangha were also in attendance.

David Hughes Chief Executive
Stuart Bobby Director (Corporate Services)
Nick Brown Director (Environment & Operations)
Kevin Burbidge Director (Housing & Regeneration)
Melanie Norris Director (Communities)
Nick May Parking Services Manager
Carlie Simmonds Committee Services Manager (Minutes)

141. Minutes 

The minutes of the meeting held on 12 November 2018 were signed by the Chair.

142. Declaration of Interest 

No declarations of interest were made.

143. Delegated Decisions - Cabinet Members 

No decisions other than those already circulated had been made.

144. Development on Land at Whitehill and Nansen Road, Gravesend 

The Director (Housing and Regeneration) informed Members that a planning application for 
the above development was submitted by the Council and presented to Regulatory Board in 
July 2018 with full permission being subsequently granted on 3 October 2018. 

The Council’s Employers Agent, Potter Raper Partnership (PRP), was currently preparing 
tender documents based on the drawings submitted to the Local Planning Authority and the 
Council’s agreed Employer’s Requirements, for submission to the South East Consortium 
(SEC) Framework, to which the Council had membership.
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PRP had provided an estimate for the works which were in excess of the Key Decision 
threshold of £100,000.

The new build programme for Whitehill and Nansen Road will be expected to take 
approximately 20 months from the commencement of the programme to completion. The 
timeframe had been set to factor in a small timeframe for slippage. The financial cost to 
deliver the additional 32 new homes will be approximately £7.7 million. The RTB receipts will 
contribute to the delivery of the programme and (at Affordable Rents) will absorb 30% 
(£2.3m) of the cost. The remaining 70% (£5.3m) will be funded by the Council from the most 
appropriate source such as HRA reserve fund or external borrowing.

Resolved that:-

1. authority be delegated to the Director (Housing and Regeneration), in 
consultation with the Leader of the Executive and the Section 151 Officer, to 
award a build contract to the successful contractor following a selection 
process via the South East Consortium (SEC) for the construction of 32 new 
Council homes consisting of 8 x 3 bed houses; 12 x 2 bed apartments and 12 
x 1 bed apartments with provision of associated parking, cycle/refuse storage 
and landscaping; and

2. 30% of the overall cost be financed by the use of retained Right to Buy 
receipts, or a higher percentage in the event of the Ministry for Housing, 
Communities and Local Government rules being adjusted and where the 
Council demonstrates a clear need for social rent over affordable rent.

145. Town Centre Controlled Parking Zone Review 

The Parking Services Manager informed Members that in 2010, the Council’s introduced 
new Town Centre Controlled Parking Zones (CPZs) around the southern perimeter of 
Gravesend Town Centre.

The schemes were intended to protect residents from an expected increase in commuter 
parking following the implementation of the high-speed train services to London from 
Gravesend station. Prior to implementation of the CPZ’s, it was difficult to predict the impact 
of the change so the Council stated that it would review these measures sometime in the 
future and it was considered timely to conduct the review in late 2018.

Whilst informal consultation with residents was not legally required, it was considered best 
practice and an important process in order to gather residents’ thoughts and feedback. 
Therefore, two informal consultations were undertaken. Using feedback from the responses 
received, as detailed in the report, an amended set of proposals were mapped out ready to 
start the formal consultation period.

Members were informed that a response rate of 50% or more, during the formal consultation 
process, from a specific road or area objecting to the proposals would result in them being 
amended or withdrawn. This threshold was not met however all of the objections received 
were thoroughly analysed and in most cases the concerns expressed were addressed and in 
other cases it was felt that the proposals advertised would still be beneficial to the residents.

The Cabinet was presented with the proposed parking controls as detailed in appendices 2 
and 3 of the report.  
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Resolved that the implementation of the parking controls as advertised on the 
Proposed Order (Appendix 2 and 3) be supported.

146. Exclusion 

Resolved pursuant to Section 100A(4) of the Local Government Act 1972 that the 
public be excluded during the following item of business because it was likely in view 
of the nature of business to be transacted that, if members of the public were present 
during this item, there would be disclosure to them of exempt information.

147. STG Building Control Partnership Business Plan for 2019-22 

The Cabinet was reminded that the South Thames Gateway Building Control Partnership 
(involving Medway, Gravesham, Swale and now Canterbury) went live in 2007 and was now 
in its third five year term. The partnership’s Business Plan outlined how the building control 
function for the partnership Councils would be delivered over the next three years and also 
included a financial plan up until 2021-22.

Before 1 October each year, the Joint Committee is required to approve and send its draft 
Business Plan for the following year to each partner authority for comment. The Joint 
Committee agreed a consultation draft on 20 September 2018.

Members were presented with the Business Plan for 2019-22 together with the Financial 
Plan and Delivery Plan.

The Director (Housing and Regeneration) advised that for Gravesham BC, the contribution 
to the shared service will fall from the current £48,733 in 2018-19 to £40,067 by 2021-22.

The Director (Housing and Regeneration) also advised of a potential in-year budget deficit 
arising as a result of a sudden fall in income between August and November and sought 
authority to authorise any necessary additional contributions.

Resolved that:-

1. the proposed STG Building Control Partnership Business Plan 2019-22 (28 
September 2018, Version 2), including the Financial Plan, and also the 
Delivery Plan (28 September 2018, Version 2), appended to it be approved;

2. the Secretary to the STG Joint Committee to be notified accordingly; and
3. Cabinet delegates to the Director (Housing and Regeneration), in consultation 

with the Leader, the authority to approve any additional Gravesham 
contribution, to balance any deficit that may arise for the STG Building Control 
Partnership in 2018-19.  Any such contribution required will therefore be an 
overspend to the current revenue budget.  It will either be offset by 
corresponding cross-council underspends, or funded from working balances.

148. Disposal of Land on the North Side of Lord Street 

The Director (Housing and Regeneration) informed Members that, following the introduction 
of the government’s new Housing Delivery Test, the Council decided to review those sites 
within Gravesham that have, or have previously had planning permission, but where 
development had stalled. Whilst there is a limit to what can be done to encourage 
landowners/developers to move things ahead, it was considered appropriate to firstly 
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address land in the Council’s ownership that benefits from a permission for housing 
development i.e. the site of the former Lord Street multi-storey car park, which was currently 
in use as a temporary town centre workers’ car park.

The above site was therefore marketed for housing-led development on behalf of the 
Council. 

Members were apprised of all bids received together with advice in respect of each from the 
marketing agents and officers.

Resolved that:-

1. officers be authorised to hold interviews with the three bidders set out in 
paragraph 5.6 of the report; and

2. subject to the outcome of those interviews, to report back to Cabinet on 4 
February 2019 in order that a decision can be made in respect of the preferred 
bidder.

Close of meeting 

The meeting ended at 7.51pm
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Classification: Public
Key Decision: No

Gravesham Borough Council

Report to: Cabinet

Date: 4 February 2019

Reporting officer: Stuart Bobby - Director (Corporate Services)

Subject: Corporate Performance Update: 
Quarter Three 2018-19 (October to December 2018)

Purpose and summary of report: 
To present Cabinet with an update against the Performance Management Framework, as set 
out within the council’s Corporate Plan 2015-19, for Quarter Three 2018-19 (October to 
December 2018).

Recommendations:
1. This report is for information purposes only.

1. Introduction

1.1 In October 2015 the council formally adopted its new Corporate Plan for 2015-19. 
The plan sets out the council’s vision for the borough, complete with a suite of 
corporate objectives and policy commitments that will shape the council’s 
activities over the four year period.  

1.2 In order to evaluate if the council is effectively achieving against its stated policy 
commitments, and is ultimately delivering consistently high quality services, the 
council needs to have a sound performance management process in place. 
Developed by senior council officers and Cabinet portfolio holders, the council’s 
Corporate Plan presents a new Performance Management Framework (PMF) that 
forms the basis of reporting corporate performance to council Members and 
residents.

2. Performance Management Process

2.1 The effective management of the council relies upon good quality and timely 
performance information on which to base informed decisions. The council’s PMF 
presents a range of performance information which includes;

 Performance Measures (PM):  These are target-based measures 
identified and established specifically for being essential to the delivery of 
the Corporate Plan’s key objectives e.g. waste recycling rates. 
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 Performance Indicators (PI): These represent important contextual 
performance information related to the Corporate Plan’s key objectives. 
PI’s are not target based as the council, whilst having influence over their 
delivery, does not directly control their outcomes e.g. crime statistics.  

2.2 Appendix Two to this report provides Cabinet with a statistical overview of the 
council’s performance against the Corporate Plan for Quarter Three 2018-19, 
covering the period October to December 2018. 

2.3 Information on performance over the period is presented in tabular form for all 
indicators and graphically for PMs. Where any PMs have not met their set target 
for the quarter, exception notes have been provided for review. In addition, for PIs 
the tables provide ‘direction of travel’ arrows to give Members an indication of 
progress made against the previous reporting period i.e. green arrows 
representing an improvement in performance levels.

2.4 Following Cabinet’s review, all Cabinet Committees will be presented with 
individual performance reports tailored to the respective portfolios. These will 
provide statistical content in support of more detailed contextual updates outlining 
what actions have been delivered, and what is to be taken, to successfully realise 
the Corporate Plan’s four corporate objectives and supporting policy 
commitments.

2.5 This report is for information purposes only.

3. BACKGROUND PAPERS

There are no background papers pertaining to this report. 
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IMPLICATIONS APPENDIX 1

     

Legal The council’s Corporate Plan is an integral part of the authority’s policy framework 
as defined by the Constitution. The new Plan will ensure the council has in place an 
effective framework to delivery its responsibilities and delivers better results for 
vulnerable local residents, with the assistance of relevant partner agencies. 

Finance and 
Value for 
Money 

There are no significant costs associated with the monitoring of the council’s 
Corporate Plan from which council activities should be based and which 
therefore should be accounted for as part of on-going financial planning 
processes.     

Risk 
Assessment

Implementation of a performance management framework allows the council to 
evidence how successful it is in achieving against its stated objectives, and for 
residents it provides genuine accountability in how successfully the council is 
administering its resources.   

Screening for Equality ImpactsEquality 
Impact 
Assessment Question

a. Does the decision being made or recommended through this paper have 
potential to cause adverse impact or discriminate against different groups in the 
community? If yes, please explain answer.
N/A

b. Does the decision being made or recommended through this paper make a 
positive contribution to promoting equality? If yes, please explain answer.
N/A

In submitting this report, the Chief Officer doing so is confirming that they have 
given due regard to the equality impacts of the decision being considered, as noted 
in the table above

Corporate 
Plan

The council’s adopted Corporate Plan sets the strategic vision and objectives for 
the authority over the 2015-19 period. This report provides Cabinet with a quarterly 
assessment of how the council is delivering against its objectives through its 
performance management framework.

All future committee reports will be presented in consideration of the new Corporate 
Plan. 

Crime and 
Disorder

Community safety is an integral theme of the Corporate Plan and work by the 
council in this area, alongside its key partners, will go towards delivering corporate 
objective 1: ‘a Safer Gravesham’.

Digital and 
website 
implications

In terms of the council's performance management framework, digital 
implications are represented and assessed through the outturns relating to  
'PI 49 - web self-help forms'. 
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Safeguarding 
children and 
vulnerable 
adults

The council's work in safeguarding children and vulnerable adults helps contribute 
towards delivering corporate objective 1: ‘a Safer Gravesham’ and corporate 
objective 2: ‘a Stronger Gravesham’.
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42%
16%
42%Performance has fallen

Performance has stayed the same
Performance has improved 

Performance measures below target

Performance measures meeting target

Performance Indicators

33%

66%

These are target-based measures identified and established specifically for being 
essential to the delivery of the Corporate Plan’s key objectives e.g. waste recycling 

rates. 

Performance Measures Performance Indicators 

Performance Measures

Quarter Three 2018-19: Summary

These represent important contextual performance information related to the Corporate 
Plan’s key objectives. PI’s are not target based as the council, whilst having influence 

over their delivery, does not directly control their outcomes e.g. crime statistics.

Performance has fallen on the previous reported period

Performance has improved on the previous reported period

Performance Indicators: 'Direction of Travel' explanatory note

Performance has stayed the same on the previous reported period

66%

33%

42%

16%

42%

Appendix 2
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Performance & Administration: Cllr. D Shelbrooke

Housing: Cllr. H Craske 

Page

9 - 11

Leader: Cllr. D Turner 

5 - 6

Planning & Regeneration: Cllr. J Burgoyne 

1 - 4

Community Services: Cllr. S Garside 

Portfolio Index

7 - 8

Environmental Services: Cllr. J Knight 

15 - 17

12 - 14
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PM 7

Q1
2017-18

Q2
2017-18

Q3
2017-18

Q4
2017-18

Q1
2018-19

Q2
2018-19

Q3
2018-19

Q4
2018-19

Outturn 8.8% 9.1% 8.6% 8.4% 8.4% 8.4% 8.8%

Target 9.0% 9.0% 9.0% 9.0% 8.9% 8.9% 8.9%

Target Met

PI 26

Q1
2017-18

Q2
2017-18

Q3
2017-18

Q4
2017-18

Q1
2018-19

Q2
2018-19

Q3
2018-19

Q4
2018-19

Outturn 2.1% 2.1% 2.0% 2.2% 2.1% 2.2% 2.4%

Direction 
of Travel

PI 27

Q1
2017-18

Q2
2017-18

Q3
2017-18

Q4
2017-18

Q1
2018-19

Q2
2018-19

Q3
2018-19

Q4
2018-19

Outturn 3.7% 3.8% 3.1% 3.5% 3.7% 3.8% 4.0%

Direction 
of Travel

% rate of resident unemployment

"a thriving and sustainable local economy, built on 
the foundations of high quality regeneration and 
development projects"

Retail vacancy percentage rates

03 Sustainable Gravesham 

Exception 
Notes

Leader: Cllr. D Turner 

% rate of youth unemployment

7.0%

8.0%

9.0%

10.0%

Q1
2017-18

Q2
2017-18

Q3
2017-18

Q4
2017-18

Q1
2018-19

Q2
2018-19

Q3
2018-19

Outturn

Target
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PI 28

Q1
2017-18

Q2
2017-18

Q3
2017-18

Q4
2017-18

Q1
2018-19

Q2
2018-19

Q3
2018-19

Q4
2018-19

Outturn 17% 0% 0% 23% 10% 14% 40%

Direction 
of Travel

PI 29

Q1
2017-18

Q2
2017-18

Q3
2017-18

Q4
2017-18

Q1
2018-19

Q2
2018-19

Q3
2018-19

Q4
2018-19

Outturn 63% 63% 62% 62% 68% 61% 64%

Direction 
of Travel

PI 30

Q1
2017-18

Q2
2017-18

Q3
2017-18

Q4
2017-18

Q1
2018-19

Q2
2018-19

Q3
2018-19

Q4
2018-19

Outturn 141,894 134,658 134,490 118,285 129,854 121,458 114,405

Direction 
of Travel

PI 31 Percentage net gain in new business (NB: Collected Annually - outturns relate to previous year)

Q1
2017-18

Q2
2017-18

Q3
2017-18

Q4
2017-18

Q1
2018-19

Q2
2018-19

Q3
2018-19

Q4
2018-19

Outturn 3%

Direction 
of Travel

PI 32

Q1
2017-18

Q2
2017-18

Q3
2017-18

Q4
2017-18

Q1
2018-19

Q2
2018-19

Q3
2018-19

Q4
2018-19

Outturn £64,307,495 £64,349,045 £64,384,345 £64,522,866 £64,300,891 £64,309,257 £64,288,177

Direction 
of Travel

PI 33

Q1
2017-18

Q2
2017-18

Q3
2017-18

Q4
2017-18

Q1
2018-19

Q2
2018-19

Q3
2018-19

Q4
2018-19

Outturn 236 259 245 249 252 252 246

Direction 
of Travel

Collected Annually

Percentage of posts filled by Gravesham residents

Towncentre footfall 

Total rateable value of all commercial properties

Percentage of advertised posts filled by unemployed Gravesham residents

Collected Annually

Total number of vacant commercial properties
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PM 13

Q1
2017-18

Q2
2017-18

Q3
2017-18

Q4
2017-18

Q1
2018-19

Q2
2018-19

Q3
2018-19

Q4
2018-19

Short Term 1.3 2.5

Long Term 0.6 1.7

Outturn 2.1 4.7 7.5 10.8 1.9 4.2

Target 2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 2.0 4.0 6.0

Target Met

PI 38

Q1
2017-18

Q2
2017-18

Q3
2017-18

Q4
2017-18

Q1
2018-19

Q2
2018-19

Q3
2018-19

Q4
2018-19

Outturn 2.40% 4.71% 3.90% 3.42% 3.45% 2.85% 2.80%

PI 39

Q1
2017-18

Q2
2017-18

Q3
2017-18

Q4
2017-18

Q1
2018-19

Q2
2018-19

Q3
2018-19

Q4
2018-19

Outturn 78%

Direction 
of Travel

PI 40

Q1
2017-18

Q2
2017-18

Q3
2017-18

Q4
2017-18

Q1
2018-19

Q2
2018-19

Q3
2018-19

Q4
2018-19

Outturn Unqualified Unqualified

Direction 
of Travel

TBC

Collected Annually

04 Sound & Self-sufficient
Council

Number of sickness absence days per FTE (NB: Cumulative Outturn)

Newly collected data

Exception 
Notes

Staff turnover rate (%)

Percentage of GBC apprentices securing employment by the end of the apprenticeship

Collected Annually

Collected Annually Collected Annually

Unqualified' value for money conclusion in annual audit of accounts

Collected Annually

"a well-run and innovative council supporting its 
staff to realise commercial opportunities whilst 
transforming its services to deliver at the best 
possible value for money" 

0.0

2.0

4.0

6.0

8.0

10.0

12.0

Q1
2017-18

Q2
2017-18

Q3
2017-18

Q4
2017-18

Q1
2018-19

Q2
2018-19

Q3
2018-19

Short Term

Long Term

Outturn

Target
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PI 44

Q1
2017-18

Q2
2017-18

Q3
2017-18

Q4
2017-18

Q1
2018-19

Q2
2018-19

Q3
2018-19

Q4
2018-19

Outturn 9.77%

Direction 
of Travel

PI 48

Q1
2017-18

Q2
2017-18

Q3
2017-18

Q4
2017-18

Q1
2018-19

Q2
2018-19

Q3
2018-19

Q4
2018-19

Outturn 12.1% 13.4% 14.4% 15.4% 16.2% 18.6% 20.7%

Direction 
of Travel

PI 49

Q1
2017-18

Q2
2017-18

Q3
2017-18

Q4
2017-18

Q1
2018-19

Q2
2018-19

Q3
2018-19

Q4
2018-19

Outturn 46,853 45,199 40,162 62,977 55,045 46,088 50,528

Direction 
of Travel

PI 50

Q1
2017-18

Q2
2017-18

Q3
2017-18

Q4
2017-18

Q1
2018-19

Q2
2018-19

Q3
2018-19

Q4
2018-19

Outturn 100.00% 100.00% 100.00%

Direction 
of Travel

N/A

Number of web self-help forms completed

Percentage of income from commercial activity in relation to net revenue spend

Percentage of  council tax accounts signed up for e-billing

Collected AnnuallyCollected Annually

New Indicator 

% of standard property searches completed by GBC within 10 working days 
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PI 18

Q1
2017-18

Q2
2017-18

Q3
2017-18

Q4
2017-18

Q1
2018-19

Q2
2018-19

Q3
2018-19

Q4
2018-19

Outturn 214,284 191,786 184,999 213,222 226,447 194,469 182,879

Direction 
of Travel

PI 19

Q1
2017-18

Q2
2017-18

Q3
2017-18

Q4
2017-18

Q1
2018-19

Q2
2018-19

Q3
2018-19

Q4
2018-19

Outturn 81,015 73,173 64,064 74,299 83,526 74,173 62,669

Direction 
of Travel

PI 20

Q1
2017-18

Q2
2017-18

Q3
2017-18

Q4
2017-18

Q1
2018-19

Q2
2018-19

Q3
2018-19

Q4
2018-19

Outturn 41,509 39,122 34,283 41,756 44,605 39,850 36,359

Direction 
of Travel

PI 21

Q1
2017-18

Q2
2017-18

Q3
2017-18

Q4
2017-18

Q1
2018-19

Q2
2018-19

Q3
2018-19

Q4
2018-19

Outturn 160 9,006 465 80 167 5,557 496

Direction 
of Travel

PI 22

Q1
2017-18

Q2
2017-18

Q3
2017-18

Q4
2017-18

Q1
2018-19

Q2
2018-19

Q3
2018-19

Q4
2018-19

Outturn 2,008 5,400 2,260 9,778

Direction 
of Travel

N/A N/A

02 Stronger Gravesham 

N/A 
Heritage sites closed 

October-March

Community Services: Cllr. S Garside 

Number of swimming facility uses

"a healthier more cohesive community where 
children have the best start in life and people are 
proud to call home"

Number of gym facility uses

Number of visitors attending heritage sites

Overall leisure centre attendance

N/A 
Heritage sites closed 

October-March

Number of 'Active Gravesham' attendees
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PI 23

Q1
2017-18

Q2
2017-18

Q3
2017-18

Q4
2017-18

Q1
2018-19

Q2
2018-19

Q3
2018-19

Q4
2018-19

Outturn 11 9 14 17 16 9 13

Direction 
of Travel

PI 24

Q1
2017-18

Q2
2017-18

Q3
2017-18

Q4
2017-18

Q1
2018-19

Q2
2018-19

Q3
2018-19

Q4
2018-19

Outturn 9 23 27 30 36 22 24

Direction 
of Travel

PI 25

Q1
2017-18

Q2
2017-18

Q3
2017-18

Q4
2017-18

Q1
2018-19

Q2
2018-19

Q3
2018-19

Q4
2018-19

Outturn 1,221 1,065 1,116 1,398 1,354 1,491 1,653

Direction 
of Travel

PI 46

Q1
2017-18

Q2
2017-18

Q3
2017-18

Q4
2017-18

Q1
2018-19

Q2
2018-19

Q3
2018-19

Q4
2018-19

Outturn 31,709 28,721 17,468 22,288 33,127 30,237 22,410

Direction 
of Travel

PI 47

Q1
2017-18

Q2
2017-18

Q3
2017-18

Q4
2017-18

Q1
2018-19

Q2
2018-19

Q3
2018-19

Q4
2018-19

Outturn 1,628 1,500 1,185 791 988 736 724

Direction 
of Travel

Number of telephone calls to the contact centre

Number of community uses of the Woodville

Number of volunteer hours given to the Woodville

"a well-run and innovative council supporting its 
staff to realise commercial opportunities whilst 
transforming its services to deliver at the best 
possible value for money" 

Number of customer services assisted self-serve transactions

04 Sound & Self-sufficient
Council

Number of council activities and events delivered by or with the voluntary/community sector 
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PM 8a

Q1
2017-18

Q2
2017-18

Q3
2017-18

Q4
2017-18

Q1
2018-19

Q2
2018-19

Q3
2018-19

Q4
2018-19

Outturn 100% 100% N/A 57% 40% 100% 50%

Target 60% 60% 60% 60% 60% 60% 60%

Target Met N/A

PM 8b

Q1
2017-18

Q2
2017-18

Q3
2017-18

Q4
2017-18

Q1
2018-19

Q2
2018-19

Q3
2018-19

Q4
2018-19

Outturn 80% 77% 81% 82% 82% 66% 71%

Target 70% 70% 70% 70% 70% 70% 70%

Target Met

Exception 
Notes

03 Sustainable Gravesham 
"a thriving and sustainable local economy, built on 
the foundations of high quality regeneration and 
development projects"

Percentage of planning applications processed inside set timescales - NON-MAJOR applications

The set target of 60% is adopted to match the government’s ‘speed of delivery test’. With only two major 
applications determined during the Q3 period, and one not meeting the set deadline, the 50% outturn is somewhat 
distorted by the small number of determined major applications. It should also be noted that in Q3 the government 
published its revised ‘Improving Planning Performance’ document. The publication confirmed that the ‘speed of 
delivery test’ maintains the existing targets for major and non-major applications for the two year October 2017 – 
September 2019 period. 

Exception 
Notes

Percentage of planning applications processed inside set timescales - MAJOR applications

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Q1
2017-18

Q2
2017-18

Q3
2017-18

Q4
2017-18

Q1
2018-19

Q2
2018-19

Q3
2018-19

Outturn

Target

60%

80%

100%

Q1
2017-18

Q2
2017-18

Q3
2017-18

Q4
2017-18

Q1
2018-19

Q2
2018-19

Q3
2018-19

Outturn
Target
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PI 34

Q1
2017-18

Q2
2017-18

Q3
2017-18

Q4
2017-18

Q1
2018-19

Q2
2018-19

Q3
2018-19

Q4
2018-19

Outturn 6.78% 6.18% 5.44% 1.89% 2.86% 3.88% 2.33%

PI 35

Q1
2017-18

Q2
2017-18

Q3
2017-18

Q4
2017-18

Q1
2018-19

Q2
2018-19

Q3
2018-19

Q4
2018-19

Outturn 2.10% 0.00% 2.10% 2.60% 0.62% 2.56% 4.48%

Direction 
of Travel

PI 36a
- RESIDENTIAL

Q1
2017-18

Q2
2017-18

Q3
2017-18

Q4
2017-18

Q1
2018-19

Q2
2018-19

Q3
2018-19

Q4
2018-19

Outturn 88% 30%

Direction 
of Travel

PI 36b
- EMPLOYMENT

Q1
2017-18

Q2
2017-18

Q3
2017-18

Q4
2017-18

Q1
2018-19

Q2
2018-19

Q3
2018-19

Q4
2018-19

Outturn 0%

Direction 
of Travel

TBC

(NB: Collected Annually - outturns relate to previous year)

Collected Annually

Percentage of residential and employment development completed on previously developed land 

Collected Annually

(NB: Collected Annually - outturns relate to previous year)

Collected Annually

Percentage of planning applications withdrawn

Percentage of residential & employment development completed on previously developed land 

Collected Annually

Percentage of planning decisions successfully appealed
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PM 1 (NB: Cumulative Outturn)

Q1
2017-18

Q2
2017-18

Q3
2017-18

Q4
2017-18

Q1
2018-19

Q2
2018-19

Q3
2018-19

Q4
2018-19

Outturn 37.4% 41.2% 41.5% 40.7% 45.4% 44.0% 43.0%

Target 40.0% 40.0% 40.0% 40.0% 41.0% 41.0% 41.0%

Target Met

PM 2 (NB: Cumulative Outturn)

Q1
2017-18

Q2
2017-18

Q3
2017-18

Q4
2017-18

Q1
2018-19

Q2
2018-19

Q3
2018-19

Q4
2018-19

Outturn 119.0 219.4 320.2 428.1 107.9 213.0 320.0

Target 122.5 245.0 367.5 490.0 110.0 220.0 330.0

Target Met

“where local residents and visitors can live, work 
and travel in a safe, clean and green borough”

Exception 
Notes

Exception 
Notes

01 Safer Gravesham 

Residual household waste per household (kilograms)

Percentage of waste from households recycled

34.0%

36.0%

38.0%

40.0%

42.0%

44.0%

46.0%

Q1
2017-18

Q2
2017-18

Q3
2017-18

Q4
2017-18

Q1
2018-19

Q2
2018-19

Q3
2018-19

Outturn

Target

50.0

150.0

250.0

350.0

450.0

550.0

Q1
2017-18

Q2
2017-18

Q3
2017-18

Q4
2017-18

Q1
2018-19

Q2
2018-19

Q3
2018-19

Outturn

Target
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PI 7

Q1
2017-18

Q2
2017-18

Q3
2017-18

Q4
2017-18

Q1
2018-19

Q2
2018-19

Q3
2018-19

Q4
2018-19

Outturn 3.3% 2.8% 1.7% 2.2% 3.5% 3.5% 3.0%

Direction 
of Travel

PI 8

Q1
2017-18

Q2
2017-18

Q3
2017-18

Q4
2017-18

Q1
2018-19

Q2
2018-19

Q3
2018-19

Q4
2018-19

Outturn 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

Direction 
of Travel

PM 3

Q1
2017-18

Q2
2017-18

Q3
2017-18

Q4
2017-18

Q1
2018-19

Q2
2018-19

Q3
2018-19

Q4
2018-19

Outturn 91.2% 91.9% 93.7% 95.0% 93.7% 93.8% 92.8%

Target 89.0% 89.0% 89.0% 89.0% 89.0% 89.0% 90.2%

Target Met

Percentage of areas with an unacceptable standard for litter

Exception 
Notes

New target implemented from Q3 2018/19 to reflect the upgrading of the National benchmarking average. 

Percentage of broadly compliant food establishments

Average time taken to remove offensive graffiti (days)   (NB: Cumulative Outturn)

85.0%

90.0%

95.0%

100.0%

Q1
2017-18

Q2
2017-18

Q3
2017-18

Q4
2017-18

Q1
2018-19

Q2
2018-19

Q3
2018-19

Outturn

Target
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Q1
2017-18

Q2
2017-18

Q3
2017-18

Q4
2017-18

Q1
2018-19

Q2
2018-19

Q3
2018-19

Q4
2018-19

Outturn 2,977 2,998 3,221 3,107 3,393 3,578

Direction 
of Travel

PI 2

Q1
2017-18

Q2
2017-18

Q3
2017-18

Q4
2017-18

Q1
2018-19

Q2
2018-19

Q3
2018-19

Q4
2018-19

Outturn 669 841 792 862 823 973

Direction 
of Travel

PI 3

Q1
2017-18

Q2
2017-18

Q3
2017-18

Q4
2017-18

Q1
2018-19

Q2
2018-19

Q3
2018-19

Q4
2018-19

Outturn 743 792 525 491 613 642

Direction 
of Travel

PI 4

Q1
2017-18

Q2
2017-18

Q3
2017-18

Q4
2017-18

Q1
2018-19

Q2
2018-19

Q3
2018-19

Q4
2018-19

Outturn 161 140 142 176 124 145

Direction 
of Travel

N/A

PI 6

Q1
2017-18

Q2
2017-18

Q3
2017-18

Q4
2017-18

Q1
2018-19

Q2
2018-19

Q3
2018-19

Q4
2018-19

Outturn 17.0% 12.9% 12.7% 11.5% 15.5% 17.1%

Direction 
of Travel

PI 37

Q1
2017-18

Q2
2017-18

Q3
2017-18

Q4
2017-18

Q1
2018-19

Q2
2018-19

Q3
2018-19

Q4
2018-19

Outturn 31% 36%

Direction 
of Travel

"a thriving and sustainable local economy, built on 
the foundations of high quality regeneration and 
development projects"

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

Number of domestic abuse crimes

Collected Annually

Number of residential burglaries  

03 Sustainable Gravesham 

Collected Annually

Reduction in council CO2 emissions (NB: Collected Annually: outturns relate to previous year)

% of occurrences captured on CCTV leading to arrest

Number of Anti-Social Behaviour incidents 
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PI 1 Total crime offences 
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PM 9 (NB: Cumulative Outturn)

Q1
2017-18

Q2
2017-18

Q3
2017-18

Q4
2017-18

Q1
2018-19

Q2
2018-19

Q3
2018-19

Q4
2018-19

Outturn 29.4% 57.0% 84.4% 97.0% 29.1% 56.5% 84.3%

Target 29.1% 56.5% 84.1% 97.0% 29.1% 56.5% 84.1%

Target Met

PM 10 (NB: Cumulative Outturn)

Q1
2017-18

Q2
2017-18

Q3
2017-18

Q4
2017-18

Q1
2018-19

Q2
2018-19

Q3
2018-19

Q4
2018-19

Outturn 29.5% 57.1% 83.2% 98.1% 30.1% 56.2% 84.3%

Target 29.5% 57.3% 83.6% 99.0% 29.5% 57.3% 83.6%

Target Met

"a well-run and innovative council supporting its 
staff to realise commercial opportunities whilst 
transforming its services to deliver at the best 
possible value for money" 

Percentage of council tax collected

Exception 
Notes

Exception 
Notes

Percentage of NNDR collected

04 Sound & Self-sufficient
Council

0.00%

20.00%

40.00%

60.00%

80.00%

100.00%

1
20.0%

40.0%

60.0%

80.0%

100.0%

Q1
2017-18

Q2
2017-18

Q3
2017-18

Q4
2017-18

Q1
2018-19

Q2
2018-19

Q3
2018-19

Outturn

Target

0.00%

20.00%

40.00%

60.00%

80.00%

100.00%

1

Outturn

Target

20.0%

40.0%

60.0%

80.0%

100.0%

Q1
2017-18

Q2
2017-18

Q3
2017-18

Q4
2017-18

Q1
2018-19

Q2
2018-19

Q3
2018-19

Outturn
Target
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Q1
2017-18

Q2
2017-18

Q3
2017-18

Q4
2017-18

Q1
2018-19

Q2
2018-19

Q3
2018-19

Q4
2018-19

Outturn 19.1 20.5 19.6 20.2 23.4 22.7 20.4

Target 18.0 18.0 18.0 18.0 20.0 20.0 20.0

Target Met

PM 12

Q1
2017-18

Q2
2017-18

Q3
2017-18

Q4
2017-18

Q1
2018-19

Q2
2018-19

Q3
2018-19

Q4
2018-19

Outturn 3.7 4.7 5.5 5.1 7.3 6.7 5.9

Target 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0

Target Met

Exception 
Notes

Average time taken to process Housing Benefit / Council Tax change of circumstances (days)
(NB: Cumulative Outturn)

Exception 
Notes

With a number of newly recruited staff now having undergone relevant training and settled into the team, significant 
progress has been made over the autumn in improving outturns and bringing the team’s overall performance much 
closer to the set annual target. Specifically in consideration of Q3, the team’s performance saw new claims recorded 
at 14.6 days and change of circs at 4.3 days, both of which are ahead of target and the latest available respective 
national (23/8) and Kent (22/8) averages.

*See PM 11 exception note.

15

17

19

21

23

25

1
16.0

18.0

20.0

22.0

24.0

26.0

Q1
2017-18

Q2
2017-18

Q3
2017-18

Q4
2017-18

Q1
2018-19

Q2
2018-19

Q3
2018-19

Outturn

Target

2.0

4.0

6.0

8.0

Q1
2017-18

Q2
2017-18

Q3
2017-18

Q4
2017-18

Q1
2018-19

Q2
2018-19

Q3
2018-19

Outturn

Target
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PM 11 Average time taken to process Housing Benefit / Council Tax new claims (days)
(NB: Cumulative Outturn)
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Q1
2017-18

Q2
2017-18

Q3
2017-18

Q4
2017-18

Q1
2018-19

Q2
2018-19

Q3
2018-19

Q4
2018-19

Outturn 64.3% 66.7% 79.8% 79.8% 72.2% 80.6% 88.2%

Direction 
of Travel

PI 42

Q1
2017-18

Q2
2017-18

Q3
2017-18

Q4
2017-18

Q1
2018-19

Q2
2018-19

Q3
2018-19

Q4
2018-19

Outturn £299,856 £571,557 £699,855 £347,480 £430,384 £386,855 £396,314

Direction 
of Travel

PI 43

Q1
2017-18

Q2
2017-18

Q3
2017-18

Q4
2017-18

Q1
2018-19

Q2
2018-19

Q3
2018-19

Q4
2018-19

Outturn £341,154 £328,234 £341,350 £338,698 £418,850 £354,419 £333,630

Direction 
of Travel

PI 45

Q1
2017-18

Q2
2017-18

Q3
2017-18

Q4
2017-18

Q1
2018-19

Q2
2018-19

Q3
2018-19

Q4
2018-19

Outturn 6% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6%

Direction 
of Travel

Total amount of housing benefit overpayments raised

Total amount of housing benefit overpayments recovered

% of posts involved in shared services arrangements  
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PI 41 Percentage of internal audit recommendations implemented
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PM 4

Q1
2017-18

Q2
2017-18

Q3
2017-18

Q4
2017-18

Q1
2018-19

Q2
2018-19

Q3
2018-19

Q4
2018-19

Outturn 100.0% 100.1% 100.0% 100.9% 99.7% 99.4% 99.2%

Target 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Target Met

PM 5

Q1
2017-18

Q2
2017-18

Q3
2017-18

Q4
2017-18

Q1
2018-19

Q2
2018-19

Q3
2018-19

Q4
2018-19

Outturn 30 28 30 28 23 26 25

Target 27 27 27 27 27 27 27

General 
Needs

26 22 25 15 15 18 18

Sheltered 
Housing

41 53 49 72 68 55 55

Target Met

   
proud to call home"

Exception 
Notes

Exception 
Notes

Average time taken to re-let local authority housing (days) (NB: Cumulative Outturn)

The year-on-year reduction in the level of arrears, totalling just over £630,0000 in four years, means those 
remaining accounts are harder to reduce at pace. Performance has also been impacted by the implementation of 
Universal Credit (UC) which has resulted in us currently carrying c£240,000 arrears that we would not have carried 
had tenants remained on HB. Focus for the team in seeking to reduce arrears will be on those actions that have a 
real impact, namely home visits and early prevention work.

Percentage of total housing rent collected (including arrears)

99.0%

100.0%

101.0%

102.0%

Q1
2017-18

Q2
2017-18

Q3
2017-18

Q4
2017-18

Q1
2018-19

Q2
2018-19

Q3
2018-19

Outturn

Target

10

20
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40

50

60

70

80

Q1
2017-18

Q2
2017-18

Q3
2017-18

Q4
2017-18

Q1
2018-19

Q2
2018-19

Q3
2018-19

Outturn

Target

General
Needs

Sheltered
Housing
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Q1
2017-18

Q2
2017-18

Q3
2017-18

Q4
2017-18

Q1
2018-19

Q2
2018-19

Q3
2018-19

Q4
2018-19

Outturn 1.29% 1.14% 1.04% 0.85% 0.97% 0.98% 1.08%

Direction 
of Travel

PI 11

Q1
2017-18

Q2
2017-18

Q3
2017-18

Q4
2017-18

Q1
2018-19

Q2
2018-19

Q3
2018-19

Q4
2018-19

Outturn 165 276

Direction 
of Travel

PI 12

Q1
2017-18

Q2
2017-18

Q3
2017-18

Q4
2017-18

Q1
2018-19

Q2
2018-19

Q3
2018-19

Q4
2018-19

Outturn 0 36 53 0 18 34 26

Direction 
of Travel

PI 13

Q1
2017-18

Q2
2017-18

Q3
2017-18

Q4
2017-18

Q1
2018-19

Q2
2018-19

Q3
2018-19

Q4
2018-19

Outturn 8 5 3 3 3 3 3

Direction 
of Travel

PI 14

Q1
2017-18

Q2
2017-18

Q3
2017-18

Q4
2017-18

Q1
2018-19

Q2
2018-19

Q3
2018-19

Q4
2018-19

Outturn 0 4 3 5 2 0 3

Direction 
of Travel

PI 15

Q1
2017-18

Q2
2017-18

Q3
2017-18

Q4
2017-18

Q1
2018-19

Q2
2018-19

Q3
2018-19

Q4
2018-19

Outturn 8 6 4 10 2 0 8

Direction 
of Travel

Net additional homes delivered

Number of affordable homes delivered

Number of non-local authority owned empty homes brought back into occupation

Number of Houses in Multiple Occupation (HMO) brought up to standard

Number of private sector homes made free of health and safety hazards through council assistance

(NB: Collected Annually: outturns relate to previous year)

Collected Annually Collected Annually
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PI 10 Current tenant arrears over 7 weeks as a percentage of total rent due
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Q1
2017-18

Q2
2017-18

Q3
2017-18

Q4
2017-18

Q1
2018-19

Q2
2018-19

Q3
2018-19

Q4
2018-19

Outturn 100.00% 100.00% 99.59% 99.95% 99.67% 100.00% 100.00%

Direction 
of Travel

PI 17a

Q1
2017-18

Q2
2017-18

Q3
2017-18

Q4
2017-18

Q1
2018-19

Q2
2018-19

Q3
2018-19

Q4
2018-19

Outturn 374 409 379

Direction 
of Travel

N/A

PI 17b

Q1
2017-18

Q2
2017-18

Q3
2017-18

Q4
2017-18

Q1
2018-19

Q2
2018-19

Q3
2018-19

Q4
2018-19

Outturn 38 42 50

Direction 
of Travel

N/A

PI 17c

Q1
2017-18

Q2
2017-18

Q3
2017-18

Q4
2017-18

Q1
2018-19

Q2
2018-19

Q3
2018-19

Q4
2018-19

Outturn 27 13 13

Direction 
of Travel

N/A

PI 17d

Q1
2017-18

Q2
2017-18

Q3
2017-18

Q4
2017-18

Q1
2018-19

Q2
2018-19

Q3
2018-19

Q4
2018-19

Outturn 55 60 67 71 89 90 92

Direction 
of Travel

Number of households prevented from being homeless during prevention stage

Number of households securing alternative accommodation during relief duty stage

New indicator

Number of homelessness approaches to the council 

New indicator

Number of households in temporary accommodation

New indicator
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PI 16 Percentage of emergency jobs completed on time
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Classification: Public
Key Decision: No

Gravesham Borough Council

Report to: Cabinet

Date: 04 February 2019

Reporting officer: Stuart Bobby, Director (Corporate Services) and Jan Guyler, 
Head of Legal Shared Service.

Subject: Scrutiny Topic Review Report - Review of proposed council-
endorsed trading companies

Purpose and summary of report: 
To present Members with the Topic Review report of proposed council-endorsed trading 
companies approved by Members of the Overview Scrutiny Committee.

Recommendations:
1. Members are asked to discuss and review the topic review report at appendix two, taking 

into account the recommendations made by the Overview Scrutiny Committee.

1. Introduction

1.1 As part of their work programme, the Overview Scrutiny Committee identified the 
subject of a proposed council-endorsed trading companies as an area for review 
at its meeting in June 2018.

1.2 A Member sub-group was established with the membership as follows:
1.2.1 Cllr John Burden (Chair), Cllr Shane Mochrie-Cox, Cllr Leslie Hills and Cllr 

William Lambert.
1.3 Two meetings of the sub-group has been held (October 2018 and November 

2018) in order to in order to progress the review and determine recommendations 
associated with the review.

2. Review of proposed council-endorsed trading companies Topic Review

2.1 The report for the proposed council-endorsed trading companies review is 
attached at appendix two to this report and sets out six recommendations for 
consideration by Cabinet:
2.1.1 The creation of a local authority trading company is in no way intended to 

result in the transference of existing council functions or the erosion of staff 
terms and conditions. 
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2

To carry out certain functions or services beyond the normal remit of the 
council however, there is a need for a company structure.
Accordingly, there is a need to ensure that advice and guidance is sought 
when establishing a trading company and subsidiaries to ensure that it is 
appropriate for the function/service being delivered.

2.1.2 Whilst the responsibility to set-up a trading company at the council may be 
for Cabinet or Full Council (depending on the type of service), Cabinet or 
Full Council may wish to delegate the discharging of shareholder 
responsibilities of the company (or some of them) to a sub-
group/committee or officer.

2.1.3 An Executive Member should be made responsible for oversight of 
shareholder responsibilities for the commercial entities within the council 
but should have no other Executive responsibilities i.e. for other services in 
the council.

2.1.4 There must be a clear segregation of duties to ensure that, for both officers 
and Members, it gives no rise to conflicts of interest.

2.1.5 Both Members and officers to receive full training to support their 
respective roles and responsibilities within any new trading company.

2.1.6 Where training is delivered, in so far as possible, this is attended by all 
Members who act as trustees or Directors for other organisations beyond 
the LATCO that may be formed by Gravesham Borough Council.

2.2 The detailed information to support these recommendations is contained within 
the main body of the topic review report.

3. Proposed Way forward

3.1 Cabinet Members are asked to discuss the review findings and in particular the 
recommendations and, if they are supportive of the recommendations, task the 
Director (Corporate Services) and the Head of Legal Shared Service with 
progressing these recommendations accordingly.

3.2 As set out in the report, and subject to Cabinet approval, an update on the 
recommendations will be provided to the Overview Scrutiny Committee in six 
months.

4. BACKGROUND PAPERS

4.1 There are no background papers pertaining to this report.

Anyone wishing to inspect background papers should, in the first place, be directed to 
Committee & Electoral Services who will make the necessary arrangements.
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IMPLICATIONS APPENDIX 1

Legal There are no legal implications resulting from this report.  The Constitution sets out 
the roles and responsibilities of the Overview Scrutiny Committee and the activities 
set out within this report are in line with this.

Finance and 
Value for 
Money 

There are no specific financial or value for money implications resulting from this 
report  

Risk 
Assessment

There are no risks associated with this report.  The recommendations resulting from 
the report look to provide suggestions which may help to mitigate future risks, 
should the council establish a trading company.

Screening for Equality ImpactsEquality 
Impact 
Assessment Question

a. Does the decision being made or recommended through this paper have 
potential to cause adverse impact or discriminate against different groups in the 
community? If yes, please explain answer.
No

b. Does the decision being made or recommended through this paper make a 
positive contribution to promoting equality? If yes, please explain answer.
No

In submitting this report, the Chief Officer doing so is confirming that they have 
given due regard to the equality impacts of the decision being considered, as noted 
in the table above

Corporate 
Plan

The work of the Scrutiny Topic review sub-group in relation to the proposed council-
endorsed trading companies assist in the delivery of the following Corporate Plan 
Objectives:
4 - Sound and self-sufficient council

 Commit relevant resources to implement a culture of innovation and 
awareness, generating vital income for future services.

 Deliver on opportunities for the sharing and selling of council services

 Continuously review and adapt how we deliver our services to achieve 
financial efficiencies and improved performance.

Crime and 
Disorder

There are no implications in respect of crime and disorder

Digital and 
website 
implications

There are no implications in respect of Digital and Website interactions.

Safeguarding 
children and 
vulnerable 
adults

There are no implications in respect of safeguarding children and vulnerable adults.
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Foreword

In recent years, there has been an increase in the number of local authorities establishing trading 
companies (or similar) to deliver services to the public.  The Overview Scrutiny Committee felt it 
would be beneficial to explore this option in more detail and specifically to look at the proposal for a 
council-endorsed trading company at Gravesham Borough Council due to:

 progression of the Heritage Quarter development and the potential need for the creation of a 
Council-owned and endorsed company to support that development.  

 a number of the balancing the budget initiatives focusing on trading activities for which a 
company would be required by law.

This topic review has identified a number of potential improvements/recommendations that could 
be taken into account when the council is considering establishing a Local Authority Trading 
Company. 

We would like to take this opportunity to thank the officers involved in the review for their time and 
assistance in providing comprehensive information which has enabled Members to discuss, debate 
and identify potential improvements for consideration.

Cllr John Burden
Chair of the Sub-group
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Introduction and Summary of Recommendations

1.1 In June 2018, the Overview Scrutiny Committee selected the subject of council-endorsed 
trading companies for a topic review.  The terms of reference for the review focused on 
objectives to:

 Workstream One - Undertake a comparison of company structures that are already in 
place across other Local Authorities in order to see how the different approaches can 
work in practice.

 Workstream Two - Review the legal frameworks available for the development of 
council-owned companies (Local Authority Trading Company – LATC) including:  

o Roles and responsibilities of officers and Members potentially associated with the 
company (structure) and potential training requirements for officer and Members.

o Legal requirements in order to formally establish the company including formal 
company registration processes including preparation of a business case.

o Risks and opportunities associated with the respective structures for 
company/commercial proposals.

 Workstream Three - Consider the potential reporting lines for the proposed LATC in 
terms of reporting back to the council’s Management Team and Full Council.

1.2 Throughout the review, Members of the sub-group have been provided with a significant 
amount of information to review and analyse, which has prompted in-depth discussions 
about the potential for a trading company at GBC. 

Summary of Recommendations

1.3 In summary, the Scrutiny Topic review of proposed council-endorsed trading companies has 
identified the following recommendations for Cabinet consideration:

RECOMMENDATION Report page

1. The creation of a local authority trading company is in no 
way intended to result in the transference of existing council 
functions or the erosion of staff terms and conditions. To 
carry out certain functions or services beyond the normal 
remit of the council however, there is a need for a company 
structure.

Accordingly, there is a need to ensure that advice and 
guidance is sought when establishing a trading company and 
subsidiaries to ensure that it is appropriate for the 
function/service being delivered.

Page 6
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RECOMMENDATION Report page

2. Whilst the responsibility to set-up a trading company at the 
council may be for Cabinet or Full Council (depending on the 
type of service), Cabinet or Full Council may wish to 
delegate the discharging of shareholder responsibilities of 
the company (or some of them) to a sub-group/committee 
or officer.

Page 7

3. An Executive Member should be made responsible for 
oversight of shareholder responsibilities for the commercial 
entities within the council but should have no other 
Executive responsibilities i.e. for other services in the 
council.

Page 8-9

4. There must be a clear segregation of duties to ensure that, 
for both officers and Members, it gives no rise to conflicts of 
interest.

Page 11

5. Both Members and officers to receive full training to 
support their respective roles and responsibilities within any 
new trading company.

Page 12

6. Where training is delivered, in so far as possible, this is 
attended by all Members who act as trustees or Directors 
for other organisations beyond the LATCO that may be 
formed by Gravesham Borough Council.

Page 12

In making their recommendations, the sub-group were clear that these recommendations 
should be considered when establishing any trading company within the Council, as 
consideration would need to be given to the specific nature of the function and specific 
requirements of the company in order to deliver the services to the customer.

1.4 Further information to support these recommendations is contained within the body of the 
report.
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2. Review Findings

Whilst there were three key workstreams identified in the terms of reference for the review the 
research and discussions that have taken place have demonstrated that all of the workstream are 
inter-linked and as such, the report sets out the general findings of the review in a collaborative 
manner, rather than specifically across the three individual workstreams.

Background

2.1 Given the financial pressures that have been placed on councils in recent years, there has 
been a drive for local authorities to consider the way in which they operate and provide 
their services.  This has resulted in councils exploring other options for income generation 
such as purchasing of commercial properties, but most noticeably there has been an 
increase in the number of council’s looking to form trading entities to deliver council 
services. 

2.2 There are two key pieces of legislation which allow a local authority to trade in the services it 
provides:

 The Local Government Act 2003 which allows local authorities to trade in the 
ordinary day to day functions of the council. 

 The Localism Act 2011 which allows local authorities to trade in any area (unless 
expressly prohibited or limited by statute).

Should the council wish to trade in council services such as private repairs and maintenance, 
house clearance and vehicle repairs then a local authority trading company would have to be 
set up to enable this.  There is no intention to transfer existing functions of the Council into a 
trading company (such as back-office services).

2.3 In addition to the legislation setting out the basis for establishing a trading company, 
consideration also need to be given to whom the company will trade with and to what 
extent, as this will impact on procurement regulations.  A local authority would be required 
to go through normal procurement requirements in order to award a contract to its wholly 
owned company (creating a risk that the company may not provide the winning bid) unless:

 the company is heavily controlled by its local authority owner; and

 more than 80% of revenues that are generated over a three-year period have been 
with the local authority itself i.e. less than 20% of services can be provided to other 
organisations before the Procurement rules are activated.

This is known as the ‘Teckal’ exemption.

2.4 A number of local authorities have already established trading companies for various 
elements of their operations.  The services provided range from the provision of housing, 
repairs and maintenance, social services, property services and education services.  
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2.5 Appendix one to the report provides a summary of the research undertaken into the types 
of companies other local authorities have established.

2.6 What is clear from this research is that there is no ‘one size fits all’ for company structures 
and there is a need to ensure that company structures meet the need of the council itself 
and the functions/services that are being delivered.  Even with an over-arching parent 
company, there is the potential for any subsidiary companies to be structured differently, in 
order to ensure that the delivery of functions/services is done so in the best possible way.

RECOMMENDATION 1

The creation of a local authority trading company is in no way intended to result in the 
transference of existing council functions or the erosion of staff terms and conditions. To 
carry out certain functions or services beyond the normal remit of the council however, 
there is a need for a company structure.

Accordingly, there is a need to ensure that advice and guidance is sought when 
establishing a trading company and subsidiaries to ensure that it is appropriate for the 
function/service being delivered.

Each potential company entity must be established taking account of the specific needs for 
the company, based upon the function/service that is being considered.  As such, it is critical 
that advice and guidance from both a legal and financial perspective is sought each time a 
new company entity is considered.

Governance arrangements

2.7 The decision to set up the company, and subsequent shareholder decisions, would be for 
either Cabinet or full Council, depending on whether the services to be provided by the 
company are executive or non-executive functions.  As such, any company entity would 
need to be formally established in accordance with the Local Authorities (Functions and 
Responsibilities) (England) Regulations 2000 and the Council’s Constitution.  Although most 
decisions depend on the type of service, some decisions outside of service delivery are 
reserved to full Council, e.g. appointing members of officers to the company would be a 
decision for full Council.  Full Council would be responsible for decisions that would not be 
wholly in accordance with the Budget, or for key decisions (e.g. expenditure over £100,000 
for a loan to the company).  However, the way in which the company reporting lines could 
be established, is open to consideration.
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2.8 In order for the company to operate effectively, the Council may wish to set up a Member 
sub-group (with a purely advisory role) or a committee/sub-committee with delegated 
decision making powers.  This approach would enable all new companies to be established 
formally through Full Council or Cabinet (as appropriate) but enable the Company Board to 
report to the sub-group/committee of the Council or Cabinet, in order to ensure that there is 
an effective and timely reporting mechanism.  Meetings of the Full Council are sporadic 
throughout the financial year and as such, requiring formal reporting through this process 
could result in delays to the process, which may impact on the general management of the 
company; the approach suggested would enable the Council to ensure its responsibilities as 
shareholder are managed effectively.  The Council may also wish to consider delegating 
responsibility for appointing members or officers to the company to an officer for 
expediency.

2.9 Research obtained from other local authorities who operate trading companies supports this 
approach; appendix one provides greater detail on the way in which companies have been 
established in other local authorities.

RECOMMENDATION 2

Whilst the responsibility to set-up a trading company at the council may be for Cabinet or 
Full Council (depending on the type of service), Cabinet or Full Council may wish to 
delegate the discharging of shareholder responsibilities of the company (or some of them) 
to a sub-group/committee or officer.

Meetings of Full Council take place five times per year and as such, requiring general 
management decisions to be made by Full Council could present a barrier to the effective 
management of the company.  It is suggested that any Full Council decisions that are 
required relating to the general management of the company could be delegated to a 
Members group or Committee or an officer.

Roles and responsibilities of officers and Members

2.10 It is clear that both officers and Members will have a role to play in both the establishment 
of a company but also the management of the company operations.  This will be a new 
challenge for all involved and there is a need to be clear about the roles and responsibilities 
within a company entity.

2.11 Appendix two to this report provides further details about the Executive vs. Non-executive 
Director roles within a company.

2.12 It is clear that there is the potential for conflicts of interest to arise should Members have a 
dual role i.e. on the Council and on the company.  In order to minimise this role, the sub-
group have suggested that it would be beneficial to have an Executive Member with 
responsibilities for ‘commercialisation’ but no other formal responsibilities i.e. no specific 
service functions falling within their remit.
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RECOMMENDATION 3

An Executive Member should be made responsible for oversight of shareholder 
responsibilities for the commercial entities within the council but should have no other 
Executive responsibilities i.e. for other services in the council.

This approach would enable an Executive Member to have responsibility for specifically 
overseeing the shareholder responsibilities of the Council, in respect of any commercial 
entities, without having any potential conflict with ongoing service delivery within the 
council.  

2.13 In terms of officer responsibilities within the company, local authorities have taken various 
approaches in terms of who should be involved in the Board of the company (as can be seen 
by the detailed information in appendix one).

2.14 Following discussion of the sub-group, it was felt that officers on the Board should be those 
who only have a sole interest.  As such, this would mean that statutory officers of the council 
(Section 151 Officer and Monitoring Officer) could not be members on the Board as they 
have a specific interest to the council which could present a conflict of interest. However, 
the Deputy Officer roles could be Board Members.

2.15 Members and officers who sit as Directors of companies need to be aware of their statutory 
responsibilities in that role. Training will be provided but in summary Directors owe the 
following duties (s171-177, Companies Act 2006): 

 a fiduciary duty to the company to act honestly and in good faith and in the best 
interests of the company as a whole. Directors must ensure they act within the 
company’s constitution.

 a general duty of care, skill and diligence to the company. A Director is not expected 
to be an expert, (unless he or she holds themselves out to be one) but is expected to 
use due diligence and to obtain advice if necessary.

 to exercise independent judgement. If you are in a position where the interest of the 
Council are relevant you must disclose this. You cannot simply vote in accordance 
with the Council mandate.       

 To avoid conflicts between the interests of the Council and the company. 

 Not to make a private profit from their position. You must therefore disclose any 
interests you or your family have in relation to the company’s contracts. 

 To ensure the company complies with other legislation such as health and safety 
legislation. 

 A range of accounting and financial responsibilities, including the preparation of 
accounts for each financial year.  
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2.16 Individual Directors can be personally liable in these circumstances:

 If they knowingly cause the company to act beyond the scope of its Memorandum of 
Association. 

 Liable for breach of trust if they misapply the money or property of the company. 
Directors may also be liable if they fail to take action to prevent the breach of a Co-
Director of which they are aware.

 If they fail to act in accordance with the best interests  of the company or use their 
powers improperly or make a personal profit from their position as Director, then 
they may be personally liable for loss to the company and may be required to give to 
the company the personal profit made. 

 If the level of skill and care shown by a Director falls below that which could 
reasonably be expected and the company suffers loss, the director will be liable for 
the loss incurred. 

 If a Director knows or ought to know that there is no reasonable prospect of the 
company avoiding liquidation, the Court may require the Director to contribute to 
the company’s assets on liquidation if the company continues to trade. This is known 
as wrongful trading. No such order will be made if the Court is satisfied that the 
Director took all reasonable steps to minimise the loss to the creditors.  

 Directors will also be liable if to their knowledge the company carried on business 
with intent to defraud creditors or any other person, or for any other fraudulent 
purpose.    

2.17 Directors also need to be aware that:

 As duties are owed to the company the company must bring any action against the 
Director. Typical remedies include damages and setting aside the offending 
transaction. Very serious breaches could lead to disqualification of a Director 
(Company Directors Disqualification Act 1986). 

 A director who does not scrutinise and understand the company’s accounts risks 
incurring personal liability to the company’s creditors for wrongful trading (s214 or 
S246ZB of the Insolvency Act 1986) if they continue to trade when they knew or 
ought to have known that there was no reasonable prospect that the company 
would avoid going into insolvent liquidation or insolvent administration. Fraudulent 
trading is a criminal offence. 

 Members and officers as directors could be personally liable to the bank for debts of 
the company.   

 Officers and members acting within their own local authority within their powers 
and acting in good faith have statutory immunity against personal liability (s265 
Public Health Act 1875). This does not apply where they act on a local authority 
owned company. 
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 The Council may choose to indemnify all Councillors and Officers appointed as 
Directors for any loss or damages arising from any act or omission as a Director 
(s112 Local Government Act 1972). It does not cover defamation, a constitution 
offence or the result of fraud. There is provision for re-payment of sums expended 
by the council or the insurer where a member has been found to be in breach of the 
Member’s Code of Conduct or a member or officer has been convicted of a criminal 
offence (Local Authorities (Indemnities for Members and Officers) Order 2004). 

 Directors should be aware of whether the body owes any obligations to regulators 
or other outside bodies e.g. Homes and Communities Agency, Information 
Commissioner, Register of Companies, or Health and Safety Executive.

 Members also need to be mindful of the possibility of the issues of a prejudicial 
interest and a bias or closed mind arising when considering a council matter (s25 
Localism Act 2011).   

If as a Director you act properly, use adequate skill and act in the best interests of the 
company you are unlikely to attract personal liability, given companies’ status as separate 
legal bodies.

RECOMMENDATION 4

There must be a clear segregation of duties to ensure that, for both officers and Members, 
it gives no rise to conflicts of interest.

When establishing a company Board, there is a need to be clear on the roles and 
responsibilities of any officer and/or Member on the Board to ensure that segregation of 
their company duties and councillor duties is clear.  Legal advice should be sought on this 
with the potential for company ‘job descriptions’ to be established so that these roles and 
responsibilities are clearly defined from the outset. 

2.18 As previously detailed, this approach presents a new and significant challenge to both offers 
and Members alike.  It is critical that all involved are given the support required to enable 
them to undertake their new roles effectively.
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2.19 In addition, there is a need to ensure that all Members have an understanding of the 
company approach and what this means to them and their constituents.  A more general 
overview of this approach is something that all Members would benefit from, particularly 
with the borough elections in May 2019 and the potential for a new cohort of Members 
joining the council.

RECOMMENDATION 5

Both Members and officers to receive full training to support their respective roles and 
responsibilities within any new trading company.

In order to ensure that both Members and officers have the skills and knowledge required 
to fulfil their roles within any established trading company, they must be provided with 
adequate training.  Training is provided by a number of organisations; specifically CIPFA 
offer a range of training sessions relating to ‘Commercial Skills’ and can deliver bespoke 
sessions to specifically meet the needs of the council if required.

In addition, regular briefings/training sessions should be provided to all Members.  A session 
is scheduled for 04 December 2019 for all Members to attend, but this is something that 
should be built into the ongoing training plan for Members moving forward.

RECOMMENDATION 6

Where training is delivered, in so far as possible, this is attended by all Members who act 
as trustees or Directors for other organisations beyond the LATCO that may be formed by 
Gravesham Borough Council.

It is recognised that the training could benefit other Members who may not have a direct 
role in the council LATCO but act as trustees of Directors in other organisations.  As such, the 
training provided should be offered to all Members of the council.
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Comparison of local authority companies

Oxford City Direct Services

Local Authority Trading Company (LATCo) established in 2017 and named Oxford Direct Services.  
The company structure had two elements; a ‘Teckal’ element to primarily service the council and the 
other element to trade with third party entities.  Council employees who were already delivering the 
services to the council, were TUPE transferred to the Teckal company.  Therefore, two companies 
were established and registered with Companies House:

 Oxford Direct Services Limited (Teckal Arm)

 Oxford Direct Services Trading Limited (Trading Arm)

The companies are wholly owned by the City Council who is the single shareholder and is 
represented by the City Executive Board. Each company has a specific board set up which initially, 
met monthly to get the companies up and running and, in due course, the delivery of the business 
plans.  The intention is for at least two Shareholder meetings to be held each year with the City 
Executive Board representing the Shareholder Group.  The Scrutiny Committee is able to scrutinise 
the decisions taken by the Shareholder Group.

The companies’ Board of Directors takes decisions on matters not reserved to the Shareholder and 
delegates day-to-day running of the company to the Managing Director.  An appropriate scheme of 
delegation to the Managing Director is in place.

The Board composition is for a minimum of three and a maximum of six Directors for both 
companies.  The Board is made up of the following officers:

 Tim Sadler Executive Director (Oxford City Council) Director (Chair)

 Jackie Yates Executive Director (Oxford City Council) Director

 Graham Bourton Direct Service (Oxford City Council) Director/MD

 VACANT External post Director

 Lindsay Cane Law & Governance (Oxford City Council) Company Secretary

A company structure has been put in place (detailed overleaf) which undertakes both the Teckal and 
Trading arm company activities:

Appendix One
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East Cambridgeshire District Council

In January 2016, the council established a Local Authority Trading company (LATC) as a wholly 
owned trading company where the council retains full control, manages the risks and receives the 
benefits in full.  The council is the sole shareholder.

The LATC has in place individual service level agreements with council support services which 
includes measurable performance indicators, break clauses and remedies for non-performance.  
These are reviewed on an annual basis.  IT assets are eased from the council as part f the service 
level agreement with IT Services.

The LATC has been established as a company limited by shares with a Teckal exemption.  The Board 
of Directors comprises (the quorum of which is three):

 An independent chairman;

 2 elected members of the council; the Leader of the Council and the Deputy Leader;

 2 senior officers of the council; the Chief Executive and the Director (Commercial & Corporate 
Services).

Board meetings are held at least quarterly on such dates that the Board agrees; failure to reach an 
agreement will result in the decision being made by the Chairman.

The Managing Director of the LATC is the Chief executive of the council and acts as the conduit 
between the company and the council and is responsible for overseeing compliance with the 
Shareholder Agreement.  The Company Secretary is the Chief Financial Officer of the council.

The LATC is split into company divisions:

 Commercial Services Division managed by the council’s Director (Commercial & Corporate 
Services)
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 Property & CLT Development managed by the Head of Property Services and CLT 
Development (new post which was appointed to by the 
Board)

The Shareholder Committee role is undertaken by the council’s Asset Development Committee; 
elected Member appointed to the LATC cannot be members of substitutes of the Shareholder 
Committee.  The role of the Shareholder Committee is not operational; it has no power to make 
decisions on behalf of the council or the LATC.  The Shareholder Committee meets at least quarterly 
and is able to call extraordinary meetings to accommodate additional business as required.

Hastings Borough Council

Hastings Borough Council established a wholly owned private housing company, limited by shares, in 
2017.  At this time, delegated authority was given to the Chief Executive, in consultation with other 
officers, to establish other trading arms as required.  The company is entitled The Hastings Housing 
Company Ltd.’ (HHC) and is solely owned by the council.

The purpose of the Housing Company was to, initially acquire and provide housing for both sub-
market and market rent in the Borough but  with the potential to undertake development activities 
(and provide housing for sale or rent) either inside or outside the Borough.

Approval for the company, business plan and governance arrangements was subject to Full Council 
approval.

The intention when establishing the Housing Company was for it to be financed by the Council 
through loans provided the Council; this would be through the council using its own resources, or by 
borrowing from the Public Works Loan Board.  The council established the company to ensure that it 
would be the sole beneficiary of any future dividends, capital growth in the value of the property 
portfolio and would realise a premium for lending monies to the Housing Company.

As sole shareholder, the Council appoints the directors to the Housing Company and approves the 
business plan and monitors and holds the Housing Company to account.

The initial intention for the company was to establish a Board which comprised solely of Senior 
Council officers i.e. no member involvement.  The reason for this initial proposal was to avoid any 
potential conflict of interest for Members between their role as an elected Member of the Council 
and the day to day operational management of the Housing Company. Members would still exercise 
control of the Housing Company at a strategic level with Officers tasked with managing the Housing 
Company within a framework and through delegated authority provided by Members and 
documented in the Shareholder Agreement.

However, in the final report in September 2017, the Board structure was updated as follows:

 Four directors who take decisions collectively.  

 The quorum for the transaction of the business will be three directors. 

 The four directors will be the chair of the Charity Committee , the Assistant Director of Housing 
& Built Environment, Income Generation Manager and the Chief Accountant.  
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 The directors will appoint a chair for company meetings.  

 The council will retain the power to appoint and remove Directors. 

 For the avoidance of doubt, directors of the company will not receive a salary under the 
approved business plan.

The reporting structure for the company is as follows:

Company

Income Generation Board

Cabinet

Full Council

The detailed Company Business Plan and governance arrangements developed for the wholly-owned 
Local Authority Housing Company are subject to final approval by Full Council. Funding for the 
company would follow the production of a viable Business Plan.

Ashford Borough Council

Ashford Borough Council established two council-run Private Sector Housing Company (which is split 
into two entities - A Better Choice for Property Limited and A Better Choice for Building Consultancy 
Limited) which operates outside of the Housing Revenue Account (HRA); they are wholly-owned 
subsidiaries of the council.  The Council is 100% in control of Member/Shareholder decisions, 
including the appointment and removal of Directors and winding up of the companies.  Service Level 
Agreements are in place with the Council regarding the use of Council staff and resources.

The companies were established in April 2014 and currently comprises of 50 homes which are 
rented on the private rental market at true market rents.

The company currently only employs one person who is the surveyor which has been appointed on 
commercial terms and they are not entitled to be part of the Local Government Pension Scheme 
(LGPS) but are entitled to a private pension.  The company has its own set of accounts and its own 
bank account and produced group accounts at year-end.  The commercial development aspect is 
retained within the General Fund in order to benefit from VAT.  The council has a contract with the 
Housing Company to provide services such as maintenance.
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The cash flows for the company have been modelled as follows:

The council draw down a loan from the PWLB which it then loans to the Trading company in order to 
build/establish new private sector rented housing.  The trading company is then responsible for 
providing this housing to the customers/tenants and recovering rents and service charges.  The loan 
is repaid to the council with commercial interest and service charges PLUS additional dividends paid 
to the council

The Board for the Housing Company is currently in the process of being reviewed but the likely 
structure is as follows:

 Chief Executive

 Deputy S151 Officer

 Deputy Leader of the Council

 Surveyor employed by the Housing Company (Non-executive)

 Private individual (Non-executive)

 Directors of the company and any officers undertaking activities on the behalf of the company 
do not receive any additional payment for this role/work.
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The reporting structure for the company is as follows:

Company

Trading and Enterprise Board

Cabinet

Full Council

The Trading and Enterprise Board is a sub-group of the Cabinet and consists of Members of the 
Cabinet who do not have a direct interest in the Housing Company itself.  The Board is chaired by the 
Vice-chair of the cabinet and consist of five Cabinet Members in total. The first meeting of the Board 
took place in November 2015.  The Board is responsible for the appointment of the external auditors 
for the company and can make recommendations for Cabinet approval, such as the agreement of 
the Business Plan and the agreement to draw down funds from the loan pool (as per the 
Shareholder’s Agreement’).

Wokingham Borough Council

Wokingham Borough Council own seven companies:

 Optalis - a group of 3 companies providing social care solutions (Optalis Holdings Limited, Optalis 
Limited and Optalis Wokingham Limited)

 Wokingham Enterprises Ltd - managing the holdings for the redevelopment of Wokingham town 
centre

 Wokingham Housing - providing social housing through Loddon Homes Ltd and Wokingham 
Housing Limited 

 Berry Brook Homes Limited - private local housing company providing affordable, subsidised, 
housing to rent in Wokingham Borough

 WBC (Holdings) Limited (providing Governance over the Local Authority Trading Companies on 
behalf of the Shareholder.)
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WOKINGHAM HOUSING LIMITED

Wokingham Housing Limited was established in 2011 and is a wholly owned subsidiary of 
Wokingham Borough Council, working to create good quality affordable and private market housing.  
Once WHL completes a social or affordable housing development it is transferred to the subsidiary 
company, Loddon Homes, who acts as caretaker and landlord. 

The WHL Board works independently to formulate the company’s strategic direction and core 
business focus. Board members are elected based on their skill set and relevant experience in 
property and have a central role in both ensuring the business plan is delivered and scrutinising the 
work of staff.  The Board structure is as follows:

 Chair/Non-Executive Director Member of the Council

 One Non-executive Director Independent

 Secretary and Finance Director Independent

The Board is supported by a team of people to deliver the objectives set out within the Business 
Plan:

 Managing Director Independent

 Operations Director Independent

 Development Manager Independent

 Business Support Manager Independent

LODDON HOMES LIMITED (

Loddon Homes Limited forms part of a group of companies that are wholly owned by Wokingham 
Borough Council (WBC), to provide first class services as well as generating a financial return that can 
be invested back into communities and services.  Loddon Homes will purchase high quality housing 
from its parent company Wokingham Housing Limited.

Loddon Homes Limited (LHL) is overseen by an independent Board of directors. The Board’s role is to 
provide strategic direction for Loddon Homes, as well as ensuring that objectives are being achieved, 
customer satisfaction targets are met and that as a company LHL is performing well against its key 
performance indicators. Appointment to the Board is based on an individual’s knowledge and skill 
set in the housing sector.  The Board Structure is as follows:

 Chairman/Non-Executive Director Member of the Council

 Vice-chairman/Non-Executive Director Independent

 Company Secretary Independent

 Managing Director Independent

Four additional Non-Executive Directors Two Members of the council, a tenant 
(actively involved in tenant associations 
activities) and an independent).

Loddon Homes is supported by the team at Wokingham Housing Limited.
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BERRY BROOKS HOMES

Berry Brook Homes is owned by Wokingham Borough Council.  The council is investing in a new, 
commercial approach to housing for the provision of as many new homes as possible. It is achieving 
this by using its own land and money, along with commuted sums from developers (payments made 
in lieu for some of the affordable housing that would otherwise be required on new private housing 
sites).  The company was established in 2014. The majority of Berry Brook properties are purchased 
from its sister company Wokingham Housing Limited (WHL).

Berry Brook is overseen by an independent Board of Directors. The Board’s role is to provide 
strategic direction for the organisation, as well as ensuring that objectives are being achieved, 
customer satisfaction targets are met and that as a company we are performing well against key 
performance indicators. Appointment to the Board is based on an individual’s knowledge and skill 
set in the housing sector.  The Board Structure is as follows:

 Chairman/Non-Executive Director Member of the Council

 Vice-chairman/Non-Executive Director Independent

 Company Secretary Independent

 Managing Director Independent

 one additional Non-Executive Director Independent

Hertfordshire County Council

Hertfordshire County Council have set up a property company – Herts Living Limited – with the aim 
of using the council’s own land and assets to unlock development in the county. Their aim is to 
deliver 6,000 homes over a period of 15 years with a gross development value of £2bn.  The council 
has entered into a joint venture with Morgan Sindall Investments, with the first phase set to deliver 
500 properties across the county.  

This approach combines the best of the private and public sectors with the local authority achieving 
greater profits than selling its land for market values and accelerating the pace of property delivery 
through a private sector partner.

The selection of the Joint Venture Partner was through an OJEU procurement process.  The 
corporate structure through which to create the Joint Venture partnership was agreed following 
legal advice, to be a 50/50 Limited Liability Partnership (“LLP”). The 50/50 corporate structure 
delivers a 50/50 split of development profit to the Morgan Sindell Investments subsidiary and Herts 
Living Limited.  

Profits made within the JV on the development and sale of assets will be passed in equal shares to 
Herts Living Limited and Morgan Sindell (as wholly owned subsidiary of the Preferred Bidder), where 
they will be subject to corporation tax. The net profit can then pass to County Council as a dividend.
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As set out in the Articles of Associations:

 Executive Director: means a director appointed in accordance with these Articles who is the 
managing director of the Company (and who is not, for the avoidance of doubt, an Officer 
Director). 

 Officer Director: means a director who is an officer of the Council.

 The number of directors shall not be less than four but shall not exceed six.

 The Council may at any time and from time to time appoint any person (including, without 
limitation, an Executive Director) to be a director or remove any director from office.

 Subject to the approval of the Council, the board of directors may appoint a person (including, 
without limitation, an Executive Director) who is willing to act as a director either to fill a 
vacancy or as an additional director including the appointment of a director for a fixed term.

 The Company may pay reasonable expenses which the directors properly and reasonably incur in 
connection with their attendance at meetings.  Directors’ expenses shall be paid in accordance 
with any rules or procedures authorised by the Council.

 The directors may appoint any person who is willing to act as the secretary for such term, at 
such remuneration and upon such conditions as they may think fit.

Herts Living is run by Steve Faber who is a Chartered Surveyor with 23 years’ experience of UK 
Property.  Board/membership is as follows:

 Steve Faber Director (independent)

 Simon Aries Director (council employee - Assistant Director – Transport, Waste and 
Environmental Health Management)

 Michael Evans Director (council employee - Head of Estates and Asset Management)

 John Oakley Director (council employee – Head of Commercial and Property Law)

Portsmouth City Council

In August 2017, the council’s Cabinet approved plans to set-up a joint venture energy company with 
the aim of combatting rising real terms prices from the Big Six Energy suppliers to enable more 
affordable energy bills for city residents and provide an income stream to the council (called Victory 
Energy).

The intention is for the authority to spend £3.8m on establishing the company using funds from the 
medium-term resource strategy reserve, avoiding the need for Full Council authority.  The intention 
is for the investment to be paid back within three years and seven month.  It is not the first authority 
to pursue the idea with both councils in Bristol and Nottingham having launched their own supply 
companies.

The Leader of the Council at the time (Conservative) would act as chair of a governance board for 
the company prior to its establishment.
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However a more recent article in July 2018, has suggested that the company could be abolished (at a 
cost of £1m to the council), with PricewaterhouseCoopers being tasked with reviewing the 
profitability of the company by the now Liberal Democrat leader of the council.  He has stated that:

The business plan at the moment says that we would be profitable after three years. My concerns are 
whether it is being over optimistic in terms of the number of households that will sign up.

To break even the energy company has to sign up 44,000 new households each year and there are 
only 85,000 in Portsmouth. And most households have never changed their energy provider. 

And it is everyone's money that is at risk, it will be paid for out of council tax. I want to be assured 
that this money is safe. Southampton have done it in a different way. They intend to use their energy 
company to lower prices for residents. But here the plan was to generate income for Portsmouth City 
Council.

Once PwC's report is delivered to the council the findings will be taken to a full council meeting 
where councillors will decide whether to scrap or save Victory.

London Borough of Brent

Previously known as Brent Housing Partnership, until 11 October 2017. First Wave Housing Limited is 
wholly owned by Brent Council.  In addition, there is a secondary company - I4B HOLDINGS LIMITED 
– with the same company structure.

Company Structure (as per information held on Companies House):

1 x Company Secretary Peter Gadson (Director of Policy, Partnerships and Performance)

5 x Directors George Crane (Councillor - Lead Member for Environment)

Gail Tolley (Officer - Strategic Director, Children and Families) 

Peter Gadson (Director of Policy, Partnerships and Performance)

Martin Smith (Officer – Programme Manager) 

Akintoye Durowoje (Chartered Surveyor – does not appear to be 
linked directly to the council)

The company was incorporated in September 2002 with the purpose of providing an excellent 
housing management service.
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Guildford Borough Council

The council has set up a wholly-owned local authority housing company– North Downs Housing 
Limited – as a separate limited company, owned by Guildford Borough Council.  A parent company 
called ‘Guildford Holdings Ltd was also established.

The company was established in February 2016 to enable the council to provide homes across a 
range of tenures other than social rent and aims to “tackle the shortage of homes in Guildford and in 
particular, the shortage of affordable homes and a mixture of other tenures that are ‘affordable to 
everyone’”.

The WOLAHCo was initially set up to purchase properties from the open market to provide to 
tenants for private rent.

The structure of the company is a company limited by ordinary shares in which the Council is the 
sole shareholder.  To avoid the provision of illegal state aid, the Council capitalises the company 
through a mixture of share equity and debt financing of a ratio typically seen in private companies 
and housing associations.  The debt to equity ratio was initially set at 25% equity and 75% debt.

Using the equity to debt ratio, the Council made an initial equity investment in the company of £0.6 
million and provided an initial start-up loan to the company of £1.8 million.  The drawdown of the 
equity and loan by the Company from the Council was agreed to be undertaken in stages as 
properties are acquired.  

The initial start-up loan was provided to the WOLAHCo at a variable interest rate but with an initial 
rate of 6.5%, the loan was secured against the assets of the WOLAHCo.  The interest on loans to the 
WOHLACo was to be recognised in the Council’s General Fund revenue account and targeted to 
provide income of £2.7 million over the 25-year life of the business plan, equating to approximately 
£111,000 per annum on a straight-line basis.

The management of the properties within the WOLAHCo is undertaken through a commercial 
contract arrangement with the Council’s housing and finance departments.

A summary of the high level business plan of the company is set out below:-

In July 2017, the council approved a plan to provide the housing company with £22 million to 
implement its latest business plan.

As the Council is the sole shareholder of the company, it appointed the first company directors.  It 
was agreed that the Executive delegated the appointment of directors to the company to the Head 
of Paid Service, in consultation with the Monitoring Officer and the Leader of the Council. Following 
experience from other local authorities who have set up companies, they agreed that the company 
has three directors of which a minimum of two officers or elected members were nominated as 
directors of the company.  
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To ensure that the directors understand their statutory duties under the Companies Act 2006 and 
that there are no real or perceived conflicts of interest relating to the dual role of being an 
officer/elected member of the Council and a director of the company, the Council ensured that 
relevant training was provided to the directors and any other officers or elected members that were 
closely involved in the WOLAHCo.

Company structure is as follows:

3 x Directors: Sarah Kreedy (Councillor - Lead Councillor for Housing and Social 
  Welfare)

Gordon Jackson (Councillor – Lead Councillor for Innovation and 
  Transformation)

Susan Reekie (Officer (although now retired?) – Principal 
Accountant (Financial Management & Projects)

Reigate and Banstead Borough Council

In September 2016, the council agreed to set up a commercial property and investment company to 
boost the local economy and to help plug the future funding gap caused by the termination of 
government grant.  The Council’s Executive agreed to set up the company at their meeting on 
Thursday 15 September 2016.

The company is a commercial trading company wholly owned by the Council. It is funded through a 
combination of council reserves, the Public Works Loan Board (via the Council) and commercial 
sources and is expected to generate a minimum of 6% return on investment. 

At its meeting in September 2016, the Executive agreed that:

 The Shareholder function of the Council be delegated to an Executive Sub-Committee to be 
known as the Property Sub-Committee.

 The membership of the Executive Sub-Committee to be the Leader, Deputy Leader, and 
Executive Members for Finance and Property, and the Leader be authorised to make any future 
changes or further appointments required in accordance with the terms of reference of the Sub-
Committee.

 The Property Sub-Committee in consultation with the Head of Legal Services and Head of 
Property be authorised to finalise and document specific arrangements between the Council and 
the Company (including the appointment of Directors).

 The Company would be managed by a small board of senior officers (Property Board of 
Directors) to allow for maximum speed of response and flexibility.  The Board will work within 
established structures for member / officer liaison on property matters.  In addition the Property 
Sub-Committee will exercise the Shareholder function of the Council to hold the Directors to 
account for the performance of the Company.   
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 At the time of setting up the company, the proposal was for the Board to consist of four officers:

o Chief Executive Joint Managing Director

o Head of Property Joint Managing Director

o Head of Finance Director

o Monitoring Officer Company Secretary

Whilst the Council’s Chief Finance (section 151) Officer and Monitoring Officer were part of the 
board it was with a clear understanding of the separation of functions between all officers on 
the Board of Directors and officers providing advice to the Shareholder on behalf of the Council.

Many of the support services required by the company were contracted out to the Council e.g. 
legal services for property acquisition and accounting services provided by local authority staff 
(and recharged to the company). The Head of Property was to be charged to the Company with 
an additional payment to be agreed by the Chief Executive to recognise the additional 
responsibility undertaken in this role.

It was proposed that the Head of Property transfer in part or in whole across to the new vehicle. 
Other members of staff would initially be seconded across to the Property vehicle, and invoiced 
by the Council in the normal manner at normal commercial rates.

Surrey County Council

The Council has the following active Local Authority Trading Companies:

 SEBS – a vehicle that can be used for a range of opportunities as they arise, from their IT Data 
centre to the provision of fire services to commercial partners.

 Property Company (Halsey Garton Property Limited (HGP) – a Property Holding Company with 
three subsidiary companies (Property Investment Company: Residential, Property Investment 
Company: Commercial, Property Development Company).

 Surrey Choices – day services and community support – commissioned by Surrey County Council 
(so teckal) but can also provide services to others. The Company structure provides the flexibility 
to meet the needs of this wider market.

 TRICS – an incorporated Local Authority Trading Company (a consortium with 5 other Local 
Authorities) for the management of a computerised transport trip rate database used for 
transport and planning and purchased by developers.
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Kent County Council

KCC has a long history in establishing trading companies, not all of which have been a success.

In 2013, the council decided to ‘pull the plug’ on several trading companies at a loss of £191,000.  
This was because it was felt that none of the entities were commercially viable and some would have 
needed major investment to get them going.   In addition, Invicta Law, the authority's legal services 
company, recently failed to deliver a dividend of £1m and had posted losses of £500,000

Education Services

In June 2017, agreement was reached for the council to set up a company to sell education support 
services to schools. The company was to have its own separate board but will be overseen by the 
county council.  The council already had an in-house company called EduKent with a more limited 
brief and mainly focused on schools in the county but from April 2018, EduKent rebranded to The 
Education People incorporating all aspects into one company.  Whilst the website is operational, a 
decision was made by Kent County Council to put back the official ‘start date’ of the company to 
September 2018.

Edseco Ltd is the parent company to The Education people.  The Board for Edesco Limited are as 
follows:

8 x Directors Neil Birch (Independent - Executive Head Teacher)

Carl Roberts (Independent – Head teacher)

Steven Whiting (Independent)

Christine Herring (Independent – Education Consultant)

Michelle Jones (Independent – Pre-school Manager)

Richard Hallett (Officer - Programme Management Officer)

Patrick Leeson (Officer - Corporate Director for Education, Learning 
  and Skills)

Katherine Stewart (Officer – Director for Environment, Planning & 
  Enforcement

Commercial Services

Commercial Services Group is a Kent County Council trading division operating as a trading style of 
Commercial Services Kent Ltd. Commercial Services has undergone a period of evolutionary 
development, creating a private limited company corporate structure, wholly-owned by the local 
authority, aligned to seizing opportunities for further growth beyond its established customer base 
and markets.  There are a number of ‘subsidiary’’ companies associated with Commercial Services:

 kcs4education - education and office supplies

 kcs4ps - setting up and managing OJEU-compliant contracts and frameworks

 LASER and Lumina – energy supplies and energy management

 Connect2Staff – recruitment service
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 Operational Services: - CTS Vehicle Services
- Landscaping Services
- Inspection Services

London Borough of Newham

Red Door Ventures is a commercial residential developer established in 2014 and is a wholly council-
owned company.  When established, the aim of the company was to build at least 3,000 new homes 
in Newham over a 13-year period and to also acquire a further 500 existing properties. All the homes 
will be available for residents at market rent or below with a third of the homes set at affordable 
rent subsidised by the council with plans to increase this.  Two-years into the programme, a revised 
business plan was developed to deliver 3,140 homes by 2023, at a cost of £1 billion, all on already-
identified, Newham Council-owned sites.  

Establishing the company made Newham Council the first local authority to deliver a large 
programme of private rented homes for residents. To finance the early stages of the programme of 
development, the council will provide loans to the company as a commercial investment.

Red Door has completed four schemes:

 Stratford (The Tanneries) 36 two bedroom maisonettes /apartments for private rent.

 East Ham (Nelson Street) 6 homes (converted from 3 old firefighter cottages)

 Plaistow (Gregory House) 17 one and two bedroom apartments for rent

 Whitechapel (Cheviot House) 97 studio apartments for rent

To ensure the quality of the homes is matched by the quality of its services, Red Door is working in 
partnership with Hera Management Services, a multi-divisional company that specialises in 
residential property management and software project management.

The Board:

Chairman Chris Wood Previously CEO of London Borough of Newham and 
is now MD of Red Door Ventures.

Finance Director Patrick Shaw Joined in April 2017; experience of working with 
social housing providers in London and the south 
east.

NED Board Member Sarah Gaventa previously the Director of CABE Space - the UK 
government’s advisor on public space and currently 
Director of the Illuminated River Foundation.

NED Board Member David Christie Councillor in the London Borough of Newham for 6 
years and currently leads the council’s Small 
Business and Newham 2020 Transformation 
programmes
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NED Board Member John Swinney Chief Executive of Just Housing Group a niche 
consultancy working in social housing and 
considerable experience of the public private 
partnership space.

NED Board Member Joe Montgomery Previous roles include being the Chief Executive 
(Europe) at Urban Land Institute, Director General 
at the Department for Communities and Local 
Government, Director General, Office of the Deputy 
Prime Minster and Executive Director for 
Regeneration, London borough of Lewisham.

London Borough of Barking and Dagenham

In October 2017, the council launched its new development and regeneration company – Be First – 
which is wholly owned by the east London council and plans to work on large regeneration sites 
across the borough. In addition to running Barking & Dagenham’s planning functions and its estate 
regeneration projects, it will seek to turn a profit through planning consultancy and development 
management services, as well as developing.  Staff from the council’s planning department 
transferred to the new company in October 2017.

Veteran civil servant and Peabody chair Lord Bob Kerslake will sit as Be First chair 

The council expects to see a return of £10m a year by 2021 on its initial investment – a loan of 
around £4m. Through its own development, Be First could eventually deliver up to 1,000 homes a 
year, with most transferred to the council’s housing company Reside and others for market sale.
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Roles and responsibilities

Executive Directors v Non-Executive Directors 

An executive director (ED) is a member of the board of a company who also has management 
responsibilities for running the company’s business. ED’s carry an added responsibility of having to 
ensure that the information laid before the board by management is an accurate reflection of their 
understanding of the affairs of the company.  

A non-executive director (NED’s) is a board member without responsibilities for daily management 
or operations of the company and tend to be picked for their personal qualities, experience and 
specialist knowledge. They primarily provide objective criticism on board matters and monitor the 
executive management. NED’s duties are of an intermittent nature to be performed at periodic 
board meetings.  

However, there is no legal distinction between NED’s and ED’s. The legal duties, responsibilities and 
liabilities of ED’s and NED’s are the same. Both have a fiduciary duty to the company and must act in 
the best interests of the company. 

Directors who are also councillors are known as “regulated Directors” under the Local Authorities 
(Companies) Order 1995 and their corresponding duties and limits on remuneration and expenses. 
Regulated directors must manage conflicts of interest when taking part in decision making for local 
authority and the company. Regulated directors may need to declare their interest and consider 
withdrawing from taking part in council or committee decisions. However, due to the restrictions on 
the remuneration and expenses of members in relation to such companies, members are unlikely to 
have a disclosable pecuniary interest (DPI). Members should nonetheless, declare their conflict of 
interest at Council meetings and avoid voting on or taking Council decisions in relation to such 
companies.
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Classification: Public
Key Decision: No

Gravesham Borough Council

Report to: Cabinet

Date: 4 February 2019

Reporting officer: Sarah Parfitt, Assistant Director (Corporate Services)

Subject: Fees and Charges Report 2019/20

Purpose and summary of report: 
To provide Cabinet with an overview of the review undertaken of the fees and charges levied 
by the council.

Recommendations:
1. This report is for information only.      

1. Background

1.1 Local government is experiencing unprecedented reform which is expected to 
continue for the foreseeable future.  The current Medium Term Financial Strategy 
2016/17 to 2019/20 recognises the need for the council to respond to these 
challenges and sets out a number of activities to bridge the resourcing gap that 
has been identified, with £270,000 of base budget reductions to be delivered in 
the Strategy period through the annual fees and charges review.  

1.2 Income generation can be achieved from both statutory and discretionary 
services. Where fees and charges apply to statutory services, these are often set 
nationally, for example as in the case of planning fees. Whilst these fees are fixed 
they still make a contribution to the financial planning of the Council. 

1.3 The Local Government Act 2003 introduced the power for local authorities to 
charge for discretionary services.  Discretionary services are defined as those 
services that a council has the power to, but is not obliged to, provide.

1.4 This report primarily focuses on the fees and charges set by the council for 
discretionary services it provides, but excludes some internal trading ventures 
where goods and services are provided and prices are clear at the point of sale 
(e.g. bar and café facilities or shop brought goods). These do still contribute to the 
overall financial position of the Council.
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1.5 Rental income (such as commercial properties) are periodically reviewed but are 
excluded from the annual fees and charges review as generally these are 
negotiated over rental periods of more than one year.

1.6 The responsibility for determining fees and charges has been delegated to 
Directors and Assistant Directors (with the exception car park fees and rents for 
HRA properties).  The Financial Procedure Rules require that fees and charges 
are reviewed at least annually in accordance with the Council’s budget setting 
framework.  In reviewing fees and charges, Directors will have liaised with their 
appropriate Lead Member to consider any proposed revisions to charges, or the 
introduction on new charges.

2. Charging Strategy

2.1 The authority has in place a Charging Strategy which outlines the key 
considerations of the council to ensure that fees and charges for services are set 
in a transparent and consistent manner.

2.2 As part of the Fees and Charges review exercise, the Charging Strategy was 
reviewed; the review concluded that the strategy did not require any significant 
updates from that agreed with Members in November 2011.  The three 
fundamental principles when considering fees and charges continue to be:

o Services should raise income wherever there is a power or duty to 
do so.  This maximises opportunities for income generation in the current 
economic climate.

o As a minimum, the income raised should cover the full costs of 
providing the service. This enables the council to respond to any 
increases in the cost of the delivery of services and, in effect, minimises 
the subsidies associated with a particular service for council tax payers.

o Any departures from this policy must be justified in a transparent 
manner.  Any deviation from the policy should be explicitly outlined and 
agreed by the relevant Director, presented to Management Team for 
consideration and notified to the appropriate Lead Member.

2.3 The Charging Strategy is attached at Appendix Two for Member information.

3. Fees and Charges review 2019/20

3.1 Senior Officers, in conjunction with their Lead Member, have reviewed the current 
schedule of fees and charges and determined the level of fees and charges for 
the forthcoming financial year.  In doing this, consideration will have been given to 
the cost of providing services and benchmark of charges undertaken with other 
service providers to not only compare the amount being charged, but also to 
identify any new income opportunities. 

3.2 The proposed fees and charges for 2019/20 which will be effective from 1 April 
2019 (unless otherwise stated) are provided at Appendix Three.  This excludes 
charges where the charge is clear at the point of purchase (e.g. retail sales, 
theatre tickets, bar and café), A summary of the review outcomes for key service 
areas is outlined in section 3.3 to 3.9 on the following pages.
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3.3 Car Parks Charges

3.3.1 As agreed by Cabinet on 12 November 2018 in its consideration of further 
Balancing the Budget Initiatives, parking charges will increase in January 
2019.  The last increase to charges took place in November 2015 and the 
increase is broadly in line with the level of inflation experienced since this 
time. The new tariff will be effective from 1 February 2019.  

3.4 Sports Activities

3.4.1 No changes to pitch hire fees are proposed.

3.4.2 The scale of charges in place from 1 January 2019 for Cascades and 
Cygnet Leisure Centres, (as determined by Gravesham Community 
Leisure Limited (GCLL)) is provided at Appendix Four for Member 
information.

3.5 Regulatory Services 

3.5.1 Adjustments to fees and charges have primarily been made to ensure 
ongoing recovery of the cost of providing the service.  The fee structure for 
locally set licensing fees have been reviewed in line with the decision by 
Cabinet taken to implement Service Review Options as part of the Bridging 
the Gap activity.

3.5.2 Food and Hygiene courses are no longer offered due to competition with 
(generally cheaper) online courses.

3.5.3 No increase in fees is planned in relation to Dog Control.

3.6 Development Management

3.6.1 Fees for pre-application advice for major and medium developments have 
been increased in line with the decision by Cabinet taken to implement 
Service Review Options as part of the Bridging the Gap activity.

3.7 Cemeteries and Burials

3.7.1 Charges have been increased to reflect a modest increase in costs. 
Income projections have remained unchanged to reflect increased 
uncertainty as the Cemeteries service is impacted by reduced availability 
of plots and alternative private cemetery provision opening in the borough 
in 2018.
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3.8 Household Waste Collection Services

3.8.1 A fortnightly garden waste bin collection service is provided by annual 
subscription and the cost of this service is proposed to increase from £43 a 
year to £46 a year for a 240 litre brown wheelie bin. For customers 
requiring smaller collections of garden waste, the 140 litre bin service has 
a proposed increase from £27 a year to £30 a year. The increase covers 
extra staff costs: as the uptake of the service increases, more bin rounds 
are scheduled.

3.9 Your Borough Advertising

3.9.1 The current advertising rates have stayed the same following a review of 
other local authority charges in Kent.

4. Financial Impact

4.1 The Bridging the Gap Strategy set a target of £270,000 of additional income to be 
generated by 2019/20 through annually reviewing the fees and charges levied by 
the council.  This target was set by applying an annual estimated inflationary 
increase to fees and charges income levels in 2016/17, excluding certain charge 
types such as car parking and nationally set fees for statutory services such as 
planning fees.

4.2 As shown in the table below, activity under the fees and charges work stream will 
have delivered £168,600 of the £270,000 target by 2019/20, leaving an 
outstanding balance of £101,400.  This underachievement of target has been 
principally derived from £482,400 of activity to increase fees and charges being 
recognised under other work streams of the Bridging the Gap activity, such as 
Service Review and Balancing the Budget Initiatives.

Workstream Expected 
Value of 
Activity

Activity 
Implemented 

and 
reflected in 

MTFP

Activity 
Agreed and 

not yet 
reflected in 

MTFP

Value of 
further 
activity 

required

Fees and Charges 270,000 101,400

2017-18 budget setting 60,000

2018-19 budget setting 43,430

Revised Garden Waste 
charges from April 2018 25,000

19-20 budget setting 40,170

4.3 Based on the council’s current financial position the fees and charges work stream 
will continue past 2019/20, with the balance of further activity to be delivered by 
2022/23. 
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5. Background Papers

5.1 Anyone wishing to inspect background papers should, in the first place, be 
directed to Committee & Electoral Services who will make the necessary 
arrangements.
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IMPLICATIONS APPENDIX 1

     

Legal The Local Government Act 2003 introduced the power for local authorities to 
charge for discretionary services.
The approach recognises that some for some services, the ability to charge and 
extent of any charging is established in legislation or by regulation.

Finance and 
Value for 
Money 

Local authorities have a duty to ensure that their financial management is adequate 
and effective and that they have a sound system of internal control and 
management of financial risk.  The approach set out in this report will enable the 
council to consider the levels of fees and charges levied as a contributory factor to 
setting a balanced budget.

The Medium Term Financial Strategy (2016/17 to 2019/20) sets out the intention to 
increase Fees and Charges income by £270,000 over the period.

In 2019/20 the budget for Fees and Charges has been subject to a net increase of -
£40,170, excluding the additional income derived from implementing Service 
Review Options and Balancing the Budget Initiatives determined by Cabinet during 
2017/18 and 2018/19. This is in addition to the increase in budgets from the 
previous two years of £128,430.

Risk 
Assessment

Without reviewing its levels of fees and charges in line with neighbouring councils
and other service providers, the council will be a risk of losing potential income it 
may be able to generate.

The approach recognises the impact that ‘other forces’ may have on the levels of 
fees and charges set and will therefore take into consideration where potential 
increases may adversely affect demand for the service and, in turn, impact on the 
council’s budget.
Screening for Equality ImpactsEquality 

Impact 
Assessment Question

a. Does the decision being made or recommended through this paper have 
potential to cause adverse impact or discriminate against different groups in the 
community? If yes, please explain answer.
No - Should any budget proposals carry potential equalities issues, this will be 
identified and  addressed through a separate report.

b. Does the decision being made or recommended through this paper make a 
positive contribution to promoting equality? If yes, please explain answer.
As above

In submitting this report, the Chief Officer doing so is confirming that they have 
given due regard to the equality impacts of the decision being considered, as noted 
in the table above
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Corporate 
Plan

The process set out in this report supports the delivery of Strategic Objective 4 – 
Sound and Self-sufficient Council.

Crime and 
Disorder

No direct implications from the process.

Digital and 
website 
implications

The Fees and Charges dictionary for 2019/20 will be placed on the website on 1 
April 2019.

Safeguarding 
children and 
vulnerable 
adults

No direct implications from the process.
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A 

October 2018 

Charging Strategy 
 

1. Introduction 

1.1 This charging strategy outlines the key considerations of the council to ensure 
that fees and charges for services are set in a transparent and consistent 
manner. 

1.2 In the current economic climate, grants from central government do not offer 
any prospect of real-term growth. Council tax settlements remain at risk of a 
referendum if increases are more than a prescribed Government limit. 

1.3 Fees and charges offer an opportunity for the authority to maximise its 
financial position in the current economic climate, and to achieve policy 
objectives, for example by influencing the use of a service or to alter patterns 
of behaviour. 

1.4 Any decision on charging levels should be based on an understanding of the 
market in which the service operates, benchmarking of costs against other 
public sector bodies and, where appropriate, the private sector, as well as 
consideration of the likely impact that any changes in charging levels may 
have on the use of a service. In the majority of cases, this information will be 
held by staff within the service. 

2. Statutory background 

2.1 The ability of the council to charge for services it provides falls into three 
categories: 

o Statutory prohibition on charging - Local authorities must provide such 
services free of charge at the point of service. Generally these are 
services which the authority has a duty to provide.  

o Statutory charges - Charges are set nationally and local authorities have 
little or no opportunity to control such charges. These charges can still 
contribute to the financial position of the authority. Income can be 
assumed to increase in line with other fees and charges (usually inflation). 

o Discretionary services - Local authorities can make their own decisions 
on setting such charges. Generally these are services that an authority 
can provide but is not obliged to provide and this charging strategy will 
apply to discretionary services. 

 
2.2 The Local Government Act 2003 introduced the power for local authorities to 

charge for discretionary services. 
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3. Strategic overview 

3.1 The Medium Term Financial Strategy (MTFS) for the Council for the period 
2016-17 to 2019-20 sets out the intention to deliver £270,000 of extra income 
over the period to place the Council in a more financially sustainable position. 

4. Charging policy 

4.1 The charging policy of the council is based on three fundamental principles: 

o Services should raise income wherever there is a power or duty to do 
so.  This maximises opportunities for income generation in the current 
economic climate. 
 

o As a minimum, the income raised should cover the full costs of providing 
the service. This enables the council to respond to any increases in the 
cost of the delivery of services and, in effect, minimises the subsidy 
provided by council tax payers. 

 
o Any departures from this policy must be justified in a transparent 

manner.  Any deviation from the policy should be explicitly outlined and 
agreed by the relevant Director, presented to Management Team for 
consideration and notified to the appropriate Lead Member. 

4.2 All fees and charges should be reviewed annually as part of the budget setting 
process, and in accordance with Finance Procedural Rules in the 
Constitution1.  

4.3 A fees and charges report, produced in conjunction with the Civic Budget, will 
allow Members to scrutinise fees and charges on an annual basis. 

4.4 Fees and charges income will be monitored by budget holders and reported to 
Management Team to enable early identification of where financially-
significant income streams are not performing as expected. Variances in 
expected fees and charges levels will also be reported to Members through 
the periodic budget monitoring reports.  

5. Roles and Responsibilities 

5.1 Market knowledge on setting charges will be retained with front line staff in the 
majority of cases. Service Managers are responsible for rigorously reviewing 
fees and charges on an annual basis as part of their budget setting process.  

5.2 In addition to specific charges, the budgeted income is also reviewed to align 
activity and give a more robust analysis of the effect on the MTFP. 

5.3 Service Managers will liaise with Lead Members to consider any revisions to 
charges, ensuring that the Assistant Director (Corporate Services), who has 
overall responsibility for ensuring that budget setting and budget monitoring 
reports reflect fee income accurately, is notified on any intended changes. 

                                                
1 Annex 2: Procedural Rules, Annex 2.6: Finance Procedural Rules, Section 6.13: Fees and 
Charges 
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5.4 The setting of fees and charges contributes to maintaining the ongoing 
financial position of the council; as such, the Finance Team will maintain 
overall responsibility for the framework of reviewing fees and charges, namely: 

• The Charging Strategy 

• Annual fees and charges report (published with the Civic Budget each 
year). 

• A fees and charges schedule (published with the Civic budget each year). 

• A standard approach on concessions, including consideration of the 
financial impact. Concessions for services should follow a logical pattern 
so as not to preclude, where appropriate, access to Council services on 
the grounds of ability to pay 

5.5 Members will scrutinise charges in line with the charging strategy, either to 
ensure that income streams are maximised or to support policy objectives. 

5.6 The Finance Team will provide periodic reports on fees and charges income 
to Management Team.  Management Team will review this information to 
ensure that income streams are accurately reflected in the Medium Term 
Financial Plan, and that appropriate and early management action is taken 
where fees and charges income is not at the predicted level. 

6. Key Questions for Service Managers in setting the level of fees and charges  

• What strategic objectives are we supporting with the charges? 

• Are there statutory or legislative restrictions that apply to the fees or charges 
levied? 

• How much income are we trying to generate and why? 

• Whose use of services do we want to subsidise (if any), and by how much? 

• Whose behaviour are we hoping to influence, and in what ways? 

• How will charges help improve value for money, equity and access to services? 

• How do our charges compare with similar local authorities / neighbouring 
authorities / other service providers? 

• How are our charges structured? 

• Fees and charges for 2019-20 should cover the cost of service on discretionary 
fees. 

• To what extent are the charging objectives being met - for example: 
 Are income targets as laid out in the MTFP being achieved? 
 What is the impact, intended or unintended, of charges on local people? 
 Are concessions being taken up by the people at whom they are 

targeted? 
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• Have service users been consulted at any stage of the process about:  
 The level of charge being levied for the service provided? 
 Opinion of value for money received? 
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FEES AND CHARGES 2019-20

Car Parks – Parking

Car Parks – Season Tickets

Parking Schemes

Council Tax – Recovery Action

Business Rates – Recovery Action

Sports Activities

Regulatory Services – Animal Welfare

Mobile Homes Act 2013

Regulatory Services – Contaminated Land

Regulatory Services – Food Hygiene/Health & Safety

Regulatory Services – Public Health Licensing

Regulatory Services – Sex Establishment Licence

Regulatory Services – Public Carriage Licensing

Regulatory Services – Gambling Licensing

Regulatory Services – Scrap Metal Licensing

Regulatory Services – Street Trading Consent

Regulatory Services – All Licensing under the Licensing Act 2003

Housing Services – Private Housing

Electoral Services

Land Charges

Development Management (Planning Applications)

Streets Naming and Numbering

Cemeteries and Burials

Household Waste Collection Services

Trade Waste Collection Services

The Woodville (Theatre Services)

Blake Gallery

Room Hire

Advertising – Your Borough Magazine
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Description of Charge

Net VAT Gross Net VAT Gross

(£) (£) (£) (£) (£) (£)

Car Parks – Parking (From 1 Feb 2019)

Gurdwara Public Car Park

Evening charge 6pm-8am

Monday to Friday,           8am - 6pm

Up to one hour 0.91 0.18 1.10 1.08 0.22 1.30

Up to two hours 1.33 0.27 1.60 1.67 0.33 2.00

Up to three hours 1.92 0.38 2.30 2.33 0.47 2.80

Up to 4 hours 2.75 0.55 3.30 3.17 0.63 3.80

Over 4 hours (max 24hrs) 3.58 0.72 4.30 4.17 0.83 5.00

Saturday & Sunday                   

Short Stay Car Parks (Parrock Street, Market Square, Horn Yard & West Street)

Evening charge 6pm-8am

Monday to Friday,          8am - 6pm

Up to one hour 0.91 0.18 1.10 1.08 0.22 1.30

Up to two hours 1.33 0.27 1.60 1.67 0.33 2.00

Up to three hours 1.92 0.38 2.30 2.33 0.47 2.80

Up to 4 hours 2.75 0.55 3.30 3.17 0.63 3.80

Over 4 hours (max 24hrs) 5.67 1.13 6.80 6.25 1.25 7.50

Saturday,                        8am - 6pm

Up to two hours 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Additional 1 hour 0.91 0.18 1.10 1.08 0.22 1.30

Additional 2 hours 1.33 0.27 1.60 1.67 0.33 2.00

Over 4 hours (max 24hrs) 5.67 1.13 6.80 6.25 1.25 7.50

Sunday

Long Stay Car Parks (Milton Place and Ordnance Road)

Evening charge 6pm-8am

Monday to Friday,           8am - 6pm

Up to one hour 0.91 0.18 1.10 1.08 0.22 1.30

Up to two hours 1.33 0.27 1.60 1.67 0.33 2.00

Up to three hours 1.92 0.38 2.30 2.33 0.47 2.80

Up to 4 hours 2.75 0.55 3.30 3.17 0.63 3.80

Over 4 hours (max 24hrs) 3.58 0.72 4.30 4.17 0.83 5.00

Saturday,                        8am - 6pm

Up to two hours 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Additional 1 hour 0.91 0.18 1.10 1.08 0.22 1.30

Additional 2 hours 1.33 0.27 1.60 1.67 0.33 2.00

Over 4 hours (max 24hrs) 3.58 0.72 4.30 4.17 0.83 5.00

Sunday

Private use for Gurdwara only

2018-19 Charge Proposed 2019-20 Charge

Free

Free

Free

Free

Free
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Description of Charge

Net VAT Gross Net VAT Gross

(£) (£) (£) (£) (£) (£)

2018-19 Charge Proposed 2019-20 Charge

Car Parks – Season Tickets

Short Stay Car Parks (Parrock Street, Market Square, Horn Yard & West Street)

One month 103.33 20.67 124.00 114.17 22.83 137.00

Three month 293.33 58.67 352.00 323.33 64.67 388.00

Six month 554.17 110.83 665.00 610.83 122.17 733.00

One year 1,042.50 208.50 1,251.00 1,150.00 230.00 1,380.00

Long Stay Car Parks (Milton Place, Ordnance Road and Gurdwara)

One month 65.00 13.00 78.00 75.83 15.17 91.00

Three month 185.83 37.17 223.00 215.83 43.17 259.00

Six month 350.00 70.00 420.00 407.50 81.50 489.00

One year 659.17 131.83 791.00 766.67 153.33 920.00

Town Centre Voucher Scheme

(relates to Gurdwara, Milton Place and Ordnance Road Car Parks)

Full day 1.79 0.36 2.15 2.08 0.42 2.50

Half day 0.96 0.19 1.15 1.04 0.21 1.25

Lord Street Temporary Car Park

Town centre workers – one month 33.33 6.67 40.00 33.33 6.67 40.00

Non-Town centre workers – one month 66.67 13.33 80.00 66.67 13.33 80.00

Parking Schemes

Town Centre Parking Scheme (Zones A-D and F)

New permit application 40.00 0.00 40.00 40.00 0.00 40.00

Renewal of permit 40.00 0.00 40.00 40.00 0.00 40.00

Replacement of lost permit 10.00 0.00 10.00 10.00 0.00 10.00

Book of five visitor permits 10.00 0.00 10.00 10.00 0.00 10.00

Replacement of stolen permit (police crime reference number 

required)

Controlled Parking Zones (CPZ)

New permit application 15.00 0.00 15.00 15.00 0.00 15.00

Renewal of permit 15.00 0.00 15.00 15.00 0.00 15.00

Replacement of lost permit 5.00 0.00 5.00 5.00 0.00 5.00

Replacement of stolen permit (police crime reference number 

required)

On-Street Pay and Display Parking Charges (Monday to Saturday, 8am – 6.30pm)

15 Minutes 0.20 0.00 0.20

30 Minutes 0.30 0.00 0.30 0.58 0.12 0.70

45 Minutes 0.40 0.00 0.40 0.83 0.17 1.00

One Hour 0.50 0.00 0.50 1.08 0.22 1.30

One Hour 15 Minutes 0.60 0.00 0.60 1.33 0.27 1.60

One Hour 30 Minutes 0.80 0.00 0.80 1.58 0.32 1.90

One Hour 45 Minutes 0.90 0.00 0.90 1.83 0.37 2.20

Two Hours 1.00 0.00 1.00 2.08 0.42 2.50

FREE

FREE
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Description of Charge

Net VAT Gross Net VAT Gross

(£) (£) (£) (£) (£) (£)

2018-19 Charge Proposed 2019-20 Charge

Council Tax – Recovery Action

Council Tax Summons 60.00 0.00 60.00 60.00 0.00 60.00

Council Tax Liability Order 60.00 0.00 60.00 60.00 0.00 60.00

Business Rates – Recovery Action

Non Domestic Rates Summons 110.00 0.00 110.00 110.00 0.00 110.00

Non Domestic Rates Liability Order 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Sports Activities

Cricket – per team, per season 1,108.00 221.60 1,329.60 1,108.00 221.60 1,108.00

Cricket – per team , per game 96.00 19.20 115.20 96.00 19.20 115.20

Football – adult team, per season 545.90 109.18 655.08 562.28 112.45 674.74

Football – adult team, per game 66.50 13.30 79.80 66.50 13.30 79.80

Football – junior team, per season 445.00 89.00 534.00 458.35 91.67 550.02

Football – junior team, per game 56.75 11.35 68.10 56.75 11.35 68.10

Mini Football –per team, per season 332.50 66.50 399.00 332.50 66.50 399.00

Mini Football – per team, per game 47.25 9.45 56.70 47.25 9.45 56.70

Regulatory Services – Animal Welfare

Breeding of Dogs Licence

New and Renewal - Dog breeders New (1-5 breeding bitches) 

(Plus Vet Fee) Part A
370.00 0.00 370.00 378.00 0.00 378.00

New and Renewal - Dog breeders New (1-5 breeding bitches) 

(Plus Vet Fee) Part B
240.00 0.00 240.00 245.00 0.00 245.00

New and Renewal - Dog breeders (6 or more vreeding 

bitches) (Plus Vet Fee) Part A
410.00 0.00 410.00 419.00 0.00 419.00

New and Renewal - Dog breeders (6 or more vreeding 

bitches) (Plus Vet Fee) Part B
270.00 0.00 270.00 276.00 0.00 276.00

New and Renewal - Hiring Out Horses (1-5 animals) (Plus 

Vet Fee) Part A
370.00 0.00 370.00 378.00 0.00 378.00

New and Renewal - Hiring Out Horses (1-5 animals) (Plus 

Vet Fee) Part B
240.00 0.00 240.00 245.00 0.00 245.00

New and Renewal - hiring Out Horses (6 or more animals) 

(Plus Vet Fee) Part A
410.00 0.00 410.00 419.00 0.00 419.00

New and Renewal - hiring Out Horses (6 or more animals) 

(Plus Vet Fee) Part B
270.00 0.00 270.00 276.00 0.00 276.00

Hiring of Horses Licences
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Description of Charge

Net VAT Gross Net VAT Gross

(£) (£) (£) (£) (£) (£)

2018-19 Charge Proposed 2019-20 Charge

New - Home Boarders (1-5 boarded dofs) (Plus vet Fee) Part 

A
370.00 0.00 370.00 378.00 0.00 378.00

New - Home Boarders (1-5 boarded dofs) (Plus vet Fee) Part 

B
240.00 0.00 240.00 245.00 0.00 245.00

New - Home Boarders (6 or more boarded dogs) (Plus Vet 

Fee) Part A
410.00 0.00 410.00 419.00 0.00 419.00

New - Home Boarders (6 or more boarded dogs) (Plus Vet 

Fee) Part B
270.00 0.00 270.00 276.00 0.00 276.00

Renewal - Home Boarders (1-5 boarded dogs) No Vet** Part 

A
260.00 0.00 260.00 266.00 0.00 266.00

Renewal - Home Boarders (1-5 boarded dogs) No Vet** Part 

B
240.00 0.00 240.00 245.00 0.00 245.00

Renewal - Home Boarders (6 or more boarded dogs) No 

Vet** Part A
260.00 0.00 260.00 266.00 0.00 266.00

Renewal - Home Boarders (6 or more boarded dogs) No 

Vet** Part B
270.00 0.00 270.00 276.00 0.00 276.00

Renewal - Home Boarders (1-5 boarded dogs) (Fee + Vet 

Fee)** Part A
110.00 0.00 110.00 113.00 0.00 113.00

Renewal - Home Boarders (6 or more boarded dogs) (Fee + 

Vet Fee)** Part A
150.00 0.00 150.00 153.00 0.00 153.00

New - Dog Day Care (1 to 5 day care dogs) (Plus Vet Fee) 

Part A
370.00 0.00 370.00 378.00 0.00 378.00

New - Dog Day Care (1 to 5 day care dogs)  Part B 240.00 0.00 240.00 245.00 0.00 245.00

New - Dog Day Care (6 or more day care dogs) (Plus Vet 

Fee) Part A
410.00 0.00 410.00 419.00 0.00 419.00

New - Dog Day Care (6 or more day care dogs) Part B 270.00 0.00 270.00 276.00 0.00 276.00

Renewal - Dog Day Care (1 to 5 day care dogs) No Vet** Part 

A
260.00 0.00 260.00 266.00 0.00 266.00

Renewal - Dog Day Care (1 to 5 day care dogs)  Part B 240.00 0.00 240.00 245.00 0.00 245.00

Renewal - Dog Day Care (6 or more day care dogs) No Vet** 

Part A
260.00 0.00 260.00 266.00 0.00 266.00

Renewal - Dog Day Care (6 or more day care dogs) Part B 270.00 0.00 270.00 276.00 0.00 276.00

Renewal - Dog Day Care (1 to 5 day care dogs) (Fee + Vet 

Fee)** Part A
110.00 0.00 110.00 113.00 0.00 113.00

Renewal - Dog Day Care (6 or more day care dogs) (Fee + 

Vet Fee)** Part A
150.00 0.00 150.00 153.00 0.00 153.00

Home Boarding of Dogs Licences

Dog Day Care Licences
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Description of Charge

Net VAT Gross Net VAT Gross

(£) (£) (£) (£) (£) (£)

2018-19 Charge Proposed 2019-20 Charge

New - Selling Animals as Pets (Domestic Premises or Small 

Shop unit) (Plus Vet Fee) Part A
370.00 0.00 370.00 378.00 0.00 378.00

New - Selling Animals as Pets (Domestic Premises or Small 

Shop unit)  Part B
240.00 0.00 240.00 245.00 0.00 245.00

New - Selling Animals as Pets (Retail Estate Unit) (Plus Vet 

Fee) Part A
410.00 0.00 410.00 419.00 0.00 419.00

New - Selling Animals as Pets (Retail Estate Unit) Part B 270.00 0.00 270.00 276.00 0.00 276.00

Renewal - Selling Animals as Pets (Domestic Premises or 

Small Shop unit)  No Vet** Part A
260.00 0.00 260.00 266.00 0.00 266.00

Renewal - Selling Animals as Pets (Domestic Premises or 

Small Shop unit)  Part B
240.00 0.00 240.00 245.00 0.00 245.00

Renewal - Selling Animals as Pets (Retail Estate Unit)  No 

Vet** Part A
260.00 0.00 260.00 266.00 0.00 266.00

Renewal - Selling Animals as Pets (Retail Estate Unit) Part B 270.00 0.00 270.00 276.00 0.00 276.00

Renewal - Selling Animals as Pets (Domestic Premises or 

Small Shop unit) (Fee + Vet Fee)** Part A
110.00 0.00 110.00 113.00 0.00 113.00

Renewal - Selling Animals as Pets (Retail Estate Unit)  (Fee 

+ Vet Fee)** Part A
150.00 0.00 150.00 153.00 0.00 153.00

New - Keeping or Training Animals for Exhibition (1 to 5 

animals or birds) (Plus Vet Fee) Part A
370.00 0.00 370.00 378.00 0.00 378.00

New - Keeping or Training Animals for Exhibition (1 to 5 

animals or birds)  Part B
240.00 0.00 240.00 245.00 0.00 245.00

New - Keeping or Training Animals for Exhibition (6 or more 

animals or birds) (Plus Vet Fee) Part A
410.00 0.00 410.00 419.00 0.00 419.00

New - Keeping or Training Animals for Exhibition (6 or more 

animals or birds) Part B
270.00 0.00 270.00 276.00 0.00 276.00

Renewal - Keeping or Training Animals for Exhibition (1 to 5 

animals or birds) No Vet** Part A
260.00 0.00 260.00 266.00 0.00 266.00

Renewal - Keeping or Training Animals for Exhibition (1 to 5 

animals or birds)  Part B
240.00 0.00 240.00 245.00 0.00 245.00

Renewal - Keeping or Training Animals for Exhibition (6 or 

more animals or birds) No Vet** Part A
260.00 0.00 260.00 266.00 0.00 266.00

Renewal - Keeping or Training Animals for Exhibition (6 or 

more animals or birds) Part B
270.00 0.00 270.00 276.00 0.00 276.00

Renewal - Keeping or Training Animals for Exhibition (1 to 5 

animals or birds) (Fee + Vet Fee)** Part A
110.00 0.00 110.00 113.00 0.00 113.00

Renewal - Keeping or Training Animals for Exhibition (6 or 

more animals or birds) (Fee + Vet Fee)** Part A
150.00 0.00 150.00 153.00 0.00 153.00

New - Provision of Boarding for Cats (1 to 5 cats) (Plus Vet 

Fee) Part A
370.00 0.00 370.00 378.00 0.00 378.00

New - Provision of Boarding for Cats (1 to 5 cats)  Part B 240.00 0.00 240.00 245.00 0.00 245.00

New - Provision of Boarding for Cats (6 or more cats) (Plus 

Vet Fee)
410.00 0.00 410.00 419.00 0.00 419.00

New - Provision of Boarding for Cats (6 or more cats) Part B 270.00 0.00 270.00 276.00 0.00 276.00

Renewal - Provision of Boarding for Cats (1 to 5 cats) No 

Vet** Part A
260.00 0.00 260.00 266.00 0.00 266.00

Renewal - Provision of Boarding for Cats (1 to 5 cats)  Part B 240.00 0.00 240.00 245.00 0.00 245.00

Renewal - Provision of Boarding for Cats (6 or more cats) No 

Vet** Part A
260.00 0.00 260.00 266.00 0.00 266.00

Renewal - Provision of Boarding for Cats (6 or more cats) 

Part B
270.00 0.00 270.00 276.00 0.00 276.00

Boarding for Cats Licences

Selling Animals as Pets Licences

Keeping or Training Animals for Exhibition Licences
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Description of Charge

Net VAT Gross Net VAT Gross

(£) (£) (£) (£) (£) (£)

2018-19 Charge Proposed 2019-20 Charge

Renewal - Provision of Boarding for Cats (1 to 5 cats) (Fee 

Plus Vet Fee)** Part A
110.00 0.00 110.00 113.00 0.00 113.00

Renewal - Provision of Boarding for Cats (6 or more cats) 

(Fee Plus Vet Fee)** Part A
150.00 0.00 150.00 153.00 0.00 153.00
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Description of Charge

Net VAT Gross Net VAT Gross

(£) (£) (£) (£) (£) (£)

2018-19 Charge Proposed 2019-20 Charge

New & Renewal - Arranging Provision of Home Boarding for 

Dogs and or Dog Day Care with Hosts - Up to 5 hosts -Part A
595.00 0.00 595.00 607.00 0.00 607.00

New & Renewal - Arranging Provision of Home Boarding for 

Dogs and or Dog Day Care with Hosts - up to 5 hosts - Part B 
610.00 0.00 610.00 623.00 0.00 623.00

New & Renewal -Arranging Provision of Home Boarding for 

Dogs and or Dog Day Care with Hosts - 6 to 10 hosts - Part A
985.00 0.00 985.00 1,005.00 0.00 1,005.00

New & Renewal -Arranging Provision of Home Boarding for 

Dogs and or Dog Day Care with Hosts - 6 to 10 hosts - Part B
995.00 0.00 995.00 1,015.00 0.00 1,015.00

New & Renewal - Arranging Provision of Home Boarding for 

Dogs and or Dog Day Care with Hosts - each additional 5 

hosts - Part A

390.00 0.00 390.00 398.00 0.00 398.00

New & Renewal - Arranging Provision of Home Boarding for 

Dogs and or Dog Day Care with Hosts - each additional 5 

hosts - Part B

390.00 0.00 390.00 398.00 0.00 398.00

Full variation 370.00 0.00 370.00 378.00 0.00 378.00

Minor Variation 160.00 0.00 160.00 164.00 0.00 164.00

Admin Change 35.00 0.00 35.00 36.00 0.00 36.00

Variation to add additional Hosts (inc one host)* 205.00 0.00 205.00 210.00 0.00 210.00

Cost per each additional Host (In addition to Variation fee*) 80.00 0.00 80.00 82.00 0.00 82.00

Risk Rating Appeal 200.00 0.00 200.00 204.00 0.00 204.00

New & Renewal - Dangerous Wild Animal Licences - (up to 2 

species) (Plus Defra Vet Fee) Part A
445.00 0.00 445.00 454.00 0.00 454.00

New & Renewal - Dangerous Wild Animal Licences - (up to 3 

species) (Plus Defra Vet Fee) Part A
600.00 0.00 600.00 612.00 0.00 612.00

New & Renewal - Dangerous Wild Animal Licences - (each 

additional species) (Plus Defra Vet Fee) Part A
155.00 0.00 155.00 159.00 0.00 159.00

New & Renewal - Dangerous Wild Animal Licences - (up to 2 

species)  Part B
270.00 0.00 270.00 276.00 0.00 276.00

Dog Control

25.00 0.00 25.00 25.00 0.00 25.00

20.00 0.00 20.00 20.00 0.00 20.00

Fixed Penalty Dog Fouling Notice (Fixed fee set in legislation)
75.00 0.00 75.00 75.00 0.00 75.00

Collection of stray dogs from Civic Centre compound

£25 penalty fee + £40 contribution towards cancelled 

transportation fee

plus vets fees if incurred

41.000.00

Stray Dogs - Standard Fee Penalty Fee (fixed fee set in 

legislation) and admin charge for each event. (additional 

charges will be made for the recharge of extra services used 

e.g. vet fees, transportation and boarding fee of kennel)

25.00 

penalty 

fee + 

40.00

0.00

25.00 

penalty 

fee + 

40.00

41.00

Arranging Home Boarding of Dogs Licences

Other Charges

Dangerous Wild Animal Licences (licence period = 2 years)
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Description of Charge

Net VAT Gross Net VAT Gross

(£) (£) (£) (£) (£) (£)

2018-19 Charge Proposed 2019-20 Charge

Mobile Homes Act 2013

New application for site licence – Band 1(1-5 pitches) TOTAL
106.50 0.00 106.50 109.00 0.00 109.00

New application for site licence – Band 1 (1-5 pitches) PART 

A payable on application
79.88 0.00 79.88 82.00 0.00 82.00

New application for site licence – Band 1 (1-5 pitches) PART 

B payable on grant
26.62 0.00 26.62 28.00 0.00 28.00

New application for site licence – Band 2 (6-24 pitches) 

TOTAL
488.50 0.00 488.50 499.00 0.00 499.00

New application for site licence – Band 2 (6-24 pitches) PART 

A payable on application
366.38 0.00 366.38 374.00 0.00 374.00

New application for site licence – Band 2 (6-24 pitches) PART 

B payable on grant
122.13 0.00 122.13 125.00 0.00 125.00

New application for site licence – Band 3 (25-99 pitches) 

TOTAL
614.50 0.00 614.50 627.00 0.00 627.00

New application for site licence – Band 3 (25-99 pitches) 

PART A payable on application
460.88 0.00 460.88 471.00 0.00 471.00

New application for site licence – Band 3 (25-99 pitches) 

PART B payable on grant
153.63 0.00 153.63 157.00 0.00 157.00

Annual Fee – Band 2 187.27 0.00 187.27 192.00 0.00 192.00

Annual Fee – Band 3 249.70 0.00 249.70 255.00 0.00 255.00

Transfer of Site Licence – Band1 26.01 0.00 26.01 27.00 0.00 27.00

Transfer of Site Licence – Band2 62.42 0.00 62.42 64.00 0.00 64.00

Transfer of Site Licence – Band3 62.42 0.00 62.42 64.00 0.00 64.00

Variation of site Licence – Band 1 52.02 0.00 52.02 54.00 0.00 54.00

Variation of site Licence – Band 2 135.25 0.00 135.25 138.00 0.00 138.00

Variation of site Licence – Band 3 135.25 0.00 135.25 138.00 0.00 138.00

Depositing site rules with Local Authority – Band 2 and 3 52.02 0.00 52.02 54.00 0.00 54.00
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Description of Charge

Net VAT Gross Net VAT Gross

(£) (£) (£) (£) (£) (£)

2018-19 Charge Proposed 2019-20 Charge

Regulatory Services – Contaminated Land

Contaminated land enquiries where there is a statutory duty 

to respond (e.g. when made as part of a land charges 

request)

56.00 0.00 56.00 58.00 0.00 58.00

Charge per hour:

Contaminated land enquiries in all other cases 67.00 0.00 67.00 69.00 0.00 69.00

Charge per hour:

Regulatory Services – Food Hygiene/Health & Safety

Food inspection – flat fee 107.50 0.00 107.50 110.00 0.00 110.00

Plus hourly rate 27.00 0.00 27.00 27.00 0.00 27.00

Food hygiene rating scheme, re-rating revisit request 160.00 0.00 160.00 164.00 0.00 164.00

Regulatory Services – Public Health Licensing

Skin piercing - new Registration 150.00 0.00 150.00 153.00 0.00 153.00

(includes up to 3 registered ear piercers in one visit)

Skin Piercing – additional person at existing registered 75.00 0.00 75.00 77.00 0.00 77.00

Regulatory Services – Sex Establishment Licence

Sex Establishment licence – new – TOTAL 2,795.00 0.00 2,795.00 2,851.00 0.00 2,851.00

Sex Establishment licence – new – PART A – payable upon 

application
2,543.00 0.00 2,543.00 2,594.00 0.00 2,594.00

Sex Establishment licence – new – PART B – payable upon 

grant
252.00 0.00 252.00 257.00 0.00 257.00

Sex Establishment licence – renewal – TOTAL 1,471.00 0.00 1,471.00 1,501.00 0.00 1,501.00

Sex Establishment licence – renewal – PART A – payable 

upon application
1,219.00 0.00 1,219.00 1,244.00 0.00 1,244.00

Sex Establishment licence – renewal – PART B – payable 

upon grant
252.00 0.00 252.00 257.00 0.00 257.00

Sex Establishment replacement licence 25.50 0.00 25.50 27.00 0.00 27.00
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Description of Charge

Net VAT Gross Net VAT Gross

(£) (£) (£) (£) (£) (£)

2018-19 Charge Proposed 2019-20 Charge

Regulatory Services – Public Carriage Licensing

Charges shown are for a three year period

Private Hire Vehicle Licence (1 year) 211.00 0.00 211.00 216.00 0.00 216.00

Hackney Carriage Vehicle Licence (1 year) 230.00 0.00 230.00 235.00 0.00 235.00

Private Hire Driver Licence (3 years) 160.00 0.00 160.00 164.00 0.00 164.00

Hackney Carriage Driver Licence (3 years) 160.00 0.00 160.00 164.00 0.00 164.00

Restricted Private Hire Driver Licence (3 year) 160.00 0.00 160.00 164.00 0.00 164.00

Private Hire Operator Licence – one year, up to five vehicles
177.00 0.00 177.00 181.00 0.00 181.00

Private Hire Operator Licence – one year, over five vehicles
352.00 0.00 352.00 360.00 0.00 360.00

Operator – up to 5 vehicles – 5 years 530.00 0.00 530.00 541.00 0.00 541.00

Operator – over 5 vehicles – 5 years 1,056.00 0.00 1,056.00 1,078.00 0.00 1,078.00

Street Knowledge Test- Waiting list 57.00 0.00 57.00 59.00 0.00 59.00

Street knowledge Test – Examination 29.50 0.00 29.50 31.00 0.00 31.00

Replacement vehicle on existing plate 46.00 0.00 46.00 47.00 0.00 47.00

Licensing of Temporary Vehicle following accident, etc. 57.00 0.00 57.00 59.00 0.00 59.00

Change of Ownership of Licenced Vehicle 31.50 0.00 31.50 33.00 0.00 33.00

Copy of Plate following loss/damage, etc. (like for like) 18.50 0.00 18.50 19.00 0.00 19.00

Copy of Badge following loss, damage, etc. (like for like)
14.50 0.00 14.50 15.00 0.00 15.00

Change of vehicle registration and reissue of licence and 

plates
25.50 0.00 25.50 27.00 0.00 27.00

Change of passenger number and reissue of licence and 

plates
26.50 0.00 26.50 28.00 0.00 28.00

Reissue of vehicle licence following change of name/address
13.50 0.00 13.50 14.00 0.00 14.00

Reissue of driver licence following change of name/address
16.50 0.00 16.50 17.00 0.00 17.00

Reissue of operator licence following change of 

name/address
11.50 0.00 11.50 12.00 0.00 12.00

Reissue of operator licence following change of business 

name/address
11.50 0.00 11.50 12.00 0.00 12.00

Like for like copy of any paper part of licence only 10.50 0.00 10.50 11.00 0.00 11.00

Enhanced DBS Check Application 56.00 0.00 56.00 58.00 0.00 58.00
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Description of Charge

Net VAT Gross Net VAT Gross

(£) (£) (£) (£) (£) (£)

2018-19 Charge Proposed 2019-20 Charge

Regulatory Services – Gambling Licensing

Bingo premises new 2,951.00 0.00 2,951.00 3,011.00 0.00 3,011.00

Bingo premises variation 1,482.00 0.00 1,482.00 1,515.00 0.00 1,515.00

Bingo premises transfer 1,017.00 0.00 1,017.00 1,038.00 0.00 1,038.00

Bingo premises annual 848.00 0.00 848.00 865.00 0.00 865.00

Bingo premises provisional statement 2,951.00 0.00 2,951.00 3,011.00 0.00 3,011.00

Bingo premises application for provisional statement holders
1,017.00 0.00 1,017.00 1,038.00 0.00 1,038.00

Bingo premises reinstatement 1,017.00 0.00 1,017.00 1,038.00 0.00 1,038.00

Betting premises new 2,538.00 0.00 2,538.00 2,589.00 0.00 2,589.00

Betting premises variation 1,269.00 0.00 1,269.00 1,295.00 0.00 1,295.00

Betting premises transfer 1,017.00 0.00 1,017.00 1,038.00 0.00 1,038.00

Betting premises annual 509.00 0.00 509.00 520.00 0.00 520.00

Betting premises provisional statement 2,538.00 0.00 2,538.00 2,589.00 0.00 2,589.00

Betting premises application for provisional statement holders
1,017.00 0.00 1,017.00 1,038.00 0.00 1,038.00

Betting premises reinstatement 1,017.00 0.00 1,017.00 1,038.00 0.00 1,038.00

Adult Gaming Centres (AGC)  new 1,693.00 0.00 1,693.00 1,727.00 0.00 1,727.00

Adult Gaming Centres variation 1,693.00 0.00 1,693.00 1,727.00 0.00 1,727.00

Adult Gaming Centres transfer 1,016.00 0.00 1,016.00 1,037.00 0.00 1,037.00

Adult Gaming Centres annual 848.00 0.00 848.00 865.00 0.00 865.00

AGC premises provisional statement 1,693.00 0.00 1,693.00 1,727.00 0.00 1,727.00

AGC premises application for provisional statement holders
1,016.00 0.00 1,016.00 1,037.00 0.00 1,037.00

AGC premises reinstatement 1,016.00 0.00 1,016.00 1,037.00 0.00 1,037.00

Tracks new 2,116.00 0.00 2,116.00 2,159.00 0.00 2,159.00

Tracks variation 1,059.00 0.00 1,059.00 1,081.00 0.00 1,081.00

Tracks transfer 806.00 0.00 806.00 823.00 0.00 823.00

Tracks annual 848.00 0.00 848.00 865.00 0.00 865.00

Tracks premises provisional statement 2,116.00 0.00 2,116.00 2,159.00 0.00 2,159.00

Tracks premises application for provisional statement holders
806.00 0.00 806.00 823.00 0.00 823.00

Tracks premises reinstatement 806.00 0.00 806.00 823.00 0.00 823.00

Family Entertainment Centre (FEC)  new 1,693.00 0.00 1,693.00 1,727.00 0.00 1,727.00

FEC variation 848.00 0.00 848.00 865.00 0.00 865.00

FEC transfer 806.00 0.00 806.00 823.00 0.00 823.00

FEC annual 636.00 0.00 636.00 649.00 0.00 649.00

FEC premises provisional statement 1,693.00 0.00 1,693.00 1,727.00 0.00 1,727.00

FEC premises application for provisional statement holders
806.00 0.00 806.00 823.00 0.00 823.00

FEC premises reinstatement 806.00 0.00 806.00 823.00 0.00 823.00

Copy of Licence – all premises 25.00 0.00 25.00 25.00 0.00 25.00

Notification of Change – all premises 50.00 0.00 50.00 50.00 0.00 50.00
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Description of Charge

Net VAT Gross Net VAT Gross

(£) (£) (£) (£) (£) (£)

2018-19 Charge Proposed 2019-20 Charge

Regulatory Services – Scrap Metal Licensing

Scrap Metal – site licence –grant or renewal - TOTAL 517.00 0.00 517.00 528.00 0.00 528.00

Scrap Metal – site licence –grant or renewal – PART A – 

payable upon application
319.00 0.00 319.00 326.00 0.00 326.00

Scrap Metal – site licence –grant or renewal – PART B – 

payable upon grant
198.00 0.00 198.00 202.00 0.00 202.00

Scrap Metal  - collectors licence – grant or renewal – TOTAL
300.00 0.00 300.00 306.00 0.00 306.00

Scrap Metal  - collectors licence – grant or renewal –PART A 

– payable upon application
251.00 0.00 251.00 256.00 0.00 256.00

Scrap Metal  - collectors licence – grant or renewal – PART B 

– payable upon grant
49.00 0.00 49.00 50.00 0.00 50.00

Scrap Metal variation   -collector to site licence 220.00 0.00 220.00 225.00 0.00 225.00

Scrap Metal variation – site to collectors licence 67.00 0.00 67.00 69.00 0.00 69.00

Scrap Metal –change of site manager 111.00 0.00 111.00 114.00 0.00 114.00

Scrap Metal  - minor variation 33.50 0.00 33.50 35.00 0.00 35.00

Scrap Metal – replacement licence 25.50 0.00 25.50 27.00 0.00 27.00

Regulatory Services – Street Trading Consent

Renewal of Existing Street Trading Consent 288.00 0.00 288.00 294.00 0.00 294.00

Transfer of Street Trading Consent 25.50 0.00 25.50 27.00 0.00 27.00

Copy of Consent following loss/damage, etc. (like for like) 25.50 0.00 25.50 27.00 0.00 27.00

Regulatory Services – All Licensing under the Licensing Act 2003

All licences issued under Licensing Act 2003 Statutory 

fees
N/A

Statutory 

fees

Statutory 

fees
N/A

Statutory 

fees

Housing Services – Private Housing

House of Multiple Occupation Licence:

Per HMO 540.00 0.00 540.00 540.00 0.00 540.00

Additional charge per person for an HMO occupied by less 

than 8 people
50.00 0.00 50.00 50.00 0.00 50.00

Notices served under the Housing Act

Immigration Inspections 100.00 0.00 100.00 100.00 0.00 100.00

Electoral Services

Copying of Documents:

Up to 10 pages - - - - - -

Each additional page - - - - - -

Paper Copy of Street Index (fixed cost) 10.00 0.00 10.00 10.00 0.00 10.00

Letters confirming information (free by email) 10.00 0.00 10.00 10.00 0.00 10.00

Charge based on officer hourly rates
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Description of Charge

Net VAT Gross Net VAT Gross

(£) (£) (£) (£) (£) (£)

2018-19 Charge Proposed 2019-20 Charge

Land Charges

Official Certificate of Search only

STATUTORY

CON29  R Search Fee – Residential 80.00 16.00 96.00 80.00 16.00 96.00

NON STATUTORY

Component data searches available on request

CON29  R Search Fee – Commercial 200.00 40.00 240.00 200.00 40.00 240.00

NON STATUTORY

10.00 2.00 12.00 10.00 2.00 12.00

Printed Questions on CON 29O

14.00 2.80 16.80 14.00 2.80 16.80

Printed Question 22 on CON 29O

Personal Search of the Local Land Charges Register

Enhanced Personal Search Service 22.00 4.40 26.40 22.00 4.60 26.40

Development Management (Planning Applications)

Pre-application advice:

Vehicle cross-over confirmation letter (50 minutes) 18.00 0.00 18.00 51.25 0.00 51.25

Householder development advice
45.83 9.17 55.00 51.25 10.25

61.50 per 

hour

Minor development advice (1-9 residential  units or a site less 

than 0.5ha, or commercial no more than 1000m
2
) 320.83 64.17 385.00 358.75 71.75

7 hours at 

61.50 per 

hour = 

430.50

Specialist - listed building consent

Concept meeting - Developers who wish to establish the 

principle of development prior to entering into detailed 

scheme discussions
61.50 0.00

6 hours at 

61.50 per 

hour = 

369.00

Major development advice - (10-49 residential units, new 

build or extensions up to 9,999m
2
 or between 1ha and 2ha) 962.50 192.50 1,155.00 61.50 0.00

20 hours 

at 61.50 

per hour = 

1,230

Strategic Development

40.00 0.00 40.00

Free - + other fees applicable in 

relation to additional enquires
No change

40.00 0.00 40.00

Large scale strategic developments (50+ residential, more than 

10,000m
2
 or more than 2ha) may require a number of meetings 

and the provision of extensive information. In these circumstances 

we anticipate the agreement of a planning performance 

agreement.

Depends on proposal
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Description of Charge

Net VAT Gross Net VAT Gross

(£) (£) (£) (£) (£) (£)

2018-19 Charge Proposed 2019-20 Charge

Streets Naming and Numbering

New development - residential or business unit, including flat conversions:

Single/ plot unit

2 to 10 units

In excess of 10 plots/ units

Change of use (commercial to residential / residential to 

commercial)

Amending a previously confirmed naming and numbering 

schedule and resending out

Creation of a new street

Confirmation of address letter

Renaming an existing street

Renaming an existing block of flats

Cemeteries and Burials

Exclusive right of burial – Full Plot

Flat Plaque - resident 900.00 0.00 900.00 920.00 0.00 920.00

Flat Plaque - non resident 2,250.00 0.00 2,250.00 2,300.00 0.00 2,300.00

Full Kerb Set - resident 1,120.00 0.00 1,120.00 1,150.00 0.00 1,150.00

Full Kerb Set - non resident 2,800.00 0.00 2,800.00 2,875.00 0.00 2,875.00

Headstone Only - resident 985.00 0.00 985.00 1,000.00 0.00 1,000.00

Headstone Only - non resident 2,462.50 0.00 2,462.50 2,500.00 0.00 2,500.00

Exclusive right of burial – Half Plot

Flat Plaque - resident 450.00 0.00 0.00 460.00 0.00 460.00

Flat Plaque - non resident 1,125.00 0.00 0.00 1,150.00 0.00 1,150.00

Headstone Only - resident 490.00 0.00 0.00 500.00 0.00 500.00

Headstone Only - non resident 1,225.00 0.00 0.00 1,250.00 0.00 1,250.00

Interment Fees (Coffin only) Adults 18 years and over

Re-Open for 1 resident 800.00 0.00 800.00 820.00 0.00 820.00

Re-Open for 1 non resident 2,000.00 0.00 2,000.00 2,050.00 0.00 2,050.00

New or Re-Open for 2 - resident 960.00 0.00 960.00 980.00 0.00 980.00

New or Re-Open for 2 non resident 2,400.00 0.00 2,400.00 2,450.00 0.00 2,450.00

New or Re-Open for 3 resident 1,120.00 0.00 1,120.00 1,150.00 0.00 1,150.00

New or Re-Open for 3 non resident 2,800.00 0.00 2,800.00 2,875.00 0.00 2,875.00

Open for 4 resident (adv. purchased graves only) 1,280.00 0.00 1,280.00 1,300.00 0.00 1,300.00

Open for 4 non-resident (adv. purchased graves only) 3,200.00 0.00 3,200.00 3,250.00 0.00 3,250.00

Common grave (any depth) – resident 520.00 0.00 520.00 530.00 0.00 530.00

Common grave (any depth) – non resident 1,300.00 0.00 1,300.00 1,325.00 0.00 1,325.00

Burial of Cremated Remains – resident 320.00 0.00 320.00 320.00 0.00 320.00

Burial of Cremated Remains – non resident 800.00 0.00 800.00 800.00 0.00 800.00

Interment Fees (Coffin only) Children (over 12 months, under 18yrs)

Re-Open for 1 resident 400.00 0.00 400.00 410.00 0.00 410.00

Re-Open for 1 non resident 1,000.00 0.00 1,000.00 1,025.00 0.00 1,025.00

New or Re-Open for 2 resident 480.00 0.00 480.00 490.00 0.00 490.00

New or Re-Open for 2 non resident 1,200.00 0.00 1,200.00 1,225.00 0.00 1,225.00

New or Re-Open for 3 resident 560.00 0.00 560.00 570.00 0.00 570.00

New or Re-Open for 3 non resident 1,400.00 0.00 1,400.00 1,425.00 0.00 1,425.00

Open for 4 resident (adv. purchased graves only) 640.00 0.00 640.00 650.00 0.00 650.00

Open for 4 non-resident (adv. purchased graves only) 1,600.00 0.00 1,600.00 1,625.00 0.00 1,625.00

Common grave (any depth) – resident 260.00 0.00 260.00 260.00 0.00 260.00

Common grave (any depth) – non resident 650.00 0.00 650.00 650.00 0.00 650.00

Burial of Cremated Remains – resident 160.00 0.00 160.00 160.00 0.00 160.00

Burial of Cremated Remains – non resident 400.00 0.00 400.00 400.00 0.00 400.00

150.00

70.00

60.00 per unit

600.00 for 10 (plus 30.00 per 

each additional unit)

50.00

40.00 per amended unit

5,000.00

15.00

5,000.00 5,000.00

600.00 for 10 (plus 30.00 per 

each additional unit)

60.00 per unit

70.00

5,000.00

15.00

150.00

40.00 per amended unit

50.00
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Description of Charge

Net VAT Gross Net VAT Gross

(£) (£) (£) (£) (£) (£)

2018-19 Charge Proposed 2019-20 Charge

Interment Fees (Coffin only) Stillborn and up to 12 months

Re-Open for 1 resident 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Re-Open for 1 non resident 500.00 0.00 500.00 510.00 0.00 510.00

New or Re-Open for 2 - resident 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

New or Re-Open for 2 non resident 600.00 0.00 600.00 610.00 0.00 610.00

New or Re-Open for 3  resident 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

New or Re-Open for 3 - non resident 700.00 0.00 700.00 710.00 0.00 710.00

Open for 4 resident (adv. purchased graves only) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Open for 4 non-resident (adv. purchased graves only) 800.00 0.00 800.00 820.00 0.00 820.00

Common grave (any depth) – resident 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Common grave (any depth) – non resident 320.00 0.00 320.00 320.00 0.00 320.00

Burial of Cremated Remains – resident 80.00 0.00 80.00 80.00 0.00 80.00

Burial of Cremated Remains – non resident 200.00 0.00 200.00 200.00 0.00 200.00

Casket (Additional cost)

Re-Open for 1 resident 185.00 0.00 185.00 190.00 0.00 190.00

Re-Open for 1 non resident 462.50 0.00 462.50 475.00 0.00 475.00

New or Re-Open for 2 resident 370.00 0.00 370.00 380.00 0.00 380.00

New or Re-Open for 2 non resident 925.00 0.00 925.00 950.00 0.00 950.00

New or Re-Open for 3 resident 555.00 0.00 555.00 580.00 0.00 580.00

New or Re-Open for 3 non resident 1,387.50 0.00 1,387.50 1,450.00 0.00 1,450.00

Open for 4 resident (adv. purchased graves only) 740.00 0.00 740.00 760.00 0.00 760.00

Open for 4 non-resident (adv. purchased graves only) 1,850.00 0.00 1,850.00 1,900.00 0.00 1,900.00

Use of Chapel

Resident 160.00 0.00 160.00 160.00 0.00 160.00

Non resident 400.00 0.00 400.00 400.00 0.00 400.00

Temporary Markers

Resident 20.00 0.00 20.00 20.00 0.00 20.00

Non resident 50.00 0.00 50.00 50.00 0.00 50.00

Exhumation

Basic exhumation (5' 6" depth)  - charge from 1,000.00 0.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 0.00 1,000.00

Cremated remains from 320.00 0.00 320.00 320.00 0.00 320.00

Other

Annual planting of graves 100.00 0.00 100.00 100.00 0.00 100.00

Search fees 20.00 0.00 20.00 20.00 0.00 20.00

Transfer fees 50.00 0.00 50.00 50.00 0.00 50.00

Fees for interments in existing vaults or other special 

requests

Monumental Licence Fees

Headstone & Base – Resident 240.00 0.00 240.00 240.00 0.00 240.00

Headstone & Base – Non-resident 600.00 0.00 600.00 600.00 0.00 600.00

Half kerbs – Resident 70.00 0.00 70.00 70.00 0.00 70.00

Half kerbs – Non-resident 175.00 0.00 175.00 175.00 0.00 175.00

Full kerbs – Resident 140.00 0.00 140.00 140.00 0.00 140.00

Full kerbs - Non-resident 350.00 0.00 350.00 350.00 0.00 350.00

Flat Plaque – Resident 160.00 0.00 160.00 160.00 0.00 160.00

Flat Plaque - Non-resident 400.00 0.00 400.00 400.00 0.00 400.00

price on application
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Description of Charge

Net VAT Gross Net VAT Gross

(£) (£) (£) (£) (£) (£)

2018-19 Charge Proposed 2019-20 Charge

Additional ornamentation (in addition to Monumental Licence fees)

This charge includes the first inscription where appropriate.

For small items such as vases, photo plaques, chippings etc. - 

Resident
110.00 0.00 110.00 110.00 0.00 110.00

For small items such as vases, photo plaques, chippings etc. 275.00 0.00 275.00 275.00 0.00 275.00

For larger items such as a plaque, desk top** or similar, 

ledger slabs, books, etc.- Resident
160.00 0.00 160.00 160.00 0.00 160.00

For larger items such as a plaque, desk top** or similar, 

ledger slabs, books, etc.- Non resident
400.00 0.00 400.00 400.00 0.00 400.00

Additional inscription or name - Resident 110.00 0.00 110.00 110.00 0.00 110.00

Additional inscription or name – Non resident 275.00 0.00 275.00 275.00 0.00 275.00

Renovation works to memorials (permit required) - Resident
- - - - - -

Renovation works to memorials (permit required) – Non 

resident
- - - - - -

Replacement memorial (as originally permitted) – Resident
60.00 0.00 60.00 60.00 0.00 60.00

Replacement memorial (as originally permitted) – Non 

resident
150.00 0.00 150.00 150.00 0.00 150.00

Household Waste Collection Services

Garden Waste Collection - Annual Subscription (240 litre bin)
43.00 0.00 43.00 46.00 0.00 46.00

Garden Waste Collection - Annual Subscription (140 litre bin)
27.00 0.00 27.00 30.00 0.00 30.00

Garden Waste Collection – per bag 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00

Bulky Waste Collection (Less than four items) 27.00 0.00 27.00 27.00 0.00 27.00

Fridge/Freezer Collections (Per item) 17.00 0.00 17.00 17.00 0.00 17.00

Metal Collection (Less than three items) 12.00 0.00 12.00 12.00 0.00 12.00

Trade Waste Collection Services

Quotations provided on request
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Description of Charge

Net VAT Gross Net VAT Gross

(£) (£) (£) (£) (£) (£)

2018-19 Charge Proposed 2019-20 Charge

The Woodville (Theatre Services)

Box Office

Booking fee  -  per ticket 1.25 0.00 1.25 1.50 1.50

Handling fee for web/ telephone bookings - per booking 2.50 0.00 2.50 2.50 2.50

Hirer's box office commission – all payments 3% - 3% 3% 3%

Packages (* = VAT levied on some parts of the package, total price shown includes VAT elements)

Wedding (8 hours) 4,000.00 800.00 4,800.00 4,000.00 800.00 4,800.00

Catering   ( *  =  VAT may be levied dependent on circumstances)

Kitchen Hire Service 500.00 * 0.00 500.00 500.00 500.00

Corkage 600.00 *0.00 600.00 600.00 600.00

Lighting System Service   ( *  =  VAT may be levied dependent on circumstances)

Lighting/ sound operator <5 hours
15.00 per 

hour (min 

3.5 hrs.)

* 0.00

15.00 per 

hour (min 

3.5 hrs.)

Lighting/ sound operator – each additional hour

* 0.00

Spotlight with spotlight operator <5 hours
15.50 per 

hour (min 

3.5 hrs.)

* 0.00

15.50 per 

hour (min 

3.5 hrs.)

Spotlight with spotlight operator – each additional hours

* 0.00

Main Hall and Supporting Facilities         ( *  =  VAT may be levied dependent on circumstances)

Dismantling of Event (per person):

Hourly charge for first three hours 75.00 * 0.00 75.00 75.00 75.00

Get in and Set up of Event (per person):

Hourly charge for first three hours 150.00 * 0.00 150.00 150.00 150.00

Each additional Hour - - -

Rehearsals- Monday to Sunday <5 hours 680.00 * 0.00 680.00 680.00 680.00

Additional hours 200.00 * 0.00 200.00 200.00 200.00

Rehearsals- Public Holidays <5 hours 750.00 * 0.00 750.00 750.00 750.00

Additional hours 250.00 * 0.00 250.00 250.00 250.00

15.50 per 

hour (min 

3 hours)

15.50 per 

hour (min 

3 hours)

15.50 per 

hour (min 

3 hours)

15.50 per 

hour (min 

3 hours)
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Description of Charge

Net VAT Gross Net VAT Gross

(£) (£) (£) (£) (£) (£)

2018-19 Charge Proposed 2019-20 Charge

Other services

( *  =  VAT may be levied dependent on circumstances)

Additional Staff Services - Technical, Security, Other. Price 

per person from: - <5 hours
16.00 per 

hour (min 

5 hrs.)

0.00

16.00 per 

hour (min 

5 hrs.)

16 per 

hour (min 

5 hours)

0.00

16 per 

hour (min 

5 hours)

Additional hours
- - -

On 

Request

Balloon Service
- - -

On 

Request

Cloakroom service
- - -

15.50 per 

hour

15.50 per 

hour

Merchandise Sales Service - Hirer Staff selling on own behalf 

- on gross sales
20% - 20% 20% - 20%

Merchandise Sales Service Theatre Staff selling on behalf of 

hirer - on gross sales
20% - 20% 20% - 20%

Table Covering Service (paper) - - -

Table Covering Service (linen) 13.00 * 0.00 13.00 13.00 13.00

Trading Licence Service (e.g. Craft fairs, exhibitions) - - -

Performing Rights Society and Phonographic Performance Licenses

( *  =  VAT may be levied dependent on circumstances)

Dance Classes/ Aerobics etc. royalty fee - - - 4% 4%

Dancing displays and shows (mechanical music) royalty fees

Dinner events royalty fees

Disco, Dances royalty fees

Exhibitions, Meetings and Religious Service royalty fees

Family events (e.g. wedding, birthdays and celebrations) 

royalty fees

Sporting events (e.g. boxing arena event) royalty fees

Variety Shows, Music Hall (live music) royalty fees

Lighting/ sound operator < 5 hours 16.00 per 

hour (min 

3.5 hrs.)

16.00 per 

hour (min 

3.5 hrs.)

16 per 

hour (min 

3 hours)

16 per 

hour (min 

3 hours)

Pyrotechnics – up to 10 firing pods and controls 100.00 * 0.00 100.00 100.00 0.00 100.00

Additional hours - - -

Exhibitions – Full bay 55.00 * 0.00 55.00 55.00 0.00 55.00

Exhibitions – Part of a bay 35.00 * 0.00 35.00 35.00 0.00 35.00

Meetings – Daily charge- per hour 40.00 * 0.00 40.00 40.00 0.00 40.00

Blake Gallery

Commercial Use:

Hourly Rate (min. three hours) 15.00 0.00 15.00 15.00 0.00 15.00

Day Rate 65.00 0.00 65.00 65.00 0.00 65.00

Weekly Rate 200.00 0.00 200.00 200.00 0.00 200.00

Educational Use:

Day Rate 30.00 0.00 30.00 30.00 0.00 30.00

Weekly Rate 90.00 0.00 90.00 90.00 0.00 90.00

Exhibition Preview 150.00 0.00 150.00 150.00 0.00 150.00

3% Across the board
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Description of Charge

Net VAT Gross Net VAT Gross

(£) (£) (£) (£) (£) (£)

2018-19 Charge Proposed 2019-20 Charge

Room Hire

Room Hire Fees

Studio Weekday

8am–1pm 400.00 80.00 120.00 400.00 80.00 480.00

1pm-6pm 400.00 80.00 120.00 400.00 80.00 480.00

6pm-11pm/midnight 535.00 107.00 642.00 535.00 107.00 642.00

Studio Weekend

8am–1pm 535.00 107.00 642.00 535.00 107.00 642.00

1pm-6pm 535.00 107.00 642.00 535.00 107.00 642.00

6pm-11pm/midnight 700.00 140.00 840.00 700.00 140.00 840.00

Auditorium Weekday

750.00 150.00 900.00 750.00 150.00 900.00

8am–1pm 750.00 150.00 900.00 750.00 150.00 900.00

1pm-6pm 1,000.00 200.00 1,200.00 1,000.00 200.00 1,200.00

6pm-11pm/midnight

Auditorium Weekend

850.00 170.00 1,020.00 850.00 170.00 1,020.00

8am-1pm 850.00 170.00 1,020.00 850.00 170.00 1,020.00

1pm-6pm 1,200.00 240.00 1,440.00 1,200.00 240.00 1,440.00

6pm – 11pm/midnight

Kent Room Weekday

8am–1pm 210.00 42.00 252.00 210.00 42.00 252.00

1pm-6pm 210.00 42.00 252.00 210.00 42.00 252.00

6pm-11pm/midnight 300.00 60.00 360.00 300.00 60.00 360.00

Kent Room Weekend

8am–1pm 300.00 60.00 360.00 300.00 60.00 360.00

1pm-6pm 300.00 60.00 360.00 300.00 60.00 360.00

6pm-11pm/midnight 300.00 60.00 360.00 300.00 60.00 360.00

Civic Suite One (30m
2
) maximum 15 persons):

Hourly Rate (8am to 6pm) 20.00 0.00 24.00 20.00 0.00 20.00

Hourly Rate (Evenings after 6pm & Weekend) 35.00 0.00 35.00 35.00 0.00 35.00

Civic Suite Three (12m
2
) maximum 8 persons):

Hourly Rate (8am to 6pm) 10.00 0.00 10.00 10.00 0.00 10.00

Hourly Rate (Evenings after 6pm & Weekend) 20.00 0.00 20.00 20.00 0.00 20.00

Civic Suite Four (35m
2
) maximum 20 persons):

Hourly Rate (8am to 6pm) 20.00 0.00 20.00 20.00 0.00 20.00

Hourly Rate (Evenings after 6pm & Weekend) 35.00 0.00 35.00 35.00 0.00 35.00

Council Chamber (142m
2
) maximum 100 persons:

Hourly Rate (8am to 6pm) 40.00 0.00 40.00 40.00 0.00 40.00

Hourly Rate (Evenings after 6pm & Weekend, min. 4 hours)
70.00 0.00 70.00 70.00 0.00 70.00

Gateway Desk/ Room Rate

Gateway daily desk  rate (9am to 5pm) 57.00 0.00 57.00 57.00 0.00 57.00

Gateway half day desk rate (9am to 5pm) 28.50 0.00 28.50 28.50 0.00 28.50

Gateway daily room rate (9am to 5pm) 70.00 0.00 70.00 70.00 0.00 70.00

Gateway half day room rate ( 9am to 5pm) 35.00 0.00 35.00 35.00 0.00 35.00

Hourly Rate (Evenings after 6pm & Weekend) 32.00 0.00 32.00 32.00 0.00 32.00

Catering   ( *  =  VAT may be levied dependent on circumstances)

Buffet Selections – quotes on request but from: 4.00 * 0.00 4.00 5.00 0.00 5.00

Tea, Coffee, Biscuits (per head) 1.80 * 0.00 1.50 1.80 0.00 1.80
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Description of Charge

Net VAT Gross Net VAT Gross

(£) (£) (£) (£) (£) (£)

2018-19 Charge Proposed 2019-20 Charge

Equipment Hire     ( *  =  VAT may be levied dependent on circumstances)

Conference Phone (per day) 60.00 * 0.00 60.00 60.00 0.00 60.00

Flipchart/Markers (per day) 15.00 * 0.00 15.00 15.00 0.00 15.00

Laptop (per day) 55.00 * 0.00 55.00 55.00 0.00 55.00

Overhead Projector & Screen (per day) 20.00 * 0.00 20.00 20.00 0.00 20.00

PA System (per day) 55.00 * 0.00 55.00 55.00 0.00 55.00

Projector & Screen:

Per day 180.00 * 0.00 165.00 180.00 0.00 180.00

Per hour 40.00 * 0.00 40.00 0.00

Office Services – General photocopying     ( *  =  VAT may be levied dependent on circumstances)

Black & White, per sheet, max. 50 sheets 0.10 * 0.00 0.10 0.10 0.00 0.10

Colour, per sheet, max.50 sheets 0.30 * 0.00 0.30 0.30 0.00 0.30

Laminating (per sheet) 1.00 * 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00

Advertising – Your Borough Magazine

External Charge for advertising space.  Typical one page 

charges start from:
825.00 165.00 990.00 825.00 165.00 990.00

Partner Charge for advertising space.  Typical one page 

charges start from:
725.00 145.00 870.00 725.00 145.00 870.00
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Appendix 4

CASCADES AND CYGNET LEISURE CENTRES

ACTIVITY SCALE OF CHARGES 2019

Current Proposed

2018 2019

£ £ £ %

Non Membership

Junior/60+ 1.30 1.30 0.00 0.00%

Adult 1.95 1.95 0.00 0.00%

Swimming

Junior Swim (off peak) 2.75 2.80 0.05 1.82%

Adult and Under 3 2.75 2.80 0.05 1.82%

Adult Swim (off peak) 3.80 3.85 0.05 1.32%

Family Swim (off peak) - 2 Adults up to 3 Children 11.00 11.50 0.50 4.55%

60+ Swimming 1.80 2.00 0.20 11.11%

Junior Swim (peak) 3.35 3.50 0.15 4.48%

Adult and Under 3 2.75 2.80 0.05 1.82%

Adult Swim (peak) 4.30 4.35 0.05 1.16%

Family Swim (peak) - 2 Adults up to 3 Children 12.80 13.00 0.20 1.56%

60+ Swimming 1.80 2.00 0.20 11.11%

Aquacise 4.60 4.70 0.10 2.17%

Schools Swim 1.95 2.10 0.15 7.69%

G&NSC (fixed to 2020) 100.00 100.00 0.00 0.00%

Health Suite

60+ 4.65 4.75 0.10 2.15%

Adult 6.35 6.50 0.15 2.36%

Sunbed 2.60 2.70 0.10 3.85%

Racket Sports

Badminton

Junior/60+ 6.70 6.80 0.10 1.49%

Adult 8.50 9.00 0.50 5.88%

Squash

Junior/60+ 4.80 4.90 0.10 2.08%

Adult 6.90 7.00 0.10 1.45%

Table Tennis

Junior/60+ 4.80 5.00 0.20 4.17%

Adult 6.90 7.00 0.10 1.45%

Sports Court 

5-a-side Soccer etc 42.50 45.00 2.50 5.88%

Health and Fitness

Induction 25.00 25.00 0.00 0.00%

Junior Induction 15.00 15.00 0.00 0.00%

Junior/60+ Gym (casual use) 5.60 5.70 0.10 1.79%

Adult Gym (casual use) 7.20 7.40 0.20 2.78%

Hydropower (casual use) 7.20 7.40 0.20 2.78%

Aerobic Classes (casual use) 7.20 7.40 0.20 2.78%

Group Cycle

Hydro Bump 4.60 4.70 0.10 2.17%

Phase 4 (casual use) 5.60 5.70 0.10 1.79%

Personal Training (per session) 32.50 35.00 2.50 7.69%

Monthly Direct Debit

Single (18 - 59 yrs) 43.95 43.95 0.00 0.00%

Joint (deleted but honouring existing) 82.00 84.00 2.00 2.44%

Saver (Concessionary) 18.50 19.00 0.50 2.70%

Saver+ (50+) delete but honour existing 37.95 38.50 0.55 1.45%

Increase
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CASCADES AND CYGNET LEISURE CENTRES

ACTIVITY SCALE OF CHARGES 2019

Saver+ (60+) 35.95 36.95 1.00 2.78%

Teen (16 - 17 yrs) 23.25 23.75 0.50 2.15%

Fit Kid (12 - 15 yrs) 18.25 18.75 0.50 2.74%

Corporate  39.50 39.50 0.00 0.00%

Student  33.25 33.25 0.00 0.00%

Phase 4 Scheme/Medical 31.95 31.95 0.00 0.00%

12 Month Contract - Single 39.75 39.75 0.00 0.00%

12 Month Contract - 60+ 32.50 33.50 1.00 3.08%

Swim Only  22.00 23.00 1.00 4.55%

Single Swim & Health Suite 28.75 29.75 1.00 3.48%

Joint Swim & Health Suite 45.00 46.00 1.00 2.22%

Coaching

50+ Clubs/Ladies Only 3.65 3.80 0.15 4.11%

Tumble Tots 3.25 3.50 0.25 7.69%

Swimming Lessons - per lesson 8.00 9.00 1.00 12.50%

Swimming Lessons - Monthly DD 25.25 25.99 0.74 2.93%

Dry Coaching Sessions 4.55 5.00 0.45 9.89%

Acorn Club - Full Day 22.50 24.00 1.50 6.67%

Acorn Club - Half Day 11.25 15.00 3.75 33.33%

Acorn Stopover 5.70 6.00 0.30 5.26%

Acorn Breakfast 2.50 3.00 0.50 20.00%

Bizz Kids (Saturday) 5.70 6.00 0.30 5.26%

Bizz Kids (Holiday) 11.25 11.25 0.00 0.00%

Creche 2.60 2.60 0.00 0.00%

Smarty Party 11.50 12.00 0.50 4.35%

Active Leisure Membership

Adult 48.00 49.00 1.00 2.08%

Junior 32.00 33.00 1.00 3.13%

60+ 32.00 33.00 1.00 3.13%

Family - 2 adults and up to 2 children 79.00 85.00 6.00 7.59%

Additional Child 16.00 16.50 0.50 3.13%

Replacement Card 5.50 5.50 0.00 0.00%

Social Functions

Main Hall (Cygnet) per hr 75.00 75.00 0.00 0.00%

Main Hall (Cygnet Children's Private Parties) 225.00 250.00 25.00 11.11%

Cascades (Function Hire) 250.00 250.00 0.00 0.00%

Late Licence fee 60.00 60.00 0.00 0.00%

Cascades Pool Party Hire 325.00 350.00 25.00 7.69%

Dance Studio Hire (Karate etc) 60.00 60.00 0.00 0.00%

Disability/Concessionary (Low Income)

Swim (Monday to Friday to 5pm) 2.60 2.70 0.10 3.85%

Gym 5.00 5.10 0.10 2.00%

Aerobic 5.00 5.10 0.10 2.00%

Health Suite (Monday to Friday to 5pm) 4.60 4.70 0.10 2.17%

Badminton 6.30 6.40 0.10 1.59%

Squash 4.60 4.70 0.10 2.17%

Table Tennis 3.80 3.90 0.10 2.63%

Thursday Club 4.10 4.20 0.10 2.44%
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Classification:  Part 1 – Public  
  
Key Decision: No

Gravesham Borough Council

Report to: Cabinet

Date: 4 February 2019

Reporting officer: Leader of the Executive
Chief Executive
Director (Corporate Services)

Subject: General Fund Revenue and Capital Estimates 2019-20

Purpose and summary of report: 
To present the Cabinet with the draft revenue and capital estimates for General Fund 
services in 2019-20.
To recommend to Council the level of council tax to be levied for 2019-20.

Recommendations:
The Cabinet recommends to Council that:

1. The draft revenue estimates for 2019-20 together with revised estimates for 2018-19, 
be approved, subject to any final amendments agreed by the Section 151 Officer in 
consultation with the Chief Executive and Leader of the Executive;

2. The provisional estimates for the following nine years be noted; 
3. The draft capital estimates for 2019-20, together with the revised estimates for 2018-

19, be approved subject to detailed reports coming forward on new schemes where 
applicable;

4. Arrangements be made for a resolution to be placed before the meeting of the 
Council, to be held on 26 February 2019, specifying the council tax to be levied in the 
Borough of Gravesham for the year 2019-20.  
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Background

1.1 The council has a statutory duty to set the level of council tax and calculate the 
budget for the forthcoming financial year by 11 March.  

1.2 Under the Policy Framework and Budget Procedure Rules of the Constitution, the 
Cabinet has responsibility for making proposals to Full Council for the adoption of   
the Council’s Budget. 

1.3 This report presents the draft General Fund revenue and capital estimates for the 
year 2019-20 to enable the Cabinet to recommend to Full Council its proposal in 
respect of the Council budget for 2019-20 and the level of Council Tax to be levied.  
These estimates have been prepared in accordance with the Council’s Corporate 
Plan and the Council’s Partnership Framework.

2. Format of this report

2.1 This report is presented in seven sections.  A summary is provided in the main body 
of this report for each section, with further detailed and contextual information 
presented in the supporting appendices as needed: 

 Section One – Policy Context
 Section Two – Government Funding
 Section Three – Medium Term Financial Strategy
 Section Four - General Fund Revenue Budget 
 Section Five – Council Tax
 Section Six - Robustness of Estimates and Adequacy of Reserves
 Section Seven - Capital Programme 
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3. SECTION ONE – POLICY CONTEXT

Corporate Plan 2015-19 – Delivering for the Community

3.1 A five-year Corporate Plan was adopted in October 2015 which set the four strategic 
objectives of the Council as being:

Safer Gravesham – where local residents and visitors can live, work and travel in a 
safe, clean and green borough.

Stronger Gravesham – a healthier more cohesive community where children have 
the best start in life and people are proud to call home.

Sustainable Gravesham – a thriving and sustainable local economy, built on the 
foundations of high quality regeneration and development projects.

Sound and self-sufficient council – a well-run and innovative council supporting its 
staff to realise commercial opportunities whilst transforming its services to deliver at 
the best possible value for money.

3.2 Performance against the plan is reported through quarterly performance update 
reports and budget monitoring reports; these reports include the General Fund 
Medium Term Financial Plan and HRA Business Plan, which both seek to express the 
delivery of the Corporate Business Plan objectives in financial terms.   

4. SECTION TWO – GOVERNMENT FUNDING (See also Appendix 2)

Local Government Finance Settlement

4.1 The provisional settlement sets out the level of funding assessed by Central 
Government for councils (the Settlement Funding Assessment – SFA) and is made up 
of two elements – Revenue Support Grant (RSG) and Business Rates Retention.  
Since 2018-19, the Business Rates retention element of the assessment increases 
each year in line with CPI, with the RSG element effectively used to bring the funding 
received by councils to the level assessed by Central Government.

4.2 On 13 December 2018 the Provisional Local Government Finance Settlement for 
2019-20 was announced by the Ministry for Housing, Communities and Local 
Government (MHCLG).  The provisional settlement is the final year of the multi-year 
finance settlement announced in 2016-17 and completes the Government’s intended 
reduction in the total level of funding for local government over the next three-year 
period.

4.3 The SFA for the council is a slightly improved position than that expected due to the 
decision of Government to provide an additional £153m of funding to those authorities 
that were due to pay negative RSG for 2019/20.  For Gravesham, this amounted to 
£243,710 that the council was expecting to lose by way of a reduction to its business 
rates retention baseline funding level.  The graph on the next page shows the 
cumulative change in SFA by class of authority over the multi-year settlement period, 
demonstrating that Shire Districts, such as Gravesham, have been significantly 
affected by government funding reductions.  
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Cumulative Change in headline SFA by class of authority – 2015-16 to 2019-20

4.4 The provisional settlement indicates that Gravesham will have an increase of 2.1% in 
its Core Spending Power for 2019-20 based on a series of assumptions, particularly 
relating to growth in council tax receipts.  It should be noted that not all of these 
assumptions are likely to materialise, effectively resulting in the measure being 
overstated.

4.5 The Kent view of assumed Core Spending Power per dwelling for individual district 
authorities is shown in the graph below.

4.6 In 2019-20 Gravesham will continue to have the fifth lowest level of assumed 
spending power per dwelling at £246.  This is an assumed increase of 2.1% (£5 per 
dwelling) compared to the equivalent Core Spending Power measure in 2018-19.  
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New Homes Bonus Scheme

4.7 The council received New Homes Bonus (NHB) funding each year based on the net 
number of new homes built in the borough and the number of empty homes brought 
back into use.  The council has secured indicative NHB funding for 2019-20 of 
£611,150.  This is above the level of funding that was previously in the MTFP, with the 
increase principally due to there being 349 net additions to the housing stock of the 
borough between October 2017 and October 2018, above the 160 net additional 
homes needed to meet the 0.4% national baseline.  

Business Rates Retention Scheme

4.8 Under the current Business Rates Retention Scheme, Kent & Medway were 
successful in securing Pilot status for 2018-19, with this covering the geographic area 
of Kent and comprising Kent County Council, Medway Unitary Council, Kent & 
Medway Fire & Rescue Service and the 12 District Councils.   A competitive bid 
process was held to select pilot areas for 2019-20 and it was announced as part of 
the provisional settlement that Kent & Medway had been unsuccessful in retaining 
pilot status for 2019-20.  In response to this decision, a letter of representation has 
been sent on behalf of all Members of the Kent & Medway Pilot to MHCLG seeking 
reconsideration of the decision not to award Pilot status to Kent and Medway.  Any 
decision is unlikely to be known before publication of the Final Settlement, which is 
expected no later than the 31 January but after the Cabinet meeting at which the 
proposed budget for the council will be agreed. The budget has therefore been 
prepared on the basis of being no pilot arrangements, but this report includes a 
recommendation allowing adjustment of the budget to reflect any change to the Pilot 
Status decision for Kent & Medway as time may allow.

4.9  On the basis that Pilot Status is not secured for 2019-20, Business Rates 
arrangements for the county will revert back to the Kent Pool arrangement. 

4.10 The baseline level of business rates in 2019-20 for Gravesham is £2,917,280. 
Modelling of anticipated business rates to be generated in 2019-20 (including the 
projected benefit of membership of the Kent Pool) indicates a benefit to Gravesham of 
£277,390 beyond that which was previously expected. Of this, £57,750 will be 
realised as a direct benefit to the Medium Term Financial Plan in 2019/20, with a 
further £219,640 being the budgeted contribution to the Growth Fund Reserve, 
intended to be directed to initiatives and projects stimulating economic growth within 
the county.
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5. SECTION THREE – MEDIUM TERM FINANCIAL STRATEGY (See also Appendix 3)

5.1 The announcements that came as part of the Provisional Local Government Finance 
Settlement in December 2015 set out significant and unexpected changes to the level 
and way in which local government will be funded in the future.  These 
announcements triggered a need to fundamentally review the Council’s Medium Term 
Financial Strategy (MTFS) to ensure that it continued to reflect the announcements 
and set out a sound and realistic plan for managing the Council’s finances moving 
forward.

5.2 The funding gap, and therefore action required by the council, increased by £0.4m to 
£2.9m when setting the budget for 2017-18, primarily driven by the changes to the 
design of the New Homes Bonus Scheme.  The funding gap was widened by at least 
a further £1m at budget setting 2018-19 due to the financial impact of low 
housebuilding rates in the borough, the higher than anticipated staff pay award and 
lower than expected interest rates.

5.3 An update on each workstream of Bridging the Gap activity was presented to Cabinet 
and Overview Scrutiny in Summer 2018.  Further to this, in November 2018 both 
Cabinet and Overview Scrutiny were presented with further Balancing the Budget 
Initiatives amounting to just under £1.3m in response to the budget gap identified at 
budget setting 2018-19.

5.4 A table showing progress in delivering against Bridging the Gap/Balancing the Budget 
activity is provided on the next page.
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Workstream  Expected Value 
of Activity (£) 

Activity Implemented 
and reflected in 

MTFP (£)

Activity Agreed, not 
yet reflected in 

MTFP (£)

Value of further 
activity required (£)

Property Acquisition Strategy (Phase 1) 400,000 0
Network House, Gillingham 147,710
Springhead Units, Gravesend 150,000
St John's House, Dartford 110,670

Fees and Charges Activity 270,000 101,400
Fees and Charges Review - 2017-18 budget setting 60,000
Fees and Charges Review - 2018-19 budget setting 43,430
Revised Garden Waste charges from April 2018 25,000
Fees and Charges Review - 2019-20 budget setting 40,170

Service Review Process Option Implementation 1,430,000 0
Economic Development & Town Centre Management 264,230 29,060
Public Health & Communities 195,200 990-                          
Parking & Amenities 229,770 30,230
Revenues & Benefits 14,110 82,890
Regulatory Services 76,190 90,710
Planning & Regeneration Services 138,140 7,860
Customer & Theatre Services - 110,920
Direct Services Operation 154,350 39,200

Shared Service Progression 240,000 121,760
Legal Services 87,000
HR 22,660
Licensing 8,580

Budgetary Challenge Measures 200,000 0
Consistent Underspends Exercise 200,000

Property Acquisition Strategy (Phase 2) 397,000 0
123-127 Sittingbourne High Street 85,000
Acquisition of Site at Stuart Road, Gravesend 511,190
Planned Acquisition A 200,000
Planned Acquisition B 58,000

Balancing the Budget Initiatives (November 2018) 1,274,000 325,360
Communities Directorate 16,730
Corporate Services 662,810
Housing & Regeneration -
Environment & Operations 169,100
Cross-Directorate 100,000

Total Value of Activity 4,211,000 3,512,040 973,240 223,160

* The total value of implemented, agreed and further activity required will not equal the total expected value of 
activity due to delivery beyond that expected in the Property Acquisition and Service Review workstreams.

5.5 The delivery of the Bridging the Gap and Balancing the Budget activity, alongside in-
year savings against budgets, the financial benefit from Business Rates Pilot Status in 
2018-19 and improved performance in delivery New Homes Bonus has had the effect 
of pushing back the point at which further savings are required to 2023-24, with a 
residual budget gap of around £1.9m.  Some £1.2m of these savings will be delivered 
from the further Bridging the Gap/Balancing the Budget activity identified in the table 
on the previous page as yet to be delivered.  The council therefore currently has a 
window of three years in which to identify further activity of £0.7m that can contribute 
to meeting the further savings required.
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5.6 It is important to note, however, that there still remains significant volatility in the way 
in which local government is funded from 2020-21 which will begin to materialise 
during the next year:

 Spending Review 2019 – due in Spring 2018, this will provide a forward-
looking view of the Government’s spending plans and the budgets allocated to 
government departments, which will directly influence the level of funding 
directed to local government.  Indications from the Autumn Budget 2018 
suggest that the funding made available to MHCLG will be squeezed, given 
the commitments made by Government to the NHS and Education.

 Fair Funding Review – Government are continuing their review to inform the 
way in which the measurement of the relative needs of local authorities and 
the resources required to meet these needs is undertaken in future.  
Indications continue to suggest that the review will result in a shift of funding 
from lower tier to upper tier authorities, creating further pressures on this 
council’s budgets.  

 Business Rates Reform – Government are proposing a redesign and reset of 
the Business Rates Retention Scheme from 2020-21considering a partial reset 
of business rates in 2020-21 which will see changes to the mechanism used to 
redistribute business rates across the country to meet changes in the relative 
needs of local authorities.  This is likely to adjust the business rate baseline of 
the council and may result in a greater proportion of business rates achieved 
in the borough being passed back to central government for redistribution.

 New Homes Bonus - Government have retained the option to adjust the 
baseline in future years to reflect significant and unexpected housing growth.  
This may see allocations further affected in future years, and the amount of 
funding to be distributed through this mechanism could also be affected by the 
Spending Review 2019, assuming that the Scheme continues at all. 

 Commercialisation – there has been increasing concerns expressed by 
Government and professional bodies regarding some council’s commercial 
investments and the potential risks they are exposing themselves and the 
public to.  Any intervention by Government in this area may put at risk the 
council’s ability to generate income through this activity in the future. 

5.7 For these reasons it is critical that the council pushes forward with the Bridging the 
Gap/Balancing the Budget Activity to ensure that it is in the best position possible to 
respond to the outcomes of Government decisions around local government funding 
and is able to continue delivering services to its residents.
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6. SECTION FOUR – GENERAL FUND REVENUE BUDGET (See also Appendix 3)

Revised Budget 2018-19

6.1 The Projected Outturn for 2018-19 indicates a projected underspend for the year of 
£823,330 albeit income and expenditure variances in the last quarter of the year will 
impact on this figure.  Details of such variances will be included in the Budget Outturn 
report to Cabinet and the Finance & Audit Committee after the end of the 2018-19 
financial year.

Revenue Budget 2019-20

6.2 The Original Estimate for 2019-20 represents a balanced budget position, after 
utilising working balances of £739,870 (and assuming a Council Tax increase of £5.85 
(2.97%) in 2019-20). This is in accordance with the objective in the Council’s current 
Medium Term Financial Strategy to enable sums in excess of the agreed level of 
working balances to be released to support the annual General Fund revenue budget.  
This creates a period during which savings proposals can be implemented to respond 
to the ongoing and increasing financial pressures on the General Fund.

6.3 A draft Budget Book is attached at Appendix 3a for Member information.  

7. SECTION FIVE – COUNCIL TAX (See also Appendix 4)

Council Tax Setting 2019-20

7.1 The Provisional Finance Settlement announcement confirmed the continued flexibility 
for district councils in setting council tax levels by permitting district councils to raise 
council tax by 3% or up to and including £5 (whichever is higher) without triggering the 
requirement for referendum.

7.2 Taking the decision to freeze Council Tax in 2019-20 rather than implementing a 
2.97% increase (the level of % increase closest to 3% which is divisible by nine to 
account for Council Tax Banding ratios) would see total Council Tax income reduced 
by almost £1,983,390 across the plan period and add to the already challenging 
financial position.  A 2.97% increase in Council Tax in 2019-20 would equate to 11 
pence per week for a Band D property, with the total annual charge being £203.13.  
By way of comparison, the Band D equivalent Council Tax for 2018-19 is £197.28.
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8. SECTION SIX - ROBUSTNESS OF ESTIMATES AND ADEQUACY OF RESERVES 
(See also Appendix 5)

8.1 The Local Government Act 2003 requires the Chief Financial Officer to certify that, 
when setting the annual Council budget, the estimates are robust and that the level of 
reserves is sufficient for the Authority. It is the view of the Director (Corporate 
Services), as Section 151 Officer, that the estimates are robust and that the level of 
reserves is sufficient for the Authority. The review of reserves and working balances 
conducted by the Director (Corporate Services) can be found at Appendix five to this 
report. It is imperative that in order to plan effectively and deal with the many financial 
challenges that the Council faces, a prudent level of reserves is maintained.

9. SECTION SEVEN - CAPITAL PROGRAMME (See also Appendix 6)

9.1 The General Fund Capital programme is set out in Appendix six to this report and for 
2019-20 is estimated at £19.5m. Estimates relating to Housing Revenue Account and 
General Fund housing-related schemes are the subject of another report on this 
agenda. 

Background Papers

9.2 The background papers pertaining to this report are available from the Financial 
Services Team in the first instance.
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IMPLICATIONS                                                                                                 APPENDIX 1 

Legal The Local Government Finance Act 1992 (Chapter III Sect. 32) requires 
the council to set the council tax and calculate a budget for each financial 
year by 11th March in the preceding financial year.  

The Local Government Act 2003 requires the Chief Financial Officer to 
conclude that the level of reserves is sufficient for the Authority.

Finance and 
Value for 
Money 

This report sets out the parameters and processes in place for preparing 
a balanced budget for 2019-20 and for the remainder of the current 
MTFP period.

Risk 
Assessment

The risks associated with the General Fund revenue and capital 
estimates are dealt with in the current MTFS.

Screening for Equality Impacts

Question

a. Does the decision being made or recommended through this paper 
have potential to cause adverse impact or discriminate against 
different groups in the community? If yes, please explain answer.
No

b. Does the decision being made or recommended through this paper 
make a positive contribution to promoting equality? If yes, please 
explain answer.
No

Equality 
Impact 
Assessment

In submitting this report, the Chief Officer doing so is confirming that they 
have given due regard to the equality impacts of the decision being 
considered, as noted in the table above

Corporate 
Plan

Corporate Objective 4: A sound and self-sufficient council.

Crime and 
Disorder

N/A

Digital and 
website 
implications

There will be a need to update information provided by the council on the 
website

Safeguarding 
children and 
vulnerable 
adults

N/A
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Section Two – Government Funding

Provisional Local Government Funding Settlement 2019-20

1. The provisional settlement sets out the level of funding assessed by Central 
Government for councils (the Settlement Funding Assessment – SFA) and is made up 
of two elements – Revenue Support Grant (RSG) and Business Rates Retention.  Since 
2018-19, the Business Rates retention element of the assessment increases each year 
in line with CPI, with the RSG element effectively used to bring the funding received by 
councils to the level assessed by Central Government.

2. On 13 December 2018 the Provisional Local Government Finance Settlement for 2019-
20 was announced by the Ministry for Housing, Communities and Local Government 
(MHCLG).  The provisional settlement is the final year of the multi-year finance 
settlement announced in 2016-17 and completes the Government’s intended reduction 
in the total level of funding for local government over the period to 2019-20, as shown 
below for Gravesham:

2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20

Final Settlement Final Settlement Final Settlement Provisional 
Settlement

£m £m £m £m
Revenue Support Grant (RSG)               1,225,770                  590,150  --                          -   
Business Rates Retention Baseline 
Funding Level

              2,713,350               2,768,740               3,048,190               2,917,280 

Settlement Funding Assessment               3,939,120               3,358,890               3,048,190               2,917,280 
£ Change (to Prev. Yr)  -- -                580,230 -                310,700 -                130,910 
Change %  -- -14.7% -9.3% -4.3%
Cumulative change %  -- -14.7% -22.6% -25.9%

Settlement Funding Assessment

3. The SFA for the council is a slightly improved position than that expected due to the 
decision of Government to provide an additional £153m of funding to those authorities 
that were due to pay negative RSG for 2019/20.  For Gravesham, this amounted to 
£243,710 that the council was expecting to lose by way of a reduction to its business 
rates retention baseline funding level.  The graph below shows the cumulative change in 
SFA by class of authority since the multi-year settlement period, demonstrating that 
Shire Districts, such as Gravesham, have been significantly affected by government 
funding reductions.  

Cumulative Change in headline SFA by class of authority – 2015-16 to 2019-20
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Core Spending Power

4. Core Spending Power is the headline figure used by MHCLG to represent the core 
revenue funding available for local authority services, including estimates of Council Tax 
and locally retained business rates.  The provisional settlement indicates that 
Gravesham will have an increase of 2.1% in its Core Spending Power for 2019-20 
based on a series of assumptions, particularly relating to growth in council tax receipts.  
It should be noted that not all of these assumptions are likely to materialise and are set 
out in paragraph 8 in more detail.

5. The Kent view of assumed Core Spending Power per dwelling for individual district 
authorities is shown in the graph below.

6. In 2019-20 Gravesham will continue to have the fifth lowest level of assumed spending 
power per dwelling at £246.  This is an assumed increase of 2.1% (£5 per dwelling) 
compared to the equivalent Core Spending Power measure in 2018-19.  
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7. The assumed Core Spending Power for Gravesham is analysed in the graph below.

Gravesham Borough Council – Core Spending Power 2018-19 and 2019-20

8. It should be noted that the information above assumes:

 A reduction in SFA of 4.3% - as set out in the table at paragraph 2 of this 
appendix.

 Growth in council tax receipts of 4.4% - growth in the council tax base for 
2019-20 is based on average annual growth between 2014-15 and 2018-19 
(calculated at 1.4%) and assuming that the council will increase their Band D 
Council Tax in line with the referendum limit of 3%. 

 Growth in other grants of 8.3% - this includes New Homes Bonus and an 
amount received as compensation for under-indexing the business rates 
multiplier in previous years.

9. In reality, the maximum council tax growth the council can generate is 2.8%, constituted 
of a 0.17% reduction in the council tax base in 2019-20 (as set out in Appendix 4 of this 
report) and a 2.97% increase in council tax chargeable to reflects the requirements for 
council tax amounts to be divisible by nine.  This has the effect of ‘overstating’ 
Gravesham’s Core Spending Power for 2019-20 by some £109,000, equating to an 
actual increase of 1.1% in its Core Spending Power for 2019-20.  The Core Spending 
Power calculation also takes no account of any increased spending pressures the 
council may face in 2019-20 which could result from demands on homelessness support 
services or achievement of government targets around waste
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New Homes Bonus Scheme

10. The New Homes Bonus (NHB) Scheme commenced in April 2011 and was intended to 
reward councils for supporting the local delivery of additional homes.  Funding for the 
scheme is provided through top slicing the RSG available for local authorities. 

11. From 2017-18 the design of the scheme was changed to enable it to become a cash-
limited scheme, with annual allocations being paid for four years (rather than six) and 
introduced a national baseline of 0.4% below which annual allocations would not be 
made.  In broad terms the introduction of the baseline means the council receives NHB 
funding only after 163 net additional homes have been delivered.  These changes have 
had a more significant impact in the level of funding that can be received in areas of low 
growth or that attract development of lower band properties, such as Gravesham.  

12. Allocations continue to be an un-ring-fenced grant, thus enabling the council to maintain 
its policy of taking NHB Funding directly into Working Balances.

13. Under the scheme the council has secured indicative NHB funding for 2019-20 of 
£611,150.  This is above the level of funding that was previously in the MTFP, with the 
increase principally due to there being 349 net additions to the housing stock of the 
borough between October 2017 and October 2018, above the 160 net additional homes 
needed to meet the 0.4% national baseline.  

14. The Government have retained the option to adjust the baseline in future years to reflect 
significant and unexpected housing growth.  This may affect allocations in future years.  

15. It should be noted that the longevity of NHB scheme is currently unknown, pending the 
outcomes of the Spending Review 2019 and the Far Funding Review; indications 
suggest that this funding stream may be withdrawn.
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Business Rates Retention Scheme

16. The Business Rates Retention Scheme was introduced by government to incentivise 
councils to deliver growth through encouraging business development and new 
business set-up.  Under the scheme, the government has determined a baseline level of 
funding to be retained by the Council from business rates (shown in the table at 
paragraph 2 above).  If business rates increase, then the Council will receive a 
proportion of the increased rates due.  If business rates decrease, the Council will share 
in the reduction in business rates.

17. The Government has been keen to progress the planned move to 100% business rates 
retention and on 1 April 2017 launched a programme of pilots of 100% business rates 
retention to functional areas. Kent & Medway were successful in securing Pilot status for 
2018-19, with this covering the geographic area of Kent and comprising Kent County 
Council, Medway Unitary Council, Kent & Medway Fire & Rescue Service and the 12 
District Councils.   A competitive bid process was held to select pilot areas for 2019-20 
and it was announced as part of the provisional settlement that Kent & Medway had 
been unsuccessful in retaining pilot status for 2019-20, effectively losing any benefit 
derived from retaining the 50% of the estimated business rates growth that would have 
previously been returned to HM Treasury.  In response to this decision, a letter of 
representation has been sent on behalf of all Members of the Kent & Medway Pilot to 
MHCLG seeking reconsideration of the decision not to award Pilot status to Kent and 
Medway.  Any decision is unlikely to be known before publication of the Final 
Settlement, which is expected no later than the 31 January but after the Cabinet 
meeting at which the proposed budget for the council will be agreed. The budget has 
therefore been prepared on the basis of being no pilot arrangements, but this report 
includes a recommendation to adjust the budget to reflect any change to the Pilot Status 
decision for Kent & Medway as time may allow.
 

18. On the basis that Pilot Status is not secured for 2019-20, Business Rates arrangements 
for the county will revert back to the Kent Pool arrangement meaning that the county will 
retain a greater proportion of growth in business rates that would have otherwise been 
returned to Government by way of the 50% levy on growth.  Any benefit derived from 
being part of the Kent Pool will continue to be directed through the agreed mechanism 
that sees 30% retained by this council, 30% allocated to the Growth Fund Reserve, 30% 
receivable by KCC and 10% to a Safety Net Reserve.  

19. The baseline level of business rates in 2019-20 for Gravesham is £2,917,280. Modelling 
of anticipated business rates to be generated in 2019-20 (including the projected benefit 
of membership of the Kent Pool) indicates a benefit to Gravesham of £277,390 beyond 
that which was previously expected. Of this, £57,750 will be realised as a direct benefit 
to the Medium Term Financial Plan in 2019/20, with a further £219,640 being the 
budgeted contribution to the Growth Fund Reserve, intended to be directed to initiatives 
and projects stimulating economic growth within the county.  
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Section Four - General Fund Revenue Budget

Revised Budget 2018-19

1. During 2018-19, the Cabinet and Finance & Audit Committee (which provides the 
scrutiny function over budgetary control) have received three quarterly budget 
monitoring reports.  Each Budget Monitoring report has included a summary of the 
known variances contributing to the projected year-end financial position of the 
authority.

2. The Budget Monitoring Report showing the projected financial position at the end of 
Quarter Three (period to 31 December 2018) indicates a projected underspend for the 
year of £823,330.  The original budget was set on the basis of drawing £1,329,640 from 
working balances to fund the budget requirement for the year; the projected outturn 
indicates that this draw on balances may be reduced to £506,310, albeit income and 
expenditure variances in the last quarter of the year will impact on this figure.

Revenue Budget 2019-20

3. The Original Estimate for 2019-20 represents a balanced budget position, after utilising 
working balances of £739,870 (and assuming a Council Tax increase of £5.85 (2.97%) 
in 2019-20). This is in accordance with the objective in the Council’s current Medium 
Term Financial Strategy to enable sums in excess of the agreed level of working 
balances to be released to support the annual General Fund revenue budget.  This 
creates a period during which savings proposals can be implemented to respond to the 
ongoing and increasing financial pressures on the General Fund.

4. A draft Budget Book is attached at Appendix 3a for Member information.  The key 
factors considered when proposing the budget for 2019-20 are set out below.

Employee Costs 

5. The proposed revenue budget for 2019-20 incorporates staffing costs relating to the 
Waste, Street Cleansing and Horticulture services which had, in previous years, been 
reflected as a recharge into the General Fund.

6. The budget reflects the second year of the pay offer made by the National Employers for 
Local Government Services.  The offer covers the period 1 April 2018 to 31 March 2020 
and reflects a flat-rate increase of 2% per annum, albeit some adjustments are 
proposed to lower paypoints in 2019-20 to continue to close the gap with the National 
Living Wage and retain equitable differentials between these paypoints. 

7. Tax and National Insurance amounts have been budgeted at 2019-20 rates. Employer 
Contributions to the Superannuation Fund have been reflected as per the triennial 
revaluation that took effect from 1 April 2017, uplifted by inflation. 

8. A Vacancy Allowance of £350,000 has been retained for the General Fund.
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Investment Income

9. Generating returns from traditional investment sources continues to be challenging, 
albeit the council has sought to maximise its returns where possible by expanding its 
investment portfolio into Property Funds and Diversified Income Funds.  The council’s 
treasury advisors, Link Asset Services, are currently forecasting that the Bank of 
England base rate will remain at 0.50% until March 2019 before increasing to 0.75%, 
then 1.00% in 2019.  This, along with the expected returns from Property Funds and 
Diversified Income Funds, has been factored into the investment Income projections 
within the MTFP.

Medium Term Financial Strategy – Bridging the Gap activity

10. The council continues to progress the five workstreams set out in its Medium Term 
Financial Strategy 2016-17 to 2019-20 as a sound and realistic plan for managing the 
Council’s finances moving forward.

11. The funding gap, and therefore action required by the council, increased by £0.4m to 
£2.9m when setting the budget for 2017-18, primarily driven by the changes to the 
design of the New Homes Bonus Scheme.  The funding gap was widened by at least a 
further £1m at budget setting 2018-19 due to the financial impact of low housebuilding 
rates in the borough, the higher than anticipated staff pay award and lower than 
expected interest rates.

12. Action initially commenced during 2016-17 and has continued since this time to 
implement the work strands intended to enable the Council to bridge the gap in funding.  
This proactive stance has meant that the council has been able to benefit from the early 
implementation of some actions in determining its budgetary requirement for 2019-20 
and delaying the point at which further activity is required to be delivered, enabling such 
activity to be properly considered and planned.  
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13. An update on each workstream of Bridging the Gap activity was presented to Cabinet 
and Overview Scrutiny in Summer 2018.  Further to this, in November 2018 both 
Cabinet and Overview Scrutiny were presented with further Balancing the Budget 
Initiatives amounting to just under £1.3m in response to the budget gap identified at 
budget setting 2018-19.

14. In preparing the Original Budget for 2019-20, further activity has been reflected and an 
update is provided in the following paragraphs:

Property Acquisition Strategy

15. In February 2016 the Council set aside £10m of its investment balances to acquire 
commercial properties and obtain a revenue rental income stream. Based on the criteria 
for selecting investment properties, three acquisitions were completed in 2016-17 
delivering just over the £400,000 target for this workstream.

16. Further funding has since been made available for this strategy, with a total of £26.2m 
from the council’s investment balances now being allocated to the acquisition of 
property purchases under the strategy.  At the time of preparing this report, the strategy 
has secured commercial property holdings for the council valued at £18m and is 
generating some £1.2m in annual rental income.  This compares to £110,000 that these 
amounts would be generating per annum if invested with banks and building societies.

Fees & Charges Activity

17. The authority has in place a Charging Strategy which outlines the key considerations of 
the Council to ensure that fees and charges for services are set in a transparent and 
consistent manner. The Strategy is based on the principles that services should 
maximise opportunities for income generation where there is the ability to do so, as a 
minimum seeking to cover the full costs of providing the service.

18. The annual review of fees and charges is budgeted to deliver additional income of 
£40,170 in 2019-20.   

Service Review Process Option Implementation

19. Progress continues in implementing the options agreed by the Cabinet intended to 
reduce the Council’s net expenditure, either through delivering services in different ways 
or at lower cost, increasing income generated by services provided by the Council or 
identifying where there is potential to cease the provision of some services altogether.  

20. At the point of building the budget for 2019-20, service review options totalling almost 
£1.1m have been reflected in the Medium Term Financial Plan.

Shared Service Progression

21. The Council has a successful track record in working with partners and other local 
authorities to deliver services in a more collaborative manner. Since 2017 the council 
has launched fully shared services for Legal, HR and Licensing with Medway Council, 
as well as entering into a Service Level Agreement with Medway Council to provide 
payroll services for the council.  
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Balancing the Budget Initiatives

22. The Balancing the Budget Initiatives presented to Cabinet and Overview Scrutiny and 
agreed continued the council’s intentions to proactively review the way it delivers 
services and identify ways to make savings against existing budgetary provisions or 
generate additional income.  Since the decision taken by November 2018, some 
£950,000 of activity has been reflected in the Medium Term Financial Plan.

Conclusion – Delivery of Bridging the Gap/Balancing the Budget activity

23. The council continues to make strong progress in delivering the planned work streams 
to address the ongoing pressures on its financial situation.  To date, measures totalling 
£3.5m have been reflected in the MTFP, with further agreed activity expected to deliver 
just under £1.0m.

Workstream  Expected Value 
of Activity (£) 

Activity Implemented 
and reflected in 

MTFP (£)

Activity Agreed, not 
yet reflected in 

MTFP (£)

Value of further 
activity required (£)

Property Acquisition Strategy (Phase 1) 400,000 0
Network House, Gillingham 147,710
Springhead Units, Gravesend 150,000
St John's House, Dartford 110,670

Fees and Charges Activity 270,000 101,400
Fees and Charges Review - 2017-18 budget setting 60,000
Fees and Charges Review - 2018-19 budget setting 43,430
Revised Garden Waste charges from April 2018 25,000
Fees and Charges Review - 2019-20 budget setting 40,170

Service Review Process Option Implementation 1,430,000 0
Economic Development & Town Centre Management 264,230 29,060
Public Health & Communities 195,200 990-                          
Parking & Amenities 229,770 30,230
Revenues & Benefits 14,110 82,890
Regulatory Services 76,190 90,710
Planning & Regeneration Services 138,140 7,860
Customer & Theatre Services - 110,920
Direct Services Operation 154,350 39,200

Shared Service Progression 240,000 121,760
Legal Services 87,000
HR 22,660
Licensing 8,580

Budgetary Challenge Measures 200,000 0
Consistent Underspends Exercise 200,000

Property Acquisition Strategy (Phase 2) 397,000 0
123-127 Sittingbourne High Street 85,000
Acquisition of Site at Stuart Road, Gravesend 511,190
Planned Acquisition A 200,000
Planned Acquisition B 58,000

Balancing the Budget Initiatives (November 2018) 1,274,000 325,360
Communities Directorate 16,730
Corporate Services 662,810
Housing & Regeneration -
Environment & Operations 169,100
Cross-Directorate 100,000

Total Value of Activity 4,211,000 3,512,040 973,240 223,160

* The total value of implemented, agreed and further activity required will not equal the total expected value of 
activity due to delivery beyond that expected in the Property Acquisition and Service Review workstreams.
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24. The delivery of the Bridging the Gap and Balancing the Budget activity, alongside in-
year savings against budgets, the financial benefit from Business Rates Pilot Status in 
2018-19 and improved performance in delivery New Homes Bonus has had the effect of 
pushing back the point at which further savings are required to 2023-24, with a residual 
budget gap of around £1.9m.  Some £1.2m of these savings will be delivered from the 
further Bridging the Gap/Balancing the Budget activity identified in the table on the 
previous page as yet to be delivered.  The council therefore currently has a window of 
three years in which to identify further activity of £0.7m that can contribute to meeting 
the further savings required.

25. It is important to note, however, that there still remains significant volatility in the way in 
which local government is funded from 2020-21 which will begin to materialise during 
the next year:

 Spending Review 2019 – due in Spring 2018, this will provide a forward-
looking view of the Government’s spending plans and the budgets allocated to 
government departments, which will directly influence the level of funding 
directed to local government.  Indications from the Autumn Budget 2018 
suggest that the funding made available to MHCLG will be squeezed, given 
the commitments made by Government to the NHS and Education.

 Fair Funding Review – Government are continuing their review to inform the 
way in which the measurement of the relative needs of local authorities and 
the resources required to meet these needs is undertaken in future.  
Indications continue to suggest that the review will result in a shift of funding 
from lower tier to upper tier authorities, creating further pressures on this 
council’s budgets.  

 Business Rates Reform – Government are proposing a redesign and reset of 
the Business Rates Retention Scheme from 2020-21considering a partial reset 
of business rates in 2020-21 which will see changes to the mechanism used to 
redistribute business rates across the country to meet changes in the relative 
needs of local authorities.  This is likely to adjust the business rate baseline of 
the council and may result in a greater proportion of business rates achieved 
in the borough being passed back to central government for redistribution.

 New Homes Bonus - Government have retained the option to adjust the 
baseline in future years to reflect significant and unexpected housing growth.  
This may see allocations further affected in future years, and the amount of 
funding to be distributed through this mechanism could also be affected by the 
Spending Review 2019, assuming that the Scheme continues at all. 

 Commercialisation – there has been increasing concerns expressed by 
Government and professional bodies regarding some council’s commercial 
investments and the potential risks they are exposing themselves and the 
public to.  Any intervention by Government in this area may put at risk the 
council’s ability to generate income through this activity in the future. 

26. For these reasons it is critical that the council pushes forward with the Bridging the 
Gap/Balancing the Budget Activity to ensure that it is in the best position possible to 
respond to the outcomes of Government decisions around local government funding 
and is able to continue delivering services to its residents.
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General Fund 
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          REF 

 
DETAILS 

 
ESTIMATE 

 
TAX RATE  

   
    

2018/19 
 

PER BAND D 
   

      
PROPERTY 

   
                          

  
    

£ 
 

£.p 
   

          1 
 

Kent County Council 
 

* 
 

* 
   

          2 
 

Kent Police and Crime Commissioner 
 

* 
 

* 
   

          3 
 

Kent and Medway Fire and Rescue Authority 
 

 * 
 

* 
   

          
          
  

Gravesham Borough Council 
       

          4 
 

Budget Requirement 
 

* 
     

          
  

Less: 
       

          5 
 

Non - Domestic Rates 
 

* 
     

          6 
 

New Homes Bonus 
 

* 
     

          7 
 

Use of Working Balances 
 

* 
     

          8 
 

Parish Precepts 
 

* 
     

          9 
 

Passported Parish Grant 
 

* 
     

          10 
 

Transfers to / (from) the Collection Fund 
 

* 
     

          
 

NET EXPENDITURE 
 

* 
 

* 
   

          
  

Council Tax 
   

* 
   

          
  

Parish Council Taxes 
   

* 
   

      
to 

   
      

* 
   

        NOTE: The National Non-Domestic Rating multiplier for 2019/20 is * per £ of rateable value.   
         

   The Small Business Non-Domestic Rating multiplier for 2019/20 is * per £ of rateable value. 

 

Summary for Council Tax (Detail to follow) 
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PARISH PRECEPT  TAX RATE  COUNCIL 

  
AMOUNT PER BAND D TAX 

   
PROPERTY BASE 

     

     

  
£ £.p £.p 

 
Cobham  20,500   30.43   673.57  

     

 
Higham  86,521   55.31   1,564.19  

     

 
Luddesdown  5,750   56.50   101.77  

     

 
Meopham  96,527   31.44   3,070.15  

     

 
Shorne  28,271   24.60   1,149.31  

     

 
Vigo  102,165   143.33   712.78  

     

     

       

Parish Precepts 
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Original 

 
Projected 

 
Original 

 

 
Directorate / Budget Heading 

 
Budget 

 
Outturn 

 
Budget 

 

   
2018/19 

 
2018/19 

 
2019/20 

 

         

         

 
Chief Executive 

 
44,870 

 
44,870 

 
28,000 

 

         

 
Housing and Regeneration 

 
2,110,220 

 
1,905,140 

 
2,181,690 

 

         

 
Communities 

 
4,288,410 

 
3,609,560 

 
3,868,900 

 

         

 
Environment and Operations 

 
2,598,380 

 
2,451,300 

 
2,617,730 

 

         

 
Corporate Services 

 
3,767,730 

 
3,801,470 

 
3,682,040 

 

         

 
Non Directorate Specific 

 
1,113,390 

 
1,113,390 

 
1,134,900 

 

         

 
Interest and Investment Income 

 
(627,320) 

 
(876,550) 

 
(843,720) 

 

         

 
Government Grant Funding 

 
(904,470) 

 
(939,870) 

 
(1,213,840) 

 

         

 
Transfers to / (from) Reserves 

 
609,770 

 
968,730 

 
(622,740) 

 

         

 
Transfers to / (from) balances 

 
1,035,980 

 
1,485,980 

 
611,150 

 

         

 
Transactions Below The Line 

 
(1,414,170) 

 
(1,160,540) 

 
27,530 

 

         

         

 
BUDGET REQUIREMENT FOR THE YEAR 

 
12,622,790 

 
12,403,480 

 
11,471,640 

 

          

  

General Fund: Revenue Spending Summary 
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Original 

Budget 

2019/20 2018/19 

Original 

Budget 

2018/19 

General Fund: Medium Term Financial Plan 

Projected 

Outturn 

General Fund 

 11,471,640   12,403,480   12,622,790  Requirement for the Year 

Expenditure  29,319,730   23,757,220   22,529,480  

Employees  15,295,630   11,323,800   11,885,620  
Salaries  10,598,640   7,599,560   8,184,710  
Agency Staff  392,840   97,480   94,520  
Wages  221,870   97,810   97,810  
Pension & National Insurance  2,571,420   2,009,070   2,015,370  
Other Training, Retirement etc  1,510,860   1,519,880   1,493,210  

Running Expenses  12,400,670   11,196,240   9,319,930  
Capital Finance  1,623,430   1,237,180   1,323,930  

Income (18,176,240) (14,236,570) (11,980,560) 

Net Housing Benefit Subsidy  551,310  (77,330) (77,330) 

Recharges to Other Accounts (3,021,600) (116,820) (224,520) 

Other Government Grants (3,068,920) (2,299,600) (2,194,630) 

Investment Income (843,720) (876,550) (627,320) 

Fees and Charges (8,080,220) (7,547,710) (6,642,170) 

Rental Income (3,713,090) (3,318,560) (2,214,590) 

Appropriations  328,150   2,882,830   2,073,870  

Capital Items met from Balances and Rese 0   105,000   105,000  

Net Contributions To and From Reserves (622,740)  968,730   609,770  

Appropriations To and From Balance  611,150   1,485,980   1,035,980  

Parish Precepts  339,740   323,120   323,120  

(10,731,770) (11,897,170) (11,293,150) Funding for the Year 

Funding (10,731,770) (11,897,170) (11,293,150) 

Funding Business rates retention (3,085,050) (4,283,130) (3,679,110) 

Less Passported Parish Grant 0   1,040   1,040  

Funding New Homes Bonus (611,150) (586,760) (586,760) 

Funding Council Tax Income (6,892,290) (6,705,200) (6,705,200) 

Funding Parish Precepts (339,740) (323,120) (323,120) 

Transfers To and From Collection Fund  196,460  0  0  

(Surplus) / Deficit Use of Usable Working 

Balances 
 1,329,640   739,870   506,310  
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General Fund: Service Subjective Analysis Summary 

2019/20 

Estimate 
 

Original 
2018/19 

Estimate 
 

Original 
2018/19 

Projected 
Outturn 

 

501 Employee Expenses  15,295,630   11,323,800   11,885,620  

502 Premises Related Expenses  1,543,330   1,870,650   1,949,870  

503 Transport Related Expenses  922,630   893,120   847,120  

504 Supplies & Services  8,512,680   9,904,050   7,327,430  

505 Third Party Payments  7,549,880   7,204,140   7,145,090  

506 Transfer Payments  28,063,510   38,463,560   38,463,560  

507 Support Services Expenditure  11,885,110   14,289,150   13,528,050  

508 Depreciation & Impairment  2,811,600   1,906,460   1,906,460  

Gross Expenditure  85,854,930   83,053,200   76,584,370  

509A Government grants (30,239,430) (41,531,800) (41,431,780) 

509B Other grants, re-imbursements or 
contributions 

(5,427,400) (3,735,590) (2,626,160) 

509C Customer & client receipts (9,305,150) (8,222,120) (6,784,150) 

509D Interest & investment income (883,720) (916,550) (667,320) 

509E Other recharges (552,590) (1,163,260) (488,630) 

509G Income from NNDR (9,664,140) (10,526,470) (10,031,710) 

509H Income from Council Tax (7,232,030) (7,028,320) (7,028,320) 
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General Fund: Service Subjective Analysis Summary 

2019/20 

Estimate 
 

Original 
2018/19 

Estimate 
 

Original 
2018/19 

Projected 
Outturn 

 

RI Balance sheet income  611,150   1,485,980   1,035,980  

Gross Income (71,638,130) (68,022,090) (62,693,310) 

RECH Recharge service income (14,354,120) (13,242,710) (13,263,940) 

Gross Recharge Service 

Income 
(13,242,710) (13,263,940) (14,354,120) 

510 Capital financing cost  1,202,930  (467,780) (437,530) 

Capital Financing Costs (467,780) (437,530)  1,202,930  

 739,870  Net Expenditure  506,310   1,329,640  
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General Fund: Service Subjective Analysis 

2019/20 

Estimate 
 

Original Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 

Estimate 
 

Original 
2018/19 

Gross Expenditure 

501 Employee Expenses  15,295,630   11,323,800   11,885,620  

Wages  97,810   97,810   221,870  

Salaries  7,501,580   8,436,730   10,759,270  

Employer’s NI contribution  850,700   854,070   1,051,240  

Employer’s superannuation contributions  2,099,910   2,102,840   2,484,190  

Agency staff  97,480   94,520   392,840  

Employee allowances  120,870   120,870   213,630  

Employers retirement benefit cost  210,060   210,060   210,060  

Training for staff  134,600   107,930   102,530  

Severance payments to staff  790   790   0  

Oncost additional Items  210,000   210,000   210,000  

Salary vacancy saving  0  (350,000) (350,000) 

502 Premises Related Expenses  1,543,330   1,870,650   1,949,870  

Buildings repairs maintenance  336,490   286,520   276,520  

Repairs & Renewals reserve  119,510   316,500   10,000  

Repairs, alterations & maintenance of fi  166,450   146,830   156,100  

Land Lord Repairs Reserve Fund  135,000   135,000   75,000  

Energy costs  254,440   254,140   254,140  

Rents  34,550   33,550   33,550  

Rates  446,010   446,010   456,090  

Water Services  101,500   101,500   81,330  

Fixtures & Fitting  71,190   36,190   36,190  

Cleaning & domestic supplies  45,570   45,570   45,570  

Grounds maintenance costs  159,940   148,060   118,840  

503 Transport Related Expenses  922,630   893,120   847,120  

Direct transport costs  0   0   7,600  

Produced on 24/01/2019 12:59:53 
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General Fund: Service Subjective Analysis 

2019/20 

Estimate 
 

Original Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 

Estimate 
 

Original 
2018/19 

Transport recharges  746,610   701,610   750,490  

Contract leases  118,490   118,490   113,750  

Public transport  15,230   15,130   32,400  

Car allowances  12,790   11,890   18,390  

504 Supplies & Services  8,512,680   9,904,050   7,327,430  

Equipment furniture materials  583,590   567,920   615,880  

Catering  108,400   108,000   108,400  

Clothes uniforms laundry  33,490   32,200   32,700  

Printing stationery and office expense  126,270   112,460   108,490  

Services  2,996,830   1,417,320   2,706,770  

Supplies insurance  126,840   126,840   126,840  

Parish Precepts  323,120   323,120   339,740  

Communications & computing  1,080,750   1,019,840   1,013,700  

Members Allowances  291,120   291,120   296,950  

Mayors Allowances  13,930   13,930   13,930  

Expenses  678,480   689,740   465,290  

Grants & Subscriptions  662,270   525,270   350,320  

Contributions to provisions  2,172,920   1,281,020   1,568,320  

Miscellaneous expenses  702,040   814,650   761,350  

Members Grants  4,000   4,000   4,000  

505 Third Party Payments  7,549,880   7,204,140   7,145,090  

Other local authorities  7,159,010   7,099,960   1,281,810  

Government departments  0   0   6,222,940  

Payments to other organisations  42,130   42,130   42,130  

Other agencies  1,700   1,700   1,700  

Concessionary charges  1,300   1,300   1,300  

506 Transfer Payments  28,063,510   38,463,560   38,463,560  

Produced on 24/01/2019 12:59:53 
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General Fund: Service Subjective Analysis 

2019/20 

Estimate 
 

Original Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 

Estimate 
 

Original 
2018/19 

Rent allowances  22,793,540   22,793,540   11,905,540  

Rent rebates  15,684,980   15,684,980   16,149,770  

Council Tax (23,160) (23,160)  0  

Other transfer payments  8,200   8,200   8,200  

507 Support Services Expenditure  11,885,110   14,289,150   13,528,050  

Chief Executive  125,270   125,270   141,540  

Director of Corporate Services  106,540   106,540   115,290  

Finance Department  2,716,850   2,716,850   2,756,080  

Democratic Services Department  347,870   347,870   354,480  

Personnel & Asset Management Department  1,345,270   1,345,270   1,410,590  

Legal Services Department  340,150   340,150   386,260  

Internal Audit Performance Management  603,660   603,660   601,280  

Director of Community Services  104,060   104,060   106,000  

Housing Services  377,530   377,530   381,780  

Environmental & Public Health  840,220   848,200   810,930  

Building and Town Services  89,030   102,280   88,270  

Leisure Services  299,830   299,830   359,360  

Planning Services  348,090   348,090   355,830  

Engineering Services  94,900   94,900   97,360  

Director of Business  111,920   111,920   104,870  

Economic Development  110,770   110,770   111,570  

Director Environment and Operations  134,960   134,960   137,370  

Gravesham Services  440,280   335,890   508,470  

Horticulture Services  128,870   128,870   531,460  

Administrative buildings  843,320   843,320   745,920  

IT Services Department  1,126,420   1,126,420   1,150,330  

Other Support Services  3,653,340   2,975,400   630,070  

508 Depreciation & Impairment  2,811,600   1,906,460   1,906,460  

Produced on 24/01/2019 12:59:53 
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General Fund: Service Subjective Analysis 

2019/20 

Estimate 
 

Original Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 

Estimate 
 

Original 
2018/19 

Amortisation of intangible fixed asset  43,710   43,710   36,710  

Capital charges  1,862,750   1,862,750   1,942,090  

Capital Grants Amortisation  0   0   832,800  

Gross Expenditure  85,854,930   83,053,200   76,584,370  

Gross Income 

509A Government grants (30,239,430) (41,531,800) (41,431,780) 

Government grant (2,999,110) (2,899,090) (2,735,430) 

C Tax benefit rent allowances (38,532,690) (38,532,690) (27,504,000) 

509B Other grants, re-imbursements or 

contributions 
(5,427,400) (3,735,590) (2,626,160) 

Revenue income for function or project (1,679,930) (1,377,870) (1,551,940) 

Contribution from local authorities (601,270) (391,790) (1,490,030) 

Costs recharged to outside bodies (250,200) (185,250) (194,370) 

Contributions from reserves (1,204,190) (671,250) (2,191,060) 

509C Customer & client receipts (9,305,150) (8,222,120) (6,784,150) 

Sales of product or materials (2,030,670) (2,030,670) (2,273,900) 

Fees and charges for services (2,337,890) (2,333,890) (3,113,160) 

Rents tithes way leaves etc (3,318,560) (2,214,590) (3,713,090) 

Income surplus from DSO (535,000) (205,000) (205,000) 

509D Interest & investment income (883,720) (916,550) (667,320) 

Interest income (916,550) (667,320) (883,720) 

509E Other recharges (552,590) (1,163,260) (488,630) 

Recharges income other (377,710) (381,020) (368,080) 

Recharges printing & grants (785,550) (107,610) (184,510) 

509G Income from NNDR (9,664,140) (10,526,470) (10,031,710) 

Income from NNDR (10,526,470) (10,031,710) (9,664,140) 

Produced on 24/01/2019 12:59:53 
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General Fund: Service Subjective Analysis 

2019/20 

Estimate 
 

Original Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 

Estimate 
 

Original 
2018/19 

509H Income from Council Tax (7,232,030) (7,028,320) (7,028,320) 

Income from Council Tax (7,028,320) (7,028,320) (7,232,030) 

RI Balance sheet income  611,150   1,485,980   1,035,980  

Funding  1,485,980   1,035,980   611,150  

Gross Income (71,638,130) (68,022,090) (62,693,310) 

Gross Recharge Service 
Income 
RECH Recharge service income (14,354,120) (13,242,710) (13,263,940) 

Recharges income support costs (13,242,710) (13,263,940) (14,354,120) 

Gross Recharge Service 

Income 
(13,242,710) (13,263,940) (14,354,120) 

Capital Financing Costs 

510 Capital financing cost  1,202,930  (467,780) (437,530) 

Interest payments  857,290   812,660   990,050  

Direct revenue financing  56,500   0   1,518,300  

Revenue appropriations (1,381,570) (1,250,190) (1,305,420) 

Capital Financing Costs (467,780) (437,530)  1,202,930  

 739,870  Net Expenditure  506,310   1,329,640  

Produced on 24/01/2019 12:56:23 
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Chief Executive 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 

Corporate Directorate 

Gross Expenditure  191,170   191,170   192,890  

 192,890   191,170   191,170  Net Expenditure 

Kent Thameside Regeneration 

Gross Expenditure  28,000   28,000   28,000  

 28,000   28,000   28,000  Net Expenditure 

Produced on 16/01/2019 16:47:18 
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RO6410 
RO6A 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service Corporate Directorate 

Leader Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Chief Executive 

Central Services 
Corporate & democratic core 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
Corporate Directorate 

Employee Expenses  168,900   168,900   170,500  
Direct employee expenses  168,900   168,900   170,500  

Transport Related Expenses  5,880   5,880   6,000  
Contract leases  5,380   5,380   5,500  
Public transport  500   500   500  

Supplies & Services  1,740   1,740   1,740  
Printing, stationary & general  40   40   40  
Services  600   600   600  
Expenses  820   820   820  
Grants & subscriptions  280   280   280  

Support Services Expenditure  14,650   14,650   14,650  
Corporate Services  6,570   6,570   6,670  
Community Services  130   130   130  
Administrative Buildings  5,620   5,620   5,520  
Other Support Services  2,330   2,330   2,330  

Gross Expenditure  191,170   191,170   192,890  

 192,890   191,170   191,170  
Net Cost of Service 
(Excluding Recharge Service 
Income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 
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RO5350 
RO5C 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service Kent Thameside Regeneration 

Planning and Regeneration Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Chief Executive 

Planning & Development 
Economic development 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
Kent Thameside Regeneration 

Supplies & Services  28,000   28,000   28,000  
Grants & subscriptions  28,000   28,000   28,000  

Gross Expenditure  28,000   28,000   28,000  

 28,000   28,000   28,000  
Net Cost of Service 
(Excluding Recharge Service 
Income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 

Gross Total   220,890   219,170   219,170  
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Housing and Regeneration 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 

Assistance Housing 

Gross Expenditure  24,120   24,120   24,530  
Gross Income (4,000) (4,000) (4,000) 

 20,530   20,120   20,120  Net Expenditure 

Building Services (STG) 

Gross Expenditure  0   68,530   44,980  

 44,980   68,530   0  Net Expenditure 

Choice Based Lettings 

Gross Expenditure  7,500   7,500   7,500  

 7,500   7,500   7,500  Net Expenditure 

Cobham and Ashenbank Scheme 

Gross Income (1,850) (1,850)  0  

 0  (1,850) (1,850) Net Expenditure 

Denton Caravan Site 

Gross Expenditure  32,050   30,530   30,560  
Gross Income (35,540) (35,540) (35,540) 

(4,980) (5,010) (3,490) Net Expenditure 

Development Management 

Gross Expenditure  1,325,340   1,366,130   1,439,120  
Gross Income (426,530) (441,960) (433,630) 

 1,005,490   924,170   898,810  Net Expenditure 

Director Housing Regeneration 

Produced on 16/01/2019 16:47:18 
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Housing and Regeneration 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
Gross Expenditure  182,830   182,830   177,260  

 177,260   182,830   182,830  Net Expenditure 

Emergency Planning 

Gross Expenditure  32,750   32,750   33,070  

 33,070   32,750   32,750  Net Expenditure 

Engineering Services 

Gross Expenditure  107,810   81,800   81,800  

 81,800   81,800   107,810  Net Expenditure 

Homelessness 

Gross Expenditure  755,890   788,280   714,660  
Gross Income (266,150) (345,470) (222,700) 

 491,960   442,810   489,740  Net Expenditure 

Housing Development Strategy 

Gross Expenditure  218,650   218,650   273,150  

 273,150   218,650   218,650  Net Expenditure 

Miscellaneous Housing Services 

Gross Expenditure  299,630   210,570   210,760  
Gross Income (100) (750) (100) 

 210,660   209,820   299,530  Net Expenditure 

Miscellaneous Works Services 

Gross Expenditure  15,270   15,270   15,270  

 15,270   15,270   15,270  Net Expenditure 

Produced on 16/01/2019 16:47:18 
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Housing and Regeneration 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 

Planning Policy 

Gross Expenditure  739,310   711,890   766,440  
Gross Income  0  (112,500)  0  

 766,440   599,390   739,310  Net Expenditure 

Private Housing Standards 

Gross Expenditure  146,820   147,440   149,470  
Gross Income (2,450) (2,450) (2,450) 

 147,020   144,990   144,370  Net Expenditure 

Regeneration 

Gross Expenditure  167,100   201,100   139,800  
Gross Income  0  (29,500)  0  

 139,800   171,600   167,100  Net Expenditure 

Renovation Property Grant 

Gross Expenditure  148,510   148,510   984,120  
Gross Income  0   0  (832,800) 

 151,320   148,510   148,510  Net Expenditure 

Southfield Shaw Park Homes 

Gross Expenditure  70,770   70,770   70,790  
Gross Income (147,920) (147,920) (147,920) 

(77,130) (77,150) (77,150) Net Expenditure 

Statutory Contribution to HRA 

Gross Expenditure  10,620   10,620   10,620  

 10,620   10,620   10,620  Net Expenditure 

Produced on 16/01/2019 16:47:18 
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RO409 
RO4 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service Assistance Housing 

Housing Delivery Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Housing and Regeneration 

Housing Services (GFRA only) 
Housing strategy, advice, advs 
ena, ren 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
Assistance Housing 

Supplies & Services  2,340   2,340   2,340  
Grants & subscriptions  2,340   2,340   2,340  

Support Services Expenditure  21,780   21,780   22,190  
Corporate Services  21,780   21,780   22,190  

Gross Expenditure  24,120   24,120   24,530  

Customer & client receipts (4,000) (4,000) (4,000) 
Sales of product or materials (4,000) (4,000) (4,000) 

Gross Income (4,000) (4,000) (4,000) 

 20,530   20,120   20,120  
Net Cost of Service 
(Excluding Recharge Service 
Income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 
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RO5310 
RO5C 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service Building Services (STG) 

Planning and Regeneration Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Housing and Regeneration 

Planning & Development 
Building control 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
Building Services (STG) 

Supplies & Services  0   68,530   44,980  
Services  0   68,530   44,980  

Gross Expenditure  0   68,530   44,980  

 44,980   68,530   0  
Net Cost of Service 
(Excluding Recharge Service 
Income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 
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RO409 
RO4 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service Choice Based Lettings 

Housing Delivery Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Housing and Regeneration 

Housing Services (GFRA only) 
Housing strategy, advice, advs 
ena, ren 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
Choice Based Lettings 

Supplies & Services  7,500   7,500   7,500  
Services  7,500   7,500   7,500  

Gross Expenditure  7,500   7,500   7,500  

 7,500   7,500   7,500  
Net Cost of Service 
(Excluding Recharge Service 
Income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 
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RO503 
RO5A 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service Cobham and Ashenbank Scheme 

Planning and Regeneration Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Housing and Regeneration 

Cultural & Related Services 
Open spaces 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
Cobham and Ashenbank Scheme 

Customer & client receipts (1,850) (1,850)  0  
Rents tithes way leaves etc (1,850) (1,850)  0  

Gross Income (1,850) (1,850)  0  

 0  (1,850) (1,850) 
Net Cost of Service 
(Excluding Recharge Service 
Income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 
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RO460 
RO4 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service Denton Caravan Site 

Housing Delivery Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Housing and Regeneration 

Housing Services (GFRA only) 
Other council properties-travellers 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
Denton Caravan Site 

Premises Related Expenses  26,000   26,000   26,000  
Repairs, alterations & buildings  9,000   9,000   9,000  
Energy costs  1,000   1,000   1,000  
Water services  16,000   16,000   16,000  

Supplies & Services  1,550   30   30  
Services  1,550   30   30  

Support Services Expenditure  4,500   4,500   4,530  
Corporate Services  2,910   2,910   2,940  
Community Services  1,590   1,590   1,590  

Gross Expenditure  32,050   30,530   30,560  

Customer & client receipts (35,540) (35,540) (35,540) 
Rents tithes way leaves etc (35,540) (35,540) (35,540) 

Gross Income (35,540) (35,540) (35,540) 

(4,980) (5,010) (3,490) 
Net Cost of Service 
(Excluding Recharge Service 
Income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 
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RO5350 
RO5C 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service Development Management 

Planning and Regeneration Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Housing and Regeneration 

Planning & Development 
Economic development 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
Development Management 

Employee Expenses  699,200   677,160   763,890  
Direct employee expenses  699,200   677,160   763,890  

Transport Related Expenses  14,590   14,590   14,840  
Contract leases  11,750   11,750   12,000  
Public transport  550   550   550  
Car allowances  2,290   2,290   2,290  

Supplies & Services  93,160   108,540   94,480  
Equipment furniture & materials  360   360   360  
Clothes, uniform & laundry  100   100   100  
Printing, stationary & general  3,310   11,740   4,240  
Services  86,900   86,850   87,290  
Communications & computing  70   7,070   70  
Expenses  730   730   730  
Grants & subscriptions  1,690   1,690   1,690  

Support Services Expenditure  518,390   565,840   565,910  
Chief Executive  5,150   5,150   5,250  
Corporate Services  170,220   170,220   181,550  
Community Services  261,910   309,360   315,170  
Administrative Buildings  64,440   64,440   47,270  
Other Support Services  16,670   16,670   16,670  

Gross Expenditure  1,325,340   1,366,130   1,439,120  

Other grants, re-imbursements or 
contributions (14,190) (14,190) (14,190) 

Other grants or contributions (14,190) (14,190) (14,190) 

Customer & client receipts (412,340) (412,340) (419,440) 
Sales of product or materials (3,840) (3,840) (3,840) 
Fees and charges for services (408,500) (408,500) (415,600) 

Other recharges  0  (15,430)  0  
Other Recharge Income  0  (15,430)  0  

Gross Income (426,530) (441,960) (433,630) 

 1,005,490   924,170   898,810  
Net Cost of Service 
(Excluding Recharge Service 
Income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 
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RO6489 
RO6A 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service Director Housing Regeneration 

Leader Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Housing and Regeneration 

Central Services 
Management & support services 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
Director Housing Regeneration 

Employee Expenses  150,210   150,210   144,300  
Direct employee expenses  150,210   150,210   144,300  

Transport Related Expenses  5,700   5,700   5,850  
Contract leases  5,350   5,350   5,500  
Public transport  200   200   200  
Car allowances  150   150   150  

Supplies & Services  530   530   530  
Expenses  530   530   530  

Support Services Expenditure  26,390   26,390   26,580  
Chief Executive  620   620   630  
Corporate Services  17,680   17,680   17,940  
Community Services  1,300   1,300   1,330  
Administrative Buildings  5,510   5,510   5,400  
Other Support Services  1,280   1,280   1,280  

Gross Expenditure  182,830   182,830   177,260  

 177,260   182,830   182,830  
Net Cost of Service 
(Excluding Recharge Service 
Income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 
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RO6450 
RO6A 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service Emergency Planning 

Leader Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Housing and Regeneration 

Central Services 
Emergency planning 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
Emergency Planning 

Supplies & Services  24,800   24,800   25,010  
Services  24,800   24,800   25,010  

Support Services Expenditure  7,950   7,950   8,060  
Corporate Services  3,710   3,710   3,770  
Community Services  4,240   4,240   4,290  

Gross Expenditure  32,750   32,750   33,070  

 33,070   32,750   32,750  
Net Cost of Service 
(Excluding Recharge Service 
Income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 
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RO247 
RO2 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service Engineering Services 

Planning and Regeneration Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Housing and Regeneration 

Highways & Transport Services 
Environmental safety routine 
maintenance 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
Engineering Services 

Employee Expenses  55,530   29,520   28,510  
Direct employee expenses  55,530   29,520   28,510  

Support Services Expenditure  52,280   52,280   53,290  
Chief Executive  370   370   380  
Corporate Services  26,710   26,710   27,040  
Community Services  21,850   21,850   22,570  
Administrative Buildings  2,750   2,750   2,700  
Other Support Services  600   600   600  

Gross Expenditure  107,810   81,800   81,800  

 81,800   81,800   107,810  
Net Cost of Service 
(Excluding Recharge Service 
Income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 
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RO440 
RO4 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service Homelessness 

Housing Delivery Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Housing and Regeneration 

Housing Services (GFRA only) 
Homelessness 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
Homelessness 

Employee Expenses  388,610   257,170   344,090  
Direct employee expenses  388,610   257,170   344,090  

Transport Related Expenses  600   500   600  
Public transport  100   100   100  
Car allowances  500   400   500  

Supplies & Services  265,570   429,500   280,570  
Equipment furniture & materials  70   70   70  
Printing, stationary & general  0   100   0  
Services  81,500   245,330   96,500  
Grants & subscriptions  8,000   8,000   8,000  
Miscellaneous expenses  176,000   176,000   176,000  

Support Services Expenditure  101,110   101,110   89,400  
Chief Executive  2,380   2,380   2,420  
Corporate Services  26,360   26,360   26,720  
Community Services  26,060   26,060   26,090  
Administrative Buildings  41,820   41,820   29,680  
Other Support Services  4,490   4,490   4,490  

Gross Expenditure  755,890   788,280   714,660  

Government grants (116,100) (104,550)  0  
Government grants (116,100) (104,550)  0  

Other grants, re-imbursements or 
contributions (150,050) (150,050) (150,050) 

Other grants or contributions (150,050) (150,050) (150,050) 

Other recharges  0  (90,870) (72,650) 
Other Recharge Income  0  (90,870) (72,650) 

Gross Income (266,150) (345,470) (222,700) 

 491,960   442,810   489,740  
Net Cost of Service 
(Excluding Recharge Service 
Income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 
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RO409 
RO4 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service Housing Development Strategy 

Housing Delivery Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Housing and Regeneration 

Housing Services (GFRA only) 
Housing strategy, advice, advs 
ena, ren 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
Housing Development Strategy 

Employee Expenses  127,430   127,430   176,470  
Direct employee expenses  127,430   127,430   176,470  

Transport Related Expenses  70   70   70  
Public transport  70   70   70  

Supplies & Services  32,600   32,600   32,600  
Equipment furniture & materials  50   50   50  
Printing, stationary & general  50   50   50  
Services  30,000   30,000   30,000  
Miscellaneous expenses  2,500   2,500   2,500  

Support Services Expenditure  58,550   58,550   64,010  
Chief Executive  690   690   700  
Corporate Services  29,700   29,700   34,770  
Community Services  26,260   26,260   26,640  
Other Support Services  1,900   1,900   1,900  

Gross Expenditure  218,650   218,650   273,150  

 273,150   218,650   218,650  
Net Cost of Service 
(Excluding Recharge Service 
Income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 
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RO409 
RO4 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service Miscellaneous Housing Services 

Housing Delivery Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Housing and Regeneration 

Housing Services (GFRA only) 
Housing strategy, advice, advs 
ena, ren 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
Miscellaneous Housing Services 

Employee Expenses  215,320   117,430   127,460  
Direct employee expenses  214,620   116,730   126,760  
Indirect employee expenses  700   700   700  

Transport Related Expenses  1,150   1,150   1,150  
Public transport  150   150   150  
Car allowances  1,000   1,000   1,000  

Supplies & Services  2,000   2,830   2,000  
Equipment furniture & materials  300   300   300  
Clothes, uniform & laundry  200   200   200  
Printing, stationary & general  600   600   600  
Services  200   200   200  
Expenses  400   400   400  
Grants & subscriptions  0   830   0  
Miscellaneous expenses  300   300   300  

Third Party Payments  0   8,000   0  
Other local authorities  0   8,000   0  

Support Services Expenditure  81,160   81,160   80,150  
Chief Executive  1,480   1,480   1,510  
Corporate Services  26,000   26,000   26,390  
Community Services  38,180   38,180   37,020  
Administrative Buildings  13,770   13,770   13,500  
Other Support Services  1,730   1,730   1,730  

Gross Expenditure  299,630   210,570   210,760  

Other grants, re-imbursements or 
contributions  0  (650)  0  

Other grants or contributions  0  (650)  0  

Customer & client receipts (100) (100) (100) 
Sales of product or materials (100) (100) (100) 

Gross Income (100) (750) (100) 

 210,660   209,820   299,530  
Net Cost of Service 
(Excluding Recharge Service 
Income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 
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RO270 
RO2 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service Miscellaneous Works Services 

Planning and Regeneration Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Housing and Regeneration 

Highways & Transport Services 
Public transport 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
Miscellaneous Works Services 

Premises Related Expenses  340   340   340  
Energy costs  340   340   340  

Supplies & Services  14,820   14,820   14,820  
Services  14,820   14,820   14,820  

Support Services Expenditure  110   110   110  
Corporate Services  110   110   110  

Gross Expenditure  15,270   15,270   15,270  

 15,270   15,270   15,270  
Net Cost of Service 
(Excluding Recharge Service 
Income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 
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RO5335 
RO5C 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service Planning Policy 

Planning and Regeneration Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Housing and Regeneration 

Planning & Development 
Planning policy 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
Planning Policy 

Employee Expenses  538,230   398,310   555,920  
Direct employee expenses  538,230   398,310   555,920  

Transport Related Expenses  14,090   14,090   14,420  
Contract leases  13,370   13,370   13,700  
Public transport  500   500   500  
Car allowances  220   220   220  

Supplies & Services  8,560   121,060   8,560  
Equipment furniture & materials  50   50   50  
Clothes, uniform & laundry  30   30   30  
Printing, stationary & general  310   310   310  
Services  0   97,500   0  
Communications & computing  0   15,000   0  
Expenses  30   30   30  
Grants & subscriptions  4,140   4,140   4,140  
Miscellaneous expenses  4,000   4,000   4,000  

Support Services Expenditure  178,430   178,430   187,540  
Chief Executive  2,450   2,450   2,510  
Corporate Services  94,770   94,770   104,480  
Community Services  53,490   53,490   53,280  
Administrative Buildings  23,080   23,080   22,630  
Other Support Services  4,640   4,640   4,640  

Gross Expenditure  739,310   711,890   766,440  

Other recharges  0  (112,500)  0  
Other Recharge Income  0  (112,500)  0  

Gross Income  0  (112,500)  0  

 766,440   599,390   739,310  
Net Cost of Service 
(Excluding Recharge Service 
Income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 
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RO521X 
RO5B 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service Private Housing Standards 

Housing Delivery Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Housing and Regeneration 

Environmental & Regulatory 
Regulatory services 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
Private Housing Standards 

Supplies & Services  3,000   3,620   3,000  
Miscellaneous expenses  3,000   3,620   3,000  

Support Services Expenditure  143,820   143,820   146,470  
Corporate Services  15,030   15,030   15,220  
Community Services  128,790   128,790   131,250  

Gross Expenditure  146,820   147,440   149,470  

Customer & client receipts (2,450) (2,450) (2,450) 
Fees and charges for services (2,450) (2,450) (2,450) 

Gross Income (2,450) (2,450) (2,450) 

 147,020   144,990   144,370  
Net Cost of Service 
(Excluding Recharge Service 
Income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 
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RO5340 
RO5C 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service Regeneration 

Planning and Regeneration Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Housing and Regeneration 

Planning & Development 
Environmental initiatives 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
Regeneration 

Employee Expenses  109,920   109,920   82,330  
Direct employee expenses  109,920   109,920   82,330  

Premises Related Expenses  0   9,000   0  
Repairs, alterations & buildings  0   9,000   0  

Transport Related Expenses  290   290   290  
Public transport  170   170   170  
Car allowances  120   120   120  

Supplies & Services  9,330   34,330   9,330  
Equipment furniture & materials  70   70   70  
Clothes, uniform & laundry  40   40   40  
Printing, stationary & general  360   360   360  
Services  7,460   32,460   7,460  
Miscellaneous expenses  1,400   1,400   1,400  

Support Services Expenditure  47,560   47,560   47,850  
Chief Executive  1,860   1,860   1,890  
Corporate Services  26,070   26,070   26,270  
Community Services  10,190   10,190   10,390  
Administrative Buildings  7,130   7,130   6,990  
Other Support Services  2,310   2,310   2,310  

Gross Expenditure  167,100   201,100   139,800  

Other grants, re-imbursements or 
contributions  0  (4,500)  0  

Other grants or contributions  0  (4,500)  0  

Other recharges  0  (25,000)  0  
Other Recharge Income  0  (25,000)  0  

Gross Income  0  (29,500)  0  

 139,800   171,600   167,100  
Net Cost of Service 
(Excluding Recharge Service 
Income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 
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RO409 
RO4 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service Renovation Property Grant 

Housing Delivery Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Housing and Regeneration 

Housing Services (GFRA only) 
Housing strategy, advice, advs 
ena, ren 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
Renovation Property Grant 

Supplies & Services  200   200   833,000  
Equipment furniture & materials  200   200   200  
Grants & subscriptions  0   0   832,800  

Support Services Expenditure  148,310   148,310   151,120  
Corporate Services  7,460   7,460   7,530  
Community Services  140,850   140,850   143,590  

Gross Expenditure  148,510   148,510   984,120  

Other grants, re-imbursements or 
contributions  0   0  (832,800) 

Other grants or contributions  0   0  (832,800) 

Gross Income  0   0  (832,800) 

 151,320   148,510   148,510  
Net Cost of Service 
(Excluding Recharge Service 
Income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 
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RO460 
RO4 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service Southfield Shaw Park Homes 

Housing Delivery Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Housing and Regeneration 

Housing Services (GFRA only) 
Other council properties-travellers 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
Southfield Shaw Park Homes 

Premises Related Expenses  64,650   64,650   64,650  
Repairs, alterations & buildings  13,330   13,330   13,330  
Energy costs  29,420   29,420   29,420  
Water services  21,900   21,900   21,900  

Support Services Expenditure  6,120   6,120   6,140  
Corporate Services  2,130   2,130   2,150  
Community Services  3,990   3,990   3,990  

Gross Expenditure  70,770   70,770   70,790  

Other grants, re-imbursements or 
contributions (36,490) (36,490) (36,490) 

Other grants or contributions (36,490) (36,490) (36,490) 

Customer & client receipts (111,430) (111,430) (111,430) 
Rents tithes way leaves etc (111,430) (111,430) (111,430) 

Gross Income (147,920) (147,920) (147,920) 

(77,130) (77,150) (77,150) 
Net Cost of Service 
(Excluding Recharge Service 
Income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 
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RS718 
RS718 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service Statutory Contribution to HRA 

Housing Delivery Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Housing and Regeneration 

Contribution to HRA Community 
Contribution to the HRA re item 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
Statutory Contribution to HRA 

Supplies & Services  10,620   10,620   10,620  
Grants & subscriptions  10,620   10,620   10,620  

Gross Expenditure  10,620   10,620   10,620  

 10,620   10,620   10,620  
Net Cost of Service 
(Excluding Recharge Service 
Income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 

Gross Total   3,400,430   3,195,350   3,494,760  
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Communities 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 

Administrative Buildings 

Gross Expenditure  1,074,710   1,024,870   975,110  
Gross Income (163,300) (163,300) (167,740) 

 807,370   861,570   911,410  Net Expenditure 

Arts and Heritage Development 

Gross Expenditure  70,170   72,750   69,900  
Gross Income (5,850) (6,470) (6,350) 

 63,550   66,280   64,320  Net Expenditure 

Building Services (STG) 

Gross Expenditure  58,830   0   0  

 0   0   58,830  Net Expenditure 

Canal Basin 

Gross Expenditure  700   700   710  

 710   700   700  Net Expenditure 

CCTV 

Gross Expenditure  184,900   184,010   185,410  

 185,410   184,010   184,900  Net Expenditure 

Central Support Services 

Gross Expenditure  174,470   174,400   171,150  
Gross Income (171,170) (171,170) (171,610) 

(460)  3,230   3,300  Net Expenditure 

Community Events 

Produced on 16/01/2019 16:47:18 
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Communities 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
Gross Expenditure  163,910   198,600   164,500  
Gross Income (19,750) (19,750) (34,750) 

 129,750   178,850   144,160  Net Expenditure 

Community Engagement 

Gross Expenditure  95,740   84,120   65,740  

 65,740   84,120   95,740  Net Expenditure 

Community Safety 

Gross Expenditure  418,900   477,680   477,970  
Gross Income (76,300) (135,080) (76,400) 

 401,570   342,600   342,600  Net Expenditure 

Communications Team 

Gross Expenditure  210,410   200,410   206,860  
Gross Income (12,000) (15,000) (22,000) 

 184,860   185,410   198,410  Net Expenditure 

Corporate Health and Safety 

Gross Expenditure  86,200   47,890   0  

 0   47,890   86,200  Net Expenditure 

Council and Civic Expenses 

Gross Expenditure  925,880   925,490   930,150  

 930,150   925,490   925,880  Net Expenditure 

Customer Services 

Gross Expenditure  1,039,540   992,440   1,059,130  
Gross Income (149,270) (149,270) (149,270) 

Produced on 16/01/2019 16:47:18 
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Communities 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
 909,860   843,170   890,270  Net Expenditure 

Democratic Services 

Gross Expenditure  344,970   344,950   346,250  

 346,250   344,950   344,970  Net Expenditure 

Director Communities 

Gross Expenditure  127,660   127,660   130,070  

 130,070   127,660   127,660  Net Expenditure 

District Shopping Centre 

Gross Expenditure  167,970   74,250   78,730  
Gross Income (253,770) (253,770) (292,130) 

(213,400) (179,520) (85,800) Net Expenditure 

Dog Control 

Gross Expenditure  86,270   86,270   87,640  
Gross Income (7,500) (7,500) (7,500) 

 80,140   78,770   78,770  Net Expenditure 

Economic and Rural Affairs 

Gross Expenditure  270,040   195,880   261,220  
Gross Income  0  (1,300)  0  

 261,220   194,580   270,040  Net Expenditure 

Election Expenses 

Gross Expenditure  80,650   85,530   202,170  
Gross Income  0  (4,880)  0  

 202,170   80,650   80,650  Net Expenditure 

Produced on 16/01/2019 16:47:18 
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Communities 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 

Environmental Health Admin 

Gross Expenditure  813,420   722,550   787,450  

 787,450   722,550   813,420  Net Expenditure 

Food Hygiene & Food Safety 

Gross Expenditure  147,080   147,080   150,010  
Gross Income (500) (500) (500) 

 149,510   146,580   146,580  Net Expenditure 

Go Trade 

Gross Expenditure  171,300   131,650   171,300  
Gross Income (171,300) (131,650) (171,300) 

 0   0   0  Net Expenditure 

The Grand 

Gross Expenditure  0   186,500   128,420  
Gross Income  0  (186,500) (128,420) 

 0   0   0  Net Expenditure 

Health & Community Development 

Gross Expenditure  18,290   18,130   18,330  

 18,330   18,130   18,290  Net Expenditure 

Health & Safety 

Gross Expenditure  65,090   65,090   66,040  
Gross Income (600) (600) (600) 

 65,440   64,490   64,490  Net Expenditure 
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Communities 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 

Horticulture Parks Open Spaces 

Gross Expenditure  8,680   30,350   9,610  
Gross Income  0  (20,580)  0  

 9,610   9,770   8,680  Net Expenditure 

Individual Elector Registration 

Gross Expenditure  164,690   176,820   167,620  
Gross Income (3,010) (15,140) (3,010) 

 164,610   161,680   161,680  Net Expenditure 

Industrial Estates 

Gross Expenditure  63,420   62,960   73,130  
Gross Income (510,060) (510,060) (554,740) 

(481,610) (447,100) (446,640) Net Expenditure 

Investment Properties 

Gross Expenditure  60,150   75,770   60,950  
Gross Income (734,210) (1,126,630) (1,181,730) 

(1,120,780) (1,050,860) (674,060) Net Expenditure 

Land Charges 

Gross Expenditure  128,000   128,160   128,000  
Gross Income (128,000) (128,000) (128,000) 

 0   160   0  Net Expenditure 

Legal Services 

Gross Expenditure  485,180   526,610   534,110  

 534,110   526,610   485,180  Net Expenditure 
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Communities 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 

Leisure Centres 

Gross Expenditure  382,850   390,560   343,150  
Gross Income (310,480) (310,480) (294,650) 

 48,500   80,080   72,370  Net Expenditure 

Licences 

Gross Expenditure  168,350   135,720   445,460  
Gross Income (81,090) (100,270) (337,870) 

 107,590   35,450   87,260  Net Expenditure 

Market 

Gross Expenditure  223,630   186,630   199,270  
Gross Income (103,500) (66,500) (80,500) 

 118,770   120,130   120,130  Net Expenditure 

Miscellaneous Financial Assistance 

Gross Expenditure  101,900   101,900   101,900  

 101,900   101,900   101,900  Net Expenditure 

Miscellaneous Property Holding 

Gross Expenditure  12,760   12,760   18,320  
Gross Income (16,580) (16,580) (14,080) 

 4,240  (3,820) (3,820) Net Expenditure 

Human Resources 

Gross Expenditure  330,020   307,360   309,660  

 309,660   307,360   330,020  Net Expenditure 
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Communities 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 

Pollution Control 

Gross Expenditure  279,890   283,020   285,650  
Gross Income (12,020) (15,150) (7,040) 

 278,610   267,870   267,870  Net Expenditure 

Property Services 

Gross Expenditure  489,590   489,440   568,250  

 568,250   489,440   489,590  Net Expenditure 

Public Carriage Administration 

Gross Expenditure  64,140   65,140   76,340  
Gross Income (73,800) (74,800) (74,730) 

 1,610  (9,660) (9,660) Net Expenditure 

Public Conveniences 

Gross Expenditure  64,340   67,290   50,530  
Gross Income (250) (250) (250) 

 50,280   67,040   64,090  Net Expenditure 

Public Health and Wellbeing 

Gross Expenditure  302,040   312,160   272,000  
Gross Income (45,030) (54,800) (19,520) 

 252,480   257,360   257,010  Net Expenditure 

Recruitment and Training Expense 

Gross Expenditure  73,750   96,750   73,750  

 73,750   96,750   73,750  Net Expenditure 
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Communities 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 

Reprographics 

Gross Expenditure  347,460   323,820   327,050  
Gross Income (107,610) (107,610) (107,610) 

 219,440   216,210   239,850  Net Expenditure 

Rodent & Pest Control 

Gross Expenditure  17,580   17,580   17,960  
Gross Income (4,500) (4,500) (4,500) 

 13,460   13,080   13,080  Net Expenditure 

Sports Development and Comm Rec 

Gross Expenditure  242,780   247,990   284,640  
Gross Income (22,230) (22,230) (21,850) 

 262,790   225,760   220,550  Net Expenditure 

St George's Centre 

Gross Expenditure  1,170   911,590   1,203,060  
Gross Income (195,000) (959,170) (1,181,860) 

 21,200  (47,580) (193,830) Net Expenditure 

Town Pontoon 

Gross Expenditure  78,810   83,400   89,420  

 89,420   83,400   78,810  Net Expenditure 

Tourism 

Gross Expenditure  131,720   131,960   137,450  
Gross Income (10,350) (10,350) (13,350) 

 124,100   121,610   121,370  Net Expenditure 
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Communities 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 

Town Centre Initiative 

Gross Expenditure  183,790   198,560   163,390  
Gross Income (46,960) (46,960) (33,300) 

 130,090   151,600   136,830  Net Expenditure 

Town Pier 

Gross Expenditure  34,780   40,050   19,260  
Gross Income (19,640) (24,150) (3,000) 

 16,260   15,900   15,140  Net Expenditure 

Town Services 

Gross Expenditure  10,390   10,390   10,560  

 10,560   10,390   10,390  Net Expenditure 

The Woodville 

Gross Expenditure  1,115,680   1,099,490   1,079,840  
Gross Income (595,920) (595,920) (595,920) 

 483,920   503,570   519,760  Net Expenditure 
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RO6489 
RO6A 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service Administrative Buildings 

Performance and Administration Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Communities 

Central Services 
Management & support services 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
Administrative Buildings 

Employee Expenses  228,440   207,720   213,430  
Direct employee expenses  228,440   207,720   213,430  

Premises Related Expenses  468,760   437,540   382,760  
Repairs, alterations & buildings  205,590   174,370   119,590  
Energy costs  105,890   105,890   105,890  
Rates  136,870   136,870   136,870  
Water services  5,310   5,310   5,310  
Fixtures & fittings  750   750   750  
Cleaning & domestic supplies  14,350   14,350   14,350  

Transport Related Expenses  2,830   2,830   3,510  
Transport recharges  2,830   2,830   3,510  

Supplies & Services  61,270   63,370   63,370  
Equipment furniture & materials  6,640   6,640   6,640  
Catering  0   4,500   4,500  
Clothes, uniform & laundry  300   300   300  
Services  34,560   32,160   32,160  
Miscellaneous expenses  19,770   19,770   19,770  

Support Services Expenditure  313,410   313,410   312,040  
Chief Executive  2,260   2,260   2,300  
Corporate Services  79,460   79,460   77,020  
Community Services  650   650   42,480  
Other Support Services  231,040   231,040   190,240  

Gross Expenditure  1,074,710   1,024,870   975,110  

Customer & client receipts (163,300) (163,300) (167,740) 
Rents tithes way leaves etc (163,300) (163,300) (167,740) 

Gross Income (163,300) (163,300) (167,740) 

 807,370   861,570   911,410  
Net Cost of Service 
(Excluding Recharge Service 
Income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 
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RO501 
RO5A 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service Arts and Heritage Development 

Community Services Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Communities 

Cultural & Related Services 
Culture & heritage 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
Arts and Heritage Development 

Employee Expenses  22,530   22,530   23,280  
Direct employee expenses  22,530   22,530   23,280  

Premises Related Expenses  6,370   9,860   6,370  
Repairs, alterations & buildings  6,270   9,760   6,270  
Fixtures & fittings  100   100   100  

Transport Related Expenses  150   150   150  
Car allowances  150   150   150  

Supplies & Services  20,970   20,060   19,540  
Equipment furniture & materials  100   100   100  
Services  7,730   6,820   6,300  
Communications & computing  340   340   340  
Grants & subscriptions  11,300   11,300   11,300  
Miscellaneous expenses  1,500   1,500   1,500  

Transfer Payments  600   600   600  
Other transfer payments  600   600   600  

Support Services Expenditure  19,550   19,550   19,960  
Chief Executive  380   380   380  
Corporate Services  11,510   11,510   11,890  
Community Services  5,240   5,240   5,300  
Administrative Buildings  1,650   1,650   1,620  
Other Support Services  770   770   770  

Gross Expenditure  70,170   72,750   69,900  

Customer & client receipts (5,850) (5,850) (6,350) 
Rents tithes way leaves etc (5,850) (5,850) (6,350) 

Other recharges  0  (620)  0  
Other Recharge Income  0  (620)  0  

Gross Income (5,850) (6,470) (6,350) 

 63,550   66,280   64,320  
Net Cost of Service 
(Excluding Recharge Service 
Income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 
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RO5310 
RO5C 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service Building Services (STG) 

Planning and Regeneration Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Communities 

Planning & Development 
Building control 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
Building Services (STG) 

Supplies & Services  50,850   0   0  
Services  50,850   0   0  

Support Services Expenditure  7,980   0   0  
Community Services  7,980   0   0  

Gross Expenditure  58,830   0   0  

 0   0   58,830  
Net Cost of Service 
(Excluding Recharge Service 
Income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 
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RO503 
RO5A 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service Canal Basin 

Planning and Regeneration Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Communities 

Cultural & Related Services 
Open spaces 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
Canal Basin 

Premises Related Expenses  480   480   480  
Rents  480   480   480  

Support Services Expenditure  220   220   230  
Corporate Services  220   220   230  

Gross Expenditure  700   700   710  

 710   700   700  
Net Cost of Service 
(Excluding Recharge Service 
Income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 
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RO5231 
RO5B 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service CCTV 

Environmental Services Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Communities 

Environmental & Regulatory 
Community safety 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
CCTV 

Premises Related Expenses  770   770   770  
Energy costs  770   770   770  

Supplies & Services  182,940   182,050   183,450  
Equipment furniture & materials  20,000   20,000   20,000  
Services  162,440   161,550   161,550  
Grants & subscriptions  500   500   1,900  

Support Services Expenditure  1,190   1,190   1,190  
Corporate Services  780   780   780  
Other Support Services  410   410   410  

Gross Expenditure  184,900   184,010   185,410  

 185,410   184,010   184,900  
Net Cost of Service 
(Excluding Recharge Service 
Income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 
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RO6489 
RO6A 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service Central Support Services 

Leader Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Communities 

Central Services 
Management & support services 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
Central Support Services 

Transport Related Expenses  2,370   2,370   0  
Contract leases  2,370   2,370   0  

Supplies & Services  168,540   168,470   168,470  
Services  70   0   0  
Communications & computing  168,470   168,470   168,470  

Support Services Expenditure  3,560   3,560   2,680  
Corporate Services  3,560   3,560   2,680  

Gross Expenditure  174,470   174,400   171,150  

Other recharges (171,170) (171,170) (171,610) 
Other Recharge Income (171,170) (171,170) (171,610) 

Gross Income (171,170) (171,170) (171,610) 

(460)  3,230   3,300  
Net Cost of Service 
(Excluding Recharge Service 
Income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 
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RO502 
RO5A 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service Community Events 

Community Services Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Communities 

Cultural & Related Services 
Recreation & sport 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
Community Events 

Employee Expenses  6,120   6,120   6,240  
Direct employee expenses  6,120   6,120   6,240  

Premises Related Expenses  1,400   590   1,400  
Repairs, alterations & buildings  810   0   810  
Energy costs  590   590   590  

Supplies & Services  116,760   152,260   116,760  
Equipment furniture & materials  500   500   500  
Services  83,320   114,320   83,320  
Expenses  0   1,000   0  
Grants & subscriptions  7,000   7,000   7,000  
Miscellaneous expenses  25,940   29,440   25,940  

Support Services Expenditure  39,630   39,630   40,100  
Corporate Services  5,120   5,120   5,220  
Community Services  34,510   34,510   34,880  

Gross Expenditure  163,910   198,600   164,500  

Customer & client receipts (19,750) (19,750) (34,750) 
Fees and charges for services (19,750) (19,750) (34,750) 

Gross Income (19,750) (19,750) (34,750) 

 129,750   178,850   144,160  
Net Cost of Service 
(Excluding Recharge Service 
Income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 
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RO5360 
RO5C 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service Community Engagement 

Leader Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Communities 

Planning & Development 
Community development 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
Community Engagement 

Employee Expenses  1,020   1,020   1,020  
Direct employee expenses  1,020   1,020   1,020  

Transport Related Expenses  150   150   150  
Public transport  150   150   150  

Supplies & Services  94,520   82,900   64,520  
Services  15,470   15,470   15,470  
Communications & computing  50   50   50  
Grants & subscriptions  29,000   29,000   29,000  
Miscellaneous expenses  50,000   38,380   20,000  

Support Services Expenditure  50   50   50  
Other Support Services  50   50   50  

Gross Expenditure  95,740   84,120   65,740  

Gross Income  0   0   0  

 65,740   84,120   95,740  
Net Cost of Service 
(Excluding Recharge Service 
Income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 
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RO5231 
RO5B 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service Community Safety 

Environmental Services Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Communities 

Environmental & Regulatory 
Community safety 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
Community Safety 

Employee Expenses  222,750   222,750   282,370  
Direct employee expenses  222,750   222,750   282,370  

Transport Related Expenses  100   100   100  
Public transport  50   50   50  
Car allowances  50   50   50  

Supplies & Services  106,530   165,310   106,630  
Equipment furniture & materials  0   4,500   0  
Grants & subscriptions  91,530   145,810   91,630  
Miscellaneous expenses  15,000   15,000   15,000  

Support Services Expenditure  89,520   89,520   88,870  
Chief Executive  780   780   2,180  
Corporate Services  43,240   43,240   40,910  
Community Services  33,660   33,660   34,100  
Administrative Buildings  8,260   8,260   8,100  
Other Support Services  3,580   3,580   3,580  

Gross Expenditure  418,900   477,680   477,970  

Government grants (76,300) (95,540) (76,400) 
Government grants (76,300) (95,540) (76,400) 

Other grants, re-imbursements or 
contributions  0  (35,040)  0  

Other grants or contributions  0  (35,040)  0  

Other recharges  0  (4,500)  0  
Other Recharge Income  0  (4,500)  0  

Gross Income (76,300) (135,080) (76,400) 

 401,570   342,600   342,600  
Net Cost of Service 
(Excluding Recharge Service 
Income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 
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RO6489 
RO6A 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service Communications Team 

Leader Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Communities 

Central Services 
Management & support services 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
Communications Team 

Employee Expenses  105,730   89,200   102,160  
Direct employee expenses  105,730   89,200   102,160  

Transport Related Expenses  320   320   320  
Public transport  100   100   100  
Car allowances  220   220   220  

Supplies & Services  83,750   90,280   83,750  
Printing, stationary & general  130   130   130  
Services  7,190   13,720   7,190  
Communications & computing  37,010   37,010   37,010  
Miscellaneous expenses  39,420   39,420   39,420  

Support Services Expenditure  20,610   20,610   20,630  
Chief Executive  1,440   1,440   1,470  
Corporate Services  9,800   9,800   9,910  
Community Services  660   660   680  
Administrative Buildings  7,190   7,190   7,050  
Other Support Services  1,520   1,520   1,520  

Gross Expenditure  210,410   200,410   206,860  

Customer & client receipts (12,000) (15,000) (22,000) 
Fees and charges for services (12,000) (15,000) (22,000) 

Gross Income (12,000) (15,000) (22,000) 

 184,860   185,410   198,410  
Net Cost of Service 
(Excluding Recharge Service 
Income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 
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RO6410 
RO6A 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service Corporate Health and Safety 

Leader Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Communities 

Central Services 
Corporate & democratic core 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
Corporate Health and Safety 

Employee Expenses  38,310   0   0  
Direct employee expenses  38,310   0   0  

Support Services Expenditure  47,890   47,890   0  
Community Services  47,890   47,890   0  

Gross Expenditure  86,200   47,890   0  

 0   47,890   86,200  
Net Cost of Service 
(Excluding Recharge Service 
Income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 
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RO6410 
RO6A 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service Council and Civic Expenses 

Leader Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Communities 

Central Services 
Corporate & democratic core 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
Council and Civic Expenses 

Employee Expenses  27,390   26,990   27,420  
Direct employee expenses  22,240   22,240   22,670  
Indirect employee expenses  5,150   4,750   4,750  

Transport Related Expenses  5,770   5,770   8,440  
Contract leases  5,130   5,130   5,300  
Public transport  640   640   640  
Car allowances  0   0   2,500  

Supplies & Services  314,540   314,550   323,230  
Catering  0   400   400  
Clothes, uniform & laundry  150   150   150  
Printing, stationary & general  150   150   0  
Services  770   380   380  
Communications & computing  1,000   1,000   4,900  
Members allowances  305,050   305,050   310,880  
Expenses  3,100   3,100   1,400  
Miscellaneous expenses  4,320   4,320   5,120  

Support Services Expenditure  578,180   578,180   571,060  
Chief Executive  26,460   26,460   28,540  
Corporate Services  291,320   291,320   300,490  
Community Services  92,670   92,670   94,390  
Administrative Buildings  167,300   167,300   147,210  
Other Support Services  430   430   430  

Gross Expenditure  925,880   925,490   930,150  

Gross Income  0   0   0  

 930,150   925,490   925,880  
Net Cost of Service 
(Excluding Recharge Service 
Income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 
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RO6489 
RO6A 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service Customer Services 

Community Services Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Communities 

Central Services 
Management & support services 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
Customer Services 

Employee Expenses  737,240   690,140   759,560  
Direct employee expenses  737,240   690,140   759,560  

Transport Related Expenses  200   200   200  
Public transport  50   50   50  
Car allowances  150   150   150  

Supplies & Services  29,210   29,210   39,130  
Equipment furniture & materials  810   810   1,610  
Clothes, uniform & laundry  1,830   1,830   1,830  
Services  22,570   22,570   31,690  
Communications & computing  4,000   4,000   4,000  

Support Services Expenditure  272,890   272,890   260,240  
Chief Executive  4,980   4,980   6,460  
Corporate Services  173,900   173,900   178,690  
Community Services  3,910   3,910   3,980  
Administrative Buildings  75,540   75,540   56,630  
Other Support Services  14,560   14,560   14,480  

Gross Expenditure  1,039,540   992,440   1,059,130  
Other grants, re-imbursements or 
contributions 

(137,520) (137,520) (137,520) 
Other grants or contributions (137,520) (137,520) (137,520) 

Customer & client receipts (11,750) (11,750) (11,750) 
Sales of product or materials (11,200) (11,200) (11,200) 
Fees and charges for services (550) (550) (550) 

Gross Income (149,270) (149,270) (149,270) 

 909,860   843,170   890,270  
Net Cost of Service 
(Excluding Recharge Service 
Income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 
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RO6489 
RO6A 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service Democratic Services 

Leader Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Communities 

Central Services 
Management & support services 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
Democratic Services 

Employee Expenses  260,370   260,370   262,610  
Direct employee expenses  260,370   260,370   262,610  

Transport Related Expenses  720   720   720  
Public transport  500   500   500  
Car allowances  220   220   220  

Supplies & Services  10,220   10,200   10,200  
Equipment furniture & materials  40   40   40  
Printing, stationary & general  9,530   9,530   9,530  
Services  20   0   0  
Expenses  360   360   360  
Grants & subscriptions  270   270   270  

Support Services Expenditure  73,660   73,660   72,720  
Chief Executive  2,710   2,710   4,150  
Corporate Services  39,310   39,310   37,330  
Community Services  1,320   1,320   1,340  
Administrative Buildings  22,030   22,030   21,610  
Other Support Services  8,290   8,290   8,290  

Gross Expenditure  344,970   344,950   346,250  

 346,250   344,950   344,970  
Net Cost of Service 
(Excluding Recharge Service 
Income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 
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RO6489 
RO6A 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service Director Communities 

Leader Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Communities 

Central Services 
Management & support services 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
Director Communities 

Employee Expenses  123,820   123,820   126,280  
Direct employee expenses  123,820   123,820   126,280  

Transport Related Expenses  200   200   200  
Public transport  200   200   200  

Support Services Expenditure  3,640   3,640   3,590  
Chief Executive  330   330   330  
Corporate Services  150   150   150  
Administrative Buildings  2,750   2,750   2,700  
Other Support Services  410   410   410  

Gross Expenditure  127,660   127,660   130,070  

 130,070   127,660   127,660  
Net Cost of Service 
(Excluding Recharge Service 
Income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 
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RO5352 
RO5C 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service District Shopping Centre 

Performance and Administration Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Communities 

Planning & Development 
Business Support 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
District Shopping Centre 

Premises Related Expenses  110,600   16,350   17,600  
Repairs, alterations & buildings  108,300   14,050   15,300  
Energy costs  700   700   700  
Rates  1,100   1,100   1,100  
Water services  500   500   500  

Supplies & Services  5,570   6,100   6,100  
Services  5,570   6,100   6,100  

Support Services Expenditure  51,800   51,800   55,030  
Corporate Services  50,550   50,550   53,780  
Other Support Services  1,250   1,250   1,250  

Gross Expenditure  167,970   74,250   78,730  

Customer & client receipts (253,770) (253,770) (292,130) 
Rents tithes way leaves etc (253,770) (253,770) (292,130) 

Gross Income (253,770) (253,770) (292,130) 

(213,400) (179,520) (85,800) 
Net Cost of Service 
(Excluding Recharge Service 
Income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 
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RO521X 
RO5B 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service Dog Control 

Environmental Services Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Communities 

Environmental & Regulatory 
Regulatory services 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
Dog Control 

Supplies & Services  27,700   27,700   27,700  
Equipment furniture & materials  200   200   200  
Clothes, uniform & laundry  100   100   100  
Services  27,400   27,400   27,400  

Support Services Expenditure  58,570   58,570   59,940  
Corporate Services  2,680   2,680   2,710  
Community Services  55,890   55,890   57,230  

Gross Expenditure  86,270   86,270   87,640  

Customer & client receipts (7,500) (7,500) (7,500) 
Fees and charges for services (7,500) (7,500) (7,500) 

Gross Income (7,500) (7,500) (7,500) 

 80,140   78,770   78,770  
Net Cost of Service 
(Excluding Recharge Service 
Income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 
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RO6489 
RO6A 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service Economic and Rural Affairs 

Leader Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Communities 

Central Services 
Management & support services 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
Economic and Rural Affairs 

Employee Expenses  220,190   146,030   209,640  
Direct employee expenses  220,190   146,030   209,640  

Transport Related Expenses  5,070   5,070   5,140  
Contract leases  4,730   4,730   4,800  
Public transport  200   200   200  
Car allowances  140   140   140  

Supplies & Services  7,600   7,600   7,600  
Services  7,560   7,560   7,560  
Expenses  40   40   40  

Third Party Payments  1,000   1,000   1,000  
Other local authorities  1,000   1,000   1,000  

Support Services Expenditure  36,180   36,180   37,840  
Chief Executive  760   760   2,170  
Corporate Services  23,760   23,760   24,140  
Community Services  1,690   1,690   1,720  
Administrative Buildings  8,260   8,260   8,100  
Other Support Services  1,710   1,710   1,710  

Gross Expenditure  270,040   195,880   261,220  

Other grants, re-imbursements or 
contributions  0  (1,300)  0  

Other grants or contributions  0  (1,300)  0  

Gross Income  0  (1,300)  0  

 261,220   194,580   270,040  
Net Cost of Service 
(Excluding Recharge Service 
Income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 
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RO6441 
RO6A 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service Election Expenses 

Leader Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Communities 

Central Services 
Elections 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
Election Expenses 

Employee Expenses  0   0   120,000  
Direct employee expenses  0   0   120,000  

Supplies & Services  240   240   240  
Printing, stationary & general  240   240   240  

Support Services Expenditure  80,410   85,290   81,930  
Corporate Services  56,570   56,570   57,900  
Community Services  7,980   7,980   8,170  
Other Support Services  15,860   20,740   15,860  

Gross Expenditure  80,650   85,530   202,170  

Other grants, re-imbursements or 
contributions  0  (4,880)  0  

Other grants or contributions  0  (4,880)  0  

Gross Income  0  (4,880)  0  

 202,170   80,650   80,650  
Net Cost of Service 
(Excluding Recharge Service 
Income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 
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RO521X 
RO5B 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service Environmental Health Admin 

Environmental Services Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Communities 

Environmental & Regulatory 
Regulatory services 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
Environmental Health Admin 

Employee Expenses  609,250   519,230   584,100  
Direct employee expenses  609,250   519,230   584,100  

Transport Related Expenses  23,350   23,350   23,880  
Contract leases  20,670   20,670   21,200  
Public transport  440   440   440  
Car allowances  2,240   2,240   2,240  

Supplies & Services  3,080   4,730   2,100  
Printing, stationary & general  70   70   70  
Services  1,540   3,190   690  
Communications & computing  630   630   500  
Expenses  840   840   840  

Third Party Payments  20,600   18,100   21,010  
Other local authorities  20,600   18,100   21,010  

Support Services Expenditure  157,140   157,140   156,360  
Chief Executive  4,390   4,390   4,470  
Corporate Services  101,900   101,900   100,310  
Community Services  2,860   2,860   4,310  
Administrative Buildings  37,580   37,580   36,860  
Other Support Services  10,410   10,410   10,410  

Gross Expenditure  813,420   722,550   787,450  

 787,450   722,550   813,420  
Net Cost of Service 
(Excluding Recharge Service 
Income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 
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RO521X 
RO5B 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service Food Hygiene & Food Safety 

Environmental Services Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Communities 

Environmental & Regulatory 
Regulatory services 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
Food Hygiene & Food Safety 

Supplies & Services  2,910   2,910   2,410  
Equipment furniture & materials  840   840   840  
Printing, stationary & general  100   100   100  
Services  1,470   1,470   1,470  
Miscellaneous expenses  500   500   0  

Support Services Expenditure  144,170   144,170   147,600  
Corporate Services  450   450   450  
Community Services  143,720   143,720   147,150  

Gross Expenditure  147,080   147,080   150,010  

Customer & client receipts (500) (500) (500) 
Sales of product or materials (500) (500) (500) 

Gross Income (500) (500) (500) 

 149,510   146,580   146,580  
Net Cost of Service 
(Excluding Recharge Service 
Income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 
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RO5350 
RO5C 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service Go Trade 

Leader Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Communities 

Planning & Development 
Economic development 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
Go Trade 

Employee Expenses  69,650   30,000   69,650  
Direct employee expenses  69,650   30,000   69,650  

Transport Related Expenses  4,950   4,950   4,950  
Public transport  4,950   4,950   4,950  

Supplies & Services  96,700   96,700   96,700  
Equipment furniture & materials  17,220   17,220   17,220  
Printing, stationary & general  10,450   10,450   10,450  
Services  64,090   64,090   64,090  
Expenses  4,940   4,940   4,940  

Gross Expenditure  171,300   131,650   171,300  

Government grants (171,300) (131,650) (171,300) 
Government grants (171,300) (131,650) (171,300) 

Gross Income (171,300) (131,650) (171,300) 

 0   0   0  
Net Cost of Service 
(Excluding Recharge Service 
Income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 
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RO5360 
RO5C 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service The Grand 

Community Services Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Communities 

Planning & Development 
Community development 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
The Grand 

Employee Expenses  0   127,810   128,420  
Direct employee expenses  0   127,810   128,420  

Transport Related Expenses  0   850   0  
Public transport  0   100   0  
Car allowances  0   750   0  

Supplies & Services  0   44,460   0  
Printing, stationary & general  0   500   0  
Services  0   43,300   0  
Communications & computing  0   660   0  

Support Services Expenditure  0   13,380   0  
Other Support Services  0   13,380   0  

Gross Expenditure  0   186,500   128,420  

Other grants, re-imbursements or 
contributions  0  (153,440) (124,170) 

Other grants or contributions  0  (153,440) (124,170) 

Other recharges  0  (33,060) (4,250) 
Other Recharge Income  0  (33,060) (4,250) 

Gross Income  0  (186,500) (128,420) 

 0   0   0  
Net Cost of Service 
(Excluding Recharge Service 
Income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 
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RO5360 
RO5C 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service Health & Community Development 

Environmental Services Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Communities 

Planning & Development 
Community development 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
Health & Community Development 

Supplies & Services  3,160   3,000   3,000  
Services  160   0   0  
Grants & subscriptions  3,000   3,000   3,000  

Support Services Expenditure  15,130   15,130   15,330  
Corporate Services  9,400   9,400   9,530  
Community Services  5,730   5,730   5,800  

Gross Expenditure  18,290   18,130   18,330  

 18,330   18,130   18,290  
Net Cost of Service 
(Excluding Recharge Service 
Income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 
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RO521X 
RO5B 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service Health & Safety 

Environmental Services Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Communities 

Environmental & Regulatory 
Regulatory services 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
Health & Safety 

Supplies & Services  1,000   1,000   410  
Equipment furniture & materials  60   60   60  
Clothes, uniform & laundry  50   50   50  
Printing, stationary & general  100   100   100  
Services  200   200   200  
Miscellaneous expenses  590   590   0  

Support Services Expenditure  64,090   64,090   65,630  
Corporate Services  220   220   230  
Community Services  63,870   63,870   65,400  

Gross Expenditure  65,090   65,090   66,040  

Customer & client receipts (600) (600) (600) 
Fees and charges for services (600) (600) (600) 

Gross Income (600) (600) (600) 

 65,440   64,490   64,490  
Net Cost of Service 
(Excluding Recharge Service 
Income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 
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RO501 
RO5A 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service Horticulture Parks Open Spaces 

Environmental Services Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Communities 

Cultural & Related Services 
Culture & heritage 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
Horticulture Parks Open Spaces 

Premises Related Expenses  3,760   4,360   3,760  
Repairs, alterations & buildings  3,600   3,900   3,600  
Energy costs  140   440   140  
Fixtures & fittings  20   20   20  

Supplies & Services  2,460   23,530   3,250  
Services  2,460   23,530   3,250  

Support Services Expenditure  2,460   2,460   2,600  
Corporate Services  2,460   2,460   2,600  

Gross Expenditure  8,680   30,350   9,610  

Other recharges  0  (20,580)  0  
Other Recharge Income  0  (20,580)  0  

Gross Income  0  (20,580)  0  

 9,610   9,770   8,680  
Net Cost of Service 
(Excluding Recharge Service 
Income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 
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RO6441 
RO6A 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service Individual Elector Registration 

Leader Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Communities 

Central Services 
Elections 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
Individual Elector Registration 

Transport Related Expenses  1,000   1,000   1,000  
Public transport  1,000   1,000   1,000  

Supplies & Services  38,500   50,630   38,540  
Equipment furniture & materials  1,270   1,270   1,270  
Printing, stationary & general  6,310   6,310   6,310  
Services  11,520   23,650   11,560  
Communications & computing  18,300   18,300   18,300  
Expenses  850   850   850  
Grants & subscriptions  250   250   250  

Support Services Expenditure  125,190   125,190   128,080  
Corporate Services  110,460   110,460   113,160  
Community Services  7,980   7,980   8,170  
Other Support Services  6,750   6,750   6,750  

Gross Expenditure  164,690   176,820   167,620  

Government grants  0  (12,130)  0  
Government grants  0  (12,130)  0  

Customer & client receipts (3,010) (3,010) (3,010) 
Sales of product or materials (2,910) (2,910) (2,910) 
Fees and charges for services (100) (100) (100) 

Gross Income (3,010) (15,140) (3,010) 

 164,610   161,680   161,680  
Net Cost of Service 
(Excluding Recharge Service 
Income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 
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RS731 
TSR 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service Industrial Estates 

Leader Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Communities 

Trading Accounts 
External Trading Accounts net 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
Industrial Estates 

Premises Related Expenses  1,550   1,540   1,550  
Repairs, alterations & buildings  1,550   1,540   1,550  

Supplies & Services  490   40   40  
Services  490   40   40  

Support Services Expenditure  61,380   61,380   71,540  
Corporate Services  61,380   61,380   71,540  

Gross Expenditure  63,420   62,960   73,130  

Customer & client receipts (510,060) (510,060) (554,740) 
Rents tithes way leaves etc (510,060) (510,060) (554,740) 

Gross Income (510,060) (510,060) (554,740) 

(481,610) (447,100) (446,640) 
Net Cost of Service 
(Excluding Recharge Service 
Income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 
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RS731 
TSR 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service Investment Properties 

Performance and Administration Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Communities 

Trading Accounts 
External Trading Accounts net 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
Investment Properties 

Premises Related Expenses  49,820   65,440   40,000  
Repairs, alterations & buildings  29,650   45,270   29,920  
Rates  0   0   10,080  
Water services  20,170   20,170   0  

Support Services Expenditure  10,330   10,330   20,950  
Corporate Services  10,330   10,330   20,950  

Gross Expenditure  60,150   75,770   60,950  

Customer & client receipts (734,210) (1,111,010) (1,181,730) 
Rents tithes way leaves etc (734,210) (1,111,010) (1,181,730) 

Other recharges  0  (15,620)  0  
Other Recharge Income  0  (15,620)  0  

Gross Income (734,210) (1,126,630) (1,181,730) 

(1,120,780) (1,050,860) (674,060) 
Net Cost of Service 
(Excluding Recharge Service 
Income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 
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RO6460 
RO6A 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service Land Charges 

Environmental Services Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Communities 

Central Services 
Local land charges 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
Land Charges 

Employee Expenses  55,960   55,960   57,640  
Direct employee expenses  55,960   55,960   57,640  

Supplies & Services  7,430   7,590   7,590  
Services  4,600   4,760   4,760  
Communications & computing  160   160   160  
Expenses  2,500   2,500   2,500  
Grants & subscriptions  170   170   170  

Support Services Expenditure  64,610   64,610   62,770  
Chief Executive  740   740   750  
Corporate Services  53,380   53,380   51,540  
Community Services  3,990   3,990   4,090  
Administrative Buildings  5,510   5,510   5,400  
Other Support Services  990   990   990  

Gross Expenditure  128,000   128,160   128,000  

Customer & client receipts (128,000) (128,000) (128,000) 
Sales of product or materials (128,000) (128,000) (128,000) 

Gross Income (128,000) (128,000) (128,000) 

 0   160   0  
Net Cost of Service 
(Excluding Recharge Service 
Income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 
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RO6489 
RO6A 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service Legal Services 

Leader Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Communities 

Central Services 
Management & support services 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
Legal Services 

Third Party Payments  399,600   441,030   447,690  
Other local authorities  399,600   441,030   447,690  

Support Services Expenditure  85,580   85,580   86,420  
Chief Executive  2,390   2,390   2,440  
Corporate Services  62,770   62,770   63,840  
Community Services  1,430   1,430   1,460  
Administrative Buildings  16,520   16,520   16,210  
Other Support Services  2,470   2,470   2,470  

Gross Expenditure  485,180   526,610   534,110  

Gross Income  0   0   0  

 534,110   526,610   485,180  
Net Cost of Service 
(Excluding Recharge Service 
Income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 
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RO502 
RO5A 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service Leisure Centres 

Community Services Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Communities 

Cultural & Related Services 
Recreation & sport 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
Leisure Centres 

Premises Related Expenses  248,320   248,320   163,100  
Repairs, alterations & buildings  210,350   210,350   150,350  
Fixtures & fittings  10,250   10,250   10,250  
Grounds maintenance costs  27,720   27,720   2,500  

Supplies & Services  37,430   45,140   38,100  
Equipment furniture & materials  7,040   7,040   0  
Services  30,390   38,100   38,100  

Support Services Expenditure  97,100   97,100   141,950  
Corporate Services  40,460   40,460   52,360  
Community Services  50,820   50,820   53,860  
Operational Services  0   0   32,260  
Other Support Services  5,820   5,820   3,470  

Gross Expenditure  382,850   390,560   343,150  
Other grants, re-imbursements or 

contributions 
(266,220) (266,220) (247,400) 

Other grants or contributions (266,220) (266,220) (247,400) 

Customer & client receipts (44,260) (44,260) (47,250) 
Rents tithes way leaves etc (44,260) (44,260) (47,250) 

Gross Income (310,480) (310,480) (294,650) 

 48,500   80,080   72,370  
Net Cost of Service 
(Excluding Recharge Service 
Income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 
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RO521X 
RO5B 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service Licences 

Environmental Services Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Communities 

Environmental & Regulatory 
Regulatory services 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
Licences 

Employee Expenses  78,340   37,710   270,820  
Direct employee expenses  78,090   37,460   270,570  
Indirect employee expenses  250   250   250  

Transport Related Expenses  380   380   19,680  
Public transport  80   80   15,380  
Car allowances  300   300   4,300  

Supplies & Services  2,240   10,240   38,220  
Equipment furniture & materials  970   8,970   8,170  
Clothes, uniform & laundry  40   40   40  
Printing, stationary & general  50   50   1,750  
Services  100   100   12,100  
Communications & computing  800   800   12,100  
Expenses  0   0   300  
Grants & subscriptions  280   280   760  
Miscellaneous expenses  0   0   3,000  

Support Services Expenditure  87,390   87,390   116,740  
Chief Executive  580   580   590  
Corporate Services  24,310   24,310   46,930  
Community Services  55,890   55,890   57,220  
Administrative Buildings  5,510   5,510   5,400  
Other Support Services  1,100   1,100   6,600  

Gross Expenditure  168,350   135,720   445,460  

Other grants, re-imbursements or 
contributions  0  (11,180) (256,610) 

Other grants or contributions  0  (11,180) (256,610) 

Customer & client receipts (81,090) (81,090) (81,260) 
Sales of product or materials (81,090) (81,090) (81,260) 

Other recharges  0  (8,000)  0  
Other Recharge Income  0  (8,000)  0  

Gross Income (81,090) (100,270) (337,870) 

 107,590   35,450   87,260  
Net Cost of Service 
(Excluding Recharge Service 
Income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 
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RO5350 
RO5C 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service Market 

Community Services Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Communities 

Planning & Development 
Economic development 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
Market 

Employee Expenses  106,580   89,580   94,910  
Direct employee expenses  106,580   89,580   94,910  

Premises Related Expenses  60,430   45,430   50,430  
Repairs, alterations & buildings  37,250   22,250   27,250  
Energy costs  8,000   8,000   8,000  
Rates  9,480   9,480   9,480  
Water services  3,700   3,700   3,700  
Cleaning & domestic supplies  2,000   2,000   2,000  

Supplies & Services  22,480   17,480   19,330  
Services  15,500   13,300   15,500  
Communications & computing  5,480   2,680   600  
Grants & subscriptions  0   0   1,730  
Miscellaneous expenses  1,500   1,500   1,500  

Support Services Expenditure  34,140   34,140   34,600  
Chief Executive  620   620   640  
Corporate Services  4,620   4,620   4,850  
Community Services  28,900   28,900   29,110  

Gross Expenditure  223,630   186,630   199,270  
Other grants, re-imbursements or 

contributions 
(3,000) (3,000) (3,000) 

Other grants or contributions (3,000) (3,000) (3,000) 

Customer & client receipts (100,500) (63,500) (77,500) 
Sales of product or materials (500) (500)  0  
Rents tithes way leaves etc (100,000) (63,000) (77,500) 

Gross Income (103,500) (66,500) (80,500) 

 118,770   120,130   120,130  
Net Cost of Service 
(Excluding Recharge Service 
Income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 
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RO6470 
RO6A 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service Miscellaneous Financial Assistance 

Leader Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Communities 

Central Services 
General grants, bequests & don 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
Miscellaneous Financial Assistance 

Supplies & Services  101,900   101,900   101,900  
Grants & subscriptions  101,900   101,900   101,900  

Gross Expenditure  101,900   101,900   101,900  

Gross Income  0   0   0  

 101,900   101,900   101,900  
Net Cost of Service 
(Excluding Recharge Service 
Income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 
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RO5350 
RO5C 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service Miscellaneous Property Holding 

Performance and Administration Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Communities 

Planning & Development 
Economic development 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
Miscellaneous Property Holding 

Premises Related Expenses  450   450   450  
Grounds maintenance costs  450   450   450  

Supplies & Services  2,590   2,590   2,590  
Services  2,590   2,590   2,590  

Support Services Expenditure  9,720   9,720   15,280  
Corporate Services  9,720   9,720   15,280  

Gross Expenditure  12,760   12,760   18,320  

Customer & client receipts (16,580) (16,580) (14,080) 
Rents tithes way leaves etc (16,580) (16,580) (14,080) 

Gross Income (16,580) (16,580) (14,080) 

 4,240  (3,820) (3,820) 
Net Cost of Service 
(Excluding Recharge Service 
Income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 
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RO6489 
RO6A 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service Human Resources 

Leader Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Communities 

Central Services 
Management & support services 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
Human Resources 

Employee Expenses  150,960   670   670  
Direct employee expenses  150,960   670   670  

Transport Related Expenses  200   200   200  
Public transport  150   150   150  
Car allowances  50   50   50  

Supplies & Services  9,620   9,620   9,620  
Communications & computing  4,800   4,800   4,800  
Grants & subscriptions  4,820   4,820   4,820  

Third Party Payments  88,320   215,950   218,310  
Other local authorities  88,320   215,950   218,310  

Support Services Expenditure  80,920   80,920   80,860  
Chief Executive  2,340   2,340   2,380  
Corporate Services  64,130   64,130   64,240  
Administrative Buildings  11,010   11,010   10,800  
Other Support Services  3,440   3,440   3,440  

Gross Expenditure  330,020   307,360   309,660  

 309,660   307,360   330,020  
Net Cost of Service 
(Excluding Recharge Service 
Income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 
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RO521X 
RO5B 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service Pollution Control 

Environmental Services Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Communities 

Environmental & Regulatory 
Regulatory services 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
Pollution Control 

Supplies & Services  37,550   37,780   37,550  
Equipment furniture & materials  13,700   13,930   13,700  
Clothes, uniform & laundry  60   60   60  
Printing, stationary & general  1,000   1,000   1,000  
Services  21,590   21,590   21,590  
Grants & subscriptions  1,200   1,200   1,200  

Support Services Expenditure  242,340   245,240   248,100  
Corporate Services  2,820   2,820   2,850  
Community Services  239,520   239,520   245,250  
Other Support Services  0   2,900   0  

Gross Expenditure  279,890   283,020   285,650  

Other grants, re-imbursements or 
contributions  0  (2,900)  0  

Other grants or contributions  0  (2,900)  0  

Customer & client receipts (12,020) (12,020) (7,040) 
Sales of product or materials (380) (380) (380) 
Fees and charges for services (11,640) (11,640) (6,660) 

Other recharges  0  (230)  0  
Other Recharge Income  0  (230)  0  

Gross Income (12,020) (15,150) (7,040) 

 278,610   267,870   267,870  
Net Cost of Service 
(Excluding Recharge Service 
Income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 
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RO6489 
RO6A 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service Property Services 

Performance and Administration Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Communities 

Central Services 
Management & support services 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
Property Services 

Employee Expenses  373,630   373,630   452,240  
Direct employee expenses  370,230   370,230   448,840  
Indirect employee expenses  3,400   3,400   3,400  

Transport Related Expenses  600   600   600  
Public transport  200   200   200  
Car allowances  400   400   400  

Supplies & Services  14,080   13,930   13,930  
Equipment furniture & materials  200   200   200  
Clothes, uniform & laundry  160   160   160  
Printing, stationary & general  3,250   3,250   3,250  
Services  170   20   20  
Communications & computing  10,300   10,300   10,300  

Support Services Expenditure  101,280   101,280   101,480  
Chief Executive  2,150   2,150   2,190  
Corporate Services  68,030   68,030   68,550  
Community Services  3,910   3,910   3,980  
Administrative Buildings  22,440   22,440   22,010  
Other Support Services  4,750   4,750   4,750  

Gross Expenditure  489,590   489,440   568,250  

 568,250   489,440   489,590  
Net Cost of Service 
(Excluding Recharge Service 
Income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 
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RO521X 
RO5B 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service Public Carriage Administration 

Environmental Services Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Communities 

Environmental & Regulatory 
Regulatory services 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
Public Carriage Administration 

Employee Expenses  1,500   1,500   1,500  
Direct employee expenses  1,500   1,500   1,500  

Premises Related Expenses  720   1,720   720  
Rents  720   1,720   720  

Supplies & Services  2,710   2,710   4,410  
Equipment furniture & materials  60   60   60  
Services  2,410   2,410   4,110  
Communications & computing  240   240   240  

Support Services Expenditure  59,210   59,210   69,710  
Corporate Services  2,480   2,480   11,820  
Community Services  56,540   56,540   57,700  
Other Support Services  190   190   190  

Gross Expenditure  64,140   65,140   76,340  

Customer & client receipts (73,800) (74,800) (74,730) 
Sales of product or materials (70,800) (70,800) (71,730) 
Fees and charges for services (3,000) (4,000) (3,000) 

Gross Income (73,800) (74,800) (74,730) 

 1,610  (9,660) (9,660) 
Net Cost of Service 
(Excluding Recharge Service 
Income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 
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RO521X 
RO5B 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service Public Conveniences 

Environmental Services Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Communities 

Environmental & Regulatory 
Regulatory services 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
Public Conveniences 

Premises Related Expenses  26,890   28,830   24,890  
Repairs, alterations & buildings  12,490   14,430   10,490  
Energy costs  4,660   4,660   4,660  
Rates  7,590   7,590   7,590  
Water services  2,140   2,140   2,140  
Fixtures & fittings  10   10   10  

Supplies & Services  13,970   14,980   13,480  
Equipment furniture & materials  4,440   4,440   4,440  
Clothes, uniform & laundry  80   80   80  
Services  9,450   10,460   8,960  

Support Services Expenditure  23,480   23,480   12,160  
Chief Executive  1,140   1,140   1,160  
Corporate Services  10,620   10,620   11,000  
Community Services  11,720   11,720   0  

Gross Expenditure  64,340   67,290   50,530  

Customer & client receipts (250) (250) (250) 
Sales of product or materials (250) (250) (250) 

Gross Income (250) (250) (250) 

 50,280   67,040   64,090  
Net Cost of Service 
(Excluding Recharge Service 
Income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 
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RO6489 
RO6A 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service Public Health and Wellbeing 

Leader Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Communities 

Central Services 
Management & support services 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
Public Health and Wellbeing 

Employee Expenses  130,270   130,270   133,120  
Direct employee expenses  130,270   130,270   133,120  

Premises Related Expenses  0   9,770   0  
Repairs, alterations & buildings  0   9,770   0  

Transport Related Expenses  1,150   1,150   1,150  
Contract leases  750   750   750  
Public transport  200   200   200  
Car allowances  200   200   200  

Supplies & Services  35,930   36,280   10,410  
Services  10,060   10,410   10,410  
Grants & subscriptions  25,870   25,870   0  

Support Services Expenditure  134,690   134,690   127,320  
Chief Executive  1,390   1,390   1,420  
Corporate Services  96,070   96,070   88,250  
Community Services  25,900   25,900   26,510  
Administrative Buildings  9,940   9,940   9,750  
Other Support Services  1,390   1,390   1,390  

Gross Expenditure  302,040   312,160   272,000  

Other grants, re-imbursements or 
contributions (45,030) (45,030) (19,520) 

Other grants or contributions (45,030) (45,030) (19,520) 

Other recharges  0  (9,770)  0  
Other Recharge Income  0  (9,770)  0  

Gross Income (45,030) (54,800) (19,520) 

 252,480   257,360   257,010  
Net Cost of Service 
(Excluding Recharge Service 
Income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 
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RO6489 
RO6A 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service Recruitment and Training Expense 

Leader Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Communities 

Central Services 
Management & support services 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
Recruitment and Training Expense 

Employee Expenses  73,750   96,750   73,750  
Direct employee expenses  2,000   2,000   2,000  
Indirect employee expenses  71,750   94,750   71,750  

Gross Expenditure  73,750   96,750   73,750  

Gross Income  0   0   0  

 73,750   96,750   73,750  
Net Cost of Service 
(Excluding Recharge Service 
Income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 
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RO6489 
RO6A 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service Reprographics 

Leader Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Communities 

Central Services 
Management & support services 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
Reprographics 

Employee Expenses  127,050   107,870   114,620  
Direct employee expenses  127,050   107,870   114,620  

Premises Related Expenses  7,020   5,020   7,020  
Repairs, alterations & buildings  7,020   5,020   7,020  

Supplies & Services  130,780   128,320   121,320  
Equipment furniture & materials  84,670   84,670   84,670  
Printing, stationary & general  46,000   43,650   36,650  
Services  110   0   0  

Support Services Expenditure  82,610   82,610   84,090  
Chief Executive  1,440   1,440   2,850  
Corporate Services  23,840   23,840   24,150  
Community Services  130   130   130  
Administrative Buildings  12,640   12,640   12,400  
Other Support Services  44,560   44,560   44,560  

Gross Expenditure  347,460   323,820   327,050  

Other recharges (107,610) (107,610) (107,610) 
Other Recharge Income (107,610) (107,610) (107,610) 

Gross Income (107,610) (107,610) (107,610) 

 219,440   216,210   239,850  
Net Cost of Service 
(Excluding Recharge Service 
Income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 
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RO521X 
RO5B 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service Rodent & Pest Control 

Environmental Services Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Communities 

Environmental & Regulatory 
Regulatory services 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
Rodent & Pest Control 

Supplies & Services  1,500   1,500   1,500  
Services  1,500   1,500   1,500  

Support Services Expenditure  16,080   16,080   16,460  
Corporate Services  110   110   110  
Community Services  15,970   15,970   16,350  

Gross Expenditure  17,580   17,580   17,960  

Customer & client receipts (4,500) (4,500) (4,500) 
Sales of product or materials (4,500) (4,500) (4,500) 

Gross Income (4,500) (4,500) (4,500) 

 13,460   13,080   13,080  
Net Cost of Service 
(Excluding Recharge Service 
Income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 
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RO502 
RO5A 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service Sports Development and Comm Rec 

Community Services Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Communities 

Cultural & Related Services 
Recreation & sport 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
Sports Development and Comm Rec 

Employee Expenses  99,580   106,520   145,740  
Direct employee expenses  99,580   106,520   145,740  

Premises Related Expenses  52,000   50,040   52,000  
Repairs, alterations & buildings  2,550   590   2,550  
Energy costs  11,500   11,500   11,500  
Rents  2,150   2,150   2,150  
Water services  6,020   6,020   6,020  
Fixtures & fittings  610   610   610  
Cleaning & domestic supplies  1,100   1,100   1,100  
Grounds maintenance costs  28,070   28,070   28,070  

Transport Related Expenses  12,920   12,920   7,570  
Transport recharges  12,370   12,370   7,020  
Public transport  50   50   50  
Car allowances  500   500   500  

Supplies & Services  36,950   37,180   37,600  
Equipment furniture & materials  2,250   2,250   2,250  
Clothes, uniform & laundry  300   300   300  
Printing, stationary & general  2,030   2,030   2,030  
Services  27,890   28,120   28,540  
Communications & computing  130   130   130  
Expenses  500   500   500  
Grants & subscriptions  3,850   3,850   3,850  

Third Party Payments  1,300   1,300   1,300  
Transport operators  1,300   1,300   1,300  

Transfer Payments  2,000   2,000   2,000  
Other transfer payments  2,000   2,000   2,000  

Support Services Expenditure  38,030   38,030   38,430  
Chief Executive  680   680   690  
Corporate Services  8,540   8,540   8,780  
Community Services  21,450   21,450   21,710  
Administrative Buildings  5,510   5,510   5,400  
Other Support Services  1,850   1,850   1,850  

Gross Expenditure  242,780   247,990   284,640  

Other grants, re-imbursements or 
contributions (620) (620) (620) 

Other grants or contributions (620) (620) (620) 

Customer & client receipts (21,610) (21,610) (21,230) 
Sales of product or materials (320) (320) (320) 
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RO502 
RO5A 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service Sports Development and Comm Rec 

Community Services Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Communities 

Cultural & Related Services 
Recreation & sport 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
Fees and charges for services (14,790) (14,790) (14,410) 
Rents tithes way leaves etc (6,500) (6,500) (6,500) 

Gross Income (22,230) (22,230) (21,850) 

 262,790   225,760   220,550  
Net Cost of Service 
(Excluding Recharge Service 
Income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 
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RS731 
TSR 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service St George's Centre 

Performance and Administration Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Communities 

Trading Accounts 
External Trading Accounts net 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
St George's Centre 

Supplies & Services  0   910,420   1,181,860  
Services  0   910,420   1,181,860  

Support Services Expenditure  1,170   1,170   21,200  
Corporate Services  1,170   1,170   21,200  

Gross Expenditure  1,170   911,590   1,203,060  

Customer & client receipts (195,000) (959,170) (1,181,860) 
Rents tithes way leaves etc (195,000) (959,170) (1,181,860) 

Gross Income (195,000) (959,170) (1,181,860) 

 21,200  (47,580) (193,830) 
Net Cost of Service 
(Excluding Recharge Service 
Income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 
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RO280 
RO2 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service Town Pontoon 

Planning and Regeneration Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Communities 

Highways & Transport Services 
Airports harbours & toll facil 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
Town Pontoon 

Premises Related Expenses  500   500   10,500  
Repairs, alterations & buildings  0   0   10,000  
Cleaning & domestic supplies  500   500   500  

Supplies & Services  61,870   66,460   61,460  
Equipment furniture & materials  17,790   17,790   17,790  
Services  39,080   43,670   43,670  
Miscellaneous expenses  5,000   5,000   0  

Support Services Expenditure  16,440   16,440   17,460  
Corporate Services  16,440   16,440   17,460  

Gross Expenditure  78,810   83,400   89,420  

 89,420   83,400   78,810  
Net Cost of Service 
(Excluding Recharge Service 
Income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 
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RO504 
RO5A 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service Tourism 

Community Services Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Communities 

Cultural & Related Services 
Tourism 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
Tourism 

Employee Expenses  47,550   47,550   48,530  
Direct employee expenses  47,550   47,550   48,530  

Premises Related Expenses  0   400   0  
Repairs, alterations & buildings  0   400   0  

Transport Related Expenses  250   250   250  
Public transport  100   100   100  
Car allowances  150   150   150  

Supplies & Services  17,560   17,400   20,200  
Equipment furniture & materials  5,950   5,950   3,950  
Clothes, uniform & laundry  250   250   250  
Services  460   300   800  
Expenses  2,900   2,900   7,200  
Grants & subscriptions  8,000   8,000   8,000  

Support Services Expenditure  66,360   66,360   68,470  
Chief Executive  1,150   1,150   2,550  
Corporate Services  43,070   43,070   43,620  
Community Services  20,580   20,580   20,740  
Other Support Services  1,560   1,560   1,560  

Gross Expenditure  131,720   131,960   137,450  

Customer & client receipts (10,350) (10,350) (13,350) 
Sales of product or materials (9,850) (9,850) (13,350) 
Fees and charges for services (500) (500)  0  

Gross Income (10,350) (10,350) (13,350) 

 124,100   121,610   121,370  
Net Cost of Service 
(Excluding Recharge Service 
Income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 
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RO504 
RO5A 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service Town Centre Initiative 

Leader Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Communities 

Cultural & Related Services 
Tourism 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
Town Centre Initiative 

Employee Expenses  74,560   83,750   53,780  
Direct employee expenses  74,560   83,750   53,780  

Premises Related Expenses  220   220   220  
Water services  220   220   220  

Transport Related Expenses  50   50   50  
Car allowances  50   50   50  

Supplies & Services  62,500   68,080   62,500  
Printing, stationary & general  3,500   9,080   3,500  
Services  500   500   500  
Expenses  4,000   4,000   4,000  
Miscellaneous expenses  54,500   54,500   54,500  

Support Services Expenditure  46,460   46,460   46,840  
Chief Executive  740   740   750  
Corporate Services  4,820   4,820   4,920  
Community Services  31,610   31,610   31,860  
Operational Services  9,210   9,210   9,230  
Other Support Services  80   80   80  

Gross Expenditure  183,790   198,560   163,390  
Other grants, re-imbursements or 

contributions 
(31,960) (31,960) (5,000) 

Other grants or contributions (31,960) (31,960) (5,000) 

Customer & client receipts (15,000) (15,000) (28,300) 
Sales of product or materials (15,000) (15,000) (10,000) 
Fees and charges for services  0   0  (18,300) 

Gross Income (46,960) (46,960) (33,300) 

 130,090   151,600   136,830  
Net Cost of Service 
(Excluding Recharge Service 
Income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 
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RO280 
RO2 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service Town Pier 

Planning and Regeneration Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Communities 

Highways & Transport Services 
Airports harbours & toll facil 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
Town Pier 

Premises Related Expenses  0   21,470   0  
Repairs, alterations & buildings  0   21,470   0  

Supplies & Services  17,240   1,040   1,040  
Services  16,640   440   440  
Communications & computing  600   600   600  

Support Services Expenditure  17,540   17,540   18,220  
Corporate Services  17,540   17,540   18,220  

Gross Expenditure  34,780   40,050   19,260  
Other grants, re-imbursements or 

contributions 
(16,640) (16,640)  0  

Other grants or contributions (16,640) (16,640)  0  

Customer & client receipts (3,000) (3,000) (3,000) 
Rents tithes way leaves etc (3,000) (3,000) (3,000) 

Other recharges  0  (4,510)  0  
Other Recharge Income  0  (4,510)  0  

Gross Income (19,640) (24,150) (3,000) 

 16,260   15,900   15,140  
Net Cost of Service 
(Excluding Recharge Service 
Income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 
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RO5350 
RO5C 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service Town Services 

Leader Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Communities 

Planning & Development 
Economic development 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
Town Services 

Premises Related Expenses  1,000   1,000   1,000  
Grounds maintenance costs  1,000   1,000   1,000  

Supplies & Services  1,000   1,000   1,000  
Clothes, uniform & laundry  500   500   500  
Miscellaneous expenses  500   500   500  

Support Services Expenditure  8,390   8,390   8,560  
Chief Executive  420   420   420  
Corporate Services  6,430   6,430   6,570  
Community Services  1,300   1,300   1,330  
Other Support Services  240   240   240  

Gross Expenditure  10,390   10,390   10,560  

 10,560   10,390   10,390  
Net Cost of Service 
(Excluding Recharge Service 
Income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 
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RO501 
RO5A 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service The Woodville 

Community Services Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Communities 

Cultural & Related Services 
Culture & heritage 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
The Woodville 

Employee Expenses  518,950   474,220   535,060  
Direct employee expenses  518,950   474,220   535,060  

Premises Related Expenses  169,420   182,120   119,420  
Repairs, alterations & buildings  50,000   27,700   0  
Energy costs  60,450   60,450   60,450  
Rates  25,570   25,570   25,570  
Water services  5,320   5,320   5,320  
Fixtures & fittings  2,080   37,080   2,080  
Cleaning & domestic supplies  26,000   26,000   26,000  

Supplies & Services  268,150   283,990   263,990  
Equipment furniture & materials  43,390   43,390   43,390  
Catering  108,000   103,500   103,500  
Clothes, uniform & laundry  800   800   800  
Printing, stationary & general  2,550   2,550   2,550  
Services  105,910   126,250   106,250  
Expenses  6,000   6,000   6,000  
Miscellaneous expenses  1,500   1,500   1,500  

Transfer Payments  5,600   5,600   5,600  
Other transfer payments  5,600   5,600   5,600  

Support Services Expenditure  153,560   153,560   155,770  
Chief Executive  4,900   4,900   4,990  
Corporate Services  79,420   79,420   81,430  
Community Services  5,870   5,870   5,980  
Other Support Services  63,370   63,370   63,370  

Gross Expenditure  1,115,680   1,099,490   1,079,840  

Customer & client receipts (595,920) (595,920) (595,920) 
Sales of product or materials (276,000) (276,000) (276,000) 
Fees and charges for services (319,920) (319,920) (319,920) 

Gross Income (595,920) (595,920) (595,920) 

 483,920   503,570   519,760  
Net Cost of Service 
(Excluding Recharge Service 
Income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 

Gross Total   7,898,510   7,626,260   8,313,090  
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Environment and Operations 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 

Allotments 

Gross Expenditure  71,520   71,520   74,100  
Gross Income (12,020) (12,020) (12,020) 

 62,080   59,500   59,500  Net Expenditure 

Cemeteries and Burial Admin 

Gross Expenditure  513,930   486,990   515,450  
Gross Income (195,600) (200,600) (199,070) 

 316,380   286,390   318,330  Net Expenditure 

Director Environment and Operations 

Gross Expenditure  145,580   145,580   148,170  

 148,170   145,580   145,580  Net Expenditure 

Emergency Planning 

Gross Expenditure  0   0   9,280  

 9,280   0   0  Net Expenditure 

Horticulture Parks Open Spaces 

Gross Expenditure  761,520   772,700   1,412,480  
Gross Income (28,730) (28,730) (21,960) 

 1,390,520   743,970   732,790  Net Expenditure 

Operational Services 

Gross Expenditure  1,000,240   1,351,510   1,022,570  
Gross Income (205,080) (555,080) (215,080) 

 807,490   796,430   795,160  Net Expenditure 

Produced on 16/01/2019 16:47:18 
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Environment and Operations 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 

Parking Car Parks 

Gross Expenditure  392,710   384,170   388,460  
Gross Income (1,622,130) (1,623,610) (1,727,290) 

(1,338,830) (1,239,440) (1,229,420) Net Expenditure 

Parking Decriminalisation 

Gross Expenditure  692,570   679,320   883,080  
Gross Income (598,800) (598,800) (794,100) 

 88,980   80,520   93,770  Net Expenditure 

Recycling 

Gross Expenditure  1,168,290   1,189,130   1,291,210  
Gross Income (648,350) (871,000) (815,000) 

 476,210   318,130   519,940  Net Expenditure 

Refuse Collection 

Gross Expenditure  921,270   938,380   1,045,690  
Gross Income (57,000) (102,000) (57,000) 

 988,690   836,380   864,270  Net Expenditure 

Trade Refuse Collection 

Gross Expenditure  431,070   433,210   426,120  
Gross Income (465,690) (465,690) (486,740) 

(60,620) (32,480) (34,620) Net Expenditure 

Street Cleansing 

Gross Expenditure  1,075,770   1,185,760   1,394,780  
Gross Income (2,000) (2,000) (3,650) 

 1,391,130   1,183,760   1,073,770  Net Expenditure 

Produced on 16/01/2019 16:47:18 
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Environment and Operations 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 

Audit Fee and Bank Charges 

Gross Expenditure  173,300   161,040   161,040  
Gross Income (33,590) (30,280) (30,280) 

 130,760   130,760   139,710  Net Expenditure 

Audit and Performance 

Gross Expenditure  546,070   530,520   559,670  

 559,670   530,520   546,070  Net Expenditure 

Central Support Services 

Gross Expenditure  166,260   166,170   166,190  
Gross Income (166,260) (166,260) (166,190) 

 0  (90)  0  Net Expenditure 

Corporate Management Expenses 

Gross Expenditure  1,311,330   1,355,840   1,206,120  
Gross Income  0  (226,200)  0  

 1,206,120   1,129,640   1,311,330  Net Expenditure 

Council Tax Collection 

Gross Expenditure  1,018,810   1,048,810   1,031,090  
Gross Income (569,730) (599,730) (569,730) 

 461,360   449,080   449,080  Net Expenditure 

Director Corporate Services 

Gross Expenditure  272,140   315,540   132,170  
Gross Income (149,500) (192,900)  0  

 132,170   122,640   122,640  Net Expenditure 

Produced on 16/01/2019 16:47:18 
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RO503 
RO5A 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service Allotments 

Environmental Services Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Environment and Operations 

Cultural & Related Services 
Open spaces 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
Allotments 

Premises Related Expenses  13,500   13,500   13,500  
Water services  3,000   3,000   3,000  
Grounds maintenance costs  10,500   10,500   10,500  

Transport Related Expenses  1,740   1,740   1,760  
Transport recharges  1,740   1,740   1,760  

Supplies & Services  60   60   60  
Grants & subscriptions  60   60   60  

Support Services Expenditure  56,220   56,220   58,780  
Corporate Services  1,640   1,640   1,690  
Community Services  27,510   27,510   28,060  
Operational Services  21,740   21,740   29,030  
Other Support Services  5,330   5,330   0  

Gross Expenditure  71,520   71,520   74,100  

Customer & client receipts (12,020) (12,020) (12,020) 
Rents tithes way leaves etc (12,020) (12,020) (12,020) 

Gross Income (12,020) (12,020) (12,020) 

 62,080   59,500   59,500  
Net Cost of Service 
(Excluding Recharge Service 
Income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 
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RO5210 
RO5B 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service Cemeteries and Burial Admin 

Environmental Services Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Environment and Operations 

Environmental & Regulatory 
Cemetery, cremation & mortuary 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
Cemeteries and Burial Admin 

Employee Expenses  277,200   266,870   295,150  
Direct employee expenses  276,450   266,120   294,400  
Indirect employee expenses  750   750   750  

Premises Related Expenses  97,310   74,490   70,310  
Repairs, alterations & buildings  44,680   15,570   17,680  
Energy costs  4,640   4,640   4,640  
Rates  12,880   12,880   12,880  
Water services  2,140   2,140   2,140  
Fixtures & fittings  600   600   600  
Cleaning & domestic supplies  280   280   280  
Grounds maintenance costs  32,090   38,380   32,090  

Transport Related Expenses  25,990   25,990   24,130  
Transport recharges  23,000   23,000   21,060  
Contract leases  2,820   2,820   2,900  
Public transport  30   30   30  
Car allowances  140   140   140  

Supplies & Services  8,520   14,730   9,730  
Equipment furniture & materials  3,680   8,680   3,680  
Clothes, uniform & laundry  200   200   200  
Printing, stationary & general  100   100   100  
Services  4,540   5,750   5,750  

Support Services Expenditure  104,910   104,910   116,130  
Chief Executive  2,440   2,440   2,500  
Corporate Services  26,400   26,400   32,830  
Community Services  650   650   660  
Operational Services  63,120   63,120   78,510  
Other Support Services  12,300   12,300   1,630  

Gross Expenditure  513,930   486,990   515,450  

Customer & client receipts (195,600) (195,600) (199,070) 
Fees and charges for services (195,600) (195,600) (199,070) 

Other recharges  0  (5,000)  0  
Other Recharge Income  0  (5,000)  0  

Gross Income (195,600) (200,600) (199,070) 
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RO5210 
RO5B 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service Cemeteries and Burial Admin 

Environmental Services Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Environment and Operations 

Environmental & Regulatory 
Cemetery, cremation & mortuary 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 

 316,380   286,390   318,330  
Net Cost of Service 
(Excluding Recharge Service 
Income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 
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RO6489 
RO6A 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service Director Environment and Operations 

Leader Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Environment and Operations 

Central Services 
Management & support services 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
Director Environment and Operations 

Employee Expenses  117,780   117,780   120,110  
Direct employee expenses  117,780   117,780   120,110  

Transport Related Expenses  6,740   6,740   6,870  
Contract leases  6,670   6,670   6,800  
Public transport  70   70   70  

Supplies & Services  110   110   110  
Printing, stationary & general  40   40   40  
Communications & computing  30   30   30  
Expenses  40   40   40  

Support Services Expenditure  20,950   20,950   21,080  
Chief Executive  430   430   430  
Corporate Services  16,730   16,730   16,910  
Community Services  130   130   130  
Administrative Buildings  2,750   2,750   2,700  
Other Support Services  910   910   910  

Gross Expenditure  145,580   145,580   148,170  

 148,170   145,580   145,580  
Net Cost of Service 
(Excluding Recharge Service 
Income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 
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RO6450 
RO6A 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service Emergency Planning 

Leader Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Environment and Operations 

Central Services 
Emergency planning 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
Emergency Planning 

Supplies & Services  0   0   9,280  
Services  0   0   9,280  

Gross Expenditure  0   0   9,280  

 9,280   0   0  
Net Cost of Service 
(Excluding Recharge Service 
Income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 
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RO503 
RO5A 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service Horticulture Parks Open Spaces 

Environmental Services Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Environment and Operations 

Cultural & Related Services 
Open spaces 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
Horticulture Parks Open Spaces 

Employee Expenses  200   200   606,780  
Direct employee expenses  0   0   606,580  
Indirect employee expenses  200   200   200  

Premises Related Expenses  177,300   176,200   123,800  
Repairs, alterations & buildings  93,600   88,510   44,100  
Energy costs  4,940   4,940   4,940  
Rents  600   600   600  
Rates  2,400   2,400   2,400  
Water services  9,080   9,080   9,080  
Fixtures & fittings  21,770   21,770   21,770  
Grounds maintenance costs  44,910   48,900   40,910  

Transport Related Expenses  90,650   90,650   97,840  
Direct transport costs  0   0   6,500  
Transport recharges  90,650   90,650   91,340  

Supplies & Services  52,210   64,490   68,490  
Equipment furniture & materials  46,410   46,410   50,410  
Services  5,800   18,080   18,080  

Support Services Expenditure  441,160   441,160   515,570  
Chief Executive  1,400   1,400   2,810  
Corporate Services  68,530   68,530   63,770  
Community Services  21,510   21,510   21,830  
Operational Services  92,280   92,280   426,970  
Other Support Services  257,440   257,440   190  

Gross Expenditure  761,520   772,700   1,412,480  

Other grants, re-imbursements or 

contributions (270) (270) (270) 
Other grants or contributions (270) (270) (270) 

Customer & client receipts (28,460) (28,460) (21,690) 
Sales of product or materials (4,270) (4,270) (500) 
Fees and charges for services (3,000) (3,000)  0  
Rents tithes way leaves etc (21,190) (21,190) (21,190) 

Gross Income (28,730) (28,730) (21,960) 

 1,390,520   743,970   732,790  
Net Cost of Service 
(Excluding Recharge Service 
Income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 
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RO6489 
RO6A 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service Operational Services 

Environmental Services Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Environment and Operations 

Central Services 
Management & support services 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
Operational Services 

Employee Expenses  205,610   205,610   209,520  
Direct employee expenses  194,820   194,820   209,520  
Indirect employee expenses  10,790   10,790   0  

Premises Related Expenses  132,990   145,350   132,990  
Repairs, alterations & buildings  48,810   61,170   48,810  
Energy costs  20,500   20,500   20,500  
Rates  57,680   57,680   57,680  
Water services  6,000   6,000   6,000  

Transport Related Expenses  32,420   32,420   31,280  
Transport recharges  22,820   22,820   21,680  
Contract leases  8,300   8,300   8,300  
Public transport  500   500   500  
Car allowances  800   800   800  

Supplies & Services  60,010   70,650   61,370  
Equipment furniture & materials  1,230   1,230   1,230  
Clothes, uniform & laundry  25,000   25,000   25,000  
Printing, stationary & general  9,000   9,000   9,000  
Services  19,680   30,320   21,040  
Communications & computing  4,000   4,000   4,000  
Grants & subscriptions  100   100   100  
Miscellaneous expenses  1,000   1,000   1,000  

Support Services Expenditure  569,210   897,480   587,410  
Chief Executive  7,640   7,640   7,780  
Corporate Services  311,560   311,560   324,500  
Community Services  7,550   7,550   7,690  
Operational Services  115,230   115,230   120,210  
Other Support Services  127,230   455,500   127,230  

Gross Expenditure  1,000,240   1,351,510   1,022,570  

Customer & client receipts (205,080) (535,080) (215,080) 
Sales of product or materials  0   0  (10,000) 
Fees and charges for services (205,080) (535,080) (205,080) 

Other recharges  0  (20,000)  0  
Other Recharge Income  0  (20,000)  0  

Gross Income (205,080) (555,080) (215,080) 
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RO6489 
RO6A 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service Operational Services 

Environmental Services Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Environment and Operations 

Central Services 
Management & support services 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 

 807,490   796,430   795,160  
Net Cost of Service 
(Excluding Recharge Service 
Income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 
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RO250 
RO2 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service Parking Car Parks 

Environmental Services Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Environment and Operations 

Highways & Transport Services 
Traffic management & road safe 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
Parking Car Parks 

Premises Related Expenses  227,300   228,900   227,300  
Energy costs  600   600   600  
Rents  29,600   29,600   29,600  
Rates  192,440   192,440   192,440  
Cleaning & domestic supplies  1,340   1,340   1,340  
Grounds maintenance costs  3,320   4,920   3,320  

Transport Related Expenses  2,830   2,830   7,020  
Transport recharges  2,830   2,830   7,020  

Supplies & Services  45,670   54,050   43,970  
Equipment furniture & materials  19,070   20,550   19,370  
Services  25,170   32,070   23,170  
Grants & subscriptions  0   720   720  
Miscellaneous expenses  1,430   710   710  

Support Services Expenditure  116,910   98,390   110,170  
Corporate Services  13,640   13,640   14,270  
Community Services  95,830   77,310   95,900  
Other Support Services  7,440   7,440   0  

Gross Expenditure  392,710   384,170   388,460  

Other grants, re-imbursements or 
contributions (65,000) (65,000) (65,000) 

Other grants or contributions (65,000) (65,000) (65,000) 

Customer & client receipts (1,557,130) (1,557,130) (1,662,290) 
Sales of product or materials (1,245,960) (1,245,960) (1,350,060) 
Fees and charges for services (311,140) (311,140) (312,200) 
Rents tithes way leaves etc (30) (30) (30) 

Other recharges  0  (1,480)  0  
Other Recharge Income  0  (1,480)  0  

Gross Income (1,622,130) (1,623,610) (1,727,290) 

(1,338,830) (1,239,440) (1,229,420) 
Net Cost of Service 
(Excluding Recharge Service 
Income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 
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RO260 
RO2 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service Parking Decriminalisation 

Environmental Services Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Environment and Operations 

Highways & Transport Services 
Parking services 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
Parking Decriminalisation 

Employee Expenses  375,320   404,950   421,190  
Direct employee expenses  375,320   401,330   416,190  
Indirect employee expenses  0   3,620   5,000  

Transport Related Expenses  5,130   5,130   4,710  
Transport recharges  0   0   3,510  
Contract leases  4,900   4,900   0  
Public transport  30   30   1,000  
Car allowances  200   200   200  

Supplies & Services  140,770   140,070   176,350  
Equipment furniture & materials  41,070   37,530   61,320  
Clothes, uniform & laundry  2,010   3,300   2,510  
Printing, stationary & general  5,650   7,200   7,550  
Services  55,060   55,060   70,560  
Communications & computing  26,030   26,030   26,030  
Grants & subscriptions  10,700   10,700   8,130  
Miscellaneous expenses  250   250   250  

Third Party Payments  1,700   1,700   1,700  
Other agencies  1,700   1,700   1,700  

Support Services Expenditure  169,650   127,470   279,130  
Chief Executive  4,320   4,320   4,400  
Corporate Services  74,520   74,520   88,640  
Community Services  46,090   3,910   3,980  
Operational Services  28,630   28,630   48,870  
Administrative Buildings  0   0   13,150  
Other Support Services  16,090   16,090   120,090  

Gross Expenditure  692,570   679,320   883,080  

Customer & client receipts (598,800) (598,800) (794,100) 
Sales of product or materials (128,100) (128,100) (262,000) 
Fees and charges for services (470,700) (470,700) (532,100) 

Gross Income (598,800) (598,800) (794,100) 

 88,980   80,520   93,770  
Net Cost of Service 
(Excluding Recharge Service 
Income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 
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RO5281 
RO5B 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service Recycling 

Environmental Services Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Environment and Operations 

Environmental & Regulatory 
Waste management 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
Recycling 

Employee Expenses  77,880   77,880   836,920  
Direct employee expenses  77,880   77,880   836,920  

Transport Related Expenses  193,310   213,460   208,470  
Transport recharges  193,310   213,460   207,470  
Public transport  0   0   1,000  

Supplies & Services  73,000   73,690   105,720  
Equipment furniture & materials  39,000   39,000   55,000  
Services  29,000   29,690   29,690  
Communications & computing  0   0   16,030  
Miscellaneous expenses  5,000   5,000   5,000  

Third Party Payments  5,000   5,000   5,000  
Other local authorities  5,000   5,000   5,000  

Support Services Expenditure  819,100   819,100   135,100  
Corporate Services  28,900   28,900   30,980  
Community Services  20,540   20,540   21,240  
Operational Services  79,700   79,700   82,880  
Other Support Services  689,960   689,960   0  

Gross Expenditure  1,168,290   1,189,130   1,291,210  

Other grants, re-imbursements or 

contributions 
(633,350) (856,000) (800,000) 

Other grants or contributions (633,350) (856,000) (800,000) 

Customer & client receipts (15,000) (15,000) (15,000) 
Sales of product or materials (15,000) (15,000) (15,000) 

Gross Income (648,350) (871,000) (815,000) 

 476,210   318,130   519,940  
Net Cost of Service 
(Excluding Recharge Service 
Income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 
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RO5281 
RO5B 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service Refuse Collection 

Environmental Services Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Environment and Operations 

Environmental & Regulatory 
Waste management 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
Refuse Collection 

Employee Expenses  0   0   694,500  
Direct employee expenses  0   0   694,500  

Transport Related Expenses  164,080   181,190   172,170  
Transport recharges  164,080   181,190   172,170  

Supplies & Services  82,920   82,920   86,500  
Equipment furniture & materials  54,420   54,420   48,000  
Services  25,000   25,000   35,000  
Communications & computing  3,500   3,500   3,500  

Support Services Expenditure  674,270   674,270   92,520  
Corporate Services  10,810   10,810   10,930  
Community Services  14,800   14,800   15,390  
Operational Services  63,700   63,700   66,200  
Other Support Services  584,960   584,960   0  

Gross Expenditure  921,270   938,380   1,045,690  

Other grants, re-imbursements or 
contributions  0  (45,000)  0  

Other grants or contributions  0  (45,000)  0  

Customer & client receipts (57,000) (57,000) (57,000) 
Fees and charges for services (57,000) (57,000) (57,000) 

Gross Income (57,000) (102,000) (57,000) 

 988,690   836,380   864,270  
Net Cost of Service 
(Excluding Recharge Service 
Income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 
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RS731 
TSR 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service Trade Refuse Collection 

Environmental Services Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Environment and Operations 

Trading Accounts 
External Trading Accounts net 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
Trade Refuse Collection 

Employee Expenses  0   0   59,560  
Direct employee expenses  0   0   59,560  

Transport Related Expenses  21,010   23,150   22,070  
Transport recharges  21,010   23,150   22,070  

Supplies & Services  257,700   257,700   265,110  
Equipment furniture & materials  10,500   10,500   10,500  
Services  247,200   247,200   254,610  

Support Services Expenditure  152,360   152,360   79,380  
Corporate Services  49,310   49,310   50,120  
Community Services  20,240   20,240   21,060  
Operational Services  7,240   7,240   7,620  
Other Support Services  75,570   75,570   580  

Gross Expenditure  431,070   433,210   426,120  

Customer & client receipts (465,690) (465,690) (486,740) 
Sales of product or materials (7,000) (7,000) (7,000) 
Fees and charges for services (458,690) (458,690) (479,740) 

Gross Income (465,690) (465,690) (486,740) 

(60,620) (32,480) (34,620) 
Net Cost of Service 
(Excluding Recharge Service 
Income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 
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RO5270 
RO5B 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service Street Cleansing 

Environmental Services Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Environment and Operations 

Environmental & Regulatory 
Street cleansing not charged to 
Housing 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
Street Cleansing 

Employee Expenses  0   0   862,160  
Direct employee expenses  0   0   862,160  

Transport Related Expenses  164,140   169,740   188,370  
Transport recharges  164,140   169,740   188,370  

Supplies & Services  43,500   43,500   71,870  
Equipment furniture & materials  29,500   29,500   44,370  
Services  11,500   11,500   25,000  
Miscellaneous expenses  2,500   2,500   2,500  

Support Services Expenditure  868,130   972,520   272,380  
Corporate Services  220   220   230  
Community Services  18,690   18,690   19,440  
Operational Services  87,880   192,270   251,450  
Other Support Services  761,340   761,340   1,260  

Gross Expenditure  1,075,770   1,185,760   1,394,780  

Customer & client receipts (2,000) (2,000) (3,650) 
Fees and charges for services (2,000) (2,000) (3,650) 

Gross Income (2,000) (2,000) (3,650) 

 1,391,130   1,183,760   1,073,770  
Net Cost of Service 
(Excluding Recharge Service 
Income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 

Gross Total   4,279,480   3,178,740   3,339,070  
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Corporate Services 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 

Financial Services 

Gross Expenditure  1,003,770   1,305,290   1,010,180  
Gross Income (26,370) (29,170) (26,370) 

 983,810   1,276,120   977,400  Net Expenditure 

Housing Benefit Administration 

Gross Expenditure  40,014,840   40,082,600   29,485,630  
Gross Income (39,234,130) (39,361,900) (28,850,160) 

 635,470   720,700   780,710  Net Expenditure 

Information Technology Service 

Gross Expenditure  1,506,690   1,403,370   1,449,160  
Gross Income (61,270) (61,270) (9,000) 

 1,440,160   1,342,100   1,445,420  Net Expenditure 

Miscellaneous Financial and General 

Gross Expenditure  42,130   42,130   42,130  
Capital Financing Costs  772,660   817,290   950,050  

 992,180   859,420   814,790  Net Expenditure 

NNDR Collection 

Gross Expenditure  232,540   257,540   241,040  
Gross Income (111,530) (111,530) (111,530) 

 129,510   146,010   121,010  Net Expenditure 

Parish Council Precepts 

Gross Expenditure  323,120   323,120   339,740  

 339,740   323,120   323,120  Net Expenditure 

Produced on 16/01/2019 16:47:18 
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Corporate Services 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 

Performance Management 

Gross Expenditure  0   0   50  

 50   0   0  Net Expenditure 

Procurement 

Gross Expenditure  30,790   30,790   32,420  

 32,420   30,790   30,790  Net Expenditure 

Revenues and Benefits 

Gross Expenditure  1,878,670   1,973,670   1,861,210  
Gross Income (44,370) (104,370) (44,590) 

 1,816,620   1,869,300   1,834,300  Net Expenditure 

Produced on 16/01/2019 16:47:18 
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RO6410 
RO6A 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service Audit Fee and Bank Charges 

Leader Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Corporate Services 

Central Services 
Corporate & democratic core 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
Audit Fee and Bank Charges 

Supplies & Services  173,300   161,040   161,040  
Expenses  173,300   161,040   161,040  

Gross Expenditure  173,300   161,040   161,040  

Other recharges (33,590) (30,280) (30,280) 
Other Recharge Income (33,590) (30,280) (30,280) 

Gross Income (33,590) (30,280) (30,280) 

 130,760   130,760   139,710  
Net Cost of Service 
(Excluding Recharge Service 
Income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 
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RO6489 
RO6A 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service Audit and Performance 

Performance and Administration Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Corporate Services 

Central Services 
Management & support services 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
Audit and Performance 

Employee Expenses  159,150   159,600   166,390  
Direct employee expenses  157,650   157,650   164,890  
Indirect employee expenses  1,500   1,950   1,500  

Transport Related Expenses  550   800   550  
Public transport  200   200   200  
Car allowances  350   600   350  

Supplies & Services  18,730   18,730   18,730  
Printing, stationary & general  550   550   550  
Services  4,650   4,650   4,650  
Communications & computing  500   500   500  
Expenses  12,030   12,030   12,030  
Grants & subscriptions  1,000   1,000   1,000  

Third Party Payments  209,840   193,590   209,650  
Other local authorities  209,840   193,590   209,650  

Support Services Expenditure  157,800   157,800   164,350  
Chief Executive  720   720   730  
Corporate Services  120,900   120,900   127,830  
Community Services  3,720   3,720   3,810  
Administrative Buildings  25,630   25,630   25,150  
Other Support Services  6,830   6,830   6,830  

Gross Expenditure  546,070   530,520   559,670  

Gross Income  0   0   0  

 559,670   530,520   546,070  
Net Cost of Service 
(Excluding Recharge Service 
Income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 
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RO6489 
RO6A 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service Central Support Services 

Leader Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Corporate Services 

Central Services 
Management & support services 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
Central Support Services 

Supplies & Services  165,060   164,970   164,970  
Equipment furniture & materials  22,650   22,650   22,650  
Services  90   0   0  
Communications & computing  142,320   142,320   142,320  

Support Services Expenditure  1,200   1,200   1,220  
Corporate Services  1,200   1,200   1,220  

Gross Expenditure  166,260   166,170   166,190  

Other recharges (166,260) (166,260) (166,190) 
Other Recharge Income (166,260) (166,260) (166,190) 

Gross Income (166,260) (166,260) (166,190) 

 0  (90)  0  
Net Cost of Service 
(Excluding Recharge Service 
Income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 
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RO6489 
RO6A 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service Corporate Management Expenses 

Leader Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Corporate Services 

Central Services 
Management & support services 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
Corporate Management Expenses 

Employee Expenses  38,210   38,210   39,170  
Direct employee expenses  38,210   38,210   39,170  

Transport Related Expenses  430   430   430  
Public transport  430   430   430  

Supplies & Services  385,680   430,190   297,690  
Printing, stationary & general  270   270   270  
Services  13,400   153,600   13,400  
Communications & computing  5,370   14,070   5,370  
Expenses  145,440   145,440   145,440  
Grants & subscriptions  16,810   16,810   16,810  
Miscellaneous expenses  204,390   100,000   116,400  

Support Services Expenditure  887,010   887,010   868,830  
Chief Executive  4,510   4,510   5,880  
Corporate Services  561,080   561,080   549,450  
Community Services  290,420   290,420   289,420  
Operational Services  30,990   30,990   24,070  
Other Support Services  10   10   10  

Gross Expenditure  1,311,330   1,355,840   1,206,120  

Other recharges  0  (226,200)  0  
Other Recharge Income  0  (226,200)  0  

Gross Income  0  (226,200)  0  

 1,206,120   1,129,640   1,311,330  
Net Cost of Service 
(Excluding Recharge Service 
Income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 
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RO6420 
RO6A 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service Council Tax Collection 

Performance and Administration Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Corporate Services 

Central Services 
Local tax collection 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
Council Tax Collection 

Transport Related Expenses  530   530   530  
Public transport  530   530   530  

Supplies & Services  75,810   105,810   79,270  
Equipment furniture & materials  800   800   800  
Printing, stationary & general  1,400   1,400   1,400  
Services  11,570   41,570   11,570  
Communications & computing  0   0   4,500  
Expenses  61,000   61,000   61,000  
Grants & subscriptions  1,040   1,040   0  

Support Services Expenditure  942,470   942,470   951,290  
Corporate Services  903,190   903,190   911,570  
Other Support Services  39,280   39,280   39,720  

Gross Expenditure  1,018,810   1,048,810   1,031,090  

Government grants (117,700) (117,700) (117,700) 
Government grants (117,700) (117,700) (117,700) 

Other grants, re-imbursements or 
contributions (451,030) (481,030) (451,030) 

Other grants or contributions (451,030) (481,030) (451,030) 

Customer & client receipts (1,000) (1,000) (1,000) 
Fees and charges for services (1,000) (1,000) (1,000) 

Gross Income (569,730) (599,730) (569,730) 

 461,360   449,080   449,080  
Net Cost of Service 
(Excluding Recharge Service 
Income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 
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RO6489 
RO6A 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service Director Corporate Services 

Leader Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Corporate Services 

Central Services 
Management & support services 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
Director Corporate Services 

Employee Expenses  110,910   110,910   120,290  
Direct employee expenses  110,910   110,910   120,290  

Transport Related Expenses  6,800   6,800   7,000  
Contract leases  6,600   6,600   6,800  
Public transport  200   200   200  

Supplies & Services  150,550   193,950   1,050  
Services  50   50   50  
Expenses  1,000   1,000   1,000  
Grants & subscriptions  149,500   192,900   0  

Support Services Expenditure  3,880   3,880   3,830  
Chief Executive  330   330   330  
Administrative Buildings  2,750   2,750   2,700  
Other Support Services  800   800   800  

Gross Expenditure  272,140   315,540   132,170  

Government grants (149,500) (149,500)  0  
Government grants (149,500) (149,500)  0  

Other recharges  0  (43,400)  0  
Other Recharge Income  0  (43,400)  0  

Gross Income (149,500) (192,900)  0  

 132,170   122,640   122,640  
Net Cost of Service 
(Excluding Recharge Service 
Income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 
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RO6489 
RO6A 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service Financial Services 

Leader Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Corporate Services 

Central Services 
Management & support services 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
Financial Services 

Employee Expenses  739,770   1,038,810   745,460  
Direct employee expenses  872,740   821,780   878,430  
Indirect employee expenses (132,970)  217,030  (132,970) 

Transport Related Expenses  1,100   1,100   1,100  
Public transport  1,000   1,000   1,000  
Car allowances  100   100   100  

Supplies & Services  26,850   29,330   27,130  
Equipment furniture & materials  400   400   400  
Printing, stationary & general  3,610   3,610   4,610  
Services  12,970   15,450   12,650  
Communications & computing  5,020   5,020   5,020  
Expenses  950   950   950  
Grants & subscriptions  3,900   3,900   3,500  

Support Services Expenditure  236,050   236,050   236,490  
Chief Executive  6,250   6,250   6,370  
Corporate Services  147,310   147,310   148,690  
Community Services  5,210   5,210   5,310  
Administrative Buildings  60,620   60,620   59,450  
Other Support Services  16,660   16,660   16,670  

Gross Expenditure  1,003,770   1,305,290   1,010,180  

Customer & client receipts (26,370) (26,370) (26,370) 
Fees and charges for services (26,370) (26,370) (26,370) 

Other recharges  0  (2,800)  0  
Other Recharge Income  0  (2,800)  0  

Gross Income (26,370) (29,170) (26,370) 

 983,810   1,276,120   977,400  
Net Cost of Service 
(Excluding Recharge Service 
Income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 
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RO451 
RO4 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service Housing Benefit Administration 

Performance and Administration Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Corporate Services 

Housing Services (GFRA only) 
Housing benefits 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
Housing Benefit Administration 

Employee Expenses  1,000   1,000   1,000  
Indirect employee expenses  1,000   1,000   1,000  

Supplies & Services  466,420   534,180   319,020  
Equipment furniture & materials  50   50   50  
Printing, stationary & general  1,400   1,400   1,400  
Services  6,540   6,530   6,530  
Communications & computing  350   30,350   350  
Expenses  265,090   265,090   50,000  
Grants & subscriptions  150   37,920   150  
Miscellaneous expenses  192,840   192,840   260,540  

Transfer Payments  38,455,360   38,455,360   28,055,310  
Housing Benefits  38,478,520   38,478,520   28,055,310  
Other transfer payments (23,160) (23,160)  0  

Support Services Expenditure  1,092,060   1,092,060   1,110,300  
Corporate Services  1,047,210   1,047,210   1,065,450  
Other Support Services  44,850   44,850   44,850  

Gross Expenditure  40,014,840   40,082,600   29,485,630  

Government grants (39,213,120) (39,237,570) (28,148,970) 
Government grants (39,213,120) (39,237,570) (28,148,970) 

Other grants, re-imbursements or 

contributions  0  (64,950) (33,080) 
Other grants or contributions  0  (64,950) (33,080) 

Customer & client receipts (21,010) (21,010) (668,110) 
Sales of product or materials (21,000) (21,000) (21,000) 
Fees and charges for services (10) (10) (647,110) 

Other recharges  0  (38,370)  0  
Other Recharge Income  0  (38,370)  0  

Gross Income (39,234,130) (39,361,900) (28,850,160) 

 635,470   720,700   780,710  
Net Cost of Service 
(Excluding Recharge Service 
Income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 
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RO6489 
RO6A 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service Information Technology Service 

Leader Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Corporate Services 

Central Services 
Management & support services 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
Information Technology Service 

Employee Expenses  703,020   586,490   669,810  
Direct employee expenses  696,820   580,290   663,610  
Indirect employee expenses  6,200   6,200   6,200  

Transport Related Expenses  9,970   9,970   11,910  
Direct transport costs  0   0   1,100  
Transport recharges  2,830   2,830   3,510  
Contract leases  6,040   6,040   6,200  
Public transport  600   600   600  
Car allowances  500   500   500  

Supplies & Services  655,500   668,710   629,500  
Equipment furniture & materials  66,900   66,900   66,900  
Services  7,910   18,770   18,770  
Communications & computing  580,340   582,690   543,480  
Expenses  350   350   350  

Support Services Expenditure  138,200   138,200   137,940  
Chief Executive  5,280   5,280   5,370  
Corporate Services  75,810   75,810   76,320  
Community Services  2,870   2,870   2,920  
Administrative Buildings  46,810   46,810   45,900  
Other Support Services  7,430   7,430   7,430  

Gross Expenditure  1,506,690   1,403,370   1,449,160  

Other grants, re-imbursements or 
contributions (44,270) (44,270)  0  

Other grants or contributions (44,270) (44,270)  0  

Customer & client receipts (7,000) (7,000) (9,000) 
Fees and charges for services (7,000) (7,000) (9,000) 

Other recharges (10,000) (10,000)  0  
Other Recharge Income (10,000) (10,000)  0  

Gross Income (61,270) (61,270) (9,000) 

 1,440,160   1,342,100   1,445,420  
Net Cost of Service 
(Excluding Recharge Service 
Income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 
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RO6481 
RO6A 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service Miscellaneous Financial and General 

Leader Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Corporate Services 

Central Services 
Non-distributed costs 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
Miscellaneous Financial and General 

Third Party Payments  42,130   42,130   42,130  
Other establishment payments  42,130   42,130   42,130  

Gross Expenditure  42,130   42,130   42,130  

Gross Income  0   0   0  

Capital financing cost  772,660   817,290   950,050  
Interest payments  772,660   817,290   950,050  

Capital Financing Costs  772,660   817,290   950,050  

 992,180   859,420   814,790  
Net Cost of Service 
(Excluding Recharge Service 
Income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 
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RO6420 
RO6A 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service NNDR Collection 

Performance and Administration Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Corporate Services 

Central Services 
Local tax collection 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
NNDR Collection 

Supplies & Services  3,000   28,000   8,000  
Services  1,800   26,800   6,800  
Expenses  1,200   1,200   1,200  

Support Services Expenditure  229,540   229,540   233,040  
Corporate Services  227,940   227,940   231,440  
Other Support Services  1,600   1,600   1,600  

Gross Expenditure  232,540   257,540   241,040  

Government grants (96,530) (96,530) (96,530) 
Government grants (96,530) (96,530) (96,530) 

Other grants, re-imbursements or 
contributions (15,000) (15,000) (15,000) 

Other grants or contributions (15,000) (15,000) (15,000) 

Gross Income (111,530) (111,530) (111,530) 

 129,510   146,010   121,010  
Net Cost of Service 
(Excluding Recharge Service 
Income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 
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RS721 
RS720 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service Parish Council Precepts 

Leader Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Corporate Services 

Precepts & Levies 
Parish Precepts 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
Parish Council Precepts 

Supplies & Services  323,120   323,120   339,740  
Services  323,120   323,120   339,740  

Gross Expenditure  323,120   323,120   339,740  

 339,740   323,120   323,120  
Net Cost of Service 
(Excluding Recharge Service 
Income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 
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RO6410 
RO6A 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service Performance Management 

Performance and Administration Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Corporate Services 

Central Services 
Corporate & democratic core 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
Performance Management 

Support Services Expenditure  0   0   50  
Corporate Services  0   0   50  

Gross Expenditure  0   0   50  

 50   0   0  
Net Cost of Service 
(Excluding Recharge Service 
Income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 
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RO6489 
RO6A 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service Procurement 

Performance and Administration Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Corporate Services 

Central Services 
Management & support services 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
Procurement 

Supplies & Services  12,000   12,000   12,000  
Services  10,000   10,000   10,000  
Grants & subscriptions  2,000   2,000   2,000  

Support Services Expenditure  18,790   18,790   20,420  
Chief Executive  440   440   440  
Corporate Services  18,120   18,120   19,750  
Community Services  130   130   130  
Other Support Services  100   100   100  

Gross Expenditure  30,790   30,790   32,420  

 32,420   30,790   30,790  
Net Cost of Service 
(Excluding Recharge Service 
Income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 
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RO6489 
RO6A 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service Revenues and Benefits 

Performance and Administration Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Corporate Services 

Central Services 
Management & support services 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
Revenues and Benefits 

Employee Expenses  1,001,340   1,086,340   1,020,690  
Direct employee expenses  1,001,340   1,086,340   1,020,690  

Transport Related Expenses  14,600   14,600   14,940  
Contract leases  13,660   13,660   14,000  
Public transport  240   240   240  
Car allowances  700   700   700  

Supplies & Services  4,610   4,610   4,610  
Equipment furniture & materials  3,000   3,000   3,000  
Printing, stationary & general  310   310   310  
Services  500   500   500  
Expenses  800   800   800  

Third Party Payments  23,000   33,000   23,000  
Other local authorities  23,000   33,000   23,000  

Support Services Expenditure  835,120   835,120   797,970  
Chief Executive  11,340   11,340   12,940  
Corporate Services  675,210   675,210   671,360  
Community Services  9,120   9,120   9,290  
Administrative Buildings  121,000   121,000   85,930  
Other Support Services  18,450   18,450   18,450  

Gross Expenditure  1,878,670   1,973,670   1,861,210  

Government grants  0  (60,000)  0  
Government grants  0  (60,000)  0  

(44,270) (44,270) (44,590) 
Other grants or contributions (44,270) (44,270) (44,590) 

Customer & client receipts (100) (100)  0  
Sales of product or materials (100) (100)  0  

Gross Income (44,370) (104,370) (44,590) 

 1,816,620   1,869,300   1,834,300  
Net Cost of Service 
(Excluding Recharge Service 
Income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 

Gross Total   8,860,040   8,930,110   8,896,370  

Other grants, re-imbursements or 
contributions 
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Non Directorate Specific 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 

Non Directorate Specific 

Gross Expenditure  1,113,390   1,113,390   1,134,900  

 1,134,900   1,113,390   1,113,390  Net Expenditure 

Produced on 16/01/2019 16:47:18 
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RO6481 
RO6A 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service Non Directorate Specific 

Below the Line Items Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Non Directorate Specific 

Central Services 
Non-distributed costs 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
Non Directorate Specific 

Employee Expenses  1,113,390   1,113,390   1,134,900  
Direct employee expenses  1,113,390   1,113,390   1,134,900  

Gross Expenditure  1,113,390   1,113,390   1,134,900  

 1,134,900   1,113,390   1,113,390  
Net Cost of Service 
(Excluding Recharge Service 
Income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 

Gross Total   1,134,900   1,113,390   1,113,390  
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Interest and Investment Income 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 

Interest and Investment Income 

Gross Income (667,320) (916,550) (883,720) 
Capital Financing Costs  40,000   40,000   40,000  

(843,720) (876,550) (627,320) Net Expenditure 

Produced on 16/01/2019 16:47:18 
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RO886 
RO786 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service Interest and Investment Income 

Below the Line Items Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Interest and Investment Income 

Interest and Investment Income 
Interest and Investment Income 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
Interest and Investment Income 

Gross Expenditure  0   0   0  

Interest & investment income (667,320) (916,550) (883,720) 
Interest (667,320) (916,550) (883,720) 

Gross Income (667,320) (916,550) (883,720) 

Capital financing cost  40,000   40,000   40,000  
Interest payments  40,000   40,000   40,000  

Capital Financing Costs  40,000   40,000   40,000  

(843,720) (876,550) (627,320) 
Net Cost of Service 
(Excluding Recharge Service 
Income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 

Gross Total  (843,720) (876,550) (627,320) 
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Government Grant Funding 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 

Government Grant Funding 

Gross Income (904,470) (939,870) (1,213,840) 

(1,213,840) (939,870) (904,470) Net Expenditure 

Produced on 16/01/2019 16:47:18 
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RO6489 
RO6A 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service Government Grant Funding 

Below the Line Items Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Government Grant Funding 

Central Services 
Management & support services 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
Government Grant Funding 

Government grants (904,470) (939,870) (1,213,840) 
Government grants (904,470) (939,870) (1,213,840) 

Gross Income (904,470) (939,870) (1,213,840) 

(1,213,840) (939,870) (904,470) 
Net Cost of Service 
(Excluding Recharge Service 
Income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 

Gross Total  (1,213,840) (939,870) (904,470) 
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Transfers To and From Reserves 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 

Transfers To and From Reserves 

Gross Expenditure  1,281,020   2,172,920   1,568,320  
Gross Income (671,250) (1,204,190) (2,191,060) 

(622,740)  968,730   609,770  Net Expenditure 

Produced on 16/01/2019 16:47:18 
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RO815 
18GAR 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service Transfers To and From Reserves 

Transfers To and From Reserves Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Transfers To and From Reserves 

Grants & appropriation to/from 
Appropriations to(+)/ from(-) 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
Transfers To and From Reserves 

Supplies & Services  1,281,020   2,172,920   1,568,320  
Contribution to reserves  1,281,020   2,172,920   1,568,320  

Gross Expenditure  1,281,020   2,172,920   1,568,320  

(671,250) (1,204,190) (2,191,060) 
Contributions from reserves (671,250) (1,204,190) (2,191,060) 

Gross Income (671,250) (1,204,190) (2,191,060) 

(622,740)  968,730   609,770  
Net Cost of Service 
(Excluding Recharge Service 
Income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 

Gross Total  (622,740)  968,730   609,770  

Other grants, re-imbursements or 
contributions 
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Transfers To and From Balances 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 

Transfers To and From Balances 

Gross Income  1,035,980   1,485,980   611,150  

 611,150   1,485,980   1,035,980  Net Expenditure 

Produced on 16/01/2019 16:47:18 
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RSNON3 
RSNON 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service Transfers To and From Balances 

Below the Line Items Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Transfers To and From Balances 

RS Non Allocation Items 
Funding Transfers To From Bal 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
Transfers To and From Balances 

Balance sheet income  1,035,980   1,485,980   611,150  
Funding  1,035,980   1,485,980   611,150  

Gross Income  1,035,980   1,485,980   611,150  

 611,150   1,485,980   1,035,980  
Net Cost of Service 
(Excluding Recharge Service 
Income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 

Gross Total   611,150   1,485,980   1,035,980  
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Transactions Below the Line 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2017/18 
Original 
Estimate 

 

Transactions Below the Line 

Gross Expenditure (163,980)  164,530  (1,018,150) 
Capital Financing Costs (1,250,190) (1,325,070)  212,880  

(805,270) (1,160,540) (1,414,170) Net Expenditure 

Gross Total (Excluding Recharge  

Service income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 

(805,270) (1,160,540) (1,414,170) 

Produced on 18/01/2019 09:51:37 
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CIESD 
RSNON 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service Transactions Below the Line 

Below the Line Items Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Transactions Below the Line 

RS Non Allocation Items 
CIES Distribution 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
Transactions Below the Line 

Supplies & Services  0   0  (832,800) 
Grants & subscriptions  0   0  (832,800) 

Support Services Expenditure (163,980)  164,530  (185,350) 
Other Support Services (163,980)  164,530  (185,350) 

Gross Expenditure (163,980)  164,530  (1,018,150) 

Capital financing cost (1,250,190) (1,325,070)  212,880  
Debt management expenses (1,250,190) (1,325,070)  212,880  

Capital Financing Costs (1,250,190) (1,325,070)  212,880  

(805,270) (1,160,540) (1,414,170) 
Net Cost of Service 
(Excluding Recharge Service 
Income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 

Gross Total  (805,270) (1,160,540) (1,414,170) 
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Business Rates Income 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 

Business Rates Income 

Gross Expenditure  6,352,600   6,243,340   6,579,090  
Gross Income (10,031,710) (10,526,470) (9,664,140) 

(3,085,050) (4,283,130) (3,679,110) Net Expenditure 

Produced on 16/01/2019 16:47:18 
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RSNON1 
RSNON 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service Business Rates Income 

Below the Line Items Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Business Rates Income 

RS Non Allocation Items 
Redistributed non-domestic rates 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
Business Rates Income 

Third Party Payments  6,352,600   6,243,340   6,579,090  
Other local authorities  6,352,600   6,243,340   356,150  
Government departments  0   0   6,222,940  

Gross Expenditure  6,352,600   6,243,340   6,579,090  

Income from NNDR (10,031,710) (10,526,470) (9,664,140) 
Income from NNDR (10,031,710) (10,526,470) (9,664,140) 

Gross Income (10,031,710) (10,526,470) (9,664,140) 

(3,085,050) (4,283,130) (3,679,110) 
Net Cost of Service 
(Excluding Recharge Service 
Income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 

Gross Total  (3,085,050) (4,283,130) (3,679,110) 
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New Homes Bonus 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 

New Homes Bonus 

Gross Income (586,760) (586,760) (611,150) 

(611,150) (586,760) (586,760) Net Expenditure 

Produced on 16/01/2019 16:47:18 
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RO6489 
RO6A 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service New Homes Bonus 

Below the Line Items Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate New Homes Bonus 

Central Services 
Management & support services 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
New Homes Bonus 

Gross Expenditure  0   0   0  

Government grants (586,760) (586,760) (611,150) 
Government grants (586,760) (586,760) (611,150) 

Gross Income (586,760) (586,760) (611,150) 

(611,150) (586,760) (586,760) 
Net Cost of Service 
(Excluding Recharge Service 
Income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 

Gross Total  (611,150) (586,760) (586,760) 
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Council Tax Income 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 

Council Tax Income 

Gross Income (7,028,320) (7,028,320) (7,232,030) 

(7,232,030) (7,028,320) (7,028,320) Net Expenditure 

Produced on 16/01/2019 16:47:18 
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RSNON1 
RSNON 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service Council Tax Income 

Below the Line Items Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Council Tax Income 

RS Non Allocation Items 
Redistributed non-domestic rates 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
Council Tax Income 

Income from Council Tax (7,028,320) (7,028,320) (7,232,030) 
Income from Council Tax (7,028,320) (7,028,320) (7,232,030) 

Gross Income (7,028,320) (7,028,320) (7,232,030) 

(7,232,030) (7,028,320) (7,028,320) 
Net Cost of Service 
(Excluding Recharge Service 
Income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 

Gross Total  (7,232,030) (7,028,320) (7,028,320) 
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Transfers To and From Collection Fund 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2017/18 
Original 
Estimate 

 

Transfers To and From Collection Fund 

Gross Income  0   0   196,460  

 196,460   0   0  Net Expenditure 

Gross Total (Excluding Recharge  

Service income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 

 196,460   0   0  

Produced on 18/01/2019 09:51:49 
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RSNON1 
RSNON 
RO/RA Reference Details: Service Transfers To and From Collection Fund 

Below the Line Items Cabinet Portfolio 

Directorate Transfers To and From Collection Fund 

RS Non Allocation Items 
Redistributed non-domestic rates 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
Transfers To and From Collection Fund 

Government grants  0   0   196,460  
Government grants  0   0   196,460  

Gross Income  0   0   196,460  

 196,460   0   0  
Net Cost of Service 
(Excluding Recharge Service 
Income & Accountancy 

Adjustments) 

Gross Total   196,460   0   0  
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TOTAL RESOURCES USED 
2018/19 
Original 
Budget 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn           

2019/20  
Original 
Budget 

2020/21  
Original 
Budget 

2021/22  
Original 
Budget 

  £ £ £ £ £ 

            
General Fund Capital Expenditure 
 2,379,220 17,720,850 19,548,550 6,432,250 435,000 
HRA Capital Expenditure 
 13,152,000 11,610,020 15,889,230 19,362,000 14,381,000 
Non HRA Housing Capital 
Expenditure 675,060 1,514,620 832,800 832,800 832,800 

            

TOTAL CAPITAL 
PROGRAMME 

16,206,280 
 

30,845,490 
 

36,270,580 
 

26,627,050 
 

15,648,800 
 

            

FINANCED BY:           

            

Grants and Contributions 1,079,280 5,586,940 6,474,740 6,510,050 832,800 

Major Repairs Reserve 7,145,220 6,400,990 8,221,420 7,140,000 7,088,000 

Capital Receipts 830,000 246,770 925,120 150,000 150,000 

Specific Reserves 5,651,780 5,258,570 8,761,890 6,281,000 3,784,000 

Revenue Contributions 0 0 0 3,396,000 3,682,000 

External Borrowing 0 0 5,900,000 3,150,000 112,000 

Internal Borrowing 1,500,000 13,352,220 5,987,410 0 0 
            

TOTAL RESOURCES USED 
 

16,206,280 
 

30,845,490 
 

36,270,580 
 

26,627,050 
 

15,648,800 
 

  

Total Capital Programme Summary 
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INVESTMENT PLAN 
SUMMARY 

2018/19 
Original  
Budget     

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn     

2019/20 
Original  
Budget     

2020/21 
Original 
Budget     

2021/22 
Original 
Budget     

  £ £ £ £ £ 

Chief Executive 0 0 0 0 0 

Housing & Regeneration 0 0 0 0 0 

Communities 150,000 424,890 953,000 510,000 230,000 

Environment & Operations 659,220 674,280 971,500 205,000 205,000 

Corporate Services 1,570,000 16,621,680 17,624,050 5,717,250 0 

  
2,379,220 

 
17,720,850 

 
19,548,550 

 
6,432,250 

 
435,000 

 

  

Investment Plan Summary: General Fund 
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PROJECT 
2018/19 
Original  
Budget     

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn     

2019/20 
Original 
Budget     

2020/21 
Original 
Budget     

2021/22 
Original 
Budget     

  £ £ £ £ £ 

            

Essential Repairs to Buildings 50,000 99,000 429,500 210,000 0 

Local Enterprise Partnership Projects 50,000 56,920 0 0 0 

Gatekeeper Replacement  50,000 0 50,000 0 0 

Older Persons Champion 0 6,410 0 0 0 

Queen Elizabeth II Statue 0 38,650 0 0 0 

Town Pier Timber Deck 0 84,000 0 0 0 

Replacement Artificial Sports Pitches 0 0 50,000 0 0 

AV Equipment - Council Chamber 0 39,910 0 0 0 

Envelope Filling Equipment 0 0 20,000 0 0 

Heritage Assets 0 0 328,500 300,000 230,000 

Cascades Replacement Flumes 0 100,000 0 0 0 

Back up Generator 0 0 75,000 0 0 

            

  
150,000 

 
424,890 

 
953,000 

 
510,000 

 
230,000 

 

  

 

Capital Programme: Communities 
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PROJECT 
2018/19 
Original  
Budget     

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn     

2019/20 
Original 
Budget     

2020/21 
Original 
Budget     

2021/22 
Original 
Budget     

  £ £ £ £ £ 

            

Parrock St Car Park - Toilet Block 
(Provision) 34,220 0 0 0 0 

Purchase of Vehicles (DSO Fleet) 205,000 205,000 535,000 205,000 205,000 

Replacement Play Equipment 120,000 117,700 185,300 0 0 

Wheeled Bins for Flat Recycling 100,000 100,000 0 0 0 

Waste & Horticulture back office system 200,000 200,000 0 0 0 

Gravesend Cemetery Improvements 0 21,580 0 0 0 

Roller Brake Testing 0 30,000 0 0 0 

Parking Machines 0 0 251,200 0 0 

            

  
659,220 

 
674,280 

 
971,500 

 
205,000 

 
205,000 

 

  

 

Capital Programme: Environment and Operations 
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PROJECT 
2018/19 
Original  
Budget     

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn     

2019/20 
Original  
Budget     

2020/21 
Original  
Budget     

2021/22 
Original  
Budget     

  £ £ £ £ £ 

            

Brookvale Office Accommodation 1,500,000 100,000 1,400,000 0 0 

St John's House - Refurbishment 70,000 70,000 0 0 0 

Property Acquisition Programme 0 13,012,600 2,328,600 0 0 

Land Acquisiton Programme 0 239,620 3,658,810 0 0 

Virtual Desktop Infrastructure 0 8,800 0 0 0 

IT Equipment Review 0 50,540 0 0 0 

Heritage Quarter - St George's Centre 0 3,104,080 5,461,640 5,677,250 0 

Civica Financial System upgrade 0 22,070 0 0 0 
 
Information at Work - Retention Module 
Software 0 13,970 0 0 0 

IT Equipment Air Conditioning Unit 0 0 40,000 40,000 0 

Land at Dering Way 0 0 4,735,000 0 0 

            

  
1,570,000 

 
16,621,680 

 
17,624,050 

 
5,717,250 

 
0 
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 2018/19 Budget    

  
2019/20 Budget    

 Full Time 
Equivalent 

Posts  

 Direct 
Employee 

Budget  
Directorate / Service Area 

 Full Time 
Equivalent 

Posts  

 Direct 
Employee 

Budget  

 
Notes  

 Nos.   £     Nos.   £    

            

2.04 168,520 Chief Executive 2.04 170,120   

            

    Communities       

1.00 123,820 Director Communities 1.00 126,280   

2.60 128,100 Arts, Culture & Sports 3.61 175,130 1 

10.60 228,440 Admin Buildings 9.88 213,430   

7.00 88,550 Apprentices 7.00 66,450 2 

3.00 144,720 Community Safety 3.00 152,540   

33.30 1,078,320 Customer & Theatre Services 32.38 1,063,690   

8.00 281,760 Democratic & Elections 7.89 284,430   

11.20 409,270 Digital & Communications 11.47 446,330   

16.65 724,530 Environmental Health & Licensing 22.07 853,550 3 

4.00 150,290 Personnel Section 0.00 0 4 

9.65 423,090 Property Services & Land Charges 10.65 502,480 5 

3.61 130,270 Public Health Services 8.61 261,540 6 

11.61 437,880 Town Centre Services 12.41 468,510 7 

115.21 4,260,490 Total Communities 129.97 4,614,360   

            

    Corporate Services       

1.00 110,510 Director Corporate Services 1.00 119,890   

21.01 871,070 Financial Services 20.40 876,760   

16.00 695,470 Information Technology & Scanning 14.00 661,910 8 

3.31 157,650 Performance and Policy 3.31 164,890   

29.82 1,001,340 Revenues & Benefits 29.82 1,020,690   

78.14 2,924,590 Total Corporate Services 68.53 2,844,140   

            

    Environment & Operations       

1.00 117,560 Director Environment & Operations 1.00 119,890   

9.00 276,280 Burials Administration & Cemeteries 9.41 294,200   

13.00 375,320 Decriminalisation 14.00 416,190 9 

2.61 194,820 Depot Overheads 3.00 209,520   

3.00 77,880 Waste Recycling 47.81 1,590,980 10 

0.00 0 Horticulture 21.00 606,580 10 

0.00 0 Street Cleansing 28.00 862,160 10 

28.61 1,041,860 Total Environment & Operations 124.22 4,099,520   

            

    Housing & Regeneration       

2.00 149,900 Director Housing and Regeneration 1.91 143,990   

19.00 730,080 Housing Services 16.81 646,290 11 

29.47 1,397,320 Planning & Regeneration 29.87 1,425,420   

50.47 2,277,300 Total Housing & Regeneration 48.59 2,215,700   

            

 

Continued on next page 
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    Direct Services Organisation       

100.86 3,144,260 Environmental Services 10.00 319,790 10 

44.07 1,694,530 HRA Trade Services 56.70 2,023,280 12 

144.94 4,838,790 Total Direct Services Organisation 66.70 2,343,070   

            

    Housing Revenue Account       

20.94 716,690 Housing Contracts 21.38 734,250   

4.00 109,640 Allocations Team 5.00 139,090   

24.68 663,960 Caretakers & Wardens 18.68 493,780   

15.94 497,040 District Housing 12.80 413,980   

8.00 242,410 Housing Income 9.62 301,840   

5.00 166,640 Policy & Projects 2.00 55,950   

16.00 457,050 Sheltered Housing & Scheme Support  12.50 405,130   

6.00 303,290 Supervision & Management 3.00 208,450   

100.56 3,156,720 Total Housing Revenue Account 84.98 2,752,470 13 

            

274.47 10,672,760 Total General Fund 373.35 13,962,070   

144.94 4,838,790 Total Direct Services Organisation 66.70 2,343,070   

100.56 3,156,720 Total Housing Revenue Account 84.98 2,751,220   

            

519.96 18,668,270 Overall Totals 525.03 19,056,360   

      

      Reasons for main variations: 
   

      1) 1 FTE new Leisure & Events Officer post created 
   2) No net changes although Apprentices now classed under Communities (previously Corporate Services) 

 3) 7 FTE increase re Licensing Shared Service with Medway Council, net deletion of 1.58 FTE vacant posts re 
     'Balancing The Budget' 

    4) Shared Human Resources Service, hosted by Medway Council from April 2018 
  5) 1 FTE new Principal Estate Surveyor post created 

   6) 5 FTE posts based at The Grand now included as part of budget-setting 
   7) 2 FTE new Safer Place Officer posts created, plus other minor changes across services. 

  8) Net reduction of 2 FTE following restructure during 2018/19 
   9) 1 FTE increase re additional Civil Enforcement Officer post during 2018/19 
   10) 2 FTE new Horticulture and 2 FTE new Waste posts created during 2018/19. 1 FTE Horticulture post deleted as part 

    of Service Review options. Waste, Horticulture and Street Cleansing services now accounted for directly 
within General Fund budgets - previously held under Direct Services Organisation. 

 11) 2 FTE vacant posts deleted as part of 'Balancing the Budget' & other minor re-alignments 
  12) 14 FTE new posts created re in-house Trade Services, 1 FTE vacant post deleted re 'Balancing The Budget' plus  

      other minor re-alignments across services 

13) 7 FTE vacant Caretaker/Warden and 7 FTE vacant Scheme Support & Housing Officers deleted as part of  
       'Balancing The Budget', plus other minor changes across services. 
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Appendix 4

Section Five – Council Tax

1. The Provisional Finance Settlement announcement confirmed the continued flexibility 
for district councils in setting council tax levels by permitting district councils to raise 
council tax by 3% or up to and including £5 (whichever is higher) without triggering the 
requirement for referendum.  Gravesham’s level of Council Tax in 2018-19 was the 68th 
highest within the list of the 201 England district councils (68th highest in 2017-18).

2. The table below details the respective Council Tax levels being charged by all District 
Authorities within Kent during 2018-19; this shows that Gravesham’s current Council 
Tax level is below the average level charged within Kent (£197.28 compared to an 
average of £200.71).

Local Authority 2018-19 
Council Tax 

for the 
Authority 

(Band D) £

Council Tax 
change (%)

Ashford 157.50 2.27%
Canterbury 205.20 2.98%
Dartford 172.80 2.95%
Dover 182.34 2.79%
Folkestone & Hythe 258.39 2.98%
Gravesham 197.28 2.96%
Maidstone 252.90 2.97%
Sevenoaks 208.80 2.97%
Swale 169.83 3.00%
Thanet 226.44 2.99%
Tonbridge & Malling 203.42 2.99%
Tunbridge Wells 173.57 2.95%

Average 200.71 2.90%

KENT

3. The council has undertaken a critical review of its council tax base to analyse 
movements in the tax base between 2018-19 and 2019-20.  This has resulted in a slight 
reduction in the tax base of 0.17% in 2019-20 compared to that of 2018-19, principally 
derived from lower than anticipated growth in new dwellings in the borough, the impact 
of the Council Tax Reduction Scheme and an increase in the level of discounts and 
exemptions applied to individual accounts.
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4. The Provisional Finance Settlement sets out that, for 2019-20, there continues to be 
differential limits that will trigger the need for a council tax referendum for each 
precepting authorities for the borough:

 Gravesham Borough Council – permitted to raise council tax by 3% or up to and 
including £5 (whichever is higher).

 Kent County Council – permitted to raise council tax by up to 5%, incorporating a 
3% threshold for general spending and 2% relating to the social care precept.

 Kent Police & Crime Commissioner – permitted to raise council tax by £24.

 Kent and Medway Fire and Rescue Service – permitted to raise council tax by up 
to 3%.

5. The application of these differentials means that each precepting authority has differing 
abilities to generate council tax revenues.  The graph below demonstrates each 
precepting authority’s ability to generate council tax if they were to maximise increases 
within their respective referendum threshold:

6. The referendum principles permit Gravesham Borough Council to increase its council 
tax by 2.97% to £203.13 (£5.85 or 11 pence per week for a Band D property).  This 
limits the council’s ability to raise council  

7. Appendix 4a shows in graphical form the effect of freezing council tax in 2019-20 versus 
the implementation of a 2.97% increase to the council tax.  The graph shows that over 
the course of the current Medium Term Financial Plan period, such a decision would 
see total Council Tax income reduced by £1,985,030. 

8. Modelling showing the consequential impact on the MTFP of increasing council tax by 
2.97% and £0 (effectively freezing council tax) is presented at Appendix 4b and 4c.
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Appendix 4a

The above graph shows the difference in Council Tax income receivable over the next ten years by freezing council tax in 2019-20 (blue line), compared to the implementation a 2.97% 

increase in Council Tax for 2019-20 (red line).  In both cases, increases in Council Tax of 2% in 2020-21 then each year thereafter have also been assumed.  The total loss of income over 

the period amounts to £1,983,390.
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BMR Q3 and Budget-Setting Appendix 4b

£ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £

EXPENDITURE
Employees

Salaries (Gross) 8,534,710 7,599,560 10,948,640 10,988,800 11,256,640 11,545,360 11,833,970 12,129,880 12,433,130 12,743,930 13,108,220 
Vacancy allowance (350,000) --   (350,000) (350,000) (350,000) (350,000) (350,000) (350,000) (350,000) (350,000) (350,000)
Salaries (Net) 8,184,710 7,599,560 10,598,640 10,638,800 10,906,640 11,195,360 11,483,970 11,779,880 12,083,130 12,393,930 12,758,220 

Temporary Staff 94,520 97,480 392,840 402,660 412,730 423,060 433,620 444,460 455,570 466,940 478,620 
Wages 97,810 97,810 221,870 104,410 107,010 109,680 232,430 115,250 118,140 121,090 124,120 

Pension and National Insurance Contributions 2,015,370 2,009,070 2,571,420 2,596,420 2,656,210 2,727,920 2,796,110 2,866,070 2,937,990 3,011,390 3,098,300 

Other (Training, Retirement Benefits, etc) 1,493,210 1,519,880 1,510,860 1,494,970 1,512,540 1,491,090 1,492,140 1,493,220 1,494,330 1,495,470 1,495,470 

Running Expenses 9,319,930 11,139,740 10,042,070 10,344,560 10,489,550 10,695,950 11,006,100 11,289,940 11,252,160 11,351,590 11,412,090 

Capital Financing 1,323,930 1,237,180 1,623,430 1,075,820 959,250 935,360 915,920 897,720 868,690 741,810 816,720 

Net Housing Benefit Subsidy (77,330) (77,330) (95,790) (140,920) (52,120) 14,870 64,790 101,450 127,810 146,230 158,570 

Recharges to Other Accounts (224,520) (116,820) (3,014,100) (3,037,690) (3,071,820) (3,109,510) (3,156,310) (3,197,220) (3,241,560) (3,277,850) (3,319,710)

Other Government Grants (2,194,630) (2,299,600) (2,236,120) (2,012,690) (2,037,440) (2,062,690) (2,088,440) (2,114,720) (2,139,640) (2,168,870) (2,196,750)

Investment Income (627,320) (876,550) (843,720) (453,530) (364,420) (486,350) (463,400) (434,620) (175,690) --   --   

Fees & Charges (6,642,170) (7,547,710) (7,433,120) (7,190,980) (7,203,810) (7,199,370) (7,203,330) (7,217,270) (7,214,610) (7,158,000) (7,165,930)

Rental Income (2,214,590) (3,318,560) (3,713,090) (3,863,130) (4,005,950) (3,998,710) (4,025,110) (3,984,730) (4,106,990) (4,149,780) (4,193,850)

APPROPRIATIONS

Capital Items met from Balances and Reserves 105,000 161,500 1,518,300 1,228,000 685,000 605,000 420,000 305,000 305,000 505,000 505,000 

Net Contribution to / (from) Reserves 609,770 968,730 (622,740) (422,390) 263,520 434,020 495,060 659,040 813,440 537,520 537,710 

Appropriation to / (from) Balances 1,035,980 1,485,980 611,150 547,000 547,000 547,000 547,000 547,000 547,000 547,000 547,000 

Parish Precepts 323,120 323,120 339,740 339,740 339,740 339,740 339,740 339,740 339,740 339,740 339,740 

BUDGET REQUIREMENT FOR THE YEAR 12,622,790 12,403,480 11,471,640 11,651,050 12,143,630 12,662,420 13,290,290 13,890,210 14,464,510 14,903,210 15,395,320 

Business Rates Income (3,679,110) (4,283,130) (3,085,050) (2,698,680) (2,752,650) (2,807,700) (2,863,850) (2,921,130) (2,979,560) (3,039,150) (3,099,940)

Residual Revenue Support Grant (RSG) --   --   --   243,710 243,710 243,710 243,710 243,710 243,710 243,710 243,710 

Less: Passported Parish Grant (LSCT) 1,040 1,040 --   --   --   --   --   --   --   --   --   

New Homes Bonus (586,760) (586,760) (611,150) (547,000) (547,000) (547,000) (547,000) (547,000) (547,000) (547,000) (547,000)

Council Tax Income (6,705,200) (6,705,200) (6,892,290) (7,072,230) (7,256,830) (7,446,490) (7,640,960) (7,840,630) (8,045,590) (8,255,910) (8,471,670)

Parish Precepts (323,120) (323,120) (339,740) (339,740) (339,740) (339,740) (339,740) (339,740) (339,740) (339,740) (339,740)

Transfers to / (from) the Collection Fund --   --   196,460 --   --   --   --   --   --   --   --   

Recycling of Excess Usable Working Balances above £4m (1,329,640) (1,329,640) (739,870) (1,237,110) (1,491,120) (1,765,200) (600,970) (547,000) (547,000) (547,000) (547,000)

--   (823,330) --   0 --   --   1,541,480 1,938,420 2,249,330 2,418,120 2,633,680 

--   --   --   0 --   --   1,541,480 396,940 310,910 168,790 215,560 

Projected 

2027-28

Projected 

2025-26

Projected 

2026-27

Projected 

2019-20

Original 

2018-19

Projected 

2024-25

Projected 

2022-23

Projected 

2023-24

GRAVESHAM BOROUGH COUNCIL

MEDIUM TERM FINANCIAL PLAN

BUDGET SHORTFALL/(UNDERSPEND)

NEW SAVINGS PER ANNUM

Projected 

2021-22

Projected 

2020-21

Projected 

2018-19
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2018-19      

Original

2018-19      

Projected

2019-20      

Original

2020-21      

Original

2021-22      

Original

2022-23      

Original

2023-24      

Original

2024-25      

Original

2025-26      

Original

2026-27      

Original

2027-28      

Original

Working Balances B/Fwd (Exc. £1.25m Min) 6,055,450 6,055,450 7,035,120 6,906,400 6,216,290 5,272,170 4,053,970 4,000,000 4,000,000 4,000,000 4,000,000

New Homes Bonus 586,760 586,760 611,150 547,000 547,000 547,000 547,000 547,000 547,000 547,000 547,000
NNDR Income - Kent Pilot & Pool 449,220 449,220
NNDR Income - Q2 Projection re Kent Pilot 450,000

Usage of Excess Working Balances to support GF (1,329,640) (1,329,640) (739,870) (1,237,110) (1,491,120) (1,765,200) (600,970) (547,000) (547,000) (547,000) (547,000)

Transfer from Balances to equalise Council Tax - - - - - - - - - - -

SUB-TOTAL (BEFORE SAVINGS REQUIREMENT) 5,761,790 6,211,790 6,906,400 6,216,290 5,272,170 4,053,970 4,000,000 4,000,000 4,000,000 4,000,000 4,000,000

(Shortfall)/Underspend Against Original Budget - 823,330 - (0) - - (1,541,480) (1,938,420) (2,249,330) (2,418,120) (2,633,680)

GF Working Balances C/FWd (Exc. £1.25m Min) 5,761,790 7,035,120 6,906,400 6,216,290 5,272,170 4,053,970 2,458,520 520,100 (1,729,230) (4,147,350) (6,781,030)

Specific Reserves (as at end of year)

Spend to Save Reserve (incl. Digital Team) 148,220 157,460 159,560 161,660 163,760 165,860 167,960 170,060 172,160 174,260 176,360

Corporate Priorities Reserve 139,880 79,770 79,770 79,770 79,770 79,770 79,770 79,770 79,770 79,770 79,770

Asset Enhancement Reserve 903,510 827,500 519,200 146,200 66,200 66,200 51,200 151,200 251,200 351,200 451,200

Planning Policy Reserve 393,470 353,470 403,470 453,470 503,470 553,470 603,470 653,470 703,470 753,470 803,470

Gravesham CAN Reserve - - - - - - - - - -

Leisure Centres Reserve 1,006,960 1,247,330 1,528,630 1,517,530 1,801,430 2,085,330 2,429,230 2,773,130 3,117,030 3,460,930 3,804,830

Decriminalisation (General) 42,240 42,240 42,240 142,240 242,240 342,240 442,240 542,240 642,240 742,240 842,240

Town Pier Pontoon Reserve 90,990 98,490 110,990 99,490 111,990 124,490 107,990 120,490 132,990 145,490 157,990

Local Authority Mortgage Scheme Reserve 100,000 50,000 25,000 - - - - - - - -

Elections Reserve 149,410 171,750 51,750 81,750 111,750 141,750 51,750 81,750 111,750 141,750 171,750

IT Infrastructure Reserve 84,730 99,730 174,730 79,730 34,730 109,730 144,730 89,730 34,730 (20,270) (75,270)

DSO Fleet Vehicle Replacement Reserve 31,410 361,410 31,410 31,410 31,410 31,410 31,410 31,410 31,410 31,410 31,410

Waste Freighter Replacement Reserve 559,010 780,360 1,001,710 1,223,060 1,444,410 1,665,760 1,887,110 2,108,460 2,329,810 2,551,160 2,772,510

Business Rates Collection Fund Equalisation Reserve 500,000 665,860 500,000 500,000 500,000 500,000 500,000 500,000 500,000 500,000 500,000

Growth Fund Reserve 447,390 426,970 411,610 411,610 411,610 411,610 411,610 411,610 411,610 411,610 411,610

Lower Thames Crossing Reserve 150,000 150,000 150,000 150,000 150,000 150,000 150,000 150,000 150,000 150,000 150,000

Service Review Reserve 257,580 246,780 196,780 196,780 196,780 196,780 196,780 196,780 196,780 196,780 196,780

Playgrounds Reserve 100,000 100,000 - - - - - - - - -

Woodville Repairs Reserve 57,250 114,500 171,750 229,000 286,250 343,500 400,750 458,000 515,250 572,500 629,750

Commercial Income Protection Reserve 100,000 497,780 556,960 579,470 600,890 599,810 603,770 597,710 616,050 622,470 629,080

Investment Interest Equalisation Reserve 500,000 500,000 500,000 500,000 500,000 500,000 500,000 500,000 500,000 500,000 500,000

TOTAL BALANCES & RESERVES 11,523,840 14,006,520 13,521,960 12,799,460 12,508,860 12,121,680 11,218,290 10,135,910 8,767,020 7,217,420 5,452,450

NB: ADDT. MINIMUM WORKING BALANCES 1,250,000 1,250,000 1,250,000 1,250,000 1,250,000 1,250,000 1,250,000 1,250,000 1,250,000 1,250,000 1,250,000

INCLUDED WITHIN THIS VERSION OF THE PLAN

Council Tax increase of 2.97% in 19-20, then 2% thereafter.  Council Tax Base reduced by 0.17% in 19-20, growth of 0.60% annually thereafter.

Growth in salaries as per latest employers' offer 2018-19 & 2019-20. 2.5% annually thereafter - including pay award & incremental growth.

RSG as per Multi-year settlement offer.  NHB Scheme payments as per revised scheme announced December 2016.

Business Rates income based on actual projected income to be received, net of S31 Grants for busines rate relief initiatives (shown in Other Government Grant Line).

Analysis of Balances & Specific Reserves Balances 

as at the end of the Financial Year (i.e. 31 March)                                       
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£ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £

EXPENDITURE
Employees

Salaries (Gross) 8,534,710 7,599,560 10,948,640 10,988,800 11,256,640 11,545,360 11,833,970 12,129,880 12,433,130 12,743,930 13,108,220 
Vacancy allowance (350,000) --   (350,000) (350,000) (350,000) (350,000) (350,000) (350,000) (350,000) (350,000) (350,000)
Salaries (Net) 8,184,710 7,599,560 10,598,640 10,638,800 10,906,640 11,195,360 11,483,970 11,779,880 12,083,130 12,393,930 12,758,220 

Temporary Staff 94,520 97,480 392,840 402,660 412,730 423,060 433,620 444,460 455,570 466,940 478,620 
Wages 97,810 97,810 221,870 104,410 107,010 109,680 232,430 115,250 118,140 121,090 124,120 

Pension and National Insurance Contributions 2,015,370 2,009,070 2,571,420 2,596,420 2,656,210 2,727,920 2,796,110 2,866,070 2,937,990 3,011,390 3,098,300 

Other (Training, Retirement Benefits, etc) 1,493,210 1,519,880 1,510,860 1,494,970 1,512,540 1,491,090 1,492,140 1,493,220 1,494,330 1,495,470 1,495,470 

Running Expenses 9,319,930 11,139,740 10,042,070 10,344,560 10,489,550 10,695,950 11,006,100 11,289,940 11,252,160 11,351,590 11,412,090 

Capital Financing 1,323,930 1,237,180 1,623,430 1,075,820 959,250 935,360 915,920 897,720 868,690 741,810 816,720 

Net Housing Benefit Subsidy (77,330) (77,330) (95,790) (140,920) (52,120) 14,870 64,790 101,450 127,810 146,230 158,570 

Recharges to Other Accounts (224,520) (116,820) (3,014,100) (3,037,690) (3,071,820) (3,109,510) (3,156,310) (3,197,220) (3,241,560) (3,277,850) (3,319,710)

Other Government Grants (2,194,630) (2,299,600) (2,236,120) (2,012,690) (2,037,440) (2,062,690) (2,088,440) (2,114,720) (2,139,640) (2,168,870) (2,196,750)

Investment Income (627,320) (876,550) (843,720) (453,530) (364,420) (486,350) (463,400) (434,620) (175,690) --   --   

Fees & Charges (6,642,170) (7,547,710) (7,433,120) (7,190,980) (7,203,810) (7,199,370) (7,203,330) (7,217,270) (7,214,610) (7,158,000) (7,165,930)

Rental Income (2,214,590) (3,318,560) (3,713,090) (3,863,130) (4,005,950) (3,998,710) (4,025,110) (3,984,730) (4,106,990) (4,149,780) (4,193,850)

APPROPRIATIONS

Capital Items met from Balances and Reserves 105,000 161,500 1,518,300 1,228,000 685,000 605,000 420,000 305,000 305,000 505,000 505,000 

Net Contribution to / (from) Reserves 609,770 968,730 (622,740) (422,390) 263,520 434,020 495,060 659,040 813,440 537,520 537,710 

Appropriation to / (from) Balances 1,035,980 1,485,980 611,150 547,000 547,000 547,000 547,000 547,000 547,000 547,000 547,000 

Parish Precepts 323,120 323,120 339,740 339,740 339,740 339,740 339,740 339,740 339,740 339,740 339,740 

BUDGET REQUIREMENT FOR THE YEAR 12,622,790 12,403,480 11,471,640 11,651,050 12,143,630 12,662,420 13,290,290 13,890,210 14,464,510 14,903,210 15,395,320 

Business Rates Income (3,679,110) (4,283,130) (3,085,050) (2,698,680) (2,752,650) (2,807,700) (2,863,850) (2,921,130) (2,979,560) (3,039,150) (3,099,940)

Residual Revenue Support Grant (RSG) --   --   --   243,710 243,710 243,710 243,710 243,710 243,710 243,710 243,710 

Less: Passported Parish Grant (LSCT) 1,040 1,040 --   --   --   --   --   --   --   --   --   

New Homes Bonus (586,760) (586,760) (611,150) (547,000) (547,000) (547,000) (547,000) (547,000) (547,000) (547,000) (547,000)

Council Tax Income (6,705,200) (6,705,200) (6,693,800) (6,868,790) (7,048,050) (7,232,320) (7,421,320) (7,615,130) (7,814,170) (8,018,140) (8,227,490)

Parish Precepts (323,120) (323,120) (339,740) (339,740) (339,740) (339,740) (339,740) (339,740) (339,740) (339,740) (339,740)

Transfers to / (from) the Collection Fund --   --   196,460 --   --   --   --   --   --   --   --   

Recycling of Excess Usable Working Balances above £4m (1,329,640) (1,329,640) (938,360) (1,440,550) (1,699,900) (1,208,460) (547,000) (547,000) (547,000) (547,000) (547,000)

--   (823,330) --   0 --   770,910 1,815,090 2,163,920 2,480,750 2,655,890 2,877,860 

--   --   --   0 --   770,910 1,044,180 348,830 316,830 175,140 221,970 

GRAVESHAM BOROUGH COUNCIL

MEDIUM TERM FINANCIAL PLAN

BUDGET SHORTFALL/(UNDERSPEND)

NEW SAVINGS PER ANNUM

Projected 

2021-22

Projected 

2020-21

Projected 

2018-19

Projected 

2027-28

Projected 

2025-26

Projected 

2026-27

Projected 

2019-20

Original 

2018-19

Projected 

2024-25

Projected 

2022-23

Projected 

2023-24
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2018-19      

Original

2018-19      

Projected

2019-20      

Original

2020-21      

Original

2021-22      

Original

2022-23      

Original

2023-24      

Original

2024-25      

Original

2025-26      

Original

2026-27      

Original

2027-28      

Original

Working Balances B/Fwd (Exc. £1.25m Min) 6,055,450 6,055,450 7,035,120 6,707,910 5,814,360 4,661,460 4,000,000 4,000,000 4,000,000 4,000,000 4,000,000

New Homes Bonus 586,760 586,760 611,150 547,000 547,000 547,000 547,000 547,000 547,000 547,000 547,000
NNDR Income - Kent Pilot & Pool 449,220 449,220
NNDR Income - Q2 Projection re Kent Pilot 450,000

Usage of Excess Working Balances to support GF (1,329,640) (1,329,640) (938,360) (1,440,550) (1,699,900) (1,208,460) (547,000) (547,000) (547,000) (547,000) (547,000)

Transfer from Balances to equalise Council Tax - - - - - - - - - - -

SUB-TOTAL (BEFORE SAVINGS REQUIREMENT) 5,761,790 6,211,790 6,707,910 5,814,360 4,661,460 4,000,000 4,000,000 4,000,000 4,000,000 4,000,000 4,000,000

(Shortfall)/Underspend Against Original Budget - 823,330 - (0) - (770,910) (1,815,090) (2,163,920) (2,480,750) (2,655,890) (2,877,860)

GF Working Balances C/FWd (Exc. £1.25m Min) 5,761,790 7,035,120 6,707,910 5,814,360 4,661,460 3,229,090 1,414,000 (749,920) (3,230,670) (5,886,560) (8,764,420)

Specific Reserves (as at end of year)

Spend to Save Reserve (incl. Digital Team) 148,220 157,460 159,560 161,660 163,760 165,860 167,960 170,060 172,160 174,260 176,360

Corporate Priorities Reserve 139,880 79,770 79,770 79,770 79,770 79,770 79,770 79,770 79,770 79,770 79,770

Asset Enhancement Reserve 903,510 827,500 519,200 146,200 66,200 66,200 51,200 151,200 251,200 351,200 451,200

Planning Policy Reserve 393,470 353,470 403,470 453,470 503,470 553,470 603,470 653,470 703,470 753,470 803,470

Gravesham CAN Reserve - - - - - - - - - -

Leisure Centres Reserve 1,006,960 1,247,330 1,528,630 1,517,530 1,801,430 2,085,330 2,429,230 2,773,130 3,117,030 3,460,930 3,804,830

Decriminalisation (General) 42,240 42,240 42,240 142,240 242,240 342,240 442,240 542,240 642,240 742,240 842,240

Town Pier Pontoon Reserve 90,990 98,490 110,990 99,490 111,990 124,490 107,990 120,490 132,990 145,490 157,990

Local Authority Mortgage Scheme Reserve 100,000 50,000 25,000 - - - - - - - -

Elections Reserve 149,410 171,750 51,750 81,750 111,750 141,750 51,750 81,750 111,750 141,750 171,750

IT Infrastructure Reserve 84,730 99,730 174,730 79,730 34,730 109,730 144,730 89,730 34,730 (20,270) (75,270)

DSO Fleet Vehicle Replacement Reserve 31,410 361,410 31,410 31,410 31,410 31,410 31,410 31,410 31,410 31,410 31,410

Waste Freighter Replacement Reserve 559,010 780,360 1,001,710 1,223,060 1,444,410 1,665,760 1,887,110 2,108,460 2,329,810 2,551,160 2,772,510

Business Rates Collection Fund Equalisation Reserve 500,000 665,860 500,000 500,000 500,000 500,000 500,000 500,000 500,000 500,000 500,000

Growth Fund Reserve 447,390 426,970 411,610 411,610 411,610 411,610 411,610 411,610 411,610 411,610 411,610

Lower Thames Crossing Reserve 150,000 150,000 150,000 150,000 150,000 150,000 150,000 150,000 150,000 150,000 150,000

Service Review Reserve 257,580 246,780 196,780 196,780 196,780 196,780 196,780 196,780 196,780 196,780 196,780

Playgrounds Reserve 100,000 100,000 - - - - - - - - -

Woodville Repairs Reserve 57,250 114,500 171,750 229,000 286,250 343,500 400,750 458,000 515,250 572,500 629,750

Commercial Income Protection Reserve 100,000 497,780 556,960 579,470 600,890 599,810 603,770 597,710 616,050 622,470 629,080

Investment Interest Equalisation Reserve 500,000 500,000 500,000 500,000 500,000 500,000 500,000 500,000 500,000 500,000 500,000

TOTAL BALANCES & RESERVES 11,523,840 14,006,520 13,323,470 12,397,530 11,898,150 11,296,800 10,173,770 8,865,890 7,265,580 5,478,210 3,469,060

NB: ADDT. MINIMUM WORKING BALANCES 1,250,000 1,250,000 1,250,000 1,250,000 1,250,000 1,250,000 1,250,000 1,250,000 1,250,000 1,250,000 1,250,000

INCLUDED WITHIN THIS VERSION OF THE PLAN

No Council Tax increase in 19-20, 2% increase from 202/21 onwards.  Council Tax Base reduced by 0.17% in 19-20, growth of 0.60% annually thereafter.

Growth in salaries as per latest employers' offer 2018-19 & 2019-20. 2.5% annually thereafter - including pay award & incremental growth.

RSG as per Multi-year settlement offer.  NHB Scheme payments as per revised scheme announced December 2016.

Business Rates income based on actual projected income to be received, net of S31 Grants for busines rate relief initiatives (shown in Other Government Grant Line).

Analysis of Balances & Specific Reserves Balances 

as at the end of the Financial Year (i.e. 31 March)                                       
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Section Three – Robustness of Estimates and Adequacy of Reserves

Background

1. As part of its budget setting processes, the council has a duty to consider the 
adequacy of its reserves and working balances.  Under Section 25 of the Local 
Government Act 2003 the Section 151 Officer is required to state in the budget report 
their view on the robustness of estimates for the coming year, the medium term 
financial strategy and the adequacy of proposed reserves and balances.

2. This report provides a summary of the review of reserves and working balances 
undertaken this year which will form part of the considerations around budget setting 
for 2019/20.

Reserves Policy

3. The council has developed a Reserves Policy which documents how the council will 
manage and utilise its financial reserves in meeting the financial challenges it faces 
over the medium term.   This can be found at Appendix 5a. 

Principles to assess risk in relation to the Adequacy of Usable Reserves

4. In order to assess the adequacy of usable reserves when setting the budget for the 
General Fund the Director (Corporate Services) has considered the strategic, 
operational and financial risks facing the General Fund and future investment 
requirements in capital and other projects.  Advice from professional bodies and 
reserve practices of other like authorities has then been considered to derive the 
recommended level of working balances and reserves for the 2019-20 financial year.

Assessing the risks

5. A risk assessment has been undertaken which attempts to quantify the risks to the 
Council’s financial position in the forthcoming financial year for the General Fund.  
The outcomes of this assessment can be found at Appendix 5b.

Professional advice

6. Guidance received from the Audit Commission in 2012 indicated that, in the 
Commission’s view, a prudent level of working balances was to retain an amount 
equivalent to three months net revenue spending requirement.  For the General Fund, 
three months net spending would equate to approximately £3.3 million. 

7. The Financial Resilience Review 2015 conducted by Grant Thornton recognises the 
importance of working balances and earmarked reserves as a means of providing a 
buffer against unplanned financial shocks and to invest in capital and other projects, 
including the funding of transformation.  This view was shared by CIPFA in their 
briefing on English local authority reserves published in June 2015 and the more 
recently published Financial Resilience Index, which contains indicators relating to the 
level of reserves an authority holds and the extent to which reserve are being utilised.
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8. The Financial Resilience Index is intended to provide an assessment of a council’s 
financial health and resilience relative to other councils of the same type, putting in 
place an early warning system to support councils in identifying areas of weakness 
and taking action in a timely manner to reduce the risk of financial failure.  Having 
considered the data for Gravesham from the Financial Resilience Index for 2017-18 
and movements in working balances and reserves since 2016, it is the view of officers 
that the council has a manageable exposure to the risk of financial stress at the time 
of conducting the review.

Benchmarking

9. Benchmarking was undertaken to consider the relative positions of the minimum 
working balances retained by the authorities in England assessed as being the most 
similar to Gravesham Borough Council and other Kent district councils.  This identified 
that the level of minimum level of working balances retained by this authority (at 
£1.25m) is in line with those it is most similar to and slightly below the Kent average.  
It is important to note, however, that each authority will structure their reserve 
arrangements differently and will be affected to a greater or lesser relative degree by 
the risks outlined in the risk assessment at Appendix 4b, as well as differing net 
revenue budget requirements and policies around how they establish contingency 
amounts.  

Assessing the appropriateness of Working Balances and Reserves

10. The minimum prudent level of reserves is a matter of judgement and is the Council’s 
safety net for any unforeseen expenditure or other circumstances.  The current 
Medium Term Financial Strategy contains the core principle to preserve a minimum 
level of £3.25m General Fund working balances.  This level was determined on the 
basis of:

 a minimum working balance of £1.25m to assist cash flow

 £2m General Revenue Reserve to enable the Council to meet unforeseen 
challenges or pressures on its financial position.   

11. As demonstrated by the risk assessment at appendix 4b, the risks facing the council 
have not reduced in nature or scale, and in fact are likely to become greater in the 
forthcoming year due to significant areas of risk and uncertainty, in particular:

 Significant uncertainty around the future funding available for local government 
and the level of funding the council can expect to receive (primarily through 
retained business rates);

 Uncertainty around the withdrawal of the UK from the European Union, both in 
terms of political and economic uncertainty;

 Greater investment risk exposure through Property Funds and Diversified 
Income Funds, coupled with greater exposure to fluctuations in the 
commercial property market, the need for which has been driven by reductions 
to funding for local government.
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12. After considering the risks set out at appendix 5b to this report, professional advice 
and reserve practice of other comparator authorities it is the opinion of the Director 
(Corporate Services), that the minimum of £3,250,000 in General Fund working 
balances should be increased to £5,250,000 during 2019/20, constituted:

 a minimum working balance of £1.25m to assist cash flow

 £4m General Revenue Reserve to enable the Council to meet unforeseen 
challenges or pressures on its financial position.   

13. It is also the opinion of the Director (Corporate Services) that the Commercial Income 
Protection Reserve be increased to a level of £497,780 with immediate effect and its 
balance each year maintained at the equivalent of a 15% of total rental income 
generated (reflecting provision for a 10% reduction in annual rental income receivable 
and a 5% contingency amount to deliver unbudgeted landlord maintenance and 
upkeep responsibilities in any single year.

14. By making these changes, it is the view of the Director (Corporate Services) that the 
General Fund continues to maintain adequate reserves and working balances and 
that the budget proposals recommended to Cabinet are robust and sustainable.  The 
risk assessment conducted does, however, set out a number of areas of risk or 
uncertainty and for this reason, the reserves and working balances maintained for the 
General Fund will be kept under review.

Opportunity Cost of holding reserves 

15. Having set minimum levels, the opportunity cost of holding reserves needs to be 
considered. All balances are used to either reduce temporary borrowing or are 
invested subject to other cash flows. Therefore in measuring any opportunity cost of 
holding these reserves, account needs to be taken of the interest saving. The 
opportunity cost of holding the reserves is therefore a judgment whether the ‘worth’ of 
expenditure foregone is more than the income generated. Given the current economic 
climate and prevailing uncertainty over future grant funding it is considered that the 
risks the authority is exposed to exceed the opportunity cost of holding reserves. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 This policy forms a key part of the Council’s financial management framework and 
supports the current Medium Term Financial Strategy by documenting how the council will 
manage and utilise its financial reserves in meeting the financial challenges it faces over 
the medium term as a means of delivering a robust and stable financial basis on which to 
deliver quality council services. 

1.2 The establishment, monitoring and review of the levels of reserves and balances are an 
important element of the council’s financial management systems and financial standing. 

1.3 This policy is reflective of the core principles of the Medium Term Financial Strategy, which 
are: 

 To ensure that the finite resources available are aligned to the Council’s corporate 
objectives. 

 To seek to maintain a sustainable financial position over the MTFS period. 

 To preserve a minimum level of £3.25m General Fund working balances and a 
minimum level of £3m Housing Revenue Account working balances. 

 To ensure that decisions relating to Council Tax Setting are made with due regard to 
the guidelines issued by the Secretary of State. 

 

2. Legislative/Regulatory Framework 

2.1 The requirement for financial reserves is acknowledged in Sections 32 and 43 of the Local 
Government Finance Act 1992, which requires billing and precepting authorities in England 
and Wales to have regard to the level of reserves needed for meeting future expenditure 
when calculating the budget requirement.  In England and Wales, earmarked reserves 
remain legally part of the General Reserve, although they are accounted for separately. 

2.2 The Local Government Act 2003 places a duty on the chief financial officer to report on the 
adequacy of reserves when the authority is considering its budget requirement. The level 
of working balances and reserves held by a council is not prescribed; it is the responsibility 
of chief financial officers to advise local authorities about the level of reserves that they 
should hold and to ensure that there are clear protocols for their establishment and use. 

2.3 CIPFA’s Prudential Code requires the chief financial officers to have full regard to 
affordability when making recommendations about the council’s future capital programme. 
Such consideration includes the level of long-term revenue commitments. Indeed, in 
considering the affordability of its capital plans, consideration will be given to the resources 
available, together with the totality of capital plans and revenue forecasts for the 
forthcoming year and following years.  

2.4 Whilst it is the primary responsibility of the local authority and its chief financial officer to 
maintain a sound financial position, external auditors will confirm that there are no material 
uncertainties about an authority’s ability to continue to operate as a going concern.  It is 
not the responsibility of external auditors to prescribe the optimum or minimum level of 
reserves for individual authorities or authorities in general.  
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3. Current Financial Climate 

3.1 Funding for General Fund Services is current delivered through a number of funding 
streams: 

 Council Tax  Rental and Investment Income 

 Business Rates  Fees and Charges 

 Government Funding  Grants and Contributions 

3.2 The system of funding for local government has significantly changed since 2010, moving 
from a situation where local authorities were significantly dependent upon Central 
Government support to one where the Council is becoming increasingly reliant on localised 
funding sources, with greater exposure to risk and opportunities coming with this.  Public 
sector services and local government in particular have had to respond to significant 
changes and sustained reductions in Government Grant funding whilst also grappling with 
increasing demand for services and changes in the legislative environment in which it 
operates. 

3.3 The Medium Term Financial Strategy of the Council recognises the importance of reserves 
to fund one-off or significant known areas of future expenditure as well as providing 
support to annual revenue expenditure. 

 

4. Types of Reserve 

4.1 CIPFA’s Local Authority Accounting Panel (LAAP) Bulletin 99 - Local Authority Reserves 
and Balances (CIPFA 2014) provides guidance to chief financial officers on the 
establishment and maintenance of local authority reserves and balances.  The bulletin sets 
out that reserves should be held for three main purposes: 

 a working balance to help cushion the impact of uneven cash flows and avoid the 
need for temporary borrowing; 

 a contingency to cushion the impact of unexpected events or emergencies; 

 earmarked reserves to meet known or predicted requirements. 

4.2 In addition the council holds two further reserves for the purpose of capital investment: 
 

 Capital Receipts Reserve - this reserve holds the proceeds from the disposal of 
assets that have not yet been used to finance expenditure or repay debt.  The 
reserve can only be used for capital purposes in accordance with regulations. 

 Major Repairs Reserve – this reserve provides resources for capital investment in 
the council’s housing stock and is funded from depreciation charges on Housing 
Revenue Account non-current tangible assets. 

The council also holds other reserves, known as unusable reserves, which arise out of 
legislation and proper accounting practice e.g. the Revaluation Reserve, Capital 
Adjustment Account and Pension Reserve. These reserves are not resource-backed and 
cannot be used for any other purpose; they are therefore not covered by this policy.  
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5. The General Fund Balance 

5.1 The Medium Term Financial Strategy contains the core principle to preserve a minimum 
level of £3.25m General Fund working balances.  This level has been determined on the 
basis of: 

 a minimum working balance of £1.25m to assist cash flow 

  £2m General Revenue Reserve to enable the Council to meet unforeseen 
challenges or pressures on its financial position.    

5.2 Going in to 2019-20,  the financial risks facing the council have not reduced in nature or 
scale, and in fact are considered likely to become greater in the forthcoming year due to 
significant areas of risk and uncertainty, in particular: 

 Significant uncertainty around the future funding available for local government and 
the level of funding the council can expect to receive (primarily through retained 
business rates); 

 Uncertainty around the withdrawal of the UK from the European Union, both in 
terms of political and economic uncertainty; 

 Greater investment risk exposure through Property Funds and Diversified Income 
Funds, coupled with greater exposure to fluctuations in the commercial property 
market, the need for which has been driven by reductions to funding for local 
government. 

5.3 For the reasons set out above, for 2019-20 it is the view of the S151 Officer that minimum 
of £3.25m in General Fund working balances should be increased to £5.25m during 
2019/20, constituted: 

 a minimum working balance of £1.25m to assist cash flow 

 £4m General Revenue Reserve to enable the Council to meet unforeseen 
challenges or pressures on its financial position.    

 

6. The Housing Revenue Account Balance 

6.1 The Medium Term Financial Strategy contains the core principle to preserve a minimum 
level of £3m Housing Revenue Account working balances.  This level has been 
determined to assist cash flow and mitigate against risks to the Housing Revenue Account 
Business Plan. 
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7. Establishing Earmarked Reserves 

7.1 The Constitution of the Council places responsibility with the Section 151 Officer for 
advising Cabinet and Full Council on the appropriate level of working balances and the 
establishment of specific financial reserves. 

7.2 Earmarked reserves will be identified for specific areas of expenditure or to limit future risk 
exposure and/or to smooth the effect of identified future commitments.   

7.3 In establishing a reserve, consideration will be given to: 

 There being a clear reason for/purpose of the reserve 

 How and when the reserve can be used 

 Procedures for the management and control of the reserve 

7.4 When establishing reserves, the Section 151 Officer will ensure compliance with the Code 
of Practice on Local Authority Accounting and in particular the need to distinguish between 
reserves and provisions. 

 

8. Use of Balances and Earmarked Reserves 

8.1 Use of working balances will be in accordance with the arrangements contained within the 
Medium Term Financial Strategy. 

8.2 Use of reserves will be in accordance with spending patterns notified to the Section 151 
Officer as part of the formal review of working balances and current reserves or with 
approval from the Section 151 Officer in consultation with the Corporate Management 
Team. 

 

9. Governance of Balances and Reserves 

9.1 The level of Working Balances and Reserves is kept under continuous review and is 
reported to Management and Members through the quarterly budget monitoring reports 
and end-of year reporting. 

9.2  As part of the annual budget setting process, the Section 151 Officer will undertake a 
formal review of working balances and current reserves to ensure that they continue to be 
relevant and prudent. The findings of the review will be reported to the Corporate 
Management Team and Cabinet before submission of the proposed annual budget to Full 
Council. 

9.3 This Reserves Policy will be reviewed annually and reported to the Council as part of the 
budget setting process, accompanying the statement from the Section 151 Officer on the 
adequacy of Working Balances and Specific Reserves in respect of the forthcoming 
financial year.  
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Risk Risk Description Risk Quantification Narrative Insurable Potential Impact £) Existing Provision (£)
Balance Required for 

2019/20 (£)

Government Funding
2019 Spending Review and Fair 

Funding Review.

The 2019 Spending Review will set the envelope of spending 

for the Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local 

Government (MHCLG).  The Fair Funding Review will set 

new finding baselines for individual local authorities.  There is 

an expectation that the Resource Departmental Expenditure 

Limit for the MHCLG will be squeezed and the Fair Funding 

review will see a greater concentration of resources directed 

to authorities with Upper Tier responsibilities. A 10% 

reduction in the Settlement Funding Assessment for the 

council would result in the council losing approx. £300k per 

annum.

N 300,000                      -                                                 300,000                         

Withdrawal of the UK from the 

EU

Unanticipated incidents arise 

requiring council response or 

impinging on abilty to deliver 

services.

Estimate of £250,000 to respond to issue. N                        250,000 -                                                 250,000                         

New Homes Bonus

Scheme methodology revised 

downwards and/or homes not 

delivered.

Funding for 2019/2020 is anticipated at £611,000. New 

Homes Bonus is awarded to council's to incentivise house 

building.  From 2017-18 a "deadweight" figure of ~166 homes 

(or 0.4% growth) was introduced below which NHB will not be 

paid.

The Government has indicated that 2019/20 will be the final 

year of The New Homes Bonus as a grant, and future years 

have assumed the level of grant income will be maintained 

based on 276 homes (Band D equivalent) per year. 

Projections below this performance estimate a cost to the 

Council of £110K per year for four years

N 440,000                      -                                                 440,000                         

Business Rates Retention 

Reform

The current Business Rates 

scheme calculated "baseline" 

funding based on average 

business rates income from 

2010/11 and 2011/12. 

Current proposals are open to consultation at present but key 

risks are:

Baseline reset - could see additional growth achieved since 

2010/11 and 2011/12 being lost (£666,000)

Reforms to the levy rates mean extrordinary growth capped 

(Zero impact)

As a district council the split in income is currently 50:40:9:1 

(Central Government: District: County:Fire and Rescue). 

Whilst the current consultation is proposing 75% of income is 

retained locally (i.e. a postive benefit), the tier split between 

county councils and district councils will also be likely to shift. 

(Zero impact)

N                        666,000 -                                                 666,000                         

Business Rates Retention
Volatility in business rates 

income.

Business Rates Income for 2019/20 is anticipated to be 

£3.0m, from ~£24.2m net rates payable.  A 1% fall in net 

rates payable will result in the council losing approx. £77,000 

(Excluding the impact of Section 31 Grants)

N 77,000                        -                                                 77,000                           

Business Rates Appeals
Volatility in business rates 

appeal levels and decisions.

Including all open appeals before 1 April 2017 would add 

£73,580 to the appeals provision. The Council share of that 

increase in provision would be £29,430(40%).

From 1 April 2017, Check Challenge Appeal was introduced 

for business rates revaluations. £500,000 provision has been 

assumed, based on current reporting and historical RV losses 

on appeals. If we assume a provision of 2.1p for every £ of 

RV, or 4.7% of net rateable value (whichever is the greater), 

the provision could increase by up to £1.285m; which is an 

additional £785,000.  40% for Gravesham (£314,000).

ATMs are currently treated as separate hereditaments for 

rating purposes. The Court of Appeal reversed this decision in 

November 2018. The VOA have requested permission to 

appeal this decision but if they withdrew their permission to 

appeal then back dated refunds for applicable ATMs would be 

payable, with estimated refunds potentially due of £385,000.

N 728,430                      200,000                                         528,430                         

Business Rates Retention - loss 

of major ratespayer

Just under a 1/3 of business 

rates in the borough comes from 

twenty businesses.

On average, £0.857m RV could be lost if a single "Top Ten" 

business ceased trading or relocated outside the borough. 

This would adversely affect business rates income by 

£275,000.

N 275,000                      -                                                 275,000                         

Council Tax
Collection rates or growth in tax 

base are lower than anticipated.

Council Tax Income for 2019/20 is anticipated to be £6.9m.  A 

1% fall in total council tax collected will result in the council 

losing approx. £69,000.

N 69,000                        -                                                 69,000                           

Fees and charges (all sources)
Income levels from fees and 

charges lower than anticipated.

Fees and Charges Income from all sources for 2019/20 is 

anticipated to be £6.6m.  A 2% fall in the income projected 

will result in the council losing approx. £132,000

N 132,000                      -                                                 132,000                         

Investment income

Anticipated level of returns on 

traditional investments not 

achieved.

Investment Income for 2018/19 is anticipated to be £0.84m. A  

0.10% reduction in investment return performance rates 

would result in the council losing approx. £100,000.

N 100,000                      -                                                 100,000                         

Counterparty failure

Party may fail to pay invested 

amounts back to the Council, 

impacting on revenue returns.

TMSS permits up to £8m (or 20% or overall balances) with 

any counterparty at time of investment.
N 8,000,000                   500,000                                         7,500,000                      

Rental Property
Anticipated level of returns not 

achieved.

Commercial Rent Income for 2019/20 is anticipated to be 

£3.7m. A 5% fall in the income projected will result in the 

council losing approx. £190,000.

Y/N 190,000                      497,780                                         -                                 

Pay awards/NICs/Pensions 

Contributions

Increases higher than 

anticipated.

Staff Related expenditure for 2019/20 is anticipated to be 

£13m. A 1% increase in employers costs would result in 

these costs increasing by approx. £130,000.

N 130,000                      -                                                 130,000                         
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Risk Risk Description Risk Quantification Narrative Insurable Potential Impact £) Existing Provision (£)
Balance Required for 

2019/20 (£)

Inflationary Effects
Actual cost of living increase is 

higher than anticipated.

A 1% increase in inflation would result in running expenses 

increasing by approx. £100,000.
N 100,000                      -                                                 100,000                         

Service spending

Spending plans underestimated 

or ongoing revenue implications 

of capital projects not 

adequately captured.

A 1% increase in service spending would result in running 

expenses increasing by approx. £100,000.
N 100,000                      -                                                 100,000                         

Non-acheivement of vacancy 

savings target

Vacancy target of £350,000 not 

achieved,
Vacancy target of £350,000 not achieved, N 350,000                      -                                                 350,000                         

Bridging the Gap/Balancing the 

Budget Initiatives

Activity not delivered/not 

delivered as needed.

The Council has currently identified activity worth £4.2m to 

meet the predicted funding shortfall.  Whilst progress has 

been made in delivering much of this activity, failure to deliver 

5% of the further savings required would create an impact of 

£60,000 on the council.

N 60,000                        -                                                 60,000                           

Maintenance of Assets

Deficiencies in assets requiring 

immediate attention.  Future 

requirements to invest in council 

assets.

Estimate of £50,000 to respond to issue. Y/N                          50,000 -                                                 50,000                           

Legal Proceedings
Unanticipated legal proceedings 

brought against the council.

Legal proceeding may be derived from decisions related to 

planning matters, contractual disputes or service delivery 

issues.

Y/N 500,000                      -                                                 500,000                         

Organisational Capacity

Resources available to the 

council are not sufficient to 

deliver council service 

obligations.

Estimate of £50,000 to respond to issue. N                          50,000 -                                                 50,000                           

Environmental Disaster/Major 

Incident

Unanticipated incident or natural 

disaster (flood, fire etc,) 

requiring council response or 

impinging on abilty to deliver 

services.

Council is expected to fund expenditure up to 0.2% of annual 

budget requirement.
Y/N                          25,000 -                                                 25,000                           

Cyber Attack

An attack on council IT systems 

that disrupts or prevents service 

delivery.

The attack on Copeland Borough Council in August 2017 is 

estimated to have cost the council £2m.
Y/N                     2,000,000 -                                                 2,000,000                      

Changing government 

policy/legislative change

Changes to council 

responsibilities/new 

responsibilities.  Pressures on 

budgets driven by increased 

demand due to policy decisions.

Estimate of £50,000 to respond to issue. N                          50,000 -                                                 50,000                           

13,752,430                    

Risk Probabity Factor 40%

Provision Required 5,500,972                      
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Section Seven – Capital Programme

1. A detailed General Fund Capital Programme is set out at the end of this Appendix. 

2. A summary of the total General Fund capital expenditure and how it will be funded is 
shown below :

Summary by Funding
2018-19 
Original 
Budget         

(£)

2018-19 
Forecast 
Outturn                            

(£)

2019-20 
Estimated GF 

Capital 
Programme 

(£)
External Borrowing 0 0 5,900,000
Internal Borrowing 1,500,000 13,352,220 5,987,410
Capital Receipts 150,000 226,990 200,000
Grants & Contributions 404,220 3,816,640 5,641,940
Specific Reserves 325,000 325,000 1,819,200
Total 2,379,220 17,720,850 19,548,550

3. The forecast for the General Fund capital outturn for 2018-19 takes into account 
approved slippage from 2017-18.  This also reflects the decision made by Full Council in 
December 2018  to extend the funding available for purchases under the council’s 
existing Property Acquisition Strategy and the decision in May 2018 to enter into an 
agreement with Reef Estates to regenerate the Heritage Quarter.  The original budget 
for 2019-20 includes estimated slippage of previously approved capital expenditure that 
is likely to carry forward into the next financial year (subject to the approval of the S.151 
officer). 

4. The Capital Programme for 2019-20 and beyond is largely a continuation of the 
schemes approved in 2018-19 and previous years, with the below new projects coming 
on line.  New schemes include:

 Heritage Assets – a programme of work has been established to repair and enhance 
the Council’s Heritage Asset portfolio over a 5 year period.  External funding will be 
sought to offset some of these costs with the remainder of the funding being 
earmarked from the Asset Enhancement Reserve.

 Parking Machines - pay & display machines have a 7-10 year lifespan before they 
start to develop regular faults and/or the outside of the machines start to deteriorate 
due to exposure to weather conditions and vandalism.   The current assets are seven 
years old and the cost of replacing these machines in 2019/20 has been added to the 
capital programme.
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 Heritage Quarter - in May the council agreed to enter into an agreement with Reef 
Estates to regenerate the Town Centre focusing on the St George’s Shopping Centre 
and the areas known as the Eastern and Western Quarters.  The first phase of this 
agreement was signed off in June and resulted in the council becoming the custodian 
of the sum of £14.2m for the purposes of delivering improvements to the Shopping 
Centre, including the construction of the Leisure Quarter, mall enlivenment and 
entrance enhancement works.  

 Land at Dering Way – Development of Land to the East of Lion Business Park which 
is in the council’s ownership to provide much needed business units.

5. The following capital schemes are due to be successfully completed during 2018-19:

 Town Pier Timber Deck

 Waste & Horticulture Back off system

 St John’s House Refurbishment

 Civica Financial System upgrade

 Information at Work – Retention Module Software

Capital Finance 2019-20 and Beyond

External Borrowing

6. In 2019-20 the council intends to borrow £6.0m to fund the construction of new office 
accommodation at Brookvale and new business units at Dering Way. 

Internal Borrowing

7. In times of low interest rates it may be more advantageous for the council to use its own 
internal balances to fund capital projects rather than externally borrow.  In 2019-20 the 
council intends to utilise cash flow balances to fund the remainder of property and land 
acquisitions under the acquisition programmes which have been approved by Council.

Capital Receipts

8. Capital receipts received by the authority are used to finance the capital programme and 
are primarily generated through the Sale of General Fund assets.  The council has 
generated very few capital receipts as the asset portfolio has been streamlined over 
previous years, albeit the council’s land and property portfolio is kept under continuous 
review..  

9. The projected level of general fund capital receipts held by the council is anticipated to 
be £0.9m as at 31 March 2019.
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Grants & Contributions

10. The projected level of general fund capital grants held by the council is anticipated to be 
£11.5m as at 31 March 2019.  This funding is mainly made up of the unspent balance of 
£11.1m being held for the Heritage Quarter.

Specific Reserves

11. The council has put in place specific revenue reserves to help meet known or predicted 
requirements, including requirements that will require capital outlay. 
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General Fund Capital Programme 2019-20

Scheme Description
2018-19 
Original 
Budget         

(£)

2018-19 
Forecast 
Outturn        

(£)

2019-20 
Estimated GF 

Capital 
Programme 

(£)

Essential Repairs to Buildings 50,000 99,000 429,500

Local Enterprise Partnership Projects 50,000 56,920 0

Gatekeeper Replacement 50,000 0 50,000

Older Persons Champion 0 6,410 0

Queen Elizabeth II Statue 0 38,650 0

Town Pier Timber Deck 0 84,000 0

Replacement Artificial Sports Pitches 0 0 50,000

AV Equipment - Council Chamber 0 39,910 0

Envelope Filling Equipment 0 0 20,000

Heritage Assets 0 0 328,500

Cascades Replacement Flumes 0 100,000 0

Back up Generator 0 0 75,000

Parrock St Car Park - Toilet Block (Provision) 34,220 0 0

Purchase of Vehicles (DSO Fleet) 205,000 205,000 535,000

Replacement Play Equipment 120,000 117,700 185,300

Wheeled Bins for Flat Recycling 100,000 100,000 0

Waste & Horticulture back office system 200,000 200,000 0

Gravesend Cemetery Improvements 0 21,580 0

Roller Brake Testing 0 30,000 0

Parking Machines 0 0 251,200

Brookvale Office Accommodation 1,500,000 100,000 1,400,000

St John's House - Refurbishment 70,000 70,000 0

Property Acquisition Programme 0 13,012,600 2,328,600

Land Acquisiton Programme 0 239,620 3,658,810

Virtual Desktop Infrastructure 0 8,800 0

IT Equipment Review 0 50,540 0

Heritage Quarter - St George's Centre 0 3,104,080 5,461,640

Civica Financial System upgrade 0 22,070 0

Information at Work - Retention Module Software 0 13,970 0

IT Equipment Air Conditioning Unit 0 0 40,000

Land at Dering Way 0 0 4,735,000
2,379,220 17,720,850 19,548,550
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Gravesham Borough Council

Report to: Cabinet

Date: 4 February 2019

Reporting officer: Director (Corporate Services)
Director (Housing & Regeneration)  

Subject: Housing Revenue Account Estimates 2019-20 and Housing 
Capital Programme

Purpose and summary of report: 

To present the Cabinet with the draft revenue and capital estimates for Housing Revenue 
Account Services in 2019-20.

To inform Cabinet of the determination of the level of rents and service charges for 2019-20.

Recommendations:

The Cabinet recommends to Council that:

1. The draft Revenue estimates for 2019-20 together with the revised estimates for 
2018-19 to be approved;

2. The draft capital estimates, together with the revised estimates for 2018-19 be 
approved, subject to detailed reports coming forward for new schemes, where 
applicable;

3. The decrease in average rents of 1% for 2019-20 be noted.

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 The Housing Revenue Account (HRA) is a ring-fenced account.  Under the Policy 
Framework and Budget Procedure Rules of the Constitution, the Cabinet has 
responsibility for making proposals to Full Council for the adoption of the annual 
budget for the HRA.

1.2 This report presents the draft HRA revenue and capital estimates for the year 2019-
20.  These estimates have been prepared in accordance with the Council’s Corporate 
Plan and Council’s Partnership Framework.
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2. FORMAT OF THIS REPORT

2.1 This report is presented in four sections.  A summary is provided in the main body of 
this report for each section, with further detailed and contextual information presented 
in the supporting appendices: 

 Section One – HRA Revenue Account Budget
 Section Two – Housing Capital Programme
 Section Three – Robustness of Estimates and Adequacy of Reserves 
 Section Four – HRA Business Planning

3. SECTION ONE – HRA REVENUE ACCOUNT (see also Appendix 2)

Revised Budget 2018-19

3.1 The Budget Monitoring Report at the end of Quarter Three (period to 31 December 
2018) indicates a projected surplus for the year of £734,100 albeit income and 
expenditure variances in the last quarter of the year will impact on this figure.  This 
compares against an original estimated requirement to draw monies from reserves of 
£128,840 to balance the annual budget.  Details of such variances will be included in 
the Budget Outturn report to Cabinet and the Finance & Audit Committee after the 
end of the 2018-19 financial year.  Any surplus will be transferred to reserves at year-
end.

Revised Budget 2019-20

3.2 The Original Estimate for 2019-20 represents a balanced budget position, though this 
has only been achieved through drawing £3,509,960 from the HRA General Reserve 
as expenditure in the year is anticipated to exceed the income generated in the year.  
A draft budget book is attached at appendix 2a for Member information.

3.3 Working balances at the end of the year are estimated to remain at £3.0m, the 
minimum level of working balances for the HRA as determined by the Medium Term 
Financial Strategy.

3.4 The Government made a commitment in the Summer 2015 Budget to reduce social 
rents by 1% a year for four years from April 2016 to help reduce the Housing Benefit 
bill and cut the deficit.  Within the Welfare Reform and Work Act 2016, Government 
included provisions requiring councils and housing associations to reduce rents by 1% 
each year from April 2016 to April 2019 inclusive (i.e. for financial years 2016-17 to 
2019-20).  2019/20 is therefore the last year that dwelling rents will be reduced.  The 
proposed Rent Directions from 2020 permits rents to increase by CPI+1% each year, 
for a period of at least five years.

3.5 Dwelling Rents for 2019-20 have been determined by the Assistant Director (Housing) 
and the Director (Corporate Services), in accordance with the Housing Act 1985 and 
under delegated authority as set out at Annex 1.13B.83 of the Constitution. The rents 
set are in keeping with the legislative requirements introduced by the Welfare Reform 
and Work Act 2016.

3.6 Adhering to the new Government rents decrease formula, the authority’s average rent 
will decrease to £87.71 in 2019-20 compared to £87.77 in 2018-19 (the average rent 
reduction will not be exactly equal to 1% due to re-letting of void properties at target 
rent and additions of properties during the year).
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3.7 The Government expects authorities to protect tenants against sharp rises in service 
charges. The Government have stated that the increase in the service charge of an 
individual property should not exceed CPI+1% with the CPI figure as at September 
2018 being 2.4%.  By adhering to this policy the authority’s average capped service 
charge is £3.33 per week for 2019-20.

4. SECTION TWO - HOUSING CAPITAL PROGRAMME (see also Appendix 3)

4.1 The Housing capital programme for 2018-19 currently shows a projected out-turn 
of £13,124,640 against an original estimate of £13,827,060.

4.2 The Housing capital programme for 2019-20 totals £16,722,030, of which 
£832,800 is in respect of non-HRA capital schemes and £15,889,230 is in respect 
of HRA capital schemes. 

4.3 The HRA capital programme for 2019-20 will primarily focus on works to maintain 
the Council’s housing stock and delivering the New Build and Acquisitions 
Programme.

5. SECTION THREE – ROBUSTNESS OF ESTIMATES AND ADEQUACY OF 
RESERVES (see also Appendix 4)

5.1 The Local Government Act 2003 introduced a requirement for the Chief Finance 
Officer to report on the adequacy of reserves as part of the budget setting 
process.  As set out in Appendix 4, it is the view of Director (Corporate Services), 
as Section 151 Officer, that the estimates are robust and that the level of reserves 
is sufficient for the Authority. The review of reserves and working balances 
conducted by the Director (Corporate Services) can be found at Appendix 4 to this 
report.

6. SECTION FOUR - HRA BUSINESS PLANNING (see also Appendix 5 and 6)

6.1 Business planning is central to a self-financed HRA for financial and service 
planning, monitoring progress and managing risk. The business plan shows how, 
over 30 years, the rental and other income will fund all the investment needs of 
the stock, servicing of the debt and day-to-day management and repair 
requirements. It is the main tool for the financial management of the HRA and has 
a substantial impact on the asset management plans.

6.2 The investment in the stock will be funded from internally managed resources: 
capital receipts, revenue monies available, and other contributions received, 
supplemented by any additional prudential borrowing required. Whilst, capital 
receipt pooling to the government is to continue, the debt that authorities can take 
on is no longer capped following a government announcement in October 2018.
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6.3 Within the strategic framework of the overall Housing Strategy, the following five 
objectives are identified;

 To continue the delivery of a high quality council housing service alongside 
fully engaged tenants who participate in the on-going programme of Housing 
Service policy reviews;

 To provide sufficient affordable housing to the Decent Homes Standard;

 To seek to provide suitable housing to meet the vulnerability needs within the 
borough;

 To maintain or improve the amount of private social housing available within 
the borough;

 To continue to provide tenants with the tools to enable them to engage with 
and scrutinise the Housing Department’s activities and decision making 
processes;

 To manage the council’s financial position by the recovery of monies owed 
and increasing income to the council.

6.4 The current HRA Business Plan can be found at appendix five to this 
report. BACKGROUND PAPERS

10.1 Background papers pertaining to this report are available from the Financial 
Services team in the first instance. 
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IMPLICATIONS                                                                                                             APPENDIX 1

Legal There Is a legal requirement under Section 76 of the Housing Act 1989 to maintain 
a Housing Revenue Account and every year formulate proposals regarding:

 The income of the authority from rents and other charges in respect of 
houses and other property

 The expenditure in respect of the repair, maintenance, supervision and 
management of such property

 Such other matters connected with the HRA


Implementation of the proposals will secure that the account does not show a debit 
balance

Finance and 
Value for 
Money 

As contained within the report. 

Risk 
Assessment

The risks associated with the Housing Revenue Account and Housing Capital 
estimates are contained within this report and the current Medium Term Financial 
Strategy.

Screening for Equality Impacts

Question

a. Does the decision being made or recommended through this paper have 
potential to cause adverse impact or discriminate against different groups in the 
community? If yes, please explain answer.
No

b. Does the decision being made or recommended through this paper make a 
positive contribution to promoting equality? If yes, please explain answer.
No

Equality 
Impact 
Assessment

In submitting this report, the Chief Officer doing so is confirming that they have 
given due regard to the equality impacts of the decision being considered, as noted 
in the table above

Corporate 
Plan

Corporate Objective 4: A sound and self-sufficient council.

Crime and 
Disorder

N/A

Digital and 
website 
implications

There will be a need to update information provided by the council on the website

Safeguarding 
children and 
vulnerable 
adults

N/A
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Appendix 2

1

Section One – Housing Revenue Account Budget

Revised Budget 2018-19

1. During 2018-19, the Cabinet and Finance & Audit Committee (which provides the 
scrutiny function over budgetary control) have received three quarterly budget 
monitoring reports.  Each Budget Monitoring report has included a summary of the 
known variances contributing to the projected year-end financial position of the 
authority.

2. The Budget Monitoring Report at the end of Quarter Three (period to 31 December 
2018) indicates a projected surplus for the year of £734,100, albeit income and 
expenditure variances in the last quarter of the year will impact on this figure.  This 
compares against an original estimated requirement to draw monies from reserves of 
£128,840 to balance the annual budget.  Any surplus will be transferred to reserves at 
year-end.

Revenue Budget 2019-20

3. The Original Estimate for 2019-20 represents a balanced budget position, though this 
has only been achieved through drawing £3,509,960 from the HRA General Reserve as 
expenditure in the year is anticipated to exceed the income generated in the year. A 
draft budget book is attached at appendix 2a for Member information.

Description Original Budget 
2018-19 (£)

Projected Outturn 
2018-19 (£)

Proposed 
Original Budget 

2019-20 (£)
Supervision and Management 6,014,770 5,444,770 5,357,200
Repairs and Maintenance 7,766,870 7,351,870 7,618,140
Depreciation 6,813,840 6,813,840 6,911,810
Intensive Housing Management - Expenditure 667,200 667,200 667,490
Capital Finance 6,539,560 6,519,560 10,189,750
Sub Total Expenditure 27,802,240 26,797,240 30,744,390
Rents of Dwellings (25,298,700) (25,156,640) (25,031,400)
Other Rental Income (33,370) (33,370) (29,300)
Service Charges (1,380,300) (1,380,300) (1,399,800)
Non Dwelling Income (327,130) (327,130) (140,000)
Intensive Housing Mangement Charge Income (103,480) (103,480) (103,480)
Intensive Housing Management Other Income (418,160) (418,160) (418,000)
Other Income (112,260) (112,260) (112,450)
Sub Total Income (27,673,400) (27,531,340) (27,234,430)
Contributions to/(from) reserves (128,840) 734,100 (3,509,960)
Net Surplus/Deficit 0 0 0

4. Working balances at the end of the year are estimated to remain at £3.0m, the minimum 
level of working balances for the HRA as determined by the Medium Term Financial 
Strategy.

5. The key factors considered when proposing the budget for 2019-20 are set out in the 
following sections.
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Budgetary Challenge

6. Workstreams within the Medium Term Financial Strategy to bridge the gap on the HRA 
included activity to challenge spend and budgetary provisions; reductions to budgets of 
£54,000 have been derived from the second phase of this activity, building on the 
£241,640 that has been realised in the budget setting for the previous two financial 
years.

Supervision and Management Costs

Employee Costs 

7. The proposed revenue budget for 2019-20 reflects the second year of the Local 
Government pay settlement which, in broad terms, will see staff receive a 2% pay 
award, with greater percentage increases towards the lower end of the pay scale.

8. Following the salaries estimates process, and also taking account of changes on other 
salary on-cost budget lines, the net effect on the HRA Business Plan for 2019/20 is 
saving of some £466,000.  This is as a result of removing a number of posts that have 
been vacant for more than 12 months including the Warden posts.  The posts which 
have been removed have been agreed by the Director (Housing & Regeneration) and 
the Assistant Director (Housing).

9. A Vacancy Allowance of £100,000 has been retained for the HRA.

10. The recharges between the General Fund and the HRA have been reviewed including 
Horticulture and CCTV charges.  These changes coupled with the review of the Warden 
Recharge within the HRA account itself results in a net saving of some £188,000 against 
the equivalent budgeted expenditure for 2018-19.

Repairs and Maintenance

11. Responsive Repairs to council dwellings are carried out in-house by the Operational 
Service team, enabling the council to have a strong influence over the design of the 
service.  Where required, works are also delivered by external contractors under term 
contract arrangements.

12. The repairs and maintenance function was subject of a Scrutiny Topic Review in 2016-
17 and the recommendations from the review have been implemented alongside and 
investment in a new job scheduling system which came into effect at the start of the 
2018-19 financial year.  The ongoing effect of this work continues to be reflected in the 
2019-20 budget.

13. It was agreed at Cabinet in October to reduce the council’s reliance on term contractors 
by the Operational Service Team by expanding the in-house workforce.  This results in 
cost savings as they could be charged at more competitive rates to further assist with 
efficiency savings whilst improving the quality of work and timescales in which it is 
completed.

14. The net effect of the resulting reduction in the payment to contractors and the additional 
staff costs associated with increasing the workforce results is a saving of £149,000.
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Depreciation

15. Depreciation is a real charge to the HRA and is used to provide resources for capital 
investment in the council’s housing stock.  The depreciation charge in 2019-20 reflects 
the valuation of the council housing stock and recalculation of depreciation charges 
attributable to HRA non-current assets as anticipated at the end of the 2019-20 financial 
year.

16. Based on the stock valuation as at 1 April 2017, there is an increase in the depreciation 
charge for 2019/20 of some £98,000.

Intensive Management Programme and Supporting People

17. In 2018-19 the Intensive Management programme replaced the Supporting People 
programme which had been in place since April 2003.  The programme upholds the 
council’s commitment to continue to provide housing-related support to vulnerable 
groups enabling them to maintain their independence and remain in their home.

18. KCC removed funding available for Older Persons Services at the end of March 2018 
and therefore, following an exercise to fully quantify the cost of these support services, 
the associated funding was reviewed for the 2018-19 budget.

19. The budgeted expenditure for the Intensive Management programme in 2019-20 is 
£667,490.  Funding of £418,000 for the programme is expected to be provided through 
Intensive Housing Management (IHM) charges to persons receiving the services, with a 
further £103,480 recovered directly from tenants with a view to moving towards full 
direct service cost recovery over the next five years.  The indirect costs of the service 
are recovered via a service charge to tenants however, as this charge is capped, it will 
result in a net cost to the HRA of £146,010 for 2019-20. 

Capital Financing

20. The council will be making a further loan repayment of £4.738m in 2019-20 in 
accordance with the Optimum Loans Portfolio determined as part of the self-financing 
settlement.

21. The amount of Revenue Contribution to Capital (RCCO) will fluctuate between years 
dependent upon to level and structure of resources required to fund the new build & 
acquisition programme.  In 2019-20 the council does not require any funding from 
revenue for capital purposes.

22. The interest due on the HRA proportion of the single loans pool is £2.231m.

Rent from Dwellings

23. The Government made a commitment in the Summer 2015 Budget to reduce social 
rents by 1% a year for four years from April 2016 to help reduce the Housing Benefit bill 
and cut the national deficit.  Within the Welfare Reform and Work Act 2016, Government 
included provisions requiring councils and housing associations to reduce rents by 1% 
each year from April 2016 to April 2019 inclusive (i.e. for financial years 2016-17 to 
2019-20).  In September 2016 the Secretary of State for Work and Pensions announced 
that the 1% rent reduction would apply for supported housing for 2017/18 and the 
following two years.  2019/20 is therefore the last year that dwelling rents will be 
reduced.  The proposed Rent Directions from 2020 permits rents to increase by CPI+1% 
each year, for a period of at least five years.
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24. Dwelling Rents for 2019-20 have been determined by the Assistant Director (Housing) 
and the Director (Corporate Services), in accordance with the Housing Act 1985 and 
under delegated authority as set out at Annex 1.13B.83 of the Constitution. The rents 
set are in keeping with the legislative requirements introduced by the Welfare Reform 
and Work Act 2016 and the announcements in September 2016 regarding rent levels for 
supported housing.

25. A 1.25% allowance has been made within the budget for an assumed level of rent loss 
due to void properties, based on actual void levels currently experienced.  Universal 
Credit was implemented in Gravesham in May 2018 and the impact on arrears is being 
carefully monitored as more cases are transferred.  Based on this and experiences of 
other authorities where Universal Credit was implemented earlier an increase of 
£70,000 in the debt impairment provision has been made taking the total provision to 
£362,000.

26. Total expected income received in respect of rents from council dwellings has 
decreased by £197,300 in comparison to the original 2018-19 budget.

27. Adhering to the new Government rents decrease formula, the authority’s average rent 
will decrease to £87.17 in 2019-20 compared to £87.77 in 2018-19 (the average rent 
reduction will not be exactly equal to 1% due to re-letting of void properties and 
additions of properties during the year).

Service Charges, Fees and other Charges

28. Service charges are levied on Council dwellings to cover a range of services including 
caretaking services and maintenance of communal areas and communal assets, such 
as lifts and gardens.  Service charges are generally eligible to be met by Housing 
Benefit, with the exception of charges to individual homes such as heating or lighting 
within a dwelling.

29. The average weekly service charge for 2019-20 is £3.33. Whilst the capped service 
charge has been increased by 3.4% (based on CPI at September 2018 +1%), there is a 
reduction in the average weekly service charge of £0.05 from 2018-19.  This is due to 
the removal of a number of staffing posts from the base budget for 2019-20.  Service 
charges for 2019-20 have been determined by the Assistant Director (Housing) and the 
Director (Corporate Services), in accordance with the Housing Act 1985 and under 
delegated authority as set out at Annex 1.13B.83 of the Constitution. 

30. Local authorities have the power to decide upon their own charges, though in practice 
the Government is able to exert a considerable amount of financial pressure through the 
Housing Benefit system.  Through the Rent Rebate Subsidy Limitation mechanism (i.e. 
the combined rent and service charge figure above which the government will no longer 
reimburse any housing benefit receivable by the tenant) the authority is limited as to the 
additional income that could be generated through increasing rents.

31. The Authority’s Limit Rent for 2019-20 has not yet been received from the Department 
of Work and Pensions, but officers are confident that the average combined rent and 
service charge will be within the limits for the purposes of the subsidy calculation (for 
indicative purposes the 2018-19 rent cap was £89.44).
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Other Income

32. The HRA receives income for a number of other sources, primarily as non-dwelling rent.

33. As part of the council’s balancing the budget activity, a report was taken to Cabinet in 
November 2018 setting out additional budget saving/income generation initiatives.  This 
included a summary of fundamental review of the use of council owned garages.  
Following clarification of a legal position, it has been determined that where such 
garages or parking spaces are being rented out to non-council tenants, the income and 
expenditure associated with those assets should be appropriated to the General Fund 
rather than the HRA as has traditionally been the case in the past.  Furthermore, as part 
of the review it was identified that the rent that is charges should be reviewed.  The 
budgeted income for garages has been reduced by £83,630 in 2019-20 to reflect the 
transfer of this income to the General Fund.

Update on other risks to the HRA

Sale of High Value Voids

34. The Government has cancelled proposals to require local authorities to sell-off high 
value council housing as a means to fund lower value social housing.

Shared Ownership Scheme

35. Government launched the Social Housing Green Paper in August 2018 setting out the 
intention to boost home ownership by allowing households to buy as little as 1% of their 
council houses every year under a shared ownership scheme with the local authority or 
housing association.  Currently there is a requirement to buy at least 10%.
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Original 

Budget 

2019/20 2018/19 

Original 

Budget 

2018/19 

Housing Revenue Account: Medium Term Financial Plan 

Projected 

Outturn 

Housing Revenue Account 

 0   0   0  Requirement for the Year 

Expenditure  28,930,750   24,911,690   25,776,320  

Employees  3,033,050   2,897,420   3,498,420  
Salaries  2,134,200   1,859,500   2,460,500  
Agency Staff  0   0   0  
Wages  0   750   750  
Pension & National Insurance  517,020   603,460   603,460  
Other Training, Retirement etc  381,830   433,710   433,710  

Running Expenses  23,618,630   19,595,710   19,839,340  
Capital Finance  2,279,070   2,418,560   2,438,560  

Income (25,420,790) (25,645,790) (25,647,480) 

Recharges to Other Accounts  2,073,410   2,216,130   2,214,440  

Investment Income (40,000) (40,000) (40,000) 

Fees and Charges (501,700) (569,420) (569,420) 

Rental Income (26,952,500) (27,252,500) (27,252,500) 

Appropriations (3,509,960)  734,100  (128,840) 

Net Contributions To and From Reserves (3,509,960)  734,100  (128,840) 

(Surplus) / Deficit Use of Usable Working 

Balances 
0  0   0  
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Original 

 
Projected 

 
Original 

 

 
Directorate / Budget Heading 

 
Budget 

 
Outturn 

 
Budget 

 

   
2018/19 

 
2018/19 

 
2019/20 

 

         

 
Expenditure 

       

 
Supervision and Management 

 
6,014,770 

 
5,444,770 

 
5,357,200 

 

 
Repairs and Maintenance 

 
7,766,870 

 
7,351,870 

 
7,618,140 

 

 
Depreciation 

 
6,813,840 

 
6,813,840 

 
6,911,810 

 

 
Intensive Management Fund Expenditure 

 
667,200 

 
667,200 

 
667,490 

 

 
Capital Financing Costs 

 
6,539,560 

 
6,519,560 

 
10,189,750 

 

         

 
Income 

       

 
Rents of Dwellings 

 
(25,298,700) 

 
(25,156,640) 

 
(25,031,400) 

 

 
Other Rental Income 

 
(33,370) 

 
(33,370) 

 
(29,300) 

 

 
Service Charges 

 
(1,380,300) 

 
(1,380,300) 

 
(1,399,800) 

 

 
Non Dwelling Rents Income 

 
(327,130) 

 
(327,130) 

 
(140,000) 

 

 
Intensive Management Charge Recovered 

 
(103,480) 

 
(103,480) 

 
(103,480) 

 

 
Intensive Management Charge Support 

 
(418,160) 

 
(418,160) 

 
(418,000) 

 

 
Other Income 

 
(112,260) 

 
(112,260) 

 
(112,450) 

 

         

         

 
Transfers to from Reserves 

 
(128,840) 

 
734,100 

 
(3,509,960) 

 

         

         

 
BUDGET REQUIREMENT FOR THE YEAR 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 

           

Housing Revenue Account: Revenue Budget 
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Housing Revenue Account: Service Subjective Analysis Summary 

2019/20 

Estimate 
 

Original 
2018/19 

Estimate 
 

Original 
2018/19 

Projected 
Outturn 

 

501 Employee Expenses  3,033,050   2,897,420   3,498,420  

502 Premises Related Expenses  585,430   640,420   636,890  

503 Transport Related Expenses  180,010   172,520   172,520  

504 Supplies & Services  8,014,700   8,586,030   8,227,930  

505 Third Party Payments  1,000   1,000   1,000  

506 Transfer Payments  15,000   15,000   15,000  

507 Support Services Expenditure  4,483,670   5,058,980   5,057,290  

508 Depreciation & Impairment  6,911,810   6,813,840   6,813,840  

Gross Expenditure  24,185,210   24,422,890   23,224,670  

509B Other grants, re-imbursements or 

contributions 
(3,985,960) (547,720) (805,400) 

509C Customer & client receipts (26,978,200) (27,274,200) (27,274,200) 

509D Interest & investment income (40,000) (40,000) (40,000) 

Gross Income (27,861,920) (28,119,600) (31,004,160) 

RECH Recharge service income (2,410,260) (2,842,850) (2,842,850) 

Gross Recharge Service 

Income 
(2,842,850) (2,842,850) (2,410,260) 
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Housing Revenue Account: Service Subjective Analysis Summary 

2019/20 

Estimate 
 

Original 
2018/19 

Estimate 
 

Original 
2018/19 

Projected 
Outturn 

 

510 Capital financing cost  10,189,750   6,519,560   6,539,560  

Capital Financing Costs  6,519,560   6,539,560   10,189,750  

 0  Net Expenditure  0   0  
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Housing Revenue Account: Service Subjective Analysis 

2019/20 

Estimate 
 

Original Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 

Estimate 
 

Original 
2018/19 

Gross Expenditure 

501 Employee Expenses  3,033,050   2,897,420   3,498,420  

Wages  750   750   0  

Salaries  1,806,830   2,507,830   2,180,230  

Employer’s NI contribution  239,470   239,470   199,510  

Employer’s superannuation contributions  691,380   691,380   639,670  

Employee allowances  54,390   54,390   55,690  

Employers retirement benefit cost  10,000   10,000   5,000  

Training for staff  37,800   37,800   24,950  

Employee related schemes  26,800   26,800   28,000  

Oncost additional Items  30,000   30,000   0  

Salary vacancy saving  0  (100,000) (100,000) 

502 Premises Related Expenses  585,430   640,420   636,890  

Buildings repairs maintenance  59,130   59,130   20,500  

Repairs, alterations & maintenance of fi  172,870   169,340   190,280  

Energy costs  195,920   195,920   179,710  

Rents  1,460   1,460   0  

Rates  52,310   52,310   54,200  

Water Services  28,930   28,930   26,300  

Fixtures & Fitting  21,470   21,470   4,560  

Cleaning & domestic supplies  83,080   83,080   84,880  

Grounds maintenance costs  25,250   25,250   25,000  

503 Transport Related Expenses  180,010   172,520   172,520  

Transport recharges  143,860   143,860   159,060  

Contract leases  16,790   16,790   12,700  

Public transport  1,580   1,580   1,200  

Car allowances  10,290   10,290   7,050  

Produced on 24/01/2019 13:34:12 
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Housing Revenue Account: Service Subjective Analysis 

2019/20 

Estimate 
 

Original Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 

Estimate 
 

Original 
2018/19 

504 Supplies & Services  8,014,700   8,586,030   8,227,930  

Equipment furniture materials  58,640   64,290   38,410  

Clothes uniforms laundry  4,500   4,500   4,500  

Printing stationery and office expense  3,140   3,140   6,000  

Services  6,750,730   7,170,730   7,052,590  

Supplies insurance  352,110   352,110   350,500  

Communications & computing  169,650   118,650   121,850  

Expenses  461,310   319,250   387,950  

Grants & Subscriptions  17,600   22,600   16,100  

Contributions to provisions  734,100   128,840   0  

Miscellaneous expenses  34,250   43,820   36,800  

505 Third Party Payments  1,000   1,000   1,000  

Payments to other organisations  1,000   1,000   1,000  

506 Transfer Payments  15,000   15,000   15,000  

Other transfer payments  15,000   15,000   15,000  

507 Support Services Expenditure  4,483,670   5,058,980   5,057,290  

Chief Executive  49,030   49,030   49,960  

Director of Corporate Services  64,020   64,020   84,620  

Finance Department  324,370   324,370   330,870  

Democratic Services Department  73,600   73,600   73,000  

Personnel & Asset Management Department  267,870   267,870   278,050  

Legal Services Department  145,030   145,030   147,850  

Internal Audit Performance Management  187,990   187,990   226,950  

Director of Community Services  23,600   23,600   24,070  

Housing Services  2,591,810   2,591,810   1,722,410  

Environmental & Public Health  58,570   53,570   59,380  

Leisure Services  0   0   153,490  

Produced on 24/01/2019 13:34:12 
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Housing Revenue Account: Service Subjective Analysis 

2019/20 

Estimate 
 

Original Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 

Estimate 
 

Original 
2018/19 

Director of Business  70,910   70,910   72,390  

Director Environment and Operations  10,620   10,620   10,800  

Gravesham Services  145,290   145,290   247,060  

Horticulture Services  110,460   110,460   463,310  

Administrative buildings  115,490   115,490   122,910  

IT Services Department  319,610   319,610   324,900  

Other Support Services  500,710   504,020   91,650  

508 Depreciation & Impairment  6,911,810   6,813,840   6,813,840  

Amortisation of intangible fixed asset  8,660   8,660   8,660  

Capital charges  6,805,180   6,805,180   6,903,150  

Gross Expenditure  24,185,210   24,422,890   23,224,670  

Gross Income 

509B Other grants, re-imbursements or 

contributions 
(3,985,960) (547,720) (805,400) 

Revenue income for function or project (64,560) (64,560) (58,000) 

Contribution from local authorities (418,160) (418,160) (418,000) 

Costs recharged to outside bodies (65,000) (65,000)  0  

Contributions from reserves  0  (257,680) (3,509,960) 

509C Customer & client receipts (26,978,200) (27,274,200) (27,274,200) 

Sales of product or materials (21,700) (21,700) (16,600) 

Fees and charges for services  0   0  (9,100) 

Rents tithes way leaves etc (27,252,500) (27,252,500) (26,952,500) 

509D Interest & investment income (40,000) (40,000) (40,000) 

Interest income (40,000) (40,000) (40,000) 

Gross Income (27,861,920) (28,119,600) (31,004,160) 

Produced on 24/01/2019 13:34:12 
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Housing Revenue Account: Service Subjective Analysis 

2019/20 

Estimate 
 

Original Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 

Estimate 
 

Original 
2018/19 

Gross Recharge Service 
Income 
RECH Recharge service income (2,410,260) (2,842,850) (2,842,850) 

Recharges income support costs (2,842,850) (2,842,850) (2,410,260) 

Gross Recharge Service 

Income 
(2,842,850) (2,842,850) (2,410,260) 

Capital Financing Costs 

510 Capital financing cost  10,189,750   6,519,560   6,539,560  

Interest payments  2,370,560   2,390,560   2,231,070  

Debt management expenses  4,149,000   4,149,000   4,786,000  

Direct revenue financing  0   0   3,172,680  

Capital Financing Costs  6,519,560   6,539,560   10,189,750  

 0  Net Expenditure  0   0  

Produced on 24/01/2019 13:32:08 
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Housing Revenue Account 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 

Supervision and Management 

Gross Expenditure  8,396,570   7,826,570   7,307,660  
Gross Income  0   0  (1,250) 
Gross Recharge Service Income (2,381,800) (2,381,800) (1,949,210) 

 5,357,200   5,444,770   6,014,770  Net Expenditure 

Rents of Dwellings 

Gross Expenditure  292,000   434,060   362,000  
Gross Income (25,590,700) (25,590,700) (25,393,400) 

(25,031,400) (25,156,640) (25,298,700) Net Expenditure 

Other Rental Income 

Gross Expenditure  0   0   0  
Gross Income (33,370) (33,370) (29,300) 
Capital Financing Costs  0   0   0  

(29,300) (33,370) (33,370) Net Expenditure 

Repairs and Maintenance 

Gross Expenditure  8,124,440   7,709,440   7,975,710  
Gross Income  0   0   0  
Gross Recharge Service Income (357,570) (357,570) (357,570) 

 7,618,140   7,351,870   7,766,870  Net Expenditure 

Depreciation 

Gross Expenditure  6,813,840   6,813,840   6,911,810  

 6,911,810   6,813,840   6,813,840  Net Expenditure 

Service Charges 

Gross Income (1,380,300) (1,380,300) (1,399,800) 
Gross Recharge Service Income  0   0   0  

Produced on 17/01/2019 16:36:47 
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Housing Revenue Account 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 20XX/XX 
Original 
Estimate 

 
(1,399,800) (1,380,300) (1,380,300) Net Expenditure 

Non Dwelling Rents Income 

Gross Expenditure  0   0   0  
Gross Income (327,130) (327,130) (140,000) 
Capital Financing Costs  0   0   0  

(140,000) (327,130) (327,130) Net Expenditure 

Intensive Management Fund 

Expenditure 
Gross Expenditure  667,200   667,200   667,490  
Gross Income  0   0   0  
Gross Recharge Service Income  0   0   0  

 667,490   667,200   667,200  Net Expenditure 

Intensive Management Charge 

Recovered 
Gross Recharge Service Income (103,480) (103,480) (103,480) 

(103,480) (103,480) (103,480) Net Expenditure 

Intensive Management Charge Support 

Gross Income (418,160) (418,160) (418,000) 

(418,000) (418,160) (418,160) Net Expenditure 

Capital Financing Costs 

Gross Expenditure  0   0   0  
Gross Income  0   0   0  
Capital Financing Costs  6,539,560   6,519,560   10,189,750  

 10,189,750   6,519,560   6,539,560  Net Expenditure 

Other Income 

Gross Income (112,260) (112,260) (112,450) 

Produced on 24/01/2019 14:12:27 
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Housing Revenue Account 

Original 
Estimate 

 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

 
(112,450) (112,260) (112,260) Net Expenditure 

Transfers to from Reserves 

Gross Expenditure  128,840   734,100   0  
Gross Income (257,680)  0  (3,509,960) 

(3,509,960)  734,100  (128,840) Net Expenditure 

Gross Total  0   0   0  

Produced on 17/01/2019 16:34:37 
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 Supervision and Management 

Housing Revenue Account 

BVACOP2 Housing Revenue Account 

Original 
Estimate 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

Fund 

Service 

Supervision and Management 

Employee Expenses  2,841,320   2,240,320   2,357,720  

Direct employee expenses  2,858,920   2,157,920   2,416,970  
Indirect employee expenses (17,600)  82,400  (59,250) 

Premises Related Expenses  632,320   635,850   580,930  

Repairs, alterations & buildings  228,400   231,930   210,780  
Energy costs  191,420   191,420   175,210  
Rents  1,460   1,460   0  
Rates  52,310   52,310   54,200  
Water services  28,930   28,930   26,300  
Fixtures & fittings  21,470   21,470   4,560  
Cleaning & domestic supplies  83,080   83,080   84,880  
Grounds maintenance costs  25,250   25,250   25,000  

Transport Related Expenses  139,990   139,990   139,790  

Transport recharges  114,630   114,630   121,140  
Contract leases  16,790   16,790   12,700  
Public transport  1,280   1,280   900  
Car allowances  7,290   7,290   5,050  

Supplies & Services  851,240   882,020   874,410  

Equipment furniture & materials  64,290   58,640   38,410  
Clothes, uniform & laundry  4,500   4,500   4,500  
Printing, stationary & general  3,140   3,140   5,400  
Services  571,990   571,990   630,400  
Communications & computing  113,650   164,650   116,850  
Expenses  27,250   27,250   25,950  
Grants & subscriptions  22,600   17,600   16,100  
Miscellaneous expenses  43,820   34,250   36,800  

Third Party Payments  1,000   1,000   1,000  

Other establishment payments  1,000   1,000   1,000  

Transfer Payments  15,000   15,000   15,000  

Other transfer payments  15,000   15,000   15,000  

Support Services Expenditure  3,915,700   3,912,390   3,338,810  

Chief Executive  49,030   49,030   49,960  
Corporate Services  1,275,210   1,275,210   1,357,020  
Community Services  1,916,710   1,916,710   1,100,870  
Operational Services  171,780   171,780   628,040  
Administrative Buildings  115,490   115,490   122,910  
Other Support Services  387,480   384,170   80,010  
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Supervision and Management 

Housing Revenue Account 

BVACOP2 Housing Revenue Account 

Original 
Estimate 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

Fund 

Service 

Gross Expenditure  8,396,570   7,826,570   7,307,660  

Customer & client receipts  0   0  (1,250) 

Sales of product or materials  0   0  (150) 
Fees and charges for services  0   0  (1,100) 

Gross Income  0   0  (1,250) 

Recharge service income (2,381,800) (2,381,800) (1,949,210) 

Recharge Service Income (2,381,800) (2,381,800) (1,949,210) 

Gross Recharge Service 
Income 

(2,381,800) (2,381,800) (1,949,210) 

 5,357,200   5,444,770   6,014,770  
 
Net Cost of Service  
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Rents of Dwellings 

Housing Revenue Account 

BVACOP2 Housing Revenue Account 

Original 
Estimate 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

Fund 

Service 

Rents of Dwellings 

Supplies & Services  292,000   434,060   362,000  

Expenses  292,000   434,060   362,000  

Gross Expenditure  292,000   434,060   362,000  

Customer & client receipts (25,590,700) (25,590,700) (25,393,400) 

Rents tithes way leaves etc (25,590,700) (25,590,700) (25,393,400) 

Gross Income (25,590,700) (25,590,700) (25,393,400) 

(25,031,400) (25,156,640) (25,298,700) 
 
Net Cost of Service  
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Other Rental Income 

Housing Revenue Account 

BVACOP2 Housing Revenue Account 

Original 
Estimate 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

Fund 

Service 

Other Rental Income 

Gross Expenditure  0   0   0  

Customer & client receipts (33,370) (33,370) (29,300) 

Sales of product or materials (14,000) (14,000) (10,000) 
Rents tithes way leaves etc (19,370) (19,370) (19,300) 

Gross Income (33,370) (33,370) (29,300) 

Capital Financing Costs  0   0   0  

(29,300) (33,370) (33,370)  
Net Cost of Service  
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Repairs and Maintenance 

Housing Revenue Account 

BVACOP2 Housing Revenue Account 

Original 
Estimate 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

Fund 

Service 

Repairs and Maintenance 

Employee Expenses  657,100   657,100   675,330  

Direct employee expenses  644,900   644,900   663,130  
Indirect employee expenses  12,200   12,200   12,200  

Premises Related Expenses  4,570   4,570   4,500  

Repairs, alterations & buildings  70   70   0  
Energy costs  4,500   4,500   4,500  

Transport Related Expenses  32,530   32,530   40,220  

Transport recharges  29,230   29,230   37,920  
Public transport  300   300   300  
Car allowances  3,000   3,000   2,000  

Supplies & Services  6,955,850   6,535,850   6,778,290  

Printing, stationary & general  0   0   600  
Services  6,950,850   6,530,850   6,772,690  
Communications & computing  5,000   5,000   5,000  

Support Services Expenditure  474,390   479,390   477,370  

Corporate Services  107,280   107,280   109,220  
Community Services  155,980   160,980   263,380  
Operational Services  94,590   94,590   93,130  
Other Support Services  116,540   116,540   11,640  

Gross Expenditure  8,124,440   7,709,440   7,975,710  

Gross Income  0   0   0  

Recharge service income (357,570) (357,570) (357,570) 

Recharge Service Income (357,570) (357,570) (357,570) 

Gross Recharge Service 
Income 

(357,570) (357,570) (357,570) 

 7,618,140   7,351,870   7,766,870  
 
Net Cost of Service  
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Depreciation 

Housing Revenue Account 

BVACOP2 Housing Revenue Account 

Original 
Estimate 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

Fund 

Service 

Depreciation 

Depreciation & Impairment  6,813,840   6,813,840   6,911,810  

Depreciation  6,805,180   6,805,180   6,903,150  
Amortisation of intangible fixed assets  8,660   8,660   8,660  

Gross Expenditure  6,813,840   6,813,840   6,911,810  

 6,911,810   6,813,840   6,813,840  
 
Net Cost of Service  
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Service Charges 

Housing Revenue Account 

BVACOP2 Housing Revenue Account 

Original 
Estimate 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

Fund 

Service 

Service Charges 

Customer & client receipts (1,380,300) (1,380,300) (1,399,800) 

Rents tithes way leaves etc (1,380,300) (1,380,300) (1,399,800) 

Gross Income (1,380,300) (1,380,300) (1,399,800) 

Gross Recharge Service 
Income 

 0   0   0  

(1,399,800) (1,380,300) (1,380,300)  
Net Cost of Service  
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Non Dwelling Rents Income 

Housing Revenue Account 

BVACOP2 Housing Revenue Account 

Original 
Estimate 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

Fund 

Service 

Non Dwelling Rents Income 

Gross Expenditure  0   0   0  

Other grants, re-imbursements or 

contributions 
(65,000) (65,000)  0  

Other grants or contributions (65,000) (65,000)  0  

Customer & client receipts (262,130) (262,130) (140,000) 

Rents tithes way leaves etc (262,130) (262,130) (140,000) 

Gross Income (327,130) (327,130) (140,000) 

Capital Financing Costs  0   0   0  

(140,000) (327,130) (327,130)  
Net Cost of Service  
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Intensive Management Fund Expenditure 

Housing Revenue Account 

BVACOP2 Housing Revenue Account 

Original 
Estimate 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

Fund 

Service 

Intensive Management Fund 

Expenditure 

Support Services Expenditure  667,200   667,200   667,490  

Community Services  667,200   667,200   667,490  

Gross Expenditure  667,200   667,200   667,490  

Gross Income  0   0   0  

Gross Recharge Service 
Income 

 0   0   0  

 667,490   667,200   667,200  
 
Net Cost of Service  
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Intensive Management Charge Recovered 

Housing Revenue Account 

BVACOP2 Housing Revenue Account 

Original 
Estimate 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

Fund 

Service 

Intensive Management Charge 

Recovered 

Recharge service income (103,480) (103,480) (103,480) 

Recharge Service Income (103,480) (103,480) (103,480) 

Gross Recharge Service 
Income 

(103,480) (103,480) (103,480) 

(103,480) (103,480) (103,480) 
 
Net Cost of Service  
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Intensive Management Charge Support 

Housing Revenue Account 

BVACOP2 Housing Revenue Account 

Original 
Estimate 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

Fund 

Service 

Intensive Management Charge Support 

Other grants, re-imbursements or 

contributions 
(418,160) (418,160) (418,000) 

Other grants or contributions (418,160) (418,160) (418,000) 

Gross Income (418,160) (418,160) (418,000) 

(418,000) (418,160) (418,160) 
 
Net Cost of Service  
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Capital Financing Costs 

Housing Revenue Account 

BVACOP2 Housing Revenue Account 

Original 
Estimate 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

Fund 

Service 

Capital Financing Costs 

Gross Expenditure  0   0   0  

Gross Income  0   0   0  

Capital financing cost  6,539,560   6,519,560   10,189,750  

Interest payments  2,390,560   2,370,560   2,231,070  
Debt management expenses  4,149,000   4,149,000   7,958,680  

Capital Financing Costs  6,539,560   6,519,560   10,189,750  

 10,189,750   6,519,560   6,539,560  
 
Net Cost of Service  
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Other Income 

Housing Revenue Account 

BVACOP2 Housing Revenue Account 

Original 
Estimate 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

Fund 

Service 

Other Income 

Other grants, re-imbursements or 

contributions 
(64,560) (64,560) (58,000) 

Other grants or contributions (64,560) (64,560) (58,000) 

Customer & client receipts (7,700) (7,700) (14,450) 

Sales of product or materials (7,700) (7,700) (6,450) 
Fees and charges for services  0   0  (8,000) 

Interest & investment income (40,000) (40,000) (40,000) 

Interest (40,000) (40,000) (40,000) 

Gross Income (112,260) (112,260) (112,450) 

(112,450) (112,260) (112,260) 
 
Net Cost of Service  
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Transfers to from Reserves 

Housing Revenue Account 

BVACOP2 Housing Revenue Account 

Original 
Estimate 

2018/19 
Projected 
Outturn 

2018/19 2019/20 
Original 
Estimate 

Fund 

Service 

Transfers to from Reserves 

Supplies & Services  128,840   734,100   0  

Contribution to reserves  128,840   734,100   0  

Gross Expenditure  128,840   734,100   0  

Other grants, re-imbursements or 

contributions 
(257,680)  0  (3,509,960) 

Contributions from reserves (257,680)  0  (3,509,960) 

Gross Income (257,680)  0  (3,509,960) 

(3,509,960)  734,100  (128,840) 
 
Net Cost of Service  

Gross Total   0   0   0  
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REF 

No 
PROJECT 

2018/19 

 Original 

Budget (£) 

2018/19 

Projected 

Outturn (£) 

2019/20 

 Original 

Budget (£) 

          

A Replacement Programmes 3,976,680 3,312,310 4,537,410  

         

B Improvement Programmes 2,090,940  2,223,950 2,069,290  

         

C Health & Safety Works 1,077,600  1,110,420 1,137,530  

         

D New Build and Acquisitions 5,326,780  4,933,560 7,465,000  

         

E Housing Computer System 600,000  0 600,000  

         

F Virtual Desktop Infrastructure 0  2,930 0  

         

G IT Equipment Review 0  16,850 0  

         

H Replacement Play Equipment 80,000  0 80,000  

         

  Total HRA Capital Programme 13,152,000 11,610,020 15,889,230 

          

I Renovation Grants (DFG) 675,060  1,514,620  832,800  

          

  Total Housing Capital Programme 13,827,060 13,124,640 16,722,030 
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REF 

No 
PROJECT 

2018/19 

Original  

Budget (£) 

2018/19 

Projected 

Outturn (£) 

2019/20 

Original  

Budget (£) 

A Replacement Programmes       

  Kitchen Programme 944,680 449,680 944,400 

  Bathroom Programme 252,700 252,700 252,700 

  Communal Area Upgrades 313,900 186,900 100,000 

  Ventilation, Damp & Mould 17,000 17,000 13,700 

  Doors & Windows Programme 758,900 758,900 606,350 

  Roofing Replacements 808,800 766,430 1,030,020 

  Electrical Tests & Upgrades 880,700 880,700 1,590,240 

    3,976,680 3,312,310 4,537,410 

B Improvement Programmes      

  Modernisations & Reconfigurations 70,100 151,480 116,940 

  External wall insulation 20,000 20,000 0 

  Cavity Wall Works 20,000 20,000 0 

  Insulation Works 0 0 40,000 

 Capital Service Projects 0 61,630 0 

  Heating Installations 1,240,600 1,240,600 1,240,600 

  Structural Repairs Programme 355,700 355,700 150,000 

  Aids & Adaptations 300,000 300,000 521,750 

  Estate Improvements 50,000 50,000 0 

  Rear Accessway Fencing 34,540 34,540 0 

    2,090,940 2,233,950 2,069,290 

 

Continued on next page 
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C Health & Safety Works      

  Fire Precaution Works 687,900 702,020 678,910 

  Door Entry/Warden Call Systems  91,000 91,000 108,650 

  Smoke Alarms 20,000 25,090 0 

  Asbestos Surveys and Removals 93,900 93,900 93,900 

  Major Lift Refurbishments 149,700 163,310 140,050 

  Tanks/Water Mains 15,100 15,100 15,100 

  LED Emergency Lighting 20,000 20,000 100,920 

    1,077,600 1,110,420 1,137,530 

         

D New Build and Acquisitions 5,326,780 4,933,560 7,465,000 

         

E Housing Computer System 600,000 0 600,000 

         

F Virtual Desktop Infrastructure 0 2,930 0 

         

G IT Equipment Review 0 16,850 0 

         

H Replacement Play Equipment 80,000 0 80,000 

 

       

I Renovation Grants (DFG) 675,060 1,514,620 832,800 

         

  Totals 13,827,060 13,124,640 16,722,030 
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PROJECT  
 
 
 

2019/20 
Original 
Budget    

£ 

2020/21 
Original 
Budget     

£ 

2021/22 
Original 
Budget    

£  

2022/23 
Original 
Budget    

£  

2023/24 
Original 
Budget    

£  

Capital Maintenance Expenditure  
     Replacement Programme 4,537 0 0 0 0 

Improvement Programme 2,069 0 0 0 0 

Health & Safety 1,138 0 0 0 0 

Planned Maintenance 0 7,143 3,948 2,609 1,696 

Heating Installations 0 1,224 1,247 1,270 1,293 

Disabled Adaptations 0 306 312 317 323 

Asbestos Management 0 71 73 74 75 

 
7,744 8,744 5,580 4,270 3,387 

New Build and Acquisitions 
     Packham Road 0 0 0 0 0 

Market Purchases 0 0 0 0 0 

Kings Farm 0 0 0 0 0 

St Hilda's 1,284 0 0 0 0 

Whitehill Road 3,680 3,963 0 0 0 

Valley Drive Bedsits 2,501 6,655 125 0 0 

Other New Build Scheme 0 0 8,676 8,827 9,310 

  7,465 10,618 8,801 8,827 9,310 

Housing Computer System 600 0 0 0 0 

Play Equipment 80 0 0 0 0 

Renovation Grants (DFG) 833 833 833 833 833 

Totals 16,722 20,195 15,214 13,930 13,530 
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Section Two – Housing Capital Programme

HRA Capital Programme 2019-20

1. A detailed Housing Capital Programme is set out at the end of this Appendix.  A 
summary of the total Housing capital expenditure and how it will be funded is shown 
below : 

Summary By Funding
2018-19 
Original 

Budget (£)

2018-19 
Forecast 

Outturn (£)

2019-20 
Original 

Budget (£)

Useable Capital Receipts (680,000) (19,780) (725,120)
Grants and Contributions (675,060) (1,770,300) (832,800)
Depreciation (7,145,220) (6,400,990) (8,221,420)
Specific Reserves (5,326,780) (4,933,570) (6,942,690)
Revenue Contributions 0 0

Total (13,827,060) (13,124,640) (16,722,030)

2. The Housing capital programme for 2019-20 totals £16,722,030, of which £832,800 is in 
respect of non-HRA capital schemes and £15,889,230 is in respect of HRA capital 
schemes.

Maintenance of existing Council Housing Stock

3. The HRA Capital programme for GBC maintains a focus on programmes to replace and 
improve elements within dwellings and maintain health & safety works, with £7.7m 
earmarked for this purpose in 2019-20.  Investment patterns have been reviewed to 
ensure funding is effectively targeted to specific programmes of work, including kitchen 
and bathroom replacement.

New Build and Acquisitions Programme

4. From April 2012, the Ministry for Housing, Communities and Local Government (formerly 
the DCLG) has allowed local housing authorities to retain a proportion of Right to Buy 
(RTB) receipts for the purpose of delivering further affordable housing. The council 
entered into an agreement with the Secretary of State for Communities and Local 
Government for this purpose in the first quarter of 2012.  

5. The conditions of the agreement require that the retained Right to Buy receipts must not 
constitute more than 30% of the total amount invested in replacement stock (newly built 
council homes, newly acquired council homes or social housing provided through local 
authority grants to housing associations).  At this stage the intention is for the Council to 
fund the remaining 70% from its own reserves, however, we will continue to monitor the 
long term viability of the HRA Business Plan and if it becomes more equitable we will 
undertake borrowing serviced by the anticipated rental income from the new homes.

6. In 2019-20 the capital programme sets out the intention to deliver additional social 
housing of £7.5m.

Housing Computer System

7. A provision of £600,000 was made in the 2018-19 capital programme to procure a 
replacement Housing IT system following notification from the existing supplier, Capita, 
that it would no longer be supporting the system the Council uses to manage its rent 
accounts and various estates.  Confirmation of a formal end date is expected early in 
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2019 and therefore based on procurement timescales, there is unlikely to be any 
expenditure in 2018-19 and the provision is now shown within the 2019-20 capital 
programme.

Replacement Play Equipment

8. Provision of £80,000 was made within the capital programme to fund improvements to 
playsites within council housing areas. A review of playsite provision has been 
completed and an action plan drawn up which will see spend incurred in 2019-20.  
Therefore the provision is now shown within the 2019-20 capital programme.

Disabled Facilities Grants

9. Funding for Disabled Facilities Grants is provided through the Better Care Fund, which 
was established in April 2015 to encourage areas to take a joined-up approach to 
improving outcomes across health, social care and housing.  Payment of Disabled 
Facilities Grant amounts are made to Kent County Council and then distributed to district 
councils.  Funding for 2019-20 is yet to be confirmed, therefore the budget for 2019-20 is 
based on the basic level of funding received in 2018-19.

Capital Finance 2019-20 and Beyond

Usable Capital Receipts

10. Capital receipts received by the authority are used to finance either the HRA or the 
Housing General Fund capital programmes and are primarily generated through the Sale 
of HRA assets.   

11. Since April 2012, the number of properties sold under the Right To Buy (RTB) scheme 
has significantly increased due to the higher level of RTB discount that can be received.

2012-13 2013-14 2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 
Projected

2019-20 
Estimate

Number of Council Houses sold 
through the Right to Buy Scheme 22 32 38 32 29 23 22 30

12. The projected level of housing capital receipts, resulting from the RTB sales held by the 
council for the purpose of funding the new build programme is anticipated to be £6.532m 
as at 31 March 2019 (£5.248m at 31 March 2018).

13. The projected level of general housing capital receipts held by the council is anticipated 
to be £1.321m as at 31 March 2019 (£1.086m at March 2018)

Grants & Contributions

14. Funding for Disabled Facilities Grants is provided through the Better Care Fund and 
announced on an annual basis.
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Depreciation

15. Under the self-financing regime, depreciation charges on HRA non-current assets are 
held in a Major Repairs Reserve and used to provide funding for capital investment in the 
council’s housing stock and other HRA assets.

16. The projected level of funds held by the council in the Major Repairs Reserve is 
anticipated to be £1.389m at 31 March 2019 (£977k at 31 March 2018).

General Reserves

17. The council holds a number of general and specific reserves which are intended to meet 
future requirements.  As at 31 March 2019 the council is projected to be holding £4.88m 
in the HRA General Reserve, which is maintained to hold the balance of surplus funds, 
generated by the HRA in any year.

Revenue Contributions

18. No revenue contribution is required to fund expenditure in the 2019-20 capital 
programme.

The Debt Cap

19. Until recently the government restricted the amount each council could borrow even if it 
was affordable by the HRA but it was becoming clear that this was contributing to the 
lack of social housing delivery by some councils.  Therefore on 3 October 2018, Theresa 
May announced that the debt cap was being abolished.

20. For Gravesham BC the debt cap was £117.3m, however, with actual debt of £89.9m as 
at 31 March 2018, this had not presented an issue for the council to date.
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Summary Housing Capital Programme 2018-19 and 2019-20

REF 
No PROJECT

18-19 
Original 

Budget (£)

18-19 
Forecast 

Outturn (£)

19-20 
Proposed 
Budget (£)

     
A Replacement Programmes 3,976,680 3,312,310 4,537,410 

    
B Improvement Programmes 2,090,940 2,223,950 2,069,290 

    
C Health & Safety Works 1,077,600 1,110,420 1,137,530 
    
D New Build and Acquisitions 5,326,780 4,933,560 7,465,000 
    
E Housing Computer System 600,000 0 600,000 
    
F Virtual Desktop Infrastructure 0 2,930 0 
    
G IT Equipment Review 0 16,850 0 
    
H Replacement Play Equipment 80,000 0 80,000 
    
 Total HRA Capital Programme 13,152,000 11,610,020 15,889,230
     
I Renovation Grants (DFG) 675,060 1,514,620 832,800 
     
 Total Housing Capital Programme 13,827,060 13,124,640 16,722,030
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Detailed Housing Capital Programme 2018-19 and 2019-20

REF 
No PROJECT

18-19 
Original 

Budget (£)

18-19 
Forecast 

Outturn (£)

19-20 
Proposed 
Budget (£)

A Replacement Programmes    
 Kitchen Programme 944,680 449,680 944,400

 Bathroom Programme 252,700 252,700 252,700

 Communal Area Upgrades 313,900 186,900 100,000

 Ventilation, Damp & Mould 17,000 17,000 13,700
 Doors & Windows Programme 758,900 758,900 606,350
 Roofing Replacements 808,800 766,430 1,030,020
 Electrical Tests & Upgrades 880,700 880,700 1,590,240
  3,976,680 3,312,310 4,537,410
B Improvement Programmes   
 Modernisations & Reconfigurations 70,100 151,480 116,940

 External wall insulation 20,000 20,000 0
 Cavity Wall Works 20,000 20,000 0
 Insulation Works 0 0 40,000

Capital Service Projects 0 61,630 0
 Heating Installations 1,240,600 1,240,600 1,240,600
 Structural Repairs Programme 355,700 355,700 150,000
 Aids & Adaptations 300,000 300,000 521,750
 Estate Improvements 50,000 50,000 0
 Rear Accessway Fencing 34,540 34,540 0
  2,090,940 2,233,950 2,069,290
C Health & Safety Works   
 Fire Precaution Works 687,900 702,020 678,910
 Door Entry/Warden Call Systems 91,000 91,000 108,650
 Smoke Alarms 20,000 25,090 0
 Asbestos Surveys and Removals 93,900 93,900 93,900
 Major Lift Refurbishments 149,700 163,310 140,050
 Tanks/Water Mains 15,100 15,100 15,100
 LED Emergency Lighting 20,000 20,000 100,920
  1,077,600 1,110,420 1,137,530

    

D  New Build and Acquisitions 5,326,780 4,933,560 7,465,000
    

E Housing Computer System 600,000 0 600,000
    

F Virtual Desktop Infrastructure 0 2,930 0
    

G IT Equipment Review 0 16,850 0
    

H Replacement Play Equipment 80,000 0 80,000
   

I Renovation Grants (DFG) 675,060 1,514,620 832,800
    

 Totals 13,827,060 13,124,640 16,722,030
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Appendix 4

Section Three – Robustness of Estimates and Adequacy of Reserves

Background

1. As part of its budget setting processes, the council has a duty to consider the 
adequacy of its reserves and working balances.  Under Section 25 of the Local 
Government Act 2003 the Section 151 Officer is required to state in the budget report 
their view on the robustness of estimates for the coming year, the medium term 
financial strategy and the adequacy of proposed reserves and balances.

2. This report provides a summary of the review of reserves and working balances 
undertaken this year which will form part of the considerations around budget setting 
for 2019/20.

Reserves Policy

3. The council has developed a Reserves Policy which documents how the council will 
manage and utilise its financial reserves in meeting the financial challenges it faces 
over the medium term.   This can be found at Appendix 4a. 

Principles to assess risk in relation to the Adequacy of Usable Reserves

4. In order to assess the adequacy of usable reserves when setting the budget for the 
Housing Revenue Account (HRA), the Director (Corporate Services) has considered 
the strategic, operational and financial risks facing the Housing Revenue Account and 
future investment requirements in capital and other projects.  Advice from professional 
bodies and reserve practices of other like authorities has then been considered to 
derive the recommended level of working balances and reserves for the 2019-20 
financial year.

Assessing the risks

5. A risk assessment has been undertaken which attempts to quantify the risks to the 
Council’s financial position in the forthcoming financial year for the Housing Revenue 
Account.  The outcomes of this assessment can be found at Appendix 4b.

Professional advice

6. Guidance received from the Audit Commission in 2012 indicated that, in the 
Commission’s view, a prudent level of working balances was to retain an amount 
equivalent to three months net revenue spending requirement.  For the HRA, three 
months net spending would equate to approximately £5.5 million. 

7. The Financial Resilience Review 2015 conducted by Grant Thornton recognises the 
importance of working balances and earmarked reserves as a means of providing a 
buffer against unplanned financial shocks and to invest in capital and other projects, 
including the funding of transformation.  This view was shared by CIPFA in their 
briefing on English local authority reserves published in June 2015 and the more 
recently published Financial Resilience Index, which contains indicators relating to the 
level of reserves an authority holds and the extent to which reserve are being utilised.
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Benchmarking

8. Benchmarking was undertaken to consider the relative positions of the minimum 
working balances retained by the authorities in England assessed as being the most 
similar to Gravesham Borough Council and other Kent stock holding authorities.  This 
identified that the level of minimum level of working balances retained by this authority 
(at £3m), is higher than most.  It is important to note, however, that Gravesham has a 
larger housing stock than all other comparators, with Gravesham’s housing stock at 
31 March 2018 standing at 5,686 and the average stock of the comparator authorities 
being 3,962.  The review also recognises that each authority will structure their 
reserve arrangements differently and will be affected to a greater or lesser relative 
degree by the risks outlined in the risk assessment at Appendix 4b, as well as 
differing net revenue budget requirements and policies around how they establish 
contingency amounts.  

Assessing the appropriateness of Working Balances and Reserves

9. The introduction of self-financing to the Housing Revenue Account (HRA) in April 
2012 fundamentally changed the way that local authority housing is funded.  All rental 
income is retained locally in return for the authority taking on a level of debt 
representative of the value of the stock.  The level of debt taken on by Gravesham 
Borough Council amounted to £106 million, and at the end of 2018-19 will stand at 
£93m.

10. Business planning is central to a self-financed HRA to inform financial and service 
planning and managing risk. The business plan shows how over 30 years the rental 
and other income will fund all the investment needs of the stock, servicing of the debt 
and day-to-day management and repair requirements. It is the main tool for the 
financial management of the HRA and has a substantial impact on the asset 
management plans.  

11. However, with 30 year business planning and the undertaking of £106 million of long-
term debt/financing comes an increased risk to the authority of being unable to meet 
annual debt repayment obligations and the demands of managing around 5,700 
Council Homes.  The roll out of the Full Service for Universal Credit commenced in 
May 2018 and, based on areas where this has already taken place, is likely to lead to 
further financial pressures for the council, and to residents in receipt of benefits.

12. After considering the risks set out at appendix 4b to this report, professional advice 
and reserve practice of other comparator authorities it is the opinion of the Director 
(Corporate Services), that the minimum level of working balances be retained at £3 
million.  It is also considered that no changes are required to HRA reserves.  The 
Housing Revenue Account continues to maintain adequate reserves and working 
balances and that the budget proposals recommended to Cabinet are robust and 
sustainable.  The risk assessment conducted does, however, set out a number of 
areas of risk or uncertainty and for this reason, the reserves and working balances 
maintained for the Housing Revenue Account will be kept under review.
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Opportunity Cost of holding reserves 

13. Having set minimum levels, the opportunity cost of holding reserves needs to be 
considered. All balances are used to either reduce temporary borrowing or are 
invested subject to other cash flows. Therefore in measuring any opportunity cost of 
holding these reserves, account needs to be taken of the interest saving. The 
opportunity cost of holding the reserves is therefore a judgment whether the ‘worth’ of 
expenditure foregone is more than the income generated. Given the current economic 
climate and prevailing uncertainty over future grant funding it is considered that the 
risks the authority is exposed to exceed the opportunity cost of holding reserves. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 This policy forms a key part of the Council’s financial management framework and 
supports the current Medium Term Financial Strategy by documenting how the council will 
manage and utilise its financial reserves in meeting the financial challenges it faces over 
the medium term as a means of delivering a robust and stable financial basis on which to 
deliver quality council services. 

1.2 The establishment, monitoring and review of the levels of reserves and balances are an 
important element of the council’s financial management systems and financial standing. 

1.3 This policy is reflective of the core principles of the Medium Term Financial Strategy, which 
are: 

 To ensure that the finite resources available are aligned to the Council’s corporate 
objectives. 

 To seek to maintain a sustainable financial position over the MTFS period. 

 To preserve a minimum level of £3.25m General Fund working balances and a 
minimum level of £3m Housing Revenue Account working balances. 

 To ensure that decisions relating to Council Tax Setting are made with due regard to 
the guidelines issued by the Secretary of State. 

 

2. Legislative/Regulatory Framework 

2.1 The requirement for financial reserves is acknowledged in Sections 32 and 43 of the Local 
Government Finance Act 1992, which requires billing and precepting authorities in England 
and Wales to have regard to the level of reserves needed for meeting future expenditure 
when calculating the budget requirement.  In England and Wales, earmarked reserves 
remain legally part of the General Reserve, although they are accounted for separately. 

2.2 The Local Government Act 2003 places a duty on the chief financial officer to report on the 
adequacy of reserves when the authority is considering its budget requirement. The level 
of working balances and reserves held by a council is not prescribed; it is the responsibility 
of chief financial officers to advise local authorities about the level of reserves that they 
should hold and to ensure that there are clear protocols for their establishment and use. 

2.3 CIPFA’s Prudential Code requires the chief financial officers to have full regard to 
affordability when making recommendations about the council’s future capital programme. 
Such consideration includes the level of long-term revenue commitments. Indeed, in 
considering the affordability of its capital plans, consideration will be given to the resources 
available, together with the totality of capital plans and revenue forecasts for the 
forthcoming year and following years.  

2.4 Whilst it is the primary responsibility of the local authority and its chief financial officer to 
maintain a sound financial position, external auditors will confirm that there are no material 
uncertainties about an authority’s ability to continue to operate as a going concern.  It is 
not the responsibility of external auditors to prescribe the optimum or minimum level of 
reserves for individual authorities or authorities in general.  
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3. Current Financial Climate 

3.1 Funding for General Fund Services is current delivered through a number of funding 
streams: 

 Council Tax  Rental and Investment Income 

 Business Rates  Fees and Charges 

 Government Funding  Grants and Contributions 

3.2 The system of funding for local government has significantly changed since 2010, moving 
from a situation where local authorities were significantly dependent upon Central 
Government support to one where the Council is becoming increasingly reliant on localised 
funding sources, with greater exposure to risk and opportunities coming with this.  Public 
sector services and local government in particular have had to respond to significant 
changes and sustained reductions in Government Grant funding whilst also grappling with 
increasing demand for services and changes in the legislative environment in which it 
operates. 

3.3 The Medium Term Financial Strategy of the Council recognises the importance of reserves 
to fund one-off or significant known areas of future expenditure as well as providing 
support to annual revenue expenditure. 

 

4. Types of Reserve 

4.1 CIPFA’s Local Authority Accounting Panel (LAAP) Bulletin 99 - Local Authority Reserves 
and Balances (CIPFA 2014) provides guidance to chief financial officers on the 
establishment and maintenance of local authority reserves and balances.  The bulletin sets 
out that reserves should be held for three main purposes: 

 a working balance to help cushion the impact of uneven cash flows and avoid the 
need for temporary borrowing; 

 a contingency to cushion the impact of unexpected events or emergencies; 

 earmarked reserves to meet known or predicted requirements. 

4.2 In addition the council holds two further reserves for the purpose of capital investment: 
 

 Capital Receipts Reserve - this reserve holds the proceeds from the disposal of 
assets that have not yet been used to finance expenditure or repay debt.  The 
reserve can only be used for capital purposes in accordance with regulations. 

 Major Repairs Reserve – this reserve provides resources for capital investment in 
the council’s housing stock and is funded from depreciation charges on Housing 
Revenue Account non-current tangible assets. 

The council also holds other reserves, known as unusable reserves, which arise out of 
legislation and proper accounting practice e.g. the Revaluation Reserve, Capital 
Adjustment Account and Pension Reserve. These reserves are not resource-backed and 
cannot be used for any other purpose; they are therefore not covered by this policy.  
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5. The General Fund Balance 

5.1 The Medium Term Financial Strategy contains the core principle to preserve a minimum 
level of £3.25m General Fund working balances.  This level has been determined on the 
basis of: 

 a minimum working balance of £1.25m to assist cash flow 

  £2m General Revenue Reserve to enable the Council to meet unforeseen 
challenges or pressures on its financial position.    

5.2 Going in to 2019-20,  the financial risks facing the council have not reduced in nature or 
scale, and in fact are considered likely to become greater in the forthcoming year due to 
significant areas of risk and uncertainty, in particular: 

 Significant uncertainty around the future funding available for local government and 
the level of funding the council can expect to receive (primarily through retained 
business rates); 

 Uncertainty around the withdrawal of the UK from the European Union, both in 
terms of political and economic uncertainty; 

 Greater investment risk exposure through Property Funds and Diversified Income 
Funds, coupled with greater exposure to fluctuations in the commercial property 
market, the need for which has been driven by reductions to funding for local 
government. 

5.3 For the reasons set out above, for 2019-20 it is the view of the S151 Officer that minimum 
of £3.25m in General Fund working balances should be increased to £5.25m during 
2019/20, constituted: 

 a minimum working balance of £1.25m to assist cash flow 

 £4m General Revenue Reserve to enable the Council to meet unforeseen 
challenges or pressures on its financial position.    

 

6. The Housing Revenue Account Balance 

6.1 The Medium Term Financial Strategy contains the core principle to preserve a minimum 
level of £3m Housing Revenue Account working balances.  This level has been 
determined to assist cash flow and mitigate against risks to the Housing Revenue Account 
Business Plan. 
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7. Establishing Earmarked Reserves 

7.1 The Constitution of the Council places responsibility with the Section 151 Officer for 
advising Cabinet and Full Council on the appropriate level of working balances and the 
establishment of specific financial reserves. 

7.2 Earmarked reserves will be identified for specific areas of expenditure or to limit future risk 
exposure and/or to smooth the effect of identified future commitments.   

7.3 In establishing a reserve, consideration will be given to: 

 There being a clear reason for/purpose of the reserve 

 How and when the reserve can be used 

 Procedures for the management and control of the reserve 

7.4 When establishing reserves, the Section 151 Officer will ensure compliance with the Code 
of Practice on Local Authority Accounting and in particular the need to distinguish between 
reserves and provisions. 

 

8. Use of Balances and Earmarked Reserves 

8.1 Use of working balances will be in accordance with the arrangements contained within the 
Medium Term Financial Strategy. 

8.2 Use of reserves will be in accordance with spending patterns notified to the Section 151 
Officer as part of the formal review of working balances and current reserves or with 
approval from the Section 151 Officer in consultation with the Corporate Management 
Team. 

 

9. Governance of Balances and Reserves 

9.1 The level of Working Balances and Reserves is kept under continuous review and is 
reported to Management and Members through the quarterly budget monitoring reports 
and end-of year reporting. 

9.2  As part of the annual budget setting process, the Section 151 Officer will undertake a 
formal review of working balances and current reserves to ensure that they continue to be 
relevant and prudent. The findings of the review will be reported to the Corporate 
Management Team and Cabinet before submission of the proposed annual budget to Full 
Council. 

9.3 This Reserves Policy will be reviewed annually and reported to the Council as part of the 
budget setting process, accompanying the statement from the Section 151 Officer on the 
adequacy of Working Balances and Specific Reserves in respect of the forthcoming 
financial year.  
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Risk Risk Description Risk Quantification Narrative Insurable Potential Impact £) Existing Provision (£)
Balance Required for 2017/18 

(£)

Underachievement of income - 

non collection of dwelling rents

Income levels lower than 

anticipated.

Income from dwelling rents for 

2019/20 is anticipated to be 

£25.0m. A 1.5% fall in the 

income projected will result in 

the council losing approx. 

£375,000.

N 375,000                       -                                                  375,000                                       

Underachievement of income 

for dwelling rents - void periods

Income levels lower than 

anticipated.

Income from rents for 2019/20 

is anticipated to be £25.0m, 

including an assumed voids 

rate. A 0.5% fall in the income 

projected will result in the 

council losing approx. £125,000.

N 125,000                       -                                                  125,000                                       

Underachievement of income - 

non collection of service 

charges

Income levels lower than 

anticipated.

Income from service charges for 

2019/20 is anticipated to be 

£1.4m. A 1.5% fall in the income 

projected will result in the 

council losing approx. £21,000.

N 21,000                         -                                                  21,000                                         

Higher than estimated Right to 

Buy (RTB) Sales

RTB sales higher than 

estimated, resulting in loss of 

income and service charges.

A loss of five additional 

dwellings would, on average, 

result in a reduction in income 

of £25,000. 

N 25,000                         -                                                  25,000                                         

Changes to RTB rules
Further relaxation of Right to 

Buy Rules

Increasing the discount given 

through the RTB scheme could 

potentially result inloss of five 

additional dwellings which 

would, on average, result in a 

reduction in income of £25,000. 

N 25,000                         -                                                  25,000                                         

Pay awards/NICs/Pensions 

Contributions

Increases higher than 

anticipated.

Staff related expenditure for 

2019/20 is anticipated to be 

£2.8m. A 1% increase in 

employers costs would result in 

these costs increasing by 

approx. £28,000.

N 28,000                         -                                                  28,000                                         

Non-achievement of vacancy 

savings target

Vacancy target of £100,000 not 

achieved,

Vacancy target of £100,000 not 

achieved,
N 100,000                       -                                                  100,000                                       

Inflationary Effects
Actual cost of living increase is 

higher than anticipated.

A 1% increase in inflation would 

result in running expenses 

increasing by approx. £26,000.

N 26,000                         -                                                  26,000                                         

Service spending

Spending plans underestimated 

or ongoing revenue implications 

of capital projects not 

adequately captured.

A 1% increase in service 

spending would result in 

running expenses increasing by 

approx. £26,000.

N 26,000                         -                                                  26,000                                         

Financial impact of increased 

demand for homelessness 

support

Requirements of the 

Homelessness Reduction Act 

place an extended duty of care 

on households presenting to the 

council as homeless.

Impact of additional costs of 

temporary accommodation 

outside of existing stock above 

that already estimated, OR full 

costs not recovered through HB 

or applicant.

N 100,000                       -                                                  100,000                                       

Increased demand for 

responsive repairs.

As a demand driven service 

requests could be higher than 

estimated, particularly if there 

are natural events such as high, 

winds, storms etc.

A 5% increase in responsive 

repairs cost would result in 

these costs increasing by 

approx. £380,000.

N 380,000                       -                                                  380,000                                       

Stock Condition works

Stock condition surveys may 

reveal higher levels of disrepair 

than planned for.

A 5% increase in the capital 

programme items for the year 

relating to housing stock would 

result in these costs increasing 

by approx. £380,000.

N 380,000                       -                                                  380,000                                       

Debt Financing

The council is maintaining its 

debt repayment schedule 

through internal borrowing. 

A 1% increase in the 3 month 

LIBID rate, which is used in 

calculating the HRA share of 

interest from the single loans 

pool, would result in additional 

interest costs of approx. 

£170,000

N 170,000                       -                                                  170,000                                       
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Debt Financing

The council is maintaining its 

debt repayment schedule 

through internal borrowing. 

A 1% increase in the cost of 

new borrowing would increase 

the HRA's share of interest from 

the single loans pool by approx 

£20,000

N 20,000                         -                                                  20,000                                         

Investment Income
The council receives interest on 

cash balances which it invests.

A 0.45% reduction in the 

interest rate the council earns 

on its investment balances 

would reduce the income 

payable to the HRA of approx 

£35k.

N 35,000                         -                                                  35,000                                         

Breach of Statutory 

obligations/legal challenge

Unanticipated legal proceedings 

brought against the council.

Legal proceedings may be 

derived from housing need 

decisions, contractual disputes 

or service delivery issues.

Y/N 50,000                         -                                                  50,000                                         

New Build

Insufficient activity, meaning 

that retained receipts have to be 

repaid to Government, with 

interest at 4%.

New Build using £2.2.m of 

retained receipts is required in 

2019/20.  If plans fall short of 

this by 10%, the council will 

have to pay approx. £8,800 in 

interest.

N 8,800                           -                                                  8,800                                            

New Build

Additional activity for the year 

meaning that a higher 

contribution from revenue is 

required or additional borrowing 

(internal/external) required to be 

taken on 

Total spend £7.5m required in 

19/20. If exceed by 10%, GBC 

to find additional £525k, interest 

at 1% approx £5,250 interest

N 5,250                           -                                                  5,250                                            

Housing Stock Damage

Serious of significant events 

which damage housing 

properties

Stop loss of £20,000, losses 

above this will be covered by 

insurance premium but GBC 

required to meet the cost of first 

£20k. Assume 2 major events

Y/N 40,000                         -                                                  40,000                                         

Housing Repairs

There is an increase in demand 

for responsive repairs and 

maintenance

The level and value of 

responsive repairs and 

maintenance exceeds that 

budgeted due to circumstances 

such as adverse weather 

conditions.

N 200,000                       -                                                  200,000                                       

Housing Disrepair Claims

Housing property disrepair 

which results in suffering by the 

tenant

Housing not repaired in a timely 

fashion or to a suitable standard 

results in tenant suffering ill 

effects.  The cost of settling 

such a claim could be assumed 

to be £5k with approx 5 claims a 

year.

N 25,000                         -                                                  25,000                                         

Supporting People
Failure to recover the full cost of 

eligible charges.

The withdrawal of funding by 

KCC will result in an increase in 

the charge to be met by those 

receiving the service.  In most 

cases (80%) this will be met by 

HB, leaving £31,000 of cost to 

be met by other receivers of the 

service.

N 31,000                         -                                                  31,000                                         

Organisational Capacity

Resources available to the 

council are not sufficient to 

deliver council service 

obligations.

Estimate of £100,000 to 

respond to issue.
N 100,000                       -                                                  100,000                                       

Changing government 

policy/legislative change

Changes to council 

responsibilities/new 

responsibilities or funding of 

existing services, such as 

supported housing.

Estimate of £100,000 to 

respond to issue.
N 100,000                       -                                                  100,000                                       

HRA Debt Settlement
HRA Debt Settlement Re-

opened by Government

Government re-open the HRA 

debt resettlement and seek to 

renegotiate the value of the 

council's housing stock.

N 5,000,000                   -                                                  5,000,000                                    

. 7,396,050                                    

Risk Probabity Factor 40%

Provision Required 2,958,420                                    
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Budget Q3

HRA Budget Monitoring 2018.19 2018.19 2019.20 2020.21 2021.22 2022.23 2023.24 2024.25 2025.26 2026.27 2027.28

Expenditure

Supervision and Management 6,015           5,445 5,357 5,529 5,700 5,871 6,047 6,229 6,415 6,608 6,806

Repairs and Maintenance 7,767           7,352 7,618 7,975 8,142 8,305 8,471 8,640 8,813 8,989 9,169

Depreciation 6,814           6,814 6,912 7,060 7,088 7,088 7,093 7,099 7,104 7,110 7,116

Intense Housing Management - Expenditure 667              667 667 689 710 732 753 776 799 823 848

Capital Finance 6,539           6,520 7,017 3,983 3,912 3,716 3,490 3,228 2,943 3,002 3,171

RCCO 0 0 0 3,396 3,681 2,502 1,952 7,675 8,214 6,235 5,879

Total Expenditure 27,802        26,797 27,572 28,631 29,234 28,212 27,806 33,646 34,289 32,768 32,989

Income

Rents of Dwellings (25,300) (25,157) (25,031) (26,094) (26,965) (27,631) (28,312) (29,010) (29,435) (29,866) (30,303)

Other Rental Income (Phone masts etc) (33) (33) (29) (30) (31) (32) (33) (34) (35) (36) (37)

Service Charges (1,380) (1,380) (1,400) (1,445) (1,489) (1,534) (1,580) (1,627) (1,676) (1,727) (1,778)

Non Dwelling Income (Garages & Commercial) (327) (327) (140) (144) (149) (153) (158) (163) (168) (173) (178)

Intense Housing Management  - Service Charge Income (103) (103) (103) (107) (110) (113) (117) (120) (124) (128) (131)

Intense Housing Management - Other Income (418) (418) (418) (418) (418) (418) (418) (418) (418) (418) (418)

Other Income (Interest, Ins Reimburse & CCentre) (112) (112) (112) (115) (117) (119) (122) (124) (127) (129) (132)

Total Income (27,673) (27,531) (27,234) (28,353) (29,279) (30,001) (30,740) (31,497) (31,983) (32,477) (32,978)

Contributions to/(from) reserves (129) 734 (338) (278) 45 1,788 2,934 (2,150) (2,306) (291) (12)

Net Surplus/Deficit 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Balances and Reserves

HRA Working Balances

B/fwd Balance 3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000

Variances per budget report (129) 734 (338) (278) 45 1,788 2,934 (2,150) (2,306) (291) (12)

Forecast Working Balances C/fwd 2,871 3,734 2,662 2,722 3,045 4,788 5,934 850 694 2,709 2,988

Movement to/(from) HRA General Reserve (129) 734 (338) (278) 45 1,788 2,934 (2,150) (2,306) (291) (12)

Forecast Usable Working Balances C/fwd 3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000

HRA General Reserve

Opening Balance 7,441 7,441 4,878 1,367 (103) (58) 1,731 4,664 2,515 209 (82)

Use to support revenue position (129) 0 (337) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Use in capital financing (3,574) (3,298) (3,173) (1,192) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Surplus on HRA revenue account 0 734 0 0 45 1,788 2,934 0 0 0 0

Deficit on HRA revenue account 0 0 (0) (278) 0 0 0 (2,150) (2,306) (291) (12)

Forecast HRA General Reserve Balances C/fwd 3,738 4,878 1,367 (103) (58) 1,731 4,664 2,515 209 (82) (93)

Funding Shortfall 0 0 0 (103) (58) 0 0 0 0 (82) (93)
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Original 

Budget Q3

HRA Capital Budget Monitoring 2018.19 2018.19 2019.20 2020.21 2021.22 2022.23 2023.24 2024.25 2025.26 2026.27 2027.28

Capital Expendture

Capital Maintenance Expenditure

Replacement Programme 3,977 3,312 4,537 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Improvement Programme 2,091 2,234 2,069 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Health & Safety 1,078 1,110 1,138 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Planned Maintenance 0 0 0 7,142 3,948 2,609 1,696 7,021 7,148 7,276 7,407

Heating Installations 0 0 0 1,224 1,247 1,270 1,293 1,316 1,340 1,364 1,388

Disabled Adaptations 0 0 0 306 312 317 323 329 335 341 347

Asbestos Management 0 0 0 71 73 74 75 77 78 80 81

Capital Maintenance Expenditure Total 7,146 6,657 7,744 8,744 5,580 4,270 3,387 8,743 8,900 9,061 9,224

Other Capital Expenditure

Housing Computer System 600 0 600 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Virtual Desktop & IT Infrastructure 20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Play Equipment 80 0 80 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Capital Maintenance Expenditure Total 680 20 680 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

New Build Expenditure

Packham Road 1,228 1,228 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Market Purchases 0 2,039 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Kings Farm 152 152 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

St Hilda's 1,411 1,411 1,284 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Whitehill Road 0 78 3,680 3,963 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Valley Drive Bedsits 0 25 2,501 6,655 125 0 0 0 0 0 0

Other New Build Scheme 2,536 0 0 0 8,677 8,827 9,310 9,843 10,396 10,971 11,567

New Build Expenditure Total 5,327 4,934 7,465 10,618 8,801 8,827 9,310 9,843 10,396 10,971 11,567

Total Capital Expenditure 13,153 11,610 15,889 19,362 14,381 13,097 12,697 18,586 19,297 20,031 20,791

Financing

RCCO 0 0 0 (3,396) (3,681) (2,502) (1,952) (7,675) (8,214) (6,235) (5,879)

HRA Reserve 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

HRA New Build Reserve 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

MRR (7,145) (6,401) (8,221) (7,140) (7,088) (7,088) (7,093) (7,099) (7,104) (7,110) (7,116)

RTB - Attributable Debt (156) (156) (1,530) (1,299) (859) (859) (859) (859) (859) (859) (859)

RTB - LA Share 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

RTB - Transaction Costs 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Other Capital receipts (680) (20) (725) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Gen Cap Reserve 0 0 0 (0) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Gen Cap Reserve 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

RTB Buyback 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

HRA General Reserve (3,574) (3,298) (3,173) (1,192) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

HRA Reserve 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

RTB - 141 Receipts (1,598) (1,480) (2,239) (3,185) (2,640) (2,648) (2,793) (2,953) (3,119) (3,291) (3,470)

Capital Grant 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

S106 0 (256) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Returned to Capital Reserve 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Borrowing 0 (0) 0 (3,150) (112) 0 0 0 0 (2,536) (3,466)

Total Financing (13,153) (11,610) (15,889) (19,362) (14,381) (13,097) (12,697) (18,586) (19,297) (20,031) (20,791)

Net Over/Under Financing (0) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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Classification: Public
Key Decision: No

Gravesham Borough Council

Report to: Cabinet
Finance & Audit Committee

Date: 4 February 2019 / 18 February 2019

Reporting officer: Assistant Director (Corporate Services)

Subject: Budget Monitoring Report 2018/19 – Quarter Three

Purpose and summary of report:
To provide Members with information on actual performance against the approved Revenue 
and Capital budgets for 2018/19, including known variances agreed or identified through 
budgetary control activity.
To update Members on other key arears of financial performance that may impact on the 
Council’s Medium Term Financial Strategy, Medium Term Financial Plan, HRA Business Plan 
or Financial Statements.

Recommendations:

1. This report is for information only.

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. The Constitution of the council requires Members to receive reports in respect of the 
council’s finances and financial performance.  This report therefore provides an 
assessment of performance against approved budgets for the 2018/19 financial year for 
the third quarter to 31 December 2018 as well as updating Members on other key areas 
of financial performance. 

1.2. The council continues to operate robust budgetary control actions to ensure good 
financial governance and respond to the pressures on the council’s finances.  In addition 
to the reporting of financial performance through regular budget monitoring reports, 
these actions include:

 Requiring all financial decisions and major acquisitions to be brought to 
Management Team for discussion and approval;

 Appropriate controls in approving purchase orders;

 Requiring recruitment activity (relating to both permanent and temporary 
appointments, and including use of overtime) to be considered and approved by 
Management Team;

 Monitoring the delivery of activity under the council’s Bridging the Gap Strategy, 
as set out in the current Medium Term Financial Strategy (MTFS).
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2. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

General Fund (Revenue)

2.1. At the end of Quarter Three there is projected underspend for the year of £823,330.  
Movements affecting the forecast position against the original budget for the year in the 
main pertain to continued implementation of Bridging the Gap activity.

2.2. Because the council ended 2017/18 in a favourable position, budgets totalling £146,360 
were approved for carry forward into 2018/19.

2.3. The level of Working Balances at year-end are projected to be £8.29m, constituted of 
the minimum working balances of £1.25m, the General Fund reserve of £4m and usable 
Working Balances of £3.04m. 

2.4. Movements in the year are projected to result in a net increase in reserves of £0.97m, 
with the level of reserves being £7.50m at start of year and projected to be £8.47m at 
year- end.

2.5. Significant risks to the General Fund’s financial position continue to come from the lack 
of clarity regarding the future of local government funding and legislative change, such 
as the introduction of the Homelessness Reduction Act.  

General Fund (Capital)

2.6. The revised budget of the General Fund Capital Programme for the year is £17.72m, 
including £13.25m to support furtherance of the council’s land and commercial property 
portfolio and £3.10m to fund the initial works to redevelop the St George’s Shopping 
Centre.  Actual spend to the end of Quarter Three was £9.39m.

HRA (Revenue)

2.7. At the end of Quarter Three income and expenditure for the year remains balanced, 
albeit the budgeted contribution from reserves to fund revenue expenditure planned for 
the year is no longer required and current information actually indicates a contribution to 
the General HRA Reserve at year-end. The main movements affecting the forecast 
position against the original budget for the year are a reduction in planned repairs and 
maintenance spend due to the delivery of efficiencies in processes as experienced 
towards the end of the last financial year, and savings against staffing budgets.

2.8. The level of Working Balances at year-end are projected to be £3.0m, at the minimum 
level of Working Balances for the HRA.  Movements in the year are projected to result in 
a net decrease in the General HRA Reserves of £2.56m, with the level of reserves being 
£7.44m at start of year and projected to be £4.88m at year-end.

2.9. As with the GF, the significant risk to the HRA’s financial position continues to be the 
lack of clarity regarding funding and regulatory reform.  

Housing Capital

2.10. The revised budget for the Housing Capital Programme for the year is £14.76m, with 
spend to the end of Quarter Three of £11.12m.
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3. GENERAL FUND (REVENUE)

3.1. Budget 2018/19

3.1.1. The approved Original Budget Requirement for 2018/19 was £12,622,790, funded by 
retained Non-Domestic Rates, New Homes Bonus, Council Tax and use of £1,329,640 
Usable Working Balances, in accordance with the Medium Term Financial Strategy. 

3.1.2. The table below sets out the current assessment of performance against the Original 
Budget by Directorate, based on known variances as at 31 December 2018. 

 

Directorate / Budget Heading
Original 
Budget 

2018/19 (£)

Forecast 
2018/19 (£)

Variation 
2018/19 (£)

All Directorate - Salaries 0 (507,800) (507,800)
Chief Executive 44,870 44,870 0
Communities 4,199,860 4,005,780 (194,080)
Corporate Services 3,856,280 3,756,170 (100,110)
Environment & Operations 2,598,380 2,400,050 (198,330)
Housing & Regeneration 2,110,220 2,127,900 17,680
Items Carried Forward from 2017-18 0 146,360 146,360
Non-Directorate Specific 1,113,390 1,113,390 0
Interest and Investment Income (627,320) (876,550) (249,230)
Government Grant Funding (904,470) (939,870) (35,400)
Transfers to/ (from) reserves 609,770 932,800 323,030
Transfers to/ (from) balances 1,035,980 1,485,980 450,000
Transactions below the line (1,414,170) (1,285,600) 128,570
BUDGET REQUIREMENT 12,622,790 12,403,480 (219,310)

Business Rates Income (3,679,110) (4,283,130) (604,020)
Council Tax Income (6,705,200) (6,705,200) 0
Parish Precepts (323,120) (323,120) 0
Passported Parish Grant 1,040 1,040 0
New Homes Bonus (586,760) (586,760) 0
Transfers to/(from) the Collection Fund 0 0 0
Use of Working Balances (1,329,640) (1,329,640) 0
BUDGET SHORTFALL/(UNDERSPEND) 0 (823,330) (823,330)   

Table 1: General Fund Revenue Outturn by Directorate / Budget heading

 
3.2. ALL DIRECTORATE – SALARIES

3.2.1. Staffing: £508k favourable variance - the General Fund staffing budget for 2018/19 
incorporates a vacancy allowance of £350k for the year. It is anticipated that this will 
occur throughout the establishment as a whole from natural staff turnover within day-to-
day business activities, as well as posts being held vacant pending the re-design of 
services. The current year-end projection is an underspend of £858k, therefore giving 
rise to the net favourable variance of £508k.
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3.3. CHIEF EXECUTIVE’S DIRECTORATE – NIL VARIANCE

3.3.1. There are no significant variances to report.

3.4. COMMUNITIES DIRECTORATE –  £194k FAVOURABLE VARIANCE

3.4.1. Acquisition of site at Stuart Road, Gravesend:  £377k favourable variance – in June 
2017 Full Council gave approval for a second tranche of £10m from investment 
balances to be made available for purchases under the council’s existing Property 
Acquisition Strategy. In June 2018, the Council completed the acquisition of the site at 
Stuart Road, Gravesend, currently tenanted by Wickes, which is anticipated to provide a 
current year rental income stream of £377k. The projected full-year income from 
2019/20 onwards is £511k. 

3.4.2. HR Shared Services: £23k favourable variance – as part of Bridging The Gap activity 
identified within the MTFS, the council has explored various shared service opportunities 
in recent years. From 1st April 2018 a shared Human Resources service with Medway 
Council has been established, producing an initial positive effect to the council’s Medium 
Term Financial Plan (MTFP) of £23k. Going forwards as processes are harmonised and 
developed further there may be scope for additional financial benefits, which will be 
reported on in due course. Additionally, the shared service provides greater resilience, 
for example enabling utilisation of the existing recruitment and training teams within 
Medway’s structure.  

3.4.3. Borough Market: neutral variance – although no overall variation is currently 
anticipated, it should be noted that the latest income projections for the market are for a 
£37k year-end deficit in 2018/19 as a result of unit vacancies. There are expected to be, 
however, underspends across staffing and running expense budgets e.g. on repairs and 
maintenance due to the building being relatively new.  Savings on such areas are 
therefore currently projected to contribute to a neutral position overall.  

3.4.4. Safer Stronger Communities: neutral variance – the council has successfully secured 
funding from the Police and Crime Commissioner (PCC) to support the activity of 
Gravesham’s Community Safety Unit in 2018-19.  It is intended that these funds are 
used to provide specialist intervention work for young people involved in gang activity, to 
meet some of the costs of seasonal and crime prevention activity and to contribute to the 
cost of new and mobile CCTV camera deployments, in part related to tackling serious 
and organised crime.  The funding also includes a small tactical amount to address any 
unforeseen priorities that may occur during the year.

3.4.5. War Memorials: neutral variance – reserve funding of £21k from previously 
unallocated grant balances has been made available to support World War One 
commemoration activity within the borough. This principally involves 
cleaning/conservation work of existing war memorials and supporting the national “There 
But Not There” campaign, which aims to educate all generations in understanding the 
fate of British and Commonwealth soldiers during World War One. 

3.4.6. Information Governance:  £41k adverse variance – prior to General Data Protection 
Regulation (GDPR) 2016/679 coming into implementation on 25th May 2018, the council 
considered resourcing options in terms of managing the potential impact of GDPR 
changes. The result is a further cost of £41k financing an additional post within the Legal 
& Information Governance shared service with Medway Council to support the council in 
responding to the enhanced challenges.
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3.4.7. St Georges’ Shopping Centre rental income: £146k adverse variance – the council 
holds the freehold interest of the St Georges Shopping Centre, though this had 
previously been subject to a 150-year lease to Queenridge Properties since 1982.  
Under the terms of the lease the council received a “basic rent” of £195k per annum and 
an “additional rent” of 10% of the rents that Queenridge Properties received from the 
occupying tenants in excess of £1.95m per annum. To date, no additional rent has ever 
been payable.

3.4.8. At Cabinet in April 2018, the council agreed to enter into an agreement with Reef 
Estates Group for redevelopment of the St George’s Centre. Detailed financial modelling 
was undertaken, incorporating projected annual lease payments to Reef, returns made 
on the initial investment balance received by the council, and rental income receivable 
from the centre. The expectation is that the inflows to the council of rental and 
investment income will be equal, or more than equal, to the annual lease payments for 
the 50-year term of the lease. 

3.4.9. As a result of this change, the arrangement whereby the council received a “basic rent” 
of £195k per annum (as referenced in paragraph 3.3.3) for the Shopping Centre has 
now ceased and been replaced by the new income and expenditure forecasts. 
Resultantly, there is part-year adverse variance in 2018/19’s MTFP of £146k, with a full 
year effect of £195k from 2019/20 onwards.  New arrangements for the running of the 
Heritage Quarter are covered within the financial modelling undertaken, and therefore it 
is projected that over the lifetime of the project, there will be both financial and non-
financial benefits to the Council of redeveloping the St George’s Centre.

3.4.10. Other Minor Variances: £19k adverse variance – a number of minor variances have 
been reported within the Communities Directorate; the net effect of these variances is 
£19k.

3.5. CORPORATE SERVICES DIRECTORATE – £100k FAVOURABLE VARIANCE

3.5.1. Corporate Expenses: £77k favourable variance – following activity to refine budgetary 
arrangements including analysis of historic items held on the balance sheet, £77k has 
been released into revenue, generating a positive effect to the Council’s MTFP in 
2018/19. 

3.5.2. Internal Audit & Counter Fraud Shared Service: £16k favourable variance - an 
underspend in the service hosted at Medway Council has arisen, largely due to staff 
vacancies  which have generated a favourable salary budget variation.  Although part of 
this saving has been re-directed to upgrading the existing IT equipment to facilitate 
greater agile working and efficiencies, there is an overall projected underspend in 
Gravesham’s contribution to Medway Council for 2018/19 of £16k. 

3.5.3. External Audit Fee: £9k favourable variance – in April 2018 the council received 
notification of the planned audit fee relating to the annual Statement of Accounts for 
2018/19. This is £41k, which represents a reduction from the 2017/18 fee and previously 
budgeted figure of £53k. This has resulted in a positive effect to the General Fund MTFP 
of £9k, with the remaining £3k reflected as a saving within HRA budgets.

3.5.4. St George’s Centre professional services: neutral variance – as reported to Cabinet 
and Overview Scrutiny in May, the council engaged professional services in areas such 
as legal, property, treasury management and taxation to advise on the termination of the 
Development Agreement with Queenridge Properties and the agreement between the 
council and the Reef Estates Group for redevelopment of the St George’s Centre.  The 
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£217k costs of these services are being met from the Growth Fund Reserve, which 
holds monies generated as a result of the council being part of the Kent Business Rates 
Pool and is to be used to fund activity to promote economic growth. 

3.5.5. Corporate Debt Pilot System: neutral variance – funding from the Corporate Priorities 
Reserve of £9k has been made available to support a pilot project for the central 
collation, analysis and management of debt across the council. The project involves 
utilising specialist software to draw data from different income streams, carry out 
matching activity and guide officers in determining specific courses of action for 
individual debtors of the council.

3.5.6. Other Minor Variances: £2k adverse variance – a number of minor variances have 
been reported within the Corporate Services Directorate; the net effect of these 
variances is £2k.

3.6. ENVIRONMENT & OPERATIONS DIRECTORATE –  £199k FAVOURABLE 
VARIANCE

3.6.1. Waste Recycling Support Payment: £153k favourable variance – the 2017/18 
payment received from KCC was £153k greater than estimated.  This has created a 
favourable variance in 2018/19.

3.6.2. Garden Waste Collection Service: £70k favourable variance – the garden waste 
subscription service has continued to flourish in 2018/19 with over 750 new customers 
joining during the early months of the year.  This additional volume, in conjunction with a 
review of the existing charging structure from 1st April 2018, has led to additional net 
income of £70k compared to the original budget. 

3.6.3. Refuse Collection – KCC contribution: £45k favourable variance – KCC have 
reimbursed the council for the additional tipping-away costs (such as fuel and staffing) 
incurred due to the fire at the Pepperhill site. This income will offset staff overtime and 
additional fuel which was required for travelling further when the site was closed.

3.6.4. Waste & Street Cleansing fuel costs: £20k adverse variance – the cost of fuel 
continues to rise.  The forecast as at quarter three is an overspend of £20k.

3.6.5. Security costs: £24k adverse variance – the council has been required to make use of 
additional security services during the year due to an increase in the number of security 
risks and unauthorised traveller encampments within parks and car parks in the 
borough.

3.6.6. Waste Freighter Vehicle parts: £25k adverse variance – there are on-going reliability 
issues with the refuse vehicles which has resulted in higher maintenance costs than 
provided for within the original budget. Rectification of defects with these vehicles 
requires the purchase of replacement parts and as this is expected to continue at the 
same rate for the remainder of the year, the current forecast is an adverse variance of 
£25k.  In the longer term, the plan to diversify the fleet of refuse vehicles in terms of 
make and model of vehicles used will help to minimise the risk of higher than anticipated 
vehicle maintenance costs.
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3.7. HOUSING & REGENERATION – £18k ADVERSE  VARIANCE

3.7.1. STG Building Control Partnership: £18k adverse variance – as a result of an 
unexpected fall in income from building regulation applications in the third quarter of the 
current year, the Director of STG is now forecasting an overall income deficit across the 
partnership.  A principal driver of this is the sustained challenging period for the 
construction industry with falling profitability in five months, and narrow avoidance of 
being declared officially in recession.  This factor has been compounded by an increase 
in approved inspector activity, which has led to increased competitors for STG 
competing in a smaller market.  Resultantly each member of the partnership is likely to 
be required to make an additional contribution in order to balance overall STG finances, 
and the impact for Gravesham in 2018/19 is therefore a projected overspend compared 
to the original budget of £18k.

3.7.2. Digitisation of Planning records: neutral variance – the Planning Department has 26 
years of planning history stored on approximately 68,000 microfiche covering 1974 -
2000. This medium for storing information is out dated and time intensive when 
retrieving information from them.  Funding of £22k was made available from the 
Corporate Priorities Reserve to undertake this work and, prior to 2018/19, £16k had 
been spent.  The remaining £8k has been released into 2018/19. 
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3.8. ITEMS CARRIED FORWARD FROM 2017/18 – £146k

3.8.1. The following items from 2017/18 have been approved for carry forward to 2018/19 by 
the Section 151 Officer and the Council’s Management Team: 

Table 2: Items Carried Forward from 2017/18
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3.9. INTEREST AND INVESTMENT INCOME – £249k FAVOURABLE VARIANCE 

3.9.1. Interest & Investment Income: £249k favourable variance – the budgeted return for 
interest and investment income for 2018/19 is £627k.  The Council continues to hold 
£10m invested in three Externally Managed Property Funds and a further £10m invested 
in three Multi-Asset Funds.  Dividends received in relation to the third quarter of 2018/19 
indicate the return on these investments is projected to exceed budgetary expectations.  
The balance of the Council’s investments is held in fixed term deposits, certificates of 
deposit and money market funds; again, the returns on these investments are projected 
to be above budget.  

3.9.2. On 2 August 2018 the Bank of England announced an increase in the base rate from 
0.50% to 0.75%, the highest level since March 2009. The net impact of this increase 
combined with the projected returns for Property Funds, Multi-Asset Funds and 
traditional investments described above, is projected additional income of £189k for 
2018/19.

3.9.3. As part of the agreement for redevelopment of the St George’s Centre (as set out within 
the Communities Directorate), a sum of £14.2m was received by the Council to finance 
the capital works required. Under the terms of the agreement, the Council is able to 
invest and earn interest on this sum until it is fully expended, and the project completed. 
Investments have therefore been made in money market funds and certificates of 
deposit, with a projected benefit to the MTFP of £60k income for 2018/19.

3.10. FUNDING STREAMS – £263k ADVERSE VARIANCE

3.10.1. Government Grant Funding – Section 31 grants – see Business Rates Income 
section below.

3.10.2. Transfers to/(from) reserves: £323k adverse variance – in addition to a favourable 
variance of a net £218k relating to reserve drawdowns funding specific service 
expenditure (described below under “Transactions below the line”), there are further 
projected movements now being reflected as at Quarter Three:

  NNDR Growth Fund Reserve – following the latest projections arising from the 
Council’s participation in the Kent Business Rates Pool, there is a small 
reduction of £9k compared to the original budgeted contribution to this reserve.

  NNDR Equalisation Reserve – in lieu of the Council’s anticipated payment to the 
Collection Fund required in 2019/20 (funded from this reserve), the opportunity 
is being taken in 2018/19 to top-up this reserve in advance by a further £136k 
compared to the original budget, thus ensuring that from 2019/20 onwards a 
level of £500k is maintained. 

  Commercial Income Protection Reserve – as the Council now has greater 
exposure to rental income streams, particularly since the commencement of the 
Property Acquisition Strategy designed at purchasing sites to generate a net 
income stream, it is felt prudent to set money aside to negate lost rental from, 
void periods and provide for repair works required, service charges etc. 
Consequently a contribution of £414k has been made to the reserve in 2018/19, 
with the reserve level for all years now reflecting 15% of the overall rental 
income projected for each year.
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3.10.3. The total variation for “Transfers to/(from) reserves” is therefore a combination of the net 
£218k relating to reserve drawdowns funding specific service expenditure, and the 
further net movement of £541k relating to additional reserve contributions made – an 
overall adverse variance of £323k.

3.10.4. Transactions below the line: £129k adverse variance – under accounting 
arrangements the corresponding entries relating to reserve-funded expenditure within 
services (the drawdown from the reserve and the transfer into the specific service) are 
shown here. To this effect, a movement of £218k is projected relating to the reserve 
funded items as described within the Communities, Corporate Services, and Housing & 
Regeneration Directorate sections, and also within the Specific Reserves section 
starting at paragraph 3.11.

3.10.5. The council is required to pay off an element of the accumulated General Fund capital 
expenditure each year through a revenue charge known as Minimum Revenue Provision 
(MRP).  The budget for the 2018-19 MRP charge was set based on the assumption that 
internal cash balances of £5m would be utilised for Commercial Property Acquisition in 
2017-18.  However, in 2017-18 capital expenditure, which required funding by utilising 
cash balances, totalled £2.1m, therefore this has reduced the MRP charge in 2018-19 
by £89k.

3.10.6. The total variation within “Transactions below the line” is therefore a combination of the 
£218k relating to accounting arrangements corresponding to reserve movements, and 
the projected underspend of £89k on the Minimum Revenue Provision – an overall net 
adverse variance of £129k.

3.10.7. Transfers to/(from) balances & Business Rates Income: £189k favourable variance 
– the council entered into the Kent Business Rates Pilot scheme for 2018/19 from 1st 
April whereby the 50% of any business rate growth previously paid over to Central 
Government would instead be retained within Kent.  In setting the budget for 2018/19, 
the council anticipated receiving £250k from the Financial Sustainability Fund 
established through the pilot, with this amount being transferred straight to working 
balances as a means of providing sustainability of the council’s financial position.  
Following the latest business rates monitoring across Kent, a healthy position is 
projected and therefore a further £450k benefit to the council from the Financial 
Sustainability Fund is being recognised at this stage. This is also being applied directly 
to working balances (and therefore has a neutral effect on the MTFP “bottom-line”), the 
effect of which can be found in the table in section 3.12.

3.10.8. In addition to the Pilot scheme described above, the Council also continues to be a 
member of the Kent Business Rates Pool. Latest monitoring indicates a healthy position 
with additional funds of £15k now projected for 2018/19. Furthermore, adjustments to 
the tariff baseline mechanism of £94k have now been realised, resulting in an overall net 
MTFP surplus for Business Rates of £109k.

3.10.9. The projection for Section 31 grants received to compensate the Council for various 
business rate reliefs granted (within the Government Grant Funding section) has also 
been updated, giving a net benefit to the MTFP of £35k.

3.10.10. As part of the provisional finance settlement, the Government announced a one-off 
distribution from the NNDR levy account surplus. The allocation for Gravesham is £45k.

3.10.11. Therefore the total variation for this section is a combination of the £109k net Business 
Rates surplus, the projected additional Section 31 Grant income of £35k, and the levy 
account distribution of £45k – an overall favourable variance to the MTFP of £145k.
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3.11. Other Variances and Risks not reflected in the Current Budget

3.11.1. Fees and Charges (General) – Income received from fees and charges supports the 
annual budget. Monitoring to the end of December indicates that income streams are 
generally performing well against budget; monitoring will continue during the year with 
any known variances reported through budget monitoring reports.

3.11.2. Homelessness – The introduction of the new homelessness legislation at the start of 
the financial year continues to have an upward effect on the number of households the 
council has a duty to assist.  In Quarter Three of 2018/19 the council was approached by 
379 households requiring assistance to resolve their housing issues.  This has resulted 
in 92 households being housed in temporary accommodation (including legacy cases), a 
slight increase on the 91 households requiring such assistance at the end of Quarter 
Two.

3.11.3. Furthermore, in discharging the council’s duties to prevent and relieve homelessness, 50 
cases were prevented from becoming homeless in Quarter Three at the prevention 
stage, by either being able to remain in their current accommodation or by securing 
alternative accommodation.  Similarly, 13 cases were resolved at the relief stage, with 
these households moving into settled housing.

3.11.4. At the end of the quarter there were 152 open cases, of which 14 were at triage stage, 
31 at the prevention stage and a further 34 at the relief stage.  The increased demand 
for homelessness assistance has resulted in greater use of temporary accommodation 
than originally anticipated, with some £290k spent on providing temporary housing to 
households seeking assistance in the first nine months of the year.  This additional 
expenditure can currently be offset through Housing Benefit and use of grant funding 
provided by central government to meet the anticipated new burdens the change in 
legislation would create, thus resulting in a neutral variance against the budget for the 
year. Officers are, however, assessing the situation to ascertain what further action is 
required to manage spend.

3.12. Working Balances and Reserves

3.12.1. The variances and Carried Forward items outlined in this report have the following effect 
upon the General Fund working balances:

Balance Brought Forward from 2017/18 7,305,450 
New Homes Bonus (Straight to working balances) 586,760 
NNDR Income - Kent Pilot & Pool (Straight to working balances) 449,220 
NNDR Income - Additional growth in Kent Pilot released to Q3 450,000 
Budgeted use of Working Balances to support the General Fund (1,329,640)
Variances per budget report (Incl.items Bfwd from 2017/18) 823,330 
Forecast Working Balances C/Fwd (as at 31 December 2018) including 
Minimum GF Working Balance 8,285,120 
Less: Minimum GF balance (1,250,000)
Less: Additional General Fund Reserve (4,000,000)

Forecast Usable Working Balances C/Fwd (as at 31 December 2018) 3,035,120 

Working Balances £

 Table 3: Effect on General Fund Balances
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3.12.2. The general working balance is supplemented by specific reserves, established to assist 
with future funding obligations or initiatives.  The table below provides a summary of the 
forecast movements on these specific reserves during the year.

Opening Forecast Forecast Forecast
General Fund Earmarked Reserves Balance Use of Reserve Contributions Balance

01/04/2018 (Expenditure) (Income) 31/03/2019
£'000 £'000 £'000 £'000

Planning Policy Reserve 393 (90) 50 353 
Asset Enhancement Reserve 904 (176) 100 828 

 Spend to Save Reserve (Inc.Digital Team) 148 9 157 
Leisure Centres Reserve 1,007 (135) 375 1,247 
Corporate Priorities Reserve 140 (60) 80 
Town Pier Pontoon Reserve 91 (5) 13 99 

 Local Authority Mortgage Scheme (LAMS) Reserve 100 (50) 50 
Elections Reserve 149 23 172 

 NNDR Collection Fund Equalisation Reserve 500 166 666 
IT Infrastructure Reserve 85 (60) 75 100 

 DSO Vehicle Capital Reserve 31 (105) 435 361 
 Freighter Replacement Reserve 559 221 780 
NNDR Growth Fund Reserve 447 (240) 220 427 

 Lower Thames Crossing Reserve 150 150 
Woodville Repairs Reserve 57 57 114 
Investment Interest Equalisation Reserve 500 500 

 Commerical Income Protection Reserve 100 (16) 414 498 
 Service Review Reserve 258 (11) 247 
 Playgrounds Reserve 100 100 
Decriminalisation Reserve 42 42 
Sub-total - Specific Earmarked Reserves 5,761 (948) 2,158 6,971 

 Revenue Grants not yet applied 1,737 (257) 16 1,496 

Total - All Earmarked Reserves 7,498 (1,205) 2,174 8,467 

Table 4: Analysis of Specific Reserves

3.12.3. Significant or new approved use of reserves include:

3.12.4. Planning Policy Reserve – £90k has been released from the Planning Policy reserve to 
cover expenditure incurred to date in 2018/19 associated with the Local Plan.

3.12.5. Corporate Priorities Reserve – £9k Corporate Debt Pilot Systems (Corporate 
Services), £8k Microfilming work (Housing & Regeneration), £25k Feasibility Studies re 
land adjacent to Dering Way and at Milton Place.

3.12.6. NNDR Equalisation Reserve – see section 3.10.

3.12.7. DSO Vehicle Capital Reserve – a contribution of £330k is being made to the reserve in 
2018/19 funded from the repairs & maintenance underspend within HRA budgets. This 
will finance additional vehicles required as part of the expansion of the Council’s 
Housing Repairs service.

3.12.8. NNDR Growth Fund Reserve – £217k has been released to fund the provision of 
specialist professional services associated with the redevelopment of the St George’s 
Centre (Corporate Services).

3.12.9. Commercial Income Protection Reserve – see section 3.10.
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3.12.10. Revenue Grants not yet applied – £91k Flexible Homelessness Grant received in 
2017/18 now released to fund temporary accommodation costs, £21k released to War 
Memorials project (as described within the Communities Directorate section), £28k 
released from Healthy Living Centre reserve to fund various GRAND activities in 
2018/19, £20k released from the Waste Grant to fund Depot improvement works, £38k 
Revenues & Benefits grants released to fund temporary staffing and system upgrade 
costs. 
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3.13. Medium Term Financial Planning

3.13.1. The Medium Term Financial Plan (MTFP) is reviewed on an ongoing basis in order to 
take into account longer-term assumptions around inflation rates, central government 
grants and energy prices, together with building in all known variances to the Council’s 
budget as a result of Management Team and Cabinet decisions.  The latest version of 
the Medium Term Financial Plan is attached to this report at Appendix Two.

3.13.2. The Government has decided to introduce a statutory override to accounting changes to 
pooled investments proposed by the introduction of International Financial Reporting 
Standard 9 (IFRS9).  The standard, implemented from 1 April 2018, initially required 
local authorities who hold certain types of financial instruments to account for any growth 
or reduction in the capital value of those investments in their annual accounts.   The 
statutory override, which is for five years, is intended to enable authorities to effectively 
consider whether they wish to continue to invest, extract themselves from such 
investments or build up their reserves to cover any movements. During the period of the 
statutory override, local authorities will be required to disclose profits and losses from 
pooled investments to as a separate line item in reserves.

3.13.3. On 29 October 2018 the Chancellor delivered his second Autumn Budget, which fired 
the starting gun for the 2019 Spending Review.  The Chancellor announced that there 
would be average real term increases in Resource Departmental Expenditure Limits 
(RDEL) over the next five years of 1.2% per annum, albeit the funding already 
announced for the NHS exceed this level of increase, implying that some departments 
may see funding actually at existing levels or reduced.  The Chancellor also announced 
continued adjustments to the Business Rates Scheme, with bills to be cut by one-third 
for retailers including shops, cafes and restaurants in England with a rateable value 
below £51,000, for 2 years from April 2019 (subject to state aid limits). 

3.13.4. On 13 December 2018 the Provisional Local Government Finance Settlement was 
announced. The provisional settlement is the final year of the multi-year finance 
settlement announced in 2016-17 and completes the Government’s intended reduction 
in the total level of funding for local government over the period to 2019/20.  The 
settlement provided a slightly improved position than that expected due to the decision 
of Government to provide an additional £153m of funding to those authorities that were 
due to pay negative RSG for 2019/20.  At the same time, however, it was announced 
that Kent & Medway had been unsuccessful in retaining Pilot Status for Business Rates 
in 2019/20. 

3.13.5. As part of the activity to prepare the draft budget for 2019/20, a review of the council’s 
reserves and working balances has been conducted.  Having considered the risks to the 
council’s financial stability, professional advice and reserve practice of other comparator 
authorities it is the opinion of the Director (Corporate Services), that the minimum of 
£3,250,000 in General Fund working balances should be increased to £5,250,000 during 
2019/20, constituted:

 a minimum working balance of £1.25m to assist cash flow
 £4m General Revenue Reserve to enable the Council to meet unforeseen 

challenges or pressures on its financial position (previously £2m).   
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4. GENERAL FUND CAPITAL PROGRAMME

4.1 The following table details the General Fund Capital Programme as at Quarter 3, this 
includes the revised original budget for 2018/19, taking into consideration adjustments 
for carried forward items, as approved by the Section151 Officer and Management team.

Scheme

2018/19 
Original 

Budget inc 
C/Fwd              

£

2018/19 
Approved 

Adjustments                        
£

2018/19 
Working 
Budget                    

£

2018/19 
Actual 

Expenditure 
Qtr 3                  

£

Outstanding 
Balance               

£
Older Persons Champion 6,410 0 6,410 1,028 (5,382)
Essential Repairs to Buildings 99,000 0 99,000 23,503 (75,497)
Gravesend Cemetery Improvements 21,580 0 21,580 0 (21,580)
Local Enterprise Partnership Projects 56,920 0 56,920 4,101 (52,819)
Town Pier Pontoon 84,000 0 84,000 52,743 (31,257)
Parrock St Car Park - Toilet Block (Provision) 34,220 (34,220) 0 0 0
Purchase of Vehicles (DSO Fleet) 205,000 0 205,000 153,892 (51,108)
Gatekeeper Replacement 50,000 (50,000) 0 0 0
New Wheeled Bins for Flat Recycling 100,000 0 100,000 0 (100,000)
Waste & Horticulture back office system 200,000 0 200,000 0 (200,000)
Replacement Playground Programme 220,000 (102,300) 117,700 117,695 (5)
Queen Elizabeth II Statue 38,650 0 38,650 9,098 (29,552)
IT Equipment Review 50,540 0 50,540 24,753 (25,787)
Virtual Desktop Infrastructure Software 8,800 0 8,800 8,869 69
Information at Work - Retention Module Software 13,970 0 13,970 13,965 (5)
Civica Financial System upgrade 22,070 0 22,070 13,795 (8,275)
Brookvale Office Accommodation 1,500,000 (1,400,000) 100,000 20,965 (79,035)
St John's House - Refurbishment 70,000 0 70,000 67,526 (2,474)
Property Acquisition Programme 9,141,200 3,871,400 13,012,600 8,480,369 (4,532,231)
Land Acquisiton Programme 0 239,620 239,620 239,623 3
Heritage Quarter - St George's Centre 0 3,104,080 3,104,080 113,045 (2,991,035)
Cascades Replacement Flumes 0 100,000 100,000 0 (100,000)
AV Equipment, Council Chamber 0 39,910 39,910 17,459 (22,452)
Roller Brake Testing 0 30,000 30,000 27,495 (2,505)

11,922,360 5,798,490 17,720,850 9,389,924 (8,330,926)

Table 5: General Fund Capital Programme 2018/19

 Older Persons Champion – the budget for a number of projects was carried forward 
from 2017/18.  Two new benches have now been installed at Portreeve Court.  The 
match funding for Age UK North West Kent bathroom refurbishment is still available.

 Essential Repairs to Buildings – an order has been placed for installing LED lights in 
Civic Centre car park and Committee Section area (the later in order to take account of 
revised layout).  The concrete repair matter has been referred to Legal as the 
Consultant appointed to assist the council had not been responding to requests for 
information.  Legal are now in contact with the Consultant and the Contractor who 
carried out the works.

 Gravesend Cemetery Improvements - the new cemetery software is currently being 
implemented.

 Local Enterprise Partnership Projects (LEP Funded) – Town Centre Way Finding 
signage is now complete with no further changes anticipated until the Barrack Row bus 
interchange is built in 2019.

 Town Pier remedial works – works have now been completed.  The tenant was 
invoiced for the works in December 2018.

 Purchase of Vehicles (DSO Fleet) – the workshop are currently awaiting delivery of a 
new ride on mower and panel van.
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 Gatekeeper Replacement – a report has been submitted to Management Team for the 
next stage of this scheme.  The case for ANPR enforcement of a Bus Gate at King 
Street will be made in writing to the Kent Parking and Enforcement Manager at KCC.  

 New Wheeled Bins for Flat Recycling - a review is taking place looking at blocks of 
flats to determine the number of bins required.

 Waste & Horticulture Back Office System – the preferred supplier for the Waste 
Management Software has been selected and implementation has started.

 Replacement Artificial Sports Pitches - the council has agreed in principle to 
providing £50,000 towards the replacement of the artificial pitch surface as operated by 
the Gravesham Sports Trust, located at the Gravesend Rugby Football Club site. This 
facility was highlighted within the Gravesham 2016 Playing Pitch Strategy as 
strategically important to the local area but in need of refurbishment. The trust are 
currently sourcing some additional funds to cover the total cost of replacement 
(approximately £250k) including the Gravesend Grammar School, Hockey Foundation 
etc.  This scheme has now been moved into the 2019/20 budget.

 Replacement Playground Programme – agreement has been given to update a 
number of sites including Central Avenue, Durndale Lane, Waterton Avenue and 
Wombwell Park.  The procurement for these sites will be undertaken during quarter four.

 Queen Elizabeth II Statue – expenditure on the Queen’s statue has been wholly funded 
from third-party contributions. The Right Reverend James Langstaff, Bishop of 
Rochester and Bishop to H.M. Prisons unveiled the statue jointly with the Leader of the 
Council on 26th July 2018.

 IT Equipment review - work on this project is nearing completion with only a few 
departments awaiting their new equipment to be installed.

 Virtual Desktop Infrastructure software – the work on the “Workspace Suite” phase 
for mobile devices has now been completed.

 Information at Work - Retention Module Software – the module has now been 
installed.

 Civica Financials System Upgrade – the works required to upgrade the server hosting 
the council’s financial systems and the reporting and operations element of the system 
itself have commenced and are due to be completed in February 2019.  

 Brookvale Office Accommodation - works have commenced at the Brookvale Depot 
to prepare the site for development, which is now planned to take place in 2019/20.

 St John’s House Refurbishment - refurbishment works were completed in early 
November and the premises has been let on a 10-year fully repairing and insuring lease 
with effect from 21st December 2018.

 Property Acquisition Programme – in December 2018 Full Council agreed to extend 
the total funding available for the programme to £26.2m.  The council is currently 
seeking to finalise two acquisitions in the final quarter of this financial year, the 
remaining budget has been added to the 2019/20 capital programme. 

 Land Acquisition Programme - there has been no further activity under this 
programme in quarter three.
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 Heritage Quarter (St George’s Centre) - the planning application for the first phase of 
the refurbishment of the St Georges Shopping Centre was approved in December.  
Work is due to commence on the re-enlivenment of the mall areas of the centre in early 
2019.

 Cascades Replacement Flumes - a structural steel survey and flume survey have 
been completed in partnership with GCLL. A specification document is to be developed 
soon in order to tender for the works.

 AV Equipment Council Chamber – the work to replace the projector and enlarge the 
screen within the council chamber commenced before the Christmas period. The 
remaining work to replace the televisions in committee suite 1 and 4 and renew the 
induction (hearing) loops within all the committee suites is scheduled to take place in 
early 2019.  All work is due to completed fully by the end of March and within the 
existing budget.

 Roller Brake Testing – an order for the brake roller testing equipment has been placed 
and it is expected the equipment will be installed by the end of January 2019.

4.2 Capital Resources

4.2.1 The table below shows the General Fund resources available to fund capital projects in 
the future:

General Fund Capital Resources

Opening 
Balance           

01/04/2018                 
£

Actual    
Income        
2018/19                           

£           

Proposed Use 
of Funding 

2018/19                                                          
£       

Projected 
Balance 

31/03/2019           
£

Capital Receipts (1,145,475) (6,670) 226,990 (925,155)
S106 Capital Contributions (274,494) (259,462) 52,900 (481,056)
Capital Grants unapplied (588,280) 0 421,640 (166,640)
Total Capital Resources (2,008,249) (266,132) 701,530 (1,572,851)

Table 6: General Fund Capital Resources 2018/19

Capital Grants Unapplied

Opening 
Balance           

01/04/2018                 
£

Actual      
Income        
2018/19                           

£           

Proposed Use 
of Funding 

2018/19              
£

Projected 
Balance 

31/03/2019              
£

Public Realm Improvement & Maint Funds (213,540) 0 213,540 0
Transport Quarter Stage 3 (223,610) 0 208,100 (15,510)
Localised Council Tax Support (89,220) 0 0 (89,220)
Local Enterprise Partnership Funding (6,910) 0 0 (6,910)
Land at South of Hever Court Road (55,000) 0 0 (55,000)
Total Capital Grants Unapplied (588,280) 0 421,640 (166,640)

Table 7: Capital Grants Unapplied 2018/19
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4.2.2 The table below lists the S106 developer contributions currently held by the council.  These contributions are treated as specific grants as 
they have conditions attached to their use.

S106 Developer Contributions General 
Fund          

£
HRA               

£

Third Party 
Contributions     

£ 

Total S106 
Income 
2018/19                  

£

Purpose of S106

Leith Park Road Development 0 (5,680) 0 (5,680)

Originally paid by developer in lieu of providing affordable housing units at Leith 
Park Road. Originally received £310,000.  This balance will be used to fund part of 
the Housing capital programme in 2018/19.

Infrastructure Maintenance Depot (IMD) 
Compensation fund (2,594) 0 0 (2,594)

This grant fund was established by money secured from Union Rail the 
developers of the Channel Tunnel Rail Link. The original contribution was 
£242,000. Its aim is to support the delivery of landscape access, wildlife and 
recreation schemes in the Wards and Parishes affected by the development. 

Land at the South of Hever Court Road 0 0 (80,000) (80,000) Highways contribution.
Springhead Quarter 0 (250,000) 0 (250,000) Provision or major upgrade of affordable housing.

Whitehill Open Space (52,000) 0 0 (52,000)

Towards qualitative improvements to the wider Whitehill amenity space. These 
funds might be put towards a number of potential opportunities including, for 
example, new seating, footpath improvements, new planting and/or the levelling of 
the retained amenity space to the north of the proposed development.

Land South of Dalefield Way, Dering Way (67,000) 0 0 (67,000)
Flood Risk Management - £12,000, Bus Shelter - £5,000, £50,000 Cascades 
Leisure Contribution.

Whitehill Road   0 0 (1,000) (1,000) Highways contribution

Springhead Leisure Contribution (150,000) 0 0 (150,000)
To provide additional and/or improved play facilities at the Recreational ground 
and if not expended in 7 years after payment any unspent sum should be repaid

Bluewater - Gravesend Town Centre Improvements (259,462) (259,462)
A scheme to improve or enhance the environmental setting, visitor and shopper 
experience, and / or attractiveness of Gravesend Town Centre.

Total S106 Contributions (531,056) (255,680) (81,000) (867,736)

Table 8: S106 Contributions 2018/19
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5 HOUSING REVENUE ACCOUNT 

5.1 Budget 2018/19

5.1.1 The table below sets out the current forecast spend against the original budget for the 
Housing Revenue Account (HRA), based on variances to 31 December 2018.

5.1.2 As at 31 December 2018 the forecast reflects a saving of £1.05m due to variances 
within Supervision and Management, Repairs and Maintenance and Capital Finance 
against the Original Budget.

Description
Original 
Budget 

2018/19 (£)

Forecast    
2018/19 (£) Variation (£)

Supervision and Management 6,014,770 5,444,770 (570,000)
Repairs and Maintenance 7,766,870 7,351,870 (415,000)
Depreciation 6,813,840 6,813,840 0
Supporting People Fund - Expenditure 667,200 667,200 0
Capital Finance 6,539,560 6,519,560 (20,000)
Sub Total Expenditure 27,802,240 26,797,240 (1,005,000)
Rents of Dwellings (25,298,700) (25,156,640) 142,060
Other Rental Income (33,370) (33,370) 0
Service Charges (1,380,300) (1,380,300) 0
Non Dwelling Income (327,130) (327,130) 0
Supporting People Fund -Service Charge Income (103,480) (103,480) 0
Supporting People Fund - Grant (418,160) (418,160) 0
Other Income (112,260) (112,260) 0
Sub Total Income (27,673,400) (27,531,340) 142,060
Contributions to/(from) reserves (128,840) 734,100 862,940
Net Surplus/Deficit 0 0 0

Table 9: Housing Revenue Account 2018/19

5.2 SUPERVISION & MANAGEMENT –  £570k FAVOURABLE VARIANCE

5.2.1 Vacancy Management: £550k favourable variance – the HRA staffing budget for 
2018/19 incorporates a vacancy allowance of £100k for the year. It is anticipated that 
this will occur throughout the establishment as a whole from natural staff turnover within 
day-to-day business activities, as well as posts held vacant pending the re-design of 
services. The current year-end projection is an underspend of £650k, therefore giving 
rise to the net favourable variance of £550k.

5.2.2 Stock Condition Survey: £20k adverse variance – It has been agreed to increase the 
number of properties included in the 2018/19 stock condition survey from 1,000 to 2,000 
properties.  This brings forward work proposed for 2019/20 and will produce enhanced 
financial information which will improve the quality of future financial projections on 
repairs and maintenance spend to inform both the revenue and capital programme for 
2019/20 and beyond.  The cost of the additional properties to be surveyed will result in 
an additional cost of £20,000.
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REPAIRS & MAINTENANCE – £415k FAVOURABLE VARIANCE

5.2.3 Repairs & Maintenance: £420k – favourable variance – As reported in the 2017/18 
outturn report, significant changes within the Responsive Repairs Team continue to 
deliver efficiencies and savings whilst providing an equitable service that meets the 
council’s objectives as a landlord as well as managing tenant’s expectations.  The IT 
system that was introduced continues to support the evolution of the service.  It creates  
further opportunities to work in smarter ways to deliver efficiencies and savings, 
underpinned and reinforced by the introduction of the new and updated polices to 
ensure that only necessary work is carried out and that any works above and beyond 
the responsibility of the council are paid for by the tenant. These changes align to 
recommendations of the Overview Scrutiny Committee; Housing repairs Topic Review 
(Part 2). The position is reduced from that reported in Quarter One following the decision 
by Cabinet to expand the in-house Building Management Team; the report to Cabinet 
set out the need to make a contribution to the Vehicle Replacement Reserve to offset 
the capital cost of new vehicles required for the additional staff.  Whilst the current 
projected underspend at the end of the current financial year is likely, it is also important 
to remember that this budget funds a reactive service where demand naturally fluctuates 
in response to factors outside of the council’s control.

5.2.4 Other Minor Variances: £5k adverse variance – a number of minor variances have 
been reported within Repairs & Maintenance, the net effect of these variances is £5k.

5.3 CAPITAL FINANCE – £20k FAVOURABLE VARIANCE

5.3.1 Interest Payable: £20k – favourable variance – the HRA’s share of interest costs on 
external borrowing is lower than originally budgeted as no additional debt was taken in 
2017/18.

5.4 RENTS ON DWELLINGS – £147k ADVERSE VARIANCE

5.4.1 Provision for Bad Debt: £147k – adverse variance – due to the roll out of Universal 
Credits, the provision for bad debt has been adjusted to reflect the potential impact of 
increased rent arrears due to benefits being paid directly to tenants.

5.5 Working Balances and Reserves

5.5.1 The variances and Carried Forward items outlined in this report have the following effect 
upon the General Fund working balances:
 

Working Balances £

Balance Brought Forward from 2017/18 3,000,000
Variances per budget report 734,100
Forecast working balances C/Fwd (as at 31 December 2018) including 
minimum HRA Working Balance 3,734,100

Less: Transfer to HRA General Reserve (Revenue) (734,100)
Forecast Usable Working Balances C/fwd (as at 31 December 2018) 3,000,000

Table 10: Effect on Housing Revenue Account Working Balances
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5.5.2 The working balances are supplemented by specific reserves established to assist with 
future funding obligations or initiatives.  The table below provides a summary of the 
forecast movements on these specific reserves during the year.

 

HRA Specific Reserves
Opening 
Balance 

01/04/2018

Forecast         
Use of Reserve 

(Expenditure)

Forecast 
Contributions 

(Income)

Forecast 
Balance              

31/03/2019
£'000 £'000 £'000 £'000

HRA General Reserve (Revenue) (7,441) 3,298 (734) (4,877)
Total (7,441) 3,298 (734) (4,877)

Table 11: Analysis of Specific Reserves – HRA

5.6 HRA Business Planning

5.6.1 The HRA Business Plan is reviewed on an ongoing basis in order to take into account 
longer-term assumptions around inflation rates, central government grants and energy 
prices, together with building in all known variances to the budget resulting from 
Management Team and Cabinet decisions.

5.6.2 The HRA Business Plan reflects the current and future financial spend profiles identified 
in the recent Stock Condition Survey produced by Penningtons in July 2018.  It also 
reflects future forecasts of the New Build Programme beyond the existing three year 
scheme based on the current assumption of the sale of 30 Council Houses per annum.

5.6.3 The latest version of the HRA Business Plan is attached to this report at Appendix 
Three.

5.6.4 On 14 August 2018 Government launched the Social Housing Green Paper, which was 
closely followed by consultation papers being released on right to buy sales and social 
housing rents from April 2020 onwards.  The council responded to these consultations, 
though no response from Government on its intentions has been released as yet.

5.6.5 Following on from the Prime Minister’s announcement at the Conservative Party 
Conference, the Chancellor’s Autumn Budget 2018 confirmed that the removal of the 
Housing Revenue Account borrowing cap from 29 October 2018.

6 HOUSING CAPITAL PROGRAMME

6.1 The Housing Capital programme for 2018/19 is £14,760,140 of which £13,383,240 
relates to HRA capital schemes and £1,376,900 relates to non-HRA capital schemes.  
These budgets included £231,230 and £544,140, respectively that are carried forward 
from 2017/18.

6.2 The HRA capital schemes continued to focus on the minimum decent homes standard 
for the Council’s stock in 2018/19, with £7,356,680 earmarked for this purpose within the 
Replacement, Improvement and Health & Safety Programmes.  The council also 
continued its commitment to build new homes with £5,326,780 allocated for this 
purpose.
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Ref No: Project
 Original Budget 

2018-19 inc CFwd 
(£)

Expenditure 
Including 

Commitments 
(£)

Balance 
Outstanding 

(£)

A Replacement Programmes 4,017,940 2,494,880 (1,523,060)
B Improvement Programmes 2,228,320 2,488,730 260,410
C Health & Safety Works 1,110,420 500,680 (609,740)
D New Build & Acquisions 5,326,780 4,853,560 (473,220)
E Housing Computer Systems 600,000 0 (600,000)
F Virtual Desktop Infrastructure 2,930 3,130 200
G Replacement Play Equipment 80,000 0 (80,000)
H IT Equipment Review 16,850 8,250 (8,600)

Sub Total (HRA Capital Programme) 13,383,240 10,349,230 (3,034,010)
I Disabled Facilities Grant 1,514,590 770,410 (744,180)

Total (HRA & GF Capital Programme) 14,897,830 11,119,640 (3,778,190)

HOUSING CAPITAL PROGRAMME

Table 12: Housing Capital Programme 2018/19

6.3 The works undertaken/completed in Quarter Three are detailed below:

6.3.1 Replacement Programmes (Ref A) - the following works have been completed YTD, 
Quarter 3:

 126 kitchen replacements;

 83 bathroom replacements;

 95 properties had new window and door replacements;

 751 properties had electrical tests and/or remedial works including rewiring, 
minor works and upgrades to consumer units;

 65 blocks have had communal electrical tests and/or remedial works completed;
 8 residential blocks had the roofing completely replaced;

 12 domestic properties have had roof renewals

6.3.2 Across the Replacement Programmes, savings of £700k is expected to be achieved at 
the end of the Financial Year.  Schemes within the programme that are contributing to 
this saving are £495k on Kitchen Programme Voids, £127k on Communal Area 
Upgrades and £78k on Roofing Programme.

6.3.3 Improvement Programmes (Ref B) - the following works have been completed YTD, 
Quarter Three:

 311 properties had new central heating systems installed;

 13 properties had new storage heating installed;

 44 properties had level access showers/wet rooms installed;

 23 properties had over-bath installations;

 22 stairs lifts were installed in properties;
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 5 properties had various adaptations completed including accessible kitchens, 
bathrooms and ramps;

 16 properties received renewed soakaways;

 3 properties had major renovations works completed;

 2 properties were converted from a 1 to 2 bedroom unit;

 1 block had major works carried out on the mains water supply. 

6.3.4 Health & Safety Works (Ref C) - the following works have been completed YTD,
Quarter Three: 

 Compartmentalisation works have been carried out in the basement of The Hive.  
The works were agreed as a preventative measure to help contain the spread of 
flames in the event of a fire.  In addition to this, works have been carried out to 
protect the gas and electrical meters situated in the basement;

 4 passenger lifts had modernisation works carried out to the lighting and alarm 
panels;

 336 properties had smoke alarm installations completed;

 16 blocks have had upgrades to the warden call/door entry systems

 

6.4 New Build (Ref D)

6.4.1 The authority signed an agreement with the DCLG to retain part of the Right To Buy 
(RTB) receipts and use them as part-funding of new build and/or acquisition of additional 
social housing.  The following is the reported position at the end of Quarter Two:

 The 10 unit scheme at Packham Road (now known as Alders Court) is in the final 
phase of works with 6 x 2 bed properties, having been completed in October and 
are now occupied.   The remaining units comprising of 3 x 1 bed bungalows and 
1 x 2 bed wheelchair compliant bungalow will be completed in early January 
2019 and have already been allocated;

 The council continues to consider the purchase of RTB properties and flats in 
blocks where GBC are the freeholder.  A total of 8 properties have been 
purchased during 2018/19, bringing the cumulative purchases to date to 38 
properties;

 The conversion of the Kings Farm Estate Office to a 4 bed wheelchair home was  
completed and the property occupied in 2018/19;

 Westridge Construction Limited has commenced work at St Hilda’s Way and the 
demolition of the former depot and garages is underway.  The scheme is set to 
deliver 10 x 1 and 2 bed flats, 4 x 2 bed maisonettes and 32 x 2 bed houses.  
The project is expected to complete in Winter 2019;  
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 Tenders for the approved Whitehill/Nansen Road scheme have been received. 
GBC’s appointed Agent will now compare the tenders and provide a full report, 
upon which, a decision will be taken to appoint a contractor;

 Pre-application meetings to discuss the proposal for the new build scheme at 
Valley Drive have taken place with the Planning Team and a planning application 
is expected to be submitted in late January 2019;

 Three further schemes are at the pre-application stage for sites at Rembrandt 
Drive/Constable Road, St Patrick’s Gardens and St Dunstan’s Drive, which if 
successful, will increase our housing stock by an additional 35 homes;

 Continued consideration is given to other sites across the Borough to enable the 
delivery of new council homes. 

6.4.2 The council is permitted to retain part of the RTB receipts to repay the debt incurred in 
2012 as part of HRA self-financing.  As at 1 April 2018, the balance on the RTB 
Allowable Debt reserve fund stood at £425,980.  The proposal is to use the RTB 
Allowable Debt reserve to help fund the New Build projects as this can either be used to 
repay debt or finance the capital programme.  This will ensure that the revenue surplus 
being generated can be moved to a general HRA reserve available for future use 
against either revenue or capital and that monies are only borrowed once all available 
resources have been utilised.

6.4.3 Table 13 summarises the one for one receipts retained from the sale of Right To Buy 
properties, since 2012, along with the level of GBC’s contributions required to deliver the 
New Build programme and a summary of when expenditure needs to be delivered to 
avoid having to return funds to Central Government.
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One for one 
receipts 
retained

GBC 70% 
contribution to 
new build

Value of new 
build 
expenditure 
expected

Cumulative value 
of new build 
expenditure 
expected

Date of new 
build expected 
by

£ £ £ £

2012-14 c/f 1,518,530 3,543,220 5,061,750 19,194,350 31-Mar-17
2014-15
Q1 174,940 408,210 583,150 5,644,910 30-Jun-17
Q2 443,310 1,034,390 1,477,700 7,122,600 30-Sep-17
Q3 327,760 764,760 1,092,520 8,215,120 31-Dec-17
Q4 865,790 2,020,160 2,885,950 11,101,070 31-Mar-18
2015-16
Q1 124,270 289,960 414,230 11,515,300 30-Jun-18
Q2 233,510 544,870 778,380 12,293,680 30-Sep-18
Q3 589,670 1,375,910 1,965,580 14,259,260 31-Dec-18
Q4 650,580 1,518,010 2,168,590 16,427,860 31-Mar-19
2016-17
Q1 697,650 1,627,850 2,325,500 18,753,360 30-Jun-19
Q2 205,200 478,790 683,990 19,437,350 30-Sep-19
Q3 541,710 1,263,990 1,805,700 21,243,060 31-Dec-19
Q4 532,670 1,242,890 1,775,560 23,018,620 31-Mar-20
2017-18
Q1 351,150 819,350 1,170,500 24,189,120 30-Jun-20
Q2 296,150 691,020 987,170 25,176,290 30-Sep-20
Q3 730,460 1,704,420 2,434,880 27,611,170 31-Dec-20
Q4 433,800 1,012,210 1,446,010 29,057,180 01-Jan-21
2018-19
Q1 694,160 1,619,710 2,313,870 31,371,040 30-Jun-21
Q2 484,630 1,130,800 1,615,430 32,986,460 30-Sep-21
Q3 379,770 884,130 1,265,900 34,252,360 31-Dec-21

10,250,310 23,917,390 34,167,700

Table 13: New Build

6.5 Housing Computer System (Ref E)
6.5.1 Discussions continue with Medway Council for the joint procurement of a new system 

and headway has been achieved in finalising the specification for the future needs of the 
business.

6.5.2 Our current system provider, Capita, has advised it is likely that formal notification of a 
sunset date is to be given during Quarter Four in the current year.  Therefore a new 
system will need to be implemented, and officers proficient on the system by July 2021.

6.5.3 As previously advised in Quarter One, it is unlikely that there will be any significant 
spend during the current year, with the majority of the capital expenditure being incurred 
in 2019/20.
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6.6 Replacement Playground Equipment (Ref G)

6.6.1 A review of the housing play sites was completed and an action plan is currently being 
drawn up to establish the current needs for each site.  Once completed, the capital 
funding will be allocated against the priority areas.

6.7 Disabled Facility Grants (DFGs) (Ref I) 
6.7.1 The Private Sector Housing Assistance Policy has been revised and changes were 

implemented in April 2018.  The changes in policy has enabled people to gain access to 
funding which otherwise would not have been available.  An additional 12 people have 
been assisted in Quarter 3 to have better managed hospital discharges.  A further 12 
people have benefitted from measures which ensured they were discharged from 
hospital into a safer home environment, making a total number of beneficiaries to date 
24 and 41 respectively.

6.7.2 The DFG administration process continues to work well.  74 cases have been processed 
in the third quarter.  Of the 74 cases processed, the breakdown is as follows:

 23 grant cases were approved;

 10 households had works completed;

 11 applications were cancelled due to changes in the client’s circumstances;

 30 grant cases are awaiting approval.

6.7.3 In June 2018, notification was received MHCLG confirming the level of funding to be 
allocated to GBC in 2018/19.  The grant awarded this year was £832,800. However, 
MHCLG advised that further funding was available and that we were eligible to receive a 
further £137,690.  The total budget, including the rolled forward budget (committed and 
underspend) from 2017/18 of £544,140, brings the total funding available to £1,514,630.

6.8 Capital Resources
The table below shows the resources available to fund capital projects in future.

Housing Capital Resources
Opening 
Balance 

01/04/2018 (£)

Income 
2018/19 (£)

Use of 
Funding 

2018/19 (£)

Projected 
Balance 

31/03/2019 (£)
Capital Receipts - HRA (1,085,850) (255,140) 680,000 (660,990)
Capital Receipts - GF Housing (27,770) 0 0 (27,770)
Capital Receipts - PV Panels (3,573,000) 0 0 (3,573,000)
Major Repairs Reserve - Dwellings (525,330) (6,813,840) 7,145,220 (193,950)
Major Repairs Reserve - Non Dwellings (451,220) 0 0 (451,220)
New Build Reserve: 1-4-1 Receipts (5,248,330) (2,763,280) 1,598,030 (6,413,580)
Right to Buy Allowable Debt Reserve (425,980) (838,520) 155,750 (1,108,750)
Disabled Facility Grants (544,140) (970,490) 675,060 (839,570)
Christianfields Overage (766,000) 0 0 (766,000)
Total (12,647,620) (11,641,270) 10,254,060 (14,034,830)

Table 14: HRA and General Fund Housing Capital Resources 2018/19

6.8.1 Projected Capital Expenditure and funding requirements for the HRA can be found at 
Appendix Four to this report.
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7 TREASURY MANAGEMENT

7.1 The Council has adopted the Chartered Institute of Public Finance and Accountancy 
(CIPFA) Code of Practice on Treasury Management, which sets out the principles and 
guidelines to be followed in borrowing and investment operations undertaken by Local 
Authorities.  On 6 March Full Council approved the Treasury Management Strategy 
Statement for 2018-19, based on the Code.  The authority’s Annual Investment Strategy 
is incorporated in the TMSS and outlines the authority’s investment priorities as being:

 Security of Capital

 Liquidity

 Yield

7.2 An update on Treasury Management performance is provided to Members through 
budget monitoring reports, with more detailed reporting of treasury management activity 
to the Finance & Audit Committee every six months. A full list of internally managed 
investments held by the Council at 31 December 2018 can be found at Appendix Five of 
this report.

7.3 The Council currently pursues a variety of investment opportunities within its Treasury 
Management strategy: 

a) Around £10m is invested in Externally Managed Property Funds generating returns 
in the region of 3-5%.

b) A further £10m is invested in three Multi-Asset funds generating returns of around 3-
4%.

c) Remaining cash balances are generally invested in short-term deposits and 
overnight money market funds currently generating returns of around 0.62%.

d) A total of £19.3m has been expended purchasing Investment Properties (including 
acquisitions and external professional support) from which initial yields have typically 
been upwards of 6%.

7.4 The following summary of Key economic developments within this reporting period has 
been provided by Link Asset Services (formerly Capita Asset Services), the authority’s 
Treasury Management.

7.5 UK - After weak economic growth of only 0.1% in quarter one, growth picked up to 0.4% 
in quarter 2 and to 0.6% in quarter 3.  However, uncertainties over Brexit look likely to 
cause growth to have weakened again in quarter 4.  After the Monetary Policy 
Committee(MPC) raised Bank Rate from 0.5% to 0.75% in August, no further increases 
have been made.  Further rate changes from the MPC are unlikely until the 
uncertainties over Brexit clear.  In the event of a disorderly exit, the MPC have said that 
rates could go up or down, though it is probably much more likely to be down to support 
growth.  The MPC has concerns over the trend in wage inflation which peaked at a new 
post financial crisis high of 3.3%, (excluding bonuses), in the three months to October.  
The main issue causing this is a lack of suitably skilled people due to the continuing 
increase in total employment and unemployment being near to 43 year lows. 
Correspondingly, the total level of vacancies has risen to new highs.
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7.6 CPI inflation has been falling reaching 2.3% in November. However, in the November 
Bank of England Inflation Report, the latest forecast for inflation over the two year time 
horizon was raised to being marginally above the MPC’s target of 2%, indicating a slight 
build up in inflationary pressures.

7.7 The rise in wage inflation and fall in CPI inflation is good news for consumers as their 
spending power is improving. Given the UK economy is very much services sector 
driven, an increase in household spending power is likely to feed through into providing 
some support to the overall rate of economic growth in the coming months.

7.8 In the political arena, there is a risk that the current Conservative minority government 
may be unable to muster a majority in the Commons over Brexit.  However, our central 
position is that Prime Minister May’s government will endure, despite various setbacks, 
along the route to Brexit in March 2019.  If, however, the UK faces a general election in 
2019, this could result in a potential loosening of monetary policy and therefore medium 
to longer dated gilt yields could rise on the expectation of a weak pound and concerns 
around inflation picking up.

7.9 USA - President Trump’s massive easing of fiscal policy in 2018 fuelled a (temporary) 
boost in consumption in 2018.  The strong growth in employment numbers has fed 
through to an upturn in wage inflation.  However, CPI inflation fell in November and 
looks to be on a falling trend to drop below the Fed’s target of 2% during 2019.  The Fed 
increased rates another 0.25% in December to between 2.25% and 2.50%, this being 
the fifth increase in 2018.  However, they did also reduce their forecast for further 
increases from three to two.  This latest increase compounded investor fears that the 
Fed is over doing the rate and level of increases in rates and that it is going to cause a 
US recession as a result.  There is also much evidence in previous monetary policy 
cycles of the Fed’s series of increases doing exactly that.  Consequently, we have seen 
stock markets around the world plunging under the weight of fears around the Fed’s 
actions, the trade war between the US and China, an expectation that world growth will 
slow and Brexit.

7.10 EUROZONE - Growth fell in quarter 3 but this is likely to be a one off caused primarily 
by a one off fall in car production.  The ECB forecast growth in 2018 to be 1.9% falling 
to 1.7% in 2020.  The ECB ended its programme of quantitative easing purchases of 
debt in December, which now means that the central banks in the US, UK and EU have 
all now ended the phase of post financial crisis expansion of liquidity supporting world 
financial markets

The background papers to this report are held within the Accountancy Section
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IMPLICATIONS APPENDIX I 

Legal There are no specific legal matters arising from this report.

Finance and 
Value for 
Money 

The financial implications are contained within the body of this report.

Risk 
Assessment

The purpose of this report is to demonstrate financial performance as at 31 
December against the original budget set for the 2018/19 financial year, and 
illustrate how this affects the Working Balances and Earmarked Reserves held by 
the Council.

Screening for Equality ImpactsEquality 
Impact 
Assessment Question

a. Does the decision being made or recommended through this paper have 
potential to cause adverse impact or discriminate against different groups in the 
community? If yes, please explain answer.
No

b. Does the decision being made or recommended through this paper make a 
positive contribution to promoting equality? If yes, please explain answer.
No

In submitting this report, the Chief Officer doing so is confirming that they have 
given due regard to the equality impacts of the decision being considered, as noted 
in the table above

Corporate 
Plan

Corporate Plan Objective Four: Sound and self-sufficient council

Crime and 
Disorder

No direct implications

Digital and 
website 
implications

No direct implications

Safeguarding 
children and 
vulnerable 
adults

No direct implications
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BMR Q3 and Budget-Setting Appendix 2

£ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £

EXPENDITURE
Employees

Salaries (Gross) 8,534,710 7,599,560 10,948,640 10,988,800 11,256,640 11,545,360 11,833,970 12,129,880 12,433,130 12,743,930 13,108,220 
Vacancy allowance (350,000) --   (350,000) (350,000) (350,000) (350,000) (350,000) (350,000) (350,000) (350,000) (350,000)
Salaries (Net) 8,184,710 7,599,560 10,598,640 10,638,800 10,906,640 11,195,360 11,483,970 11,779,880 12,083,130 12,393,930 12,758,220 

Temporary Staff 94,520 97,480 392,840 402,660 412,730 423,060 433,620 444,460 455,570 466,940 478,620 
Wages 97,810 97,810 221,870 104,410 107,010 109,680 232,430 115,250 118,140 121,090 124,120 

Pension and National Insurance Contributions 2,015,370 2,009,070 2,571,420 2,596,420 2,656,210 2,727,920 2,796,110 2,866,070 2,937,990 3,011,390 3,098,300 

Other (Training, Retirement Benefits, etc) 1,493,210 1,519,880 1,510,860 1,494,970 1,512,540 1,491,090 1,492,140 1,493,220 1,494,330 1,495,470 1,495,470 

Running Expenses 9,319,930 11,139,740 10,042,070 10,344,560 10,489,550 10,695,950 11,006,100 11,289,940 11,252,160 11,351,590 11,412,090 

Capital Financing 1,323,930 1,237,180 1,623,430 1,075,820 959,250 935,360 915,920 897,720 868,690 741,810 816,720 

Net Housing Benefit Subsidy (77,330) (77,330) (95,790) (140,920) (52,120) 14,870 64,790 101,450 127,810 146,230 158,570 

Recharges to Other Accounts (224,520) (116,820) (3,014,100) (3,037,690) (3,071,820) (3,109,510) (3,156,310) (3,197,220) (3,241,560) (3,277,850) (3,319,710)

Other Government Grants (2,194,630) (2,299,600) (2,236,120) (2,012,690) (2,037,440) (2,062,690) (2,088,440) (2,114,720) (2,139,640) (2,168,870) (2,196,750)

Investment Income (627,320) (876,550) (843,720) (453,530) (364,420) (486,350) (463,400) (434,620) (175,690) --   --   

Fees & Charges (6,642,170) (7,547,710) (7,433,120) (7,190,980) (7,203,810) (7,199,370) (7,203,330) (7,217,270) (7,214,610) (7,158,000) (7,165,930)

Rental Income (2,214,590) (3,318,560) (3,713,090) (3,863,130) (4,005,950) (3,998,710) (4,025,110) (3,984,730) (4,106,990) (4,149,780) (4,193,850)

APPROPRIATIONS

Capital Items met from Balances and Reserves 105,000 161,500 1,518,300 1,228,000 685,000 605,000 420,000 305,000 305,000 505,000 505,000 

Net Contribution to / (from) Reserves 609,770 968,730 (622,740) (422,390) 263,520 434,020 495,060 659,040 813,440 537,520 537,710 

Appropriation to / (from) Balances 1,035,980 1,485,980 611,150 547,000 547,000 547,000 547,000 547,000 547,000 547,000 547,000 

Parish Precepts 323,120 323,120 339,740 339,740 339,740 339,740 339,740 339,740 339,740 339,740 339,740 

BUDGET REQUIREMENT FOR THE YEAR 12,622,790 12,403,480 11,471,640 11,651,050 12,143,630 12,662,420 13,290,290 13,890,210 14,464,510 14,903,210 15,395,320 

Business Rates Income (3,679,110) (4,283,130) (3,085,050) (2,698,680) (2,752,650) (2,807,700) (2,863,850) (2,921,130) (2,979,560) (3,039,150) (3,099,940)

Residual Revenue Support Grant (RSG) --   --   --   243,710 243,710 243,710 243,710 243,710 243,710 243,710 243,710 

Less: Passported Parish Grant (LSCT) 1,040 1,040 --   --   --   --   --   --   --   --   --   

New Homes Bonus (586,760) (586,760) (611,150) (547,000) (547,000) (547,000) (547,000) (547,000) (547,000) (547,000) (547,000)

Council Tax Income (6,705,200) (6,705,200) (6,892,290) (7,072,230) (7,256,830) (7,446,490) (7,640,960) (7,840,630) (8,045,590) (8,255,910) (8,471,670)

Parish Precepts (323,120) (323,120) (339,740) (339,740) (339,740) (339,740) (339,740) (339,740) (339,740) (339,740) (339,740)

Transfers to / (from) the Collection Fund --   --   196,460 --   --   --   --   --   --   --   --   

Recycling of Excess Usable Working Balances above £4m (1,329,640) (1,329,640) (739,870) (1,237,110) (1,491,120) (1,765,200) (600,970) (547,000) (547,000) (547,000) (547,000)

--   (823,330) --   0 --   --   1,541,480 1,938,420 2,249,330 2,418,120 2,633,680 

--   --   --   0 --   --   1,541,480 396,940 310,910 168,790 215,560 

Projected 

2027-28

Projected 

2025-26

Projected 

2026-27

Projected 

2019-20

Original 

2018-19

Projected 

2024-25

Projected 

2022-23

Projected 

2023-24

GRAVESHAM BOROUGH COUNCIL

MEDIUM TERM FINANCIAL PLAN

BUDGET SHORTFALL/(UNDERSPEND)

NEW SAVINGS PER ANNUM

Projected 

2021-22

Projected 

2020-21

Projected 

2018-19

P
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2018-19      

Original

2018-19      

Projected

2019-20      

Original

2020-21      

Original

2021-22      

Original

2022-23      

Original

2023-24      

Original

2024-25      

Original

2025-26      

Original

2026-27      

Original

2027-28      

Original

Working Balances B/Fwd (Exc. £1.25m Min) 6,055,450 6,055,450 7,035,120 6,906,400 6,216,290 5,272,170 4,053,970 4,000,000 4,000,000 4,000,000 4,000,000

New Homes Bonus 586,760 586,760 611,150 547,000 547,000 547,000 547,000 547,000 547,000 547,000 547,000
NNDR Income - Kent Pilot & Pool 449,220 449,220
NNDR Income - Q2 Projection re Kent Pilot 450,000

Usage of Excess Working Balances to support GF (1,329,640) (1,329,640) (739,870) (1,237,110) (1,491,120) (1,765,200) (600,970) (547,000) (547,000) (547,000) (547,000)

Transfer from Balances to equalise Council Tax - - - - - - - - - - -

SUB-TOTAL (BEFORE SAVINGS REQUIREMENT) 5,761,790 6,211,790 6,906,400 6,216,290 5,272,170 4,053,970 4,000,000 4,000,000 4,000,000 4,000,000 4,000,000

(Shortfall)/Underspend Against Original Budget - 823,330 - (0) - - (1,541,480) (1,938,420) (2,249,330) (2,418,120) (2,633,680)

GF Working Balances C/FWd (Exc. £1.25m Min) 5,761,790 7,035,120 6,906,400 6,216,290 5,272,170 4,053,970 2,458,520 520,100 (1,729,230) (4,147,350) (6,781,030)

Specific Reserves (as at end of year)

Spend to Save Reserve (incl. Digital Team) 148,220 157,460 159,560 161,660 163,760 165,860 167,960 170,060 172,160 174,260 176,360

Corporate Priorities Reserve 139,880 79,770 79,770 79,770 79,770 79,770 79,770 79,770 79,770 79,770 79,770

Asset Enhancement Reserve 903,510 827,500 519,200 146,200 66,200 66,200 51,200 151,200 251,200 351,200 451,200

Planning Policy Reserve 393,470 353,470 403,470 453,470 503,470 553,470 603,470 653,470 703,470 753,470 803,470

Gravesham CAN Reserve - - - - - - - - - -

Leisure Centres Reserve 1,006,960 1,247,330 1,528,630 1,517,530 1,801,430 2,085,330 2,429,230 2,773,130 3,117,030 3,460,930 3,804,830

Decriminalisation (General) 42,240 42,240 42,240 142,240 242,240 342,240 442,240 542,240 642,240 742,240 842,240

Town Pier Pontoon Reserve 90,990 98,490 110,990 99,490 111,990 124,490 107,990 120,490 132,990 145,490 157,990

Local Authority Mortgage Scheme Reserve 100,000 50,000 25,000 - - - - - - - -

Elections Reserve 149,410 171,750 51,750 81,750 111,750 141,750 51,750 81,750 111,750 141,750 171,750

IT Infrastructure Reserve 84,730 99,730 174,730 79,730 34,730 109,730 144,730 89,730 34,730 (20,270) (75,270)

DSO Fleet Vehicle Replacement Reserve 31,410 361,410 31,410 31,410 31,410 31,410 31,410 31,410 31,410 31,410 31,410

Waste Freighter Replacement Reserve 559,010 780,360 1,001,710 1,223,060 1,444,410 1,665,760 1,887,110 2,108,460 2,329,810 2,551,160 2,772,510

Business Rates Collection Fund Equalisation Reserve 500,000 665,860 500,000 500,000 500,000 500,000 500,000 500,000 500,000 500,000 500,000

Growth Fund Reserve 447,390 426,970 411,610 411,610 411,610 411,610 411,610 411,610 411,610 411,610 411,610

Lower Thames Crossing Reserve 150,000 150,000 150,000 150,000 150,000 150,000 150,000 150,000 150,000 150,000 150,000

Service Review Reserve 257,580 246,780 196,780 196,780 196,780 196,780 196,780 196,780 196,780 196,780 196,780

Playgrounds Reserve 100,000 100,000 - - - - - - - - -

Woodville Repairs Reserve 57,250 114,500 171,750 229,000 286,250 343,500 400,750 458,000 515,250 572,500 629,750

Commercial Income Protection Reserve 100,000 497,780 556,960 579,470 600,890 599,810 603,770 597,710 616,050 622,470 629,080

Investment Interest Equalisation Reserve 500,000 500,000 500,000 500,000 500,000 500,000 500,000 500,000 500,000 500,000 500,000

TOTAL BALANCES & RESERVES 11,523,840 14,006,520 13,521,960 12,799,460 12,508,860 12,121,680 11,218,290 10,135,910 8,767,020 7,217,420 5,452,450

NB: ADDT. MINIMUM WORKING BALANCES 1,250,000 1,250,000 1,250,000 1,250,000 1,250,000 1,250,000 1,250,000 1,250,000 1,250,000 1,250,000 1,250,000

INCLUDED WITHIN THIS VERSION OF THE PLAN

Council Tax increase of 2.97% in 19-20, then 2% thereafter.  Council Tax Base reduced by 0.17% in 19-20, growth of 0.60% annually thereafter.

Growth in salaries as per latest employers' offer 2018-19 & 2019-20. 2.5% annually thereafter - including pay award & incremental growth.

RSG as per Multi-year settlement offer.  NHB Scheme payments as per revised scheme announced December 2016.

Business Rates income based on actual projected income to be received, net of S31 Grants for busines rate relief initiatives (shown in Other Government Grant Line).

Analysis of Balances & Specific Reserves Balances 

as at the end of the Financial Year (i.e. 31 March)                                       
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Original 

Budget Q3

HRA Budget Monitoring 2018.19 2018.19 2019.20 2020.21 2021.22 2022.23 2023.24 2024.25 2025.26 2026.27 2027.28

Expenditure

Supervision and Management 6,015           5,445 5,357 5,529 5,700 5,871 6,047 6,229 6,415 6,608 6,806

Repairs and Maintenance 7,767           7,352 7,618 7,975 8,142 8,305 8,471 8,640 8,813 8,989 9,169

Depreciation 6,814           6,814 6,912 7,060 7,088 7,088 7,093 7,099 7,104 7,110 7,116

Intense Housing Management - Expenditure 667              667 667 689 710 732 753 776 799 823 848

Capital Finance 6,539           6,520 7,017 3,983 3,912 3,716 3,490 3,228 2,943 3,002 3,171

RCCO 0 0 0 3,396 3,681 2,502 1,952 7,675 8,214 6,235 5,879

Total Expenditure 27,802        26,797 27,572 28,631 29,234 28,212 27,806 33,646 34,289 32,768 32,989

Income

Rents of Dwellings (25,300) (25,157) (25,031) (26,094) (26,965) (27,631) (28,312) (29,010) (29,435) (29,866) (30,303)

Other Rental Income (Phone masts etc) (33) (33) (29) (30) (31) (32) (33) (34) (35) (36) (37)

Service Charges (1,380) (1,380) (1,400) (1,445) (1,489) (1,534) (1,580) (1,627) (1,676) (1,727) (1,778)

Non Dwelling Income (Garages & Commercial) (327) (327) (140) (144) (149) (153) (158) (163) (168) (173) (178)

Intense Housing Management  - Service Charge Income (103) (103) (103) (107) (110) (113) (117) (120) (124) (128) (131)

Intense Housing Management - Other Income (418) (418) (418) (418) (418) (418) (418) (418) (418) (418) (418)

Other Income (Interest, Ins Reimburse & CCentre) (112) (112) (112) (115) (117) (119) (122) (124) (127) (129) (132)

Total Income (27,673) (27,531) (27,234) (28,353) (29,279) (30,001) (30,740) (31,497) (31,983) (32,477) (32,978)

Contributions to/(from) reserves (129) 734 (338) (278) 45 1,788 2,934 (2,150) (2,306) (291) (12)

Net Surplus/Deficit 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Balances and Reserves

HRA Working Balances

B/fwd Balance 3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000

Variances per budget report (129) 734 (338) (278) 45 1,788 2,934 (2,150) (2,306) (291) (12)

Forecast Working Balances C/fwd 2,871 3,734 2,662 2,722 3,045 4,788 5,934 850 694 2,709 2,988

Movement to/(from) HRA General Reserve (129) 734 (338) (278) 45 1,788 2,934 (2,150) (2,306) (291) (12)

Forecast Usable Working Balances C/fwd 3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000

HRA General Reserve

Opening Balance 7,441 7,441 4,878 1,367 (103) (58) 1,731 4,664 2,515 209 (82)

Use to support revenue position (129) 0 (337) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Use in capital financing (3,574) (3,298) (3,173) (1,192) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Surplus on HRA revenue account 0 734 0 0 45 1,788 2,934 0 0 0 0

Deficit on HRA revenue account 0 0 (0) (278) 0 0 0 (2,150) (2,306) (291) (12)

Forecast HRA General Reserve Balances C/fwd 3,738 4,878 1,367 (103) (58) 1,731 4,664 2,515 209 (82) (93)

Funding Shortfall 0 0 0 (103) (58) 0 0 0 0 (82) (93)
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Original 

Budget Q3

HRA Capital Budget Monitoring 2018.19 2018.19 2019.20 2020.21 2021.22 2022.23 2023.24 2024.25 2025.26 2026.27 2027.28

Capital Expendture

Capital Maintenance Expenditure

Replacement Programme 3,977 3,312 4,537 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Improvement Programme 2,091 2,234 2,069 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Health & Safety 1,078 1,110 1,138 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Planned Maintenance 0 0 0 7,142 3,948 2,609 1,696 7,021 7,148 7,276 7,407

Heating Installations 0 0 0 1,224 1,247 1,270 1,293 1,316 1,340 1,364 1,388

Disabled Adaptations 0 0 0 306 312 317 323 329 335 341 347

Asbestos Management 0 0 0 71 73 74 75 77 78 80 81

Capital Maintenance Expenditure Total 7,146 6,657 7,744 8,744 5,580 4,270 3,387 8,743 8,900 9,061 9,224

Other Capital Expenditure

Housing Computer System 600 0 600 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Virtual Desktop & IT Infrastructure 20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Play Equipment 80 0 80 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Capital Maintenance Expenditure Total 680 20 680 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

New Build Expenditure

Packham Road 1,228 1,228 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Market Purchases 0 2,039 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Kings Farm 152 152 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

St Hilda's 1,411 1,411 1,284 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Whitehill Road 0 78 3,680 3,963 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Valley Drive Bedsits 0 25 2,501 6,655 125 0 0 0 0 0 0

Other New Build Scheme 2,536 0 0 0 8,677 8,827 9,310 9,843 10,396 10,971 11,567

New Build Expenditure Total 5,327 4,934 7,465 10,618 8,801 8,827 9,310 9,843 10,396 10,971 11,567

Total Capital Expenditure 13,153 11,610 15,889 19,362 14,381 13,097 12,697 18,586 19,297 20,031 20,791

Financing

RCCO 0 0 0 (3,396) (3,681) (2,502) (1,952) (7,675) (8,214) (6,235) (5,879)

HRA Reserve 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

HRA New Build Reserve 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

MRR (7,145) (6,401) (8,221) (7,140) (7,088) (7,088) (7,093) (7,099) (7,104) (7,110) (7,116)

RTB - Attributable Debt (156) (156) (1,530) (1,299) (859) (859) (859) (859) (859) (859) (859)

RTB - LA Share 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

RTB - Transaction Costs 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Other Capital receipts (680) (20) (725) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Gen Cap Reserve 0 0 0 (0) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Gen Cap Reserve 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

RTB Buyback 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

HRA General Reserve (3,574) (3,298) (3,173) (1,192) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

HRA Reserve 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

RTB - 141 Receipts (1,598) (1,480) (2,239) (3,185) (2,640) (2,648) (2,793) (2,953) (3,119) (3,291) (3,470)

Capital Grant 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

S106 0 (256) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Returned to Capital Reserve 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Borrowing 0 (0) 0 (3,150) (112) 0 0 0 0 (2,536) (3,466)

Total Financing (13,153) (11,610) (15,889) (19,362) (14,381) (13,097) (12,697) (18,586) (19,297) (20,031) (20,791)

Net Over/Under Financing (0) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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Classification: Public
Key Decision: No

Gravesham Borough Council

Report to:

Date:

Reporting officer:

Subject:

Cabinet

4 February 2019     

Perry Holmes - Monitoring Officer 

Proposed amendments to the Constitution 
– Summary & Explanation and The 
Articles     

Purpose and summary of report: 
To obtain approval of Cabinet and Full Council for the proposed amendments to two 
sections of the Constitution to bring these sections up to date with legislative changes 
and to reflect changing roles and responsibilities.    

Recommendations:
1. It is recommended that all proposed amendments to the Summary and

Explanation section as laid out in the report be approved and determined by
full Council on 26 February 2019.

2. It is recommended that the proposed amendments to the Articles as laid out in
the report be received by council without debate on 26 February 2019 and
referred to the next ordinary council meeting on 16 April 2019 for a decision.

1. Introduction

1.1 A full review of the constitution is being undertaken and proposed
amendments to various sections are being presented in stages. This report 
relates to updates to the Summary and Explanation and The Articles 
sections to reflect changes in legislation and staff roles following a 
restructure. Recent legislation has been added where appropriate and 
legislation that has been repealed has been deleted.   

1.2 The remainder of the suggested updates to the Constitution will be 
presented to Cabinet and full council once the review has concluded. 

1.3 Summaries of the key suggested changes to the Summary and Explanation 
section and the Articles are attached as Appendices 2 and 3, respectively. 
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1.4 The relevant pages of the Constitution have been amended with the 
proposed new wording in track changes and with track changes accepted 
for ease of reference and copies are attached as Appendices 4 and 5.   

1.5 As part of the full review of the constitution proposals are being made to 
amend the process and procedures of the Standards Committee when 
dealing with complaints regarding Councillors. Some of the proposed 
amendments have already been drafted in Article 9 of the Constitution 
which will be visible in the attached track changes and track changes 
accepted copies of the constitution. A separate report regarding these 
proposed changes relating to the Standards Committee will be presented to 
Cabinet on 4th February and full Council on 26th February so for the 
avoidance of doubt it is not necessary for members to consider Article 9 for 
the purposes of this report.    

2. Proposal  

2.1 The proposed changes in both sections merely reflect changes in 
legislation, including terminology used to describe strategy documents, and 
changes in staff roles due to a recent staff restructure.  

2.2 This report will be presented to Cabinet on 4th February and full Council on 
26th February 2019.  

2.3 Proposals for changes to the Summary and Explanation section may be 
considered and determined forthwith by the Council (Article 15.3 (2) of the 
Constitution).  

2.4 On the basis of the above it is recommended that the proposed 
amendments to the Summary and Explanation section may be determined 
by full Council at the first council meeting it is presented to, which will be on 
26th February 2019.   

2.5 The Constitution provides that changes to the Articles of the Constitution 
can only be made by the full Council, which may not delegate this function. 
Such proposals for changes may only be considered by the Council on 
receipt of a written report by the Standards Committee; and/or the 
Monitoring Officer.  Proposals for changes to the Articles of the Constitution 
will first be received by the Council without debate and referred to the next 
ordinary meeting of the Council (Article 15.3 (1) of the Constitution).  

2.6 On the basis of the above it is recommended that the proposed 
amendments to the Articles be received by Council without debate on 26th 
February 2019 and referred to the next ordinary council meeting on 16th 
April 2019 for a decision.    

2.7 The following documents are attached hereto:  

Appendix 1 – Implications  
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Appendix 2 – Summary of Key Changes - Summary and Explanation  

Appendix 3 – Summary of Key Changes – The Articles  

Appendix 4 -  Amended pages of the Constitution with track changes 

Appendix 5 – Amended pages of the Constitution with track changes       
accepted    

3. BACKGROUND PAPERS 

3.1 There are no background papers to this report.  

Anyone wishing to inspect background papers should, in the first place, be directed to 
Committee & Electoral Services who will make the necessary arrangements. 

3 
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IMPLICATIONS APPENDIX 1 

      

Legal  A Local Authority is under a duty to prepare and keep up to date its constitution 
under s9P of the Local Government Act 2000 as amended.   

Finance and  
Value for  
Money  

There are no financial implications.  

Risk  
Assessment 

It is of critical importance that the council has sufficient government arrangements 
in place which is provided by a constitution that is kept upto date.   

Equality  
Impact  
Assessment 

Screening for Equality Impacts 

Question 

a. Does the decision being made or recommended through this paper have 
potential to cause adverse impact or discriminate against different groups in the 
community? If yes, please explain answer. 
No 

b. Does the decision being made or recommended through this paper make a 
positive contribution to promoting equality? If yes, please explain answer. 
No 

In submitting this report, the Chief Officer doing so is confirming that they have 
given due regard to the equality impacts of the decision being considered, as noted 
in the table above 

Corporate 
Plan 

Corporate Plan Objective 4 - Sound and Self Sufficient Council  

Crime and 
Disorder 

N/A 
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Digital and 
website 
implications 

N/A 

Safeguarding 
children and 
vulnerable 
adults 

N/A 
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Appendix 2 – Summary of Key changes – Summary and Explanation    
 

Reference Change Reason for Change 

 

Paragraph 1.3.7 (a)   Reference to the “Local Development Framework” has 
been replaced by “Local Plan”.      This change reflects current terminology. 

Paragraph 2.1.7 Reference to the Forward Plan has been removed and 
replaced by the forthcoming notice.  

This reflects a change in legislation and the related 
terminology.  

Paragraph 2.2.4  Reference to Best Value Performance Plans have 
been replaced to reflect changes in legislation. Best Value Performance Plans have been abolished. 

Paragraph 4.3 (d) and (e)  The two paragraphs have been merged.  
This reflects current legislation. 
 

Paragraph 4.3 (h) Reference to the Forward Plan has been removed.   This reflects current legislation.  

Paragraph 4.3 (l) Complaints are now to be made to the Standards 
Committee. The Standards Board for England has been abolished.  
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Appendix 3 – Summary of Key changes – The Articles   
 

Reference Change Reason for Change 

 

Front Page .7 (a)   The Service Manager (Communities) now has this 
responsibility.  This change reflects a recent restructure.  

Article 2 
2.1 (1) 
 
 
2.3 (2) (a) 
 
 
2.4 

2.1 (1) The name of the agency and the process to be 
followed have been updated in accordance with 
legislation.  
 
 
Reference to the Community Strategy has been 
replaced with Corporate Plan. 
 
 
Specific reference added regarding the 
Member/Public Protocol.  
 
 

This reflects changes in legislation. 
 
 
 
This reflects changes in legislation. 
 
 
 
This highlights the existence of the protocol for members of 
the public  
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Appendix 3 – Summary of Key changes – The Articles   
 

Reference Change Reason for Change 

 

Article 4 
 
4.1 
 
4.2 (4) (c )  

 
 
 
The Policy Framework section has been brought up to 
date.    
 
Reference to the more recent 2015 Regulations has 
been added.  
 

 
 
 
To reflect changes in legislation and terminology.  
 
 
To reflect changes in legislation. 
 

Article 5  
5.2 

 
Wording relating to the Mayor being the Monarch’s 
representative in the Borough has been deleted.  

 
This reflects current legislation. 
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Appendix 3 – Summary of Key changes – The Articles   
 

Reference Change Reason for Change 

 

Article 7  
7.2 
 
7.7 
 
7.9 

 
 
 
 
 
The wording has been brought upto date. 
 
The Service Manager (Communities) now has this 
responsibility.  
 
Investigations relating to Councillor conduct issues are 
not undertaken by the Council’s Monitoring Officer nor 
the Standards Committee but by an independent 
investigator.   
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
This reflects current procedure.   
 
 
This reflects a recent staff restructure.  
 
 
The Standards Committee has been abolished and local 
authorities are able to create their own processes and 
procedures for dealing with complaints against councillors. 
It is recommended in a separate report that GBC adopt 
Medway Council’s process to bring efficiencies given that 
the two authorities share a monitoring officer. 

Article 12  
12.2 (3) 

 
Assistant Directors have been added to the list of 
officers for clarity.  

Merely for completeness.  
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Appendix 3 – Summary of Key changes – The Articles   
 

Reference Change Reason for Change 

 

Article 13 
13.3 (c ) 

 
The section of the Local Government Act 2000 has 
been amended.  

This is to reflect a change in legislation.  

Article 15 
 
15.1 (2) 
 
15.3 (1) 
 
 
15.3 (4) 

Reference to Standards for England has been 
deleted.  
 
The requirement for Council to receive proposed 
changes to the Articles of the Constitution without 
debate on the first occasion and referred to the next 
ordinary meeting of the council when the matter can 
be debated and a decision made has been removed.  
 
The current paragraph is out of date and has been 
replaced.  

Standards for England has been abolished. 
 
 
There is no legislative requirement for this two stage 
process so it has been removed to enable decisions to be 
made on the first occasion that a matter is presented to 
council.  
 
 This reflects current legislation. 

Article 16 
16.3 

The Service Manager (Communities) will assume 
responsibility for the distribution of the constitution.  This reflects a recent restructure.  
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SUMMARY AND EXPLANATION 
 

1. Overview 
 
1.1 The Council’s Constitution 
 

1.1.1 Gravesham Borough Council has agreed a written Constitution which sets out 
how the Council operates, how decisions are made and the procedures that 
are followed to ensure that these are efficient, transparent and accountable to 
local people.  Some of these processes are required by the law, while others 
are a matter for the Council to choose. 

 
1.1.2 The Constitution is divided into 16 Articles which set out the basic rules 

governing the Council’s business.  More detailed procedure rules, codes of 
practice and protocols are attached at the end as annexes to the Constitution. 

 
1.2 What is in the Constitution? 
 

1.2.1 Article 1 of the Constitution commits the Council to promoting the well-being 
of the people of Gravesham by providing community leadership in partnership 
with government, business, voluntary sector and local people.  

  
1.2.2 In addition to providing vision and leadership for its communities, the Council 

is committed to:- 
 

(a) efficient transparent and accountable decision-making; and 
 
(b) seeking best value by delivering high quality services and securing 

continuous improvement in the way the Council’s functions are carried 
out.   

 
1.2.3 Articles 2-16 explain the rights of citizens and how the key parts of the 

Council operate.  These are:- 
 
(a) Members of the Council (Article 2); 
(b) Citizens and the Council (Article 3); 
(c) Meetings of the Council (Article 4); 
(d) Chairing the Council (Article 5); 
(e) Overview and Scrutiny of Decisions (Article 6); 
(f) The Cabinet (Leader and Cabinet style of local governance) 

(Article 7); 
(g) Other Committees, Boards and Panels of the Council (Article 8); 
(h) The Standards Committee (Article 9); 
(i) Area Committees and Forums (Article 10); 
(j) Joint Arrangements (Article 11); 
(k) Officers (Article 12); 
(l) Decision Making (Article 13); 
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(m) Finance, Contracts and Legal Matters (Article 14); 
(n) Review and Revision of the Constitution (Article 15); 
(o) Suspension, Interpretation and Publication of the Constitution 

(Article 16). 
 

1.3 How the Council Operates 
 

1.3.1 The Council is composed of 44 Councillors (also referred to as Members) 
elected every four years.   

 
1.3.2 Each Councillor is elected to represent an area of the Borough called a Ward, 

and is democratically accountable to the residents of their Ward.  The over-
riding duty of Councillors is to the whole community, but they have a special 
duty to their constituents, including those who did not vote for them. 

 
1.3.3 As well as representing the local community, Councillors play key roles in 

running the Council through meetings of the full Council and through its 
committees, boards and panels.  They may also represent the Council on 
various outside bodies. 

 
1.3.4 Councillors have to agree to follow a Members’ Code of Conduct [set out in 

Annex 3.2 of this Constitution] to ensure high standards in the way they carry 
out their duties.  The Council’s Standards Committee is responsible for 
training and advising Councillors on the Code of Conduct. 

 
1.3.5 All 44 Councillors meet together as a general assembly of the Council, which 

is normally referred to as “the Council” or “the full Council”.  Meetings of the 
Council are normally open to the public.   

 
1.3.6 The full Council remains the ultimate policy-making body of the Council.  It 

can decide to delegate many (though not all) of its powers to smaller groups 
of Councillors or to individual officers employed by the Council.  It can vary or 
withdraw this delegation of powers at any time.  

 
1.3.7 Broadly, the Council has the following functions: 
 

(a) Setting Strategy, which means it approves an annual budget, the 
Council Tax levy and the policy framework.   This policy framework 
includes such things as the Local Plan Development Framework and 
other plans, strategies and policy documents (both those required by 
law and others that the Council chooses to adopt in addition); 

 
(b) Procedural, which means it approves the Council’s political 

management processes and appoints:- 
 
 (i) the Leader of the Executive (and can remove him or her); 
 
 (ii) people to various groups and outside bodies; 
 
 (iii) Committees, Boards and Panels. 
 
(c) Regulatory, which means it can decide on applications for planning 

permission and certain types of licenses to do things including alcohol, 
entertainment and gambling licences.   Although it normally delegates 
these decisions to a Regulatory Board (Planning) or Licensing 
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Committee, they can be referred to the Council for decision in some 
circumstances; 

 
(d) Standards and Ethics, which means approving statements of policy 

relating to standards in public life; and receiving reports from the 
Council’s Standards Committee, the Monitoring Officer and the Chief 
Finance Officer and deciding what action to take upon them.   

 
1.3.8 The Cabinet, Committees, Boards and Panels are accountable to the Council 

as the ultimate decision-making body and have to work within Terms of 
Reference given to them by the Council.  These Terms of Reference specify 
the functions with which the Cabinet, Committees, Boards and Panels are 
required to carry out on behalf of the Council and define the limits of their 
authority. 

 
1.3.9 The Council has adopted a Conflict Resolution Mechanism.  This is set out in 

the Policy and Budget Procedure Rules [Annex 2.3 to this Constitution].  This 
Mechanism deals with any disputes between the Cabinet and the full Council 
in matters related to the adoption of the budget or the policy framework.  In 
effect, this mechanism enables the Leader of the Executive to delay a 
decision of the full Council for a short time and to ask the Council to 
reconsider the issue. 

 
2. How decisions are made 
 
2.1 The Cabinet 
 

2.1.1 The Cabinet is the part of the Council which is responsible for most day-to-
day decisions.  In particular, it proposes the policy framework and budget to 
the Council and then carries on the work of the Council within this approved 
framework and budget.  The Cabinet is also the focus for community planning 
and leads the search for best value.  

 
2.1.2 The Cabinet is appointed by the Leader of the Executive.  It is normally drawn 

from the majority political party group on the Council, although if no single 
party has an overall majority, the allocation of places in the Cabinet may be 
agreed between the various parties. 

 
2.1.3 It comprises Councillors who hold office for a municipal year, commencing 

with the annual meeting of the Council in May. Meetings are held in public, 
except where confidential and/or exempt matters are being discussed. 

 
2.1.4 The Leader of the Executive allocates specific roles and responsibilities to 

Members of the Cabinet. These roles and responsibilities are referred to as 
'portfolios'.  

 
2.1.5 Decisions of the Cabinet are reached collectively (i.e. by all Cabinet Members 

present at the meeting).  Individual Members of the Cabinet may have 
decision-making powers of their own.  

 
2.1.6 Decisions of the Cabinet, and the reasons for those decisions, are recorded 

and made publicly available together with the background papers that were 
available to the Cabinet when making its decisions. 
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2.1.7 When major decisions (called ‘Key Decisions’) are to be discussed or made in 
the future then, so far as these decisions can be anticipated, they are 
published 28 days in advance in a forthcoming notice the Cabinet’s Forward 
Plan [see Article 13].   

 
2.1.8 The Cabinet has to make decisions which are in line with the Council’s overall 

policies and budget.  If the Cabinet wishes to make a decision which is 
outside the policy framework and budget, this must be referred to the Council 
to decide.   

 
2.1.9 The Cabinet may make an urgent decision which is outside the policy 

framework and budget agreed by the Council only in cases of special 
urgency, having first obtained the agreement of the Chair of the Scrutiny 
Committee whose terms of reference include responsibility for scrutiny of 
executive decisions in respect of the matter concerned, who must agree that 
the matter is urgent and that the proposed decision is reasonable. 

 
2.1.10 The Cabinet may appoint Cabinet Committees to consider specific policy 

issues and make recommendations.  Cabinet Committee's are made up of 
Councillors and non-voting persons co-opted to them.  

 
2.2. Scrutiny 
 

2.2.1 The Council is required to appoint at least one Scrutiny Committee. Within 
terms of reference set by the Council, the purpose of scrutiny is to assist the 
Council to improve continuously the performance of its services and the 
policies and strategies within which the Council operates.   

 
2.2.2 Scrutiny has a powerful role in:- 
 

(a) publicly holding the Cabinet to account for its actions; 
 
(b) helping to secure best value in the delivery of Council services; 
 
(c) helping to inform policy development and review; 
 
(d) examining matters of wider local concern. 
 

2.2.3 Within certain guidelines set out in the Scrutiny Procedure Rules [see Annex 
2.5], decisions of the Cabinet can be “called in” for closer scrutiny by a 
Scrutiny Committee whose terms of reference include responsibility for 
scrutiny of executive decisions in respect of the matter concerned.  This is to 
assess whether those decisions are appropriate and sound. 

 
2.2.4 A Scrutiny Committee’s terms of reference may also include conducting and 

overseeing detailed reviews of Council services to ensure they are giving best 
value and that effective action plans exist to improve services on a continuing 
basis.  Each service shall be reviewed in this way at least once every five 
years. The review timetable must be agreed annually by the Council when it 
approves the Best Value Performance Plan as part of the policy framework 
and budget.  A Scrutiny Committee’s terms of reference may also include 
conducting and overseeing detailed reviews of Council services to ensure 
they are giving best value and that effective action plans exist to improve 
services on a continuing basis. 
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2.2.4 A Scrutiny Committee’s terms of reference may also include conducting  and 

overseeing detailed reviews of Council services to ensure they are providing 
value for money  and that effective action plans exist to improve services on a 
continuing basis. 

 
2.2.5 A Scrutiny Committee may review and make recommendations to the Cabinet 

and/or to the Council to assist in the development of future policies and 
strategies.  A Scrutiny Committee may also be consulted by the Cabinet or 
the Council on forth-coming issues and policy proposals. 

 
2.2.6 A Scrutiny Committee must be appointed by the Council, and must comprise 

a number of Councillors (with an appropriate political balance in membership) 
who hold office for a municipal year commencing with the annual meeting of 
the Council in May.   

 
2.2.7 Decisions of a Scrutiny Committee must be reached in public, except where 

confidential and/or exempt matters are being discussed. 
 
2.2.8 The Chair of any Scrutiny Committee whose Terms of Reference include 

responsibility for scrutiny of executive decisions shall be a Member appointed 
by Full Council. 

 
2.2.9 Members of the Cabinet cannot be Members of any Scrutiny Committee. 
 

2.3 Other Committees, Boards and Panels of the Council  
 

2.3.1 There is a number of functions (such as development control, licensing, 
appointments of senior Council officers and the maintenance of ethical 
standards), which cannot be the responsibility of the Cabinet.  These 
functions are delegated by the Council to other Committees, Boards and 
Panels and to officers of the Council.  These delegations are set out in more 
detail in Article 8 of this Constitution. 

 
2.3.2 The Council is able to appoint any Councillor to other Committees, Boards 

and Panels that take decisions on functions which are not the responsibility of 
the Cabinet, except that in some cases there are requirements as to the 
number of Members of the Cabinet who may be appointed. These 
requirements are set out in more detail in Article 7 of this Constitution. 

 
2.3.3 Decisions of other Committees, Boards and Panels are reached in public 

except where confidential and/or exempt matters are being discussed. 
 

2.4 Outside Bodies 
 

2.4.1 Representatives of the Council on key local, regional or national public bodies 
where joint service planning and operational policy is involved will normally be 
appointed from amongst the Members of the Cabinet.   Exceptionally, 
however, where it is judged to be in the Council’s best interests, such 
appointments may be drawn from other Councillors.   In cases where the 
Council has more than one nominee on such key bodies, the appointment of 
a Councillor who is not a Member of the Cabinet to the second place is 
encouraged, although sometimes the Council’s representation may be best 
secured through an officer appointment.   
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2.4.2 Other appointments to Outside Bodies are filled by Non-Executive Members 
(i.e. Councillors who are not Members of the Cabinet) and non-elected 
representatives on the basis of the following expectations:- 
 
(a) the Council will consider the expertise, knowledge and interests of 

Members when considering appointments; 
 
(b) representatives on outside bodies should be properly briefed and 

provide feedback to the appropriate part of the Council’s organisation; 
 
(c) representation on an outside body should be taken seriously and 

every effort made to attend regularly; 
 
(d) representatives should give a good impression of the Council; 
 
(e) regular contacts should be made with other representatives of the 

Council on outside bodies. 
 

2.4.3 To secure maximum Member representation, the Council may appoint any 
Councillor to School Governing Bodies, whether or not they are Members of 
the Cabinet. 

 
2.5 Area Committees and Joint Arrangements 
 

2.5.1 The Constitution also allows the Council and the Cabinet, if they wish, to 
delegate certain functions to:- 

 
(a) Area Committees or Forums to enable specific issues affecting local 

neighbourhoods to be considered in more detail; and to 
 
(b) joint bodies set up together with other local authorities to deal with 

issues that can be tackled better over a wider area or in a different 
way. 

 
2.5.2 If any such functions are delegated in to area committees or under joint 

arrangements, details of those delegations must be shown in Annex 1.8 to 
this Constitution. 

 
2.6 Non-Executive Councillors (i.e. not Members of the Cabinet) 
 

2.6.1 The roles of a Non-Executive Councillor are:-  
 

(a) through the scrutiny process to:- 
 

(i) represent the community’s interest to the Council; 
(ii) monitor the decisions of the Cabinet; 
(iii) review public services in the borough and contribute to their 

improvement. 
 
(b) to serve on Committees, Boards and Panels of the Council (other than 

the Cabinet); 
 
(c) to advise, and to be consulted by, the Cabinet through Cabinet 

Committees; 
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(d) to represent the people of their Ward, both as individuals and 
collectively, to the Cabinet and departments of the Council and to 
other public bodies. 

 
2.6.2 The Council is a body corporate and as such individual Councillors have a 

collective responsibility for the Council’s functions.  This collective 
responsibility extends to a duty to ensure that the Council complies with the 
law and does not act unlawfully.  Councillors must think consciously whether 
what is being done under delegated powers is appropriate. 

 
2.6.3 Non-Executive Councillors can discharge their responsibilities through:- 

 
(a) holding the Cabinet to account for the discharge of its functions by 

scrutinising decisions both before and after implementation; 
 
(b) the right of any five Members  to requisition a meeting of the Council; 
 
(c) inspection of documents under the access to information legislation; 
 
(d) the power of the Council to appoint and remove the Leader of the 

Executive and the Cabinet. 
 

3. The Council’s Officers 
 

3.1 The Council employs professional, administrative, clerical and manual staff 
referred to as 'officers'. 

 
3.2 The Council is required to designate an officer to act as Head of Paid Service. 
 
3.3 Officers are accountable to the Council as an organisation and serve all 

Members of the Council.  Officers give advice, implement decisions and 
manage the day-to-day delivery of the Council’s services.  Some officers (the 
Head of Paid Service, the Monitoring Officer and the Assistant Director 
(Finance)  S151 Officer have a specific legal duty to ensure that the Council 
acts within the law and uses its resources wisely.  A code of practice called 
the Member/Officer Protocol governs the relationship between Officers and 
Members of the Council.  This is set out in Annex 3.54 to this Constitution. 

 
3.4 All officers of the Council have a responsibility to act fairly, honestly, in good 

faith and in an impartial way to meet the specified objectives of the Council 
and must not place themselves in a position that would create the least 
suspicion of being influenced by improper motives.  The Officer Code of 
Conduct (see Annex 3.32) outlines existing laws, regulations and conditions 
of service and provides further guidance to assist officers in their day-to-day 
work. 

 
4. Citizens’ Rights 
 

4.1 Citizens have a number of rights in their dealings with the Council.  These are 
set out in more detail in Article 3 of this Constitution.  Some of these are legal 
rights, whilst others depend on the Council’s own processes.  The Citizens’ 
Advice Bureau (CAB) can advise on individuals’ legal rights. 
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4.2 Where members of the public have a contract with the Council under which 
the Council agrees to do certain things, for example as a Council tenant, they 
have additional rights.  These are not covered in this Constitution. 

 
4.3 Citizens have the right to:- 
 

(a) vote at local elections if they are registered; 
 
(b) contact their local Councillor about any matters of concern to them; 
 
(c) have access to a copy of this Constitution; 
(d) attend meetings of the full Council, and its Committees, Boards and 

Panels except where confidential or exempt matters are being 
discussed; 

 
(e) attend meetings of the Cabinet when Key Decisions are being decided 

or discussed; 
(d) attend meetings of the full Council, Cabinet, Committees, Boards and 

Panels except where confidential or exempt matters are being 
discussed; 

 
(fe) petition to request a referendum on a Mayoral form of executive; 
 
(gf) attend meetings of any Scrutiny Committee and, by invitation of a 

committee, contribute to investigations or reviews undertaken by 
them; 

 
(h) from the forthcoming notice (published 28 days in advance) yCabinet’s 

Forward Plan, find out what major decisions are to be discussed or 
decided by the Cabinet and when; 

 
(ig) see agendas reports and background papers and records of decisions 

made by the Council, Cabinet, Committees, Boards and Panels (but 
excluding access to confidential/exempt information); 

 
(jh) complain to the Council about Council services – the Council 

encourages its customers through its Corporate Complaints 
Procedure to voice their concerns as an opportunity to put things right 
for the customer and to improve services; 

 
(ki) complain to the Local Government Ombudsman if they think the 

Council has not followed its procedures properly.  However, they 
should only do this after using the Council’s Corporate Complaints 
Procedure; 

 
(lj) complain to the Standards Board for England Standards Committee 

Monitoring Officer if they have evidence which they think shows that a 
Councillor has not followed the Member Code of Conduct;;  

 
(mk) inspect the Council’s accounts and to make their views known to the 

external auditor. 
 

4.4 The Council welcomes participation by its citizens in its work.  For further 
information on your rights as a citizen, please contact the Council’s 
Committee and Electoral Services Department on 01474 33 72 47. 
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The Articles of the Constitution 

 
Article 1 - The Constitution 
 
1.1 Powers of the Council 
 

The Council will exercise all its powers and duties in accordance with the law and this 
Constitution. 

 
1.2 The Constitution 
 

This Constitution and all its annexes is the Constitution of Gravesham Borough 
Council. 

 
1.3 Purposes of the Constitution 
 

The purposes of the Constitution are to:  
 
(1) enable the Council to provide clear leadership to the community in 

partnership with citizens, businesses and other organisations; 
 
(2) support the active involvement of citizens in the process of local authority 

decision-making;  
 
(3) help Councillors represent their constituents effectively;   
 
(4) enable decisions to be taken efficiently and effectively;   
 
(5) create a powerful and effective means of holding decision-makers to public 

account;    
 
(6) ensure that no-one will review or scrutinise a decision in which they were 

directly involved;    
 
(7) ensure that those responsible for decision-making are clearly identifiable to 

local people and that they explain the reasons for decisions;    
 
(8) provide a means of improving the delivery of services to the community; and  
 
(9) ensure that the Council’s governance arrangements deliver efficient, 

transparent and accountable decision-making. 
 

1.4 Interpretation of the Constitution 
 
Where the Constitution permits the Council to choose between different courses of action, 
the Council will always choose that option which it thinks is closest to the purposes stated in 
Article 1.3 above.   
 
1.5 Review of the Constitution 
 
The Council will monitor, evaluate and review the operation of the Constitution as set out in 
Article 15 of this Constitution. 
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Article 2 - Members of the Council 
 
2.1 Composition and Eligibility 
 
 (1) Composition   
 

The Council will comprise 44 Councillors (also called Members).  One or 
more Councillors will be elected by the voters of each Ward in accordance 
with the current scheme drawn up by the Local Government Boundary 
Commission for England. and approved by the Secretary of State and 
confirmed by a legal order.   
 

(2) Eligibility 
 

Only registered voters of the Borough or those living or working in the 
Borough (or such other persons as may be qualified under legislation) will be 
eligible to hold the office of Councillor.   
 

2.2 Election and Terms of Office for Councillors 
 

(1) Election of the whole Council every four years 
 

The regular election of Councillors will be held every four years on the first 
Thursday in May, beginning in 2003.   
 

(2) Terms of Office for Councillors 
 

The terms of office of Councillors will start on the fourth day after being 
elected and will finish on the fourth day after the date of the next regular 
election. 

 
2.3 Roles and Functions of all Councillors 
 

(1) Governance 
 

All Councillors will:-   
 
(a) collectively be the ultimate policy-makers for the Council and carry out 

a number of strategic and corporate management functions;   
 
(b) contribute to the good governance of the Borough and the Council, 

and actively encourage community participation and citizen 
involvement in decision-making;   

 
(c) be involved in decision-making;   
 
(d) effectively represent their communities, including the interests of their 

Ward and of individual constituents whilst also balancing the different 
interests identified within their Ward and representing their Ward as a 
whole;   

 
(e) respond to constituents’ enquiries and representations, fairly and 

impartially and assist constituents in resolving particular concerns or 
grievances;  
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(f) be available to represent the Council on other bodies (for example 
partnerships and Outside Bodies) if appointed to such posts by the 
Council or the Cabinet; and   

 
(g) maintain the highest standards of conduct and ethics in order to give 

expression to the Seven Principles of Public Life and the Member 
Code of Conduct set out in Annexe 3.1 to this Constitution. 

 
(2) Community Representation 
 

(a) all Councillors represent their constituents and play an important role 
in consulting and representing their communities on policy matters, 
such as the Community Strategy Corporate Plan and other Strategy 
documents such as the Corporate Plan and other Strategy 
documents, Reviews of Services, and matters of concern and interest 
to their communities generally;    

 
(b) through the scrutiny process and through Cabinet Committees, 

Councillors can “feed-in” the views of the community they represent to 
policy development, decision-making and the setting of objectives. 

 
(3) Rights and Duties of All Councillors 
 

(a) councillors will have such rights of access to such documents, 
information, land and buildings of the Council as are necessary for the 
proper discharge of their functions and in accordance with the law;   

 
(b) councillors will not make public information which is confidential or 

exempt without the consent of the Council or divulge information given 
in confidence to anyone other than a Councillor or Officer entitled to 
know it;   

 
(c) for these purposes “confidential” and “exempt” information are defined 

in the Access to Information Rules set out in Annex 2.2 to this 
Constitution. 

 
2.4 Conduct 
 

Councillors will at all times observe the Members’ Code of Conduct, the 
Member/Public Protocol  and the Member/Officer Protocol set out in Annexes 3.1, 3.3 
and 3.4 to this Constitution. 
 

2.5 Remuneration and Allowances 
 

(1) Independent Remuneration Panel 
 

The Council will establish and maintain an Independent Remuneration Panel 
in accordance with the Protocol for Appointments to the Independent 
Remuneration Panel set out in Annex 3.7 to this Constitution to provide the 
Council with advice on its Members' Allowances Scheme, the amounts to be 
paid and the pensionability of allowances where relevant, together with any 
other matters that may be required by law. 

 
(2) Members’ Allowances 
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Councillors will be entitled to receive allowances in accordance with the 
Members’ Allowances Scheme set out in Annex 4 to this Constitution. 
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Article 3 – Citizens and the Council 
 
3.1 Citizens’ Rights 
 

Citizens have the following rights.  Their rights to information and to participate are 
explained in more detail in the Access to Information Rules as set out in Annex 2.2 to 
this Constitution. 
 
(1) Voting and Petitions 
 

Citizens who are on the electoral roll for the Borough have the right to vote 
and to sign a petition, requesting a referendum for an elected Mayor form of 
constitution.  Residents and those who work or study within the Borough also 
have the right to sign petitions. 

 
(2) Information  
 

  Citizens have the right to:-    
 

(a) attend meetings of the Council and its Committees, Boards and sub-
committees, except where confidential or exempt information is likely 
to be disclosed and the meeting is therefore held in private;  

 
(b) attend meetings of the Cabinet when “Key Decisions” are being 

considered, except where confidential or exempt information is likely 
to be disclosed and the meeting is therefore held in private;  

 
(c) find out from the Council’s website what “Key Decision(s)” will be 

taken by the Cabinet, or by any bodies or individuals to whom the 
Cabinet may have delegated the exercise of any of its functions, and 
when it is expected those decisions will be taken;  

 
(d) see reports and background papers (excluding confidential/exempt 

information) and any records of decisions made by the Council, 
Cabinet, Committees, Boards and sub-Committees; and   

 
(e) inspect the Council’s accounts and make their views known to the 

external auditor. 
 

(3) Participation 
 

Citizens have the right to participate in the Council’s question time and (on 
invitation by the committee or by the committee Chair) to contribute to 
investigations by a Scrutiny Committee.  
 
Public speaking is allowed at meetings of the Regulatory Board (Planning). 

 
(4) Complaints 

  
Citizens have the right to complain to:-  
 
(a) the Council itself under its Complaints Procedure;  
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(b) the Local Government Ombudsman, after using the Council’s 
Complaints Procedure;  

 
(c) the Standards Committee Council’s Monitoring Officer about an 

alleged breach of the Member Code of Conduct set out in Annex 3.1 
to this Constitution. These complaints should be addressed to the 
Monitoring Officer, Gravesham Borough Council, Civic Centre, 
Windmill Street, Gravesend, Kent, DA12 1AU;  

 
 

3.2 Citizens’ Conduct 
 
Citizens must not be violent, abusing or threatening to Councillors or Officers and 
must not wilfully harm things owned by the Council, Councillors or Officers. 
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Article 4 - The Council 
 
4.1 Meanings 
 

The terms listed below have the following meanings throughout this Constitution. 
 

(1) Policy Framework 
 

The ‘Policy Framework’ means the following plans and strategies to be 
adopted by the Council:- 
 
(a) Community Plan or Strategy (for promoting or improving the 

economic, social and environmental well-being of the local 
community); 

 
(b) Best Value Performance Plan;   
 
(c) Community Safety Strategy;  
 
(d) Plans and alterations which together form the Local Development 

Plan;  
 
(e) Housing Strategy, Housing Investment Programme and Housing 

Business Plan;  
 
(f) Any other formal Plans or Strategies which the Council may decide, or 

which legislation requires, should form part of the Policy Framework. 
 

1 Policy Framework 
The ‘Policy Framework’ means the following Plans and Strategies to be 
adopted by the Council: 
a) Corporate Plan (or equivalent document); 
b) Equalities Policy (or equivalent document); 
c) Local Plan and all related plans and alterations; 
d) Pay Policy Statement; 
e) Housing Strategy (including the Housing Investment Programme and 

Housing Business Plan); 
f) Community Safety Strategy.  
In addition, the Council meeting can adopt any other formal plans or 
strategies which the Council may decide, or which legislation requires, 
should form part of the Policy Framework.  This includes but is not 
exclusive to: 
a) Working in Partnership Framework; 
b) Code of Corporate Governance; 
c) Licensing Policies as required under the Gambling Act 2005. 
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(2) Budget 
 

The budget is a statement of Council policy in financial terms and includes the 
overall allocation of financial resources, capital and revenue and the setting of 
the Council Tax base. 

 
(3) Housing Land Transfer 
 

Housing Land Transfer means the approval or adoption of applications 
(whether in draft form or not) to the Secretary of State for approval of a 
programme of disposal of 500 or more properties to a person under the 
Leasehold Reform, Housing and Urban Development Act 1993, or to dispose 
of land used for residential purposes where approval is required under 
Sections 32 or 43 of the Housing Act 1985. 
 

4.2 Functions of the Council 
 

Only the Council will exercise the following functions:-   
 
(1) Constitutional and Procedural Matters, etc.   
 

(a) to adopt and change the Articles of this Constitution;   
 
(b) to change the name of the area;   
 
(c) to make, amend or revoke the Procedural Rules set out in Annex 2 to 

this Constitution;  
 
(d) to make, amend or revoke the Codes of Conduct and Protocols set 

out in Annex 3 to this Constitution;   
 
(e) to confer the Freedom of the Borough or the title of Honorary 

Alderman. 
 

(2) Setting the Policy Framework and Related Matters 
 

(a) to approve the Council's Policy Framework, except that in-year 
amendments to Plans or Strategies forming part of the Policy 
Framework and Budget will be delegated to the Cabinet by the 
Council;  

 
(b) to determine each year the Council's revenue and capital budget and 

Council Tax levy, except that determining the rents of Council 
dwellings and related properties and the charges to be made for the 
Council’s services, is delegated to the Cabinet;  

 
(c) subject to the Urgency Procedure contained in the Access to 

Information Procedure Rules detailed in Annex 2.2 to this Constitution, 
to make decisions about any matter in the discharge of an executive 
function which is covered by the Policy Framework or the Budget 
where the Cabinet is minded to make it in a manner which would be:- 
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(i) contrary to the Policy Framework; or  
 
(ii) contrary to (or not wholly in accordance with) the Budget. 
 

(d) to adopt, amend or revoke the Members' Allowances Scheme under 
Annex 4 of this Constitution, including the levels and pensionability of 
Councillors' allowances;   

 
(e) to make, amend, revoke, re-enact or adopt bylaws and to promote or 

oppose the making of local legislation or personal Bills;  
 
(f) to authorise applications to the Secretary of State for housing land 

transfers of housing stock.   
 

(3) Appointments and Delegations, etc.  
 

(a) to appoint (and remove) the Leader of the Executive; 
 
(b) to determine the terms of reference, composition and membership of 

other Committees, Boards and Panels that report directly to the 
Council, and appointments to them; 

(c) to adopt and approve amendments to the powers and terms of 
reference of joint and area committees and to make appointments to 
them; 

(d) to appoint representatives to Outside Bodies, except where the 
appointment has been delegated by the Council; 

 
(e) to make or confirm the appointment of the Council’s Statutory Officers 

required under Article 12.5 of this Constitution; 
 
(f) subject to the requirements of the law and the Officer Employment 

Procedural Rules set out in Annex 2.8 to dismiss the Head of Paid 
Service or other Statutory Officers. 

 
(4) Regulatory and Electoral Matters 

 
(a) to deal with findings of maladministration (on receipt of a report from 

the relevant Scrutiny Committee or the Monitoring Officer following a 
report by the Local Government Ombudsman); 

 
(b) to determine the action to be taken on reports by the Monitoring 

Officer or the Chief Finance Officer (including Section 112 and Section 
114 reports); 

 
(c) to consider reports concerning the dismissal of the Head of Paid 

Service, Monitoring Officer or Chief Finance Officer pursuant to the 
procedures set out in the Local Authorities (Standing Orders) 
(England) (Amendment) Regulations 2015 2001; 

 
(d) to determine matters relating to local elections unless the function has 

been delegated by the Council; 
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(e) to review matters relating to electoral and administrative arrangements 

and to determine the Council's response to any consultations or 
proposals by the Electoral Commission relating to the Borough. 

 
(5) Other Matters 
 

(a) to determine any matters referred to the Council for decision by a 
Committee, Board or Panel that reports directly to the Council; 

 
(b) to resolve any dispute between any of the subsidiary bodies of the 

Council if required; 
 
(c) to deal with all ‘local choice functions’ set out in Annex 1.14 to this 

Constitution which the Council decides should be undertaken by itself 
rather than by the Cabinet or a committee or Board; 

 
(d) to deal with any other matter which must, by law, be reserved for 

determination by the Council. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
4.3 Council Meetings 
 

There are four types of Council meetings:- 
 
(1) The Annual Meeting;   
 
(2) Ordinary Meetings;   
 
(3) Extraordinary Meetings; 
 
(4) The State of the Borough Debate; 
  
and they will be conducted in accordance with the Council Procedure Rules detailed 
in Annex 2.1 to this Constitution. 
 

4.4 Responsibility for Functions 
 

The Council will review and maintain Annex 1 to this Constitution, setting out the 
responsibilities for the non-executive functions of the Council, its Committees, Sub-
Committees, Boards and Panels and delegations of those functions. 

 
The Leader of the Executive will review and maintain Annex 1 to this Constitution 
setting out the responsibilities for the executive functions and delegations of those 
functions. 
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Article 5 – Chairing the Council 
 
5.1 Mayor - Making 
 

The title of 'Mayor' is derived from the Council’s status as a Borough and this office is 
filled annually by a Councillor who is elected by the Council at its Annual Meeting at 
the start of each municipal year. 
 
Mayor-making is regarded as an important civic and ceremonial event.  The election 
of the Mayor is not decided by the Borough’s electorate but by a majority of the 
Councillors present and voting at the Annual Meeting of the Council in May of each 
year.   
 
A Deputy Mayor is elected by the Council from among the Councillors. 
 
The Mayor is addressed as 'The Worshipful the Mayor of Gravesham'.  The Deputy 
Mayor is addressed as 'The Deputy Mayor'.  
 

5.2 Role and functions of the Mayor 
 

The Mayor is the First Citizen of the Borough of Gravesham and is the Monarch’s 
representative in the Borough.. 

 
The Mayor, and in his/her absence the Deputy Mayor, have the following roles and 
functions:-   
 
(1) to uphold and promote the purposes of this Constitution and to interpret the 

Constitution where necessary;   
 
(2) to preside over meetings of the Council so that its business can be carried out 

efficiently and with regard to the rights of Councillors and the interests of the 
community;   

 
(3) to ensure that meetings of the Council are forums for the debate of matters of 

concern to the local community and the place at which Members who are not 
in the Cabinet, nor hold office of Committee/Board Chair, are able to hold 
Cabinet Members and Committee/Board Chairs to account;   

 
(4) together with all Members of the Council, to promote public involvement in the 

Council’s activities;  
 
(5) to be the conscience of the Council;   
 
(6) to attend such civic and ceremonial functions as the Council, the Mayor and 

the Leader of the Executive determines are appropriate. 
 
The Mayor and Deputy Mayor cannot be appointed to the Cabinet. 
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Article 6 – Scrutiny    
 
6.1 Purposes of Scrutiny  
 

To achieve enhanced accountability and transparency of the decision-making 
process, effective overview and scrutiny is essential.  Scrutiny is a key element of the 
Council’s executive arrangements and is the main way by which executive decision-
makers are held to public account for the discharge of the functions for which they 
are responsible.    
 
The scrutiny process is also a key mechanism for enabling Councillors to represent 
the views of their constituents and other organisations to the Cabinet and to the 
Council and, by examining the operation and impact of the Council’s policies, are a 
useful means of improving the development of policies and delivery of services. 
 

6.2 Appointment and Terms of Reference  
 

The Council will, at its Annual Meeting, appoint at least one Scrutiny Committee to 
discharge the scrutiny functions required by legislation. 
 
No committee appointed under this Article will continue in existence after the next 
Annual Meeting of the Council following its appointment.  
 

6.3 Membership 
 

Any Scrutiny Committee appointed by the Council must reflect the political balance of 
the Council.  
 
Members of the Cabinet may not be Members of a Scrutiny Committee. 
 
The Chair of any Scrutiny Committee whose Terms of Reference include 
responsibility for scrutiny of executive decisions shall be a Member appointed by Full 
Council. 
 
In deciding the membership of a Scrutiny Committee, the Council shall take into 
account the particular skills and expertise required to ensure that thorough and 
informed scrutiny and reviews take place.  
 
A scrutiny committee may co-opt people to act as non-voting members in accordance 
with the Scrutiny Procedure Rules. 
 

6.4 Sub-Committees 
 

A Scrutiny Committee may delegate any of its functions to a sub-committee of itself, 
the membership of which must be drawn solely from the Members (including 
substitutes) of the appointing Scrutiny Committee.  
 
No more than three sub-committees of any one Scrutiny Committee may be in 
existence at any one time. 
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Any sub-committee appointed by a Scrutiny Committee must reflect the political 
balance of the Council unless the Committee determines otherwise with no votes 
being cast against by any Committee Member present and voting. 
 

6.5 Meetings and Procedure 
 

A Scrutiny Committee must meet in public except where confidential and/or exempt 
matters are being discussed. 
 
Meetings must be conducted in accordance with the Scrutiny Procedure Rules set 
out in Annex 2.5 to this Constitution. 
 

6.6 Scope of external Scrutiny 
 

Within its Terms of Reference a Scrutiny Committee may examine matters which are 
not the direct responsibility of the Council where these are relevant to the remit of the 
Committee (or sub-committee).   
 
A Scrutiny Committee may also make reports or recommendations to the Cabinet 
and/or to the Council in relation to matters which are not the responsibility of the 
Council but which nevertheless affect the Borough or its inhabitants. 
 

6.7 Witnesses and Consultees 
 

A Scrutiny Committee may, within the limitations set in the Scrutiny Procedure Rules 
in Annex 2.5 to this Constitution, require Members of the Cabinet, or any other 
Member of the Council or any Director or Chief Officer of the Council to appear 
before the Committee and answer questions.  
 
Officers are employed by the Council to work for and serve the Council as a whole.  
Scrutiny Committees will respect the political neutrality of Officers. 
 
The scrutiny process benefits from input from all those with a legitimate interest, 
including the local community and other local public, private and voluntary 
organisations.  Particular attention should be paid to obtaining views from “hard to 
reach” groups such as minority ethnic communities and people with disabilities.  
Where appropriate, representatives of legitimate community groups should be asked 
to contribute to the review of issues particularly affecting them, for example residents’ 
and tenants’ associations.  
 
A Scrutiny Committee may, therefore, also invite any other person to appear before 
it, subject to that person’s consent. 
 

6.8 Limitations 
 

A Scrutiny Committee can only discharge the following functions and no other 
functions of the Council:- 
 
(1) to carry out the scrutiny functions required by legislation, The Scrutiny 

Procedure Rules and the committee’s Terms of Reference;  
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(2) to make reports or recommendations to the Cabinet or the Council on those 
matters; 

 
(3) to make reports or recommendations to the Cabinet or the Council in respect 

of matters which affect the Council's area or its inhabitants. 
 
This is to ensure there is a clear separation between the discharge of functions and 
the review and oversight of those functions. 

 
6.9 Finance and Staffing 
 

A Scrutiny Committee shall exercise overall responsibility for the expenditure of any 
budget made available to it and for the use of any officer time allocated to it by the 
Council. 
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Article 7 -  Leader and Cabinet Executive 
 
7.1 Role and Functions 
 

The Council has adopted a form of executive arrangements known as a new style 
"Leader and Cabinet Executive".  The various parts of this Constitution that together 
comprise the Council’s executive arrangements are set out in Annex 1.18 to this 
Constitution. 
 
The Executive will exercise all of the Council’s functions which are not the 
responsibility, whether by law or under this Constitution, of any other part of the 
Council. 

 
7.2 Form and Composition 
 
 (1) The Executive will comprise:- 
 

1.1 The Leader who will be a Councillor elected by the Council at the 
Annual Meeting of the full Council following on from the ordinary 
election of all Ccouncillors; a Leader elected by the Council at its 
Annual Meeting in May 2011 and at every post election Annual 
Meeting (under whole Council elections) thereafter; 

 
1.2 no more than ten Cabinet Members, including the Leader and the 

Deputy Leader. 
 
7.3 Leader of the Executive 
 

(1) The term of office of the Leader starts on the day of his/her election as Leader 
and ends on the day of the next post election Annual Meeting (under whole 
Council elections) unless, before that day, he/she:- 

 
1.1 is removed from office or resigns; 
 
1.2 ceases to be a Councillor; or 
 
1.3 is disqualified from being a Councillor. 

 
(2) The Leader will be a Councillor of the Borough of Gravesham and will be 

elected by the Council to serve for a term of four years or until the Annual 
Meeting following the next ordinary Council elections. 

 
(3) During his/her term of office the Leader will continue to hold office as a 

Councillor and accordingly, any enactment which provides for earlier 
retirement as a Councillor will not apply. 

 
(4) The Council will have the power to remove the Leader from office before the 

end of his/her four year term by way of resolution.  At any meeting of the Full 
Council a Councillor may propose that "the Council has no confidence in the 
Leader".  If carried by a simple majority of those Councillors present and 
voting, the Leader will be removed from office. 
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(5) If the Council passes a resolution to remove the Leader, a new Leader will be 

elected:- 
 

5.1 at the same meeting at which the Leader is removed from office; or 
 
5.2 at a subsequent meeting. 
 

7.4 Appointment of the Cabinet and scheme of delegation 
 

(1) The Leader will decide the size of his/her Cabinet (subject to a maximum of 
ten, including the Leader and Deputy Leader) and will appoint Cabinet 
Members from among the serving Councillors.  The Leader may replace or 
remove Cabinet Members at any time. 

 
(2) All executive functions of the Council will be vested in the Leader.  The 

Leader may exercise those functions himself/herself, or may delegate 
specified executive functions to be exercised by the Cabinet collectively, a 
Cabinet Committee, an individual Cabinet Member or an Officer.  The Leader 
may revoke such delegations at any time. 

 
(3) Delegation of executive function(s) to be exercised by a Cabinet Member or 

by a Ward Councillor in accordance with Section 236 of the Local 
Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007; will be at the 
discretion of the Leader. 

 
(4) The Leader will report to Council on all appointments and changes to the 

Cabinet (Executive) and delegation of executive functions of the Council. 
 

Neither the Mayor nor Deputy Mayor may be elected as Leader of the Executive or 
be appointed to the Cabinet. 

 
The Leader of the Executive may not be appointed to any Scrutiny Committee or to 
the Standards Committee.  Other Members of the Cabinet may not be Chair of the 
Standards Committee and may not be appointed to any Scrutiny Committee. 
Not more than two Members of the Cabinet (or the nearest whole number equivalent 
to 20 per cent of the total membership of the Regulatory Board (Planning), whichever 
is the lesser figure) may be appointed to the Regulatory Board (Planning) or such 
other committee or sub-committee as may be appointed to determine matters relating 
to the grant of licences and statutory consents or enforcement action against 
persons.  No Member of the Cabinet so appointed shall be the Chair or Vice-Chair of 
the Regulatory Board (Planning) nor of any other committee or sub-committee 
discharging similar functions. 

 
The nearest whole number equivalent to 50 per cent of the total membership of the 
Appointments Board will be selected by the Leader of the Executive for appointment 
to the Appointments Board (or such other committee as may be appointed to 
determine matters relating to the appointment of officers).    
 
Not less than three Members of the Appointments Board who have been selected by 
the Leader of the Executive (or the nearest whole number equivalent to 50 per cent 
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of the total membership of an Appointments Panel constituted from the membership 
of the Appointments Board, whichever is the lesser figure) will be appointed to an 
Appointments Panel or any other body authorised to make an appointment to the 
Council’s staff. 
 
There shall not be any co-optees, deputies or substitutes for Members of the 
Cabinet, excepting that Members of the Cabinet (including the Leader) may be 
substitutes for each other on any sub-Committees, Panels or Working Groups 
established by, and reporting to, the Cabinet. 

 
7.5 Deputy Leader 

 
(1) The Leader will appoint a Deputy Leader from among the Cabinet Members.  

The Leader may replace the Deputy Leader at any time, but otherwise the 
Deputy Leader will remain in post for the duration of the Leader's term of 
office. 

 
(2) The Deputy Leader will have authority to exercise the Leader's powers only in 

the event that the Leader is unable to act at any time or the office of Leader is 
vacant. 

 
(3) If the Deputy Leader is unable to act or the office is vacant, the Cabinet 

(Executive) must act in the Leader's place or arrange for a Member of the 
Cabinet (Executive) to do so. 

 
7.6 Proceedings of the Cabinet 
 

Proceedings of the Leader and Cabinet Executive shall take place in accordance with 
the Executive Procedure Rules set out in Annex 2.4 to this Constitution. 
 

7.7 Delegation of Powers 
 

The Service Manager Assistant Director (Communities) shall maintain a list setting 
out clearly which Members of the Cabinet, sub-committees of the Cabinet, officers of 
the Council, area committees or joint arrangements with other local authorities carry 
current responsibilities for the discharge of functions delegated by the Cabinet, 
together with the current allocation of portfolios amongst Cabinet Members.  This list, 
as amended from time to time, shall be incorporated within Annex 1 to this 
Constitution and shall be made publicly available. 
 

7.8 Cabinet Committees  
 

The Leader may appoint Cabinet Committees to advise it about carrying out its 
functions.  Such Committees, and appointments of individuals to them, may exist for 
a fixed or unspecified period, but in any event will cease upon a change in the 
political control of the Council or at the Annual Meeting of the Council immediately 
following a general election of the entire Council.    
 
When establishing a Cabinet Committee, the Leader shall also state the Committee’s 
Terms of Reference and composition, which shall be made publicly available.  
Appointments and terminations of appointments of individuals to existing committees 
shall similarly be made public. 
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Such Committees may be made up of any mixture of Councillors.   Council officers 
may attend meetings of such Committees to provide information.  

 
Cabinet Committees need not comply with the legislation on political proportionality, 
but they should reflect a broad cross-section of both the Council and the wider 
community.  Committees should be constituted having regard to the particular 
knowledge and skills of those appointed. 

 
Any written reports made by a Cabinet Committee to the Cabinet shall be made 
publicly available, except where they contain confidential and/or exempt information. 

 
7.9 Ethics and Probity 
 

Members of the Cabinet will be treated no differently from other Councillors in that 
they will be subject to the Member Code of Conduct set out in Annex 3.1 to this 
Constitution, and to investigation by the Council’s Monitoring Officer or Standards 
Committee should any allegations of breaches of the Code be received. 

 
Members of the Cabinet will be required to declare and register their interests and, if 
appropriate, to seek local dispensations from the Standards Committee. 
 

7.10 Officer Support 
 

Officers are employed by the Council to work for and serve the Council as a whole.  
The Cabinet will respect the political neutrality of Officers. 
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Article 8 – Regulatory Board (Planning) and other Committees 
 
8.1 Appointment of Committees by the Council 
 

The Council will appoint a Regulatory Board (Planning) to deal with the Council’s 
development control, licensing and other quasi-judicial functions, together with such 
other committees, boards and panels as it considers appropriate to discharge its 
functions, with the exception of any such functions which are reserved to the full 
Council under Article 4 of this Constitution. 
 
Details of all such committees, boards and panels, their membership and terms of 
reference, as amended from time to time, shall be set out in Annex 1.2 to this 
Constitution. 
 
No committee, board or panel appointed under this Article will continue in existence 
after the next Annual Meeting of the Council following its appointment. 
In respect of any committee, board or panel appointed under this Article, the Council 
may at any time:- 

 
(1) dissolve or alter its membership; and/or 
 
(2) withdraw, extend or modify its terms of reference and powers; and/or 
 
(3) refer to it any matter not reserved to the full Council. 

 
8.2 Meetings of Committees 
 

Meetings of all committees, boards and panels appointed to discharge the Council’s 
functions will be held in public, except where confidential and/or exempt matters are 
being discussed. 
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Article 9 – The Standards Committee 
 
Explanatory Comment 
 
Standards Committees have an important role in strengthening and maintaining the high 
standards of conduct required of Members and officers. 
 
9.1 Standards Committee 
 

The Council has established a Standards Committee. 
 
9.2 Composition 
 

(a) Membership.  The Standards Committee is composed of nine Members. 
 
(b) Political Balance. The Standards Committee will be politically balanced.  

Independent Person.  The Independent Person is appointed to advise and 
assist the Monitoring Officer and Members in relation to allegations that the 
Code of Conduct has been broken.  Independent Persons are not members 
of the Standards Committee.  The Monitoring Officer may appoint 
Independent Persons as vacancies arise and may appoint deputies. 

 
(c) Quorum. The Quorum of the Councillor Conduct Committee shall be three  

Councillors.  
 
(d) Chairing the Committee.  A Member of the Executive may not chair the 

Committee. 
 
9.3 Role and function 
 

For the Standards Committee Terms of Reference see Annex 1.2 of the Constitution. 
 
9.4 The Committee will receive allegations that a Councillor or voting or non-voting co-

opted member of the Council of the 6 Parish Councils has breached the relevant 
Members Code of Conduct and decide whether or not an investigation is to be 
carried out in relation to those complaints.  The Monitoring Officer advised by the 
Independent Person will assess complaints regarding the conduct of Members within 
the Borough and decide whether or not an investigation is to be carried out in relation 
to those complaints. 

 
9.5 If the Committee decides to refer the allegation to the Monitoring Officer for 

investigation it shall receive the report of any investigator and the opinion of 
the Independent Person. The Committee may on receipt of the report, the 
opinion and any written representations decide whether a breach of the 
Councillor Code of Conduct has occurred and if so what action to recommend. 

Hearings following investigations will be dealt with by a Panel of Members drawn from the 
Committee.  On Parish complaints a Parish Councillor will be a member of the Panel 
in a non-voting capacity. 
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Article 10 – Area Committees and Forums  
 
10.1 Form and Composition  
 

The Council may appoint area committees and forums as it sees fit, if it is satisfied 
that to do so will ensure improved service delivery in the context of best value and 
more efficient, transparent and accountable decision making.  
 
The Council will consult with relevant Parish Councils when considering whether and 
how to establish area committees.  The objective will be to establish a partnership 
approach to strengthen the focus of action and to help give local communities a real 
input into decisions which affect them. 
 
Area committees or forums can take many forms and undertake a variety of roles.  
For example, they may be made up of Councillors, representatives from other public, 
private and voluntary sector bodies in the area and members of the public, or they 
may be made up of Councillors only.   
 
Area committees can be purely advisory and consultative bodies or they can have 
specific functions and budgets delegated to them by the Council.   
 
Area Forums must be advisory and/or consultative bodies only. 
 

10.2 Appointment of Area Committees & Forums 
 

Where the Council decides to appoint an Area Committee or Forum, it shall detail the 
Committee or Forum’s Terms of Reference and composition (as amended from time 
to time) in Annex 1.8 to this Constitution. 
 
The composition of Area Committees and Forums must in all cases reflect the law on 
co-optees and political balance commensurate with their Terms of Reference.  In 
general, however, Area Committees need not reflect the political balance of the 
Council as a whole if all of the voting Members on the committee represent Wards 
within its area and that area does not exceed two fifths of the total for the Council by 
reference to population or area. 
 
Area Committees may also include voting co-optees if the Committee is appointed 
exclusively to discharge functions relating to:-   
 
(1) Corporate Property Management; 
 
(2) Housing Management (of 1,500 dwellings or one quarter of the Council’s 

stock, whichever is the less); 
 
(3) Promotion of tourism; 
 
(4) Festival Management; 
 
(5) Joint County/District Functions discharged by a joint committee. 
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10.3 Delegation of Functions to Area Committees 
 

The Council may only delegate to Area Committees those functions which are not the 
functions of the Executive and which are not reserved by law to the Council itself. 
 
Subject to the provisions of Article 7.07 of this Constitution, the Executive may 
delegate functions to an Area Committee.  In deciding to delegate functions for which 
it is responsible, the Executive must satisfy itself that the delegation will not adversely 
affect efficiency, transparency and accountability in respect of the discharge of those 
functions and that the arrangements will deliver best value.  The Executive remains 
and will be seen to remain, accountable for those functions as the clear, accountable 
corporate leadership of the Council. 
 
If both executive and non-executive functions are delegated to the same Area 
Committee, the agendas for, and reports submitted to, the meeting must make it 
clear whether the decisions required relate to Executive functions or not. 
 
Where the Council decides to appoint an Area Committee, Annex 1.8 to this 
Constitution must clearly state:- 
 
(1) which of the Area Committee’s powers and functions are the responsibility of 

the Executive (and therefore exercisable under the supervision of the 
Executive) and which are not;  

 
(2) the budgets and limits on authority accompanying a delegation by the Council 

or the Executive. 
 
Both the Council and the Executive will continue to have powers to discharge the 
functions which they have delegated to an Area Committee.  This ensures that there 
is sufficient flexibility so that if the Council or the Cabinet need to exercise the powers 
(for example in consequence of the exercise of another power) then they have the 
ability to do so. 
 
Functions which are the responsibility of the Executive and which are delegated to an 
Area Committee must be exercised in accordance with the Council’s Policy 
Framework and Budget and any written guidance provided by the Executive in 
relation to those functions.  
 
Regardless of any other provisions of this Constitution, however, an Area Committee 
may not take a decision which significantly affects all of the Council’s area, or a part 
of the Council’s area in respect of which that Committee does not have functions, 
though it may make recommendations to the Executive to do so. 
 

10.4 Conflicts of Interest: Membership of Area and Scrutiny Committees 
 

It is a fundamental principle of accountability that a Councillor cannot scrutinise 
his/her own decisions.  Therefore:- 
 
(1) if the relevant Scrutiny Committee is scrutinising specific decisions or 

proposals in relation to the business of an Area Committee of which the 
Councillor concerned is a Member, then the Councillor may not speak or vote 
at the Scrutiny Committee meeting unless an exemption or dispensation to do 
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so is given by the Standards Committee in accordance with the Standards 
Committee Protocol set out in Annex 3.8 to this Constitution;   

 
(2) where the relevant Scrutiny Committee is reviewing policy affecting the whole 

or a large part of the Borough generally, the Member must declare his/her 
interest orally before the relevant agenda item is reached, but need not 
withdraw from the decision making process. 

 
10.5 Area Committees: Access to Information 
 

Area Committees will comply with the Access to Information Rules detailed in Annex 
2.2 to this Constitution. 

 
Agendas and notices for Area Committee meetings which deal both with functions of 
the Executive and functions which are not the responsibility of the Executive must 
identify clearly which items are which. 

 
10.6 Executive Members on Area Committees 
 

A Member of the Cabinet may serve on an Area Committee if otherwise eligible to do 
so as a Councillor. 
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Article 11 – Joint Arrangements 
 
11.1 Arrangements to Promote Well-being 
 

In order to promote the economic, social or environmental well-being of its area, the 
Cabinet may:-   
 
(1) enter into arrangements or agreements with any person or body;   
 
(2) co-operate with, or facilitate or co-ordinate the activities of, any person or 

body;  
 
(3) exercise on behalf of that person or body any functions of that person or 

body. 
 

11.2 Joint Arrangements  
 

The Council may enter into arrangements with one or more other local authorities 
and/or their Executives to discharge jointly functions which are not functions of the 
Executive.  Those arrangements may include establishing a joint committee either to 
advise the local authorities on matters of joint interest or to discharge functions on 
their behalf.  
 
The Executive may establish joint arrangements with one or more other local 
authorities (including Parish Councils) to exercise functions which are executive 
functions.  Such arrangements may involve the appointment of joint committees with 
those other local authorities. 
 
Except as set out below, the Executive may only appoint Members of the Cabinet to 
a joint committee and those appointments need not reflect the political composition of 
the Council as a whole.  
 
The Executive may appoint Members from outside the Cabinet to a joint committee 
where the joint committee has functions for only part of the area of the Council and 
that area is smaller than two-fifths of the Council by area or population.  In such 
cases, the Executive may appoint to the joint committee any Councillor who is a 
Councillor for a Ward which is wholly or partly contained within the area of the joint 
committee.  The political balance requirements do not apply to such appointments. 
 
When entering into any such joint arrangements the Executive may agree:-   
 
(1) the number of Members of a joint committee to be appointed from each of the 

participating local authorities; and   
 
(2) arrangements for the delegation by joint committees to sub-committees of 

themselves or to Officers. 
 
In deciding whether to enter into any such joint arrangements in respect of functions 
for which it is responsible, the Executive must satisfy itself that those arrangements 
will not adversely affect efficiency, transparency and accountability in respect of the 
discharge of those functions and that the arrangements will deliver best value.  The 
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Executive remains and will be seen to remain, accountable for those functions as the 
clear, accountable corporate leadership of the Council. 
The terms of reference and other relevant details of all joint arrangements, as 
amended from time to time (including the membership of, and any delegations to, 
joint committees) shall be set out in Annex 1.15 to this Constitution. 

 
11.3 Access to Information 
 

If a joint committee is composed solely of Members who are also Cabinet Members 
in their own authority, then the access to information regime in the Cabinet 
Procedure Rules set out in Annex 2.4 to this Constitution apply to the joint 
committee’s business. 

 
However, if any Member of a joint committee is not a Cabinet Member in their own 
authority, then the Access to Information Rules in Part VA of the Local Government 
Act 1972, and set out in Annex 2.2 to this Constitution, apply. 
 

11.4 Delegation to and from other Local Authorities 
 

The Council may delegate non-executive functions to another local authority or, in 
certain circumstances (see below), to the Cabinet of another local authority (including 
Parish Councils). 
 
The Executive may delegate executive functions to another local authority or, in 
certain circumstances (see below), to the Cabinet of another local authority. 
 
The circumstances that determine whether or not a function may be delegated to the 
Cabinet of another local authority are as follows:- 
 
(1) The function concerned must be the responsibility of the Cabinet of the 

authority to which the function is being delegated in circumstances where the 
function concerned:-   

 
(a) is the responsibility of the Cabinet in both authorities;   
 
(b) is the responsibility of the Cabinet in the delegating authority, but the 

function is not a function of the authority to which it is being delegated; 
 
(c) is not the responsibility of the Cabinet in the delegating authority, but 

is the responsibility of the Cabinet in the authority to which it is being 
delegated; 

 
(2) The function concerned cannot be the responsibility of the Cabinet of the 

authority to which the function is being delegated in circumstances where the 
function concerned:-   

 
(a) is not the responsibility of the Cabinet in the delegating authority, and 

the function is not a function of the authority to which it is being 
delegated;  

 
(b) is not the responsibility of the Cabinet in both the delegating authority 

and the authority to which it is being delegated.   
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(3) It is for the two authorities to choose whether or not the Cabinet in the 

authority to which it is being delegated should be responsible for the function 
in circumstances where the function concerned is the responsibility of the 
Cabinet in the delegating authority, but not in the authority to which it is being 
delegated. 

 
In all cases, however, the decision as to whether or not to accept such a delegation 
from another local authority is reserved to the Council. 
 
The Council and/or the Executive (as appropriate) continue to have the power to 
discharge the functions which are the subject of joint committee arrangements. 
Functions which are the responsibility of the Executive and which are to be 
discharged under joint arrangements must be exercised in accordance with the 
Policy Framework and Budget set by the Council. 
 
In deciding to delegate a function for which it is responsible, the Executive must 
satisfy itself that the delegation will not adversely affect efficiency, transparency and 
accountability in respect of the discharge of those functions and that the 
arrangements will deliver best value.  The Executive remains and will be seen to 
remain, accountable for those functions as the clear, accountable corporate 
leadership of the Council. 

 
11.5 Contracting Out  
 

Provided there is no delegation of the Council's statutory decision-making functions, 
the Executive may contract out to another body or organisation those of its functions 
which may in law be exercised by an officer of the Council and which are either:-  
 
(1) subject to an order under Section 70 of the Deregulation and Contracting Out 

Act 1994; or   
 
(2) under contracting arrangements where the contractor acts as the Council's 

agent under usual contracting principles. 
 
In deciding to contract out a function for which it is responsible, the Executive must 
satisfy itself that contracting out that function will not adversely affect efficiency, 
transparency and accountability in respect of the discharge of those functions and 
that the arrangements will deliver best value.  The Executive remains and will be 
seen to remain, accountable for those functions as the clear, accountable corporate 
leadership of the Council. 
 

11.6 Scrutiny of Joint Arrangements 
 

A Scrutiny Committee whose Terms of Reference include responsibility for scrutiny of 
executive decisions in respect of the matter concerned is able to hold the Executive 
to account both for a decision to delegate or contract out a particular function and for 
the actual discharge of the function. 
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11.7 Conflicts of Interests – Membership of Joint and Scrutiny Committees 
 

It is a fundamental principle of accountability that a Councillor cannot scrutinise 
his/her own decisions.  Therefore:- 
 
If the relevant Scrutiny Committee is examining specific matters in relation to the 
business of a joint committee or joint arrangement of which the Councillor concerned 
is a Member, then the Councillor may not speak or vote at the Scrutiny Committee 
meeting unless a local dispensation to do so is given by the Standards Committee in 
accordance with the Standards Committee Protocol set out in Annex 3.8 to this 
Constitution.   
 
Where the relevant Scrutiny Committee is reviewing policy generally and where the 
specific business of a joint committee or joint arrangement of which the Councillor 
concerned is a Member is not a central or significant feature of that review, then the 
Member must declare his/her interest orally before the relevant agenda item is 
reached, but may speak and vote. 
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Article 12 – Officers of the Council 
 
12.1 Terminology 
 

The term ‘officers’ means all employees and staff (managerial, professional, 
technical, administrative, clerical and manual) engaged by the Council to carry out its 
functions. 
 

12.2 General Principles 
 

In employing and organising officer support for the different roles within the Council, 
the Council will follow a number of key principles with a view to delivering efficient 
and effective services:-   
 
(1) all officers are employed by, and are accountable to, the Council as a whole, 

and the Council will both expect and respect the political neutrality of officers 
in the discharge of their functions;   

 
(2) adequate support from officers is provided for the discharge of all the 

Council’s functions and specifically the roles of the Council, the Cabinet, 
Scrutiny Committees, other Committees, Boards, Panels and individual 
Members representing their communities, etc;    

 
(3) day to day managerial and operational decisions remain the responsibility of 

the Council’s Directors, Assistant Directors, Service Managers and other 
officers;   

 
(4) the Council seeks to avoid creating potential conflicts of interests for officers 

arising from the separation of the Cabinet and Scrutiny roles; and  
 
(5) all officers have access to appropriate training and development to help them 

support the various functions of the Council and its Members effectively. 
 

The roles, responsibilities and rights of officers and Members are set out in the 
Member/Officer Protocol set out in Annex 3.4 to this Constitution. 
 

12.3 Appointment of Officers Generally 
 

The Council will employ such officers as it considers necessary to carry out its 
functions efficiently and effectively. 

 
Appointments of officers cannot be the responsibility of the Executive.  

 
Appointment of officers other than Directors and Chief Officers is the responsibility of 
the Head of Paid Service or his/her nominee(s). 
 

12.4 Appointment of Directors and Chief Officers 
 

The Council will employ persons for the posts, functions and areas of responsibility 
specified in Annex 1.11 to this Constitution (as amended from time to time), who will 
be designated as Directors and Chief Officers (as appropriate). 
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Appointments to posts of Directors and Chief Officers will be made by an 
Appointments Panel constituted from within the membership of an Appointments 
Board appointed by the full Council.   
 
The composition of the Appointments Board, and any Panel constituted from within 
its membership, shall comply with Article 7.04 4 of this Constitution. 
 
The political proportionality rules shall apply to the Appointments Board and to any 
Appointment Panel constituted from within its membership. 
 

12.5 Statutory Officers  
 

The Council will designate the posts specified in Articles 12.07 to 12. 
09 below (as amended from time to time) to discharge the functions set out in those 
Articles. 
 

12.6 Management Structure 
 

The Head of Paid Service will determine and publicise a description of the overall 
departmental structure of the Council showing the management structure and 
deployment of officers.  This is set out in Annex 5 to this Constitution. 
 

12.7 Functions of the Head of Paid Service 
 

The Head of Paid Service will report to the Council or to the Executive (as 
appropriate) on the manner in which the discharge of the Council’s functions is co-
ordinated, the numbers and grades of officers required for the discharge of functions 
and the organisation of officers. 

 
The Head of Paid Service may not be designated as the Council’s Monitoring Officer 
but may hold the post of Chief Finance Officer if s/he is a qualified accountant. 

 
12.8 Functions of the Monitoring Officer 
 

The Monitoring Officer performs a key function in ensuring lawfulness and integrity in 
the operation of the Council’s decision-making process including investigation and 
reporting on issues that embrace all aspects of the Council’s functions.  

 
In order for the Monitoring Officer to carry out his/her statutory duties and powers, the 
Council will need to ensure that s/he has access as necessary to meetings and 
papers and that Members consult with him/her regularly. 
 
The statutory duties and powers of the Monitoring Officer are as follows:- 

 
(1) Maintaining the Constitution:  to ensure an up-to-date version of the 

Constitution is maintained and that it is widely available for consultation by 
Members, Officers and the public; 

 
(2) Ensuring Lawfulness and Integrity of Decision Making:  after consulting 

with the Head of Paid Service and the Chief Finance Officer, the Monitoring 
Officer will report to the Council, or to the Cabinet in relation to an executive 
function, if s/he considers that any proposal, decision or omission would give 
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rise to unlawfulness or if any decision or omission has given rise to 
maladministration.  Such a report will have the effect of stopping the proposal 
or decision being implemented until the report has been considered; 

 
(3) Supporting the Standards Committee:  the Monitoring Officer will 

contribute to the promotion and maintenance of high standards of conduct 
through provision of support to the Standards Committee;   

 
(4) Access to Information:  the Monitoring Officer will make sure that effective 

arrangements exist to ensure that Cabinet decisions, together with the 
reasons for those decisions and relevant reports and background papers are 
made publicly available as soon as possible;  

 
(5) Advising whether decisions are within the Policy Framework:  the 

Monitoring Officer will advise whether the decisions of the Cabinet and Key 
Decisions by officers are in accordance with the Council’s Policy Framework;  

 
(6) Providing Advice:  the Monitoring Officer will provide advice on the scope of 

powers and authority to take decisions, maladministration, impropriety, probity 
and Policy Framework issues to all Councillors;   

 
(7) Restrictions on Posts: the Monitoring Officer cannot be the Chief Finance 

Officer or the Head of Paid Service. 
 
The duties of the Monitoring Officer must be carried out personally but may be 
carried out by a deputy nominated by him/her to act in the event of absence or 
illness.  It is the function of the Monitoring Officer to appoint a deputy, not the 
Council. 
 

12.9 Functions of the Chief Finance Officer (Section 151 Officer) 
 

The Council recognises the importance of the Chief Finance Officer’s key role in 
providing advice on vires issues (i.e. whether or not the Council has the power to do 
something), maladministration, financial impropriety, probity and Policy Framework 
and Budget issues to all Members of the Council.   
 
In particular, the Chief Finance Officer has a statutory responsibility for:-   
 
(1) Ensuring Lawfulness and Financial Prudence of Decision Making:  after 

consulting with the Head of Paid Service and the Monitoring Officer, the Chief 
Finance Officer will report to the Council, or to the Cabinet in relation to 
executive functions, and the Council’s external auditor, if s/he considers that 
any proposal, decision or course of action will involve incurring unlawful 
expenditure, or is unlawful and is likely to cause a loss or deficiency or if the 
Council is about to enter an item of account unlawfully;  

 
(2) Administration of Financial Affairs:  the Chief Finance Officer has 

responsibility for the administration of the financial affairs of the Council;   
 
(3) Contributing to Corporate Management:  the Chief Finance Officer 

contributes to the Corporate Management of the Council, in particular through 
the provision of professional financial advice;   
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(4) Providing Advice:  the Chief Finance Officer provides advice on the scope of 

powers and authority to take decisions, maladministration, financial 
impropriety, probity and Policy Framework and Budget issues to all 
Councillors and will support and advise Councillors and officers in their 
respective roles; 

 
(5) Provision of Financial Information:  the Chief Finance Officer provides 

financial information to Councillors and the public. 
 
The duties of the Chief Finance Officer (apart from the administration of the financial 
affairs of the Council) must be carried out personally, but can be carried out by a 
deputy nominated by him/her in cases of absence or illness.  It is the function of the 
Chief Finance Officer to appoint a deputy, not the Council. 
 

12.10 Duty to Provide Sufficient Resources to the Monitoring Officer and Chief 
Finance Officer 

 
The Council will provide the Monitoring Officer and the Chief Finance Officer with 
such Officers, accommodation and other resources as are, in the opinion of those 
officers, sufficient to allow their duties to be performed. 

 
12.11 Conduct 
 

Officers are subject to the Officer Code of Conduct set out in Annex 3.2 to this 
Constitution, which is included in their terms and conditions of employment.  Officers 
must comply with the Officer Code of Conduct. 
 

12.12 Employment 
 

The recruitment, selection and dismissal of officers will comply with the Officer 
Employment Procedure Rules detailed in Annex 2.8 to this Constitution. 
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Article 13 – Decision making 
 
Explanatory note 
 
The Council is required to keep an up to date record of which part of the Council or which 
individual has responsibility for particular types of decisions or decisions relating to particular 
areas or functions.  This record is set out in Annex 1 of this Constitution. 
 
13.1 Responsibility for decision making 
 

A purpose of the Executive structure is to expedite decision making.  Accordingly the 
intention of the Council is that decision taking should be delegated in the interests of 
speed where that is consistent with the democratic process in terms of accountability 
and openness.  References to the Executive include the Leader, Cabinet or any 
portfolio holder or officer exercising powers individually. 
 
The Leader, or in circumstances set out in the Constitution, the Deputy Leader, will 
determine the level at which decisions are made, but such decisions will only be 
effective when notified to and recorded by the Proper Officer unless otherwise 
provided for within this Constitution. 
 
The separation of powers between the Council and the Executive is fundamental to 
the operation of modernised local government. 
 
The Local Authorities (Functions and Responsibilities) Regulations 2000 as amended 
set out what decisions the Council must make itself and these are detailed in 
Article 4.2. 
 
Annex 1.1 sets out those functions which are reserved to Full Council. 

 
13.2 Principles of decision making 
 

All decisions of the Council, its Committees, the Executive and those under 
delegated powers shall have regard to the following principles of good practice:- 
 
• consideration of all options available; 
• having regard to due consultation; 
• consideration of professional advice from officers; 
• clarity of aims and desired outcomes; 
• the action proposed must be proportionate to the desired outcome; 
• having respect and regard for human rights; 
• presumption for openness; 
• only relevant matters taken into account; 
• due weight to all material considerations; 
• proper procedures will be followed. 
 

13.3 Types of decision 
 

(a) Decisions reserved to Full Council – decisions relating to the matters listed in 
Article 4.2 will be made by Full Council and not delegated. 
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(b) Decisions made by Committees appointed by the Council – power to make 
such decisions is delegated by the Council in accordance with the terms of 
reference contained in Annex 1.2 of this Constitution.  (Section 101, Local 
Government Act 1972). 

 
(c) Decisions of the Executive will comprise:- 
 

(i) key decisions; and 
(ii) other decisions. 
 
“Key decisions” relate to an Executive decision, which is likely:- 
 
(i) to result in the authority incurring expenditure which is, or the making 

of savings which are, significant having regard to the Council’s budget 
for the service or function to which the decision relates; 

 
or 
 
(ii) to be significant in terms of its effects on communities living or working 

in an area comprising two or more wards in the Council’s area. 
 
A key decision may only be made in accordance with the requirements of 
Annex 2.2. 
 
In accordance with Section 9Q 38 of the Local Government Act 2000, in 
determining the meaning of “significant” the Council shall determine 
thresholds above which items are significant and will ensure these limits are 
published.  Such thresholds are to be found in Annex 1.17.  Any decisions 
involving expenditure or saving above the published threshold for the service 
or function concerned will be a key decision.  A key decision may not 
necessarily involve significant expenditure or savings but may however be 
significant in terms of its effect on communities in two or more wards within 
the Council’s area. 

 
A decision taker may only make a key decision in accordance with the 
requirements set out in Annex 2.2. 

 
13.4 Decision making by the Full Council 
 

Subject to Article 13.08, when considering any matter, the Council meeting will follow 
the Council Procedure Rules set out in Annex 2.1 of this Constitution. 

 
13.5 Decision making by the Executive 
 

Subject to Article 13.08, when making an Executive decision the Executive or officer 
(if appropriate) exercising delegated powers will follow the requirements set out in 
Annex 2.2. 

 
13.6 Decision making by the Overview and the Scrutiny and Audit Committees 
 

When considering any matter the Overview and the Scrutiny and Audit Committees 
will follow the overview and scrutiny procedures rule set out in Annex 2.5. 
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13.7 Decision making by other Committees established by the Council 
 

Subject to Article 13.08, other Council Committees or Boards will follow those parts 
of the Council Procedure Rules set out in Annex 2.1 Part 4 of this Constitution as 
apply to them. 

 
13.8  Decision making by Council bodies acting as tribunals 
 

The Council, a Councillor or an officer acting as a tribunal or in a quasi-judicial 
manner or determining/considering (other than for the purposes of giving advice) the 
civil rights and obligations or the criminal responsibility of any person will follow a 
proper procedure which accords with the requirements of natural justice and the right 
to a fair trial contained in Article 6 of the European Convention on Human Rights. 
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Article 14 – Finance, Contracts and Legal Matters 
 
14.1 Financial Management 
 

The management of the Council’s financial affairs will be conducted in accordance 
with the Financial Procedure Rules set out in Annex 2.6 to this Constitution. 
 

14.2 Contracts 
 

Every contract made by the Council will comply with the Contracts Procedure Rules 
set out in Annex 2.7 to this Constitution. 
 

14.3 Legal Proceedings 
 

In accordance with the Scheme of Delegation to Officers as set out in Annex 1.13 to 
this Constitution (as amended from time to time) officers of the Council are 
authorised to institute, to defend or participate in any legal proceedings in any case 
where such action(s) is necessary to give effect to decisions of the Council or in any 
case where it is considered that such action is necessary to protect the Council’s 
interests. 
 

14.4  Authentication of Documents 
 

Where any document is necessary to any legal procedure or proceedings on behalf 
of the Council, it will be signed by the Monitoring Officer or other person authorised 
by him/her, unless any enactment otherwise authorises or requires, or the Council 
has given any authority necessary to some other person. 

 
Any contract with a value exceeding £25,000 entered into on behalf of the local 
authority in the course of the discharge of an executive function shall be made in 
writing. Such contracts must either be signed by at least two officers of the authority 
or made under the common seal of the Council attested by at least one officer. 

 
14.5  Common Seal of the Council 
 

The Common Seal of the Council will be kept in a safe place in the custody of the 
Monitoring Officer.  

 
The Common Seal will be affixed to those documents which, in the opinion of the,  
Monitoring Officer should be sealed.  The affixing of the Common Seal will be 
attested by the Monitoring Officer or some other person authorised by him/her. 
 
A decision of the Council or of the Cabinet or of any subsidiary body or individual 
authorised by the Council or by the Cabinet to act on their behalf will be sufficient 
authority for sealing any document necessary to give effect to the decision.  
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Article 15 – Review and Revision of the Constitution 
 
15.1 Duty to Monitor and Review the Constitution 
 

The Council’s Monitoring Officer will monitor the operation of the Constitution to 
ensure that its aims and principles are given full effect.  
 
The Monitoring Officer will also carry out a general or partial review (as appropriate) 
of the Constitution in the following circumstances:- 
 
(1) at the direction of a court or of the Secretary of State; 
 
(2) on the recommendation of Standards for England, the Local Government 

Ombudsman, the Council’s external auditors or one of the Council’s Statutory 
Officers appointed in accordance with Article 12.05 of this Constitution;  

 
(3) by a decision of the Council;   
 
(4) in the event that no general review of the Constitution has taken place within 

the preceding 10 years then, unless the Council decides otherwise, a general 
review shall be carried out.  

 
On completion of a review, the Monitoring Officer will submit his/her 
recommendations to the Council’s Standards Committee, who will then consider the 
report and recommend proposals to the Council.  The Monitoring Officer will submit a 
further report to the Council if s/he considers it appropriate. 
 

15.2 Monitoring & Review of the Constitution by the Monitoring Officer 
 

A key role for the Monitoring Officer is to be aware of the strengths and weaknesses 
of the Council’s Constitution and to make recommendations to the Council for ways 
in which it could be amended in order better to achieve the purposes set out in Article 
1 of the Constitution.   
 
In undertaking this task the Monitoring Officer may:-  
 
(1) observe meetings of different parts of the Member structure; 
 
(2) undertake an audit trail of a sample of decisions; 
 
(3) record and analyse issues raised with him/her by Members, officers, the 

public and other bodies or persons with a legitimate interest; and 
 
(4) compare practices in the Council with those in other comparable authorities, 

or national examples of best practice. 
 

15.3 Procedures for Changes to the Constitution 
 
(1) Changes to the Articles, Procedural Rules and Protocols, etc. 
 

Changes to the Articles of the Constitution; the Procedural Rules set out in 
Annex 2; the Codes of Practice and Protocols set out in Annexes 3; and the 
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Members’ Allowances Scheme set out in Annex 4 can only be made by the 
full Council, which may not delegate this function. 
 
Such proposals for changes may only be considered by the Council on 
receipt of a written report by:- 
 
(a) the Standards Committee; and/or 
 
(b) the Monitoring Officer. 
 
Proposals for changes to the Articles of the Constitution will first be received 
by the Council without debate and referred to the next ordinary meeting of the 
Council. 
 

(2) Proposals for changes to any of the Procedural Rules set out in Annexes 2; to 
any of the Codes of Practice and Protocols set out in Annexes 3; and/or to the 
Members’ Allowances Scheme set out in Annex 4 may be considered and 
determined forthwith by the Council.  The Proper Officer shall be authorised 
to make minor textual changes to the Articles and Annexes to the Constitution 
where this is necessary as a consequence of:- 

 
(a) a decision properly made by the full Council to amend any part of 

them (for example cross-references, paragraph numbering, 
nomenclature, etc.);   

 
(b) legislation or a court order. 
 

(3) Changes to Other Parts of the Constitution 
 

To ensure transparency and accountability in the Council’s decision-making 
processes, the Proper Officer shall ensure that the following parts of the 
Constitution are at all times kept up to date and accurately reflect the relevant 
decisions of the Council, its committees and sub-committees and of the 
Cabinet:-   
 
(a) Summary and Explanation: giving a summary and brief explanation of 

the main provisions of the Constitution;   
 
(b) Annex 1: setting out the responsibilities for functions and the 

delegations of those responsibilities;  
 
(c) Annex 5: setting out the current organisational structure of the 

Council. 
 

(4) Change in the Form of Executive Governance Arrangements 
 

When drawing up any proposals for changing the form of executive 
arrangements, the Council must take reasonable steps to consult with local 
electors and other interested persons in the Borough, and have due regard 
to:-   
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(a) the extent to which the change (if implemented) is likely to assist in 
securing improvement in the way in which the Council’s functions are 
exercised in the interests of the well-being of the Borough’s 
inhabitants; and   

 
(b) guidance issued by the Secretary of State in relation to these matters.   
 
A change from the present ‘Leader and Cabinet’ form of executive 

arrangements to a form with an elected Mayor will require the Council 
to hold a referendum that will be binding on the Council. 

The Council may change its existing forming of governance. A resolution is required 
to make such a change, A document setting out the new arrangements must be 
available for inspection and public notice must be given in local newspapers, The 
Council may be required to hold a referendum.    
 
(5) Consultation on Other Constitutional Changes  

 
Where a proposal to change this Constitution does not involve a change in the form 
of executive governance arrangements (whether from a Leader and Cabinet form to 
an elected Mayoral form, or vice-versa), there will not normally be a requirement to 
consult with local electors and other interested persons in the Borough, unless the 
changes proposed will have substantial implications for all or a significant proportion 
of them. 
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Article 16 - Suspension, Interpretation & Publication of the Constitution 
 
16.1 Suspension of the Constitution 
 

(1) Limits to Suspension 
 
The Articles of this Constitution may not be suspended.   
 
Certain of the Procedure Rules set out in Annexes 2 to this Constitution may be 
suspended.  Those Procedure Rules may be suspended by the Council to the extent 
detailed in the table set out in sub-paragraph (3) of this Article 16.01 below and 
permitted by the law. 
 
(2) Procedure to Suspend 

 
A motion to suspend any Rules at a meeting of the Council will not be moved without 
notice unless at least one half of the whole number of Councillors are present.   
 
The extent and duration of suspension will be proportionate to the result which it is 
intended to achieve, taking account of the purposes of the Constitution set out in 
Article 1. 

 
(3) Rules Capable of Suspension 
 
The following Procedure Rules may be suspended to the extent indicated below: 
 

Rules that may be Suspended Limitations on 
Suspension 

Annex 2.1 - Council Procedure Rules: all 
except paragraphs 20.5 (Right to Require an 
Individual Vote to be Recorded) and 21.2 (No 
Requirement to Sign Minutes of Previous Meeting 
at Extraordinary Meeting) 

Suspension may only be 
exercised by the full Council 
for the consideration of 
specified business at a 
single meeting only. 

Annex 2.6 – Financial Procedure Rules Suspension may only be 
exercised by the full Council 
to the extent permitted by 
law.  The reasons for 
suspension shall be stated 
in each case. 

Annex 2.7 - Contract Procedure Rules Suspension may only be 
exercised by the full Council 
or the Cabinet in respect of 
a single contract or 
category of contract to the 
extent permitted by law.  
The reasons for suspension 
shall be stated in each 
case. 
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16.2 Interpretation 
 

The ruling of the Mayor as to the construction or application of this Constitution, or as 
to any proceedings of the Council, will not be challenged at any meeting of the 
Council. 
   
Such interpretation will have regard to the purposes of the Constitution contained in 
Article 1. 
 

16.3 Publication 
 

The Assistant Director (Communities)Service Manager (Communities) will:-     
 
(1) providegive a printed copy of this Constitution to each Member of the Council 

upon delivery to him/her of that individual's declaration of acceptance of office 
when the Member is first elected to the Council;   

 
(2) ensure that copies of this Constitution are available for inspection at the 

Council’s offices, at libraries and other appropriate locations and can be 
purchased by the local press and members of the public on payment of a 
reasonable fee;   

 
(3) ensure that the Summary and Explanation of this Constitution is made widely 

available within the Borough and is updated as necessary. 
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SUMMARY AND EXPLANATION 
 

1. Overview 
 
1.1 The Council’s Constitution 
 

1.1.1 Gravesham Borough Council has agreed a written Constitution which sets out 
how the Council operates, how decisions are made and the procedures that 
are followed to ensure that these are efficient, transparent and accountable to 
local people.  Some of these processes are required by the law, while others 
are a matter for the Council to choose. 

 
1.1.2 The Constitution is divided into 16 Articles which set out the basic rules 

governing the Council’s business.  More detailed procedure rules, codes of 
practice and protocols are attached at the end as annexes to the Constitution. 

 
1.2 What is in the Constitution? 
 

1.2.1 Article 1 of the Constitution commits the Council to promoting the well-being 
of the people of Gravesham by providing community leadership in partnership 
with government, business, voluntary sector and local people.  

  
1.2.2 In addition to providing vision and leadership for its communities, the Council 

is committed to:- 
 

(a) efficient transparent and accountable decision-making; and 
 
(b) seeking best value by delivering high quality services and securing 

continuous improvement in the way the Council’s functions are carried 
out.   

 
1.2.3 Articles 2-16 explain the rights of citizens and how the key parts of the 

Council operate.  These are:- 
 
(a) Members of the Council (Article 2); 
(b) Citizens and the Council (Article 3); 
(c) Meetings of the Council (Article 4); 
(d) Chairing the Council (Article 5); 
(e) Overview and Scrutiny of Decisions (Article 6); 
(f) The Cabinet (Leader and Cabinet style of local governance) 

(Article 7); 
(g) Other Committees, Boards and Panels of the Council (Article 8); 
(h) The Standards Committee (Article 9); 
(i) Area Committees and Forums (Article 10); 
(j) Joint Arrangements (Article 11); 
(k) Officers (Article 12); 
(l) Decision Making (Article 13); 
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(m) Finance, Contracts and Legal Matters (Article 14); 
(n) Review and Revision of the Constitution (Article 15); 
(o) Suspension, Interpretation and Publication of the Constitution 

(Article 16). 
 

1.3 How the Council Operates 
 

1.3.1 The Council is composed of 44 Councillors (also referred to as Members) 
elected every four years.   

 
1.3.2 Each Councillor is elected to represent an area of the Borough called a Ward, 

and is democratically accountable to the residents of their Ward.  The over-
riding duty of Councillors is to the whole community, but they have a special 
duty to their constituents, including those who did not vote for them. 

 
1.3.3 As well as representing the local community, Councillors play key roles in 

running the Council through meetings of the full Council and through its 
committees, boards and panels.  They may also represent the Council on 
various outside bodies. 

 
1.3.4 Councillors have to agree to follow a Members’ Code of Conduct [set out in 

Annex 3.2 of this Constitution] to ensure high standards in the way they carry 
out their duties.  The Council’s Standards Committee is responsible for 
training and advising Councillors on the Code of Conduct. 

 
1.3.5 All 44 Councillors meet together as a general assembly of the Council, which 

is normally referred to as “the Council” or “the full Council”.  Meetings of the 
Council are normally open to the public.   

 
1.3.6 The full Council remains the ultimate policy-making body of the Council.  It 

can decide to delegate many (though not all) of its powers to smaller groups 
of Councillors or to individual officers employed by the Council.  It can vary or 
withdraw this delegation of powers at any time.  

 
1.3.7 Broadly, the Council has the following functions: 
 

(a) Setting Strategy, which means it approves an annual budget, the 
Council Tax levy and the policy framework.   This policy framework 
includes such things as the Local Plan and other plans, strategies and 
policy documents (both those required by law and others that the 
Council chooses to adopt in addition); 

 
(b) Procedural, which means it approves the Council’s political 

management processes and appoints:- 
 
 (i) the Leader of the Executive (and can remove him or her); 
 
 (ii) people to various groups and outside bodies; 
 
 (iii) Committees, Boards and Panels. 
 
(c) Regulatory, which means it can decide on applications for planning 

permission and certain types of licenses to do things including alcohol, 
entertainment and gambling licences.   Although it normally delegates 
these decisions to a Regulatory Board (Planning) or Licensing 
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Committee, they can be referred to the Council for decision in some 
circumstances; 

 
(d) Standards and Ethics, which means approving statements of policy 

relating to standards in public life; and receiving reports from the 
Council’s Standards Committee, the Monitoring Officer and the Chief 
Finance Officer and deciding what action to take upon them.   

 
1.3.8 The Cabinet, Committees, Boards and Panels are accountable to the Council 

as the ultimate decision-making body and have to work within Terms of 
Reference given to them by the Council.  These Terms of Reference specify 
the functions with which the Cabinet, Committees, Boards and Panels are 
required to carry out on behalf of the Council and define the limits of their 
authority. 

 
1.3.9 The Council has adopted a Conflict Resolution Mechanism.  This is set out in 

the Policy and Budget Procedure Rules [Annex 2.3 to this Constitution].  This 
Mechanism deals with any disputes between the Cabinet and the full Council 
in matters related to the adoption of the budget or the policy framework.  In 
effect, this mechanism enables the Leader of the Executive to delay a 
decision of the full Council for a short time and to ask the Council to 
reconsider the issue. 

 
2. How decisions are made 
 
2.1 The Cabinet 
 

2.1.1 The Cabinet is the part of the Council which is responsible for most day-to-
day decisions.  In particular, it proposes the policy framework and budget to 
the Council and then carries on the work of the Council within this approved 
framework and budget.  The Cabinet is also the focus for community planning 
and leads the search for best value.  

 
2.1.2 The Cabinet is appointed by the Leader of the Executive.  It is normally drawn 

from the majority political party group on the Council, although if no single 
party has an overall majority, the allocation of places in the Cabinet may be 
agreed between the various parties. 

 
2.1.3 It comprises Councillors who hold office for a municipal year, commencing 

with the annual meeting of the Council in May. Meetings are held in public, 
except where confidential and/or exempt matters are being discussed. 

 
2.1.4 The Leader of the Executive allocates specific roles and responsibilities to 

Members of the Cabinet. These roles and responsibilities are referred to as 
'portfolios'.  

 
2.1.5 Decisions of the Cabinet are reached collectively (i.e. by all Cabinet Members 

present at the meeting).  Individual Members of the Cabinet may have 
decision-making powers of their own.  

 
2.1.6 Decisions of the Cabinet, and the reasons for those decisions, are recorded 

and made publicly available together with the background papers that were 
available to the Cabinet when making its decisions. 
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2.1.7 When major decisions (called ‘Key Decisions’) are to be discussed or made in 
the future then, so far as these decisions can be anticipated, they are 
published 28 days in advance in a forthcoming notice [see Article 13].   

 
2.1.8 The Cabinet has to make decisions which are in line with the Council’s overall 

policies and budget.  If the Cabinet wishes to make a decision which is 
outside the policy framework and budget, this must be referred to the Council 
to decide.   

 
2.1.9 The Cabinet may make an urgent decision which is outside the policy 

framework and budget agreed by the Council only in cases of special 
urgency, having first obtained the agreement of the Chair of the Scrutiny 
Committee whose terms of reference include responsibility for scrutiny of 
executive decisions in respect of the matter concerned, who must agree that 
the matter is urgent and that the proposed decision is reasonable. 

 
2.1.10 The Cabinet may appoint Cabinet Committees to consider specific policy 

issues and make recommendations.  Cabinet Committee's are made up of 
Councillors and non-voting persons co-opted to them.  

 
2.2. Scrutiny 
 

2.2.1 The Council is required to appoint at least one Scrutiny Committee. Within 
terms of reference set by the Council, the purpose of scrutiny is to assist the 
Council to improve continuously the performance of its services and the 
policies and strategies within which the Council operates.   

 
2.2.2 Scrutiny has a powerful role in:- 
 

(a) publicly holding the Cabinet to account for its actions; 
 
(b) helping to secure best value in the delivery of Council services; 
 
(c) helping to inform policy development and review; 
 
(d) examining matters of wider local concern. 
 

2.2.3 Within certain guidelines set out in the Scrutiny Procedure Rules [see Annex 
2.5], decisions of the Cabinet can be “called in” for closer scrutiny by a 
Scrutiny Committee whose terms of reference include responsibility for 
scrutiny of executive decisions in respect of the matter concerned.  This is to 
assess whether those decisions are appropriate and sound. 

 
2.2.4 A Scrutiny Committee’s terms of reference may also include conducting and 

overseeing detailed reviews of Council services to ensure they are providing 
value for money and that effective action plans exist to improve services on a 
continuing basis. 

 
2.2.5 A Scrutiny Committee may review and make recommendations to the Cabinet 

and/or to the Council to assist in the development of future policies and 
strategies.  A Scrutiny Committee may also be consulted by the Cabinet or 
the Council on forth-coming issues and policy proposals. 
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2.2.6 A Scrutiny Committee must be appointed by the Council, and must comprise 
a number of Councillors (with an appropriate political balance in membership) 
who hold office for a municipal year commencing with the annual meeting of 
the Council in May.   

 
2.2.7 Decisions of a Scrutiny Committee must be reached in public, except where 

confidential and/or exempt matters are being discussed. 
 
2.2.8 The Chair of any Scrutiny Committee whose Terms of Reference include 

responsibility for scrutiny of executive decisions shall be a Member appointed 
by Full Council. 

 
2.2.9 Members of the Cabinet cannot be Members of any Scrutiny Committee. 
 

2.3 Other Committees, Boards and Panels of the Council  
 

2.3.1 There is a number of functions (such as development control, licensing, 
appointments of senior Council officers and the maintenance of ethical 
standards), which cannot be the responsibility of the Cabinet.  These 
functions are delegated by the Council to other Committees, Boards and 
Panels and to officers of the Council.  These delegations are set out in more 
detail in Article 8 of this Constitution. 

 
2.3.2 The Council is able to appoint any Councillor to other Committees, Boards 

and Panels that take decisions on functions which are not the responsibility of 
the Cabinet, except that in some cases there are requirements as to the 
number of Members of the Cabinet who may be appointed. These 
requirements are set out in more detail in Article 7 of this Constitution. 

 
2.3.3 Decisions of other Committees, Boards and Panels are reached in public 

except where confidential and/or exempt matters are being discussed. 
 

2.4 Outside Bodies 
 

2.4.1 Representatives of the Council on key local, regional or national public bodies 
where joint service planning and operational policy is involved will normally be 
appointed from amongst the Members of the Cabinet.   Exceptionally, 
however, where it is judged to be in the Council’s best interests, such 
appointments may be drawn from other Councillors.   In cases where the 
Council has more than one nominee on such key bodies, the appointment of 
a Councillor who is not a Member of the Cabinet to the second place is 
encouraged, although sometimes the Council’s representation may be best 
secured through an officer appointment.   

 
2.4.2 Other appointments to Outside Bodies are filled by Non-Executive Members 

(i.e. Councillors who are not Members of the Cabinet) and non-elected 
representatives on the basis of the following expectations:- 
 
(a) the Council will consider the expertise, knowledge and interests of 

Members when considering appointments; 
 
(b) representatives on outside bodies should be properly briefed and 

provide feedback to the appropriate part of the Council’s organisation; 
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(c) representation on an outside body should be taken seriously and 
every effort made to attend regularly; 

 
(d) representatives should give a good impression of the Council; 
 
(e) regular contacts should be made with other representatives of the 

Council on outside bodies. 
 

2.4.3 To secure maximum Member representation, the Council may appoint any 
Councillor to School Governing Bodies, whether or not they are Members of 
the Cabinet. 

 
2.5 Area Committees and Joint Arrangements 
 

2.5.1 The Constitution also allows the Council and the Cabinet, if they wish, to 
delegate certain functions to:- 

 
(a) Area Committees or Forums to enable specific issues affecting local 

neighbourhoods to be considered in more detail; and to 
 
(b) joint bodies set up together with other local authorities to deal with 

issues that can be tackled better over a wider area or in a different 
way. 

 
2.5.2 If any such functions are delegated in to area committees or under joint 

arrangements, details of those delegations must be shown in Annex 1.8 to 
this Constitution. 

 
2.6 Non-Executive Councillors (i.e. not Members of the Cabinet) 
 

2.6.1 The roles of a Non-Executive Councillor are:-  
 

(a) through the scrutiny process to:- 
 

(i) represent the community’s interest to the Council; 
(ii) monitor the decisions of the Cabinet; 
(iii) review public services in the borough and contribute to their 

improvement. 
 
(b) to serve on Committees, Boards and Panels of the Council (other than 

the Cabinet); 
 
(c) to advise, and to be consulted by, the Cabinet through Cabinet 

Committees; 
 
(d) to represent the people of their Ward, both as individuals and 

collectively, to the Cabinet and departments of the Council and to 
other public bodies. 

 
2.6.2 The Council is a body corporate and as such individual Councillors have a 

collective responsibility for the Council’s functions.  This collective 
responsibility extends to a duty to ensure that the Council complies with the 
law and does not act unlawfully.  Councillors must think consciously whether 
what is being done under delegated powers is appropriate. 
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2.6.3 Non-Executive Councillors can discharge their responsibilities through:- 
 
(a) holding the Cabinet to account for the discharge of its functions by 

scrutinising decisions both before and after implementation; 
 
(b) the right of any five Members  to requisition a meeting of the Council; 
 
(c) inspection of documents under the access to information legislation; 
 
(d) the power of the Council to appoint and remove the Leader of the 

Executive and the Cabinet. 
 

3. The Council’s Officers 
 

3.1 The Council employs professional, administrative, clerical and manual staff 
referred to as 'officers'. 

 
3.2 The Council is required to designate an officer to act as Head of Paid Service. 
 
3.3 Officers are accountable to the Council as an organisation and serve all 

Members of the Council.  Officers give advice, implement decisions and 
manage the day-to-day delivery of the Council’s services.  Some officers (the 
Head of Paid Service, the Monitoring Officer and the  S151 Officer have a 
specific legal duty to ensure that the Council acts within the law and uses its 
resources wisely.  A code of practice called the Member/Officer Protocol 
governs the relationship between Officers and Members of the Council.  This 
is set out in Annex 3.4 to this Constitution. 

 
3.4 All officers of the Council have a responsibility to act fairly, honestly, in good 

faith and in an impartial way to meet the specified objectives of the Council 
and must not place themselves in a position that would create the least 
suspicion of being influenced by improper motives.  The Officer Code of 
Conduct (see Annex 3.2) outlines existing laws, regulations and conditions of 
service and provides further guidance to assist officers in their day-to-day 
work. 

 
4. Citizens’ Rights 
 

4.1 Citizens have a number of rights in their dealings with the Council.  These are 
set out in more detail in Article 3 of this Constitution.  Some of these are legal 
rights, whilst others depend on the Council’s own processes.  The Citizens’ 
Advice Bureau (CAB) can advise on individuals’ legal rights. 

 
4.2 Where members of the public have a contract with the Council under which 

the Council agrees to do certain things, for example as a Council tenant, they 
have additional rights.  These are not covered in this Constitution. 

 
4.3 Citizens have the right to:- 
 

(a) vote at local elections if they are registered; 
 
(b) contact their local Councillor about any matters of concern to them; 
 
(c) have access to a copy of this Constitution; 
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(d) attend meetings of the full Council, Cabinet, Committees, Boards and 
Panels except where confidential or exempt matters are being 
discussed; 

 
(e) petition to request a referendum on a Mayoral form of executive; 
 
(f) attend meetings of any Scrutiny Committee and, by invitation of a 

committee, contribute to investigations or reviews undertaken by 
them; 

 
(g) from the forthcoming notice (published 28 days in advance) y, find out 

what major decisions are to be discussed or decided by the Cabinet 
and when; 

 
(h) see agendas reports and background papers and records of decisions 

made by the Council, Cabinet, Committees, Boards and Panels (but 
excluding access to confidential/exempt information); 

 
(i) complain to the Council about Council services – the Council 

encourages its customers through its Corporate Complaints 
Procedure to voice their concerns as an opportunity to put things right 
for the customer and to improve services; 

 
(j) complain to the Local Government Ombudsman if they think the 

Council has not followed its procedures properly.  However, they 
should only do this after using the Council’s Corporate Complaints 
Procedure; 

 
(k) complain to the Standards Committee  if they have evidence which 

they think shows that a Councillor has not followed the Member Code 
of Conduct; 

 
(l) inspect the Council’s accounts and to make their views known to the 

external auditor. 
 

4.4 The Council welcomes participation by its citizens in its work.  For further 
information on your rights as a citizen, please contact the Council’s 
Committee and Electoral Services Department on 01474 33 72 47. 
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The Articles of the Constitution 

 
Article 1 - The Constitution 
 
1.1 Powers of the Council 
 

The Council will exercise all its powers and duties in accordance with the law and this 
Constitution. 

 
1.2 The Constitution 
 

This Constitution and all its annexes is the Constitution of Gravesham Borough 
Council. 

 
1.3 Purposes of the Constitution 
 

The purposes of the Constitution are to:  
 
(1) enable the Council to provide clear leadership to the community in 

partnership with citizens, businesses and other organisations; 
 
(2) support the active involvement of citizens in the process of local authority 

decision-making;  
 
(3) help Councillors represent their constituents effectively;   
 
(4) enable decisions to be taken efficiently and effectively;   
 
(5) create a powerful and effective means of holding decision-makers to public 

account;    
 
(6) ensure that no-one will review or scrutinise a decision in which they were 

directly involved;    
 
(7) ensure that those responsible for decision-making are clearly identifiable to 

local people and that they explain the reasons for decisions;    
 
(8) provide a means of improving the delivery of services to the community; and  
 
(9) ensure that the Council’s governance arrangements deliver efficient, 

transparent and accountable decision-making. 
 

1.4 Interpretation of the Constitution 
 
Where the Constitution permits the Council to choose between different courses of action, 
the Council will always choose that option which it thinks is closest to the purposes stated in 
Article 1.3 above.   
 
1.5 Review of the Constitution 
 
The Council will monitor, evaluate and review the operation of the Constitution as set out in 
Article 15 of this Constitution. 
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Article 2 - Members of the Council 
 
2.1 Composition and Eligibility 
 
 (1) Composition   
 

The Council will comprise 44 Councillors (also called Members).  One or 
more Councillors will be elected by the voters of each Ward in accordance 
with the current scheme drawn up by the Local Government Boundary 
Commission for England and confirmed by a legal order.   
 

(2) Eligibility 
 

Only registered voters of the Borough or those living or working in the 
Borough (or such other persons as may be qualified under legislation) will be 
eligible to hold the office of Councillor.   
 

2.2 Election and Terms of Office for Councillors 
 

(1) Election of the whole Council every four years 
 

The regular election of Councillors will be held every four years on the first 
Thursday in May, beginning in 2003.   
 

(2) Terms of Office for Councillors 
 

The terms of office of Councillors will start on the fourth day after being 
elected and will finish on the fourth day after the date of the next regular 
election. 

 
2.3 Roles and Functions of all Councillors 
 

(1) Governance 
 

All Councillors will:-   
 
(a) collectively be the ultimate policy-makers for the Council and carry out 

a number of strategic and corporate management functions;   
 
(b) contribute to the good governance of the Borough and the Council, 

and actively encourage community participation and citizen 
involvement in decision-making;   

 
(c) be involved in decision-making;   
 
(d) effectively represent their communities, including the interests of their 

Ward and of individual constituents whilst also balancing the different 
interests identified within their Ward and representing their Ward as a 
whole;   

 
(e) respond to constituents’ enquiries and representations, fairly and 

impartially and assist constituents in resolving particular concerns or 
grievances;  
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(f) be available to represent the Council on other bodies (for example 
partnerships and Outside Bodies) if appointed to such posts by the 
Council or the Cabinet; and   

 
(g) maintain the highest standards of conduct and ethics in order to give 

expression to the Seven Principles of Public Life and the Member 
Code of Conduct set out in Annexe 3.1 to this Constitution. 

 
(2) Community Representation 
 

(a) all Councillors represent their constituents and play an important role 
in consulting and representing their communities on policy matters,  
such as the Corporate Plan and other Strategy documents, Reviews 
of Services, and matters of concern and interest to their communities 
generally;    

 
(b) through the scrutiny process and through Cabinet Committees, 

Councillors can “feed-in” the views of the community they represent to 
policy development, decision-making and the setting of objectives. 

 
(3) Rights and Duties of All Councillors 
 

(a) councillors will have such rights of access to such documents, 
information, land and buildings of the Council as are necessary for the 
proper discharge of their functions and in accordance with the law;   

 
(b) councillors will not make public information which is confidential or 

exempt without the consent of the Council or divulge information given 
in confidence to anyone other than a Councillor or Officer entitled to 
know it;   

 
(c) for these purposes “confidential” and “exempt” information are defined 

in the Access to Information Rules set out in Annex 2.2 to this 
Constitution. 

 
2.4 Conduct 
 

Councillors will at all times observe the Members’ Code of Conduct, the 
Member/Public Protocol and the Member/Officer Protocol set out in Annexes 3.1, 3.3 
and 3.4 to this Constitution. 
 

2.5 Remuneration and Allowances 
 

(1) Independent Remuneration Panel 
 

The Council will establish and maintain an Independent Remuneration Panel 
in accordance with the Protocol for Appointments to the Independent 
Remuneration Panel set out in Annex 3.7 to this Constitution to provide the 
Council with advice on its Members' Allowances Scheme, the amounts to be 
paid and the pensionability of allowances where relevant, together with any 
other matters that may be required by law. 
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(2) Members’ Allowances 
 

Councillors will be entitled to receive allowances in accordance with the 
Members’ Allowances Scheme set out in Annex 4 to this Constitution. 
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Article 3 – Citizens and the Council 
 
3.1 Citizens’ Rights 
 

Citizens have the following rights.  Their rights to information and to participate are 
explained in more detail in the Access to Information Rules as set out in Annex 2.2 to 
this Constitution. 
 
(1) Voting and Petitions 
 

Citizens who are on the electoral roll for the Borough have the right to vote 
and to sign a petition, requesting a referendum for an elected Mayor form of 
constitution.  Residents and those who work or study within the Borough also 
have the right to sign petitions. 

 
(2) Information  
 

  Citizens have the right to:-    
 

(a) attend meetings of the Council and its Committees, Boards and sub-
committees, except where confidential or exempt information is likely 
to be disclosed and the meeting is therefore held in private;  

 
(b) attend meetings of the Cabinet when “Key Decisions” are being 

considered, except where confidential or exempt information is likely 
to be disclosed and the meeting is therefore held in private;  

 
(c) find out from the Council’s website what “Key Decision(s)” will be 

taken by the Cabinet, or by any bodies or individuals to whom the 
Cabinet may have delegated the exercise of any of its functions, and 
when it is expected those decisions will be taken;  

 
(d) see reports and background papers (excluding confidential/exempt 

information) and any records of decisions made by the Council, 
Cabinet, Committees, Boards and sub-Committees; and   

 
(e) inspect the Council’s accounts and make their views known to the 

external auditor. 
 

(3) Participation 
 

Citizens have the right to participate in the Council’s question time and (on 
invitation by the committee or by the committee Chair) to contribute to 
investigations by a Scrutiny Committee.  
 
Public speaking is allowed at meetings of the Regulatory Board (Planning). 

 
(4) Complaints 

  
Citizens have the right to complain to:-  
 
(a) the Council itself under its Complaints Procedure;  
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(b) the Local Government Ombudsman, after using the Council’s 
Complaints Procedure;  

 
(c) the Standards Committee  about an alleged breach of the Member 

Code of Conduct set out in Annex 3.1 to this Constitution. These 
complaints should be addressed to the Monitoring Officer, Gravesham 
Borough Council, Civic Centre, Windmill Street, Gravesend, Kent, 
DA12 1AU;  

 
3.2 Citizens’ Conduct 

 
Citizens must not be violent, abusing or threatening to Councillors or Officers and 
must not wilfully harm things owned by the Council, Councillors or Officers. 
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Article 4 - The Council 
 
4.1 Meanings 
 

The terms listed below have the following meanings throughout this Constitution. 
 

1 Policy Framework 
The ‘Policy Framework’ means the following Plans and Strategies to be adopted 
by the Council: 
a) Corporate Plan (or equivalent document); 
b) Equalities Policy (or equivalent document); 
c) Local Plan and all related plans and alterations; 
d) Pay Policy Statement; 
e) Housing Strategy (including the Housing Investment Programme and Housing 

Business Plan); 
f) Community Safety Strategy.  
In addition, the Council meeting can adopt any other formal plans or strategies 
which the Council may decide, or which legislation requires, should form part of 
the Policy Framework.  This includes but is not exclusive to: 
a) Working in Partnership Framework; 
b) Code of Corporate Governance; 
c) Licensing Policies as required under the Gambling Act 2005. 

 
(2) Budget 
 

The budget is a statement of Council policy in financial terms and includes the 
overall allocation of financial resources, capital and revenue and the setting of 
the Council Tax base. 

 
(3) Housing Land Transfer 
 

Housing Land Transfer means the approval or adoption of applications 
(whether in draft form or not) to the Secretary of State for approval of a 
programme of disposal of 500 or more properties to a person under the 
Leasehold Reform, Housing and Urban Development Act 1993, or to dispose 
of land used for residential purposes where approval is required under 
Sections 32 or 43 of the Housing Act 1985. 
 

4.2 Functions of the Council 
 

Only the Council will exercise the following functions:-   
 
(1) Constitutional and Procedural Matters, etc.   
 

(a) to adopt and change the Articles of this Constitution;   
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(b) to change the name of the area;   
 
(c) to make, amend or revoke the Procedural Rules set out in Annex 2 to 

this Constitution;  
 
(d) to make, amend or revoke the Codes of Conduct and Protocols set 

out in Annex 3 to this Constitution;   
 
(e) to confer the Freedom of the Borough or the title of Honorary 

Alderman. 
 

(2) Setting the Policy Framework and Related Matters 
 

(a) to approve the Council's Policy Framework, except that in-year 
amendments to Plans or Strategies forming part of the Policy 
Framework and Budget will be delegated to the Cabinet by the 
Council;  

 
(b) to determine each year the Council's revenue and capital budget and 

Council Tax levy, except that determining the rents of Council 
dwellings and related properties and the charges to be made for the 
Council’s services, is delegated to the Cabinet;  

 
(c) subject to the Urgency Procedure contained in the Access to 

Information Procedure Rules detailed in Annex 2.2 to this Constitution, 
to make decisions about any matter in the discharge of an executive 
function which is covered by the Policy Framework or the Budget 
where the Cabinet is minded to make it in a manner which would be:- 

 
(i) contrary to the Policy Framework; or  
 
(ii) contrary to (or not wholly in accordance with) the Budget. 
 

(d) to adopt, amend or revoke the Members' Allowances Scheme under 
Annex 4 of this Constitution, including the levels and pensionability of 
Councillors' allowances;   

 
(e) to make, amend, revoke, re-enact or adopt bylaws and to promote or 

oppose the making of local legislation or personal Bills;  
 
(f) to authorise applications to the Secretary of State for housing land 

transfers of housing stock.   
 

(3) Appointments and Delegations, etc.  
 

(a) to appoint (and remove) the Leader of the Executive; 
 
(b) to determine the terms of reference, composition and membership of 

other Committees, Boards and Panels that report directly to the 
Council, and appointments to them; 
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(c) to adopt and approve amendments to the powers and terms of 
reference of joint and area committees and to make appointments to 
them; 

(d) to appoint representatives to Outside Bodies, except where the 
appointment has been delegated by the Council; 

 
(e) to make or confirm the appointment of the Council’s Statutory Officers 

required under Article 12.5 of this Constitution; 
 
(f) subject to the requirements of the law and the Officer Employment 

Procedural Rules set out in Annex 2.8 to dismiss the Head of Paid 
Service or other Statutory Officers. 

 
(4) Regulatory and Electoral Matters 

 
(a) to deal with findings of maladministration (on receipt of a report from 

the relevant Scrutiny Committee or the Monitoring Officer following a 
report by the Local Government Ombudsman); 

 
(b) to determine the action to be taken on reports by the Monitoring 

Officer or the Chief Finance Officer (including Section 112 and Section 
114 reports); 

 
(c) to consider reports concerning the dismissal of the Head of Paid 

Service, Monitoring Officer or Chief Finance Officer pursuant to the 
procedures set out in the Local Authorities (Standing Orders) 
(England) (Amendment) Regulations 2015 ; 

 
(d) to determine matters relating to local elections unless the function has 

been delegated by the Council; 
 
(e) to review matters relating to electoral and administrative arrangements 

and to determine the Council's response to any consultations or 
proposals by the Electoral Commission relating to the Borough. 

 
(5) Other Matters 
 

(a) to determine any matters referred to the Council for decision by a 
Committee, Board or Panel that reports directly to the Council; 

 
(b) to resolve any dispute between any of the subsidiary bodies of the 

Council if required; 
 
(c) to deal with all ‘local choice functions’ set out in Annex 1.14 to this 

Constitution which the Council decides should be undertaken by itself 
rather than by the Cabinet or a committee or Board; 

 
(d) to deal with any other matter which must, by law, be reserved for 

determination by the Council. 
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4.3 Council Meetings 
 

There are four types of Council meetings:- 
 
(1) The Annual Meeting;   
 
(2) Ordinary Meetings;   
 
(3) Extraordinary Meetings; 
 
(4) The State of the Borough Debate; 
  
and they will be conducted in accordance with the Council Procedure Rules detailed 
in Annex 2.1 to this Constitution. 
 

4.4 Responsibility for Functions 
 

The Council will review and maintain Annex 1 to this Constitution, setting out the 
responsibilities for the non-executive functions of the Council, its Committees, Sub-
Committees, Boards and Panels and delegations of those functions. 

 
The Leader of the Executive will review and maintain Annex 1 to this Constitution 
setting out the responsibilities for the executive functions and delegations of those 
functions. 
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Article 5 – Chairing the Council 
 
5.1 Mayor - Making 
 

The title of 'Mayor' is derived from the Council’s status as a Borough and this office is 
filled annually by a Councillor who is elected by the Council at its Annual Meeting at 
the start of each municipal year. 
 
Mayor-making is regarded as an important civic and ceremonial event.  The election 
of the Mayor is not decided by the Borough’s electorate but by a majority of the 
Councillors present and voting at the Annual Meeting of the Council in May of each 
year.   
 
A Deputy Mayor is elected by the Council from among the Councillors. 
 
The Mayor is addressed as 'The Worshipful the Mayor of Gravesham'.  The Deputy 
Mayor is addressed as 'The Deputy Mayor'.  
 

5.2 Role and functions of the Mayor 
 

The Mayor is the First Citizen of the Borough of Gravesham. 
 

The Mayor, and in his/her absence the Deputy Mayor, have the following roles and 
functions:-   
 
(1) to uphold and promote the purposes of this Constitution and to interpret the 

Constitution where necessary;   
 
(2) to preside over meetings of the Council so that its business can be carried out 

efficiently and with regard to the rights of Councillors and the interests of the 
community;   

 
(3) to ensure that meetings of the Council are forums for the debate of matters of 

concern to the local community and the place at which Members who are not 
in the Cabinet, nor hold office of Committee/Board Chair, are able to hold 
Cabinet Members and Committee/Board Chairs to account;   

 
(4) together with all Members of the Council, to promote public involvement in the 

Council’s activities;  
 
(5) to be the conscience of the Council;   
 
(6) to attend such civic and ceremonial functions as the Council, the Mayor and 

the Leader of the Executive determines are appropriate. 
 
The Mayor and Deputy Mayor cannot be appointed to the Cabinet. 
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Article 6 – Scrutiny    
 
6.1 Purposes of Scrutiny  
 

To achieve enhanced accountability and transparency of the decision-making 
process, effective overview and scrutiny is essential.  Scrutiny is a key element of the 
Council’s executive arrangements and is the main way by which executive decision-
makers are held to public account for the discharge of the functions for which they 
are responsible.    
 
The scrutiny process is also a key mechanism for enabling Councillors to represent 
the views of their constituents and other organisations to the Cabinet and to the 
Council and, by examining the operation and impact of the Council’s policies, are a 
useful means of improving the development of policies and delivery of services. 
 

6.2 Appointment and Terms of Reference  
 

The Council will, at its Annual Meeting, appoint at least one Scrutiny Committee to 
discharge the scrutiny functions required by legislation. 
 
No committee appointed under this Article will continue in existence after the next 
Annual Meeting of the Council following its appointment.  
 

6.3 Membership 
 

Any Scrutiny Committee appointed by the Council must reflect the political balance of 
the Council.  
 
Members of the Cabinet may not be Members of a Scrutiny Committee. 
 
The Chair of any Scrutiny Committee whose Terms of Reference include 
responsibility for scrutiny of executive decisions shall be a Member appointed by Full 
Council. 
 
In deciding the membership of a Scrutiny Committee, the Council shall take into 
account the particular skills and expertise required to ensure that thorough and 
informed scrutiny and reviews take place.  
 
A scrutiny committee may co-opt people to act as non-voting members in accordance 
with the Scrutiny Procedure Rules. 
 

6.4 Sub-Committees 
 

A Scrutiny Committee may delegate any of its functions to a sub-committee of itself, 
the membership of which must be drawn solely from the Members (including 
substitutes) of the appointing Scrutiny Committee.  
 
No more than three sub-committees of any one Scrutiny Committee may be in 
existence at any one time. 
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Any sub-committee appointed by a Scrutiny Committee must reflect the political 
balance of the Council unless the Committee determines otherwise with no votes 
being cast against by any Committee Member present and voting. 
 

6.5 Meetings and Procedure 
 

A Scrutiny Committee must meet in public except where confidential and/or exempt 
matters are being discussed. 
 
Meetings must be conducted in accordance with the Scrutiny Procedure Rules set 
out in Annex 2.5 to this Constitution. 
 

6.6 Scope of external Scrutiny 
 

Within its Terms of Reference a Scrutiny Committee may examine matters which are 
not the direct responsibility of the Council where these are relevant to the remit of the 
Committee (or sub-committee).   
 
A Scrutiny Committee may also make reports or recommendations to the Cabinet 
and/or to the Council in relation to matters which are not the responsibility of the 
Council but which nevertheless affect the Borough or its inhabitants. 
 

6.7 Witnesses and Consultees 
 

A Scrutiny Committee may, within the limitations set in the Scrutiny Procedure Rules 
in Annex 2.5 to this Constitution, require Members of the Cabinet, or any other 
Member of the Council or any Director or Chief Officer of the Council to appear 
before the Committee and answer questions.  
 
Officers are employed by the Council to work for and serve the Council as a whole.  
Scrutiny Committees will respect the political neutrality of Officers. 
 
The scrutiny process benefits from input from all those with a legitimate interest, 
including the local community and other local public, private and voluntary 
organisations.  Particular attention should be paid to obtaining views from “hard to 
reach” groups such as minority ethnic communities and people with disabilities.  
Where appropriate, representatives of legitimate community groups should be asked 
to contribute to the review of issues particularly affecting them, for example residents’ 
and tenants’ associations.  
 
A Scrutiny Committee may, therefore, also invite any other person to appear before 
it, subject to that person’s consent. 
 

6.8 Limitations 
 

A Scrutiny Committee can only discharge the following functions and no other 
functions of the Council:- 
 
(1) to carry out the scrutiny functions required by legislation, The Scrutiny 

Procedure Rules and the committee’s Terms of Reference;  
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(2) to make reports or recommendations to the Cabinet or the Council on those 
matters; 

 
(3) to make reports or recommendations to the Cabinet or the Council in respect 

of matters which affect the Council's area or its inhabitants. 
 
This is to ensure there is a clear separation between the discharge of functions and 
the review and oversight of those functions. 

 
6.9 Finance and Staffing 
 

A Scrutiny Committee shall exercise overall responsibility for the expenditure of any 
budget made available to it and for the use of any officer time allocated to it by the 
Council. 
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Article 7 -  Leader and Cabinet Executive 
 
7.1 Role and Functions 
 

The Council has adopted a form of executive arrangements known as a new style 
"Leader and Cabinet Executive".  The various parts of this Constitution that together 
comprise the Council’s executive arrangements are set out in Annex 1.18 to this 
Constitution. 
 
The Executive will exercise all of the Council’s functions which are not the 
responsibility, whether by law or under this Constitution, of any other part of the 
Council. 

 
7.2 Form and Composition 
 
 (1) The Executive will comprise:- 
 

1.1 The Leader who will be a Councillor elected by the Council at the Annual 
Meeting of the full Council following on from the ordinary election of all 
Councillors;  
 

1.2 no more than ten Cabinet Members, including the Leader and the Deputy 
Leader. 

 
7.3 Leader of the Executive 
 

(1) The term of office of the Leader starts on the day of his/her election as Leader 
and ends on the day of the next post election Annual Meeting (under whole 
Council elections) unless, before that day, he/she:- 

 
1.1 is removed from office or resigns; 
 
1.2 ceases to be a Councillor; or 
 
1.3 is disqualified from being a Councillor. 

 
(2) The Leader will be a Councillor of the Borough of Gravesham and will be 

elected by the Council to serve for a term of four years or until the Annual 
Meeting following the next ordinary Council elections. 

 
(3) During his/her term of office the Leader will continue to hold office as a 

Councillor and accordingly, any enactment which provides for earlier 
retirement as a Councillor will not apply. 

 
(4) The Council will have the power to remove the Leader from office before the 

end of his/her four year term by way of resolution.  At any meeting of the Full 
Council a Councillor may propose that "the Council has no confidence in the 
Leader".  If carried by a simple majority of those Councillors present and 
voting, the Leader will be removed from office. 
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(5) If the Council passes a resolution to remove the Leader, a new Leader will be 
elected:- 

 
5.1 at the same meeting at which the Leader is removed from office; or 
 
5.2 at a subsequent meeting. 
 

7.4 Appointment of the Cabinet and scheme of delegation 
 

(1) The Leader will decide the size of his/her Cabinet (subject to a maximum of 
ten, including the Leader and Deputy Leader) and will appoint Cabinet 
Members from among the serving Councillors.  The Leader may replace or 
remove Cabinet Members at any time. 

 
(2) All executive functions of the Council will be vested in the Leader.  The 

Leader may exercise those functions himself/herself, or may delegate 
specified executive functions to be exercised by the Cabinet collectively, a 
Cabinet Committee, an individual Cabinet Member or an Officer.  The Leader 
may revoke such delegations at any time. 

 
(3) Delegation of executive function(s) to be exercised by a Cabinet Member or 

by a Ward Councillor in accordance with Section 236 of the Local 
Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007; will be at the 
discretion of the Leader. 

 
(4) The Leader will report to Council on all appointments and changes to the 

Cabinet (Executive) and delegation of executive functions of the Council. 
 

Neither the Mayor nor Deputy Mayor may be elected as Leader of the Executive or 
be appointed to the Cabinet. 

 
The Leader of the Executive may not be appointed to any Scrutiny Committee or to 
the Standards Committee.  Other Members of the Cabinet may not be Chair of the 
Standards Committee and may not be appointed to any Scrutiny Committee. 
Not more than two Members of the Cabinet (or the nearest whole number equivalent 
to 20 per cent of the total membership of the Regulatory Board (Planning), whichever 
is the lesser figure) may be appointed to the Regulatory Board (Planning) or such 
other committee or sub-committee as may be appointed to determine matters relating 
to the grant of licences and statutory consents or enforcement action against 
persons.  No Member of the Cabinet so appointed shall be the Chair or Vice-Chair of 
the Regulatory Board (Planning) nor of any other committee or sub-committee 
discharging similar functions. 

 
The nearest whole number equivalent to 50 per cent of the total membership of the 
Appointments Board will be selected by the Leader of the Executive for appointment 
to the Appointments Board (or such other committee as may be appointed to 
determine matters relating to the appointment of officers).    
 
Not less than three Members of the Appointments Board who have been selected by 
the Leader of the Executive (or the nearest whole number equivalent to 50 per cent 
of the total membership of an Appointments Panel constituted from the membership 
of the Appointments Board, whichever is the lesser figure) will be appointed to an 
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Appointments Panel or any other body authorised to make an appointment to the 
Council’s staff. 
 
There shall not be any co-optees, deputies or substitutes for Members of the 
Cabinet, excepting that Members of the Cabinet (including the Leader) may be 
substitutes for each other on any sub-Committees, Panels or Working Groups 
established by, and reporting to, the Cabinet. 

 
7.5 Deputy Leader 

 
(1) The Leader will appoint a Deputy Leader from among the Cabinet Members.  

The Leader may replace the Deputy Leader at any time, but otherwise the 
Deputy Leader will remain in post for the duration of the Leader's term of 
office. 

 
(2) The Deputy Leader will have authority to exercise the Leader's powers only in 

the event that the Leader is unable to act at any time or the office of Leader is 
vacant. 

 
(3) If the Deputy Leader is unable to act or the office is vacant, the Cabinet 

(Executive) must act in the Leader's place or arrange for a Member of the 
Cabinet (Executive) to do so. 

 
7.6 Proceedings of the Cabinet 
 

Proceedings of the Leader and Cabinet Executive shall take place in accordance with 
the Executive Procedure Rules set out in Annex 2.4 to this Constitution. 
 

7.7 Delegation of Powers 
 

The Service Manager  (Communities) shall maintain a list setting out clearly which 
Members of the Cabinet, sub-committees of the Cabinet, officers of the Council, area 
committees or joint arrangements with other local authorities carry current 
responsibilities for the discharge of functions delegated by the Cabinet, together with 
the current allocation of portfolios amongst Cabinet Members.  This list, as amended 
from time to time, shall be incorporated within Annex 1 to this Constitution and shall 
be made publicly available. 
 

7.8 Cabinet Committees  
 

The Leader may appoint Cabinet Committees to advise it about carrying out its 
functions.  Such Committees, and appointments of individuals to them, may exist for 
a fixed or unspecified period, but in any event will cease upon a change in the 
political control of the Council or at the Annual Meeting of the Council immediately 
following a general election of the entire Council.    
 
When establishing a Cabinet Committee, the Leader shall also state the Committee’s 
Terms of Reference and composition, which shall be made publicly available.  
Appointments and terminations of appointments of individuals to existing committees 
shall similarly be made public. 
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Such Committees may be made up of any mixture of Councillors.   Council officers 
may attend meetings of such Committees to provide information.  

 
Cabinet Committees need not comply with the legislation on political proportionality, 
but they should reflect a broad cross-section of both the Council and the wider 
community.  Committees should be constituted having regard to the particular 
knowledge and skills of those appointed. 

 
Any written reports made by a Cabinet Committee to the Cabinet shall be made 
publicly available, except where they contain confidential and/or exempt information. 

 
7.9 Ethics and Probity 
 

Members of the Cabinet will be treated no differently from other Councillors in that 
they will be subject to the Member Code of Conduct set out in Annex 3.1 to this 
Constitution, and to investigation should any allegations of breaches of the Code be 
received. 

 
Members of the Cabinet will be required to declare and register their interests and, if 
appropriate, to seek local dispensations from the Standards Committee. 
 

7.10 Officer Support 
 

Officers are employed by the Council to work for and serve the Council as a whole.  
The Cabinet will respect the political neutrality of Officers. 
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Article 8 – Regulatory Board (Planning) and other Committees 
 
8.1 Appointment of Committees by the Council 
 

The Council will appoint a Regulatory Board (Planning) to deal with the Council’s 
development control, licensing and other quasi-judicial functions, together with such 
other committees, boards and panels as it considers appropriate to discharge its 
functions, with the exception of any such functions which are reserved to the full 
Council under Article 4 of this Constitution. 
 
Details of all such committees, boards and panels, their membership and terms of 
reference, as amended from time to time, shall be set out in Annex 1.2 to this 
Constitution. 
 
No committee, board or panel appointed under this Article will continue in existence 
after the next Annual Meeting of the Council following its appointment. 
In respect of any committee, board or panel appointed under this Article, the Council 
may at any time:- 

 
(1) dissolve or alter its membership; and/or 
 
(2) withdraw, extend or modify its terms of reference and powers; and/or 
 
(3) refer to it any matter not reserved to the full Council. 

 
8.2 Meetings of Committees 
 

Meetings of all committees, boards and panels appointed to discharge the Council’s 
functions will be held in public, except where confidential and/or exempt matters are 
being discussed. 
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Article 9 – The Standards Committee 
 
Explanatory Comment 
 
Standards Committees have an important role in strengthening and maintaining the high 
standards of conduct required of Members and officers. 
 
9.1 Standards Committee 
 

The Council has established a Standards Committee. 
 
9.2 Composition 
 

(a) Membership.  The Standards Committee is composed of nine Members. 
 
(b) Political Balance. The Standards Committee will be politically balanced.   
 
(c) Quorum. The Quorum of the Councillor Conduct Committee shall be three  

Councillors.  
 
(d) Chairing the Committee.  A Member of the Executive may not chair the 

Committee. 
9.3 Role and function 
 

For the Standards Committee Terms of Reference see Annex 1.2 of the Constitution. 
 
9.4 The Committee will receive allegations that a Councillor or voting or non-voting co-

opted member of the Council of the 6 Parish Councils has breached the relevant 
Members Code of Conduct and decide whether or not an investigation is to be 
carried out in relation to those complaints.   

9.5 If the Committee decides to refer the allegation to the Monitoring Officer for 
investigation it shall receive the report of any investigator and the opinion of 
the Independent Person. The Committee may on receipt of the report, the 
opinion and any written representations decide whether a breach of the 
Councillor Code of Conduct has occurred and if so what action to recommend. 
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Article 10 – Area Committees and Forums  
 
10.1 Form and Composition  
 

The Council may appoint area committees and forums as it sees fit, if it is satisfied 
that to do so will ensure improved service delivery in the context of best value and 
more efficient, transparent and accountable decision making.  
 
The Council will consult with relevant Parish Councils when considering whether and 
how to establish area committees.  The objective will be to establish a partnership 
approach to strengthen the focus of action and to help give local communities a real 
input into decisions which affect them. 
 
Area committees or forums can take many forms and undertake a variety of roles.  
For example, they may be made up of Councillors, representatives from other public, 
private and voluntary sector bodies in the area and members of the public, or they 
may be made up of Councillors only.   
 
Area committees can be purely advisory and consultative bodies or they can have 
specific functions and budgets delegated to them by the Council.   
 
Area Forums must be advisory and/or consultative bodies only. 
 

10.2 Appointment of Area Committees & Forums 
 

Where the Council decides to appoint an Area Committee or Forum, it shall detail the 
Committee or Forum’s Terms of Reference and composition (as amended from time 
to time) in Annex 1.8 to this Constitution. 
 
The composition of Area Committees and Forums must in all cases reflect the law on 
co-optees and political balance commensurate with their Terms of Reference.  In 
general, however, Area Committees need not reflect the political balance of the 
Council as a whole if all of the voting Members on the committee represent Wards 
within its area and that area does not exceed two fifths of the total for the Council by 
reference to population or area. 
 
Area Committees may also include voting co-optees if the Committee is appointed 
exclusively to discharge functions relating to:-   
 
(1) Corporate Property Management; 
 
(2) Housing Management (of 1,500 dwellings or one quarter of the Council’s 

stock, whichever is the less); 
 
(3) Promotion of tourism; 
 
(4) Festival Management; 
 
(5) Joint County/District Functions discharged by a joint committee. 
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10.3 Delegation of Functions to Area Committees 
 

The Council may only delegate to Area Committees those functions which are not the 
functions of the Executive and which are not reserved by law to the Council itself. 
 
Subject to the provisions of Article 7.07 of this Constitution, the Executive may 
delegate functions to an Area Committee.  In deciding to delegate functions for which 
it is responsible, the Executive must satisfy itself that the delegation will not adversely 
affect efficiency, transparency and accountability in respect of the discharge of those 
functions and that the arrangements will deliver best value.  The Executive remains 
and will be seen to remain, accountable for those functions as the clear, accountable 
corporate leadership of the Council. 
 
If both executive and non-executive functions are delegated to the same Area 
Committee, the agendas for, and reports submitted to, the meeting must make it 
clear whether the decisions required relate to Executive functions or not. 
 
Where the Council decides to appoint an Area Committee, Annex 1.8 to this 
Constitution must clearly state:- 
 
(1) which of the Area Committee’s powers and functions are the responsibility of 

the Executive (and therefore exercisable under the supervision of the 
Executive) and which are not;  

 
(2) the budgets and limits on authority accompanying a delegation by the Council 

or the Executive. 
 
Both the Council and the Executive will continue to have powers to discharge the 
functions which they have delegated to an Area Committee.  This ensures that there 
is sufficient flexibility so that if the Council or the Cabinet need to exercise the powers 
(for example in consequence of the exercise of another power) then they have the 
ability to do so. 
 
Functions which are the responsibility of the Executive and which are delegated to an 
Area Committee must be exercised in accordance with the Council’s Policy 
Framework and Budget and any written guidance provided by the Executive in 
relation to those functions.  
 
Regardless of any other provisions of this Constitution, however, an Area Committee 
may not take a decision which significantly affects all of the Council’s area, or a part 
of the Council’s area in respect of which that Committee does not have functions, 
though it may make recommendations to the Executive to do so. 
 

10.4 Conflicts of Interest: Membership of Area and Scrutiny Committees 
 

It is a fundamental principle of accountability that a Councillor cannot scrutinise 
his/her own decisions.  Therefore:- 
 
(1) if the relevant Scrutiny Committee is scrutinising specific decisions or 

proposals in relation to the business of an Area Committee of which the 
Councillor concerned is a Member, then the Councillor may not speak or vote 
at the Scrutiny Committee meeting unless an exemption or dispensation to do 
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so is given by the Standards Committee in accordance with the Standards 
Committee Protocol set out in Annex 3.8 to this Constitution;   

 
(2) where the relevant Scrutiny Committee is reviewing policy affecting the whole 

or a large part of the Borough generally, the Member must declare his/her 
interest orally before the relevant agenda item is reached, but need not 
withdraw from the decision making process. 

 
10.5 Area Committees: Access to Information 
 

Area Committees will comply with the Access to Information Rules detailed in Annex 
2.2 to this Constitution. 

 
Agendas and notices for Area Committee meetings which deal both with functions of 
the Executive and functions which are not the responsibility of the Executive must 
identify clearly which items are which. 

 
10.6 Executive Members on Area Committees 
 

A Member of the Cabinet may serve on an Area Committee if otherwise eligible to do 
so as a Councillor. 
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Article 11 – Joint Arrangements 
 
11.1 Arrangements to Promote Well-being 
 

In order to promote the economic, social or environmental well-being of its area, the 
Cabinet may:-   
 
(1) enter into arrangements or agreements with any person or body;   
 
(2) co-operate with, or facilitate or co-ordinate the activities of, any person or 

body;  
 
(3) exercise on behalf of that person or body any functions of that person or 

body. 
 

11.2 Joint Arrangements  
 

The Council may enter into arrangements with one or more other local authorities 
and/or their Executives to discharge jointly functions which are not functions of the 
Executive.  Those arrangements may include establishing a joint committee either to 
advise the local authorities on matters of joint interest or to discharge functions on 
their behalf.  
 
The Executive may establish joint arrangements with one or more other local 
authorities (including Parish Councils) to exercise functions which are executive 
functions.  Such arrangements may involve the appointment of joint committees with 
those other local authorities. 
 
Except as set out below, the Executive may only appoint Members of the Cabinet to 
a joint committee and those appointments need not reflect the political composition of 
the Council as a whole.  
 
The Executive may appoint Members from outside the Cabinet to a joint committee 
where the joint committee has functions for only part of the area of the Council and 
that area is smaller than two-fifths of the Council by area or population.  In such 
cases, the Executive may appoint to the joint committee any Councillor who is a 
Councillor for a Ward which is wholly or partly contained within the area of the joint 
committee.  The political balance requirements do not apply to such appointments. 
 
When entering into any such joint arrangements the Executive may agree:-   
 
(1) the number of Members of a joint committee to be appointed from each of the 

participating local authorities; and   
 
(2) arrangements for the delegation by joint committees to sub-committees of 

themselves or to Officers. 
 
In deciding whether to enter into any such joint arrangements in respect of functions 
for which it is responsible, the Executive must satisfy itself that those arrangements 
will not adversely affect efficiency, transparency and accountability in respect of the 
discharge of those functions and that the arrangements will deliver best value.  The 
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Executive remains and will be seen to remain, accountable for those functions as the 
clear, accountable corporate leadership of the Council. 
The terms of reference and other relevant details of all joint arrangements, as 
amended from time to time (including the membership of, and any delegations to, 
joint committees) shall be set out in Annex 1.15 to this Constitution. 

 
11.3 Access to Information 
 

If a joint committee is composed solely of Members who are also Cabinet Members 
in their own authority, then the access to information regime in the Cabinet 
Procedure Rules set out in Annex 2.4 to this Constitution apply to the joint 
committee’s business. 

 
However, if any Member of a joint committee is not a Cabinet Member in their own 
authority, then the Access to Information Rules in Part VA of the Local Government 
Act 1972, and set out in Annex 2.2 to this Constitution, apply. 
 

11.4 Delegation to and from other Local Authorities 
 

The Council may delegate non-executive functions to another local authority or, in 
certain circumstances (see below), to the Cabinet of another local authority (including 
Parish Councils). 
 
The Executive may delegate executive functions to another local authority or, in 
certain circumstances (see below), to the Cabinet of another local authority. 
 
The circumstances that determine whether or not a function may be delegated to the 
Cabinet of another local authority are as follows:- 
 
(1) The function concerned must be the responsibility of the Cabinet of the 

authority to which the function is being delegated in circumstances where the 
function concerned:-   

 
(a) is the responsibility of the Cabinet in both authorities;   
 
(b) is the responsibility of the Cabinet in the delegating authority, but the 

function is not a function of the authority to which it is being delegated; 
 
(c) is not the responsibility of the Cabinet in the delegating authority, but 

is the responsibility of the Cabinet in the authority to which it is being 
delegated; 

 
(2) The function concerned cannot be the responsibility of the Cabinet of the 

authority to which the function is being delegated in circumstances where the 
function concerned:-   

 
(a) is not the responsibility of the Cabinet in the delegating authority, and 

the function is not a function of the authority to which it is being 
delegated;  

 
(b) is not the responsibility of the Cabinet in both the delegating authority 

and the authority to which it is being delegated.   
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(3) It is for the two authorities to choose whether or not the Cabinet in the 

authority to which it is being delegated should be responsible for the function 
in circumstances where the function concerned is the responsibility of the 
Cabinet in the delegating authority, but not in the authority to which it is being 
delegated. 

 
In all cases, however, the decision as to whether or not to accept such a delegation 
from another local authority is reserved to the Council. 
 
The Council and/or the Executive (as appropriate) continue to have the power to 
discharge the functions which are the subject of joint committee arrangements. 
Functions which are the responsibility of the Executive and which are to be 
discharged under joint arrangements must be exercised in accordance with the 
Policy Framework and Budget set by the Council. 
 
In deciding to delegate a function for which it is responsible, the Executive must 
satisfy itself that the delegation will not adversely affect efficiency, transparency and 
accountability in respect of the discharge of those functions and that the 
arrangements will deliver best value.  The Executive remains and will be seen to 
remain, accountable for those functions as the clear, accountable corporate 
leadership of the Council. 

 
11.5 Contracting Out  
 

Provided there is no delegation of the Council's statutory decision-making functions, 
the Executive may contract out to another body or organisation those of its functions 
which may in law be exercised by an officer of the Council and which are either:-  
 
(1) subject to an order under Section 70 of the Deregulation and Contracting Out 

Act 1994; or   
 
(2) under contracting arrangements where the contractor acts as the Council's 

agent under usual contracting principles. 
 
In deciding to contract out a function for which it is responsible, the Executive must 
satisfy itself that contracting out that function will not adversely affect efficiency, 
transparency and accountability in respect of the discharge of those functions and 
that the arrangements will deliver best value.  The Executive remains and will be 
seen to remain, accountable for those functions as the clear, accountable corporate 
leadership of the Council. 
 

11.6 Scrutiny of Joint Arrangements 
 

A Scrutiny Committee whose Terms of Reference include responsibility for scrutiny of 
executive decisions in respect of the matter concerned is able to hold the Executive 
to account both for a decision to delegate or contract out a particular function and for 
the actual discharge of the function. 
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11.7 Conflicts of Interests – Membership of Joint and Scrutiny Committees 
 

It is a fundamental principle of accountability that a Councillor cannot scrutinise 
his/her own decisions.  Therefore:- 
 
If the relevant Scrutiny Committee is examining specific matters in relation to the 
business of a joint committee or joint arrangement of which the Councillor concerned 
is a Member, then the Councillor may not speak or vote at the Scrutiny Committee 
meeting unless a local dispensation to do so is given by the Standards Committee in 
accordance with the Standards Committee Protocol set out in Annex 3.8 to this 
Constitution.   
 
Where the relevant Scrutiny Committee is reviewing policy generally and where the 
specific business of a joint committee or joint arrangement of which the Councillor 
concerned is a Member is not a central or significant feature of that review, then the 
Member must declare his/her interest orally before the relevant agenda item is 
reached, but may speak and vote. 
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Article 12 – Officers of the Council 
 
12.1 Terminology 
 

The term ‘officers’ means all employees and staff (managerial, professional, 
technical, administrative, clerical and manual) engaged by the Council to carry out its 
functions. 
 

12.2 General Principles 
 

In employing and organising officer support for the different roles within the Council, 
the Council will follow a number of key principles with a view to delivering efficient 
and effective services:-   
 
(1) all officers are employed by, and are accountable to, the Council as a whole, 

and the Council will both expect and respect the political neutrality of officers 
in the discharge of their functions;   

 
(2) adequate support from officers is provided for the discharge of all the 

Council’s functions and specifically the roles of the Council, the Cabinet, 
Scrutiny Committees, other Committees, Boards, Panels and individual 
Members representing their communities, etc;    

 
(3) day to day managerial and operational decisions remain the responsibility of 

the Council’s Directors, Assistant Directors, Service Managers and other 
officers;   

 
(4) the Council seeks to avoid creating potential conflicts of interests for officers 

arising from the separation of the Cabinet and Scrutiny roles; and  
 
(5) all officers have access to appropriate training and development to help them 

support the various functions of the Council and its Members effectively. 
 

The roles, responsibilities and rights of officers and Members are set out in the 
Member/Officer Protocol set out in Annex 3.4 to this Constitution. 
 

12.3 Appointment of Officers Generally 
 

The Council will employ such officers as it considers necessary to carry out its 
functions efficiently and effectively. 

 
Appointments of officers cannot be the responsibility of the Executive.  

 
Appointment of officers other than Directors and Chief Officers is the responsibility of 
the Head of Paid Service or his/her nominee(s). 
 

12.4 Appointment of Directors and Chief Officers 
 

The Council will employ persons for the posts, functions and areas of responsibility 
specified in Annex 1.11 to this Constitution (as amended from time to time), who will 
be designated as Directors and Chief Officers (as appropriate). 
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Appointments to posts of Directors and Chief Officers will be made by an 
Appointments Panel constituted from within the membership of an Appointments 
Board appointed by the full Council.   
 
The composition of the Appointments Board, and any Panel constituted from within 
its membership, shall comply with Article 7.4 of this Constitution. 
 
The political proportionality rules shall apply to the Appointments Board and to any 
Appointment Panel constituted from within its membership. 
 

12.5 Statutory Officers  
 

The Council will designate the posts specified in Articles 12.7 to 12. 
9 below (as amended from time to time) to discharge the functions set out in those 
Articles. 
 

12.6 Management Structure 
 

The Head of Paid Service will determine and publicise a description of the overall 
departmental structure of the Council showing the management structure and 
deployment of officers.  This is set out in Annex 5 to this Constitution. 
 

12.7 Functions of the Head of Paid Service 
 

The Head of Paid Service will report to the Council or to the Executive (as 
appropriate) on the manner in which the discharge of the Council’s functions is co-
ordinated, the numbers and grades of officers required for the discharge of functions 
and the organisation of officers. 

 
The Head of Paid Service may not be designated as the Council’s Monitoring Officer 
but may hold the post of Chief Finance Officer if s/he is a qualified accountant. 

 
12.8 Functions of the Monitoring Officer 
 

The Monitoring Officer performs a key function in ensuring lawfulness and integrity in 
the operation of the Council’s decision-making process including investigation and 
reporting on issues that embrace all aspects of the Council’s functions.  

 
In order for the Monitoring Officer to carry out his/her statutory duties and powers, the 
Council will need to ensure that s/he has access as necessary to meetings and 
papers and that Members consult with him/her regularly. 
 
The statutory duties and powers of the Monitoring Officer are as follows:- 

 
(1) Maintaining the Constitution:  to ensure an up-to-date version of the 

Constitution is maintained and that it is widely available for consultation by 
Members, Officers and the public; 

 
(2) Ensuring Lawfulness and Integrity of Decision Making:  after consulting 

with the Head of Paid Service and the Chief Finance Officer, the Monitoring 
Officer will report to the Council, or to the Cabinet in relation to an executive 
function, if s/he considers that any proposal, decision or omission would give 
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rise to unlawfulness or if any decision or omission has given rise to 
maladministration.  Such a report will have the effect of stopping the proposal 
or decision being implemented until the report has been considered; 

 
(3) Supporting the Standards Committee:  the Monitoring Officer will 

contribute to the promotion and maintenance of high standards of conduct 
through provision of support to the Standards Committee;   

 
(4) Access to Information:  the Monitoring Officer will make sure that effective 

arrangements exist to ensure that Cabinet decisions, together with the 
reasons for those decisions and relevant reports and background papers are 
made publicly available as soon as possible;  

 
(5) Advising whether decisions are within the Policy Framework:  the 

Monitoring Officer will advise whether the decisions of the Cabinet and Key 
Decisions by officers are in accordance with the Council’s Policy Framework;  

 
(6) Providing Advice:  the Monitoring Officer will provide advice on the scope of 

powers and authority to take decisions, maladministration, impropriety, probity 
and Policy Framework issues to all Councillors;   

 
(7) Restrictions on Posts: the Monitoring Officer cannot be the Chief Finance 

Officer or the Head of Paid Service. 
 
The duties of the Monitoring Officer must be carried out personally but may be 
carried out by a deputy nominated by him/her to act in the event of absence or 
illness.  It is the function of the Monitoring Officer to appoint a deputy, not the 
Council. 
 

12.9 Functions of the Chief Finance Officer (Section 151 Officer) 
 

The Council recognises the importance of the Chief Finance Officer’s key role in 
providing advice on vires issues (i.e. whether or not the Council has the power to do 
something), maladministration, financial impropriety, probity and Policy Framework 
and Budget issues to all Members of the Council.   
 
In particular, the Chief Finance Officer has a statutory responsibility for:-   
 
(1) Ensuring Lawfulness and Financial Prudence of Decision Making:  after 

consulting with the Head of Paid Service and the Monitoring Officer, the Chief 
Finance Officer will report to the Council, or to the Cabinet in relation to 
executive functions, and the Council’s external auditor, if s/he considers that 
any proposal, decision or course of action will involve incurring unlawful 
expenditure, or is unlawful and is likely to cause a loss or deficiency or if the 
Council is about to enter an item of account unlawfully;  

 
(2) Administration of Financial Affairs:  the Chief Finance Officer has 

responsibility for the administration of the financial affairs of the Council;   
 
(3) Contributing to Corporate Management:  the Chief Finance Officer 

contributes to the Corporate Management of the Council, in particular through 
the provision of professional financial advice;   
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(4) Providing Advice:  the Chief Finance Officer provides advice on the scope of 

powers and authority to take decisions, maladministration, financial 
impropriety, probity and Policy Framework and Budget issues to all 
Councillors and will support and advise Councillors and officers in their 
respective roles; 

 
(5) Provision of Financial Information:  the Chief Finance Officer provides 

financial information to Councillors and the public. 
 
The duties of the Chief Finance Officer (apart from the administration of the financial 
affairs of the Council) must be carried out personally, but can be carried out by a 
deputy nominated by him/her in cases of absence or illness.  It is the function of the 
Chief Finance Officer to appoint a deputy, not the Council. 
 

12.10 Duty to Provide Sufficient Resources to the Monitoring Officer and Chief 
Finance Officer 

 
The Council will provide the Monitoring Officer and the Chief Finance Officer with 
such Officers, accommodation and other resources as are, in the opinion of those 
officers, sufficient to allow their duties to be performed. 

 
12.11 Conduct 
 

Officers are subject to the Officer Code of Conduct set out in Annex 3.2 to this 
Constitution, which is included in their terms and conditions of employment.  Officers 
must comply with the Officer Code of Conduct. 
 

12.12 Employment 
 

The recruitment, selection and dismissal of officers will comply with the Officer 
Employment Procedure Rules detailed in Annex 2.8 to this Constitution. 
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Article 13 – Decision making 
 
Explanatory note 
 
The Council is required to keep an up to date record of which part of the Council or which 
individual has responsibility for particular types of decisions or decisions relating to particular 
areas or functions.  This record is set out in Annex 1 of this Constitution. 
 
13.1 Responsibility for decision making 
 

A purpose of the Executive structure is to expedite decision making.  Accordingly the 
intention of the Council is that decision taking should be delegated in the interests of 
speed where that is consistent with the democratic process in terms of accountability 
and openness.  References to the Executive include the Leader, Cabinet or any 
portfolio holder or officer exercising powers individually. 
 
The Leader, or in circumstances set out in the Constitution, the Deputy Leader, will 
determine the level at which decisions are made, but such decisions will only be 
effective when notified to and recorded by the Proper Officer unless otherwise 
provided for within this Constitution. 
 
The separation of powers between the Council and the Executive is fundamental to 
the operation of modernised local government. 
 
The Local Authorities (Functions and Responsibilities) Regulations 2000 as amended 
set out what decisions the Council must make itself and these are detailed in 
Article 4.2. 
 
Annex 1.1 sets out those functions which are reserved to Full Council. 

 
13.2 Principles of decision making 
 

All decisions of the Council, its Committees, the Executive and those under 
delegated powers shall have regard to the following principles of good practice:- 
 
• consideration of all options available; 
• having regard to due consultation; 
• consideration of professional advice from officers; 
• clarity of aims and desired outcomes; 
• the action proposed must be proportionate to the desired outcome; 
• having respect and regard for human rights; 
• presumption for openness; 
• only relevant matters taken into account; 
• due weight to all material considerations; 
• proper procedures will be followed. 
 

13.3 Types of decision 
 

(a) Decisions reserved to Full Council – decisions relating to the matters listed in 
Article 4.2 will be made by Full Council and not delegated. 
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(b) Decisions made by Committees appointed by the Council – power to make 
such decisions is delegated by the Council in accordance with the terms of 
reference contained in Annex 1.2 of this Constitution (Section 101, Local 
Government Act 1972). 

 
(c) Decisions of the Executive will comprise:- 
 

(i) key decisions; and 
(ii) other decisions. 
 
“Key decisions” relate to an Executive decision, which is likely:- 
 
(i) to result in the authority incurring expenditure which is, or the making 

of savings which are, significant having regard to the Council’s budget 
for the service or function to which the decision relates; 

 
or 
 
(ii) to be significant in terms of its effects on communities living or working 

in an area comprising two or more wards in the Council’s area. 
 
A key decision may only be made in accordance with the requirements of 
Annex 2.2. 
 
In accordance with Section 9Q of the Local Government Act 2000, in 
determining the meaning of “significant” the Council shall determine 
thresholds above which items are significant and will ensure these limits are 
published.  Such thresholds are to be found in Annex 1.17.  Any decisions 
involving expenditure or saving above the published threshold for the service 
or function concerned will be a key decision.  A key decision may not 
necessarily involve significant expenditure or savings but may however be 
significant in terms of its effect on communities in two or more wards within 
the Council’s area. 

 
A decision taker may only make a key decision in accordance with the 
requirements set out in Annex 2.2. 

 
13.4 Decision making by the Full Council 
 

Subject to Article 13.8, when considering any matter, the Council meeting will follow 
the Council Procedure Rules set out in Annex 2.1 of this Constitution. 

 
13.5 Decision making by the Executive 
 

Subject to Article 13.8, when making an Executive decision the Executive or officer (if 
appropriate) exercising delegated powers will follow the requirements set out in 
Annex 2.2. 

 
13.6 Decision making by the Overview and the Scrutiny and Audit Committees 
 

When considering any matter the Overview and the Scrutiny and Audit Committees 
will follow the overview and scrutiny procedures rule set out in Annex 2.5. 
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13.7 Decision making by other Committees established by the Council 
 

Subject to Article 13.8, other Council Committees or Boards will follow those parts of 
the Council Procedure Rules set out in Annex 2.1 of this Constitution as apply to 
them. 

 
13.8  Decision making by Council bodies acting as tribunals 
 

The Council, a Councillor or an officer acting as a tribunal or in a quasi-judicial 
manner or determining/considering (other than for the purposes of giving advice) the 
civil rights and obligations or the criminal responsibility of any person will follow a 
proper procedure which accords with the requirements of natural justice and the right 
to a fair trial contained in Article 6 of the European Convention on Human Rights. 
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Article 14 – Finance, Contracts and Legal Matters 
 
14.1 Financial Management 
 

The management of the Council’s financial affairs will be conducted in accordance 
with the Financial Procedure Rules set out in Annex 2.6 to this Constitution. 
 

14.2 Contracts 
 

Every contract made by the Council will comply with the Contracts Procedure Rules 
set out in Annex 2.7 to this Constitution. 
 

14.3 Legal Proceedings 
 

In accordance with the Scheme of Delegation to Officers as set out in Annex 1.13 to 
this Constitution (as amended from time to time) officers of the Council are 
authorised to institute, to defend or participate in any legal proceedings in any case 
where such action(s) is necessary to give effect to decisions of the Council or in any 
case where it is considered that such action is necessary to protect the Council’s 
interests. 
 

14.4  Authentication of Documents 
 

Where any document is necessary to any legal procedure or proceedings on behalf 
of the Council, it will be signed by the Monitoring Officer or other person authorised 
by him/her, unless any enactment otherwise authorises or requires, or the Council 
has given any authority necessary to some other person. 

 
Any contract with a value exceeding £25,000 entered into on behalf of the local 
authority in the course of the discharge of an executive function shall be made in 
writing. Such contracts must either be signed by at least two officers of the authority 
or made under the common seal of the Council attested by at least one officer. 

 
14.5  Common Seal of the Council 
 

The Common Seal of the Council will be kept in a safe place in the custody of the 
Monitoring Officer.  

 
The Common Seal will be affixed to those documents which, in the opinion of the,  
Monitoring Officer should be sealed.  The affixing of the Common Seal will be 
attested by the Monitoring Officer or some other person authorised by him/her. 
 
A decision of the Council or of the Cabinet or of any subsidiary body or individual 
authorised by the Council or by the Cabinet to act on their behalf will be sufficient 
authority for sealing any document necessary to give effect to the decision.  
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Article 15 – Review and Revision of the Constitution 
 
15.1 Duty to Monitor and Review the Constitution 
 

The Council’s Monitoring Officer will monitor the operation of the Constitution to 
ensure that its aims and principles are given full effect.  
 
The Monitoring Officer will also carry out a general or partial review (as appropriate) 
of the Constitution in the following circumstances:- 
 
(1) at the direction of a court or of the Secretary of State; 
 
(2) on the recommendation of  the Local Government Ombudsman, the Council’s 

external auditors or one of the Council’s Statutory Officers appointed in 
accordance with Article 12.05 of this Constitution;  

 
(3) by a decision of the Council;   
 
(4) in the event that no general review of the Constitution has taken place within 

the preceding 10 years then, unless the Council decides otherwise, a general 
review shall be carried out.  

 
On completion of a review, the Monitoring Officer will submit his/her 
recommendations to the Council’s Standards Committee, who will then consider the 
report and recommend proposals to the Council.  The Monitoring Officer will submit a 
further report to the Council if s/he considers it appropriate. 
 

15.2 Monitoring & Review of the Constitution by the Monitoring Officer 
 

A key role for the Monitoring Officer is to be aware of the strengths and weaknesses 
of the Council’s Constitution and to make recommendations to the Council for ways 
in which it could be amended in order better to achieve the purposes set out in Article 
1 of the Constitution.   
 
In undertaking this task the Monitoring Officer may:-  
 
(1) observe meetings of different parts of the Member structure; 
 
(2) undertake an audit trail of a sample of decisions; 
 
(3) record and analyse issues raised with him/her by Members, officers, the 

public and other bodies or persons with a legitimate interest; and 
 
(4) compare practices in the Council with those in other comparable authorities, 

or national examples of best practice. 
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15.3 Procedures for Changes to the Constitution 
 
(1) Changes to the Articles, Procedural Rules and Protocols, etc. 
 

Changes to the Articles of the Constitution; the Procedural Rules set out in 
Annex 2; the Codes of Practice and Protocols set out in Annexes 3; and the 
Members’ Allowances Scheme set out in Annex 4 can only be made by the 
full Council, which may not delegate this function. 
 
Such proposals for changes may only be considered by the Council on 
receipt of a written report by:- 
 
(a) the Standards Committee; and/or 
 
(b) the Monitoring Officer. 
 

(2) Proposals for changes to any of the Procedural Rules set out in Annexes 2; to 
any of the Codes of Practice and Protocols set out in Annexes 3; and/or to the 
Members’ Allowances Scheme set out in Annex 4 may be considered and 
determined forthwith by the Council.  The Proper Officer shall be authorised 
to make minor textual changes to the Articles and Annexes to the Constitution 
where this is necessary as a consequence of:- 

 
(a) a decision properly made by the full Council to amend any part of 

them (for example cross-references, paragraph numbering, 
nomenclature, etc.);   

 
(b) legislation or a court order. 
 

(3) Changes to Other Parts of the Constitution 
 

To ensure transparency and accountability in the Council’s decision-making 
processes, the Proper Officer shall ensure that the following parts of the 
Constitution are at all times kept up to date and accurately reflect the relevant 
decisions of the Council, its committees and sub-committees and of the 
Cabinet:-   
 
(a) Summary and Explanation: giving a summary and brief explanation of 

the main provisions of the Constitution;   
 
(b) Annex 1: setting out the responsibilities for functions and the 

delegations of those responsibilities;  
 
(c) Annex 5: setting out the current organisational structure of the 

Council. 
 

(4) Change in the Form of Governance Arrangements 
 

The Council may change its existing forming of governance. A resolution is required 
to make such a change, A document setting out the new arrangements must be 
available for inspection and public notice must be given in local newspapers, The 
Council may be required to hold a referendum.    
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(5) Consultation on Other Constitutional Changes  

 
Where a proposal to change this Constitution does not involve a change in the form 
of governance arrangements (whether from a Leader and Cabinet form to an elected 
Mayoral form, or vice-versa), there will not normally be a requirement to consult with 
local electors and other interested persons in the Borough, unless the changes 
proposed will have substantial implications for all or a significant proportion of them. 
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Article 16 - Suspension, Interpretation & Publication of the Constitution 
 
16.1 Suspension of the Constitution 
 

(1) Limits to Suspension 
 
The Articles of this Constitution may not be suspended.   
 
Certain of the Procedure Rules set out in Annexes 2 to this Constitution may be 
suspended.  Those Procedure Rules may be suspended by the Council to the extent 
detailed in the table set out in sub-paragraph (3) of this Article 16.1 below and 
permitted by the law. 
 
(2) Procedure to Suspend 

 
A motion to suspend any Rules at a meeting of the Council will not be moved without 
notice unless at least one half of the whole number of Councillors are present.   
 
The extent and duration of suspension will be proportionate to the result which it is 
intended to achieve, taking account of the purposes of the Constitution set out in 
Article 1. 

 
(3) Rules Capable of Suspension 
 
The following Procedure Rules may be suspended to the extent indicated below: 
 

Rules that may be Suspended Limitations on 
Suspension 

Annex 2.1 - Council Procedure Rules: all 
except paragraphs 20.5 (Right to Require an 
Individual Vote to be Recorded) and 21.2 (No 
Requirement to Sign Minutes of Previous Meeting 
at Extraordinary Meeting) 

Suspension may only be 
exercised by the full Council 
for the consideration of 
specified business at a 
single meeting only. 

Annex 2.6 – Financial Procedure Rules Suspension may only be 
exercised by the full Council 
to the extent permitted by 
law.  The reasons for 
suspension shall be stated 
in each case. 

Annex 2.7 - Contract Procedure Rules Suspension may only be 
exercised by the full Council 
or the Cabinet in respect of 
a single contract or 
category of contract to the 
extent permitted by law.  
The reasons for suspension 
shall be stated in each 
case. 
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16.2 Interpretation 
 

The ruling of the Mayor as to the construction or application of this Constitution, or as 
to any proceedings of the Council, will not be challenged at any meeting of the 
Council. 
   
Such interpretation will have regard to the purposes of the Constitution contained in 
Article 1. 
 

16.3 Publication 
 

The Service Manager (Communities) will:-     
 
(1) provide a copy of this Constitution to each Member of the Council upon 

delivery to him/her of that individual's declaration of acceptance of office 
when the Member is first elected to the Council;   

 
(2) ensure that copies of this Constitution are available for inspection at the 

Council’s offices, at libraries and other appropriate locations and can be 
purchased by the local press and members of the public on payment of a 
reasonable fee;   

 
(3) ensure that the Summary and Explanation of this Constitution is made widely 

available within the Borough and is updated as necessary. 
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Classification: Public 

Key Decision: No 

Gravesham Borough Council 

Report to: 
 
Regulatory Board 
Cabinet 

Date: 
 
9 January 2019 
4 February 2019 
 

Reporting officer: Perry Holmes - Monitoring Officer  

Subject: 

 
Proposed amendments to the Constitution 
– Delegations    

 
Purpose and summary of report:  
To obtain approval of Cabinet and Full Council for the proposed amendments to the 
Constitution to delegate various responsibilities to officers arising from new legislation 
and changing roles and responsibilities.    

Recommendations: 
1. It is recommended that Full Council appoints the Service Manager 

(Communities) as deputy Electoral registration Officer and Proper Officer to 
carry out the duties and powers of the Electoral Registration Officer in the 
event of the incapacity or vacancy of the Electoral Registration Officer (s52 of 
the Representation of the People Act 1983).  

2. It is recommended that all proposed amendments to Annex 1.11, 1.12 and 
1.13 as laid out in the report be approved and determined by Cabinet on 4th 
February and by full Council on 26 February 2019, as appropriate.   

3. It is recommended that Annex 2.6: Financial Procedure Rules are amended to 
clarify the write-off limits for debts and losses. 

1. Introduction  

1.1 A full review of the constitution is being undertaken. This report relates to 
updates to Annex 1.11 (Directors and Assistant Directors Roles), Annex 
1.12 (Proper Officers), Annex 1.13 (Functions Delegated to Officers of the 
Council) to reflect recent changes in personnel and roles following a 
restructure. Recent legislation has been added where appropriate and 
legislation that has been repealed has been deleted. This section is being 
brought forward ahead of the general review to ensure the appropriate 
delegations are in place to reflect the personnel changes and in time for 
preparation for the election in May 2019.   
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1.2 A further report will follow shortly suggesting updates to all sections of the 
constitution relating to the Standards Committee to reflect changes in 
legislation.   

1.3 The remainder of the suggested updates to the Constitution will be 
presented to Cabinet and full council once the review has concluded.  

1.4 The relevant pages of the Constitution have been amended with the 
proposed new wording in track changes for ease of reference and copies 
are attached hereto. A second version is also attached with the track 
changes accepted which may be an easier version to read. A summary of 
the suggested changes is attached as Appendix 2.     

2. Proposal  

2.1 The proposed changes in Annex 1.11 (Directors and Assistant Directors 
Roles) merely reflect the new structure, oversight of the newly formed 
shared Legal Services and HR Services and new roles such as the 
Information Governance Manager.  

2.2 Annex 1.12 (Proper Officers) has been amended to delete legislation that 
has been repealed and to add relevant recent legislation. Also reflected is 
the proposed appointment of the Service Manager (Communities) as a 
deputy Electoral Registration Officer under s52 of the Representation of the 
People Act 1983 to enable him to undertake the role in the event of the 
incapacity or vacancy of the Electoral Registration Officer. Statute requires 
that this appointment is made by full Council.  

2.3 A summary of the proposed amendments set out in Annex 1.13 (Part A - 
Functions Delegated to Officers of the Council and Part B – Functions 
delegated to individual Directors, Assistant Directors and Service 
Managers) is set out below:  

2.3.1 The majority of the amendments merely reflect the recent 
restructure or movement of personnel within the council by 
reassigning roles and responsibilities accordingly. 

2.3.2 Legislation that has been repealed should be deleted and more 
recent legislation has been added, which is clear in the tracked 
changed version. 

2.4 It became apparent through the current thorough review of the constitution 
that a further amendment to Annex 2.6: Financial Procedure Rules is 
required to clarify the write-off limits for debts and losses. There was a gap 
between sign offs of £1000 and £15,000 so provisions have been 
suggested for up to £10,000. These are reflected in Annex 1.13 in respect 
of Director (Corporate Services) for clarity. It is recommended that Full 
council approve the amendments to Annex 2.6.  
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2.5 This report will be presented to the Regulatory Board for information only 
on 9th January, then to Cabinet on 4th or 25th February and full Council on 
26th February 2019.  

2.6 The Constitution requires Full Council to approve changes to Annex 1 of 
the Constitution (Article 4.4).  

2.7 The Constitution provides that changes to the Articles of the Constitution; 
the Procedural Rules set out in Annex 2 and the Codes of Practice and 
Protocols set out in Annex 3 can only be made by the full Council, which 
may not delegate this function. Such proposals for changes may only be 
considered by the Council on receipt of a written report by the Standards 
Committee; and/or the Monitoring Officer.      

2.8 Further the Constitution provides that proposals for changes to any of the 
Procedural Rules set out in Annexes 2; to any of the Codes of Practice and 
Protocols set out in Annexes 3 may be considered and determined 
forthwith by the Council (Article 15.3 (2) of the Constitution).  

2.9 Where a proposal to change the Constitution does not involve a change in 
the form of executive arrangements there would not normally be a 
requirement to consult with local electors and other interested persons in 
the Borough, unless the changes proposed will have substantial 
implications for all or a significant proportion of them (Article 15.3 (5)). The 
proposed changes do not involve the form of executive arrangements nor 
do they have substantial implications for a significant proportion of them.    

2.10 On the basis of the above it is recommended that the proposed 
amendments to Annex 1 and 2 may be determined by full Council at the 
first council meeting it is presented to, which will be on 26th February 2019.   

2.11 The following documents are attached hereto:  

Appendix 1 – Implications  

Appendix 2 – Summary of Changes 

Appendix 3 – Amended pages of the Constitution with track   changes 

Appendix 4 – Amended pages of the Constitution with track changes   
accepted    

3. BACKGROUND PAPERS 

3.1 There are no background papers to this report.  

Anyone wishing to inspect background papers should, in the first place, be directed to 
Committee & Electoral Services who will make the necessary arrangements. 
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IMPLICATIONS APPENDIX 1 

      

Legal  A Local Authority is under a duty to prepare and keep up to date its constitution 
under s9P of the Local Government Act 2000 as amended.   

Finance and  
Value for  
Money  

There are no financial implications.  

Risk  
Assessment 

It is of critical importance that the council has sufficient government arrangements 
in place which is provided by a constitution that is kept upto date.   

Equality  
Impact  
Assessment 

Screening for Equality Impacts 

Question 

a. Does the decision being made or recommended through this paper have 
potential to cause adverse impact or discriminate against different groups in the 
community? If yes, please explain answer. 
No 

b. Does the decision being made or recommended through this paper make a 
positive contribution to promoting equality? If yes, please explain answer. 
No 

In submitting this report, the Chief Officer doing so is confirming that they have 
given due regard to the equality impacts of the decision being considered, as noted 
in the table above 

Corporate 
Plan 

Corporate Plan Objective 4 - Sound and Self Sufficient Council  

Crime and 
Disorder 

N/A 

Digital and 
website 
implications 

N/A 
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Safeguarding 
children and 
vulnerable 
adults 

N/A 
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Appendix 2 - Table of changes – Delegations   
 

Reference Change Reason for Change 

 

Annex 1.11   
Directors and Assistant 
Directors Roles  

This section has been amended to include Service 
Managers roles in addition to that of Directors and 
Assistant Directors (pages 1 and 2 of the track change 
version).    

This change reflects a recent restructure.  
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Appendix 2 - Table of changes – Delegations   
 

Reference Change Reason for Change 

 

Annex 1.12  
Proper Officers 

1) The introduction to this Annex has been 
expanded (page 3).   

2) The proper officer roles previously delegated 
to the Director (Housing & Regeneration) 
under s191 Local Government Act 1972 and 
Ordnance Survey Act 1841 are now to be 
delegated to Director (Communities) (page 4) 

3) The Proper Officer role under S234(1) Local 
Government Act 1972 relating to the 
authentication of documents has been 
reallocated from the Director (Communities) to 
the Monitoring Officer (page 4).    

4) The roles of Director (Corporate Services) and 
Assistant Director (Corporate Services) have 
been updated (page 5).  

5) It is recommended that the Service Manager 
(Communities) is appointed by the Council as 
the Deputy Electoral Registration Officer (page 
5).   

6) Reference to the Local Democracy, Economic 
Development and Construction Act 2009 has 
been deleted (page 5).  

7) Relevant legislation has been added to the 
responsibilities of Director (Communities).  

8) Various responsibilities under the Local 
Government Act 1972 (sections 100D(1) and  
100D(5)) have moved from Director 
(Communities) to Service Manager 
(Communities) (page 6).   

9) Reference to the Proper Officer roles under the 
Housing Act 1985 (sections 200, 229, 351 and 
414) have been deleted (page 8).  

1) In most instances it is possible for a proper officer to 
delegate to other officers but there are a few 
exceptions where this is dictated by legislation or 
provided for in the constitution.  

2) This reflects the roles and responsibilities of the 
Directors.  

3) This role is more closely related to the Monitoring 
Officer role.   

4) These changes reflect changes in personnel and 
allocation of responsibilities.   

5) Statute requires that the Deputy Electoral 
Registration Officer be appointed by Full Council 
and this change reflects a recent restructure. 

6) The Proper Officer role provided by s31 (Scrutiny 
Officers) has been repealed.     

7) This is merely for clarification purposes.  
8) This reflects a recent restructure.  
9) These sections relating to proper officer roles have 

been repealed.  
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Appendix 2 - Table of changes – Delegations   
 

Reference Change Reason for Change 

 

Annex 1.13   
Functions Delegated to 
Officers of the Council  

1) Paragraphs 1.13A.10 and 1.13A.13 (page 10)  
2) Delegations previously made to Assistant 

Director (Communities) have been delegated 
to other officers, primarily Director 
(Communities) and Service Manager 
(Communities) (page 11 onwards).   

3) The legislation listed under Paragraphs 
1.13B17 – 23 have been updated (pg 14-17).  

4) Paragraphs 1.13B.25-44 (pg 17-19) 
5) Paragraph 1.13B.48  (pg 20) 
6) Paragraphs 1.13B.60-61 and 1.13B.87 (pages  

21, 22 and 27)  
7) Paragraph 1.13B.62-77 (page 22-23)  
8) Paragraphs 1.13B.83-84 (page 24-26) 
9) Paragraphs 1.13B.82-83 (page 24) 

1) This responsibility has been moved from Assistant 
Director (Corporate Services) to Director (Corporate 
Services) to reflect a restructure.   

2) These changes reflect a recent restructure.  
3) Legislation that has been repealed has been deleted 

and more recent relevant legislation added.    
4) The delegations relating to property matters should 

be delegated to Director (Communities) instead of 
Director (Housing and Regeneration) to reflect a 
change in roles. References to Assistant Director 
(Finance) have been amended to Assistant Director 
(Corporate Services) to reflect current roles (this 
appears in subsequent sections also).  

5) Recent and relevant legislation has been added.   
6) The role of Senior Information Risk Owner (SIRO), 

responsibility for the appointment of external 
auditors (s7, Audit & Accountability Act 2014) and 
the role of Data Protection Officer (DPO) have been 
added for clarity).     

7) This has been updated to reflect the role of Director 
(Corporate Services) and to reflect the Financial 
Procedure Rules in relation to write offs.  

8) Recent and relevant legislation has been added.  
9) The delegations to Assistant Director (Housing) 

have been updated to reflect changes to that role. 
Legislation that has been repealed has been 
deleted. More recent and relevant legislation has 
been added where appropriate.  The delegations 
relating to Leisure and Amenities are required by the 
Assistant Director (Housing) in addition to Assistant 
Director (Environment) for example in relation to 
providing apparatus for games and recreations and 
the power to cleanse or repair drains, remedy 
stopped up drains, deal with the accumulation of 
rubbish, filthy or verminous premises, etc. This 
change reflects changes in roles across the two 
directorates.    
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Reference Change Reason for Change 

 

Annex 2.6 
Financial Procedure Rules  

Paragraph 6.4.1.3 Write-off of debts and losses (page 
88) 
 

 
Paragraph 6.4.1.3 has been added to clarify the process. 
This was identified during a thorough review of the 
constitution.  
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Annex 1.11:  Directors and Assistant Directors Roles 

 
  
The precise responsibilities of each post listed in this schedule are detailed in job 
descriptions, which are held by the Director (Communities).  This annex indicates areas of 
responsibilities. 
 
In each case the role of the post concerned is to provide advice to Council, its committees 
and Cabinet in relation to the matters detailed against that post.  It is also the role of the post 
to oversee and direct the work of the services set out below in accordance with the 
requirements of Council, its committees, Cabinet and the relevant Director or Assistant 
Director. 
 
The management structure of the Council is comprised of three tiers; .  Service Managers 
report to Directors, or  Assistant Directors and Service Managers.are not designated roles in 
this annex.   
 
Chief Executive 
 
Responsible for all matters relating to the management of the Council, matters within the 
remit of the directorates. 
 
Director (Communities) 
 
Responsible for mattersall legal, property and personnel services,  within the remit of the 
Communities directorate including The Woodville the shared Legal Service and shared HR 
Service ;, and matters within the remit of the Assistant Director (Communities), Service 
Manager (Customer and Theatre Services), Service Manager (Property and 
RegulatoryEconomic Development) and Service Manager (Communities). Communications 
Manager. 
 
Director (Corporate Services) 
 
Responsible for matters within the remit of the Corporate Services directorate, and matters 
within the remit of Assistant Director (Corporate Performance Services), Service Manager 
(Revenues & Benefits), Service Manager (IT Services), Head of Audit & Counter Fraud 
Shared Service, Corporate Change Manager, and  Corporate Performance Manager and 
Information Governance Manager and Data Protection Officer (Shared Service)..  
 
Director (Environment & Operations) 
 
Responsible for matters within the remit of the Environment & Operations directorate, and 
matters within the remit of the Assistant Director (Environment) and Assistant Director 
Service Manager (DSO Building ManagementOperations). 
 
Director (Housing & Regeneration) 
 
Responsible for matters within the remit of the Housing & Regeneration directorate, and 
matters within the remit of the Assistant Director (Housing), Assistant Director (Planning) and 
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Service Manager (Major Regeneration Projects).Development Management) and Service 
Manager (Regeneration and Policy).  
 
Responsible for all matters relating to the strategic development of Gravesend Town Centre 
and any other special projects consistent with the foregoing duties of the post. 
 
Assistant Director (Communities) 
 
Responsible for all matters relating to economic development, leisure, town centre, tourism, 
The Gr@nd and public health. environmental health, licensing, gambling, taxis, committee 
and electoral administration, ceremonial matters, scrutiny matters and community safety. 
 
Assistant Director (Corporate Services) 
 
Responsible for all finance and revenues and benefits services. 
 
Assistant Director (Environment)  
 
Responsible for all matters relating to Waste waste Managementmanagement, cemeteries, 
horticultural, vehicle maintenance and Brookvale Depot.. 
 
Assistant Director (Housing) 
 
Responsible for all housing services including those relating to private sector housing grants 
and housing standards. 
 
Assistant Director (Planning) 
 
Responsible for all matters relating to Planning, housing strategy and development..
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Annex 1.12:  Proper Officers 
 
 
A Proper Officer may at any time delegate or authorise other officers (in writing) to perform 
the designated duties on his or her behalf save for where a different proper officer is 
designated either by law or by this constitution. 
 
Generally, references in statute to "Clerk to the Local Authority" or "Town Clerk" shall mean 
references to the Monitoring Officer. 
 
Chief Executive 
 
Section 8 Representation of the People Act 1983: 
To act as Registration Officer for any constituency or part of a constituency coterminous with 
or contained in the Borough. 
 
Section 35 Representation of the People Act 1983: 
To act as Returning Officer for elections of Councillors of the Borough or Councillors of 
Parishes within the Borough. 
 
Section 67 Representation of the People Act 1983:  
As Appropriate Officer (Proper Officer) - name of election agent to be declared. 
 
Section 68 Representation of the People Act 1983: 
As Appropriate Officer (Proper Officer) - name of sub-agent to be declared. 
 
Section 69 Representation of the People Act 1983: 
As Appropriate Officer (Proper Officer) - office of election agent and sub-agent to be 
declared. 
 
Section 70 Representation of the People Act 1983: 
As Appropriate Officer (Proper Officer) - to publish notice where satisfied candidate is his 
own election agent. 
 
Section 75 Representation of the People Act 1983: 
As Appropriate Officer (Proper Officer) - a return of expenses incurred at an election and a 
declaration to be delivered. 
 
Section 81 Representation of the People Act 1983: 
As Appropriate Officer (Proper Officer) - a return as to election expenses to be delivered. 
 
Section 82 Representation of the People Act 1983: 
As Appropriate Officer (Proper Officer) - a declaration as to election expenses to be 
delivered. 
 
Section 89 Representation of the People Act 1983: 
As Proper Officer - inspection of returns and declarations. 
 
Section 128/9 Representation of the People Act 1983: 
As Proper Officer - presentation of petition questioning a local election. 
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Section 131/133 Representation of the People Act 1983: 
As Proper Officer - to provide suitable accommodation for election court.   
 
 
Section 1451 Representation of the People Act 1983: 
As Proper Officer - to receive copy of election court certificate. 
 
Section 146 Representation of the People Act 1983: 
As Proper Officer - special case statement by High Court. 
 
Section 200 Representation of the People Act 1983: 
As Proper Officer - to post public notices under this act. 
 
Section 83(1) Local Government Act 1972: 
As Proper Officer - witness and receipt of declarations of acceptance of office. 
 
Section 84(1) Local Government Act 1972: 
As Proper Officer - receipt of declaration of resignation of office. 
 
Section 89(1) Local Government Act 1972: 
As Proper Officer - receipt of notice of casual vacancy from two local government electors. 
 
Section 30(5) Local Government Act 1974: 
As Proper Officer to give public notice of report by the Local Commissioner. 
 
Section 2 Local Government and Housing Act 1989: 
As Proper Officer the deposit of a list of politically restricted posts. 
 
Director (Housing and Regeneration) 
 
Section 191 Local Government Act 1972: 
As Proper Officer - function under the Ordnance Survey Act 1841.  
 
Monitoring Officer 
 
Section 13(3) Local Government Act 1972: 
As Proper Officer - to be a parish trustee in certain circumstances. 
 
Section 210 Local Government Act 1972: 
As Proper Officer the vesting of charities. 
 
Section 225(1) Local Government Act 1972: 
As Proper Officer the deposit of documents. 
 
Section 229(5) Local Government Act 1972: 
As Proper Officer the certification of photographic copies of documents. 
 
Section 234(1) Local Government Act 1972: 
As Proper Officer the authentication of documents.  The Proper Officer shall be the 
Monitoring Officer or the officer having responsibility for the duty or service concerned. 
 
 
Section 236(9) Local Government Act 1972: 
As Proper Officer to send copies of bylaws for parish records. 
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Section 236(10) Local Government Act 1972: 
As Proper Officer to send copies of bylaws to Kent County Council. 
 
Section 238 Local Government Act 1972: 
As Proper Officer the certification of bylaws.  
 
 
 
 
Director (Corporate Services) 
 
Section 151 Local Government Act 1972: 
As Responsible Officer - administration of the Council’s financial affairs. 
 
Section 146(1) (a) & (b) Local Government Act 1972: 
As Proper Officer - declaration and certificates with regard to securities. 
 
 
Assistant Director (Corporate Services) 
 
Section 115(2) Local Government Act 1972: 
As Proper Officer - accountability of officers. 
 
Section 146(1)(a) & (b) Local Government Act 1972: 
As Proper Officer - declaration and certificates with regard to securities. 
   
Service Manager Assistant Director (Communities) 
 
Section 52 Representation of the People Act 1983: 
As Proper Officer acts may be undertaken in the event of the incapacity or vacancy of the 
Registration Officer as appointed by the Council. 
 
Section 52 Representation of the People Act 1983: 
As Deputy Electoral Registration Officer to carry out the duties and powers of the Electoral 
Registration Officer as appointed by the Council. 
 
The Local Authorities (Referendums) (Petitions and Directions) Regulations 2000: 
As Proper Officer to publish the verification number for mayoral referenda. 
 
Local Democracy, Economic Development and Construction Act 2009. 
 
Section 88(2) Local Government Act 1972: 
As Proper Officer the convening of meeting of Council to fill casual vacancy in the office of 
Mayor. 
 
Section 96(1) Local Government Act 1972: 
As Proper Officer the receipt of notices of pecuniary interest. 
 
Section 96(2) Local Government Act 1972: 
As Proper Officer the keeping record of disclosures of pecuniary interest under Section 94 
and of notices under Section 96(1). 
 
Section 100B (2) Local Government Act 1972: 
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As Proper Officer to exclude any report relating to an item not likely to be considered in 
public. 
 
Section 100B (7) Local Government Act 1972: 
As Proper Officer to supply to a newspaper copies of documents already supplied to 
members. 
 
Section 100C (2) Local Government Act 1972:  
As Proper Officer to make a written summary of proceedings. 
 
Section 100D (1) Local Government Act 1972: 
As Proper Officer to compile a list of background papers.  The officer in whose name the 
report is written shall be the Proper Officer.  In the case of reports written in the name of 
more than one officer the Proper Officer shall be the first named officer. In the case of 
reports not written in the name of an officer or officers, the Proper Officer shall be the 
Service Manager (Communities) or such other officer identified by him/her as having the 
principal interest in the report. 
 
Section 100D (5) Local Government Act 1972: 
As Proper Officer to decide what comprises a background paper.  The officer in whose name 
the report is written shall be the Proper Officer.  In the case of reports written in the name of 
more than one officer the Proper Officer shall be the first named officer. In the case of 
reports not written in the name of an officer or officers, the Proper Officer shall be the 
Service Manager (Communities) or such other officer identified by him/her as having the 
principal interest in the report. 
 
Section 100F (2) Local Government Act 1972: 
As Proper Officer to decide whether a document discloses exempt information. 
 
Section 248(2) Local Government Act 1972: 
As Proper Officer to keep a roll of Freemen. 
 
Schedule 12, paragraph 4(2) (b) Local Government Act 1972: 
As Proper Officer the signature of summonses to Council meetings. 
 
Schedule 12, paragraph 4(3) Local Government Act 1972: 
As Proper Officer the receipt of notices regarding address to which summons to meeting is 
to be sent  
 
Schedule 14, paragraph 25(7) Local Government Act 1972: 
As Proper Officer the certification of resolutions under paragraph 25 of Schedule 14. 
 
The Local Authorities (Standing Orders) (England) Regulations 2001: 
As Proper Officer to receive notification of objections to the appointment/dismissal of Head 
of Paid Service, Directors and , Assistant Directors. and the Assistant Director 
(FinanceCorporate Services). 
 
Section 116 Local Government Finance Act 1988: 
As Proper Officer to notify the auditor of steps taken under Section 115 of this Act. 
 
Local Government (Committees and Political Groups) Regulations 1990: 
As Proper Officer the giving of, delivery to and receipt of notices and expressions of wishes. 
 
Section 19 Local Government and Housing Act 1989: 
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As Proper Officer - receiving notice of Members' pecuniary interests and the maintenance of 
required records. 
 
Director (Communities) 
 
Section 191 Local Government Act 1972: 
As Proper Officer - function under the Ordnance Survey Act 1841.  
 
Section 50(4) Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976: 
As Authorised Officer - production of vehicle licence and certificate of insurance or security. 
 
Section 56(3) Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976: 
As Authorised Officer - production of driver’s licence. 
 
Section 56(2), (3) and (4) Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976: 
As Authorised Officer - production of private hire operators records and licence. 
 
Section 58(2) (b) Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976: 
As Authorised Officer - removal of vehicle plate. 
 
Section 68 Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976: 
As Authorised Officer - inspection and testing of vehicles and taximeters to ascertain fitness, 
requirement for future inspection and testing and suspension of vehicle licence. 
 
Section 606 Housing Act 1985: 
As Proper Officer to report in writing on an unfit house or need for a clearance area and 
inspect a house or area on complaint. 
 
Section 47 National Assistance Act 1948 as amended by National Assistance (Amendment) 
Act 1951: 
As Proper Officer - certification for removal to suitable premises of persons in need of care 
and attention. 
 
Part 1, Paragraph 2 of Schedule 2 to Sunday Trading Act 1994: 
As Proper Officer the appointment of inspectors from within Regulatory Services to aid 
enforcement. 
 
 
Various 
 
Section 100D(1) Local Government Act 1972: 
As Proper Officer to compile a list of background papers.  The officer in whose name the 
report is written shall be the Proper Officer.  In the case of reports written in the name of 
more than one officer the Proper Officer shall be the first named officer. In the case of 
reports not written in the name of an officer or officers, the Proper Officer shall be the 
Assistant Director (Communities) or such other officer identified by him/her as having the 
principal interest in the report. 
 
Section 100D(5) Local Government Act 1972: 
As Proper Officer to decide what comprises a background paper.  The officer in whose name 
the report is written shall be the Proper Officer.  In the case of reports written in the name of 
more than one officer the Proper Officer shall be the first named officer. In the case of 
reports not written in the name of an officer or officers, the Proper Officer shall be the 
Assistant Director (Communities) or such other officer identified by him/her as having the 
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principal interest in the report.  
  
Section 234(1) Local Government Act 1972: 
As Proper Officer the authentication of documents.  The Proper Officer shall be the 
Monitoring Officer or the officer having responsibility for the duty or service concerned. 
 
Any person for the time being employed as a Consultant in Communicable Disease 
Control/Consultant in Health Protection at Public Health England South East 
 
Section 48 Public Health (Control of Disease) Act 1984 as amended by Health and Social 
Care Act 2008: 
As Proper Officer to prepare certificate to Justice of the Peace for removal of a body to 
mortuary and for burial within a prescribed time or immediately. 
 
Regulations 2, 3 and 6 The Health Protection (Notification) Regulations 2010: 
As Proper Officer for receipt and disclosure of notification of suspected notifiable disease in 
patients and dead persons 
 
Assistant Director (Housing) 
 
Sections 200 & 229 Housing Act 1985: 
As Proper Officer to file and record charging orders etc.  
 
Section 351 Housing Act 1985: 
As Proper Officer to keep a register of houses in multiple occupation etc. 
 
Section 414 Housing Act 1985: 
As Proper Officer to keep a register of common lodging houses and produce copies of 
entries.  
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Annex 1.13:  Functions Delegated to Officers of the 
Council 

 
 
Part A:  Functions delegated to all Directors and Assistant Directors 
 
Unless otherwise stated, the delegation of powers to Directors, Assistant Directors and 
Monitoring Officer in all cases includes the power to authorise specific members of staff to 
undertake functions in connection with the exercise of the Council's powers under the 
legislation referred to. 
 
Delegated from Head of Paid Service (Article 12) 
 
1.13A.1 To appoint employees below Assistant Director level. 
 

Subject to the restriction that all appointments are to be within budget 
provision and within overall terms and conditions fixed by the Management 
Team. The Head of Paid Service (through the Director (Communities)) is to 
agree salary, other benefits and conditions of service.  All formal written offers 
for appointment are to be made by the Director (Communities), except for 
weekly-paid staff. 

 
1.13A.2 To appoint temporary and casual employees where necessary in the interest 

of the efficient operation of a department. 
 

Subject to the approval of the Director (Communities) in the case of 
temporary staff, and adequate budgetary provision. 

 
1.13A.3 To authorise payment of relocation expenses to applicants appointed to 

qualifying posts with the Council. 
 

To be paid in accordance with the policies of the Council subject to the 
production to the Director (Communities) of quotations and receipts and to 
his/her being satisfied that the expenses involved are reasonable.  No 
payments to be made until the person appointed has taken up his/her 
appointment with the Council. 

 
1.13A.4 To assist with the provision of housing accommodation in cases of key 

shortage of staff. 
 

To be exercised in accordance with the policies of the Council and subject to 
the agreement of the Assistant Director (Housing). 

 
1.13A.5 To negotiate changes in working hours and other practices which are not 

conducive to the efficient management of services.  
 

In consultation with the Director (Communities). 
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1.13A.6 To authorise the payment to staff of additional increments. 
 

Subject to budgetary provision and the approval of the Director 
(Communities). 

 
1.13A.7 To authorise attendance of employees at Conferences and Courses. 
 

Subject to budgetary provision  
 
1.13A.8 Approval of the annual qualification training programme. 
 

Subject to report to Management Team. 
 
1.13A.9 Approval of requests from staff wishing to study for post-graduate 

qualifications.  
 

Costs of any courses granted to be contained within the qualification training 
budget. 

 
Delegated from Cabinet 
 
1.13A.10 To vire between all revenue or capital estimate heads under each Director or 

Assistant Director's control. 
 

Subject to the provisions of Article 13.04 (Key Decisions), a limit of £10,000 
on any one item and the Assistant Director (Corporate ServicesFinance) 
being informed of all virements made.  Virement between the Housing 
Revenue Account and the General Fund must be approved by the full 
Council. 

 
1.13A.11 To determine fees and charges for goods and services. 
 

Charges for car parking are excluded.   
 
1.13A.12 To serve requisitions under Section 16 of the Local Government 

(Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976 in relation to the functions of the Director 
or Assistant Director in question. 

 
1.13A.13 To write off debts subject to a maximum of £1000. 
 

The Assistant Director (Corporate ServicesFinance) is to be notified of any 
such write-offs. and the Leader of the Executive is to be informed of these on 
a quarterly basis. 
 

1.13A.14 To exercise all powers and functions of the Council under and in connection 
  with the Anti-Social Behaviour, Crime & Policing Act 2014 including any  
  orders or regulations made thereunder, and any legislation amending or  
  replacing same; but with the exception that the power to make a Public Space 
  Protection Order is reserved to the Chief Executive, or any officer designated 
  by him for that purpose. 
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Part B:   Functions delegated to individual Directors, Assistant Directors 
 and Service Managers 
 
Where operationally required and unless otherwise stated or prohibited by law, all functions 
delegated to individual Directors, Assistant Directors and Service Managers may be 
exercised by any officer to whom that officer may report and by the Chief Executive.  Unless 
otherwise stated, the delegation of powers to Directors, Assistant Directors and Service 
Managers of the Council in all cases includes the power to authorise specific members of 
staff to undertake functions in connection with the exercise of the Council's powers under the 
legislation referred to.   
 
Chief Executive (who has been designated Head of Paid Service) 
 
Delegated from Council: 
 
1.13B.1 To deal with applications for permission to take outside employment by 

Council employees, subject to the National Conditions and to the locally 
approved staff conditions. 

 
1.13B.2 To approve election fees in respect of local elections, subject to consultation 

with the Leader of the Executive. 
 
Delegated from Cabinet: 
 
1.13B.3 To operate the scheme for the provision of vehicles for staff including the 

placing of contracts and to settle all details in connection therewith, subject to 
consultation with the Leader of the Executive on placing the contract for the 
provision and management of vehicles. 

 
1.13B.4 To decide whether to report applications for grant or other assistance from 

national and regional organisations. 
 
1.13B.5 To maintain a Publication Scheme as required by The Freedom of Information 

Act 2000. (Nov 02). 
 
1.13B.5 (i) To respond to consultation documents on behalf of the Cabinet in 

consultation with the appropriate portfolio holder. 
 
Director (Communities)  
 
Delegated from Council: 
 
1.13B.6 To exercise the Council's powers and duties in respect of S.163 of the 

Criminal Justice & Public Order Act 1994 in relation to CCTV, subject to 
consultation with the Lead Member with responsibility for Community Safety. 

 
Leisure and amenities 
 
1.13B.7 To exercise the Council's powers and duties in respect of the leisure and 

amenities functions under the following legislation or any legislation replacing 
or amending the same or any regulation made thereunder: 
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Delegated from Cabinet: 
 
Public Libraries and Museums Act 1964 
Countryside Act 1968 
Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Acts 1976 and 1982 
Local Government Act 1972 
 
Civic Centre, committee suite, foyer and Community Square 
 
1.13B.8 To authorise the use of the civic centre, committee suite, foyer and 

Community Square for various purposes, subject to payment of a fee where 
applicable.  To be exercised in accordance with the Council's policy and in 
consultation with such officers as may be concerned. 

 
Politically restricted posts 
 
1.13B.9 To prepare and maintain a list of politically restricted posts under Section 2, 

Local Government and Housing Act 1989. 
 
1.13B.10 To give any certificate and any information required under Section 3, Local 

Government and Housing Act 1989 (exemption of posts from political 
restriction). 

 
Assistant Director (Communities) 
 
Licensing 
 
Delegated from Licensing Committee: 
 
1.13B.11 To exercise the powers and duties of the Council as licensing or registration 

authority under the Licensing Act 2003, Gambling Act 2005, sections 19-28 of 
the Criminal Justice and Police Act 2001, the Scrap Metal Dealers Act 2013 
and the Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1982, or any 
legislation replacing or amending the same or any regulations made 
thereunder.  The authorisations under the Scrap Metal Dealers Act 2013, and 
under the Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1982 in respect 
of sexual entertainment venues and sex establishments, both include the 
power to set fees (in consultation with the Assistant Director (Corporate 
ServicesFinance). 

 
 Any application lodged under any of the enabling legislation listed will be 

submitted to the committee for decision where it appears to the Assistant 
Director (Communities) appropriate for the applicant to have the opportunity 
of presenting his case orally.  Any case where the Assistant Director 
(Communities) has concluded that a licence or permit should be revoked, 
shall be submitted to the committee for decision.  All powers of prosecution 
and Court litigation are reserved to the Monitoring Officer. 

 
Delegated from Regulatory Board: 
 
1.13B.12 To exercise the powers and duties of the Council as licensing or registration 

authority under the following legislation or any legislation replacing or 
amending the same or any regulations made thereunder: 
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Game Act 1831 
Game Licences Act 1860 
Local Government Acts 1894 & 1972 
Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Acts 1894, 1976 & 1982 
Public Health Act 1936 
House to House Collections Act 1939 
Police, Factories, etc. (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1916 
Town Police Clauses Act 1847 
Part II Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976 

 
Any application lodged under any of the enabling legislation listed will be 
submitted to the Regulatory Board for decision where it appears to the 
Assistant Director (Communities) appropriate for the applicant to have the 
opportunity of presenting his case orally, particularly where adopted policies 
or national guidance lay out that a Member decision is required or preferable. 
 
Any case where the Assistant Director (Communities) has concluded that a 
licence or permit should be revoked and any case where the requisite number 
of penalty points have been gained in the case of taxi enforcement shall be 
submitted to the Regulatory Board for decision.  
 

Delegated from Cabinet: 
 
1.13B.13 To require the proprietor of any hackney carriage or of any private hire vehicle 

licensed by the Council to present such hackney carriage or private hire 
vehicle Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976. 

 
1.13B.14 To require the proprietor of any hackney carriage or private hire vehicle 

licensed by the Council or in respect of which an application for a licence has 
been made, to state the address of every place where such hackney carriage 
or private hire vehicle is kept when not in use (S 50(2) of the Act of 1976). 

 
1.13B.15 On (a) revocation or expiry of a vehicle licence in relation to a hackney 

carriage or private hire vehicle or (b) the suspension of a licence under 
Section 68 of the Act of 1976, to require the proprietor of a hackney carriage 
or private hire vehicle licensed by the Council to return the plate which, in the 
case of a hackney carriage, is required to be affixed to the carriage as 
mentioned in Section 38 of the Town Police Clauses Act 1847 ("The Act of 
1847") and, in the case of a private hire vehicle, was issued for the vehicle, 
under Section 48(5) of the Act of 1976. (S 58(1) of the Act of 1976). 

 
1.13B.16 To suspend (but not revoke) a vehicle licence on the ground that the hackney 

carriage or private hire vehicle is unfit for use as such and to give the 
proprietor of the vehicle notice of the grounds on which the licence has been 
suspended.  (S 60(1) and (2) of the Act of 1976). 

 
Housing 
 
1.13B.17 To exercise the Council’s powers and duties in respect of the housing 

functions relating to Private Sector Housing Grants and Housing Standards 
under the following legislation or any legislation replacing or amending the 
same, or any regulation made thereunder: 

 
 

Public Health Acts 1936 and 1961 
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Landlord and Tenant Acts 1954 and 1985 
Defective Premises Act 1972 
Local Authorities (Goods & Services) Act 1970 
Control of Pollution Act 1974 
Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976 
Protection from Eviction Act 1977 
Homes Insulation Act 1978 
Refuse Disposal (Amenity) Act 1978 
Local Government Planning and Land Act 1980 
Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1982 
Litter Act 1983 
Building Act 1984 
Housing Act 1985 
Housing and Planning Act 1986 
Housing Act 1988 
Local Government and Housing Act 1989 S119(7) & (8), 121(7) in 
consultation with the Assistant Director (Transformation & Finance) 
Housing Act 1986 
Housing Grants, Construction and Regeneration Act 1996 
Environmental Act 1995 
Environmental Protection Act 1990 
Housing Act 2004 
 

Pollution control, refuse collection and general public health functions 
 
1.13B.178 To exercise the Council’s powers and duties in respect of pollution control 

and general public health functions under the following legislation or any 
legislation replacing or amending the same, or any regulations made 
thereunder. 

 
Delegated from Council: 
 
European Communities Act 1972 (Food safety, health and safety, environmental protection) 
Health Act 2006 (Smoke free provisions) 
 
Delegated from Regulatory Board: 
 
Public Health Acts 1936 and 1961  
Water Act 1989 
Control of Pollution Act 1974  
Clean Air Acts 1993 
Refuse Disposal (Amenity) Act 1978  
Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Acts 1976 and 1982 
Litter Act 1983 
Food and Environment Protection Act 1985 
Control of Pesticides Regulations 1986 (as amended) 
Water Industry Act 1991 
Noise & Statutory Nuisance Act 1993  
Environmental Protection Act 1990  
Pollution Prevention and Control Act 1999 
Environment Act 1995  
Building Act 1984 
 
Channel Tunnel Rail Link Act 1996 
The Dogs (Fouling of Land) Act 1996 
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Delegated from Cabinet: 
 
Clean Neighbourhoods and Environment Act 2005 (Nuisance and Environmental Crime) 
[also delegated to Director (Environment & Operations) and Director (Housing & 
Regeneration) 
Noise Act 1996. 
 
Health and safety at work 
 
1.13B.189 To exercise the Council’s powers and duties in respect of health and safety at 

work functions under the following legislation or any legislation replacing or 
amending the same, or any regulations made thereunder. 

 
Delegated from Council: 
 
European Communities Act 1972 
 
Delegated from Regulatory Board: 
 
Health and Safety at Work Etc Act 1974 
Rag, Flock and Other Filling Materials Act 1951 
Shops Acts 195062 to 1965 
Offices shops and Railway Premises Act 1963 
 
Food hygiene 
 
1.13B.1920 To exercise the Council’s powers and duties in respect of food hygiene 

functions under the following legislation or any legislation replacing or 
amending the same, or any regulations made thereunder. 

 
Delegated from Council: 
 
European Communities Act 1972 
 
Delegated from Regulatory Board: 
 
General Food Regulations 2004 
The Food Safety and Hygiene (England) Regulations 2013 
The Trade in Animals and Related Products Regulations 2011 
The Food Hygiene (England) Regulations 2006 
The Products of Animal Origin (Import and Export) Regulations 1996, as amended 
The Products of Animal Origin (Third Country Imports)(England)(No. 4) Regulations 2004, as 
amended 
Emergency Control Regulations 
The Official Feed and Food Controls (England) Regulations 20096 
Food Safety Act 1990 
 
Animal welfare 
 
1.13B.201 To exercise the Council’s powers and duties in respect of animal welfare 

functions under the following legislation or any legislation replacing or 
amending the same, or any regulations made thereunder. 
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Delegated from Regulatory Board: 
 
Public Health Acts 1936 and 1961 
Animal Welfare Act 2006 
The Animal Welfare (Licensing of Activities Involving Animals) (England) Regulations 2018 
Performing Animals (Regulation) Act 1925 
Pet Animals Act 1951 
Animal Boarding Establishments Act 1963 
Riding Establishments Acts 1964 & 1970 
Breeding of Dogs Act 1973 
Dangerous Wild Animals Act 1976 
Dangerous Dogs Act 1991 
Breeding of Dogs Act 1973 and 1991 
Breeding and Sale of Dogs (Welfare) Act 1999 
 
Pest control 
 
1.13B.212 To exercise the Council’s powers and duties in respect of pest control  

functions under the following legislation or any legislation replacing or 
amending the same, or any regulations made thereunder. 

 
Delegated from Regulatory Board: 
 
Public Health Acts 1936 and 1961 
Prevention of Damage by Pests Act 1949 
Housing Act 1985 
Control of Pesticides Regulations 1986 
 
Infectious diseases 
 
1.13B.223 To exercise the Council's powers and duties in respect of control of infection 

functions under the following legislation or any legislation replacing or 
amending the same, or any regulations made thereunder. 

 
Delegated from Regulatory Board: 
 
Public Health Acts 1936 and 1961 
Health, Service & Public Health Act 1968 
Public Health (Infectious Diseases) Regulations 1988 (as amended) 
Public Health (Aircraft) Regulations 1979 
Public Health (Ships) Regulations 1979 
Public Health (Control of Disease) Act 1984 
Health and Social Care Act 2008 
Health Protection (Notification) Regulations 2010 
Health Protection (Local Authority Powers) Regulations 2010 
Health Protection (Part 2A Orders) Regulations 2010 
Health Protection (Ships & Aircraft) Regulations 2013  
 
Caravan sites 
 
1.13B.234 To exercise the Council's powers and duties in respect of functions relating to 

caravan sites under the following legislation or any legislation replacing or 
amending the same, or any regulations made thereunder. 

 
Delegated from Regulatory Board: 
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Caravan Sites and Control of Development Act 1960 
 
Delegated from Cabinet: 
 
Caravan Sites Act 1968 
Criminal Justice and Public Order Act 1994 (Unauthorised Encampment) 
Mobile Homes Act 2013  
 
Shops and Sunday trading 
 
1.13B.245 To exercise the Council's powers and duties in respect of functions relating to 

shops under the following legislation or any legislation replacing or amending 
the same, or any regulations made thereunder. 

 
Regulatory Board: 
 
Sunday Trading Act 1994 
 
Director (Housing and Regeneration) 
 
Property etc 
 
Delegated from Cabinet: 
 
1.13B.256 To settle the terms, including the price, of any acquisition or disposal of any 

interest in or right to occupy land required for the purpose of any scheme or 
proposal approved in principle by the Cabinet.  The amount or value of the 
consideration shall not exceed £250,000 in any single transaction.  Subject to 
consultation in all cases with the Assistant Director (FinanceCorporate 
Services).  

 
1.13B.267 To settle the terms, including the price, of any acquisition or disposal of any 

interest in or right to occupy land (except freehold ownership).  Subject to a 
maximum annual net rent of £20,000 in any one case where the Council pays 
the rent, but no restriction where the Council receives the income. 

 
1.13B.278 To settle the terms, including the price, of any acquisition or disposal of any 

interest in or right to occupy land required in connection with the provision of 
service by any public utility undertaker. 

 
1.13B.289 To settle and pay professional fees and expenses incurred by other parties in 

connection with any approved transaction, scheme or proposal, including 
where the same is not completed owing to the Council's withdrawal.  

 
1.13B.2930 To settle claims for dilapidations, tenant-right and compensation arising under 

the Landlord and Tenant Acts and the Agricultural Holdings Acts or related 
Acts.  

 
1.13B.301 To settle the amount of compensation payable in consequence of any order 

or decision made, or any direction or notice given, by the Council.  The 
compensation shall be within the amount of an estimate previously approved 
by the Cabinet.  

 
1.13B.312 To authorise payment of compensation or other payments arising out of the 
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taking of boreholes or the carrying out of any soil or site investigations for any 
approved scheme or proposal.  Subject to a maximum of £2,500 in any one 
case. 

 
1.13B.323 To authorise the grant of any licence or consent required under any lease, 

tenancy or other agreement and the waiver or variation of any provision of 
any such lease, tenancy or other agreement where appropriate in the 
Council's interest and in accordance with good estate management practice.  
Subject in all cases to consultation with the Monitoring Officer, and with the 
Assistant Director (FinanceCorporate Services) where financial issues are 
raised. 

 
1.13B.334 To authorise the giving of any notice under or respecting any lease, tenancy 

or other agreement, including any notice under Part II, Landlord and Tenant 
Act 1954.  Subject in all cases to consultation with the Monitoring Officer, and 
with the Assistant Director (FinanceCorporate Services) where financial 
issues are raised. 

 
1.13B.345 To undertake and settle the terms of any rent review pursuant to any lease of 

tenancy agreement.  Subject to a maximum annual rent of £20,000 in any one 
case where the Council pays the rent but no restriction where the Council 
receives the income. 

 
1.13B.356 To authorise the institution or defence of proceedings before the Institution of 

Arbitration, the Lands Tribunal and the Agricultural Land Tribunal.  Subject to 
consultation with the Monitoring Officer. 

 
1.13B.367 To engage outside agents or practitioners to undertake work appropriate to 

the Property Services department.  Subject to consultation with the Assistant 
Director (FinanceCorporate Services). 

 
1.13B.378 To undertake work for public bodies pursuant to the Local Authorities (Goods 

and Services) Act 1970 or orders made thereunder.  Subject to consultation 
with the Assistant Director (FinanceCorporate Services). 

 
1.13B.389 To authorise the institution or defence of proceedings before the Valuation 

Tribunal.  Subject to consultation with the Assistant Director 
(FinanceCorporate Services). 

 
1.13B.3940 To authorise specific members of staff to act as qualified valuers for the 

purpose of certifying land transactions. 
 
1.13B.401 To authorise specific members of staff pursuant to s.15, Local Government 

(Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976 to survey any land in connection with a 
proposal by the Council to acquire compulsorily an interest or right over such 
land and, for the purpose of such surveys, to enter on the land and other land. 

1..13B.41 To make applications for planning permission to develop any land of the 
Council, or for the development of any land by the Council or by the Council 
jointly with any other person. 

 
1.13B.42 To make applications for consent or approval under the Town and Country 

Planning Act 1990, the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) 
Act 1990, the Planning (Hazardous Substances) Act 1990 and any 
regulations or orders made thereunder. 
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Market 
 
1.13B.4312 To determine applications for consent to hold rival markets.  Subject to 

periodic reports to the Cabinet. 
 
1.13B.4423 To determine open days for the Borough Market. 
 
1.13B.434 To make applications for planning permission to develop any land of the 

Council, or for the development of any land by the Council or by the Council 
jointly with any other person. 

 
1.13B.445 To make applications for consent or approval under the Town and Country 

Planning Act 1990, the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) 
Act 1990, the Planning (Hazardous Substances) Act 1990 and any 
regulations or orders made thereunder. 

 
Personnel/HR 
 
1.13B.45 To implement national wage and salary awards to the Council's employees. 
 
 
 
 
Director (Housing and Regeneration) 
 
Clean Neighbourhoods and Environment Act 2005 
 
1.13B.466 To exercise the Council’s powers and duties in respect of the Clean 

Neighbourhoods and Environment Act 2005 (Nuisance and Environmental 
Crime). 

 
Highways, drainage etc 
 
1.13B.477 To exercise the Council's powers and duties in respect of functions relating to 

highways, traffic, land drainage, coastal protection and related functions 
under the following legislation or any legislation replacing or amending the 
same, or any regulations made thereunder: 

 
Delegated from Council: 
 
Highways Act 1835 
Town Police Clauses Act 1847 
Rights of Way Act 1932 
National Parks and Access to the Countryside Act 1949 
Countryside Act 1968 
Transport Acts 1968 and 1978 
Control of Pollution Act 1974 
Highways Act 1980 
Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 
Acquisition of Land Act 1981 
Road Traffic Regulation Act 1984 
Refuse Disposal (Amenity) Act 1978 
Cycle Tracks Act 1984 
New Road and Street Works Act 1991 
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Coast Protection Act 1949 
Land Drainage Act 1976 
Countryside and Rights of Way 2000   
 
Planning, conservation and related functions 
 
The following does not include power to make a development plan or to determine 
applications for deemed permission for the Council's own development.  Any Member may 
require the reference of any undetermined application to the Regulatory Board.  All decisions 
on applications are to be reported to the Regulatory Board.  For the avoidance of doubt, only 
the Regulatory Board may determine applications submitted by the Council itself. 
 
1.13B.488 To exercise the Council's powers and duties in respect of the planning, 

conservation and related functions under the following legislation or any 
legislation replacing or amending the same or any regulations thereunder. 

 
Delegated from the Council: 
 
Historic Buildings and Ancient Monuments Act 1953 
Land Compensation Acts 1961 & 1973 
Town and Country Planning Act 1990 
Local Government Act 1972 
Town and Country Amenities Act 1974 
Local Government, Planning & Land Act 1980 
Derelict Land Act 1982 
National Heritage Act 1983 
Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990 
Planning (Hazardous Substances) Act 1990 
Planning & Compensation Act 1991 
Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 
Planning Act 2008 
Countryside and Rights of Way Act 2000 
Growth and Infrastructure Act 2013 
Housing and Planning Act 2016 
Self-build and Custom Housebuilding Act 2015  
Neighbourhood Planning Act 2017 
 
 
Delegated from Cabinet: 
 
1.13B.49 Subject to consultation with the Assistant Director (Finance), to determine 

applications for historic building grants, place to live grants and private 
scheme grants, where the total cost of the eligible works per property is less 
than £50,000.  Details of grants are to be reported to Cabinet. 

 
1.13B.4950 Subject to consultation with the Assistant Director (Corporate 

ServicesFinance) to engage outside agents or practitioners to undertake work 
appropriate to the Planning and Regeneration Services Department.   

 
1.13B.5051 Subject to consultation with the Assistant Director (Corporate 

ServicesFinance) to undertake work for public bodies pursuant to the Local 
Authorities (Goods and Services) Act 1970 or orders made thereunder. 

 
1.13B.512 Subject to the agreement of the appropriate Lead Member to serve notices 
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under s 103(i) of the Law of Property Act 1925 to bring about the repair and 
re-use of a property. 

 
Monitoring Officer 
 
Delegated from Council: 
 
1.13B.523 To institute, defend, prosecute and settle any legal proceedings, whether 

criminal or civil, which the Council is empowered to institute or defend. 
 
Delegated from Regulatory Board: 
 
1.13B.534 To serve notice to treat and notice of entry in respect of any property which is 

the subject of a compulsory purchase order.  The power to enforce notice of 
entry is excluded. 

 
Delegated from Cabinet: 
 
1.13B.545 To decide whether consent should be given to the variation of the terms of 

any legal charge of equal or higher priority than Council's own.  Subject to 
consultation with the Assistant Director (FinanceCorporate Services). 

 
1.13B.556 To postpone the Council's charge for repayment discount in favour of another 

mortgagee.  Subject to consultation with the Assistant Director 
(FinanceCorporate Services).   

 
1.13B.567 To issue grants of exclusive rights of burial in the Council owned cemeteries 

and certificates of ownership or transfer of ownership.   
 
1.13B.578 To deal with requests from other local authorities for contributions towards 

legal costs.  Any contribution of more than £100 to be submitted to the 
Cabinet for approval.   

 
1.13B.59 To delegate the Council’s functions under the Scrap Metal Dealers Act 2013. 
 
1.13B.5860 To obtain Injunctions and Criminal Behaviour Orders under the Anti Social 

Behaviour Crime and Policing Act 2014.  Subject to consultation with the 
Assistant Director (Housing). 

 
Delegated from Cabinet, Regulatory Board and Council: 
 
1.13B.5961 To make minor and necessary amendments to this Constitution.  
 
Director (Environment & Operations)Corporate Services) (who has been designated 
as Chief Finance Officer (Section 151 Officer)) 
 
Delegated from the Council  
 
1.13B.60 To act on behalf of the Council under the provisions of the Audit and 

Accountability Act 2014 relating to the appointment of auditors and publication 
of information.  

 
1.13B.61 To act on behalf of the Council in the designated role of SIRO (Senior 

Information Risk Owner) to oversee information management and risk.   
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Delegated from Cabinet: 
 
1.13B.620 To write off debts, subject to a maximum of £105,000. 
 
1.13B.6363 To write off debts, subject to a maximum of £155,000 and subject to 

consultation with the relevant Cabinet portfolio holder. 
 
1.13B.64 To act on behalf of the Council under the provisions of the Local Government 

Finance Acts 1988 and 1992 and subsequent legislation relating to all rating, 
non-domestic rating, community charge and Council tax matters, except in 
respect of those matters reserved under the legislation or by resolution to 
Council or a committee. 

 
1.13B.655 To determine applications for discretionary rate relief within the general 

guidelines and criteria set down by Council from time to time.  An annual 
report is to be submitted to the cabinet. 

 
1.13B.666 To determine applications for non-domestic rate relief on grounds of hardship 

on the basis of the following criteria: a.  The business must be in the nature of 
a general store providing or incorporating a necessary public service, such as 
a sub-post office, not readily available elsewhere in the locality; b.  The 
maximum relief to be granted shall not normally exceed 80 per cent of the 
ratepayer's net rate liability for the financial year in which the application and 
supporting details are received and shall be personal to the applicant(s).  
Where it is considered that relief is merited but the application falls outside 
the above conditions, the matter shall be referred to the Cabinet for 
determination.  Decisions where non-domestic rate relief is granted should be 
reported to the Cabinet. 

 
Chief Finance Officer (Section 151 Officer) 
 
Delegated from Cabinet: 
 
1.13B.677 In respect of borrowing and investments, to arrange such loans as are legally 

permitted to meet the Council's borrowing requirements; to settle the terms of 
all loans to the Council including amounts, periods and rates of interest, to act 
as Registrar of Bonds and to keep any records prescribed by law; to arrange 
for the issue of such revenue bills as are legally permitted and are required to 
meet the Council's requirements; to invest any monies temporarily surplus to 
requirements and to fix terms and conditions etc; to take any necessary 
action in respect of the management of the Council's investments; and to 
arrange and conduct leasing arrangements for the purchase of assets as 
authorised by the Council.  These functions shall not be exercised in any case 
where a resolution of the Council is required, in which case the matter shall 
be reported to the Cabinet.  The Assistant Director (Corporate Services) shall 
at all times act in accordance with the CIPFA Code for Treasury Management 
in Local Authorities. 

 
1.13B.688 To determine the setting of the Council tax base under Section 84 of the 

Local Government Act 2003. 
 
1.13B.699 To authorise and take action for the recovery of debts due to the Council. 
 
1.13B.70 To write off debts or losses, subject to a maximum of £5,000, except in 
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relation to Community Charge debts where it is considered that it would not 
be cost-effective for further recovery action to be taken, subject it being 
contained within the provision for bad and doubtful debts.. 

 
1.13B.7071 To serve demands for the recovery of expenses and establishment charges 

incurred by the Council and recoverable by virtue of any enactment. 
 
1.13B.7172 To initiate bankruptcy and liquidation proceedings against debtors, prove 

debts and make claims in cases of insolvency. 
 
1.13B.7273 To authorise, under the appropriate enabling legislation, specific members of 

staff to initiate and represent the Council, and give evidence, in proceedings 
before Magistrates' Courts for recovery of rates, community charge, non-
domestic rates, Council tax and costs, charges and penalties relating thereto.  
To similarly authorise specific members of staff to take enforcement action to 
recover debts for which liability orders have been obtained.  To similarly 
authorise specific members of staff to appear before and represent the 
Council at Valuation Tribunals. 

 
1.13B.734 To administer Housing Benefit, Community Charge and Council Tax Benefit 

Regulations and to determine applications thereunder. 
 
1.13B.745 Under Section 438 of and Schedule 16 to the Housing Act 1985 or otherwise 

to vary the rate of interest on all variable interest mortgages as appropriate. 
 
1.13B.756 To transfer monies and balances between provisions and reserves. 
 
1.13B.76 To advise on the creation of  and to set up new provisions and reserves when 

necessary in consultation with the Head of Paid Service and subject to 
approval by the Cabinet.  Major steps taken are subject to the approval of the 
Head of Paid Service and reported to the Cabinet. 

 
1.13B.77 To implement national wage and salary awards to the Council's employees. 
 
1.13B.7877 To make payments to employees in respect of claims for damage. Claims 

over £250 are to be submitted to Cabinet for decision. 
 
 
 
Director (Environment & Operations) 
 
Off-street parking etc 
 
1.13B.789 To exercise the Council's powers and duties in respect of off-street car 

parking under the following legislation or any legislation replacing or 
amending the same, or any regulations made thereunder. 

 
Delegated from Cabinet: 
 
Road Traffic Regulation Act 1984 
Traffic Management Act 2004  
 
Refuse, waste etc 
 
1.13B.7980 To exercise the Council’s powers and duties in respect of refuse collections 
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and waste management under the following legislation or any legislation 
replacing or amending the same, or any regulations made thereunder. 

 
Delegated from Cabinet: 
 
Anti-Social Behaviour Act 2003 
Anti-Social Behaviour, Crime and Policing Act 2014  
Clean Neighbourhoods and Environment Act 2005  
Control of Pollution Act 1974 
Control of Pollution (Amendment) Act 1989 
Environment Act 1995 
Environmental Protection Act 1990 
Home Insulation Act 1978 
Litter Act 1983 
Local Government, Planning and Land Act 1980 
Refuse Disposal (Amenity) Act 1978 
Road Traffic Regulation Act 1984 
 
 
Leisure and amenities 
 
1.13B.8081 To exercise the Council's powers and duties in respect of the leisure and 

amenities functions under the following legislation or any legislation replacing 
or amending the same or any regulation made thereunder. 

 
Delegated from Cabinet: 
 
Local Government Act 1972 
 
Offering goods or services to outside bodies 
 
1.13B.81 To exercise the Council's powers and duties in respect of offering goods or 

services to outside bodies under the following legislation or any legislation 
replacing or amending the same, or any regulations made thereunder. 

 
Local Authorities (Goods and Services) Act 1970 
Local Government Act 1972 

 
Assistant Director (Housing) 
 
Housing  
 
1.13B.82 To exercise the Council’s powers and duties in respect of the housing 

functions, including those relating to Private Sector Housing Grants and 
Housing Standards under the following legislation or any legislation replacing 
or amending the same, or any regulation made thereunder. 

 
1.13B.83 The authorisation under Housing Act 2004 includes all functions which are 

relevant in respect of Private Sector Housing but in particular includes Section 
131 (Management order: power of entry to carry out work); Section 235 
(power to require documents to be produced); Section 239 (power of entry); 
Paragraph 3(4) of Schedule 3 (improvement notices: power to enter to carry 
out work; and Paragraph 25 of Schedule 7 (EDMOs: power of entry to carry 
out work). 
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Delegated from Cabinet: 
 
1.13B.82 To update tenants’ own decoration allowances annually in line with changes 

in relevant material prices in consultation with the Assistant Director 
(Finance). 

 
1.13B.83 To exercise the Council's powers and duties in respect of housing functions 

under the following legislation or any legislation replacing or amending the 
same, or any regulations made thereunder. 

Delegated from Cabinet: 
 
Accommodation Agencies Act 1953 
Airports Authority Act 1965 
Anti-Social Behaviour, Crime and Policing Act 2014   
Building Act 1984 
Defective Premises Act 1972 
Environment Act 1995 
Homes Insulation Act 1978 
Homelessness Act 2002 
Housing & Planning Act 1986 
Housing Act 1964 
Housing Act 1985 
Housing Act 1988 
Housing Act 1996 
Housing Act 2004 
Housing Grants, Construction and Regeneration Act 1996 
Land Compensation Act 1961 
Land Compensation Act 1973 
Landlord and Tenant Acts 1954 and 1985 
Leasehold Reform, Housing and Urban Development Act 1993 
Local Authorities (Goods & Services) Act 1970 
Local Government & Housing Act 1989 s.119 (7) & (8), 121(7) (in consultation with the 
Assistant Director (Transformation & FinanceCorporate Services) 
Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976 
Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1982 
Local Government Act 1972 
Local Government Planning & Land Act 1980 
Mobile Homes Act 1983 
Mobile Homes Act 2013 
Protection from Eviction Act 1977 
Public Health Acts 
Control of Pollution Act 1974 
Environmental Protection Act 1990 
Litter Act 1983 
Refuse Disposal (Amenity) Act 1978 
The Children Act 1989 
Asylum & Immigration Act 1996 
Localism Act 2011 
Homelessness Reduction Act 2017 
 
Caravan and mobile home sites 
 
1.13B.8484 To exercise the Council's powers and duties in respect of the management 

and control of caravan and mobile home sites owned by the Council under 
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the following legislation or any legislation replacing or amending the same or 
any regulations made thereunder. 

 
Delegated from Cabinet: 
 
Caravan Sites and Control of Development Act 1960 
Caravan Sites Act 1968 
Mobile Homes Act 2013  
 
Leisure and amenities 
 
1.13B.8585 To exercise the Council's powers and duties in respect of the leisure and 

amenities functions under the following legislation or any legislation replacing 
or amending the same or any regulation made thereunder. 

 
Delegated from Cabinet: 
 
Public Health Acts (Amendment) Acts 1890 & 1907 
Open Spaces Act 1906 
Public Health Act 1961 
Commons Registration Act 1965 
Local Government, Planning & Land Act 1980 
 
 
Assistant Director (Environment) 
 
Leisure and amenities 
 
1.13B.86 To exercise the Council's powers and duties in respect of the leisure and 

amenities functions under the following legislation or any legislation replacing 
or amending the same or any regulation made thereunder. 

 
 
 
 
Delegated from Cabinet: 
 
Burial Act 1853 
Registration of Burials Act 1864 
Public Health Act 1875 
Public Health Acts (Amendment) Acts 1890 & 1907 
Open Spaces Act 1906 
Allotments Acts 1908 to 1950 
Public Health Act 1961 
Commons Registration Act 1965 
Local Government, Planning & Land Act 1980 
 
Offering goods or services to outside bodies 
 
1.13B.86 To exercise the Council's powers and duties in respect of offering goods or 

services to outside bodies under the following legislation or any legislation 
replacing or amending the same, or any regulations made thereunder. 

 
Local Authorities (Goods and Services) Act 1970 
Local Government Act 1972 
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Information Governance Manager  
 
Delegated from Council: 
 
1.13B.8687 To act on behalf of the Council in the designated role of Data Protection 

Officer (DPO).    
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Annex 2.6 - Financial Procedure Rules 

 

 
6.4. Write-off of debts and losses 

 
6.4.1. The Council has a duty to maximise revenue collection.  The writing-off of 

monies owed to the council is viewed as a last resort and should not be 
actioned until all other possible avenues for recovery have been explored.  
The Council has a documented corporate write-off process and the scheme of 
write-off set out below exists to enable the effective management of debt: 
 
6.4.1.1. Service Managers have authority to write-off individual debts or 

losses of up to £10. 
6.4.1.2. Directors and Assistant Directors have authority to write-off 

individual debts or losses of up to £1,000. 
 

6.4.1.3. The Section 151 Officer and Deputy Section 151 Officer have 
authority to write-off individual debts or losses of up to £10,000, 

  
6.4.1.3.6.4.1.4. The Section 151 Officer and Deputy Section 151 

Officer have authority to write-off individual debts or losses of up to 
£15,000, in consultation with the relative Cabinet Portfolio holder.  

 
6.4.1.4.6.4.1.5. The Cabinet will authorise the write-off of individual 

debts or losses exceeding £15,000. 
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Annex 1.11:  Directors and Assistant Directors Roles 

 
The precise responsibilities of each post listed in this schedule are detailed in job 
descriptions, which are held by the Director (Communities).  This annex indicates areas of 
responsibilities. 
 
In each case the role of the post concerned is to provide advice to Council, its committees 
and Cabinet in relation to the matters detailed against that post.  It is also the role of the post 
to oversee and direct the work of the services set out below in accordance with the 
requirements of Council, its committees, Cabinet and the relevant Director or Assistant 
Director. 
 
The management structure of the Council is comprised of three tiers; Directors, Assistant 
Directors and Service Managers.  
 
Chief Executive 
 
Responsible for all matters relating to the management of the Council, matters within the 
remit of the directorates. 
 
Director (Communities) 
 
Responsible for matters,  within the remit of the Communities directorate including The 
Woodville the shared Legal Service and shared HR Service ; and matters within the remit of 
the Assistant Director (Communities), Service Manager (Customer and Theatre Services), 
Service Manager (Property and Regulatory) and Service Manager (Communities). 
 
Director (Corporate Services) 
 
Responsible for matters within the remit of the Corporate Services directorate, and matters 
within the remit of Assistant Director (Corporate Services), Service Manager (Revenues & 
Benefits), Service Manager (IT Services), Head of Audit & Counter Fraud Shared Service, 
Corporate Change Manager, Corporate Performance Manager and Information Governance 
Manager and Data Protection Officer (Shared Service). 
 
Director (Environment & Operations) 
 
Responsible for matters within the remit of the Environment & Operations directorate, and 
matters within the remit of the Assistant Director (Environment) and Assistant Director 
(Operations). 
 
Director (Housing & Regeneration) 
 
Responsible for matters within the remit of the Housing & Regeneration directorate, and 
matters within the remit of the Assistant Director (Housing), Assistant Director (Planning) and 
Service Manager (Major Regeneration Projects).  
 
Responsible for all matters relating to the strategic development of Gravesend Town Centre 
and any other special projects consistent with the foregoing duties of the post. 
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Assistant Director (Communities) 
 
Responsible for all matters relating to economic development, leisure, town centre, tourism, 
The Gr@nd and public health.  
 
Assistant Director (Corporate Services) 
 
Responsible for all finance services. 
 
Assistant Director (Environment)  
 
Responsible for all matters relating to waste management, cemeteries, horticultural, vehicle 
maintenance and Brookvale Depot. 
 
Assistant Director (Housing) 
 
Responsible for all housing services including those relating to private sector housing grants 
and housing standards. 
 
Assistant Director (Planning) 
 
Responsible for all matters relating to Planning, housing strategy and development.
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Annex 1.12:  Proper Officers 
 
 
A Proper Officer may at any time delegate or authorise other officers (in writing) to perform 
the designated duties on his or her behalf save for where a different proper officer is 
designated either by law or by this constitution. 
 
Generally, references in statute to "Clerk to the Local Authority" or "Town Clerk" shall mean 
references to the Monitoring Officer. 
 
Chief Executive 
 
Section 8 Representation of the People Act 1983: 
To act as Registration Officer for any constituency or part of a constituency coterminous with 
or contained in the Borough. 
 
Section 35 Representation of the People Act 1983: 
To act as Returning Officer for elections of Councillors of the Borough or Councillors of 
Parishes within the Borough. 
 
Section 67 Representation of the People Act 1983:  
As Appropriate Officer (Proper Officer) - name of election agent to be declared. 
 
Section 68 Representation of the People Act 1983: 
As Appropriate Officer (Proper Officer) - name of sub-agent to be declared. 
 
Section 69 Representation of the People Act 1983: 
As Appropriate Officer (Proper Officer) - office of election agent and sub-agent to be 
declared. 
 
Section 70 Representation of the People Act 1983: 
As Appropriate Officer (Proper Officer) - to publish notice where satisfied candidate is his 
own election agent. 
 
Section 75 Representation of the People Act 1983: 
As Appropriate Officer (Proper Officer) - a return of expenses incurred at an election and a 
declaration to be delivered. 
 
Section 81 Representation of the People Act 1983: 
As Appropriate Officer (Proper Officer) - a return as to election expenses to be delivered. 
 
Section 82 Representation of the People Act 1983: 
As Appropriate Officer (Proper Officer) - a declaration as to election expenses to be 
delivered. 
 
Section 89 Representation of the People Act 1983: 
As Proper Officer - inspection of returns and declarations. 
 
Section 128/9 Representation of the People Act 1983: 
As Proper Officer - presentation of petition questioning a local election. 
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Section 131/133 Representation of the People Act 1983: 
As Proper Officer - to provide suitable accommodation for election court.   
 
Section 145 Representation of the People Act 1983: 
As Proper Officer - to receive copy of election court certificate. 
 
Section 146 Representation of the People Act 1983: 
As Proper Officer - special case statement by High Court. 
 
Section 200 Representation of the People Act 1983: 
As Proper Officer - to post public notices under this act. 
 
Section 83(1) Local Government Act 1972: 
As Proper Officer - witness and receipt of declarations of acceptance of office. 
 
Section 84(1) Local Government Act 1972: 
As Proper Officer - receipt of declaration of resignation of office. 
 
Section 89(1) Local Government Act 1972: 
As Proper Officer - receipt of notice of casual vacancy from two local government electors. 
 
Section 30(5) Local Government Act 1974: 
As Proper Officer to give public notice of report by the Local Commissioner. 
 
Section 2 Local Government and Housing Act 1989: 
As Proper Officer the deposit of a list of politically restricted posts. 
 
Monitoring Officer 
 
Section 13(3) Local Government Act 1972: 
As Proper Officer - to be a parish trustee in certain circumstances. 
 
Section 210 Local Government Act 1972: 
As Proper Officer the vesting of charities. 
 
Section 225(1) Local Government Act 1972: 
As Proper Officer the deposit of documents. 
 
Section 229(5) Local Government Act 1972: 
As Proper Officer the certification of photographic copies of documents. 
 
Section 234(1) Local Government Act 1972: 
As Proper Officer the authentication of documents.  The Proper Officer shall be the 
Monitoring Officer or the officer having responsibility for the duty or service concerned. 
 
Section 236(9) Local Government Act 1972: 
As Proper Officer to send copies of bylaws for parish records. 
 
Section 236(10) Local Government Act 1972: 
As Proper Officer to send copies of bylaws to Kent County Council. 
 
Section 238 Local Government Act 1972: 
As Proper Officer the certification of bylaws.  
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Director (Corporate Services) 
 
Section 151 Local Government Act 1972: 
As Responsible Officer - administration of the Council’s financial affairs. 
 
Section 146(1) (a) & (b) Local Government Act 1972: 
As Proper Officer - declaration and certificates with regard to securities. 
 
Assistant Director (Corporate Services) 
 
Section 115(2) Local Government Act 1972: 
As Proper Officer - accountability of officers. 
  
Service Manager  (Communities) 
 
Section 52 Representation of the People Act 1983: 
As Proper Officer acts may be undertaken in the event of the incapacity or vacancy of the 
Registration Officer as appointed by the Council. 
 
Section 52 Representation of the People Act 1983: 
As Deputy Electoral Registration Officer to carry out the duties and powers of the Electoral 
Registration Officer as appointed by the Council. 
 
The Local Authorities (Referendums) (Petitions and Directions) Regulations 2000: 
As Proper Officer to publish the verification number for mayoral referenda. 
 
Section 88(2) Local Government Act 1972: 
As Proper Officer the convening of meeting of Council to fill casual vacancy in the office of 
Mayor. 
 
Section 96(1) Local Government Act 1972: 
As Proper Officer the receipt of notices of pecuniary interest. 
 
Section 96(2) Local Government Act 1972: 
As Proper Officer the keeping record of disclosures of pecuniary interest under Section 94 
and of notices under Section 96(1). 
 
Section 100B (2) Local Government Act 1972: 
As Proper Officer to exclude any report relating to an item not likely to be considered in 
public. 
 
Section 100B (7) Local Government Act 1972: 
As Proper Officer to supply to a newspaper copies of documents already supplied to 
members. 
 
Section 100C (2) Local Government Act 1972:  
As Proper Officer to make a written summary of proceedings. 
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Section 100D (1) Local Government Act 1972: 
As Proper Officer to compile a list of background papers.  The officer in whose name the 
report is written shall be the Proper Officer.  In the case of reports written in the name of 
more than one officer the Proper Officer shall be the first named officer. In the case of 
reports not written in the name of an officer or officers, the Proper Officer shall be the 
Service Manager (Communities) or such other officer identified by him/her as having the 
principal interest in the report. 
 
Section 100D (5) Local Government Act 1972: 
As Proper Officer to decide what comprises a background paper.  The officer in whose name 
the report is written shall be the Proper Officer.  In the case of reports written in the name of 
more than one officer the Proper Officer shall be the first named officer. In the case of 
reports not written in the name of an officer or officers, the Proper Officer shall be the 
Service Manager (Communities) or such other officer identified by him/her as having the 
principal interest in the report. 
 
Section 100F (2) Local Government Act 1972: 
As Proper Officer to decide whether a document discloses exempt information. 
 
Section 248(2) Local Government Act 1972: 
As Proper Officer to keep a roll of Freemen. 
 
Schedule 12, paragraph 4(2) (b) Local Government Act 1972: 
As Proper Officer the signature of summonses to Council meetings. 
 
Schedule 12, paragraph 4(3) Local Government Act 1972: 
As Proper Officer the receipt of notices regarding address to which summons to meeting is 
to be sent  
 
Schedule 14, paragraph 25(7) Local Government Act 1972: 
As Proper Officer the certification of resolutions under paragraph 25 of Schedule 14. 
 
The Local Authorities (Standing Orders) (England) Regulations 2001: 
As Proper Officer to receive notification of objections to the appointment/dismissal of Head 
of Paid Service, Directors and Assistant Directors.). 
 
Section 116 Local Government Finance Act 1988: 
As Proper Officer to notify the auditor of steps taken under Section 115 of this Act. 
 
Local Government (Committees and Political Groups) Regulations 1990: 
As Proper Officer the giving of, delivery to and receipt of notices and expressions of wishes. 
 
Section 19 Local Government and Housing Act 1989: 
As Proper Officer - receiving notice of Members' pecuniary interests and the maintenance of 
required records. 
 
Director (Communities) 
 
Section 191 Local Government Act 1972: 
As Proper Officer - function under the Ordnance Survey Act 1841.  
 
Section 50(4) Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976: 
As Authorised Officer - production of vehicle licence and certificate of insurance or security. 
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Section 56(3) Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976: 
As Authorised Officer - production of driver’s licence. 
 
Section 56(2), (3) and (4) Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976: 
As Authorised Officer - production of private hire operators records and licence. 
 
Section 58(2) (b) Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976: 
As Authorised Officer - removal of vehicle plate. 
 
Section 68 Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976: 
As Authorised Officer - inspection and testing of vehicles and taximeters to ascertain fitness, 
requirement for future inspection and testing and suspension of vehicle licence. 
 
Section 47 National Assistance Act 1948 as amended by National Assistance (Amendment) 
Act 1951: 
As Proper Officer - certification for removal to suitable premises of persons in need of care 
and attention. 
 
Part 1, Paragraph 2 of Schedule 2 to Sunday Trading Act 1994: 
As Proper Officer the appointment of inspectors from within Regulatory Services to aid 
enforcement. 
 
Any person for the time being employed as a Consultant in Communicable Disease 
Control/Consultant in Health Protection at Public Health England South East 
 
Section 48 Public Health (Control of Disease) Act 1984 as amended by Health and Social 
Care Act 2008: 
As Proper Officer to prepare certificate to Justice of the Peace for removal of a body to 
mortuary and for burial within a prescribed time or immediately. 
 
Regulations 2, 3 and 6 The Health Protection (Notification) Regulations 2010: 
As Proper Officer for receipt and disclosure of notification of suspected notifiable disease in 
patients and dead persons 
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Annex 1.13:  Functions Delegated to Officers of the 
Council 

 
 
Part A:  Functions delegated to all Directors and Assistant Directors 
 
Unless otherwise stated, the delegation of powers to Directors, Assistant Directors and 
Monitoring Officer in all cases includes the power to authorise specific members of staff to 
undertake functions in connection with the exercise of the Council's powers under the 
legislation referred to. 
 
Delegated from Head of Paid Service (Article 12) 
 
1.13A.1 To appoint employees below Assistant Director level. 
 

Subject to the restriction that all appointments are to be within budget 
provision and within overall terms and conditions fixed by the Management 
Team. The Head of Paid Service (through the Director (Communities)) is to 
agree salary, other benefits and conditions of service.  All formal written offers 
for appointment are to be made by the Director (Communities), except for 
weekly-paid staff. 

 
1.13A.2 To appoint temporary and casual employees where necessary in the interest 

of the efficient operation of a department. 
 

Subject to the approval of the Director (Communities) in the case of 
temporary staff, and adequate budgetary provision. 

 
1.13A.3 To authorise payment of relocation expenses to applicants appointed to 

qualifying posts with the Council. 
 

To be paid in accordance with the policies of the Council subject to the 
production to the Director (Communities) of quotations and receipts and to 
his/her being satisfied that the expenses involved are reasonable.  No 
payments to be made until the person appointed has taken up his/her 
appointment with the Council. 

 
1.13A.4 To assist with the provision of housing accommodation in cases of key 

shortage of staff. 
 

To be exercised in accordance with the policies of the Council and subject to 
the agreement of the Assistant Director (Housing). 

 
1.13A.5 To negotiate changes in working hours and other practices which are not 

conducive to the efficient management of services.  
 

In consultation with the Director (Communities). 
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1.13A.6 To authorise the payment to staff of additional increments. 
 

Subject to budgetary provision and the approval of the Director 
(Communities). 

 
1.13A.7 To authorise attendance of employees at Conferences and Courses. 
 

Subject to budgetary provision  
 
1.13A.8 Approval of the annual qualification training programme. 
 

Subject to report to Management Team. 
 
1.13A.9 Approval of requests from staff wishing to study for post-graduate 

qualifications.  
 

Costs of any courses granted to be contained within the qualification training 
budget. 

 
Delegated from Cabinet 
 
1.13A.10 To vire between all revenue or capital estimate heads under each Director or 

Assistant Director's control. 
 

Subject to the provisions of Article 13.04 (Key Decisions), a limit of £10,000 
on any one item and the Director (Corporate Services) being informed of all 
virements made.  Virement between the Housing Revenue Account and the 
General Fund must be approved by the full Council. 

 
1.13A.11 To determine fees and charges for goods and services. 
 

Charges for car parking are excluded.   
 
1.13A.12 To serve requisitions under Section 16 of the Local Government 

(Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976 in relation to the functions of the Director 
or Assistant Director in question. 

 
1.13A.13 To write off debts subject to a maximum of £1000. 
 

The Director (Corporate Services) is to be notified of any such write-offs. 
 

1.13A.14 To exercise all powers and functions of the Council under and in connection 
  with the Anti-Social Behaviour, Crime & Policing Act 2014 including any  
  orders or regulations made thereunder, and any legislation amending or  
  replacing same; but with the exception that the power to make a Public Space 
  Protection Order is reserved to the Chief Executive, or any officer designated 
  by him for that purpose. 
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Part B:   Functions delegated to individual Directors, Assistant Directors 
 and Service Managers 
 
Where operationally required and unless otherwise stated or prohibited by law, all functions 
delegated to individual Directors, Assistant Directors and Service Managers may be 
exercised by any officer to whom that officer may report and by the Chief Executive.  Unless 
otherwise stated, the delegation of powers to Directors, Assistant Directors and Service 
Managers of the Council in all cases includes the power to authorise specific members of 
staff to undertake functions in connection with the exercise of the Council's powers under the 
legislation referred to.   
 
Chief Executive (who has been designated Head of Paid Service) 
 
Delegated from Council: 
 
1.13B.1 To deal with applications for permission to take outside employment by 

Council employees, subject to the National Conditions and to the locally 
approved staff conditions. 

 
1.13B.2 To approve election fees in respect of local elections, subject to consultation 

with the Leader of the Executive. 
 
Delegated from Cabinet: 
 
1.13B.3 To operate the scheme for the provision of vehicles for staff including the 

placing of contracts and to settle all details in connection therewith, subject to 
consultation with the Leader of the Executive on placing the contract for the 
provision and management of vehicles. 

 
1.13B.4 To decide whether to report applications for grant or other assistance from 

national and regional organisations. 
 
1.13B.5 To maintain a Publication Scheme as required by The Freedom of Information 

Act 2000. 
 
1.13B.5 (i) To respond to consultation documents on behalf of the Cabinet in 

consultation with the appropriate portfolio holder. 
 
Director (Communities)  
 
Delegated from Council: 
 
1.13B.6 To exercise the Council's powers and duties in respect of S.163 of the 

Criminal Justice & Public Order Act 1994 in relation to CCTV, subject to 
consultation with the Lead Member with responsibility for Community Safety. 

 
Leisure and amenities 
 
1.13B.7 To exercise the Council's powers and duties in respect of the leisure and 

amenities functions under the following legislation or any legislation replacing 
or amending the same or any regulation made thereunder: 

 
Delegated from Cabinet: 
 
Public Libraries and Museums Act 1964 
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Countryside Act 1968 
Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Acts 1976 and 1982 
Local Government Act 1972 
 
Civic Centre, committee suite, foyer and Community Square 
 
1.13B.8 To authorise the use of the civic centre, committee suite, foyer and 

Community Square for various purposes, subject to payment of a fee where 
applicable.  To be exercised in accordance with the Council's policy and in 
consultation with such officers as may be concerned. 

 
Politically restricted posts 
 
1.13B.9 To prepare and maintain a list of politically restricted posts under Section 2, 

Local Government and Housing Act 1989. 
 
1.13B.10 To give any certificate and any information required under Section 3, Local 

Government and Housing Act 1989 (exemption of posts from political 
restriction). 

 
Licensing 
 
Delegated from Licensing Committee: 
 
1.13B.11 To exercise the powers and duties of the Council as licensing or registration 

authority under the Licensing Act 2003, Gambling Act 2005, sections 19-28 of 
the Criminal Justice and Police Act 2001, the Scrap Metal Dealers Act 2013 
and the Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1982, or any 
legislation replacing or amending the same or any regulations made 
thereunder.  The authorisations under the Scrap Metal Dealers Act 2013, and 
under the Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1982 in respect 
of sexual entertainment venues and sex establishments, both include the 
power to set fees (in consultation with the Assistant Director (Corporate 
Services). 

 
 Any application lodged under any of the enabling legislation listed will be 

submitted to the committee for decision where it appears to the Director 
(Communities) appropriate for the applicant to have the opportunity of 
presenting his case orally.  Any case where the Director (Communities) has 
concluded that a licence or permit should be revoked, shall be submitted to 
the committee for decision.  All powers of prosecution and Court litigation are 
reserved to the Monitoring Officer. 

 
Delegated from Regulatory Board: 
 
1.13B.12 To exercise the powers and duties of the Council as licensing or registration 

authority under the following legislation or any legislation replacing or 
amending the same or any regulations made thereunder: 

 
 

Game Act 1831 
Game Licences Act 1860 
Local Government Acts 1894 & 1972 
Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Acts 1894, 1976 & 1982 
Public Health Act 1936 
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House to House Collections Act 1939 
Police, Factories, etc. (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1916 
Town Police Clauses Act 1847 
Part II Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976 

 
Any application lodged under any of the enabling legislation listed will be 
submitted to the Regulatory Board for decision where it appears to the 
Director (Communities) appropriate for the applicant to have the opportunity 
of presenting his case orally, particularly where adopted policies or national 
guidance lay out that a Member decision is required or preferable. 
 
Any case where the Director (Communities) has concluded that a licence or 
permit should be revoked and any case where the requisite number of penalty 
points have been gained in the case of taxi enforcement shall be submitted to 
the Regulatory Board for decision.  
 

Delegated from Cabinet: 
 
1.13B.13 To require the proprietor of any hackney carriage or of any private hire vehicle 

licensed by the Council to present such hackney carriage or private hire 
vehicle Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976. 

 
1.13B.14 To require the proprietor of any hackney carriage or private hire vehicle 

licensed by the Council or in respect of which an application for a licence has 
been made, to state the address of every place where such hackney carriage 
or private hire vehicle is kept when not in use (S 50(2) of the Act of 1976). 

 
1.13B.15 On (a) revocation or expiry of a vehicle licence in relation to a hackney 

carriage or private hire vehicle or (b) the suspension of a licence under 
Section 68 of the Act of 1976, to require the proprietor of a hackney carriage 
or private hire vehicle licensed by the Council to return the plate which, in the 
case of a hackney carriage, is required to be affixed to the carriage as 
mentioned in Section 38 of the Town Police Clauses Act 1847 ("The Act of 
1847") and, in the case of a private hire vehicle, was issued for the vehicle, 
under Section 48(5) of the Act of 1976. (S 58(1) of the Act of 1976). 

 
1.13B.16 To suspend (but not revoke) a vehicle licence on the ground that the hackney 

carriage or private hire vehicle is unfit for use as such and to give the 
proprietor of the vehicle notice of the grounds on which the licence has been 
suspended.  (S 60(1) and (2) of the Act of 1976). 

 
Pollution control, refuse collection and general public health functions 
 
1.13B.17 To exercise the Council’s powers and duties in respect of pollution control 

and general public health functions under the following legislation or any 
legislation replacing or amending the same, or any regulations made 
thereunder. 

 
Delegated from Council: 
 
European Communities Act 1972 (Food safety, health and safety, environmental protection) 
Health Act 2006 (Smoke free provisions) 
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Delegated from Regulatory Board: 
 
Public Health Acts 1936 and 1961  
Water Act 1989 
Control of Pollution Act 1974  
Clean Air Acts 1993 
Refuse Disposal (Amenity) Act 1978  
Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Acts 1976 and 1982 
Litter Act 1983 
Food and Environment Protection Act 1985 
Control of Pesticides Regulations 1986 (as amended) 
Water Industry Act 1991 
Noise & Statutory Nuisance Act 1993  
Environmental Protection Act 1990  
Pollution Prevention and Control Act 1999 
Environment Act 1995  
Building Act 1984 
Channel Tunnel Rail Link Act 1996 
 
Delegated from Cabinet: 
 
Clean Neighbourhoods and Environment Act 2005 (Nuisance and Environmental Crime) 
[also delegated to Director (Environment & Operations) and Director (Housing & 
Regeneration) 
Noise Act 1996. 
 
Health and safety at work 
 
1.13B.18 To exercise the Council’s powers and duties in respect of health and safety at 

work functions under the following legislation or any legislation replacing or 
amending the same, or any regulations made thereunder. 

 
Delegated from Council: 
 
European Communities Act 1972 
 
Delegated from Regulatory Board: 
 
Health and Safety at Work Etc Act 1974 
Rag, Flock and Other Filling Materials Act 1951 
Shops Acts 1962 to 1965 
Offices shops and Railway Premises Act 1963 
 
Food hygiene 
 
1.13B.19 To exercise the Council’s powers and duties in respect of food hygiene 

functions under the following legislation or any legislation replacing or 
amending the same, or any regulations made thereunder. 

 
Delegated from Council: 
 
European Communities Act 1972 
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Delegated from Regulatory Board: 
 
General Food Regulations 2004 
The Food Safety and Hygiene (England) Regulations 2013 
The Trade in Animals and Related Products Regulations 2011 
Emergency Control Regulations 
The Official Feed and Food Controls (England) Regulations 2009 
Food Safety Act 1990 
 
Animal welfare 
 
1.13B.20 To exercise the Council’s powers and duties in respect of animal welfare 

functions under the following legislation or any legislation replacing or 
amending the same, or any regulations made thereunder. 

 
Delegated from Regulatory Board: 
 
Public Health Acts 1936 and 1961 
Animal Welfare Act 2006 
The Animal Welfare (Licensing of Activities Involving Animals) (England) Regulations 2018 
Performing Animals (Regulation) Act 1925 
Pet Animals Act 1951 
Animal Boarding Establishments Act 1963 
Riding Establishments Acts 1964 & 1970 
Breeding of Dogs Act 1973 
Dangerous Wild Animals Act 1976 
Dangerous Dogs Act 1991 
Breeding of Dogs Act 1973 and 1991 
Breeding and Sale of Dogs (Welfare) Act 1999 
 
Pest control 
 
1.13B.21 To exercise the Council’s powers and duties in respect of pest control  

functions under the following legislation or any legislation replacing or 
amending the same, or any regulations made thereunder. 

 
Delegated from Regulatory Board: 
 
Public Health Acts 1936 and 1961 
Prevention of Damage by Pests Act 1949 
Housing Act 1985 
Control of Pesticides Regulations 1986 
 
Infectious diseases 
 
1.13B.22 To exercise the Council's powers and duties in respect of control of infection 

functions under the following legislation or any legislation replacing or 
amending the same, or any regulations made thereunder. 

 
Delegated from Regulatory Board: 
 
Public Health Acts 1936 and 1961 
Health, Service & Public Health Act 1968 
Public Health (Infectious Diseases) Regulations 1988 (as amended) 
Public Health (Aircraft) Regulations 1979 
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Public Health (Ships) Regulations 1979 
Public Health (Control of Disease) Act 1984 
Health and Social Care Act 2008 
Health Protection (Notification) Regulations 2010 
Health Protection (Local Authority Powers) Regulations 2010 
Health Protection (Part 2A Orders) Regulations 2010 
Health Protection (Ships & Aircraft) Regulations 2013  
 
Caravan sites 
 
1.13B.23 To exercise the Council's powers and duties in respect of functions relating to 

caravan sites under the following legislation or any legislation replacing or 
amending the same, or any regulations made thereunder. 

 
Delegated from Regulatory Board: 
 
Caravan Sites and Control of Development Act 1960 
 
Delegated from Cabinet: 
 
Caravan Sites Act 1968 
Criminal Justice and Public Order Act 1994 (Unauthorised Encampment) 
Mobile Homes Act 2013  
 
Shops and Sunday trading 
 
1.13B.24 To exercise the Council's powers and duties in respect of functions relating to 

shops under the following legislation or any legislation replacing or amending 
the same, or any regulations made thereunder. 

 
Regulatory Board: 
 
Sunday Trading Act 1994 
 
Property etc 
 
Delegated from Cabinet: 
 
1.13B.25 To settle the terms, including the price, of any acquisition or disposal of any 

interest in or right to occupy land required for the purpose of any scheme or 
proposal approved in principle by the Cabinet.  The amount or value of the 
consideration shall not exceed £250,000 in any single transaction.  Subject to 
consultation in all cases with the Assistant Director (Corporate Services).  

 
1.13B.26 To settle the terms, including the price, of any acquisition or disposal of any 

interest in or right to occupy land (except freehold ownership).  Subject to a 
maximum annual net rent of £20,000 in any one case where the Council pays 
the rent, but no restriction where the Council receives the income. 

 
1.13B.27 To settle the terms, including the price, of any acquisition or disposal of any 

interest in or right to occupy land required in connection with the provision of 
service by any public utility undertaker. 
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1.13B.28 To settle and pay professional fees and expenses incurred by other parties in 
connection with any approved transaction, scheme or proposal, including 
where the same is not completed owing to the Council's withdrawal.  

 
1.13B.29 To settle claims for dilapidations, tenant-right and compensation arising under 

the Landlord and Tenant Acts and the Agricultural Holdings Acts or related 
Acts.  

 
1.13B.30 To settle the amount of compensation payable in consequence of any order 

or decision made, or any direction or notice given, by the Council.  The 
compensation shall be within the amount of an estimate previously approved 
by the Cabinet.  

 
1.13B.31 To authorise payment of compensation or other payments arising out of the 

taking of boreholes or the carrying out of any soil or site investigations for any 
approved scheme or proposal.  Subject to a maximum of £2,500 in any one 
case. 

 
1.13B.32 To authorise the grant of any licence or consent required under any lease, 

tenancy or other agreement and the waiver or variation of any provision of 
any such lease, tenancy or other agreement where appropriate in the 
Council's interest and in accordance with good estate management practice.  
Subject in all cases to consultation with the Monitoring Officer, and with the 
Assistant Director (Corporate Services) where financial issues are raised. 

 
1.13B.33 To authorise the giving of any notice under or respecting any lease, tenancy 

or other agreement, including any notice under Part II, Landlord and Tenant 
Act 1954.  Subject in all cases to consultation with the Monitoring Officer, and 
with the Assistant Director (Corporate Services) where financial issues are 
raised. 

 
1.13B.34 To undertake and settle the terms of any rent review pursuant to any lease of 

tenancy agreement.  Subject to a maximum annual rent of £20,000 in any one 
case where the Council pays the rent but no restriction where the Council 
receives the income. 

 
1.13B.35 To authorise the institution or defence of proceedings before the Institution of 

Arbitration, the Lands Tribunal and the Agricultural Land Tribunal.  Subject to 
consultation with the Monitoring Officer. 

 
1.13B.36 To engage outside agents or practitioners to undertake work appropriate to 

the Property Services department.  Subject to consultation with the Assistant 
Director (Corporate Services). 

 
1.13B.37 To undertake work for public bodies pursuant to the Local Authorities (Goods 

and Services) Act 1970 or orders made thereunder.  Subject to consultation 
with the Assistant Director (Corporate Services). 

 
1.13B.38 To authorise the institution or defence of proceedings before the Valuation 

Tribunal.  Subject to consultation with the Assistant Director (Corporate 
Services). 

 
1.13B.39 To authorise specific members of staff to act as qualified valuers for the 

purpose of certifying land transactions. 
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1.13B.40 To authorise specific members of staff pursuant to s.15, Local Government 
(Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976 to survey any land in connection with a 
proposal by the Council to acquire compulsorily an interest or right over such 
land and, for the purpose of such surveys, to enter on the land and other land. 

 
1.13B.41 To make applications for planning permission to develop any land of the 

Council, or for the development of any land by the Council or by the Council 
jointly with any other person. 

 
1.13B.42 To make applications for consent or approval under the Town and Country 

Planning Act 1990, the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) 
Act 1990, the Planning (Hazardous Substances) Act 1990 and any 
regulations or orders made thereunder. 

 
Market 
 
1.13B.43 To determine applications for consent to hold rival markets.  Subject to 

periodic reports to the Cabinet. 
 
1.13B.44 To determine open days for the Borough Market. 
 
Personnel/HR 
 
1.13B.45 To implement national wage and salary awards to the Council's employees. 
 
Director (Housing and Regeneration) 
 
Clean Neighbourhoods and Environment Act 2005 
 
1.13B.46 To exercise the Council’s powers and duties in respect of the Clean 

Neighbourhoods and Environment Act 2005 (Nuisance and Environmental 
Crime). 

 
Highways, drainage etc 
 
1.13B.47 To exercise the Council's powers and duties in respect of functions relating to 

highways, traffic, land drainage, coastal protection and related functions 
under the following legislation or any legislation replacing or amending the 
same, or any regulations made thereunder: 

 
Delegated from Council: 
 
Highways Act 1835 
Town Police Clauses Act 1847 
Rights of Way Act 1932 
National Parks and Access to the Countryside Act 1949 
Countryside Act 1968 
Transport Acts 1968 and 1978 
Control of Pollution Act 1974 
Highways Act 1980 
Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 
Acquisition of Land Act 1981 
Road Traffic Regulation Act 1984 
Refuse Disposal (Amenity) Act 1978 
Cycle Tracks Act 1984 
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New Road and Street Works Act 1991 
Coast Protection Act 1949 
Land Drainage Act 1976 
Countryside and Rights of Way 2000   
 
Planning, conservation and related functions 
 
The following does not include power to make a development plan or to determine 
applications for deemed permission for the Council's own development.  Any Member may 
require the reference of any undetermined application to the Regulatory Board.  All decisions 
on applications are to be reported to the Regulatory Board.  For the avoidance of doubt, only 
the Regulatory Board may determine applications submitted by the Council itself. 
 
1.13B.48 To exercise the Council's powers and duties in respect of the planning, 

conservation and related functions under the following legislation or any 
legislation replacing or amending the same or any regulations thereunder. 

 
Delegated from the Council: 
 
Historic Buildings and Ancient Monuments Act 1953 
Land Compensation Acts 1961 & 1973 
Town and Country Planning Act 1990 
Local Government Act 1972 
Town and Country Amenities Act 1974 
Local Government, Planning & Land Act 1980 
Derelict Land Act 1982 
National Heritage Act 1983 
Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990 
Planning (Hazardous Substances) Act 1990 
Planning & Compensation Act 1991 
Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 
Planning Act 2008 
Countryside and Rights of Way Act 2000 
Growth and Infrastructure Act 2013 
Housing and Planning Act 2016 
Self-build and Custom Housebuilding Act 2015  
Neighbourhood Planning Act 2017 
 
Delegated from Cabinet: 
 
 
1.13B.49 Subject to consultation with the Assistant Director (Corporate Services) to 

engage outside agents or practitioners to undertake work appropriate to the 
Planning and Regeneration Services Department.   

 
1.13B.50 Subject to consultation with the Assistant Director (Corporate Services) to 

undertake work for public bodies pursuant to the Local Authorities (Goods 
and Services) Act 1970 or orders made thereunder. 

 
1.13B.51 Subject to the agreement of the appropriate Lead Member to serve notices 

under s 103(i) of the Law of Property Act 1925 to bring about the repair and 
re-use of a property. 
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Monitoring Officer 
 
Delegated from Council: 
 
1.13B.52 To institute, defend, prosecute and settle any legal proceedings, whether 

criminal or civil, which the Council is empowered to institute or defend. 
 
Delegated from Regulatory Board: 
 
1.13B.53 To serve notice to treat and notice of entry in respect of any property which is 

the subject of a compulsory purchase order.  The power to enforce notice of 
entry is excluded. 

 
Delegated from Cabinet: 
 
1.13B.54 To decide whether consent should be given to the variation of the terms of 

any legal charge of equal or higher priority than Council's own.  Subject to 
consultation with the Assistant Director (Corporate Services). 

 
1.13B.55 To postpone the Council's charge for repayment discount in favour of another 

mortgagee.  Subject to consultation with the Assistant Director (Corporate 
Services).   

 
1.13B.56 To issue grants of exclusive rights of burial in the Council owned cemeteries 

and certificates of ownership or transfer of ownership.   
 
1.13B.57 To deal with requests from other local authorities for contributions towards 

legal costs.  Any contribution of more than £100 to be submitted to the 
Cabinet for approval.   

 
1.13B.58 To obtain Injunctions and Criminal Behaviour Orders under the Anti Social 

Behaviour Crime and Policing Act 2014.  Subject to consultation with the 
Assistant Director (Housing). 

 
Delegated from Cabinet, Regulatory Board and Council: 
 
1.13B.59 To make minor and necessary amendments to this Constitution.  
 
Director (Corporate Services) (who has been designated as Chief Finance Officer 
(Section 151 Officer)) 
 
Delegated from the Council  
 
1.13B.60 To act on behalf of the Council under the provisions of the Audit and 

Accountability Act 2014 relating to the appointment of auditors and publication 
of information.  

 
1.13B.61 To act on behalf of the Council in the designated role of SIRO (Senior 

Information Risk Owner) to oversee information management and risk.   
 
Delegated from Cabinet: 
 
1.13B.62 To write off debts, subject to a maximum of £10,000. 
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1.13B.63 To write off debts, subject to a maximum of £15,000 and subject to 

consultation with the relevant Cabinet portfolio holder. 
 
1.13B.64 To act on behalf of the Council under the provisions of the Local Government 

Finance Acts 1988 and 1992 and subsequent legislation relating to all rating, 
non-domestic rating and Council tax matters, except in respect of those 
matters reserved under the legislation or by resolution to Council or a 
committee. 

 
1.13B.65 To determine applications for discretionary rate relief within the general 

guidelines and criteria set down by Council from time to time.  An annual 
report is to be submitted to the cabinet. 

 
1.13B.66 To determine applications for non-domestic rate relief on grounds of hardship 

on the basis of the following criteria: a.  The business must be in the nature of 
a general store providing or incorporating a necessary public service, such as 
a sub-post office, not readily available elsewhere in the locality; b.  The 
maximum relief to be granted shall not normally exceed 80 per cent of the 
ratepayer's net rate liability for the financial year in which the application and 
supporting details are received and shall be personal to the applicant(s).  
Where it is considered that relief is merited but the application falls outside 
the above conditions, the matter shall be referred to the Cabinet for 
determination.  Decisions where non-domestic rate relief is granted should be 
reported to the Cabinet. 

 
1.13B.67 In respect of borrowing and investments, to arrange such loans as are legally 

permitted to meet the Council's borrowing requirements; to settle the terms of 
all loans to the Council including amounts, periods and rates of interest, to act 
as Registrar of Bonds and to keep any records prescribed by law; to arrange 
for the issue of such revenue bills as are legally permitted and are required to 
meet the Council's requirements; to invest any monies temporarily surplus to 
requirements and to fix terms and conditions etc; to take any necessary 
action in respect of the management of the Council's investments; and to 
arrange and conduct leasing arrangements for the purchase of assets as 
authorised by the Council.  These functions shall not be exercised in any case 
where a resolution of the Council is required, in which case the matter shall 
be reported to the Cabinet.  The Director (Corporate Services) shall at all 
times act in accordance with the CIPFA Code for Treasury Management in 
Local Authorities. 

 
1.13B.68 To determine the setting of the Council tax base under Section 84 of the 

Local Government Act 2003. 
 
1.13B.69 To authorise and take action for the recovery of debts due to the Council. 
 
1.13B.70 To serve demands for the recovery of expenses and establishment charges 

incurred by the Council and recoverable by virtue of any enactment. 
 
1.13B.71 To initiate bankruptcy and liquidation proceedings against debtors, prove 

debts and make claims in cases of insolvency. 
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1.13B.72 To authorise, under the appropriate enabling legislation, specific members of 

staff to initiate and represent the Council, and give evidence, in proceedings 
before Magistrates' Courts for recovery of rates, non-domestic rates, Council 
tax and costs, charges and penalties relating thereto.  To similarly authorise 
specific members of staff to take enforcement action to recover debts for 
which liability orders have been obtained.  To similarly authorise specific 
members of staff to appear before and represent the Council at Valuation 
Tribunals. 

 
1.13B.73 To administer Housing Benefit Regulations and to determine applications 

thereunder. 
 
1.13B.74 Under Section 438 of and Schedule 16 to the Housing Act 1985 or otherwise 

to vary the rate of interest on all variable interest mortgages as appropriate. 
 
1.13B.75 To transfer monies and balances between provisions and reserves. 
 
1.13B.76 To advise on the creation of new provisions and reserves when necessary in 

consultation with the Head of Paid Service and subject to approval by the 
Cabinet.   

 
1.13B.77 To make payments to employees in respect of claims for damage. Claims 

over £250 are to be submitted to Cabinet for decision. 
 
Director (Environment & Operations) 
 
Off-street parking etc 
 
1.13B.78 To exercise the Council's powers and duties in respect of off-street car 

parking under the following legislation or any legislation replacing or 
amending the same, or any regulations made thereunder. 

 
Delegated from Cabinet: 
 
Road Traffic Regulation Act 1984 
Traffic Management Act 2004  
 
Refuse, waste etc 
 
1.13B.79 To exercise the Council’s powers and duties in respect of refuse collections 

and waste management under the following legislation or any legislation 
replacing or amending the same, or any regulations made thereunder. 

 
Delegated from Cabinet: 
 
Anti-Social Behaviour Act 2003 
Anti-Social Behaviour, Crime and Policing Act 2014  
Clean Neighbourhoods and Environment Act 2005  
Control of Pollution Act 1974 
Control of Pollution (Amendment) Act 1989 
Environment Act 1995 
Environmental Protection Act 1990 
Home Insulation Act 1978 
Litter Act 1983 
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Local Government, Planning and Land Act 1980 
Refuse Disposal (Amenity) Act 1978 
Road Traffic Regulation Act 1984 
 
Leisure and amenities 
 
1.13B.80 To exercise the Council's powers and duties in respect of the leisure and 

amenities functions under the following legislation or any legislation replacing 
or amending the same or any regulation made thereunder. 

 
Delegated from Cabinet: 
 
Local Government Act 1972 
 
Offering goods or services to outside bodies 
 
1.13B.81 To exercise the Council's powers and duties in respect of offering goods or 

services to outside bodies under the following legislation or any legislation 
replacing or amending the same, or any regulations made thereunder. 

 
Local Authorities (Goods and Services) Act 1970 
Local Government Act 1972 

 
Assistant Director (Housing) 
 
Housing  
 
1.13B.82 To exercise the Council’s powers and duties in respect of the housing 

functions, including those relating to Private Sector Housing Grants and 
Housing Standards under the following legislation or any legislation replacing 
or amending the same, or any regulation made thereunder. 

 
1.13B.83 The authorisation under Housing Act 2004 includes all functions which are 

relevant in respect of Private Sector Housing but in particular includes Section 
131 (Management order: power of entry to carry out work); Section 235 
(power to require documents to be produced); Section 239 (power of entry); 
Paragraph 3(4) of Schedule 3 (improvement notices: power to enter to carry 
out work; and Paragraph 25 of Schedule 7 (EDMOs: power of entry to carry 
out work). 

 
Delegated from Cabinet: 
 
Accommodation Agencies Act 1953 
Airports Authority Act 1965 
Anti-Social Behaviour, Crime and Policing Act 2014   
Building Act 1984 
Defective Premises Act 1972 
Environment Act 1995 
Homes Insulation Act 1978 
Homelessness Act 2002 
Housing & Planning Act 1986 
Housing Act 1985 
Housing Act 1988 
Housing Act 1996 
Housing Act 2004 
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Housing Grants, Construction and Regeneration Act 1996 
Land Compensation Act 1961 
Land Compensation Act 1973 
Landlord and Tenant Acts 1954 and 1985 
Leasehold Reform, Housing and Urban Development Act 1993 
Local Authorities (Goods & Services) Act 1970 
Local Government & Housing Act 1989 s.119 (7) & (8), 121(7) (in consultation with the 
Assistant Director (Corporate Services) 
Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976 
Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1982 
Local Government Act 1972 
Local Government Planning & Land Act 1980 
Mobile Homes Act 1983 
Mobile Homes Act 2013 
Protection from Eviction Act 1977 
Public Health Acts 
Control of Pollution Act 1974 
Environmental Protection Act 1990 
Litter Act 1983 
Refuse Disposal (Amenity) Act 1978 
The Children Act 1989 
Asylum & Immigration Act 1996 
Localism Act 2011 
Homelessness Reduction Act 2017 
 
Caravan and mobile home sites 
 
1.13B.84 To exercise the Council's powers and duties in respect of the management 

and control of caravan and mobile home sites owned by the Council under 
the following legislation or any legislation replacing or amending the same or 
any regulations made thereunder. 

 
Delegated from Cabinet: 
 
Caravan Sites and Control of Development Act 1960 
Caravan Sites Act 1968 
Mobile Homes Act 2013  
 
Leisure and amenities 
 
1.13B.85 To exercise the Council's powers and duties in respect of the leisure and 

amenities functions under the following legislation or any legislation replacing 
or amending the same or any regulation made thereunder. 

 
Delegated from Cabinet: 
 
Public Health Acts (Amendment) Acts 1890 & 1907 
Open Spaces Act 1906 
Public Health Act 1961 
Commons Registration Act 1965 
Local Government, Planning & Land Act 1980 
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Assistant Director (Environment) 
 
Leisure and amenities 
 
1.13B.86 To exercise the Council's powers and duties in respect of the leisure and 

amenities functions under the following legislation or any legislation replacing 
or amending the same or any regulation made thereunder. 

 
Delegated from Cabinet: 
 
Burial Act 1853 
Registration of Burials Act 1864 
Public Health Acts (Amendment) Acts 1890 & 1907 
Open Spaces Act 1906 
Allotments Acts 1908 to 1950 
Public Health Act 1961 
Commons Registration Act 1965 
Local Government, Planning & Land Act 1980 
 
Information Governance Manager  
 
Delegated from Council: 
 
1.13B.87 To act on behalf of the Council in the designated role of Data Protection 

Officer (DPO).    
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6.4. Write-off of debts and losses 

 
6.4.1. The Council has a duty to maximise revenue collection.  The writing-off of 

monies owed to the council is viewed as a last resort and should not be 
actioned until all other possible avenues for recovery have been explored.  
The Council has a documented corporate write-off process and the scheme of 
write-off set out below exists to enable the effective management of debt: 
 
6.4.1.1. Service Managers have authority to write-off individual debts or 

losses of up to £10. 
6.4.1.2. Directors and Assistant Directors have authority to write-off 

individual debts or losses of up to £1,000. 
 

6.4.1.3. The Section 151 Officer and Deputy Section 151 Officer have 
authority to write-off individual debts or losses of up to £10,000, 

 
6.4.1.4. The Section 151 Officer and Deputy Section 151 Officer have 

authority to write-off individual debts or losses of up to £15,000, in 
consultation with the relative Cabinet Portfolio holder.  

 
6.4.1.5. The Cabinet will authorise the write-off of individual debts or losses 

exceeding £15,000. 
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Classification: Public 

Key Decision: No 

Gravesham Borough Council 

Report to: Cabinet   

Date: 4 February 2019    

Reporting officer: Perry Holmes - Monitoring Officer  

Subject: 
Proposed amendments to the Constitution 
– Standards Committee   

 
Purpose and summary of report:  
To obtain approval of Full Council for the proposed amendments to the Constitution 
relating to the Standards Committee, to bring the Terms of Reference of the 
Committee and the process for dealing with complaints regarding Councillors up to 
date in accordance with legislation.    

Recommendations: 
1. It is recommended that the proposed amendments to the Summary and 

Explanation, Annex 1.2, Annex 2.1 and Annex 3.8 as laid out in the report be 
approved and determined by full Council on 26 February 2019. 

2. It is recommended that the proposed amendments to Articles 3, 7, 9 and 15 as 
laid out in the report be received by council without debate on 26 February 
2019 and referred to the next ordinary council meeting on 16 April 2019 for a 
decision. 

3. It is recommended that the proposed policies for dealing with complaints 
against Councillors be adopted by full Council.  

1. Introduction  

1.1 A full review of the constitution is being undertaken. This report seeks 
agreement to update all sections of the constitution relating to the 
Standards Committee to reflect changes in legislation including the Terms 
of Reference and the membership of the Committee. This report also 
recommends that policies on the process of dealing with complaints against 
Councillors be adopted by full council.  
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1.2 The proposed changes mirror Medway Council’s process of dealing with 
complaints against members to bring efficiencies as Gravesham Borough 
Council and Medway Council now share a Monitoring Officer.    

1.3 The remainder of the suggested updates to the Constitution will be 
presented to Cabinet and full council once the full review has concluded. 
The Standards Committee sections have been brought forward to reflect 
current legislation.   

1.4 The relevant pages of the Constitution have been amended with the 
proposed new wording in track changes and highlighted in yellow for ease 
of reference and copies are attached hereto. As part of the full review of the 
constitution other suggested updates have been made to a master copy of 
the constitution and these will appear in the tracked changed version. 
Members need only consider the draft changes that have been highlighted 
yellow for the purposes of this report. The remainder of the draft changes 
will be brought to full council at a later date with a summary of the changes. 
A second version is also attached with the track changes accepted which 
may be an easier version to read. A summary of the suggested changes is 
attached as Appendix 2.      

2. Proposal  

2.1 The proposed changes to the Summary and Explanation section at the 
beginning of the Constitution and Article 3 delete references to the 
Standards Board which is no longer in existence and clarifies that 
complaints should be made to the Standards Committee and addressed in 
the first instance to the Monitoring Officer.   

2.2 Articles 7 and 9 have been amended to reflect legislative changes 
whereby: 

2.2.1 investigations into councillor’s conduct are now undertaken by 
Independent Investigators rather than the Monitoring Officer or the 
Standards Committee; 

2.2.2 the role of the Independent Person has changed to an advisory role 
rather then being appointed to the Committee; 

2.2.3 the Standards Committee instead of the Monitoring Officer will 
assess complaints and decide whether or not an investigation is 
required.  

2.2.4 There is no need for a panel of members to be drawn from the 
committee  and instead the full committee will assess the 
complaints.  

2.2.5 There is no longer a need to appoint Parish councillors to the 
committee; 
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2.2.6 The proposed amendments to reflect legislation also mirror Medway 
Council’s Constitution and policies for dealing with councillor 
conduct complaints to bring efficiencies.    

2.3 Annex 2.1 proposes that the quorum for the Standards Committee is 3.  

2.4 Annex 3.8 proposes that the process for recruiting Independent Persons 
has been amended to place the responsibility for this on the Monitoring 
Officer in consultation with the Service Manager (Communities) to mirror 
Medway Council’s process thereby enabling the MO to hold one 
recruitment round for both local authorities.  

2.5 The Constitution requires Full Council to approve changes to Annex 1 of 
the Constitution (Article 4.4).  

2.6 The Constitution provides that changes to the Articles of the Constitution; 
the Procedural Rules set out in Annex 2 and the Codes of Practice and 
Protocols set out in Annex 3 can only be made by the full Council, which 
may not delegate this function. Such proposals for changes may only be 
considered by the Council on receipt of a written report by the Standards 
Committee; and/or the Monitoring Officer. Proposals for changes to the 
Articles of the Constitution will first be received by the Council without 
debate and referred to the next ordinary meeting of the Council (Article 
15.3 (1) of the Constitution). 

 

2.7 Further the Constitution provides that proposals for changes to any of the 
Procedual Rules set out in Annexes 2; to any of the Codes of Practice and 
Protocols set out in Annexes 3 may be considered and determined 
forthwith by the Council (Article 15.3 (2) of the Constitution).  

2.8 Where a proposal to change the Constitution does not involve a change in 
the form of executive arrangements there would not normally be a 
requirement to consult with local electors and other interested persons in 
the Borough, unless the changes proposed will have substantial 
implications for all or a significant proportion of them (Article 15.3 (5)). The 
proposed changes do not involve the form of executive arrangements nor 
do they have substantial implications for a significant proportion of them.    

2.9 On the basis of the above it is recommended that the proposed 
amendments to Summary and Explanation, Annex 1, 2 and 3 may be 
determined by full Council at the first council meeting it is presented to, 
which will be on 26 February 2019.   

2.10 It is recommended that the proposed amendments to Articles 3, 7, 9 and 15 
be received by Council without debate on 26 February 2019 and referred to 
the next ordinary council meeting on 16 April 2019 for a decision.    

2.11 The following documents are attached hereto:  

Appendix 1 – Implications 
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Appendix 2 – Summary of Changes 

Appendix 3 – Amended pages of the constitution with track changes 

Appendix 4 – Amended pages of the constitution with track changes 
accepted  

Appendix 5 – GBC’s procedure for dealing with Member Conduct 
Complaints under the Localism Act 2011  

Appendix 6 – Procedural Guidance for investigations about Member 
conduct allegations under the Localism Act 2011  

Appendix 7 – Localism Act 2011 – s34 Criminal Offence Investigations in 
Kent & Medway     

3. BACKGROUND PAPERS 

3.1 There are no background papers to this report.  

Anyone wishing to inspect background papers should, in the first place, be directed to 
Committee & Electoral Services who will make the necessary arrangements. 
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IMPLICATIONS APPENDIX 1 

      

Legal  A Local Authority is under a duty to prepare and keep up to date its constitution 
under s9P of the Local Government Act 2000 as amended.   

Finance and  
Value for  
Money  

There are no financial implications.  

Risk  
Assessment 

It is of critical importance that the council has sufficient government arrangements 
in place which is provided by a constitution that is kept upto date.   

Equality  
Impact  
Assessment 

Screening for Equality Impacts 

Question 

a. Does the decision being made or recommended through this paper have 
potential to cause adverse impact or discriminate against different groups in the 
community? If yes, please explain answer. 
No 

b. Does the decision being made or recommended through this paper make a 
positive contribution to promoting equality? If yes, please explain answer. 
No 

In submitting this report, the Chief Officer doing so is confirming that they have 
given due regard to the equality impacts of the decision being considered, as noted 
in the table above 

Corporate 
Plan 

Corporate Plan Objective 4 - Sound and Self Sufficient Council  

Crime and 
Disorder 

N/A 
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Digital and 
website 
implications 

N/A 

Safeguarding 
children and 
vulnerable 
adults 

N/A 
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Appendix 2 - Table of changes – Standards Committee  
 

Reference Change Reason for Change 

 

Summary and Explanation  Citizens’ Rights, 4.3 (j) – complaints are to be made to 
the Standards Committee.  

The Standards Board no longer exists so instead 
complaints are to be made to the Standards Committee.  

The Articles – Article 3 

3.1 (4) (c ) is brought upto date to clarify that 
complaints are made to the Standards Committee 
addressed in the first instance to the Monitoring 
Officer.  

This brings the process in line with legislation and mirrors 
Medway Council’s process for efficiency as both local 
authorities share the same Monitoring Officer.  

Article 7  
7.9 deletes any reference to an investigation relating 
to councillor’s conduct being undertaken by the 
Monitoring Officer or Standards Committee.  

This reflects legislative changes as investigations into 
councillor’s conduct are now undertaken by independent 
investigators rather than the Monitoring Officer or the 
Standards Committee.   

Article 9  
Paragraph 9.2 (b) has been deleted  
Paragraph 9.4 has been deleted and replaced.  
Paragraph 9.5 has been deleted and replaced  

9.2 (b) – Legislation has changed the role of the 
Independent Person who is no longer appointed to a 
Committee but instead provides an advisory role to the 
Standards Committee regarding complaints against 
Councillors (Localism Act 2011).  
9.4 - Instead of the Monitoring Officer assessing complaints 
it will be for the Standards Committee to assess complaints 
and decide whether an investigation is required or not.  
9.5 – It is no longer necessary for a panel of members to be 
drawn from the committee instead the full committee will 
deal with complaints. It is no longer necessary to appoint 
Parish Councillors to deal with complaints.  
The wording now mirrors that of Medway Council to bring 
efficiencies for the Monitoring Officer who is MO for both 
local authorities and therefore only working to one process.  
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Appendix 2 - Table of changes – Standards Committee  
 

Reference Change Reason for Change 

 

Article 15  Paragraph 15.1 (2) – reference to the Standards for 
England has been deleted.  Standards for England no longer exists.  

Annex 1.2 – Standards 
Committee  

Paragraphs 1 (a) and (b) have been replaced by 
wording from Medway Council’s constitution to mirror 
the process for dealing with complaints regarding 
Councillors.  
Paragraph 4 has been deleted and replaced to reflect 
changes in legislation. 
Paragraph 7 (c ) has been updated as they is no 
longer a legislative need to appoint Independent 
Persons and Parish Councillors to the Standards 
Committee although the IP’s do retain a role in relation 
to complaints.      
Assessment Sub-Committee and Review Sub-
Committee sections have been deleted and replaced.  

The Standards Board no longer exists so this section has 
been updated in accordance with current legislation and 
mirrors Medway’s process for efficiencies as both local 
authorities share the same Monitoring Officer.   
There is no longer a need to have an assessment Sub-
Committee and Review Sub-Committee. The new wording 
mirrors Medway Council’s constitution and processes for 
dealing with complaints against councillors, and the new 
process requires the whole of the Standards Committee to 
consider whether a complaint should be investigated and to 
consider the report of any investigation and the comments 
of the Independent Person. 

Annex 2.1  Paragraph 11.1 has been amended to clarify that the 
quorum for the Standards Committee is 3.   

This reflects the quorum set in Article 9 and is added here 
for the avoidance of doubt.  

Annex 3.8 

This section has been updated throughout to delete 
the reference to appointing Independent Persons and 
Parish Councillors to the Standards Committee.  
The process for recruiting Independent Persons has 
been amended to place the responsibility for this on 
the Monitoring Officer in consultation with the Service 
Manager (Communities).    

Due to changes in legislation it is no longer necessary for 
Independent Persons and Parish Councillors to be 
appointed to the Standards Committee.  
The IP’s retain a role but as they are no longer appointed to 
the Committee it is proposed that the recruitment of IP’s is 
undertaken by the Monitoring Officer in consultation with the 
Service Manager (Communities) to mirror Medway 
Council’s process. This will enable the MO to hold one 
recruitment round for both local authorities.  
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  Summary and Explanation 
 

4. Citizens’ Rights 
 

4.1 Citizens have a number of rights in their dealings with the Council.  These are 
set out in more detail in Article 3 of this Constitution.  Some of these are legal 
rights, whilst others depend on the Council’s own processes.  The Citizens’ 
Advice Bureau (CAB) can advise on individuals’ legal rights. 

 
4.2 Where members of the public have a contract with the Council under which 

the Council agrees to do certain things, for example as a Council tenant, they 
have additional rights.  These are not covered in this Constitution. 

 
4.3 Citizens have the right to:- 
 

(a) vote at local elections if they are registered; 
 
(b) contact their local Councillor about any matters of concern to them; 
 
(c) have access to a copy of this Constitution; 
(d) attend meetings of the full Council, and its Committees, Boards and 

Panels except where confidential or exempt matters are being 
discussed; 

 
(e) attend meetings of the Cabinet when Key Decisions are being decided 

or discussed; 
(d) attend meetings of the full Council, Cabinet, Committees, Boards and 

Panels except where confidential or exempt matters are being 
discussed; 

 
(fe) petition to request a referendum on a Mayoral form of executive; 
 
(gf) attend meetings of any Scrutiny Committee and, by invitation of a 

committee, contribute to investigations or reviews undertaken by 
them; 

 
(h) from the Cabinet’s Forward Plan, find out what major decisions are to 

be discussed or decided by the Cabinet and when; 
 
(ig) see agendas reports and background papers and records of decisions 

made by the Council, Cabinet, Committees, Boards and Panels (but 
excluding access to confidential/exempt information); 

 
(jh) complain to the Council about Council services – the Council 

encourages its customers through its Corporate Complaints 
Procedure to voice their concerns as an opportunity to put things right 
for the customer and to improve services; 

 
(ki) complain to the Local Government Ombudsman if they think the 

Council has not followed its procedures properly.  However, they 
should only do this after using the Council’s Corporate Complaints 
Procedure; 

 
(lj) complain to the Standards Board for England Standards Committee 

Monitoring Officer if they have evidence which they think shows that a 
Councillor has not followed the Member Code of Conduct;;  
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  Summary and Explanation 

(mk) inspect the Council’s accounts and to make their views known to the 
external auditor. 

 
4.4 The Council welcomes participation by its citizens in its work.  For further 

information on your rights as a citizen, please contact the Council’s 
Committee and Electoral Services Department on 01474 33 72 47. 
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Article 3 – Citizens and the Council 
 
3.1 Citizens’ Rights 
 

Citizens have the following rights.  Their rights to information and to participate are 
explained in more detail in the Access to Information Rules as set out in Annex 2.2 to 
this Constitution. 
 
(1) Voting and Petitions 
 

Citizens who are on the electoral roll for the Borough have the right to vote 
and to sign a petition, requesting a referendum for an elected Mayor form of 
constitution.  Residents and those who work or study within the Borough also 
have the right to sign petitions. 

 
(2) Information  
 

  Citizens have the right to:-    
 

(a) attend meetings of the Council and its Committees, Boards and sub-
committees, except where confidential or exempt information is likely 
to be disclosed and the meeting is therefore held in private;  

 
(b) attend meetings of the Cabinet when “Key Decisions” are being 

considered, except where confidential or exempt information is likely 
to be disclosed and the meeting is therefore held in private;  

 
(c) find out from the Council’s website what “Key Decision(s)” will be 

taken by the Cabinet, or by any bodies or individuals to whom the 
Cabinet may have delegated the exercise of any of its functions, and 
when it is expected those decisions will be taken;  

 
(d) see reports and background papers (excluding confidential/exempt 

information) and any records of decisions made by the Council, 
Cabinet, Committees, Boards and sub-Committees; and   

 
(e) inspect the Council’s accounts and make their views known to the 

external auditor. 
 

(3) Participation 
 

Citizens have the right to participate in the Council’s question time and (on 
invitation by the committee or by the committee Chair) to contribute to 
investigations by a Scrutiny Committee.  
 
Public speaking is allowed at meetings of the Regulatory Board (Planning). 

 
(4) Complaints 

  
Citizens have the right to complain to:-  
 
(a) the Council itself under its Complaints Procedure;  
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(b) the Local Government Ombudsman, after using the Council’s 
Complaints Procedure;  

 
(c) the Standards Committee Council’s Monitoring Officer about an 

alleged breach of the Member Code of Conduct set out in Annex 3.1 
to this Constitution. These complaints should be addressed to the 
Monitoring Officer, Gravesham Borough Council, Civic Centre, 
Windmill Street, Gravesend, Kent, DA12 1AU;  

 
 

3.2 Citizens’ Conduct 
 
Citizens must not be violent, abusing or threatening to Councillors or Officers and 
must not wilfully harm things owned by the Council, Councillors or Officers. 
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Article 7 -  Leader and Cabinet Executive 
 
7.1 Role and Functions 
 

The Council has adopted a form of executive arrangements known as a new style 
"Leader and Cabinet Executive".  The various parts of this Constitution that together 
comprise the Council’s executive arrangements are set out in Annex 1.18 to this 
Constitution. 
 
The Executive will exercise all of the Council’s functions which are not the 
responsibility, whether by law or under this Constitution, of any other part of the 
Council. 

 
7.2 Form and Composition 
 
 (1) The Executive will comprise:- 
 

1.1 The Leader who will be a Councillor elected by the Council at the 
Annual Meeting of the full Council following on from the ordinary 
election of all councillors; a Leader elected by the Council at its 
Annual Meeting in May 2011 and at every post election Annual 
Meeting (under whole Council elections) thereafter; 

 
1.2 no more than ten Cabinet Members, including the Leader and the 

Deputy Leader. 
 
7.3 Leader of the Executive 
 

(1) The term of office of the Leader starts on the day of his/her election as Leader 
and ends on the day of the next post election Annual Meeting (under whole 
Council elections) unless, before that day, he/she:- 

 
1.1 is removed from office or resigns; 
 
1.2 ceases to be a Councillor; or 
 
1.3 is disqualified from being a Councillor. 

 
(2) The Leader will be a Councillor of the Borough of Gravesham and will be 

elected by the Council to serve for a term of four years or until the Annual 
Meeting following the next ordinary Council elections. 

 
(3) During his/her term of office the Leader will continue to hold office as a 

Councillor and accordingly, any enactment which provides for earlier 
retirement as a Councillor will not apply. 

 
(4) The Council will have the power to remove the Leader from office before the 

end of his/her four year term by way of resolution.  At any meeting of the Full 
Council a Councillor may propose that "the Council has no confidence in the 
Leader".  If carried by a simple majority of those Councillors present and 
voting, the Leader will be removed from office. 
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(5) If the Council passes a resolution to remove the Leader, a new Leader will be 

elected:- 
 

5.1 at the same meeting at which the Leader is removed from office; or 
 
5.2 at a subsequent meeting. 
 

7.4 Appointment of the Cabinet and scheme of delegation 
 

(1) The Leader will decide the size of his/her Cabinet (subject to a maximum of 
ten, including the Leader and Deputy Leader) and will appoint Cabinet 
Members from among the serving Councillors.  The Leader may replace or 
remove Cabinet Members at any time. 

 
(2) All executive functions of the Council will be vested in the Leader.  The 

Leader may exercise those functions himself/herself, or may delegate 
specified executive functions to be exercised by the Cabinet collectively, a 
Cabinet Committee, an individual Cabinet Member or an Officer.  The Leader 
may revoke such delegations at any time. 

 
(3) Delegation of executive function(s) to be exercised by a Cabinet Member or 

by a Ward Councillor in accordance with Section 236 of the Local 
Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007; will be at the 
discretion of the Leader. 

 
(4) The Leader will report to Council on all appointments and changes to the 

Cabinet (Executive) and delegation of executive functions of the Council. 
 

Neither the Mayor nor Deputy Mayor may be elected as Leader of the Executive or 
be appointed to the Cabinet. 

 
The Leader of the Executive may not be appointed to any Scrutiny Committee or to 
the Standards Committee.  Other Members of the Cabinet may not be Chair of the 
Standards Committee and may not be appointed to any Scrutiny Committee. 
Not more than two Members of the Cabinet (or the nearest whole number equivalent 
to 20 per cent of the total membership of the Regulatory Board (Planning), whichever 
is the lesser figure) may be appointed to the Regulatory Board (Planning) or such 
other committee or sub-committee as may be appointed to determine matters relating 
to the grant of licences and statutory consents or enforcement action against 
persons.  No Member of the Cabinet so appointed shall be the Chair or Vice-Chair of 
the Regulatory Board (Planning) nor of any other committee or sub-committee 
discharging similar functions. 

 
The nearest whole number equivalent to 50 per cent of the total membership of the 
Appointments Board will be selected by the Leader of the Executive for appointment 
to the Appointments Board (or such other committee as may be appointed to 
determine matters relating to the appointment of officers).    
 
Not less than three Members of the Appointments Board who have been selected by 
the Leader of the Executive (or the nearest whole number equivalent to 50 per cent 
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of the total membership of an Appointments Panel constituted from the membership 
of the Appointments Board, whichever is the lesser figure) will be appointed to an 
Appointments Panel or any other body authorised to make an appointment to the 
Council’s staff. 
 
There shall not be any co-optees, deputies or substitutes for Members of the 
Cabinet, excepting that Members of the Cabinet (including the Leader) may be 
substitutes for each other on any sub-Committees, Panels or Working Groups 
established by, and reporting to, the Cabinet. 

 
7.5 Deputy Leader 

 
(1) The Leader will appoint a Deputy Leader from among the Cabinet Members.  

The Leader may replace the Deputy Leader at any time, but otherwise the 
Deputy Leader will remain in post for the duration of the Leader's term of 
office. 

 
(2) The Deputy Leader will have authority to exercise the Leader's powers only in 

the event that the Leader is unable to act at any time or the office of Leader is 
vacant. 

 
(3) If the Deputy Leader is unable to act or the office is vacant, the Cabinet 

(Executive) must act in the Leader's place or arrange for a Member of the 
Cabinet (Executive) to do so. 

 
7.6 Proceedings of the Cabinet 
 

Proceedings of the Leader and Cabinet Executive shall take place in accordance with 
the Executive Procedure Rules set out in Annex 2.4 to this Constitution. 
 

7.7 Delegation of Powers 
 

The Service Manager Assistant Director (Communities) shall maintain a list setting 
out clearly which Members of the Cabinet, sub-committees of the Cabinet, officers of 
the Council, area committees or joint arrangements with other local authorities carry 
current responsibilities for the discharge of functions delegated by the Cabinet, 
together with the current allocation of portfolios amongst Cabinet Members.  This list, 
as amended from time to time, shall be incorporated within Annex 1 to this 
Constitution and shall be made publicly available. 
 

7.8 Cabinet Committees  
 

The Leader may appoint Cabinet Committees to advise it about carrying out its 
functions.  Such Committees, and appointments of individuals to them, may exist for 
a fixed or unspecified period, but in any event will cease upon a change in the 
political control of the Council or at the Annual Meeting of the Council immediately 
following a general election of the entire Council.    
 
When establishing a Cabinet Committee, the Leader shall also state the Committee’s 
Terms of Reference and composition, which shall be made publicly available.  
Appointments and terminations of appointments of individuals to existing committees 
shall similarly be made public. 
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Such Committees may be made up of any mixture of Councillors.   Council officers 
may attend meetings of such Committees to provide information.  

 
Cabinet Committees need not comply with the legislation on political proportionality, 
but they should reflect a broad cross-section of both the Council and the wider 
community.  Committees should be constituted having regard to the particular 
knowledge and skills of those appointed. 

 
Any written reports made by a Cabinet Committee to the Cabinet shall be made 
publicly available, except where they contain confidential and/or exempt information. 

 
7.9 Ethics and Probity 
 

Members of the Cabinet will be treated no differently from other Councillors in that 
they will be subject to the Member Code of Conduct set out in Annex 3.1 to this 
Constitution, and to investigation by the Council’s Monitoring Officer or Standards 
Committee should any allegations of breaches of the Code be received. 

 
Members of the Cabinet will be required to declare and register their interests and, if 
appropriate, to seek local dispensations from the Standards Committee. 
 

7.10 Officer Support 
 

Officers are employed by the Council to work for and serve the Council as a whole.  
The Cabinet will respect the political neutrality of Officers. 
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Article 9 – The Standards Committee 
 
Explanatory Comment 
 
Standards Committees have an important role in strengthening and maintaining the high 
standards of conduct required of Members and officers. 
 
9.1 Standards Committee 
 

The Council has established a Standards Committee. 
 
9.2 Composition 
 

(a) Membership.  The Standards Committee is composed of nine Members. 
 
(b) Political Balance. The Standards Committee will be politically balanced.  

Independent Person.  The Independent Person is appointed to advise and 
assist the Monitoring Officer and Members in relation to allegations that the 
Code of Conduct has been broken.  Independent Persons are not members 
of the Standards Committee.  The Monitoring Officer may appoint 
Independent Persons as vacancies arise and may appoint deputies. 

 
(c) Quorum. The Quorum of the Councillor Conduct Committee shall be three  

Councillors.  
 
(d) Chairing the Committee.  A Member of the Executive may not chair the 

Committee. 
 
9.3 Role and function 
 

For the Standards Committee Terms of Reference see Annex 1.2 of the Constitution. 
 
9.4 The Committee will receive allegations that a Councillor or voting or non-voting co-

opted member of the Council of the 6 Parish Councils has breached the relevant 
Members Code of Conduct and decide whether or not an investigation is to be varied 
out in relation to those complaints.  The Monitoring Officer advised by the 
Independent Person will assess complaints regarding the conduct of Members within 
the Borough and decide whether or not an investigation is to be carried out in relation 
to those complaints. 

 
9.5 If the Committee decides to refer the allegation to the Monitoring Officer for 

investigation it shall receive the report of any investigator and the opinion of 
the Independent Person. The Committee may on receipt of the report, the 
opinion and any written representations decide whether a breach of the 
Councillor Code of Conduct has occurred and if so what action to recommend. 

Hearings following investigations will be dealt with by a Panel of Members drawn from the 
Committee.  On Parish complaints a Parish Councillor will be a member of the Panel 
in a non-voting capacity. 
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Article 15 – Review and Revision of the Constitution 
 
15.1 Duty to Monitor and Review the Constitution 
 

The Council’s Monitoring Officer will monitor the operation of the Constitution to 
ensure that its aims and principles are given full effect.  
 
The Monitoring Officer will also carry out a general or partial review (as appropriate) 
of the Constitution in the following circumstances:- 
 
(1) at the direction of a court or of the Secretary of State; 
 
(2) on the recommendation of Standards for England, the Local Government 

Ombudsman, the Council’s external auditors or one of the Council’s Statutory 
Officers appointed in accordance with Article 12.05 of this Constitution;  

 
(3) by a decision of the Council;   
 
(4) in the event that no general review of the Constitution has taken place within 

the preceding 10 years then, unless the Council decides otherwise, a general 
review shall be carried out.  

 
On completion of a review, the Monitoring Officer will submit his/her 
recommendations to the Council’s Standards Committee, who will then consider the 
report and recommend proposals to the Council.  The Monitoring Officer will submit a 
further report to the Council if s/he considers it appropriate. 
 

15.2 Monitoring & Review of the Constitution by the Monitoring Officer 
 

A key role for the Monitoring Officer is to be aware of the strengths and weaknesses 
of the Council’s Constitution and to make recommendations to the Council for ways 
in which it could be amended in order better to achieve the purposes set out in Article 
1 of the Constitution.   
 
In undertaking this task the Monitoring Officer may:-  
 
(1) observe meetings of different parts of the Member structure; 
 
(2) undertake an audit trail of a sample of decisions; 
 
(3) record and analyse issues raised with him/her by Members, officers, the 

public and other bodies or persons with a legitimate interest; and 
 
(4) compare practices in the Council with those in other comparable authorities, 

or national examples of best practice. 
 

15.3 Procedures for Changes to the Constitution 
 
(1) Changes to the Articles, Procedural Rules and Protocols, etc. 
 

Changes to the Articles of the Constitution; the Procedural Rules set out in 
Annex 2; the Codes of Practice and Protocols set out in Annexes 3; and the 
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Members’ Allowances Scheme set out in Annex 4 can only be made by the 
full Council, which may not delegate this function. 
 
Such proposals for changes may only be considered by the Council on 
receipt of a written report by:- 
 
(a) the Standards Committee; and/or 
 
(b) the Monitoring Officer. 
 
Proposals for changes to the Articles of the Constitution will first be received 
by the Council without debate and referred to the next ordinary meeting of the 
Council. 
 

(2) Proposals for changes to any of the Procedural Rules set out in Annexes 2; to 
any of the Codes of Practice and Protocols set out in Annexes 3; and/or to the 
Members’ Allowances Scheme set out in Annex 4 may be considered and 
determined forthwith by the Council.  The Proper Officer shall be authorised 
to make minor textual changes to the Articles and Annexes to the Constitution 
where this is necessary as a consequence of:- 

 
(a) a decision properly made by the full Council to amend any part of 

them (for example cross-references, paragraph numbering, 
nomenclature, etc.);   

 
(b) legislation or a court order. 
 

(3) Changes to Other Parts of the Constitution 
 

To ensure transparency and accountability in the Council’s decision-making 
processes, the Proper Officer shall ensure that the following parts of the 
Constitution are at all times kept up to date and accurately reflect the relevant 
decisions of the Council, its committees and sub-committees and of the 
Cabinet:-   
 
(a) Summary and Explanation: giving a summary and brief explanation of 

the main provisions of the Constitution;   
 
(b) Annex 1: setting out the responsibilities for functions and the 

delegations of those responsibilities;  
 
(c) Annex 5: setting out the current organisational structure of the 

Council. 
 

(4) Change in the Form of Executive Arrangements 
 

When drawing up any proposals for changing the form of executive 
arrangements, the Council must take reasonable steps to consult with local 
electors and other interested persons in the Borough, and have due regard 
to:-   
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(a) the extent to which the change (if implemented) is likely to assist in 
securing improvement in the way in which the Council’s functions are 
exercised in the interests of the well-being of the Borough’s 
inhabitants; and   

 
(b) guidance issued by the Secretary of State in relation to these matters.   
 
A change from the present ‘Leader and Cabinet’ form of executive 
arrangements to a form with an elected Mayor will require the Council to hold 
a referendum that will be binding on the Council.  

 
(5) Consultation on Other Constitutional Changes  

 
Where a proposal to change this Constitution does not involve a change in the form 
of executive arrangements (whether from a Leader and Cabinet form to an elected 
Mayoral form, or vice-versa), there will not normally be a requirement to consult with 
local electors and other interested persons in the Borough, unless the changes 
proposed will have substantial implications for all or a significant proportion of them. 
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Committees, Boards, etc. Delegations 

Standards Committee 

TO BE UPDATED BY THE MONITORING OFFICER 

Membership: 9 Councillors appointed by the Full 
CouncilMembers of the Council, who shall not include the Mayor, 
Deputy Mayor or Leader of the Executive.; 3 independent 
representatives and 3 representatives of the parish Councils. 

 

 

1. The Councillor Conduct Committee will have the 
 following roles:- 
 
 

•(a) To promote and maintain high standards of 
conduct by Councillors and voting and non-
voting  co-opted members; 

(a)(b) To advise the Council on the adoption or 
revision of the Councillor Code of Conduct or 
on revision to the adopted arrangements for 
investigation or making decisions on 
complaints; 

(b)(c) To monitor the operation of the Councillor 
Code of Conduct; 

(c)(d) To advise, train or arrange to train 
Councillors and voting and non-voting co-opted 
members on matters relating to the Councillor 
Code of Conduct; 

(d)(e) The assessment against published criteria, 
investigation and hearing of allegations of 
Councillor misconduct and recommending any 
action which the Council has the power to take; 

(e)(f) The adoption of any procedures necessary 
in order to undertake any of the above 
functions. 

None 

 (b) to monitor and advise the Council about the operation 
of its Code of Conduct in the light of best practice, 
changes in the law, guidance from the Standards 
Board and recommendations of case tribunals under 
section 80 of the Local Government Act 2000. 
 

 

None 

2. To ensure that: -  

(a) all Members of the Council have access to training in all 
aspects of the Member Code of Conduct set out in Annex 
3.2 to this Constitution; 

None 

(b) this training is actively promoted; and None 

(c) Members are aware of the standards expected from local 
Councillors under the Code. 

None 
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3. (a) to grant dispensations to Councillors and Co-opted 
Members from requirements relating to interests set out in 
the Member Code of Conduct in Annex 3.2 to this 
Constitution; 

 

 (b) to grant dispensations in respect of politically restricted 
posts pursuant to the Local Government and Public 
involvement in Health Act 2007. 
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4. To deal with any reports complaints in the following way:-  
 
(a) The Committee will receive allegations that a Councillor or 

voting or non-voting  co-opted member of the Council or 
the 6 Parish Councils has breached the relevant 
Councillor Code of Conduct. 

 
(b) Upon receipt of each allegation and any accompanying 

report by the Monitoring Officer, the Committee shall 
decide either: 
 
(i) to refer the allegation to the relevant Leader and 

Whip of a political group for resolution; 
(ii) to refer the allegation to another body; 
(iii) to refer the allegation to the Monitoring Officer for 

informal resolution such as the provision of 
training; 

(iv) to refer the allegation to the Monitoring Officer for 
investigation of the allegation; 

(v) to decide that no action should be taken in respect 
of the allegation;  

 
and shall ask the Monitoring Officer to notify the person 
making the allegation and the member concerned of that 
decision. 
 

 (c) The Committee shall state reasons for its decision. 
 
5.  When considering the outcome of an investigation:-  
 
(a) If the Committee decides to refer the allegation to the 

Monitoring Officer for investigation it shall receive the 
report of any investigator and the opinion of the 
Independent Person. 

 
(b)   The Committee may on receipt of the report, the opinion 

and any written representations decide whether a breach 
of the Councillor Code of Conduct has occurred and if so 
what action to recommend. 

 
(c)  The Committee may on hearing all relevant parties and in 

accordance with an agreed procedure, decide whether a 
breach of the relevant Councillor Code of Conduct has 
occurred and if so what action to recommend. 

 
(d) The Committee shall state reasons for its decision. 
from a case tribunal or interim case tribunal and any report from 

the Monitoring Officer on any matter which is referred by an 
Ethical Standards Officer (through Standards for England) to 
the Monitoring Officer. 

 

6. To exercise the functions detailed in paragraphs 1 to 4 above 
in relation to the Parish Councils wholly or mainly in the 
Council's area and the Members of those Parish Councils. 

None 
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7. (a) to advise the Council on matters relating to periodic 
electoral reviews, local elections, electoral registration, 
boundaries and representation, and electoral matters 
pertaining to Parish Councils; 

None 

(b) oversight and periodic review of the Council's - None 

• "Whistleblowing" Policy;  

• Policies for handling complaints;  

• Constitution.  

8. (a) oversight and periodic review of the protocol for member 
and authority employee relations; 

 

 (b) to consider and to advise the Council upon complaints 
received through the Council’s complaints procedures, 
and in particular reports from the Local Government 
Ombudsman; 

 

 (c) to advise the Council upon appointment of independent 
members and parish Councillors and to delegate to the 
Monitoring Officer such powers to recruit independent 
members and parish Councillors as the Committee sees 
fit; 

 

9. (a) to appoint an Assessment Sub-Committee and a Review 
Sub-Committee to facilitate the Local Assessment of 
complaints pursuant to the Standards Committee 
(England) Regulations 2008 or any successor enactment; 

 

 (ab) to appoint such further sub-committees and panels as it 
deems fit for the proper performance of its duties as a 
Standards Committee. 
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Committees, Boards, etc. Delegations 

Assessment Sub-Committee 

Membership: Three members of the Standards Committee 
selected by the Monitoring Officer, subject to 4 below.   

 

1. (a) the Assessment Sub-Committee is established to receive 
allegations that a member of the authority or a member of 
a parish Council in its area has failed, or may have failed, 
to comply with the authority’s Code of Conduct; 

 

(b) upon receipt of each allegation and any accompanying 
report by the Monitoring Officer, the Sub-Committee shall 
make an initial assessment of the allegation and shall 
then do one of the following: 

 

• refer the allegation to the Monitoring Officer, with an 
instruction that he arrange a formal investigation of 
the allegation, or directing that he arrange training, 
conciliation or such appropriate alternative steps as 
permitted by regulations; 

 

• refer the allegation to Standards for England;  

• decide that no action should be taken in respect of the 
allegation; or 

 

• where the allegation is in respect of a person who is 
no longer a member of the authority, but is a member 
of another relevant authority, refer the allegation to 
the Monitoring Officer of that other relevant authority; 

 

  and shall instruct the Monitoring Officer to take  
reasonable steps to notify the person making the 
allegation and the member concerned of that decision. 

 

2. Upon completion of an investigation by the Monitoring Officer, 
the Sub-Committee shall be responsible for determining 
whether: 

 

• it accepts the Monitoring Officer’s finding of no failure to 
observe the Code of Conduct; 

 

• the matter should be referred for consideration at a 
hearing before the Standards Committee; or a specially 
constituted Sub-Committee of the Standards Committee; 

 

• the matter should be referred to Standards for England.  

3. The Sub-Committee shall give reasons for any of its 
resolutions. 

 

4. (a) the Sub-Committee shall be chaired by an independent 
member of the Standards Committee; 
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 (b) the quorum for a meeting of the Sub-Committee shall be 
three members; 

 

 (c) a parish member must sit on any Sub-Committee 
considering a complaint regarding a parish Councillor. 
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Committees, Boards, etc. Delegations 

Review Sub-Committee 

Membership: Three members of the Standards Committee 
selected by the Monitoring Officer, subject to 3 below.   

 

1. (a) the Review Sub-Committee is established to review a 
decision of the Assessment Sub-Committee that no action 
be taken in respect of an allegation. 

 

 (b) upon receipt of each such request and any accompanying 
report by the Monitoring Officer, the Sub-Committee shall 
review the decision of the Assessment Sub-Committee 
and shall then do one of the following: 

 

• refer the allegation to the Monitoring Officer, with an 
instruction that he arrange a formal investigation of 
the allegation, or directing that he arrange training, 
conciliation or such appropriate alternative steps as 
permitted by regulations; 

 

• refer the allegation to Standards for England;  

• decide that no action should be taken in respect of the 
allegation; or 

 

• where the allegation is in respect of a person who is 
no longer a member of the authority, but is a member 
of another relevant authority, refer the allegation to 
the Monitoring Officer of that other relevant authority; 

 

 and shall instruct the Monitoring Officer to take 
reasonable steps to notify the person making the 
allegation and the member concerned of that decision. 

 

2. the Sub-Committee shall give reasons for any of its 
resolutions. 

 

3. (a) the Sub-Committee shall be chaired by an independent 
member of the Standards Committee; 

 

 (b) the quorum for a meeting of the Sub-Committee shall be 
three members; 

 

 (c) a parish member must sit on any Sub-Committee 
considering a review in respect of a complaint regarding a 
parish Councillor; 

 

 (d) a member will be ineligible to sit on a Review Sub-
Committee if he sat on the Assessment Sub-Committee 
which made the decision under review. 
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Committees, Boards, etc. Delegations 
 
Terms of reference for the Hearings Sub-Committee  

1. In the event that a complaint is referred for a hearing, the 
Hearings Sub-Committee shall be convened to hear and 
determine any allegation that an elected or co-opted member 
of the Council or a member of one of the parish Councils 
within the borough has failed to comply with the Code of 
Conduct. 

 

2. The Hearings Sub-Committee shall comprise three members 
of the Standards Committee, one of whom shall be a parish 
Councillor, one of whom shall be a borough Councillor and 
one of whom shall be an independent member of the 
Standards Committee.  The independent member shall act as 
chair.  For the avoidance of doubt, members of the 
Assessment and Review Sub-Committees may sit on the 
Hearings Sub-Committee. 

 

3. The quorum for a meeting of the Hearings Sub-Committee 
shall be three members. 

 

4. The Hearings Sub-Committee shall meet when summoned by 
the Monitoring Officer to hear and determine any allegation 
against an elected or co-opted member of the Council or of 
one of the parish Councils within the borough. 

 

5.  Following a hearing of a complaint the Hearings Sub-
Committee shall make a finding, being: 

(a)  that the member who was the subject of the hearing did 
not fail to comply with the Code of Conduct;  

(b)  that the Member who was the subject of the hearing 
failed to comply with the Code of Conduct but that no 
action needs to be taken in respect of the matters which 
were considered at the hearing; or  

(c)  that the Member who was the subject of the hearing 
failed to comply with the Code of Conduct and that a 
sanction should be imposed. 

 

6. The Hearings Sub-Committee may impose sanctions as 
permitted by the regulations from time-to-time in force. 
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Annex 2.1: Council Procedure Rules 
 

 
9.  Notice of and Summons to Meetings  
 

9.1 The Proper Officer will give notice to the public of the time and place of any 
meeting of the Council or its committees and sub-committees in accordance 
with the Access to Information Rules.  

 
9.2 At least five clear days before a meeting, the Proper Officer will send to every 

Member of the Council, or to every Member of the committee or sub-
committee as the case may be, a summons signed by him or her by e-mail 
and a hard copy will be available for collection by Members.   

 
9.3 The summons will - 
 

(1) give the date, time and place of the meeting; and   
 
(2) specify the business to be transacted; and  
 
(3) be accompanied by such reports as are available.  
 

9.4 If, due to lack of business, it appears to the Proper Officer that it would be 
inconvenient to summon any meeting of a committee or sub-committee of the 
Council then s/he may, in consultation with the Chair of that committee or 
sub-committee, cancel the meeting. 

 
10.  Chair of Meeting  
 

10.1 In the absence of the Chair, the Vice-Chair will preside at the meeting.  If the 
Vice Chair is also absent, the meeting will appoint a Member to preside for 
that meeting only. 

 
10.2 The person presiding at the meeting may exercise any power or duty of the 

Chair in relation to that meeting.  
 
 
 

11.  Quorum  
 

11.1 Except where authorised otherwise by a statute, the quorum of a meeting will 
be one quarter of the number of Members entitled to attend and vote on the 
matters being considered at that meeting.  No quorum for a committee or 
board shall be less than three Members.  The quorum for a sub-committee or 
Panel with seven or fewer members shall be two members. (The Council has 
agreed a quorum for the Standards Committee will be 3 members.) 

 
11.2 During any meeting, if the Chair or other person presiding counts the number 

of Members present and declares there is not a quorum present, then the 
meeting will adjourn for 15 minutes.   
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11.3 If, after 15 minutes, the Chair or other person presiding counts the number of 
Members present and declares there is not a quorum present, then the 
meeting will end. 

 
11.4 If the meeting ends in accordance with paragraph 11.3 above, any remaining 

business will, regardless of any other provisions of these Rules, be 
considered at a time and date fixed by the Chair.  If s/he does not fix a date, 
the remaining business will be considered at the next ordinary meeting. 
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Annex 3.8:  Protocol for the Appointment of 
a Standards Committee 

 
TO BE UPDATED BY THE MONITORING OFFICER 
 
1. Scope 
 

This Protocol governs the appointment of Members “independent persons” and 
parish representatives to serve on the Council’s Standards Committee in accordance 
with Article 9 of this Constitution.  
 

2. Size of the Committee 
 

The Standards Committee shall comprise of nine  twelve elected Members from the 
following categories.  of Gravesham Borough Council appointed by the Full 
Council.  Not more than one Member of the Cabinet shall be appointed to the 
Standards Committee. 

 
 
2.1 Six Members shall be elected Members of Gravesham Borough Council 

appointed by the Full Council.  Not more than one Member of the Cabinet 
shall be appointed to the Standards Committee. 

 
2.2 Three Members shall be appointed from the six parish councils within the 

Gravesham Borough Council area and shall be elected parish councillors. 
 
2.3 Three Members shall be “independent persons” appointed in accordance with 

the procedures set out in this Protocol. 
  

Substitutes may not be appointed for all three categories of membership.  
 
3. Appointment of parish representatives 
 
The six parish councils will recommend to the Assistant Director (Communities)Service 
Manager (Communities) who they wish to appoint as their representatives on the Standards 
Committee.  They must be serving parish councillors and must not be elected Members of 
Gravesham Borough Council. 

 
4. Appointment of independent persons 
 

The three independent person(s) will be appointed by the Full Council in accordance 
with the following procedure. 

 
4.1 The Assistant Director (Communities)Service Manager 

(Communities)Monitoring Officer  shall arrange for an advertisement to be 
placed in at least one local newspaper inviting written applications for the post 
of independent person to advise on the Standards Committee in relation to 
complaints regarding Councillors. 

 
4.2 Persons who have been officers or Members of Gravesham Borough Council 

within the previous five years will not be eligible for appointment.  
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4.3 Persons who are relatives or close friends of a Member or officer of 

Gravesham Borough Council will not be eligible for appointment.   
 
 
4.4 The Monitoring Officer and Vice-Chair shall draw up a short list of applicants, 

in consultation with the Assistant Director (Communities)Service Manager 
(Communities).   

 
4.5 The short-listed applicants shall be invited for interview by the Monitoring 

Officer Standards Committee and the Service Manager (Communities), who 
will then make recommendations for appointment to the full Council. 

 
4.6 Independent persons will normally only serve on the Standards Committee 

once their appointment has been agreed by the Full Council. 
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  Summary and Explanation 

4. Citizens’ Rights 
 

4.1 Citizens have a number of rights in their dealings with the Council.  These are 
set out in more detail in Article 3 of this Constitution.  Some of these are legal 
rights, whilst others depend on the Council’s own processes.  The Citizens’ 
Advice Bureau (CAB) can advise on individuals’ legal rights. 

 
4.2 Where members of the public have a contract with the Council under which 

the Council agrees to do certain things, for example as a Council tenant, they 
have additional rights.  These are not covered in this Constitution. 

 
4.3 Citizens have the right to:- 
 

(a) vote at local elections if they are registered; 
 
(b) contact their local Councillor about any matters of concern to them; 
 
(c) have access to a copy of this Constitution; 
 
(d) attend meetings of the full Council, and its Committees, Boards and 

Panels except where confidential or exempt matters are being 
discussed; 

 
(e) attend meetings of the Cabinet when Key Decisions are being decided 

or discussed; 
 
(f) petition to request a referendum on a Mayoral form of executive; 
 
(g) attend meetings of any Scrutiny Committee and, by invitation of a 

committee, contribute to investigations or reviews undertaken by 
them; 

 
(h) from the Cabinet’s Forward Plan, find out what major decisions are to 

be discussed or decided by the Cabinet and when; 
 
(i) see agendas reports and background papers and records of decisions 

made by the Council, Cabinet, Committees, Boards and Panels (but 
excluding access to confidential/exempt information); 

 
(j) complain to the Council about Council services – the Council 

encourages its customers through its Corporate Complaints 
Procedure to voice their concerns as an opportunity to put things right 
for the customer and to improve services; 

 
(k) complain to the Local Government Ombudsman if they think the 

Council has not followed its procedures properly.  However, they 
should only do this after using the Council’s Corporate Complaints 
Procedure; 

 
(l) complain to the Standards Committee if they have evidence which 

they think shows that a Councillor has not followed the Member Code 
of Conduct; 

 
(m) inspect the Council’s accounts and to make their views known to the 

external auditor. 
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  Summary and Explanation 

 
4.4 The Council welcomes participation by its citizens in its work.  For further 

information on your rights as a citizen, please contact the Council’s 
Committee and Electoral Services Department on 01474 33 72 47. 
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Article 3 – Citizens and the Council 
 
3.1 Citizens’ Rights 
 

Citizens have the following rights.  Their rights to information and to participate are 
explained in more detail in the Access to Information Rules as set out in Annex 2.2 to 
this Constitution. 
 
(1) Voting and Petitions 
 

Citizens who are on the electoral roll for the Borough have the right to vote 
and to sign a petition, requesting a referendum for an elected Mayor form of 
constitution.  Residents and those who work or study within the Borough also 
have the right to sign petitions. 

 
(2) Information  
 

  Citizens have the right to:-    
 

(a) attend meetings of the Council and its Committees, Boards and sub-
committees, except where confidential or exempt information is likely 
to be disclosed and the meeting is therefore held in private;  

 
(b) attend meetings of the Cabinet when “Key Decisions” are being 

considered, except where confidential or exempt information is likely 
to be disclosed and the meeting is therefore held in private;  

 
(c) find out from the Council’s website what “Key Decision(s)” will be 

taken by the Cabinet, or by any bodies or individuals to whom the 
Cabinet may have delegated the exercise of any of its functions, and 
when it is expected those decisions will be taken;  

 
(d) see reports and background papers (excluding confidential/exempt 

information) and any records of decisions made by the Council, 
Cabinet, Committees, Boards and sub-Committees; and   

 
(e) inspect the Council’s accounts and make their views known to the 

external auditor. 
 

(3) Participation 
 

Citizens have the right to participate in the Council’s question time and (on 
invitation by the committee or by the committee Chair) to contribute to 
investigations by a Scrutiny Committee.  
 
Public speaking is allowed at meetings of the Regulatory Board (Planning). 

 
(4) Complaints 

  
Citizens have the right to complain to:-  
 
(a) the Council itself under its Complaints Procedure;  
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(b) the Local Government Ombudsman, after using the Council’s 
Complaints Procedure;  

 
(c) the Standards Committee  about an alleged breach of the Member 

Code of Conduct set out in Annex 3.1 to this Constitution. These 
complaints should be addressed to the Monitoring Officer, Gravesham 
Borough Council, Civic Centre, Windmill Street, Gravesend, Kent, 
DA12 1AU;  

 
 

3.2 Citizens’ Conduct 
 
Citizens must not be violent, abusing or threatening to Councillors or Officers and 
must not wilfully harm things owned by the Council, Councillors or Officers. 
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Article 7 -  Leader and Cabinet Executive 
 
7.1 Role and Functions 
 

The Council has adopted a form of executive arrangements known as a new style 
"Leader and Cabinet Executive".  The various parts of this Constitution that together 
comprise the Council’s executive arrangements are set out in Annex 1.18 to this 
Constitution. 
 
The Executive will exercise all of the Council’s functions which are not the 
responsibility, whether by law or under this Constitution, of any other part of the 
Council. 

 
7.2 Form and Composition 
 
 (1) The Executive will comprise:- 
 

1.1 a Leader elected by the Council at its Annual Meeting in May 2011 
and at every post election Annual Meeting (under whole Council 
elections) thereafter; 

 
1.2 no more than ten Cabinet Members, including the Leader and the 

Deputy Leader. 
 
7.3 Leader of the Executive 
 

(1) The term of office of the Leader starts on the day of his/her election as Leader 
and ends on the day of the next post election Annual Meeting (under whole 
Council elections) unless, before that day, he/she:- 

 
1.1 is removed from office or resigns; 
 
1.2 ceases to be a Councillor; or 
 
1.3 is disqualified from being a Councillor. 

 
(2) The Leader will be a Councillor of the Borough of Gravesham and will be 

elected by the Council to serve for a term of four years or until the Annual 
Meeting following the next ordinary Council elections. 

 
(3) During his/her term of office the Leader will continue to hold office as a 

Councillor and accordingly, any enactment which provides for earlier 
retirement as a Councillor will not apply. 

 
(4) The Council will have the power to remove the Leader from office before the 

end of his/her four year term by way of resolution.  At any meeting of the Full 
Council a Councillor may propose that "the Council has no confidence in the 
Leader".  If carried by a simple majority of those Councillors present and 
voting, the Leader will be removed from office. 
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(5) If the Council passes a resolution to remove the Leader, a new Leader will be 
elected:- 

 
5.1 at the same meeting at which the Leader is removed from office; or 
 
5.2 at a subsequent meeting. 
 

7.4 Appointment of the Cabinet and scheme of delegation 
 

(1) The Leader will decide the size of his/her Cabinet (subject to a maximum of 
ten, including the Leader and Deputy Leader) and will appoint Cabinet 
Members from among the serving Councillors.  The Leader may replace or 
remove Cabinet Members at any time. 

 
(2) All executive functions of the Council will be vested in the Leader.  The 

Leader may exercise those functions himself/herself, or may delegate 
specified executive functions to be exercised by the Cabinet collectively, a 
Cabinet Committee, an individual Cabinet Member or an Officer.  The Leader 
may revoke such delegations at any time. 

 
(3) Delegation of executive function(s) to be exercised by a Cabinet Member or 

by a Ward Councillor in accordance with Section 236 of the Local 
Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007; will be at the 
discretion of the Leader. 

 
(4) The Leader will report to Council on all appointments and changes to the 

Cabinet (Executive) and delegation of executive functions of the Council. 
 

Neither the Mayor nor Deputy Mayor may be elected as Leader of the Executive or 
be appointed to the Cabinet. 

 
The Leader of the Executive may not be appointed to any Scrutiny Committee or to 
the Standards Committee.  Other Members of the Cabinet may not be Chair of the 
Standards Committee and may not be appointed to any Scrutiny Committee. 
Not more than two Members of the Cabinet (or the nearest whole number equivalent 
to 20 per cent of the total membership of the Regulatory Board (Planning), whichever 
is the lesser figure) may be appointed to the Regulatory Board (Planning) or such 
other committee or sub-committee as may be appointed to determine matters relating 
to the grant of licences and statutory consents or enforcement action against 
persons.  No Member of the Cabinet so appointed shall be the Chair or Vice-Chair of 
the Regulatory Board (Planning) nor of any other committee or sub-committee 
discharging similar functions. 

 
The nearest whole number equivalent to 50 per cent of the total membership of the 
Appointments Board will be selected by the Leader of the Executive for appointment 
to the Appointments Board (or such other committee as may be appointed to 
determine matters relating to the appointment of officers).    
 
Not less than three Members of the Appointments Board who have been selected by 
the Leader of the Executive (or the nearest whole number equivalent to 50 per cent 
of the total membership of an Appointments Panel constituted from the membership 
of the Appointments Board, whichever is the lesser figure) will be appointed to an 
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Appointments Panel or any other body authorised to make an appointment to the 
Council’s staff. 
 
There shall not be any co-optees, deputies or substitutes for Members of the 
Cabinet, excepting that Members of the Cabinet (including the Leader) may be 
substitutes for each other on any sub-Committees, Panels or Working Groups 
established by, and reporting to, the Cabinet. 

 
7.5 Deputy Leader 

 
(1) The Leader will appoint a Deputy Leader from among the Cabinet Members.  

The Leader may replace the Deputy Leader at any time, but otherwise the 
Deputy Leader will remain in post for the duration of the Leader's term of 
office. 

 
(2) The Deputy Leader will have authority to exercise the Leader's powers only in 

the event that the Leader is unable to act at any time or the office of Leader is 
vacant. 

 
(3) If the Deputy Leader is unable to act or the office is vacant, the Cabinet 

(Executive) must act in the Leader's place or arrange for a Member of the 
Cabinet (Executive) to do so. 

 
7.6 Proceedings of the Cabinet 
 

Proceedings of the Leader and Cabinet Executive shall take place in accordance with 
the Executive Procedure Rules set out in Annex 2.4 to this Constitution. 
 

7.7 Delegation of Powers 
 

The Service Manager (Communities) shall maintain a list setting out clearly which 
Members of the Cabinet, sub-committees of the Cabinet, officers of the Council, area 
committees or joint arrangements with other local authorities carry current 
responsibilities for the discharge of functions delegated by the Cabinet, together with 
the current allocation of portfolios amongst Cabinet Members.  This list, as amended 
from time to time, shall be incorporated within Annex 1 to this Constitution and shall 
be made publicly available. 
 

7.8 Cabinet Committees  
 

The Leader may appoint Cabinet Committees to advise it about carrying out its 
functions.  Such Committees, and appointments of individuals to them, may exist for 
a fixed or unspecified period, but in any event will cease upon a change in the 
political control of the Council or at the Annual Meeting of the Council immediately 
following a general election of the entire Council.    
 
When establishing a Cabinet Committee, the Leader shall also state the Committee’s 
Terms of Reference and composition, which shall be made publicly available.  
Appointments and terminations of appointments of individuals to existing committees 
shall similarly be made public. 
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Such Committees may be made up of any mixture of Councillors.   Council officers 
may attend meetings of such Committees to provide information.  

 
Cabinet Committees need not comply with the legislation on political proportionality, 
but they should reflect a broad cross-section of both the Council and the wider 
community.  Committees should be constituted having regard to the particular 
knowledge and skills of those appointed. 

 
Any written reports made by a Cabinet Committee to the Cabinet shall be made 
publicly available, except where they contain confidential and/or exempt information. 

 
7.9 Ethics and Probity 
 

Members of the Cabinet will be treated no differently from other Councillors in that 
they will be subject to the Member Code of Conduct set out in Annex 3.1 to this 
Constitution, and to investigation should any allegations of breaches of the Code be 
received. 

 
Members of the Cabinet will be required to declare and register their interests and, if 
appropriate, to seek local dispensations from the Standards Committee. 
 

7.10 Officer Support 
 

Officers are employed by the Council to work for and serve the Council as a whole.  
The Cabinet will respect the political neutrality of Officers. 
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Article 9 – The Standards Committee 
 
Explanatory Comment 
 
Standards Committees have an important role in strengthening and maintaining the high 
standards of conduct required of Members and officers. 
 
9.1 Standards Committee 
 

The Council has established a Standards Committee. 
 
9.2 Composition 
 

(a) Membership.  The Standards Committee is composed of nine Members. 
 
(b) Political Balance. The Standards Committee will be politically balanced.   
 
(c) Quorum. The Quorum of the Councillor Conduct Committee shall be three 

Councillors.  
 
(d) Chairing the Committee.  A Member of the Executive may not chair the 

Committee. 
 
9.3 Role and function 
 

For the Standards Committee Terms of Reference see Annex 1.2 of the Constitution. 
 
9.4 The Committee will receive allegations that a Councillor or voting or non-voting co-

opted member of the Council of the 6 Parish Councils has breached the relevant 
Members Code of Conduct and decide whether or not an investigation is to be varied 
out in relation to those complaints.   

 
9.5 If the Committee decides to refer the allegation to the Monitoring Officer for 

investigation it shall receive the report of any investigator and the opinion of 
the Independent Person. The Committee may on receipt of the report, the 
opinion and any written representations decide whether a breach of the 
Councillor Code of Conduct has occurred and if so what action to recommend. 
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Article 15 – Review and Revision of the Constitution 
 
15.1 Duty to Monitor and Review the Constitution 
 

The Council’s Monitoring Officer will monitor the operation of the Constitution to 
ensure that its aims and principles are given full effect.  
 
The Monitoring Officer will also carry out a general or partial review (as appropriate) 
of the Constitution in the following circumstances:- 
 
(1) at the direction of a court or of the Secretary of State; 
 
(2) on the recommendation of  the Local Government Ombudsman, the Council’s 

external auditors or one of the Council’s Statutory Officers appointed in 
accordance with Article 12.05 of this Constitution;  

 
(3) by a decision of the Council;   
 
(4) in the event that no general review of the Constitution has taken place within 

the preceding 10 years then, unless the Council decides otherwise, a general 
review shall be carried out.  

 
On completion of a review, the Monitoring Officer will submit his/her 
recommendations to the Council’s Standards Committee, who will then consider the 
report and recommend proposals to the Council.  The Monitoring Officer will submit a 
further report to the Council if s/he considers it appropriate. 
 

15.2 Monitoring & Review of the Constitution by the Monitoring Officer 
 

A key role for the Monitoring Officer is to be aware of the strengths and weaknesses 
of the Council’s Constitution and to make recommendations to the Council for ways 
in which it could be amended in order better to achieve the purposes set out in Article 
1 of the Constitution.   
 
In undertaking this task the Monitoring Officer may:-  
 
(1) observe meetings of different parts of the Member structure; 
 
(2) undertake an audit trail of a sample of decisions; 
 
(3) record and analyse issues raised with him/her by Members, officers, the 

public and other bodies or persons with a legitimate interest; and 
 
(4) compare practices in the Council with those in other comparable authorities, 

or national examples of best practice. 
 

15.3 Procedures for Changes to the Constitution 
 
(1) Changes to the Articles, Procedural Rules and Protocols, etc. 
 

Changes to the Articles of the Constitution; the Procedural Rules set out in 
Annex 2; the Codes of Practice and Protocols set out in Annexes 3; and the 
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Members’ Allowances Scheme set out in Annex 4 can only be made by the 
full Council, which may not delegate this function. 
 
Such proposals for changes may only be considered by the Council on 
receipt of a written report by:- 
 
(a) the Standards Committee; and/or 
 
(b) the Monitoring Officer. 
 
Proposals for changes to the Articles of the Constitution will first be received 
by the Council without debate and referred to the next ordinary meeting of the 
Council. 
 

(2) Proposals for changes to any of the Procedural Rules set out in Annexes 2; to 
any of the Codes of Practice and Protocols set out in Annexes 3; and/or to the 
Members’ Allowances Scheme set out in Annex 4 may be considered and 
determined forthwith by the Council.  The Proper Officer shall be authorised 
to make minor textual changes to the Articles and Annexes to the Constitution 
where this is necessary as a consequence of:- 

 
(a) a decision properly made by the full Council to amend any part of 

them (for example cross-references, paragraph numbering, 
nomenclature, etc.);   

 
(b) legislation or a court order. 
 

(3) Changes to Other Parts of the Constitution 
 

To ensure transparency and accountability in the Council’s decision-making 
processes, the Proper Officer shall ensure that the following parts of the 
Constitution are at all times kept up to date and accurately reflect the relevant 
decisions of the Council, its committees and sub-committees and of the 
Cabinet:-   
 
(a) Summary and Explanation: giving a summary and brief explanation of 

the main provisions of the Constitution;   
 
(b) Annex 1: setting out the responsibilities for functions and the 

delegations of those responsibilities;  
 
(c) Annex 5: setting out the current organisational structure of the 

Council. 
 

(4) Change in the Form of Executive Arrangements 
 

When drawing up any proposals for changing the form of executive 
arrangements, the Council must take reasonable steps to consult with local 
electors and other interested persons in the Borough, and have due regard 
to:-   
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(a) the extent to which the change (if implemented) is likely to assist in 
securing improvement in the way in which the Council’s functions are 
exercised in the interests of the well-being of the Borough’s 
inhabitants; and   

 
(b) guidance issued by the Secretary of State in relation to these matters.   
 
A change from the present ‘Leader and Cabinet’ form of executive 
arrangements to a form with an elected Mayor will require the Council to hold 
a referendum that will be binding on the Council.  

 
(5) Consultation on Other Constitutional Changes  

 
Where a proposal to change this Constitution does not involve a change in the form 
of executive arrangements (whether from a Leader and Cabinet form to an elected 
Mayoral form, or vice-versa), there will not normally be a requirement to consult with 
local electors and other interested persons in the Borough, unless the changes 
proposed will have substantial implications for all or a significant proportion of them. 
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Committees, Boards, etc. Delegations 

Standards Committee 

TO BE UPDATED BY THE MONITORING OFFICER 

Membership: 9 Councillors appointed by the Full Council, who 
shall not include the Mayor, Deputy Mayor or Leader of the 
Executive.  

 

 

1. The Councillor Conduct Committee will have the 
 following roles:- 
 

(a) To promote and maintain high standards of conduct by 
Councillors and voting and non-voting  co-opted 
members; 

(b) To advise the Council on the adoption or revision of the 
Councillor Code of Conduct or on revision to the adopted 
arrangements for investigation or making decisions on 
complaints; 

(c) To monitor the operation of the Councillor Code of 
Conduct; 

(d) To advise, train or arrange to train Councillors and voting 
and non-voting co-opted members on matters relating to 
the Councillor Code of Conduct; 

(e) The assessment against published criteria, investigation 
and hearing of allegations of Councillor misconduct and 
recommending any action which the Council has the 
power to take; 

(f) The adoption of any procedures necessary in order to 
undertake any of the above functions. 

None 

2. To ensure that:-  

(a) all Members of the Council have access to training in all 
aspects of the Member Code of Conduct set out in Annex 
3.2 to this Constitution; 

None 

(b) this training is actively promoted; and None 

(c) Members are aware of the standards expected from local 
Councillors under the Code. 

None 

3. (a) to grant dispensations to Councillors and Co-opted 
Members from requirements relating to interests set out in 
the Member Code of Conduct in Annex 3.2 to this 
Constitution; 

 

 (b) to grant dispensations in respect of politically restricted 
posts pursuant to the Local Government and Public 
involvement in Health Act 2007. 
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4. To deal with  complaints in the following way:-  
 
(a) The Committee will receive allegations that a Councillor or 

voting or non-voting co-opted member of the Council or 
the 6 Parish Councils has breached the relevant 
Councillor Code of Conduct. 

 
(b) Upon receipt of each allegation and any accompanying 

report by the Monitoring Officer, the Committee shall 
decide either: 
 
(i) to refer the allegation to the relevant Leader and 

Whip of a political group for resolution; 
(ii) to refer the allegation to another body; 
(iii) to refer the allegation to the Monitoring Officer for 

informal resolution such as the provision of training; 
(iv) to refer the allegation to the Monitoring Officer for 

investigation of the allegation; 
(v) to decide that no action should be taken in respect 

of the allegation;  
 
and shall ask the Monitoring Officer to notify the person 
making the allegation and the member concerned of that 
decision. 
 

 (c) The Committee shall state reasons for its decision. 
 
5.  When considering the outcome of an investigation:-  
 
(a) If the Committee decides to refer the allegation to the 

Monitoring Officer for investigation it shall receive the 
report of any investigator and the opinion of the 
Independent Person. 

 
(b)   The Committee may on receipt of the report, the opinion 

and any written representations decide whether a breach 
of the Councillor Code of Conduct has occurred and if so 
what action to recommend. 

 
(c)  The Committee may on hearing all relevant parties and in 

accordance with an agreed procedure, decide whether a 
breach of the relevant Councillor Code of Conduct has 
occurred and if so what action to recommend. 

 
(d) The Committee shall state reasons for its decision. 

 

 

6. To exercise the functions detailed in paragraphs 1 to 4 above 
in relation to the Parish Councils wholly or mainly in the 
Council's area and the Members of those Parish Councils. 

None 
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7. (a) to advise the Council on matters relating to periodic 
electoral reviews, local elections, electoral registration, 
boundaries and representation, and electoral matters 
pertaining to Parish Councils; 

None 

(b) oversight and periodic review of the Council's - None 

• "Whistleblowing" Policy;  

• Policies for handling complaints;  

• Constitution.  

8. (a) oversight and periodic review of the protocol for member 
and authority employee relations; 

 

 (b) to consider and to advise the Council upon complaints 
received through the Council’s complaints procedures, 
and in particular reports from the Local Government 
Ombudsman. 

 

9. (a) to appoint such further sub-committees and panels as it 
deems fit for the proper performance of its duties as a 
Standards Committee. 
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9.  Notice of and Summons to Meetings  
 

9.1 The Proper Officer will give notice to the public of the time and place of any 
meeting of the Council or its committees and sub-committees in accordance 
with the Access to Information Rules.  

 
9.2 At least five clear days before a meeting, the Proper Officer will send to every 

Member of the Council, or to every Member of the committee or sub-
committee as the case may be, a summons signed by him or her by e-mail 
and a hard copy will be available for collection by Members.   

 
9.3 The summons will - 
 

(1) give the date, time and place of the meeting; and   
 
(2) specify the business to be transacted; and  
 
(3) be accompanied by such reports as are available.  
 

9.4 If, due to lack of business, it appears to the Proper Officer that it would be 
inconvenient to summon any meeting of a committee or sub-committee of the 
Council then s/he may, in consultation with the Chair of that committee or 
sub-committee, cancel the meeting. 

 
10.  Chair of Meeting  
 

10.1 In the absence of the Chair, the Vice-Chair will preside at the meeting.  If the 
Vice Chair is also absent, the meeting will appoint a Member to preside for 
that meeting only. 

 
10.2 The person presiding at the meeting may exercise any power or duty of the 

Chair in relation to that meeting.  
 
 
 

11.  Quorum  
 

11.1 Except where authorised otherwise by a statute, the quorum of a meeting will 
be one quarter of the number of Members entitled to attend and vote on the 
matters being considered at that meeting.  No quorum for a committee or 
board shall be less than three Members.  The quorum for a sub-committee or 
Panel with seven or fewer members shall be two members. (The Council has 
agreed a quorum for the Standards Committee will be 3 members.) 

 
11.2 During any meeting, if the Chair or other person presiding counts the number 

of Members present and declares there is not a quorum present, then the 
meeting will adjourn for 15 minutes.   
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11.3 If, after 15 minutes, the Chair or other person presiding counts the number of 
Members present and declares there is not a quorum present, then the 
meeting will end. 

 
11.4 If the meeting ends in accordance with paragraph 11.3 above, any remaining 

business will, regardless of any other provisions of these Rules, be 
considered at a time and date fixed by the Chair.  If s/he does not fix a date, 
the remaining business will be considered at the next ordinary meeting. 
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Annex 3.8:  Protocol for the Appointment of 
a Standards Committee 

 
1. Scope 
 

This Protocol governs the appointment of Members  to serve on the Council’s 
Standards Committee in accordance with Article 9 of this Constitution.  
 

2. Size of the Committee 
 

The Standards Committee shall comprise of nine elected Members of Gravesham 
Borough Council appointed by the Full Council. Not more than one Member of the 
Cabinet shall be appointed to the Standards Committee. 

  
3. Appointment of independent persons 
 

The independent person(s) will be appointed by the Full Council in accordance with 
the following procedure. 

 
3.1 The Monitoring Officer shall arrange for an advertisement to be placed in at 

least one local newspaper inviting written applications for the post of 
independent person to advise the Standards Committee in relation to 
complaints regarding Councillors. 

 
3.2 Persons who have been officers or Members of Gravesham Borough Council 

within the previous five years will not be eligible for appointment.  
 
3.3 Persons who are relatives or close friends of a Member or officer of 

Gravesham Borough Council will not be eligible for appointment.   
 

3.4 The Monitoring Officer shall draw up a short list of applicants, in consultation 
with the Service Manager (Communities).   

 
3.5 The short-listed applicants shall be invited for interview by the Monitoring 

Officer and the Service Manager (Communities), who will then make 
recommendations for appointment to the Full Council. 
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Gravesham Borough Council’s procedure for dealing 
with MemberCouncillor Conduct complaints under the 

Localism Act 2011 
 
1.   Introduction  
 
Gravesham Borough Council is committed to high standards of behaviour and 
conduct by Councillors and Co-opted members who are visible community 
leaders. The Standards Committee will promote high standards of behaviour 
and consider complaints raised about potential breaches of the Members’ 
code of councillor conduct. 
 
Gravesham Borough Council and the 6 Parish Councils have each adopted a 
Code of Conduct that is based on the seven principles of public life 
selflessness, integrity, objectivity, accountability, openness, honesty and 
leadership. 
 
he Localism Act 2011 amended the way that Councils can deal with any 
concerns that are raised about the conduct of Councillors. These 
arrangements regarding Medway Councillors and Parish Councillors applied 
from 1 July 2011It is important to note that the Standards Committee can only 
look into complaints about a breach or potential breach of the 
Members’Councillor Code of Conduct.  The Standards Committee will use this 
procedure to determine how to deal with complaints, having regard to the 
flowchart at Appendix A and the Screening Process Flowchart Tables 
(attached at Appendix B1) 
 
2.  Presumptions 
 
• Complaints should be settled quickly, efficiently and informally and in a 

way that represents value for money and takes into account the limited 
action that can be taken against a MemberCouncillor.  
 

• Details of the allegations made against a MemberCouncillor should not be 
made public until the end of the process and only if there is an 
investigation (subject to the rules on access to information).  

 
• If a complainant makes an allegation public before it is concluded that may 

bring an end to the process since that publicity cwould be similar in gravity 
to the most serious action the Council could ultimately take of censure. 
This presumption will not apply in cases involving allegations of non-
compliance with provisions in the Members’ Code of Conduct relating to 
the registration and disclosure of Disclosable Pecuniary Interests as 
criminal proceedings may arise which cannot be discontinued by the 
Standards Committee or the Monitoring Officer irrespective of publicity 
surrounding the complaint. 
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• Any investigations will be completed quickly and where possible by 
correspondence. 

 
• There will be recognition from the outset of any complaint that the action 

that can be recommended at the end of any process must be 
proportionate to the need to ensure effective administration of the Council, 
the welfare of its staff or the reputation of the Council. 

 
• Where a complaint is capable of resolution by a Political Group or Groups 

these will be referred for such resolution to the Leader and Whip of such 
Group or Groups. 

 
• Any resolution or decision by the Groups or Groups is final and cannot of 

itself give rise to a complaint except to the Local Government 
Ombudsman. 

 
Where a complaint involves a Parish Councillor, that this will be referred to the 
Parish Council concerned for resolution. 
 
3.  Making a complaint 
 
In the first instance if you have a concern about a MemberCouncillor arising 
out of their role as a Membercouncillor as opposed to their private life, you are 
expected to discuss your concerns with the Monitoring Officer by telephone 
on 01634 332133. The Monitoring Officer is a senior officer with a legal 
background. They will discuss your concern and may suggest an alternative 
resolution to a formal complaint. 
 
Complaints should be made within six months. The Committee is only likely to 
accept complaints that are older than six months where there are exceptional 
circumstances, for example, it is about an event or incident that took place 
more than 6 months ago, but did not come to light until recently, and the 
complainant brought it forward as soon as it had come to light. 
 
 
If you wish to make a complaint you can write to the Monitoring Officer or 
send an email to: 
 
Perry Holmes, Monitoring Officer 
Gravesham Borough Council, Civic Centre, Windmill Street, Gravesend, Kent, 
DA12 1AU  
perry.holmes@medway.gov.uk 
 
We would like you to use the attached form at Appendix C so that we have all 
the relevant information. Anonymous complaints will not normally be 
considered. 
 
(N.B. – Gravesham Borough Council shares a Monitoring Officer with Medway 
Council which the reason for the Medway telephone number and email 
address.)  
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4.  You can expect: 
 

• An acknowledgement of your complaint within 5 working days from the 
Monitoring Officer. 

• That the Monitoring Officer will inform the subject Councillor that a 
complaint has been received (unless to do so would prevent proper 
consideration of the complaint). 

• That you will be kept informed about the progress of your complaint. 
• That only the Members on the Standards Committee will consider your 

complaint as the meeting will usually beit is held in closed 
session‘exempt session’, in order to preserve the confidentiality of the 
process. 

 
5.  The Process 
 
The process we will follow is set out below and is also illustrated by the 
attached diagram (Appendix 2). 
 
There are four main stages to our process; Screening, Investigation, 
Independent Review and Conclusion. At each stage we will be looking to 
quickly and informally resolve your concern. 
 
The process we will follow is  illustrated in the  diagram at Appendix A. 
 
 
5.1 In the Screening stage your complaint will be assessedwe will decide  

against the following assessment criteria, as set out in the attached 
screening table at Appendix B and based on the presumptions above. This 
process will determine whether we will investigate your concern or seek to 
resolve it in another way. :At this stage the Monitoring Officer will provide 
advice about process and the law. It will be a matter for the Standards 
Committee to decide what action to take. 

 
 
Is the conduct complained of older than 6 months?  
 (If complaint is made about an event that occurred 6 – 12 months ago, unless there 
are exceptional circumstances, it will not be investigated)* see note below: 
 
Is the complaint about a councillor when they were acting in that capacity?  
 
On the face of the complaint is the conduct something, which is a potential 
breach of the Code of Conduct? 
 
Is the complaint one that should be referred to another body to investigate? 
 
Is the complaint about a Parish Councillor and it would be more appropriate 
for the issue to be resolved locally by the Parish Council?  
 
Could the complaint be dealt with by a Political Group?  
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Is the complaint capable of being resolved by an investigation, bearing in 
mind the sanctions available?  
 
Bearing in mind the circumstances of the complaint, would it be 
disproportionate to investigate?  
 
We The Committee maycould decide to take no action, suggest an informal 
resolution, seek the views of the Independent Person, or send your complaint 
for investigation. 
 
Complaints should be made within six months. The Committee are only likely 
to accept complaints that are older than six months where there are 
exceptional circumstances, for example, it is about an event or incident that 
took place more than 6 months ago, but did not come to light until recently, 
and the complainant brought it forward as soon as it had come to light 
 
 
5.2  In the Investigation stage we will seek to get more information about 
       your concern and then put the information we have into a report. We will  
       put the emphasis on speedy investigations completed remotely through  
       correspondence to speed up the process and provide better value for             
       money. If a complaint is withdrawn at any stage we will discontinue the  
       process including any investigation. 
 
5.3  In the Independent Review stage we will present all the information to  
       an Independent Person, who has no links to the Council, to seek their  
       opinion on how to proceed.  
 
Assessment of Complaint - Independent Person’s views 
  
The Localism Act 2011 provides that the Committee must seek, and take into 
account the views of the Independent Person before it makes a decision on 
an allegation that it has decided to investigate (section 28(7)(a) of the 
Localism Act). The Act also provides that the Committee may seek the views 
of the Independent Person in relation to an allegation at any other stage within 
the complaints procedure (section 28(7)(b) of the Localism Act). 
 
The Independent Person is appointed by Full Council. A second Independent 
Person is also appointed, (“the Second Independent Person”), in the event 
that at any stage the Independent Person has any conflict of interest that 
prevents him/her from carrying out the role.  
In the Investigation stage we will seek to get more information about your 
concern and then put the information we have into a report. We will put the 
emphasis on speedy investigations completed remotely through 
correspondence to speed up the process and provide better value for money. 
If a complaint is withdrawn at any stage we will discontinue the process 
including any investigation. 
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In the Independent Review stage we will present all the information to thean 
Independent Person, who has no links to the Council, to seek their opinion on 
how to proceed. The Councillor Conduct Committee hasWe have to take their 
opinion into account. 
 
5.4  In the Conclusion Stage the investigation report and the Independent  
       Person’s opinion will be presented to the Standards Committee,  
       a Committee of Councillors. This may be a paper process or you may     
       have to attend to be asked questions. A decision will be made how to  
       resolve the complaint. You will be notified of the outcome. 

 
      Before reaching its decision, the Complainant and subject Member have  
      the right to make submissions as to the appropriate sanction (if any).  
      Where the decision is communicated in writing, the Council will re- 
      convene the Standards CommitteePanel Hearing to consider the  
      question of sanction. In such situations, the subject MemberCouncillor will  
      be invited to submit their representations in writing to the Monitoring  
      Officer in advance of the re-convened hearing. 
 
6.  If you are not satisfied with how your complaint has been dealt with 

There is no right of appeal by either party against a decision of the       
Monitoring Officer or of the recommendations or decisions of the Standards 
Committee.  

There is a right for any complainant, who is a member of the public, to refer 
the matter to the Local Government Ombudsman (LGO). The LGO does not 
have any powers to overturn the decision of the Committee but may ask the 
Committee to reconsider the matter or change its procedures if there is 
evidence of maladministration.  
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APPENDIX A 

 

COMPLAINTS PROCESS FLOWCHART 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

Assessment against criteria 
Standards Committee 

Investigation 
Monitoring Officer or 

internal/external investigator 

Independent review 
Independent Person 

Conclusion  

Standards Committee 

Acknowledgement & fast set up of meeting 

Report 

Opinion 

 

 

 

Written complaint received 
Monitoring Officer 

• Criteria not met 
• “Political” 

complaintReferred 
to Group Leader & 
Whip 

• Parish complaint 
• Referral to another 

body 
• Not suitable for 

investigation  
3. Capable of informal 

resolution  

 

 

 

Decision: Recommend (1) no 
further action or (2) referral to 
Group Leader & Whip, or (3) 

referral to Parish Council or (34) 
referral to Monitoring 
Officeranother body  

- Process ends 

Decision: Recommend (1) to 
(4) or (5) censure, removal 

from committee etc Decide on 
breach and, where necessary, 

sanction - Process ends 

Within criteria and decision to investigate 
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 Appendix B 
 

GRAVESHAM BOROUGH COUNCIL SCREENING 
PROCESS FOR COUNCILLOR CONDUCT 

COMPLAINTS 
 

Q Gravesham Borough 
Council Screening Process  

Circle as 
necessary 

Subsequent action 

 

1 
 

Is the complaint about an 
allegation under Section 34 of 
the Localism Act 2011?  
(i.e. a potential breach of the 
Member’s obligations relating to 
their Disclosable Pecuniary 
Interests)  
 

NO Move onto Q2 

YES 

Consider the allegation under the Legal 
Jurisdiction Test -– see below 

et out at 6.1.2 of the Localism Act 2011 – s.34 
Criminal Offence Investigations in Kent and 

Medway Protocol.  
 

2 

 

Is the conduct complained of 
older than 6 months? 
(If complaint is about an event that 
occurred 6-12 months ago, unless 
there are exceptional* 
circumstances, it will not be 
investigated). 

NO Move onto Q3 

YES No Further Action (NFA) unless 
exceptional circumstances 

 

3 

 

Is the complaint about a 
Gravesham Councillor , co-
opted Member or Parish 
Councillor when acting in that 
capacity?  
 

NO NFA 

YES Move onto Q4 

 

4 

 

On the face of the complaint, 
is the conduct something 
which is a potential breach of 
the Councillor Code of 
Conduct? 

NO NFA 

YES Move onto Q5 

 

5 

 

Is the complaint one that 
should be referred to another 
body to investigate? 

NO Move onto Q6 

YES NFA and refer to relevant body 
e.g. Police, HMRC 
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67 

 

Could the complaint be dealt 
with by a Political Group? 

 

NO Move onto Q78 

YES Refer to Political Group for resolution 

78 Is the complaint capable of 
being resolved by an 
investigation bearing in mind 
the sanctions available  

NO NFA  

 

YES Move onto Q89 

 

89 

 
Bearing in mind the 
circumstances of the 
complaint would it be 
disproportionate to 
investigate?  

NO Investigate  

YES NFA  

Outcome of the Gravesham 
Borough Council Screening 
Criteria Process?  

 

 

*”Exceptional circumstances” could include an event or incident that took 
place more than 6 months ago, but did not come to light until recently, and the 
complainant brought it forward as soon as it has come to light.
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Legal Jurisdiction Criteria Test 
 

Test Yes No  

a) Did the alleged conduct (take place) after the commencement of 
section 34 of the Localism Act? 

 

  

b) Was the person complained of a member of the Council at the time of 
the alleged conduct 

 

  

c) Was the person complained of acting in an official capacity at the time 
of the alleged conduct? 

 

  

d) Did the alleged conduct occur when the person complained of was 
acting as a member of another authority? 

 

  

e) If the facts could be established as a matter of evidence, could the 
alleged conduct be capable of a breach of the Code of Conduct?  

 

Please refer to the Code of Conduct  

 

  

f) The complaint is not about dissatisfaction with the Council’s decisions, 
policies and priorities. 

 

  

Has the Legal Jurisdiction Criteria Test been met 
requiring a referral to the police? 
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Appendix C 

GRAVESHAM BOROUGH COUNCIL 
  

COUNCILLOR CONDUCT COMPLAINT FORM 
 
Before you submit your complaint 
 

You can only submit a complaint against a Councillor or a Co-opted Member of a 
Committee when they are acting in their capacity as a Councillor or a Co-opted 
Member. This includes whenever they conduct the business of the Council, or act, 
claim to act, or give the impression they are acting, in their official capacity as a 
representative of the Council.  
 
We would like to see if there is a way to resolve your complaint informally before 
you submit a formal complaint.  
 

Please therefore contact the Monitoring Officer. The Monitoring Officer is a senior 
officer with a legal background who can advise you and explain the complaints 
process to you.  Contact details are: 
Telephone: 01634 332133 
Email: perry.holmes@medway.gov.uk 
 
If, having spoken to the Monitoring Officer, you still wish to make a 
formal complaint please complete this form as fully as possible: 
 
1. Please provide us with the name of the member(s) you believe have 

breached the Code of Conduct and the name of their Council: 
 

Title First name Last name Council or authority name 
    

 
  

 
  

  
 

  

  
 

  

 
2.  Please provide us with a summary of your complaint 
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3. Please provide us with your name and contact details 
 

Title:  
First name:  
Last name:  
Address:  

 
 

Daytime telephone:  
Evening telephone:  
Mobile telephone:  
Email address:  
 

4. Please tell us which best describes you: 
  Member of the public 
  Councillor or a co-opted member  
  Member of Parliament 
  Council officer   
  Other  

(……………………………………………….) 

 
How will we deal with your complaint  
 
You can find full details about how we deal with complaints about a Councillor in 
our Process [link] and the flowchart [link]  
 
In summary there are four main stages to our process;  
 

1. ScreeningAssessments - when the Standards Committee will look at what 
you say has happened against a set of published criteria and decide 
whether it can be informally resolved or should be further investigated. 

 
2. Investigation - where we will ask someone to investigate your complaint in 

more detail and produce a report. This is likely to be by correspondence 
 
3. Independent Review - where we will ask someone unconnected to the 

Council called the Independent Person to review the information we have 
collected and to give us their independent opinion on how we should 
proceed. 

 
4. Conclusion- where we will decide whether the MemberCouncillor has 

breached the Code of conduct and what action to take.  
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At each stage we will be looking to quickly and informally resolve your concern. 
 
You can expect: 
 

• An acknowledgement of your written complaint within 5 working days from 
the Monitoring Officer. 

• That the Monitoring Officer will inform the subject Member that a complaint 
has been received (unless to do so would prevent proper consideration of 
the complaint) 

• That you will be kept informed about the progress of your complaint. 
 
Details we would like from you 
 
Please explain in this section (and/or on separate sheets) in detail what the 
member has done that you believe breaches the Code of Conduct: 

 
 You should be specific, wherever possible, about exactly what you are 

alleging the member said or did. For instance, instead of writing that the 
member insulted you, you should state what it was they said. 

 You should provide the dates of the alleged incidents wherever possible. If 
you cannot provide exact dates it is important to give a general timeframe.  

 You should confirm whether there are any witnesses to the alleged conduct 
and provide their names and contact details if possible. 

 You should provide information setting out why you believe the Councillor 
or the Co-opted Member of a Committee was acting in their capacity as a 
Councillor or a Co-opted Member. Having considered your complaint, if it is 
decided that the Councillor or a Co-opted Member was acting in a personal 
capacity, then your complaint will not be pursued because this would not 
amount to a breach of the Code of Conduct.  

 You should provide any other relevant background information.  
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Additional Help 
 
Complaints must be submitted in writing which includes email. However, in line with 
the requirements of the Disability Discrimination Act 2000, we can make reasonable 
adjustments to assist you if you have a disability that prevents you from making your 
complaint  in writing.  
 
We can also help if English is not your first language.  
 
If you need any support in completing this form, please let us know as soon as 
possible. 
 
For advice about the process we will follow please contact: 
Perry Holmes 
Monitoring Officer 
Gravesham Borough Council 
Civic Centre 
Windmill Street  
Gravesend 
Kent 
DA12 1AU  
 
01634 332133 
perry.holmes@medway.gov.uk 
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Standards Committee 

Procedural Guidance for investigations about 
Membercouncillor conduct allegations under the Localism 

Act 2011 
Background 

1. This guidance applies to those Councillor misconduct complaints where the 
Standards Committee has requested an investigation after the Screening 
process. 

2. It sets out the approach that will be taken when the Standards Committee 
considers the Investigators report, the report of the Independent Person and 
any other relevant information. 

 
Relevant people 

3. The Committee – the Standards Committee 

4. The Investigator – an individual appointed by the Monitoring Officer to 
investigate the allegation 

5. The Independent Person – someone not connected to the Council who has 
been appointed by the Council to provide independent oversight of conduct 
cases and whose  views must be taken into account by the Committee before 
it makes a decision after an investigation 

6. The Monitoring Officer – a senior officer who advises the Committee on the 
procedure and the law  

7. The Complainant – the person making the complaint about a Councillor 

8. The subject MemberCouncillor – the Councillor or co-opted Member about 
whom the complaint is made 

 

 
Initial process 

9. Once the Standards Committee has decided to request an investigation, the 
Monitoring Officer will appoint a suitably qualified Investigator, normally 
outside of the Council. The Monitoring Officer will write to inform the subject 
MemberCouncillor, the Complainant and where applicable the Clerk of the 
relevant Parish Council. He will also write to the Independent Person. 
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Investigation   

10. The Investigator will contact the subject MemberCouncillor, the Complainant 
and any witnesses and conduct an investigation to establish to the best of 
their knowledge and belief, the facts of the alleged misconduct. They will also 
be expected to say in their opinion whether the subject Councillor has 
breached the Code of Conduct. If a breach is found in the opinion of the 
Investigator they will be expected to confirm what action if any the Committee 
should take. The investigation will be expected to complete wherever possible 
within 3 months of instruction. Interviews of relevant people may take place in 
writing, over the telephone or in person. 

11. In the unusual event that the Investigator finds evidence that suggests a 
criminal offence may have been committed she or he will contact the 
Monitoring Officer who will refer the matter to the police. The investigation will 
be suspended at that point until the police investigation concludes. 

12. The subject MemberCouncillor and the Complainant should be asked to 
comment on a draft report from the Investigator which should indicate that it 
does not necessarily represent the Investigators final conclusions. Any 
comments should be included in a final report. The final report should include 
the Investigators conclusion on facts, breach and where relevant sanction.  

13. Where the Investigator finds that the Code of Conduct has not been 
breached, the Committee will be invited by the Monitoring Officer to consider 
that together with the report of the Independent Person and to decide that 
whether the complaint process should not progress any further. They should 
give reasons for that decision. 

 
Independent Person 

14. The Independent Person will be invited to comment on the outcome of the 
investigation whether a breach has been found or not. 

15. Where a breach has been found in the opinion of the Investigator and or the 
Independent Person, their report will be considered by the Committee before 
deciding on whether a breach of the Code of Conduct has happened.   

 

Pre- Committee Meeting process 

16. Once the Investigator’s report and the Independent Person’s report have been 
received by the Monitoring Officer, the Subject MemberCouncillor and the 
Complainant will be notified of the date that the Committee will be considering 
the reports and making their final decisions.  
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17. Both parties will be invited to comment on whether an informal resolution is 

possible. If that is the case then the Monitoring Officer should take all 
reasonable steps to facilitate the informal resolution and should notify the 
Committee at the next available meeting. 

18. If that is not the case then the preparations for the meeting will continue. The 
complainant will be entitled to attend the meeting but will not normally be 
invited to contribute to the meeting as their complaint will have been fully 
investigated by this stage.  

19. The subject MemberCouncillor will be asked to confirm whether they wish to 
attend and whether they object to any parts of the Investigator’s report 
stipulating how they object and whether they wish to call witnesses. It will be 
at the discretion of the Monitoring Officer in consultation with the Chairman of 
the Committee where relevant to manage the pre-Committee hearing process. 
Witnesses who have not been previously notified to the Investigator will not 
normally be allowed accept in exceptional circumstances.    

 
The Committee Meeting. 

20. The consideration of the Investigator’s report, the Independent Person’s 
report and any other information will be conducted in accordance with the 
procedure outlined below. The meeting will not take evidence under oath and 
the questioning of people present will be through the Chairman of the 
Committee. The decision on the facts of the case will be on the balance of 
probabilities. The Committee will be expected to give reasons for its findings 
of fact, any decision that on whether or not the subject MemberCouncillor has 
breached the Code of Conduct and any decision as to sanction. 

21. The Subject MemberCouncillor may be represented at their own expense by a 
barrister or solicitor. The consent of the Committee will be required for any 
other person to represent the Subject MemberCouncillor.   

 
Meeting Procedure 

22. The meeting to consider the Investigator’s report will be closed to the press 
and public after resolution where any of the conditions in the Local 
Government Act 1972 Schedule 12A are met. The complainant and the 
subject MemberCouncillor will be entitled to stay in the meeting if this decision 
is made. 

23. The Monitoring Officer or their nominee will support the Committee to make 
their decision. Any advice given by the Monitoring Officer will be reported to 
all those present in the meeting. 
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24. The Chairman or the Monitoring Officer will confirm who is present.  

 

25. If the subject MemberCouncillor declines to attend or cannot attend for some 
specified reason the Committee will decide whether to proceed in absence 
giving reasons. 
 

26. The Chairman or Monitoring Officer will outline the procedure. 
 

Decision on the facts 

27. The Investigating Officer if present or the Monitoring Officer will outline the 
Investigator’s report and findings on the facts. 
 

28. Through the Chairman the complainant, the subject MemberCouncillor or their 
representatives may ask questions of the Investigator if present on their 
findings on the facts. 
 

29. The Committee may ask questions of the Investigator on their findings on the 
facts. 
 

30. The complainant if present may address the Committee on the facts and call 
witnesses to the facts otherwise the Committee will consider the 
complainant’s written comments. Witnesses who have not been previously 
notified to the Investigator and/or the Committee will not normally be allowed 
accept in exceptional circumstances.    
 

31. The Committee may ask the complainant and any witnesses questions about 
the facts. 
 

32. The subject MemberCouncillor or their representative if present may address 
the Committee on the facts and call witnesses to the facts otherwise the 
Committee will consider the subject Member’sCouncillors written comments. 
Witnesses who have not been previously notified to the Investigator and/or 
the Committee will not normally be allowed accept in exceptional 
circumstances.    
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33. The Committee may ask the subject MemberCouncillor and any witnesses 

questions about the facts. 
 

34. The complainant and then the subject MemberCouncillor or their 
representative may make any final comments on the facts. 
 

35. The Committee will retire to a separate room or ask everyone apart from the 
Committee Clerk to leave the room and make a decision on the facts of the 
case. They will return to the Committee room or invite everyone back and the 
Chairman will announce their decision with reasons. 
 

Decision on breach 

36. The subject MemberCouncillor or their representative will be invited to 
address the Committee on whether the facts as found give rise to a breach of 
the Code of Conduct.  
 

37. The Committee will consider the report of the Investigator and the 
Independent Person as to breach and if present will ask them questions if 
necessary. 
 

38. The Committee will retire to a separate room or ask everyone apart from the 
Democratic Services OfficerCommittee Clerk to leave the room and make a 
decision on the whether the facts of the case give rise to a breach of the Code 
of Conduct. They will return to the Committee room or invite everyone else 
back and the Chairman will announce their decision with reasons. 
 

 

 

Decision on sanction 

39. The subject MemberCouncillor or their representative will be invited to 
address the Committee on what sanction if any the Committee should decide 
for the breach of the Code of Conduct.  
 

40. The Committee will consider the views of the Investigator and of the 
Independent Person and if present ask them questions if necessary. 
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41. The Committee will retire to a separate room or ask everyone apart from the 

Democratic Services OfficerCommittee Clerk to leave the room and make a 
decision on sanction for the breach of the Code of Conduct. They will return to 
the Committee room or invite everyone else back and the Chairman will 
announce their decision with reasons. 
 

Guidance on sanctions 

42. When deciding what sanction if any to impose the Committee should consider 
the following matters together with any relevant matters to ensure that the 
sanction is proportionate to the Subject Member’sCouncillor’s behaviour and 
will ensure compliance with the Code of Conduct in the future. 
 

43. Features that could make the matter more serious or aggravating factors 
could include: 

• Dishonesty 

• Continued denial of the facts 

• Failure to heed officer advice 

• A pattern of behaviour which the Committee has been dealt 
withconsidered before by the Committee 

• Breach of trust 

• Likelihood of repetition 

 

44. Features that could make the matter less serious or mitigating factors could 
include: 

• An honestly held but mistaken view that the conduct was not a breach 
of the Code 

• A member’s previous good record 

• Recognition of wrong doing and attempts at reparation 

 

45. The following are the possible sanctions that the Committee could impose: 
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• Censure of the subject MemberCouncillor either by the Committee or a 

recommendation that the censure be made by full Council at the next 
meeting. 

• Recommendation to the subject Member’sCouncillor’s Group Leader 
that she/he be removed from any or all Committees.  

• Recommendation to the Leader of the Council that she/he be removed 
from the Cabinet or removed from particular Portfolio Holder 
responsibilities.  

• Recommendation that the subject MemberCouncillor write a letter of 
apology to the Complainant. 

• Instruction to the Monitoring Officer that training in the Code of Conduct 
is arranged for the subject MemberCouncillor. 

• Recommendation to full Council or to the relevant Parish Council that 
the MemberCouncillor be removed from all outside bodies she/he has 
been appointed to by the Council. 

• Recommendation to the Chief Executive or the relevant Parish Council 
via their Clerk that facilities such as access to premises, computer, 
email or other support be withdrawn for a defined period but not such 
as to prevent the MemberCouncillor from attending any meetings to 
which they are entitled to attend as a Councillor. 

• Recommendation to the Chief Executive or the relevant Parish Council 
via their Clerk that all contact with the subject MemberCouncillor be 
through named officers. 

 

After the meeting 

46. The decision of the Committee will be included in the minutes of the meeting. 
Where the decision is that there was no breach of the Code of Conduct, the 
subject MemberCouncillor and the Complainant will not normally be identified. 

47. Where the decision is that there was a breach the MemberCouncillor will be 
identified.  

48. The Complainant will only be identified where theyre have expressly agreed to 
this. 

 

Appeal 
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49. There is no right of appeal by either party against a decision of the Monitoring 

Officer or of the recommendations of the Standards Committee. 

50. There is a right for any complainant, who is a member of the public, to refer 
the matter to the Local Government Ombudsman (LGO).  The LGO does not 
have any powers to overturn the decision of the committee but may ask the 
committee to reconsider the matter or change its procedures if there is 
evidence of maladministration 

 

December 2018 December 2014 
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LOCALISM ACT 2011 – s.34 CRIMINAL OFFENCE 

INVESTIGATIONS IN KENT AND MEDWAY 
 

1. Security protective marking  

1.1  Not restricted. 

2. Summary of changes  

2.1  This is the first document in this category - therefore no historical revisions. 

3. Application  

3.1  This policy applies in Kent and Medway, to the handling and investigation of alleged criminal offences 
created by Section 34 of the Localism Act 2011 and specifically related to Disclosable Pecuniary Interests 
(DPIs) as defined in Appendix A to this policy. 

3.2 DPI offences apply to elected members (Councillors) and voting co-opted members of all Kent and 
Medway Councils (borough, city, county, district, parish/town and unitary) and also encompass those 
interests of their spouses or partners living at the same address.   

4. Purpose 

4.1 The purpose of this policy is to: 

(a) Provide guidance and clarify the role of Monitoring Officers and the Police in the handling of complaints 
relating to DPIs; 

(b) Provide guidance on the initial investigation and handling by the Police, of alleged criminal offences 
relating to DPIs; 

(c) Assist Police officers and staff in identifying and correctly categorising alleged DPI offences; 

(d) Avoid prejudicing any prosecution and/or continuing investigation into alleged DPI offences. 

4.2  There may be risks of adverse publicity, if the Police fail to investigate alleged DPI offences correctly. The 
actus reus of such offences may also be indicative of wider corruption and Bribery Act offences which are 
investigated by the Serious Economic Crime Unit in SCD at Force Headquarters. It is important that 
supervising staff reviewing complaints, reports and investigation logs of such alleged offences, are aware 
of the sources of adverse publicity and conduct reviews in accordance with Section 6 of this policy. 

5. Localism Act 2011 Offences – definition and description 

5.1.1 Section 34 of the Localism Act creates DPI offences (detailed in Appendix B) that are all summary only 
(brought within a period of 12 months beginning with the date on which evidence sufficient in the opinion 
of the prosecutor to warrant the proceedings came to the prosecutor’s knowledge) and if proven, could 
result in the disqualification of the person concerned as well as the imposition of a fine.           

No proceedings may be brought more than three years after the commission of the offence, or, in the 

case of a continuous contravention, after the last date on which the offence was committed.  

5.1.2 Investigators should note that whilst these are summary only offences, they require the consent of the 
Director Public Prosecutions to proceed. There is therefore a level of seriousness attached to these 
offences but, conversely, they do not allow a specific power of search for example under PACE - Sec 8, 
Sec 18 or Sec 32. 

 

5.1.3 As DPI offences apply to and can only be committed by members (Councillors) and voting co-opted 
members of the Kent and Medway Councils, police officers should be mindful of the need for impartiality 
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to political parties and the potential for media impact on the issues surrounding such offences. An 
example would be a Council’s planning committee dealing with a planning application where there is 
intense local interest in the outcome. 

5.1.4 Officers should also be mindful of both local and national elections being held around the dates of the DPI 
complaints and act in accordance with Purdah Policy C04.  

5.1.5 If a pre-election period has commenced and a DPI complaint has been made about a person standing for 
election,  then the complaint shall be recorded and investigated in the normal manner however care 
should be exercised when approaching any witnesses or suspect about the matter as this could be 
interpreted as favouring one party or candidate over another. If in doubt contact D/Sgt SECU or Legal 
Services for advice. 

5.2 Offences under the Localism Act 2011 should not be prosecuted under that Act where the alleged 
offence(s) involves more serious and substantial crimes e.g. Misconduct in Public Office, Fraud Act 2006 
or Bribery Act 2010. These will be recorded and dealt with in the usual manner and with reference to the 
relevant force policy and the SECU public corruption team. 

 

6. Initial action on receipt of complaint of Localism Act 2011 offence  

Outlined below is the standard operating procedure (SOP) for reporting arrangements as agreed between 
Kent and Medway Councils’ Monitoring Officers and the Kent Police.  

See Appendix D - SOP flow chart  

It should be noted that these offences are summary only and so these procedures should be followed 
expeditiously. 

 

6.1 Classes of persons reporting to Police 

It is expected that alleged DPI offences will be reported to the Police from one of the following classes of 
persons, though this list is not exhaustive:- 

- Political rival or associate of the named suspect; 

- Council employee; 

- Council’s Monitoring Officer (having first applied the Legal Jurisdiction Test referred to in 
para.6.1.2 below before referral to the Police); 

- Member of the public;  

- Members of the press by enquiry to Kent Police Media office;  

- Persons who feel aggrieved at a recent decision of the Council or suspect. 

Such reports may present as verbal reports, via email or letter to the District Commander for example or 
by telephone to the FCR. They may also be made by persons approaching officers on patrol or by way of 
attendance at the front counter. They may also be made anonymously via any of these routes.  

 
 

6.1.2 Legal jurisdiction criteria test 

If the complaint has been made directly to the Council, it has been agreed that the Monitoring Officer will 
have ensured that the following legal jurisdiction criteria test has been met prior to referring the 
complaint to the Police. Conversely, if the complaint has been made directly to the Police, the D/Insp IMU 
will request that the Monitoring Officer applies this test and gives an opinion prior to further Police 
involvement: 

 
(a) Did the alleged conduct after the commencement of section 34 of the Localism Act? 
(b) Was the person complained of a member of the Council at the time of the alleged conduct? 
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(c) Was the person complained of acting in an official capacity at the time of the alleged conduct? 
(d) Did the alleged conduct occur when the person complained of was acting as a member of 

another authority? 
(e) If the facts could be established as a matter of evidence, could the alleged conduct be capable of 

a breach of the Code of Conduct? 
(f) The complaint is not about dissatisfaction with the Council’s decisions, policies and priorities. 

 
In the event that the legal jurisdiction test is passed then a criminal investigation will be commenced by 
the Police in line with this policy and established police procedures. The suspect will be put on notice 
when invited by the Investigating Officer to interview under PACE.  
 
In the case that the alleged conduct was committed before the commencement of the Localism Act 2011 
or is an expression of dissatisfaction with the Council’s decisions or the matter is in relation to a different 
authority then the complainant should be informed and the matter referred either to the Council’s 
Monitoring officer or to the other authority. 
 
 
 

 

6.2  Nature of crime reported. 
 

Not all members of the public, Councillors or Council employees will recognise a DPI offence and so they 
will most likely report their complaint as one of the following types:- 

 
- Corruption;  
 
- Fraud by abuse of position of trust; 
 
- Bribery; 
 
- Misconduct in Public Office; 
 
- Breach of Council’s code of conduct. 

 
 
 

6.3 Actions to be taken following reporting of a Localism Act 2011 Offence 
 
6.3.1 In all cases, a Storm record should be created that records the details of the allegations as follows:- 
 

- Name and address and contact details of complainant/informant; 
 

- Name and address of suspect – if known; 
 

- Grounds for complaint – i.e. detailing the DPI offence (see Appendix B to this policy) and any 
supporting information such as dates of meetings etc? 

 
The Storm record should then be tagged with ‘IMU’ unless the suspect is a Police officer or member of 
Police staff in which case it will be referred to the Professional Standards Dept. 

 
 

6.3.2 Allocation to and appointment of Investigating Officer 

  
On recording a DPI complaint as an alleged crime, it should be assessed by the D/Insp IMU (Force SPOC’s 
for this policy) and allocated to a person of the rank of no less than Detective Sergeant based on a 
different Division to the area where the offence was committed. This is to minimise the risk of the 
Investigating Officer and the suspect being known to each other in a personal or professional capacity. 

This should be the Reactive D/Sgt unless the matter is serious or complex in which case, advice from the 
D/Sgt SECU should be sought. If the suspect is a Police officer or member of Police staff, the investigation 
will be referred to the Force Professional Standards Department. 

 
Prior to acceptance of the criminal investigation by the Police, the D/Insp IMU will make contact with the 
relevant Council Monitoring Officer and request that they undertake the Legal Jurisdiction Test. Provided 
this test criteria is met, the allegation will be recorded as a crime and a Police Investigating Officer will be 
appointed. 
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6.3.3 Initial Investigative review by Crime Supervisor/Investigating Officer. 
 

- The Investigating Officer must make early contact with the relevant Council Monitoring Officer 
outlining the nature of the allegation (this should be done as soon as practicable as there are 
time limits on the prosecution of these offences). The Council’s Monitoring Officer will provide 
assistance with regard to evidential capture. The Monitoring Officer will also determine who 
within their Council to notify, this may include the Chief Executive, Leader or Press Officer for 

example, but will be at their discretion. 
 
- If not already undertaken, the Council’s Monitoring Officer will be asked to undertake the Legal 

Jurisdiction Test (para. 6.1.2 above). 
 

In liaising with the Monitoring Officer, the Investigating Officer should: 
 
- Request that the [Members’] register of interests be checked and minutes of relevant Council 

meetings be made available or be sign posted to their whereabouts; 
 
- Inquire whether the named suspect has been the subject of similar complaints in the past; 
 
- Inquire whether the named informant has been the subject of similar complaints in the past; 
 
- Ask for any other relevant material or intelligence on the alleged offence, the suspect(s) and 

witness(es) involved or the circumstances surrounding it; 
 

- Ask for any other information relating to the disclosable pecuniary interest complaint that is held 
by the Council; 

 
- Ascertain whether it is possible through the circumstances complained of, that the suspect or 

another party has substantially benefited by the failure to disclose the disclosable pecuniary 
interest; 

 
- Ascertain if a substantial DPI crime has been committed OR another substantive crime e.g. 

Bribery Act, misconduct in public office at common law, or fraud by abuse of position of trust 
 
NB – The Localism Act 2011 requires Monitoring Officers to establish and maintain a register of interests of elected 
members and voting co-opted members.  Sensitive interests (whether or not disclosable pecuniary interests) are 
separately recorded by Monitoring Officers.  The ‘sensitive register’ is similar in definition to the sensitivity of Police 
information and includes the risk of subjection to personal violence or threat of life. Initial investigators should be 
mindful of the existence of such sensitive information and, in accordance with established principles; they should 
not record such interests on any CAD storm report or crime report log. 

 

 
6.3.4 Circumstances that may indicate wider or more substantial criminal activity 
 
The circumstances of the complaint may also be indicative of a wider, more substantive criminal act which will 
need referring to SECU at FHQ. 
 
Where the reviewing officer believes that the following factors may be present, then the matter should be reported 
to SECU or PSD as appropriate:- 
 

- The suspect has potentially made substantive gains from the failure to disclose the interest. e.g. suspect 
has voted on building works to be instigated when their family member runs a local building firm and 
that firm has gained from the award of the contract; 

 
- The suspect has been the subject of similar complaints to either the Police or Council in the past from 

different complainants; 
 
- There are substantial complicating factors that require detailed investigation. Possible examples are as 

follows:- 
 

e.g. 1) The whistle-blower in the Council who has reported the complaint is now being subjected to 
pressure from the suspect in terms of employment or capability to continue in their role; 

 
e.g. 2) There are corporations or limited companies involved with commercial interests AND the suspect 

or their family members or their associates are involved in these companies;  
 
e.g. 3) Investigation of the alleged offences requires production orders or search warrants to review 

special procedure material as defined under Schedule 1 PACE (this includes business records held 
in confidence); 
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- There is a political element to either the nature, the substance of the complaint, the suspect or the 
informant that relates to an important public interest or local issue being promoted by one or more 
registered political parties; 

 
- The complaint is made around an issue that is relevant to a local election and or the complaint is in a 

pre-election period or just after an election (refer to Police Policy C04). 
 

- The circumstances of the allegation constitute a substantial crime of:- 
 

-  Bribery as defined in the Bribery Act 2010;  
 
-  Misconduct in public office at common law; 
 
-  Fraud by abuse of position of trust contrary to the Fraud Act 2006. 

 
- The reviewing officer believes that the surrounding circumstances require NIM Level 2 investigation. 

Examples include, but are not limited to:- 
 

- Risk of a ‘Critical Incident’; 
- Cross border criminality with a national or international context; 
- The complainant or the suspect are serving Police officers or civilian staff or are family members, 

or otherwise related to, serving Police officers or civilian staff; 
- There exists substantial and relevant sensitive information relating to the offence; 
- There is a serious risk of prejudice to an important public interest; 

- The reviewing officer believes that the alleged offence and the circumstances surrounding it are 
not suitable for investigation by Police officers in a different district or area. 

 
It should be noted that referral of the complaint to the Serious Crime Directorate should only be made where there 
are substantial grounds for doing so. The essence of the Localism Act is to ensure greater transparency and public 
accountability and these principles should be mirrored in the Police investigation. 
 
 
7. Conflict of Interest 
 
7.1 Any Officer or member of Police staff who investigates DPI allegations should be mindful of the conflict of 

interest principles and apply them to their own personal circumstances in relation to the alleged offence 
being investigated. 

 
7.2 There are real and substantial risks of adverse publicity if the Investigating Officer, statement taker or 

reviewing officer does not themselves declare any interest associated with the investigation of the alleged 
offence. Any Officer or member of Police staff who considers that they or another may have a conflict of 

interest in relation to such an allegation or investigation must seek advice on this matter from the 
Professional Standards Dept or Legal Services, as a matter of urgency. 

 
7.3 Wider advice and support in relation to the investigation can always be sought from D/Insp IMU, SECU or 

Legal Services. 
 
 
8.  Internal Notifications 
 
8.1  The Investigating Officer will expeditiously notify the DPI complaint to the relevant District Commander or 

in their absence, the Divisional Commander (or Deputy).  If the matter is out of hours then the Duty 
Superintendent will be notified if appropriate to the circumstances. Any of these individuals will then 
consider whether the matter should be brought to the attention of the Force Gold Commander. The 
Investigating Officer will also notify the Divisional/Force media officer. 

 
 

9.  Crime Recording  

 
9.1 The following actions will be taken in accordance with National Crime Recording Standards [Home Office 

counting rules]:- 
 

- Offences under s.34 Localism Act are not notifiable i.e. a crime report is not required for [Home Office] 
National Crime Recording Standards purposes; 

 
- Where an investigating officer identifies a more serious notifiable offence (e.g.  Pecuniary Advantage) a 

crime report for this crime will be created in consultation with the D/Sgt SECU / SCD. [note: fraud 
offences will be recorded by Action Fraud]; 
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- Where a more substantive crime is alleged/recognised. (e.g. fraud by abuse of position of trust) then a 
crime report for this crime will be generated, and DS SECU/SCD notified prior to allocation; 

 
- Where an alleged DPI offence is deemed sensitive or has NIM level 2/3 factors, a D/Sgt in SECU/SCD 

must be notified. 
 
 

10.  Initial Investigative Actions for Localism Act 2011 Offences 
 
 On allocation, the Investigating Officer should consider performing the following investigative actions. 

These actions should be reviewed on a case by case basis and made proportionately to the circumstances 
of the alleged offence being investigated. 

 

 

10.1  Material to be requested of the Monitoring Officer 
 
10.2 The Investigating Officer will seek the views of the Monitoring Officer.  
 
10.3 These views should be in writing and (subject to any rules on legal professional privilege) contain answers 

to the questions in 10.2.4, which are disclosable under the Criminal Procedures and Investigations Act 
1996 (CPIA). 

 
10.4 The Monitoring Officer is a potential witness in the case and he/she should be aware that subsequent to 

providing this information, they may be required to provide a witness statement and attend court as a 

witness. 
 
10.5 
 

a) What circumstances were reported to the Monitoring Officer regarding this alleged offence? 
 

b) What complaints have been received against the named suspect to this alleged offence 
historically and from whom? 

 

c) If not reported to the Police, what was the basis of this decision?  Where is this decision and 
rationale recorded?  

 

d) What explanation was given in any previous complaint against the suspect by either the suspect 
themselves or any other person? 

 

e) What other complaints have been received from or against the complainant in this case and how 
were these dealt with? 

 

f) What has the suspect said either in explanation or mitigation or remorse about the alleged 
offence to any other person and where is this recorded and who witnessed this relevant 
comment? 

 

g) Where not available via other means e.g. on Unitary/Parish/District Council website, request that 
the Police are provided with copies of the following:- 
 
 

h) Request that a search be made of the following communications or records and formally request 
that steps are taken to preserve them for possible review by the Police:- 

 
i.  Any emails, messages, letters or other correspondence received by the Council in relation to the 
 matter under investigation. Both prior to, during and after the relevant period of the offence; 

 
ii.  Any emails, messages or communications or other correspondence received or sent by the 

 suspect during the relevant period of the offence; 

 
iii.  Any emails, messages or communications or other correspondence received or sent by the 

 complainant during the relevant period of the offence. 
 

 
11. Material to be sought with respect to the Disclosable Pecuniary Interest 
 
11.1 The Investigating Officer should ensure that suitable checks are made to establish that the alleged 

disclosable pecuniary interest of the suspect has been in existence and known by the suspect. The actual 
checks made are different in each circumstance and the following is a guide only: 
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i. Companies House including filed reports, current and historic directors and shareholders, 
previous company names, names and addresses of company office holders, accountants and tax 
advisers (if so recorded); 

 
ii. HMRC checks for declared earnings under PAYE VAT return for the relevant period; 

 
iii. Public, open source (e.g. Google) checks and local media websites and ‘blogs; 

 
iv. Police data and intelligence sources Including PNC, PND etc; 

 
v. Council’s Electoral Register (voters) checks on appropriate addresses and persons; 

 
vi. Council tax records for occupancy held on appropriate addresses and persons; 

 
vii. Checks via [Police] area Financial Investigator on the subject and the disclosable interest under 

investigation via Kent Police form 3238; 
 

viii. Information from the Council’s Monitoring Officer; 
 

ix. Any other check that the Investigating Officer believes is relevant to the investigation. 

 
 

12. Powers to obtain evidence and proportionality 
 

12.1 It should be noted that DPI offences under the Localism Act 2011 are summary only offences and 
therefore, the power to obtain warrants under Sec 8 of Police and Criminal Evidence Act is not available to 
Police officers. 

 
12.2 The Investigating Officer should also be mindful of proportionality in the investigation and the need to 

resolve these alleged DPI offences expeditiously.  
 
 

13. Suspect Interviews 
 
13.1 These should be conducted with a view to the circumstances of the investigation and fully comply with 

current codes of practice. 
 
13.2 The Investigating Officer should bear in mind that a lot of investigative work can be avoided by an early 

account from the suspect of these alleged offences and in early liaison with the Council’s Monitoring 
Officer, that the relevant circumstances that gave rise to the complaint, are actually correctly reported. 

 

13.3 Investigators should also be mindful of the case of Richardson v Chief Constable West Midlands Police and 
the provisions of PACE code G for the necessity of arrest. 

 
 

14. Disposal 
 
14.1 Once the outcome of an investigation is known, early notification must be made to the IMU and also to 

the relevant Monitoring Officer and complainant. With the consent of the complainant, evidence obtained 
by Kent Police during the course of an investigation, should be shared with the Monitoring Officer under 
the Kent and Medway Information Sharing Agreement.  

 
14.2 Where the investigation reveals prima facie evidence of a DPI offence having been committed, then this 

should be pursued and investigated and the case file submitted to CPS for consideration under the Code 
for Crown Prosecutors (realistic possibility of conviction and in the public interest to prosecute).  

 
14.3 If the matter proceeds to prosecution, the Monitoring Officer and the complainant will be notified 

accordingly.  No further action will be taken by the Monitoring Officer. The results of the prosecution will 

be notified to the Monitoring Officer and the complainant. 
 
14.4 If the matter does not proceed to prosecution, the Monitoring Officer and complainant will be notified 

accordingly.  The Monitoring Officer may, on the basis of the Investigating Officer’s report, consider what, 
if any action, to take under the Council’s [Member] code of conduct and arrangements. 

 
14.5 It must be borne in mind by supervisors that the disposal of a DPI complaint may attract adverse publicity 

and potentially call into question the reputation of the Force or wider Police service in particular, were a 
more substantive crime to be overlooked. 

 
14.6 Closure of the investigation should be reviewed by an officer of at least the rank of Inspector. 
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14.7 Upon closure of the investigation, the reviewing officer must ensure that the decisions made during the 
course of the investigation are recorded and justified in accordance with the National Decision Making 
Model. 

 
14.8 Any internal notifications carried out under section 8 above will also be replicated upon closure of the 

investigation. 
 

 
15. Freedom of Information requests 
 
 
15.1 The Freedom of Information Act (FOI) imposes a duty on public bodies to ‘confirm or deny’ whether 

information is held and to communicate the information if it is held (s.1(1)).  Where information falls 
within one of the exemptions, public bodies are not obliged to comply with that duty, however, they may 
choose to do so in the interests of transparency.   

 
15.2 Information held by a public authority for the purpose of investigations is exempt under s.30. Such 

information held at any time for such purposes is exempt although the public interest in maintaining the 
exemption must outweigh that in disclosure.   

  
15.3 Information which is not exempt under s.30 but relates to law enforcement is covered by the exemption 

at s.31. Section 31 is prejudice based which means to be engaged, the prejudice to the specified 
purpose(s) by disclosure must be demonstrated.  Again, there is a requirement to conduct a public 
interest test. 

 
15.4 Any information relating to an investigation under this policy need not be disclosed however the 

Reviewing officer should consider appropriate releases of information and conduct a public interest review 
with regard to all the circumstances of each case. 

 
15.5 No data should be released that would prejudice any persons right to a fair trial at court. Officers should 

seek the advice of relevant departments (FOI, media, Legal Services etc.) 
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Appendix A 

 
 

The seven principles of public life 
 

Principle  

 
Preamble The principles of public life apply to anyone who works as a public office-holder. 

This includes all those who are elected or appointed to public office, nationally 

and locally, and all people appointed to work in the civil service, local 

government, the police, courts and probation services, NDPBs, and in the 

health, education, social and care services. 

 

All public office-holders are both servants of the public and stewards of public 

resources. The principles also have application to all those in other sectors 

delivering public services. 

 
Selflessness Holders of public office should act solely in terms of the public interest. 

 
Integrity Holders of public office must avoid placing themselves under any obligation to 

people or organisations that might try inappropriately to influence them in their 

work. They should not act or take decisions in order to gain financial or other 

material benefits for themselves, their family, or their friends. They must declare 

and resolve any interests and relationships. 

 
Objectivity Holders of public office must act and take decisions impartially, fairly and on 

merit, using the best evidence and without discrimination or bias. 

 
Accountability Holders of public office are accountable to the public for their decisions and 

actions and must submit themselves to the scrutiny necessary to ensure this. 

 
Openness Holders of public office should act and take decisions in an open and transparent 

manner. 

Information should not be withheld from the public unless there are clear 

and lawful reasons for so doing. 

 
Honesty Holders of public office should be truthful. 

 
Leadership Holders of public office should exhibit these principles in their own behaviour. They 

should actively promote and robustly support the principles and be willing to 

challenge poor behaviour wherever it occurs. 
 
 

Extract from the Committee on Standards in Public Life (14
th
 Report – January 2013) 
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Appendix B 

 

 List of offences with descriptions  

Section34 of the Localism Act 2011 creates a number of disclosable pecuniary interest related offences.  
Kent and Medway Councils have adopted codes of conduct (applicable to elected members (Councillors) 
and voting co-opted members).  The  ‘Nolan Principles of Selflessness, Integrity, Objectivity, 
Accountability, Openness, Honesty and Leadership at Appendix B to this policy, form the basis of the 
codes of conduct and are indicative of certain tests to be applied when Monitoring Officers consider 
whether the codes have been breached.  

If, without reasonable excuse, a Member: 

 Sections 30(1) – Fails to notify the Monitoring Officer before the end of 28 days beginning with the day 
on which he/she becomes an elected member or voting co-opted member, of any disclosable pecuniary 
interest which he/she has at the time when the notification is given. 

Section 31(2) - Fails to disclose the disclosable pecuniary interest at Council meetings where the interest 
is not entered in the Council’s register of [Members’] interests. 

 Section 31(3) - Fails to notify the Monitoring Officer of a disclosable pecuniary before the end of 28 
days beginning with the date of disclosure at a Council meeting, if the interest is not entered in the 
Council’s register of [Members’] interests and is not the subject of a pending notification. 

 Section 31(4) - Takes part in the discussion or votes, or further discussions or votes, at a Council 
meeting on matters (which are being considered at the meeting) in which he/she has a disclosable 
pecuniary interest. 

  Section 31(7) - Fails to notify the Monitoring Officer of a disclosable pecuniary interest before the end of 
28 days beginning with the date when he/she becomes aware that he/she has such an interest in a 
matter to be dealt with, or being dealt with, by him/her acting alone in the course of discharging a 
Council function. 

 Section 31(8) - Takes any steps or any further steps in relation to a matter being dealt with by him/her 
acting alone in the course of discharging a Council function, except a step for the purpose of enabling the 
matter to be dealt with otherwise than by him/her. 

 False or misleading information - Knowingly or recklessly provides false or misleading information in 
any of the disclosures or notifications under Sections 30(1), 31(2), 31(3) or 31(7).  
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Appendix C 
 

Disclosable Pecuniary Interests, as prescribed by regulations, are as follows: 

The descriptions on Disclosable Pecuniary Interests are subject to the following definitions: 

“the Act” means the Localism Act 2011 

“body in which the relevant person has a beneficial interest” means a firm in which the relevant person is 
a partner or a body corporate of which the relevant person is a director, or in the securities of which the relevant 
person has a beneficial interest 

“director” includes a member of the committee of management of an industrial and provident society 

“land” excludes an easement, servitude, interest or right in or over land which does not carry with it a right for 
the relevant person (alone or jointly with another) to occupy the land or to receive income 

“M” means a member of the relevant authority 

“member” includes a co-opted member  

“relevant authority” means the authority of which M is a member 

“relevant period” means the period of 12 months ending with the day on which M gives a notification for the 
purposes of section 30(1), or section 31(7), as the case may be, of the Act 

“relevant person” means M or any other person referred to in section 30(3)(b) of the Act (the Member’s spouse, 
civil partner, or somebody with whom they are living as a husband or wife, or as if they were civil partners) 

“securities” means shares, debentures, debenture stock, loan stock, bonds, units of a collective investment 
scheme within the meaning of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 and other securities of any description, 
other than money deposited with a building society 

 

Interest Description 

Employment, office, 
trade, profession or 
vacation 

Any employment, office, trade, profession or vocation carried on for profit or gain. 

Sponsorship Any payment or provision of any other financial benefit (other than from the relevant 
authority) made or provided within the relevant period in respect of any expenses 
incurred by M in carrying out duties as a member, or towards the election expenses of M. 

This includes any payment or financial benefit from a trade union within the meaning of 
the Trade Union and Labour Relations (Consolidation) Act 1992. 

Contracts Any contract which is made between the relevant person (or a body in which the relevant 
person has a beneficial interest) and the relevant authority: 

(a)  under which goods or services are to be provided or works are to be executed; and 

(b)  which has not been fully discharged. 

Land Any beneficial interest in land which is within the area of the relevant authority. 

Licences Any licence (alone or jointly with others) to occupy land in the area of the relevant 
authority for a month or longer. 

Corporate tenancies Any tenancy where (to M’s knowledge): 

(a)  the landlord is the relevant authority; and 

(b)  the tenant is a body in which the relevant person has a beneficial interest. 

Securities Any beneficial interest in securities of a body where: 

(a)  that body (to M’s knowledge) has a place of business or land in the area of the 
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relevant authority; and 

(b)  either 

(i)  the total nominal value of the securities exceeds £25,000 or one hundredth of the 
total issued share capital of that body; or  

(ii)  if the share capital of that body is of more than one class, the total nominal value of 
the shares of any one class in which the relevant person has a beneficial interest exceeds 
one hundredth of the total issued share capital of that class. 
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APPENDIX D 
 

STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURE (SOP) 
 

 

 
 

S.34 Criminal Allegation

• Via Council/Unitary Authority Monitoring 

Officer to FCR (following Legal 

Jurisdiction Test)

• Verbally to Police eg. on patrol

• On Social Media

• Letter sent eg. to District C/Insp

• E mail

• At front counter

• In to Force Control Room

Create CAD    Tag for IMU

IMU  Det/Insp

Initial Assessment & STORM closure once 

final disposal known                      SPOC

Investigator appointed

Appropriate to circumstances:

• Reactive DS as minimum rank

• SECU if complex/serious

• PSD if Police Officer/Staff

• Will not  be an investigator from the same 

Division as from where complaint 

originated

PSD - if allegation is against       

Officer/PSE

Legal Services – Advice if required

SECU

LOCALISM ACT 2011 Offences

S.34 Pecuniary Interest Disclosure

Council/Unitary Authority 

Monitoring Officer(relevant 

Council/Unitary Authority covering the 

location where the allegation emanates from)

Will undertake Legal Jurisdiction Test* prior 

to Police (IMU Det/Insp) acceptance of 

criminal investigation

Provides advice & assistance with evidential 

capture

Will notify appropriate persons within relevant 

Council/Unitary Authority eg. Chief 

Executive/Leader/Media Officer

Notifies

• District Cdr or

• Divisional Cdr  

• Duty Supt (if appropriate & out of hrs)

• Divisional/Force Media

Notification to 

Duty Gold if 

appropriate

Post Police Investigation

Investigator notifies outcome to

D/Insp IMU and Council/Unitary Authority Monitoring 

Officer 

*NB. There may be a short delay in Medway 

in order for the Councillor Conduct 

Committee to convene and undertake the 

Legal Jurisdiction Test.

If purdah has commenced and an allegation 

has been made, about a person standing for 

election, in relation to an offence contrary to 

the Localism Act, then a crime shall be 

recorded and investigated in due course but 

no investigation will take place until after the 

result of the election is known. Advice should 

be sought from the SECU D/Sgt.
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